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ABSTRACT

Excavations by the Arkansas Archeological Survey under contract with the New Orleans District of the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers at the Cedar Grove site (3LA97) in Lafayette County, Arkansas, recovered
the remains of a late Caddo (Belcher/Chakanina phase) farmstead at a location that had been later used
for a historic levee, cemetery, roadbed, and fields. A comprehensive interdisciplinary team studied the
recovered data on historic remains, settlement systems, lithics, ceramics, geomorphology, chronology, floral
and faunal remains, pigments, and bioarcheology. The results of these studies indicate that the farmstead
was located on a point oar ridge within the axis of a Red River meander. Settlement pattern on the site
showed the presence of at least one circular house, plus the possible presence of two additional houses and
two ramada work structures. A skeletal population of 14 individuals represented a patriloca family
cemetery of people consuming a moderate proportion of maize in their diet. Although no signs of
European diseases were found in the bioarcheological studies, evidence of possible European contact was
found in the form of two bone buttons from an aboriginal grave. The aboriginal graves showed evidence of
a ranked society, although the farmers represented were probably not at the highest end of the Caddoan
social scale.
Historical documentary and archeological research have also traced local land history after American
settlement began, yielding a perspective on historic land use contrasting to that of the Caddo.
The study confirmed portions of the Teran-Soule ethnographic model of Caddoan settlement systems
and site settlement pattern, and placed the site within the contextual framework of the Caddoan
interaction with their natural environment, as well as assessing the impact of European contact.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE CEDAR GROVE PROJECT
by Neal L. Trubowitz

The Cedar Grove site was discovered during
construction of the Field Revetment by the New Orleans
Distict of the Corps of Engineers along the Red River in
Lafayette County, Arkansas. Pedestrian survey and a boat
reconnaissance of the bankline prior to construction in April
1978 by Coastal Environments, Inc. had encountered no
evidence of archeological remains (Pearson and DuCote
1979:4-37). However, a year later, bulldozing of the south
bank of the Red River for the revetment slope exposed a
skeleton of recent origin and a washed-out tombstone was
recovered some distance downstream from the human
remains. As construction excavations continued, additional
tombstones dating to the early 1900s were discovered,
They were buried approximately a meter below the ground
surface under crevasse splay deposits laid down by the Red
River floods of 1927-1930 (Figures 1-1 and 1-2).
Hearing of the cemetery discovery through newspaper
accounts, Arkansas Archeological Survey archeologists visited
the cemetery with the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers'
project engineer and found that it surmounted a prehistoric
aboriginal site. This is often the case for historic
occupations on the Red River floodplain (Figure 1-3).
Construction at the site area was suspended by the Corps,
leaving the site isolated in the midst of the finished
revetment (Figure 1-4).
After additional visits by both Arkansas Archeological
Survey and Corps archeologists, a purchase order (No.
DACW29-80-M-1870) was issued by the Corps to the Survey
for testing of the site to acquire the information needed
for a determination of the site's eligibility for the National
Register of Historic Places. These tests were carried out
under the direction of Neal Trubowitz, in consultation with
Frank Schambach, between June IS and 25, 1980.
RESULTS OF TESTING
A detailed discussion of the testing project and its
results are reported in Schambach et al (1982). This
section briefly summarizes these results,
Aboriginal Components
Two aboriginal components and a historic component
were found on the Cedar Grove site (Figure 1-5). Based on
ceramic associations, the primary occupation was identified
as a Caddo IV/V hamlet probably dating between A.D. 1650
and 1750. An earlier Caddo Ifl occupation with ceramics
dating between A.D. 1400 and 1500 was found isolated in
the east side of the project area. Based on preliminary
assessment of the testing data, Hemmings (1982) determined

that the main Caddo IV/V component had probably been
established on a point bar ridge near the downstream arm
of Lester Bend, a fairly stable meander curve of the Red
River. During the aboriginal period, this locus was sale
from any imminent erosion within the active meander belt.
It was surrounded by a variety of floral resources in
bottomland forests, canebrakes, and swamps, which
supported a diversity of Austroriparian fauna. Local soils
were fertile and tillable through aboriginal agricultural
methods.
The only evidence found of the Caddo Ill component
was in a midden level 2.8 m below the surface on the far
east side of the site in the indirect impact zone. The
Caddo IV/V component did not directly overlie the Caddo Ill
component there, and elsewhere on the site the tests were
not deep enough to conclude whether Caddo II material
extended below Caddo IV/V occupations or if they were
horizontally distinct.
Below the levee and extending beyond it on either side
was the aboriginal occupation or midden from the Caddo
IV/V component. This occupation is interpreted as a single
continuously inhabited farmstead. However, for purposes of
ceramic analysis, the occupation is divided into Cedar Grove
11, the Caddo IV Belcher phase from A.D. 1670-1700, and
Cedar Grove III, the Caddo V Chakanina phase from A.D.
1700-1730. In the indirect impact zone, evidence of an
aboriginal structure of some kind (Feature 3) was found.
Large chunks of daub, a postmold, and Caddo IV ceramics
were found asso.iated with this feature.
Historic Components
The historic occupation included a presumed Civil War
era levee and a historic black cemetery (ca 1834-1927).
Construction techniques that were revealed in excavation
profiles indicate that the levee was built by hand, probably
sometime between 1834 and 1887. The levee followed the
line of a natural rise and some of the midden soil from the
aboriginal occupation had been used for construction; the
levee fill was rich with late Caddo ceramics, lithics, and
other remains.
The testing uncovered evidence of at least three
unmarked historic burials. These were in the vicinity of
the four graves with tombstones that had been uncovered
during the construction work. Some of these stones were
marked with the insignia of the Cedar Grove Chapter of
the Supreme Royal Circle of Friends, a turn-of-the-century
black fraternal organization. Although it is no longer in
operation, the local Cedar Grove Church and community
still is in existence; some of the elder members could recall
at Cedar Grove before it had been buried by
the
floods.
the cemetery
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Figure 1-1.

.3

Figure 1-3.

Red River channel changes and
floodplain features in the vicinity of
the Cedar Grove site

Figure 1-2.

Tombstones revealed by construction at
Cedar Grove, looking southeast IPAS
negative number 804670)

.7EMiW

N-S Trench 2 west profile showing thick
dark band of aboriginal midden buried
nearly a meter below the surface (AAS
negative number 804656)

Figure 1-4.

3LA97 left isolated as an unexcavated
block within the finished revetment,
looki~ng west (AAS negative number
807559)
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DATA RECOVERY
The report on the resting (Schambach et al. J932)
concluded that 3LA97 had the potential to provide a wide
range of data on Caddoan settlement patterns, social
structure, technology, subsistence, dating, and possible early
European contacts. Examination of the buried historic levee
was expected to provide more data on Euramerican land use
in the Red River. Despite historic disturbance, the Caddo
IV/V occupation could be studied as a unified aboriginal
component uncomplicated by earlier components. Study of
the geomorphology of the site would also provide
information on the processes of river deposition and
meandering that had preserved the site, which could then be
applied to site location elsewhere in the river basin. This
range of data and its excellent preservation, along with the
uniqueness of the site in the archeological record of the
area, led to the conclusion that the site was a highly
significant cultural resource which in the opinion of the
Contract Program of the Arkansas Archeological Survey was
eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic
Places. As construction was already in progress on either
side of the site, avoidance and in situ preservation of the
site area in the direct impact zone was not an alternative
for impact mitigation. Full scale problem-oriented
excavations were recommended to recover as much of the
data present in the affected area as was possible with
existing archeological technology,
State Archeologist Hester Davis and the Keeper of the
National Register concurred that 3LA97 was eligible for
inclusion on the National Register and that data recovery
was the appropriate means of mitigation of the construction
impact. The Corps prepared .tscope of services for this
work while the Survey develo;ed a research proposal. This
work was to also include the esting of the Sentel site
(3LA123), which was discovered during the testing of 3LA97.
This earlier Caddo site was apit'oximately I km east within
the completed revetment. The scope of services called for
testing at 3LAI28, data recove'y within the direct impact
zone at 3LA97, and some additional excavations in the

indirect impact zone at 3LA97 to further investigate the
late Caddo IV structqre and the isolated Caddo IlI midden
found there during the testing. Documentary research was
specified for the history of the cemetery and church and
the levee within the surrounding area. The historic
cemetery was presumed to be a small plot at the north end
of the direct impact zone from which few additional graves
were expected to be found. Therefore, the scope of
services called for the archeologists to map and record any
additional graves found.
The removal of the identified historic graves was to be
left to the Red River Levee District No. I and the Cedar Grove
Church. In the interval between the site testing and data
recovery the graves already identified were disinterred and
the remains were reburied at other local cemeteries used by
the Cedar Grove Church.

DATA RECOVERY AND ANALYSIS
Field operations for the data recovery at 3LA97 began
October 25, 1980, under the direction of Neal Trubowitz.
Excavations continued every day that weather permitted
through December 21, 1910. The testing at 3LA128 was
completed by a smaller crew between January 12 and 19,
1981.
From the beginning the approach to the research
design, implementation, and analysis for the Cedar Grove
project was interdisciplinary, with specialists advising on
data recovery needs for the various data that were
expected to be found on the basis of the test excavation
results.
In the past many archeological studies have utilized
specialists for background research, taking "a static,
classificatory approach to environmental variables, regarding
the biophysical landscape as a spatial and temporal
backdrop" (Buz.r 1980:417); commonly the contributions of
these specialists tave not been adequately integrated into
the basic research goals of archeology. Butzer underscores
the need for a "contextual approach" in archeology.
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The natural environment is regarded as a dynamic
component of the human ecosystem whose study must be
integrated with investigations of artifacts and their
archeological context if we are ever to come to a realistic
understanding of the interrelationship between culture and
environment. It was our intent to make the final Cedar
Grove report such an integrated report.
Funding for the various specialist analyses was
contingent on assessment of each class of data returned to
the laboratory. Proposals for chronometric studies and
bioarcheology were submitted to the Corps in March 1981; a
second package containing geomorphology, subtractive
technology, floral and faunal remains was submitted in 3une
1981, augmented by a pigment proposal in 3anuary 1982.
Corps approval for the first package came in May 1981 and
the rest of the studies were approved in April 1982. In
accordance with contcact stipulations, a draft report was
submitted to the Corps in March 1982. This report had all
the basic background data, but only the bioarcheological
this ofreport
Copies
been
study had to
specialized
the
Theof rest
all completed.
the specialists.
were also distributed

Caddo IV/V component. Caddo V is the least known period
in Caddo archeology, and at present is represented by only
two known sites or site clusters in southwest Arkansas
(Schambach et al. 1982). The Cedar Grove site
investigations were the first opportunity to recover and
study a wide variety of data on the Caddo, who may be
linked with the historically identified Kadohadacho, one of
the two largest Caddo Indian tribes.
The terms "Caddo" or "Caddoan" come from a French
abbreviation of "Kadohadacho," a word meaning real chief.
Today these terms designate seven different things
depending on the context. Following Story (1978:46) they
can refer to (1) a Native American linguistic family, (2) a
subdivision of related dialects within that family, (3) a
collective term for up to 25 tribes or bands, (4) three
possible confederacies, (5) a tribe or band within one of
those confederacies, (6) particular prehistoric and historic
archeological assemblages, and (7) the geographic region
containing these archeological remains (Figure 1-6). The
region stretches between the Mississippi Valley on the east
and the Great Plains on the west, and between the southern
Ozark Mountains and the Gulf Coastal Plain from north to
south. This area falls within portions of six states, mostly
in Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, and Oklahoma. It
incorporates as a natural area the oak-hickory Southeastern
Woodland environment.
study the primary usage of the terms Caddo and
In this
Caddoan
are the archeologica manifestations. The area is

analyses were completed to meet the contract deadline for
a second draft volume at the end of February, 1983.
Condensation to a single volume for the final version of the
report was submitted to the Corps in October 1983, ofth
retrbuedtualtsp
reviews in May.
Corpsadadist.Trbto
of the peer and
following receipt
n ofsisaalysi
essedesirable
(such as a detailed
research
of the
aspects
Some
assessment of soils analysis results and distribution of

delimited by the extent of certain archeological remains,
mostly ceramics, which are distinctive in specific temporal,
henarega is
at the type and attribute
contexts
spatial, and functional
hranifstsGratos
eodi
archeological
nrte
a
traits including house types, burials, and other
Other
level.
material culture are included in various Caddoan complexes.
area, the
variation within the Caddoan
While there isrecord
in the Arkansas Great Send region is
archeological

various artifact classes across the site) could not be
completed, but all raw data for these areas have been
presented for reference by other researchers,
The field research at Sentell (3LA128) brought in a
smaller amount of ceramics, lithics, soils, and floral and
faunal material, and these were included with the Cedar
Grove proposal package. These analyses had not been
approved at the time the Sentell test report was due early
in 1981 (Trubowitz and Schambach 1982). These are

currently interpreted as showing continuity over time and in
situ development from the Archaic period to A.D. 1600
when European contact induced cultural changes and later
population displacements.

The goal of contextual archeology should be the
study of archeological sites as part of a human
ecosystem, within which past communities
interacted spatially, economically, and socially with
the environmental subsystem into which they were
adaptively networked (Butzer 1980:417).

therefore included in this report and provide some-

-,

comparative data on nearby Caddo occupations.
The project focused major research attention on the
Caddo IV/V component in the direct impact zone at Cedar
Grove. The Caddo Ill component remnants were found to
be both horizontally and vertically isolated in the indirect
impact zone. Since there was no further danger of
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disturbance from construction, only a single excavation unit,
3 m square, was dug.

This unit was designed to collect a_"

sample of diagnostic material to confirm the assessment of//
the few artifacts recovered from that component in the
test phase of the research. Few conclusions as to the
nature of that component are therefore possible, but it is
probably related to an earlier Caddo farmstead, which was
also located on a point bar as were the later Caddo IV/V
component (Figure 1-3).
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All Cedar Grove historic data were recorded during the
course of the excavations, but it was not a primary
research focus. When the mitigation excavations revealed
tne large size of mhe historic cemetery, separate
negotiations were entered into for tne purpose of recovering
oiopnysical and arcneological data for trat component. Tne
field recovery of these data under a change order to the
existing contract was authorized in the summer of 1982.
The results of the investigation of the historic cemtery
were presented in a separate research report (Rose 1983).
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CAODO BACKGROUND
Before going into the details of the Cedar Grove
investigations, it will be useful to briefly discuss the
implications of the research at 3LA97, which focused on the

im

Figure 1-6.

The Caddoan archeological region

INTRODUCTION
In many ways Caddoan archeological research has
mirrored that of the changing research interests of
American archeologists in general (Story 1979:57). Initially
research was specimen oriented, focusing on the cemeteries
of major sites. The context of artifacts was often poorly
recorded if at all, and general refuse was only incidentally
collected, if not ignored. For professional archeoloigsts,
this period came to a close at the outbreak of World War
II, but pothunters continue in this vein today. In the 1940s
and 1950s systematic description and synthesis, a taxonomic
approach, was applied in the Caddoan area, leading to the
time-space framework that is still used today (Wyckoff
197). Since the 1960s the effects of processual thinking
has been felt, and there has been increased interest in
subsistence-settlement systems, intrasite variability,
sociopolitical delimitation, and interpretations of Caddoan
culture in behavioral terms (Story 1978:61).

(

3

Yet, through records left by early Spanish and French
visitors we have some descriptions of the general lifestyles
of Caddoan Indians to the south, who must have lived in
the same way as their more northern counterparts who
inhabited the Red River between modern Fulton, Arkansas
and Shreveport, Louisiana.
While English colonization was taking place on the
Atlantic coast of North America, France and Spain vied for
control of the Gulf Coast and the Lower Mississippi Valley.
Between 1695 and 1762 several Spanish and French outposts
for commercial, military, and/or missionary endeavors were
established in this area.

,

In terms of its place in archeological schema,
Schambach (1982) has located the Cedar Grove site within
the portion of the Trans-Mississippi South whicii he has
designated the Great Bend region. He termed the
immediate area surrounding 3LA97 as the Spirit Lake
locality (Figure 1-7). Schambach (1982) summarized the
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the Caddo IV (A.D. 1500-1700) and Caddo V (A.D.
1700-1800) periods in greater detail. His major points are
briefly outlined here.
During the Caddo IV period, the lower portion of the
Great Bend from Fulton, Arkansas to Shreveport, Louisiana
basedarcheological
on a series sites
of
the Belcher
to Caddoan
peoplephase,
who left
was host under

.
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distinctive pottery types (Webb 1959). Belcher phase sites
near Cedar Grove include some farmsteads like Gum Point
(3LA87) and Spirit Lake (3LA83), which are about 8 km to
the north, and the major mound construction at Battle
(3LAI.
Battle is the largest known Caddoan mound, and is
within easy walking distance to Cedar Grove (Figure 1-7).
Upstream from Fulton in Bowie County, Texas, Caddo IV
sites are grouped in the Texarkana phase.
Bowie County also contains a series of Caddo V sites.
Rosebrough Lake site (41BW5; Miroir et al. 1973) has been
concluded to be the location of a French trading post
established by Benard de ia Harpe in 1719. Rosebrough
Lake and the nearby array of sites termed the
Hatchel-Mitchell-Moores complex have produced a
combination of limited European trade goods in association
with the primary ceramic marker type for Caddo V,
Natchitoches Engraved. Mildred Wedel has argued (1978)
that these sites are the remains of parts of the Upper
Nasoni Caddoan village that was visited at the end of 1691
by the Teran expedition, which was sent from Mexico to
establish missions among the Caddo. Williams (1964)
assigned Caddo V sites such as these to the Little River
phase.
However, until the discovery of the Cedar Grove site,
no Caddo V sites had ever been investigated professionally
in the Great Bend region in Arkansas. Based on the tests
at 3LA97 and recorded pottery collections from the
surrounding area, Schambach (1982) defined a new Caddo V
"Chakanina" phase ceramic assemblage, which he
distinguished from the Little River phase assemblages in
Texas.
Cedar Grove's significance is inversely related to the
status of knowledge regarding the late Caddoan occupation
of the Red River Valley in Arkansas. Little is definitely
known archeologically about the lifeways of the Native
Americans who lived along the broad Red River floodplain,
What we do know was revealed in the small windows dug
into the Caddoan mortuary and ceremonial mounds. Many
of those sites have since been lost to the meandering
curves of the Red River. Others have just as irreparably
been destroyed by the depredat ons of persons who (either
unknowingly or uncaringly) have torn apart sites either for
landfill, to level their fields, or to possess and/or profit
from sale of mortuary offerings that the Caddoans left for
the honor and comfort of their leceased relatives and
friends. Thus, the information tiat has been retrieved in
controlled excavations is limited.
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Figure 1-7.

Archeological
loclily

sites in the Spirit Lake

The Indians we know as Caddo were not visited by
trained anthropologists until the early l90s, alter 200 years
of sustained contact with Europeans had substantially
altered their culture and removed them from their original
homeland. Although no well balanced ethnology derived
from intensive firsthand observation by an anthropologist has
ever been done, the extensive documentary research on the
colonial records of Spain, France, and the early United
States (i.e., Swanton 1942; Griffith 1954) has provided us
with an outline of Caddoan culture, admittedly screened
through the eyes of the missionaries, soldiers, explorers,
government officials, and traders who observed the Caddo
between 1542 and 1320.
The Caddoan tribes in the Red River Valley lived in
dispersed settlements along the river margin, adjacent to
fertile soil and permanent water sources. Homesteads of
one or two families consisted of a house, an arbor or
covered work platform, and a storage structure, with
surrounding fields of the staple crops of corn, beans and
squash. Men helped in the construction of the wattle and
daub houses and initial groundbreaking for the fields (both
community activities), but their primary concern was
hunting wild game, particularly deer, bear, and later
buffalo, whiLh provided the Caddo with raw materials for
many of their tools, clothing, and ornaments. Women
maintained the household, cared for the crops, and collected
wild plant foods, presumably also raising the children.
Religious life was centered around a community temple
mound where the tribal civil and religious leader, the Caddi,
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resided. The society was hierarchically structured with
lesser functionaries and a council of elders under the Caddi,
who in turn was subject to the leader of the confederacy,
the )inesi.
Deference and respect attended each level of
personage in relation to their position within the hierarchy,
oods.
ihrteseb
osios speresd
n rigs
alnith
poliicaostan appare
reigius tobe nheite byfrom
male descendents, although there are other statements on
matrilocal residence and matrilineal descent, and females
holding political influence. Shamans were frequently
mentioned by the missionaries as interfering with their
proselytism of the Caddo, but the shaman's position in the
hierarchy is unclear,
While the efforts of missionaries usually failed, traders
had an immense impact. Spanish and French goods were
easily incorporated into earlier Indian trade networks
(Gregory 1973) in which salt manufactured at local salines,
pottery, and the wood of the Osage orange (valued for
bows) were exchanged for hides and Gulf Coast shells,
Horses, cattle, ornaments, firearms, liquor, metal goods, and
cloth became the stock of mixed-blood traders, as Caddoan
groups shifted closer to the trading markets.
Contact with Europeans also exposed the Caddo to the
ravages of diseases they had no immunity against, and
epidemics, notably in 1691 and 1777, carried off large
portions of the population, while the encroachment of
enemy Indian groups such as the Osage shrank the
territorial range of the reduced population. After the
Louisiana Purcnase the United States sent the Freeman and
Custis expedition in 1805 to explore its new holdings along
the Red River. That expedition reported the locations of
abandoned villages along the river, with the Caddo survivors
clustered around the U.S. trading factory at Natchitoches,
Louisiana. These Caddo were soon removed by treaty to
reservations in Oklahoma Indian Territory, where their
descendents along with Delaware and other Indians with
whom they have intermarried, are now known as the Caddo,
a single sociopolitical entity that was formally established
in 1874 (Story 1978).
The ethnohistoric record is very clear that for the
period from 1687 to 1790, between the first definite
recorded European visit to the Caddo living in the Great
Bend region and their abandonment of it, the Arkansas
portion of the Red River was inhabited by the Kadohadacho
tribe. When the Freeman-Custis expedition traveled through
the area in 1806 Kadohadacho guides told them that the
abandoned village they saw somewhere between Fulton,
Arkansas. and the Arkansas-Louisiana state line had been
their largest with cultivated fields going for 8-10 km in
every direction. Schambach (1982) noted the dispersed
nature of Kadohadacho communities for great distances
along the river. He presented the argument that the Cedar
Grove site could have been a farmstead within an
abandoned community represented by the Spirit Lake
complex, a series of scattered mounds and farmsteads that
extended along the Red River from Cedar Grove and Lester
Bend to just north of Garland City, Arkansas.
RESEARCH VALUE
Much of the value of the investigations at Cedar Grove
comes from the all too rare opportunity it has provided for
comparing archeological evidence against the historic
accounts of the Caddo, to see how closely the two kinds of
evidence compare, contrast, or reinforce each other to
provide new insights.
The variety of data recovered at Cedar Grove including
stone and ceramic debris, soil samples, floral and faunal
remains, ceramics, pigments, chronometric samples, evidence
of settlement pattern, and human interments off ered a
chance to determine what t0.- natural environment was like
during the Caddo inhabitation, and how the people organized
themselves in that natural surrounding. Later historic use
of the same site was studied to help us understand how and
why land use patterns changed over time. Such information
is of importance to all people today who must cope with

problems of an ever growing world Population living on a
planet with diminishing natural resources (Brown 1981).
Also significant is the fact that during the Caddo V
time period relatively rapid changes occurred in the native
cutrasaeulofxpuetouopntchlgy
ideology, and diseases. The greatest benefit of the research
Cedar Grove would have been an understanding of how
human cultures react and adapt to such changes. This is
germane in today's world, where we are constantly affected
by technological innovations, and the interaction of
worldwide variations in ideology and culture, which reshape
both our physical and social environment. The continued
health and well being of humanity will ultimately be.
dependent on how successfully we are able to comprehend
and predict thie impact of such changes.
Ideally the social scientist snould nave a broad range
of compareble data from many different places and items
to test models of numan behavior. Sucn opportunities are
rare in archeology, but investigations such as tnose u~ndertaken at Cedar Grove provide important building rb1ocKs for
this work~ in tne future.
Therefore, this investigation of an abandoned Indian
settlement, overlain by more recently buried historic
occupation, will not just fill a gap in the chronology of the
past, as interesting and important as that may be in itself.
Rather, key elements of the Cedar Grove research were
first to identify how past populations interacted with their
natural environment, and secondly, if present, to determine
what the effects of European contact were on native
culture. We hope this information will be useful to an
audience much larger than the immediate professional and
avocational one interested in archeology and history.
Benefits such as these from the preservation and study
of our cultural heritage were reasons behind the passage of
federal legislation in the past decade that provides for the
protection of cultural resources affected by modern land
use. The federal regulations, rules, and orders provided the
means to take advantage of the unique research opportunity
afforded by the discovery of Cedar Grove.
REPORT ORGANIZATION
The following chapters cover first the research design
of the project (Chapter 2) and then background chapters on
local river morphology (Chapter 3), reconstruction of the
natural vegetation at the time of the C .ddo IVIV
occupation (Chapter 4), the ethnohistoric context and a
model for contact era archeological sites in the Great Send
region (Chapter 5), and the history of the area surrounding
Cedar Grove (Chapter 6). The field and laboratory
procedures are then outlined (Chapter 7) followed by the
basic descriptions and assessment of the historic archeology
component (Chapter 8), aboriginal settlement pattern
(Chapter 9), and the aboriginal cemetery (Chapter 10). The
next seven chapters provide specialist analyses of the data
recovered, including aboriginal ceramics (Chapter 11),
pigments (Chapter 12), subtractive technology (Chapter 13),
floral remains (Chapter 14), faunal remains (Chapter 15),
bioarcheology (Chapter 16), and chronometrics (Chapter 17).
The final chapter reviews the findings and applies them
against the ethnohistoric models outlined in Chapters 2 and
5, providing summary and conclusions on the
interdisciplinary investigations of the Cedar Grove site.
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Chapter 2
RESEARCH GOALS
by Neal L. Trubowitz

No single scholar can command the wide diversity of
skills necessary to fully extract the needed information
from the silent prehistoric past. The addressing of modern
anthropological issues using archeological data must be
conducted in an interdisciplinary format. Such an approach
characterizes the Cedar Grove project. In the following
sections the program of research which was proposed by
each specialization is briefly reviewed. These individuals
(many of whom contributed ta the text of this chapter*)
and their interests are
Rainer Berger, radiocarbon assays
Elizabeth Coughlin, pigments
*Jonathon Ericson, pigments
Margaret Guccione, geomorphology
*E. Thomas Hemmings, geoarcheology, soils analysis
Michael Kaczor, soils analysis
*Marvin Kay, lithic analysis
*Frances King, floral analysis
John E. Miller Ill, ceramics
Sandra Parker, computer applications
*James R. Purdue, faunal analysis
-Jerome Rose, bioarcheology
Steven Rowlett, thermoluminescence dating
-Frank F. Schambach, ceramic analysis, southwest
Arkansas archeology
Leslie Stewart-Abernathy, historic archeology
*Bonnie Whatley Styles, faunal analysis
*Neal L. Trubowitz, settlement systems, social
organization, aboriginal/European contact
Beverly Watkins, history
*Daniel Wolfman, chronometrics
The late age of the Cedar Grove site provided a rare
opportunity to compare archeological data against
documentary information concerning the Caddo Indians when
their culture was aboriginal, yet was increasingly subjected
to changes brought about by European contact. On the
basis of the early historic Teran map and the Soule
photographs, anthropological studies of colonial records
(Swanton 1942; Griffith 1954), and archeological data,
Frank Schambach (1982:31) developed a model of
settlement pattern and other archeological evidence that
might be found on a late Caddo farmstead. This has been
named the "Teran-Soule" model after the end documents
that mark the period spanning 1691 to 1872.
The primary Cedar Grove project-specific goals were to
investigate the Teran-Soule model after delimiting (I) how
the Cedar Grove inhabitants adapted to their environment,
and (2) how the introduction of foreign ideas, technology,
and diseases may have affected their lifeways.
In order to investigate the Teran-Soule model it was
first necessary to provide a basic archeological background
on the local natural environment, and how the Caddo
lifeway was organized to cope with both its natural and
social environment. The model could then be compared

against these data to determine if and how it applied, and
then to assess whether European contact was affecting the
Caddo. Since Cedar Grove was the first Caddo V
farmstead ever to be systematically investigated in the
Great Bend region of the Red River Valley, let alone in
Arkansas, it provided the first data on that cultural period
that until now has been terra incognita. This reinforced
the need to provide a basic description and analysis of the
different kinds of data recovered.
Specialist analyses were required to provide this basic
information. Studies of the geomorphology, the flora and
fauna, and certain pigments from the site help define the
local natural environment, and how the Caddo inhabitants
were exploiting it. Subsistence practices are further
delimited by studies of the lithics and bone tools found on
the site.
The specialist analyses also bear directly on the
question of if and how European contact affected the
Caddo. The analysis of the floral and faunal remains could
provide direct evidence of European-introduced cultigens and
domesticated animals, while study of the pigments found as
human grave offerings and as decoration on ceramics would
determine whether these pigments came from European
trade.
Once the environmental information was studied, and
the presence or absence of European contact was assessed
from the multiple possible lines of evidence, these data
were applied against the Teran-Soule model.
THE TERAN-SOULE

MODEL

Schambach (1982) presented a comprehensive description
of the data one might expect to find on a late Caddo
farmstead based on the Teran-Soule model. Since it
recently appeared in print elsewhere, it is paraphrased here.
It is recommended that the reader examine the entire
original as well.
The early document of the Teran-Soule model is a map
of the Upper Nasoni village on the Red River which was
visited between November 25 and December 2, 1691 by an
expedition 'ed by the Governor of Spanish Texas, Don
Domingo Teran de los Rios. This map is as complete a
drawing of a Caddoan village, which had little, if any,
contact with Europeans, that will ever be found. It is one
of the most frequently illustrated documents regarding
Indians of the Southeast (Bolton 1915:fron'ispiece;
Harrington 1920:Plate 20; Griffith 1954:frontispiece; Wedel
1978:Figure 2--reproduced here as Figure 2-1), but its
interpretation value was largely unrealized until Schambach
developed his model. This village has been correlated with
the Hatchel-Mitchell-Moores complex in Bowie County,
Texas (Wedel 1978). This map shows a community
consisting of 23 farmsteads and other clusters of buildings
dispersed along both sides of the active channel of the Red
River and around two oxbow lakes for a distance of at
least 5 km and probably somewhat more than 8 km. At
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the western end of the village was the ceremonial center, a
compound containing a mound with a temple on top and a
brush or bark-covered arbor near the mound, but no other
structures. To the east of the conspicuously vacant
ceremonial center, approximately 2 km according to the
Teran expedition narrative (Hatcher 1932:33), was the
compound of the Caddi, an adolescent male who, considering
his age, was almost certainly a chief in the formal
anthropological sense of the term.
The farmsteads in this community are shown as small
compounds, each consisting of one or two, and in one case
three houses, one or two storage platforms with
beehive-shaped grass-thatched covers or roofs and sometimes
a wall-less structure supported by four posts. The latter
could have been either ramadas or drying racks or both,
since both types of structures are documented for historic
period Caddo farmsteads. The Teran map also shows five
structures or clusters 9f structures without storage
platforms or ramadas or, it would appear, any surrounding
fields. All of these are located along the two cutoff lakes
shown on the map and they would appear to be special
purpose buildings or compounds of some sort (Schambach
L982).
The photographs by Soule (Swanton 1942:Plate 14;
Schambach 1982), shown here as Figures 2-2 and 2-3,
provide a view of a Caddo camp in Oklahoma some 130
years after the Teran map (they were taken sometime
between 1868 and 1872). The Soule photographs show
basically the same structural details as the Teran map, of
thatch-covered houses, storage structures, and open air
ramadas or arbors. While the Caddo Indians in the Soule
photographs are dressed in European clothing, they also
wear graduated silver disks, called "moons" which were
popular earlier in the century as illustrated in a watercolor
of Caddo Indians in Texas ca. 1830 by Lino Sanchez y Tapia
(Berlandier 1969:Plate 7). The similarity of the homestead
structures between the Teran and Soule documents shows a
remarkable retention of native settlement pattern by the
Caddo despite long exposure to Europeans and their
lifeways. Adoption of European goods and ways was made
selectively by the Caddo, and therefore it was concluded
that the documents provided an excellent diachronic basis
for modeling Caddoan settlements despite nearly 200 year's
difference in their age.
Schambach (1982) developed four questions or
suppositions in the Teran-Soule model to take to the field
as a guide to research. These questions contrasted
farmsteads or compounds of upper class individuals such as
the Caddi against those of the lower class, "normal"
farmsteads. The basic farmstead lived on by the bulk of
the population was modeled as having from one to three
houses, one to two storage platforms, and in some cases a
ramada. In terms of artifact remains, normal farmsteads
were presumed to have a very low incidence of engraved
fine ware pottery types, a high percentage of very large
utility vessels for food preparation and storage, an absence
of pipes and pipe fragments which were presumed to be
used for ceremonial activities, and a high incidence of
extractive and maintenance tools, particularly celts and celt
fragments.
In contrast, the compound of the Caddi or other special
function areas were postulated to lack storage platforms,
have more than a single ramada, evidence of special or
limited activities. They would also have the reverse
situation from normal farmsteads in terms of the presence
or relative abundance of fine ware and utility ceramics,
pipes, and other ceremonials objects, and maintenance and
extractive tools. Farmsteads belonging to chiefs or priests
were also expected to exhibit a relatively limited range of
food refuse bones because they were being supplied specific
edibles by the rest of the population.
The model called attention to the presence or absence
of deer antler as refuse oue to deer ceremonialism which
has been archeologically identified at Crenshaw, another
Caddo site in the Great Bend region (Schambach 1971).
This ceremonialism persisted into the contact era according
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to ethnohistoric documents (Griffith 1954:115-116). Details
of Caddo structures were also outlined in the model.
Normal farmstead houses were expected to exhibit a
diameter,
circular postmold pattern between 9 and 15 m in
with posts each about 30 cm in diameter. Storage
structures were expected to be about a third the size, also
circular, with some 40 to 60 posts (each 10 cm in diameter)
spaced every 40 cm around the circumference. Ramadas
were modeled to be rectangular with six large posts either
house wall size or somewhat larger. Spacing of these posts
was suggested from the Soule photographs at about 1.5 m.
Finally, additional questions were outlined from
archeological data which were not suggested in the Teran or
Soule documents. The community social composition,
whether there were age or sex differences manifested in
burials according to their locations between and within
settlements, the average distance between compounds, the
total size of each farmstead and associated fields, the use
life of a compound and amount of rebuilding present, and
the presence or absence of craft specialization, were
specified as information to be sought in examining late
Caddo settlements in the Great Bend region.
THE CHAKANINA PHASE
AND THE NATURE OF EUROPEAN CONTACT
The definition of the Chakanina phase (Schambach 1982)
was based on the ceramic assemblage recovered in the test
ex .avations at Cedar Grove, which is unique to our present
knowledge in the Arkansas Great Bend region. By
continuing the study of Cedar Grove, additional portions of
the material culture and settlement pattern relating to this
phase were expected to be defined, which could be
compared against other late Caddo archeological
manifestations, such as Belcher phase sites in Arkansas and
Louisiana and Little River phase sites in northeast Texas.
As the Chakanina phase is presumed to date after
European contact, the establishment of criteria for
recognizing the archeological presence of such contact needs
to be explicit. This is not simply a matter of recovering
identifiable European trade goods in association with late
Caddo aboriginal sites, as archeologists have commonly
assumed. Rather, the interface of European and aboriginal
cultures in the Caddoan region was expected to be more
complex, involving both people and goods (diseases,
livestock, cultigens, hardware, etc.) in varying amounts at
different times. The pace and intensity of
contact/interaction was variable from one Caddoan
confederacy or tribe to another, and thus archeological
manifestations of these contacts were also expected to be
variable.
Therefore, an integral part of the Cedar Grove research
was to establish a model for the nature of Indian/European
contact in the Arkansas Great Bend region from the time
of the first European contacts in the greater Caddoan area
through the specific sequence of recorded contacts in the
Spirit Lake locality. The model would then identify
archeological implications. This newly developed model
would provide the means of assessing the presence, if any,
of European influence on the Cedar Grove inhabitants, and
then to measure any resultant effects on aboriginal
lifeways.
SPECIALIZED ANALYSES
While the broad issues guided the entire program of
investigations at Cedar Grove, each specialization also
addressed topic-specific questions. Such a focus on broad
"community" goals while preserving specific specialist
interests allow the most productive environment for
interaction. The following sections present a synopsis of
eacn of the specialist's studies-based on the individual
proposals originally submitted by the program participants.
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Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-2.

"Long

The Teran map showing a Caddo community along the Red River (original in
Nchivo General de indias, Seville)

Hat's Camp," a Soule photograph

of d Caddo farmstead in eastern
Oklahoma, 1863-1872, frontal view
Courtesy of the Smithsonian
Institution)
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Figure 2-3.

"Long

Hat's Camp," a Soule photograph

of a Caddo tarmstead in eastern
Oklahoma, 1869-1872, view from the
right front (Courtesy of the Smithsonian
Institution)

ReSEARCH L)ESIGN

GeomorpholoRy
The contribution of earth sciences to prehistoric
archeology in North America has increased rapidly in the
last decade. This increase features a set of techniques and
concepts (geoarcheology) which can assist the archeologist in
rigorously evaluating the past environmental context of a
site, a locality, or a region (Butzer 1977a; Gladfelter 1977;
Davidson and Shackley 1973). Butzer (1980) stresses that
paleoenvironmental techniques and data have increased by
an order of magnitude and that an integrated approach to
studying past human ecosystems, called "contextual
archeology," has emerged. Butzer (1977b) has applied this
contextual approach to the Koster site and other alluvial
sites in the lower Illinois Valley.
Within this framework, geomorphological research
proposed to identify fluvial processes which operated in the
Red River reach immediately below the Great Bend during
and following the Cedar Grove site occupation. Variables
to be measured on successive map or aerial photo series
were to include meander radius, wavelength, amplitude,
sinuosity, channel width, and perhaps channel length
(Leopold et al. 1964).
It was further proposed that the geomorphological
studies identify channel pattern trend between 1822 and
1976 for the project area and region, which have
significance for cultural resource management. These data
would help predict the locations of similarly buried sites,
both those extant and those lost to river erosion. The
geomorphological analysis of the Cedar Grove site and its
floodplain locale also had the goals of recognition of terrain
elements included in the behavioral environment of the
Caddo IV/V community and the delineation of natural
processes that have subsequently affected the archeological
record. The analysis was then to be integrated with other
project analyses of environmental and cultural data to the
benefit of contextual archeology in the Red River Valley of
Arkansas.
Floral and Faunal Analyses
The basic aims of the proposed study of the floral and
faunal remains were to (1) provide an environmental
backdrop for discussion of the subsistence and settlement
patterns of the Caddo community, (2) establish which
habitats and resources were most heavily utilized, (3)
examine remains for direct evidence of European influence,
and (4) itemize remains associated with human burials.
Vegetational Reconstruction and Floral Analysis.
Reconstruction of tne environment in which a human group
lived is essential to understanding why they chose to settle
where they did, why they chose to exploit certain wild
plant and animal resources before others, or why they
undertook the cultivation of specific plants at a given time
or in a certain manner distinct from that of other groups.
While use of the General Land Office survey data often
poses many problems for such a reconstruction (Wood 1976;
King 1978; King and Graham 1981), it is unusually relevant
for the Cedar Grove site since the site was occupied in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and the land surveys
were done in the early nineteenth century. Environmental
reconstruction of the locality may give some insights into
placement of habitation sites and the availability to various
types of plant resources associated with different
vegetational communities,
Specific questions to be answered by analysis of the
botanical remains included the relative importance of wild
plant foods versus native and introduced domesticates such
as maize, sunflower, squash and bottle gourd. The recovery
of maize from the area's sites is of particular interest
because of its obvious importance to Mississippian groups
elsewhere while bioanthropological evidence suggests that it
may have been much less important to inhabitants of the
Cedar Grove site. Information on the relative frequency
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and abundance of maize would be helpful in interpreting and
discussing biological data from trace element and carbon
isotope analysis. Plant food preparation techniques
suggested by dental characteristics (dental pathology and
microwear) can also be tested by the quantification and
description of plant food remains.
In addition, a number of Old World plant domesticates,
notably peach (Prunus persica) and watermelon (Citrullus
vulgaris) became widely distributed shortly after European
contact. The presence of such cultigens in the Cedar
Grove site would be significant in that, like the presence of
other European items, it would demonstrate suspected
European contact on late Caddo culture in the area.
Identification of wood charcoal taxa also adds to
knowledge of the environment and intrasite variability in
plant usage. For example, certain wood species may have
been preferred for certain functions, such as drying meat or
tanning hides, as opposed to probable lack of discrimination
in collecting wood for fuel purposes.
Faunal Analysis. The proposed faunal analysis was
structured to satisfy the overall research design for Cedar
Grove by primarily examining prehistoric resource selection
and secondarily itemizing fauna directly associated with
human burials.
The following foci were proposed:
1. The relative importance of fauna derived from
major habitats (e.g., forest versus prairie, upland versus
floodplain, terrestrial versus aquatic) was to be determined.
It is necessary to carefully consider, through discrete
tabulations, the distribution of fauna on the site because
previous study provides evidence for differential deposition
of bone in midden and features (Styles 1981). Screened and
floated samples were to be treated separately so the proper
controls could be maintained for subsequent evaluation of
the size of prey species.
2. Localization of resource exploitation was to be
examined. Previous study of early Late Woodland sites in
the lower Illinois River Valley has indicated localization in
the exploitation of fish and freshwater mussels (Styles
1981). The location of Cedar Grove in the floodplain of
the Red River provides an interesting spatial and temporal
comparison for the evaluation of localization.
3. Faunal indicators for season of kill were to be
evaluated as well as body part representation for the large
species such as white-tailed deer. These data provide clues
to the degree of specialization in subsistence pursuits,
on-site activities, and ultimately site function.
4. Processing activities (e.g., butchering, cooking,
marrow extractions) within and between site components
were to be evaluated.
5. Faunal materials from human burials were to be
itemized and compared to published accounts of those from
other sites in or near the Red River Valley.
6. Evidence for European influence was to be sought
by examining faunal remains for domestic animals known to
be associated with early settlers (pig, horse).
7. Finally, empirical evidence was to be integrated
with data and interpretations generated by other members
of the research team, particularly that of the
bioarcheological study.
Ceramics
Because ceramics are among the most abundant remains
found on late prehistoric and early historic aboriginal sites,
and as their decorative treatment, vessel form, and
construction techniques (i.e., tempering materials) vary over
time and space, they are a key element in all Caddoan
archeology. Many changes in Caddoan chronology have been
first based upon the variations in ceramic assemblages, as
was the case in the definition of the Chakanina phase at
Cedar Grove (Schambach et al. 1982). The Cedar Grove
IV/V assemblage represented an exceptionally tight ceramic
collection.
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Analysis of the ceramics at Cedar Grove provides
information beyond chronological placement, including data
relevant to evaluation of the social status of the occupants
(see Teran-Soule model above) and the nature of the
occupation, whether it was domestic or otherwise. The
sturdy construction and artistry of the decorations on Caddo
ceramics is as fine as any other Southeastern Indians'; this
factor was probably important in the persistence of native
ceramics long after European vessels became available. It
also probably led to the use of Caddoan pottery as trade
goods, which have turned up in locations remote from the
places where these vessels were produced, as in the
collections from the Trudeau site in West Feliciana Parish,
Louisiana (Brain 1979:245).
The ceramics at Cedar Grove were to be identified
using the standard reference for this work, the Handbook of
Texas Archeology (Suhm and Jelks 1962). However, previous
work in the region (Schambach 19gl), has demonstrated that
such an approach does not permit representation of the full
range of variability present in the ceramics. As a result
the "collegiate" system developed by Schambach will also be
used in the ceramic investigation. Studies of ceramic
distribution across the site, especially their inclusion in
aboriginal graves would provide the data on the nature of
the occupation and the status of the inhabitants, as well as
information on possible diachronic changes in site use
horizontally. Comparison in detail to other ceramic
collections in the Great Bend area and the broader Caddoan
archeological region would help assess the contact of the
Cedar Grove inhabitants with the wider circle of native
peoples and their European counterparts in the
Trans-Mississippi South.
Pigment Analysis
The use of pigments in the decoration of Caddoan
ceramics is one of their primary characteristics. Both
white and red pigments were found smeared into the incised
lines of the ceramics at Cedar Grove, sometimes on the
same vessel. On some of the ceramics recovered in the
aboriginal burials it was also evident that the entire body
of the vessel had been covered with pigment, and not just
rubbed into the lines. The use of red and green pigments
in themselves as grave goods was identified. Mussel shells
were used as containers for the pigments.
Study of these pigments was proposed to contribute
information important to several of the study themes
current in southwest Arkansas archeology, as well as
contributing to the attainment of the project-specific
research goals of learning if and how European contact may
have affected the Caddo. As a decoration on ceramics,
pigments were an important medium of Caddo art. The
inclusion of the pigments as grave offerings also denotes
their having had symbolic importance to the Caddo in their
religious and social organization. Pigments became
important as a trade good after contact with Europeans.
The French supplied vermilion (Gregory 1973) and possibly
white lead to southeastern Indians (Schambach, personal
communication). As the Caddo used pigments to decorate
their bodies, any use of white lead may have profoundly
affected their health and survival,
Pigment analysis was to be used to determine the
origin of the pigments, whether native or European. A
combination of techniques, x-ray diffraction and
microchemical, were proposed. The mineralogical/crystalline
form of the materials was to be determined through x-ray
diffraction, which is combined with microanalytical analysis
for qualitative results,
Determination of a possible European origin would
provide additional confirmation of the site as a late Caddo
V component and assist comparison with other sites that
have yielded European vermilion or other pigments. At
present archeological evidence of pigments on Caddo sites
in print other than those on ceramics, is limited primarily
to that provided by Gregory (1973) and his listing of known

eighteenth century Caddo sites. Two sites in the Sabine
River Valley, Ware Acres and Millsey Williamson, have
yielded vermilion offerings in graves, and green pigment was
found at the C. D. Marsh site, also in the Sabine drainage
in Texas. All three of these sites contained the pottery
type Natchitoches Engraved, which was found in both the
midden and burials at Cedar Grove.
The identification of the pigments was proposed to help
fulfill our project goals of assessing European contact
effects on the Caddo, provide information on the research
themes of art, religion, and social structure, and establish a
comparative base against other Caddo sites that have
yielded pigments.
Lithics
Cedar Grove represents a nearly novel opportunity for
an integrated study of a Caddoan settlement due to both its
rapid and seemingly complete burial by overbank deposits of
the Red River and a reasonably comprehensive field
sampling program designed to isolate both diachronic and
synchronic intrasite variation in kinds and amounts of
Caddoan debris classes and architectural features. Thus,
the purpose of the stone artifact studies were to provide
the descriptive information on stone tool technology and use
for integration with similar data for other categories of
material remains, notably bone and shell tools, and their
intepretation for Cedar Grove.
The proposed analysis of these materials was to follow
the general lithic reduction and use model defined by
Collins (1975), as stone tool production is a subtractive
process separable into several analytical steps or stages and
tool use often involved more than utilitarian considerations
(Binford 1962). A prominent subset of the lithic sample,
for instance, comes from the human burials at Cedar Grove.
The lithic artifacts found with the burials may represent
tools used by the buried individual, items that signify a
special status or ranking, or-in a few instances-perhaps
weapons responsible for an individual's death. It was
expected that similar differences in tool use would be
present in functionally contrasting site areas such as the
Cedar Grove middens and residential units. In the latter
units perhaps it was expected that tool use and production
follow a more strictly utilitarian path.
The analysis proposed to:
1. Sort lithic artifacts by functional debris categories
such as waste byproducts of manufacture and tool elements;
2. Identify source materials represented in the lithic
debris subsamples, quantify proportions of various material
types by artifact categories and site context;
3. Assess variability in manufacture technologies for
ground and chipped stone artifacts;
4. For utilitarian artifacts, examine tool edges and
surfaces for evidence of modification due to use and make
suggestions for a more detailed microwear study based on
replication experiments using similar stone materials and
tool templates for specific artifact types such as pottery
engraving tools, etc.;
5. Assess bias in the artifact sample due to field
recovery procedures, postdepositional disturbance, or
selectivity on the part of the Caddoan inhabitants of Cedar
Grove.
Bioarcheology
During the past decade the emphasis on ecological
research by anthropologists has revolutionized the analysis
of prehistoric skeletal material. Where once osteologists
were content to produce descriptive analyses of prehistoric
skeletal remains, they are now concerned with the question
of adaptive efficiency of prehistoric cultures. These
specialists, calling themselves bioarcheologists, are using
biological data to test archeologically derived hypotheses.
Within the past few years bioarcheology has sufficiently
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matured to the point where theoretical models are being
derived for testing with archeological data. One model
states that the adaptive efficiency of local segments of a
single culture will vary in direct relationship to the
ecological diversity of its geographic range. The prehistoric
Caddo cultural tradition of Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas, and
Louisiana provides an ideal laboratory for developing and
testing this model,
The Cedar Grove site was concluded to have the
potential to make a significant contribution to our
understanding of Caddo ecology and adaptive efficiency,
Although the sample size is small, the Cedar Grove skeletal
series is typical of sites of its age and is exceptionally well
preserved. This site was ideal for bioarcheological analysis
because of the sampling design, excavation procedures, and
the ecological orientation of the proposed analysis. For
these reasons the Cedar Grove material deserved intensive
analysis and integration with all extant Caddo
bioarcheological data.
The Cedar Grove bioarcheology research design
emphasized three focal areas of investigation:
paleodemography, paleopathology, and dietary reconstruction,
The first bioarcheological goal was to define the burial
program and social structure of the Cedar Grove site. The
demographic distribution of the Cedar Grove burials were to
be compared to demographic standards (both theoretical and
from other Caddo sites) to determine if it was
representative of the expected dead of a small farmstead.
The social structure was to be reconstructed with reference
to grave goods, demographic parameters, and paleopathology.
both nonmetric and metric dental and skeletal data were to
be collected to discuss biological relationships between
individuals. Specifically, if the archeological data indicated
close temporal associations between the individual burials,
the genetic data were to be used to test the hypothesis
that these clusters showed greater biological homogeneity
than would be typical of large Caddo skeletal series. These
data were then to be used to evaluate the presence of a
single kinship group. This hypothesis was to be tested by
the presence of clustered skeletal and dental traits,

The second bioarcheological goal was dietary
reconstruction of the Cedar Grove skeletal collection.
Specifically, the hypothesis that the Cedar Grove diet was
dependent on maize was to be tested. It has been
alternatively suggested that the Caddo were dependent on
maize for a substantial proportion of their diet or that they
had a mixed subsistence economy. Nutritional adequacy was
to be tested by analysis of the following: porotic
hyperostosis, sexual dimorphism, long bone growth, and
osteoporosis. The amounts of plant fiber and carbohydrates
were to be estimated from the dental pathology and
microwear data,
Because of the complex interrelationship between diet
and disease, all paleonutritional data were to be evaluated in
light of the paleopathology data. All paleonutritional data
were to be evaluated in comparison to other Caddo skeletal
series and integrated with all applicable data from the
Cedar Grove site.
The third bioarcheological goal was to assess the
adaptive fitness of the Cedar Grove people within their
specific ecological (both social and environmental) context.
Although the skeletal sample is small, the sampling strategy
during excavation was sufficient to assure almost complete
recovery in the direct impact zone. Consequently this
skeletal series was considered sufficient to estimate
adaptive efficiency relative to previously excavated Caddo
skeletal series. The three levels of analysis proposed were
evaluation of mortality profiles with comparison to both
standard life tables and other Caddo series, childhood stress
patterrs, and adult morbidity rates with comparison to other
Caddo and non-Caddo skeletal series,
The fourth bioarcheological goal was to effectively
integrate the skeletal data with that obtained from the
archeological, paleobotanical and paleozoological anaiyses.
The Cedar '-rove project offered the first opportunity in
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Arkansas to perform skeletal analysis in a feedback
relationship with all other specialized analyses.
The fifth bioarcheological goal was to effectively
integrate the Cedar Grove data with all extant Caddo
bioarcheological data. As most Caddo osteological analyses
exist only in manuscript form, a special effort was to be
made to collect and collate all applicable data for
comparison with Cedar Grove.
The sixth proposed boarcheological goa. was to
determine whether there is any evidence of European
contact in the skeletal series from Cedar Grove.
Chronometric Analyses
The objectives of chronometric analyses in archeology
today do not amount simply to placing the site within an
absolute time scale, although this is the principal and most
obvious result of different dating techniques. Although
early attempts at dating had to be satisfied with
establishing relatively broad occupation spans, which forced
the archeologist to deal with the site as an synchronic
episode of stable cultural patterns, today there are a
variety of complementary chronometric techniques, which
permit more refined definition of different settlement and
activity patterns. Narrowing the chronumetric placement of
portions of an archeological site to a span of several
decades, rather than hundreds of years, improves our
capabilities of assessing past lifeways as a dynamic cultural
process. Thus in addition to placing 3LA97 within an
absolute time frame, we also wished to study changes
within the settlement through time for the perspective this
will reveal on the interaction of the Caddoan inhabitants
with their social and natural environment. As Michels
(1973:20) pointed out in his text on archeological dating:
Time is a continuum that is structured by events,
and dating is our effort at chronicling these
events. The more accurate and the more specific
our chronicle, the more fruitful will be our search

for explanations of cultural change.
Therefore, as detailed below, a variety of chronometric
methods (archeomagnetic, radiocarbon, and
thermoluminescence) were proposed.
As has been noted many times, no chronometric method
is free from problems and potential errors. Each method
has problems for which compensation can be made by
processing multiple samples and comparing the results frorr
independent methods
it is desirable to base the dating of a culture
phase on as many different types of samples from
as many different types of sites as possible. 'One
date is no date.' (Aitken 1974:78)
Suites of at least three
provenience provide minimal
dating technique. It is only
archeologists can be assured

dates on each chronometric
statistical reliability for each
in this manner that
of accurate results.

Archeomagnetic Dating. Archeological dating of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries presents several
problems. Dendrochronology, when the proper samples are
available in a region whose master chronologies have been
developed, is unquestionably the best approach. While
master chronologies for several species have been developed
in Arkansas as far back as the fifteenth century, suitable
samples, unfortunately, were not recovered from the Cedar
Grove excavations. In the absence of dendrochronology the
most precise and accurate chronometric method is
archeomagnetism. In many instances it is possible to obtain
archeomagnetic dates with a precision in the order of + 20
to 40 years at the 95% confidence level.
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At Cedar Grove the problem of applying
archeomagnetic dating was the reverse of that presented by
dendrochronology; a sample was collected from a well baked
hearth, but a master curve for the general time of site
occupation for the region has not yet been developed,
Master curves exist from A.D. 1200 to 1500 (Wolfman 1979)
1ased on archeological samples and from A.D. 1819 to the
present on the basis of observatory records. The path of
the master polar curve between 1500 and 1819 remains to
be discovered by measuring archeomagnetic samples (at
least some of which must be independently dated) from
protohistoric and historic sites. Thus, it was hoped that the
results from the archeomagnetic sample recovered from
Cedar Grove would serve two purposes. It would help in
the construction of the curve in this crucial time period,
and when the curve is developed and calibrated it would
provide an accurate date for the structure from which the
sample was collected. Discussions of the archeomagnetic
dating method have recently been presented by Wolfman
(1979, 1983) and Eighmy et al. (1980).
Radiocarbon Dating. The most widely used
chronometric method in American archeology is radiocarbon
dating. However, due to rapid variation in the C-14
content of the atmosphere in the sixteenth through
eighteenth centuries this method must be used with great
care to obtain the greatest possible accuracy when working
with samples from that time period. In some situations the
processing of multiple C-14 samples can alleviate this
problem. Due to the variety of charcoal samples and
burials recovered at Cedar Grove it was considered possible
to obtain multiple C-14 determinations for each of the
several settlement pattern components at the site and
resolve some of the potential problems when applying C-14
dating in this time frame.
Carbon-13/carbon-12 ratios were to be determined to
improve the accuracy of the C-14 assay on all samples.
These studies would also provide the necessary preparation
for strontium content analysis of the human bone, which
would mesh with the bioarcheologica analyses on the diet
of the aboriginal Cedar Grove inhabitants; the strontium
tests specifically would provide an evaluation of the use of
animal products in the Caddoan diet, indirectly determining
the importance of cultigens such as maize.
Radiocarbon assay of many samples from the different
burial components would help determine whether these
groups reflect some cultural patterning and provide
information on settlement variation through time across the
site from north to south. Although there has been some
discussion about the reliability of C-14 dating of bone, in a
recent reassessment of the possible difficulties which might
be encountered in dating this material, Taylor and Slota
(1979:430) concluded that "bone samples can be routinely
utilized in radiocarbon studies if proper pretreatment
procedures are applied."
Thermoluminescence Dating.
The only other
archeologica dating method that can be used for the time
range of the Cedar Grove occupation is thermoJuminescence
(TL). While numerous difficulties were' enc:ountered during
the development of this method, research has advanced to a
point where, in many situations, reliable thermoluminescence
dates can be obtained. In recent years thermoluminescence
dating has been used with increasing frequency both
independently and in conjunction with radiocarbon results to
resolve chronometric problems. Only very recently have a
few laboratories begun accepting some samples on a
contract basis. A good general discussion of TL dating
have been presented by Aitken (1974) and Seeley (1975).
While most archeologists think of thermoluminescence
as a single method, in fact two different
thermoluminescence related phenomena can be used to
determine archeological ages. The traditional method
involves measuring energy stored in crystalline material
since it was either formed or last heated above 500 degrees

C. However, no suitable samples were recovered with
adequate quartz content.
The second method of thermoluminescence dating is
based on measuring the stored energy in shell. Despite the
relatively weak TL signal obtained, Ralph Rowlett (1980) at
the University of Missouri has obtained very consistent
thermoluminescence dates of shell temper extracted from
Fort Ancient potsherds dating between A.D. 1400 and 1600.
Based on this previous work he believed it would be possible
to obtain a sufficiently strong thermoluminescence signal for
similar samples, such as those found at Cedar Grove. To
correct for single sample dating errors three sherds from
each sampled provenience were run to produce a sound date
estimate.
Chronometric Summary. In combination, the variety of
chronometric techniques that were proposed for the
recovered archeological samples provide a suite of
comparative dates that would permit a detailed assessment
of the internal chronology and settlement patterning, place
3LA97 within a dated time scale, and provide age ranges
for the various ceramic and projectile point types that were
found in direct association with the material being dated.
The different chronometric techniques and multiple samples
complement each other, negating problems often associated
with the dating of sites as recent as Cedar Grove. The
dating of contemporary samples of different materials from
single features would help refine any correction factors
required, and the archeomagnetic sample would add to the
completion of the polar curve for the protohistoric period in
Arkansas. The Cedar Grove site provided samples with the
potential to yield chronological information important to the
study of prehistoric lifeways and human behavior, as well as
a set of absolute dates for a single site that would
significantly augment the archeological dating record for
Arkansas and the surrounding areas in northern Louisiana
and eastern Texas.
Documentary and Historical Archeological Research
Although the effort was more limited than that
expended on the extensive Caddoan occupation, attention
was given to the historic occupants through documentary
and informant research which was designed to provide an
outline of local historical developments and their
re~ationship to broader regional trends.
Assessment of the construction techniques of the levee,
roadbed, and cemetery was important to determine how
these features incorporated, destroyed, or protected portions
of the aboriginal midden. Both documentary research and
historic artifacts of known manufacturing date were sought
in order to provide dates of historic usage of the Cedar
Grve ..t'.
Also sot,-ht was information on the variation in the
landscape during the different occupations (if any) and how
different cultu-es made use of a basically similar
environn ,nt. Such diachronic data are one of the products
of archeology that cannot be duplicated by other social
sciences.

SUMMARY
As noted so often above, the key element in achieving
the assorted research goals under each subtopic, is their
incorporation and integration in an overall summary,
meeting the project's objectives of testing the Teran-Soule
model, identifying the interaction of the Caddo and historic
occupants with their environment, and assessing the effects,
if any, of European contact on the Caddo. We hoped to
integrate the varying data and research conclusions to
present a coherent picture of the prehistory and early
history of Cedar Grove.
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While pursuing our project research goals, we also have
an obligation to those that follow us to structure our data
analysis such that it will be of use or reuse for further
research. This is particularly important when the
archeological site being investigated, or a portion thereof
such as at Cedar Grove, will be forever removed from
future field study by construction activities or natural
erosion. Although the investigating scientists may have
project-specific research goals in mind, the research
requirements of other scholars, both present and future,
must be considered. Such problems are addressed by
responsibly collecting and reporting the broad spectrum of
available data, given the current state-of-the-art in
archeology, and the constraints under which the project
proceeds.
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Chapter 3
VARIATIONS OF THE RED RIVER CHANNEL
IN SOUTHWEST ARKANSAS

Margaret 3. Guccione

INTRODUCTION

I

The Red River of southwestern Arkansas has its
headwaters in the High Plains of eastern New Mexico. It
flows across the southcentral United States, forming the
boundary of Texas and Oklahoma and Texas and Arkansas.
Here it flows over Permian red beds, the source of much
sediment and the name of the river, and the cretaceous
and Tertiary rock of the Gulf Coastal Plains. In southwestern Arkansas the river abruptly turns south, forming the
Great Bend, and flows into Louisiana (Figure 3-1). In its
lower reaches the Red River flows southeast and empties
into the Mississippi River in southern Louisiana.
Previous work on the Red River Valley in Airkansas has
attempted to date portions of the valley using the age of
archeological sites (Pearson 1982) and to quantity meander
morphology and channel geometry (Abington 1973). Some of
the land surface within the valley is greater than 3,000
years old, but much of the land surface (point bars
associated with the present and recently abandoned meander
bends) within the modern meander belt is less than 400
years old (Pearson 1982). It is this youngest segment of
the valley that the present study examines. The channel
changes within the historic record are examined in more
detail than Abington (19731 could examine the-m and the
possible prehistoric position of Lester Bend (Cedar Grove

zN

and Senteli sites) is
considered.

The Red River in Arkansas is an excellent site to
evaluate causes of river channel migration and to test the
hypothesis that man's influence has significantly modified
the river regime. Maps showing channel patterns are
available at approximately 20 year intervals beginning in
1827. The earliest maps show the river before extensive
influence by man. Historical projects that might have
influenced the river morphology include clearing the native
vegetation and extensive agriculture begun in the 1850s,
clearing of the Great Raft in northern Louisiana in 1838
and again in 1843 and 1873, private levees built along some
of the plantations before 1887, a continuous levee System
built by the Army Corps of Engineers in 1873-1398, and the
closure of Denison Dam, 300 km upstream from the
Arkansas and Texas state line in 1943.
If man's influence has not extensively modified the
regime of the Red River in southwestern Arkansas, the
spatial and temporal variations present can be used as a
basis for understanding the variations that might have
occurred in the few centuries prior to mapping and whet
variations to expect in the future. If man's influence has
extensively modified the channel patterns, then only those
variations that existed Prior to his influence can be used
for making conclusions about the previous behavior of the
The purpose of this study, which is part of a larger
study of a late Caddo Indian farmstead on the Red River in
southwestern Arkansas, is threefold. First the historic
hydrology, channel morphology, channel patterns, and
sedimetr prcse of the river were examined to
determine "their temporal and spatial variations. Second,
some possible causes of these variations are examined,

I.river.

Figure 3-1.

Location of the study area and Cedar
Grove site

Finally, possible channel and floodplan positions near the
Cedar Grove site were determined for several centuries
prior to the earliest maps of the area to establish the use
that the Caddo Indians might have made of their immediate
environment and the limitation of that environment. Thus
the question of man's influence on the channel morphology
must be addressed beore making conclusions about the
channel morphology two centuries prior to the first maps of
the area.
STUDY AREA
This report is concerned with that stretch of the Red
River which makes up and is between the western and
southern boundaries of the state of Arkansas. The Cedar
Grove site is south of the Great Send, approximately 29 km
due ncrth of the Arkansas and Louisiana state line. It is
located within Lester Bend, on the south side of the
northern meander limb (Figure 3-1).
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This report makes use of historic data from numerous
sources. Hydrologic data, including the discharge and stage
height, are available at three gauging stations, Index and
Fulton in Arkansas and Shreveport in Louisiana. Information
on both the stream width and depth was acquired from
published soundings made by the Army Corps of Engineers
(1968-1969) and historic reports (Hatcher 1932). All maps
listed in Table 3-1 were used to quantify channel patterns
and the three most recent maps were used to measure
stream width. Suspended and bed load data were obtained
for Louisiana by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1980
and size analyses of recent sediments are available for the
Cedar Grove and Sentell sites (Appendixes I-Ill).
The elevation and gradient of the Red River during
the last 65 years was determined by discharge and stage
height records. The mean elevation of the river during the
month of January for every other year since 1915 at Fulton
and since 1926 at Index, Arkansas was graphed against time
to determine if trends in river elevati~n change were
evident. In addition, the discharge (mn/sec.) was plotted
against gauge height for several years.
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Figure 3-2.

A

Measurement of meander wavelength of
(a) a simple meander and (b) a complex
meander that has second order
meanders superimposed on a first order
meander

This also indicates

any change in stream elevation through time.

The gradient

of the river was calculated using these river elevations and

the river length, which was measured on maps of the same
age.
Measurement of channel width and depth was

a

standardized by estimating values at bank-full discharge.

b

A

A

Channel width was measured as the width of the channel
plus any adjacent unvegetated sand bars at the cut bank of
each meander bend. To determine the width:depth ratio of
the river, the width of the channel between permanently
vegetated stretches was measured both at and between

meander bends. At these locations the lowest elevation
within the channel was subtracted from the elevation at the
base of the vegetation to determine the depth.
Quantification of channel patterns included the

a

meander wave length and amplitude, and the sinuosity.
Because of the complexity of the meanders, the meander
geomnetry of Leopold et al. (1964) was modified as follows.
The meander wave length is considered to be the
straightline distance, projected to the strike of the valley,
between one meander cutbank (Figure 3-2, point A) and the
third meander cutback (point B) downstream. The meander
amplitude is the shortest distance between the channel
center at the axis of one meander bend (Figure 3-3, point
Al and a straight line joining the channel centers at the
axes of the zwo adjacent meander bends (points B and C).
Both the meander wave length and amplitude were measured
for each meander on each map throughout the study area

Table 3-1.

Figure 3-3.

(a) simple meander and (b) a complex
meander that has second order

meanders superimposed on a first order
meander

Maps used In this chapter

Date

Source

1827

Browne and Barcroft

1:982,000

1844

Morse and Breese

1:1,451,000

1865

1:253,000

1882
1901
1914
1921
1945
1951

Department of Transportation, U.S. Armyv
Corps of Engineers. R. M. Venable
Colton's New Sectional Map, General Land
General Land Office, Harry King
General Land Offcie. 1. P. Berthrong
ohman's Standard New map
U.S. Armv Corps of Engineers
U.S. Geological Survey

1975

U.S.

1:24,000

Scale

~

Geologic.., Survey

Measurement of meander amplitude of

1:633,000
1:760,000
1:760,000
1:670.000
1:62,000
1:24,000

Commsents
Upstream from Great Bend, map is niot accurate;
downstream, it may be accurate enough to
quantify channel patterns
River channels match some abandoned channels.
May be reasonably accurate but not enough to
quantify channel patterns
Appears to be reasonably accurate
Apnears to be reasonably accurate
Appears to be reasonably accurate
Appears to be reasonably accurate
Appears to be reasonably accurate
Only available downstream; accurate
Drainage information from 1948 aerial photns;
accurate
Photorevision of 1951 map; accurate

GEOOA

and a running mean of five measurements was used. The
sinuosity of the channel is the length of the channel divided
by the length of the valley. Sinuosity was measured along
segments of the river, between intersections of the contour
lines (10 foot contour interval on the 1951 topographic
maps) and the river, and for the entire length of the river
in Arkansas, starting near the Oklahoma and Arkansas state
line and ending near the Arkansas and Louisiana state line
(Figure 3-4). The sinuosity of the river on all other maps
was measured along the same segments as on the 1951 map.
Most of the sediment size analyses (by Kaczor,
Appendix II) included only the sand (0.05-2.0 mm), silt
(0.002-0.05 Trm), and clay (less than 0.002 mm) fractions.
Analyses were made by the standard hydrometer methods
described by Day (1965) and modified by Gee and Bauder
(1979).
A few samples were analyzed for five sand
fractions, three silt fractions, and one clay fraction.

Table 3-2.
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Discharge along the Red River, Arkansas

Index
Maximum
Minimum
Mean

2/23/38
11/28/56
44 years

3
8410 m /s
3
10.7 m /s
328 m3/s

Fulton
Maximum
Minimum
Mean

2/24/38
10/26/56
53 years

9570 m3/s
3
11 m /s
3
490 m /s

10.439 m

75.246 m

79.672 m

68.562 m
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Figure 3-4.

Location of the 12 segments along the
Red River that are used in this report

RED RIVER
Hydrolog
The "nean annual discharge of the Red River has
remained nearly constant over four decades of record ITzble
3-2; Abington 1973:70). Naturally peak discharges along the
river have varied and floods occurred in 1392, 1908, 1915,
1920, 1927, 1935, 1933, and 1945 (U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers 1961). It was during the 1927 flood that a
crevasse splay occurred at Cedar Grove and covered the
area with 1.2 m of sediment,
The elevation of the Red River at Shreveport,
Louisiana has also remained constant since the 1920s,
though the variability decreased in the early 1940s
(Abington 1973:74). This decrease may be the result of
closing Denison Dam in 1934. In Arkansas the gauge
heights at Fulton and Index also show a decrease in
variability since the 1940s, but the elevation has not
remained constant. At Fulton the mean stage height since
1964 is 1.3 m lower than the mean stage height before
1964 (Figure 3-5). At Index the trend is similar to that at

Mean 3anuary stage height of the Red
Rivet at Fulton (A) and Index (B),
Arkansas. Each point is a mean of the
five previous years.
Horizontal lines
are the means, 71.8 m (A) and 73.1 m
(B) of years 1915-1980 (A) and
1926-1970 (B)

but the difference in elevation is slightly less. The
elevation of the river at the same discharge also indicates
that the river elevation has decreased during the last few
decades (Figure 3-6).
The gradient of the Red River decreases downstream,
as expected, and it also has decreased with time between
Index and Fulton, Arkansas. Most of the gradient decrease
through time is due to increased sinuosity because the
difference in river elevation between Index and Fulton has
remained approximately constant since 1926 (Figure 3-7). If
this difference in elevation was similar between 1914 and
1926, (this assumption seems reasonable because the maps
are only 12 years older than the data available on the river
elevation), then the gradient of the Red River in 1914 and
1921 was about the same as it was in 1943 (Figure 3-8).
Thus the gradient decrease has probably occurred since 1948
and m~y be related to the decrease in river elevation that
occurred during the same interval at the same location.
Channel Morphology
The Red River presently has a high widh:depth ratio
but information on histo'ic changes of th4L wioth and depth
are limited. A report cl a 1691 expeditio,
Appendix IV,
and Chapter 3) along the Red River in Bowi ':ou.-ity, Texas
(adjacent to Little River County, Arkansas? indicates that
the depth along the main channel, while in i,--eg, tar bed,
was 3.2 to 4.2 m in late November (Hatcher 1932:.J.35).
This is less than the 6.6 m mean maximum depth o! the
Red River along the Bowie and Little River County 'ine
(U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1968-1969). The shallower
depths in 1691 may be the result of a failure to measure
the maximum depth of the channel or to a lesser discharge
than that in the twentieth century. However the large
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Difference in mean January stage height
of the Red River at Index and Fulton,
Arkansas. Each point is a mean of the
five previous years. Horizontal line is
the mean, 6.3 m, of the years

11926-1970.
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Figure 3-6.

The change in river elevation with
discharge at Index, Arkansaj for 1940,
1952, and 1962. At 300 m/sec., the
river elevation is 0.37 m higher in 1962
rain eeatio iusing
than in 1952.

increase in measured depths (by at least 50%) during the
last three centuries suggests that the mean maximum depth
may have actually increased with time.
Long term changes of river width are also not well
documenteo. The Red River has decreased in mean width
at meander bends by approximately 100 m since 1945. The
difference between the maximum and minimum width has
Maps prior to 1945 are not
decreased by 145 m Aith time.
accurate enough to provide reliable width data. Though the
mean width had decreased through time, the change in
width of individual meanders is quite variable and not
synchronous with that of the regional study area.

The gradient of the Red River between
Index and Fulton, Arkansas. The
gradient in 1914 and 1921 is est-mated
the mean difference in river
elevation, 1926-1970 (Figure 3-7). The

Figure 3-9.

bars are the ranges of gradient using
the maximum and minimum difference
in river elevation.
A
2.1
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Channel Pattern
Most of the Red River, including the section in
Arkansas, displays a meandering pattern. The upper reaches
(Jacobs 1981:3) and the lower reach below Shreveport
(Abington 1973:32) have a tendency to braid. In northern
Louisiana the channel pattern was anastamosing where filled
with the debris of the Great Raft (Chapter 6). Since the
final clearing of this debris in 1873, the river has reverted
to its meandering pattern. The meander belt, only 6 km
wide at the most, is cut into a 8.5 km wide floodplain that
is flanked by Quaternary terraces.
Historic channel pattern changes are the most readily
available of all the parameters examined in this study.
Maps since 1865 indicate that the mean sinuosity of the
Red River in Arkansas was stable prior to 1921 (Figure
3-9).
The sinuosity decreased between 1921 and 1945 and
has remained relatively low since that time. Similar results
have been reported downstream by Abington (1973:49, 50)
and upstream by Jacobs (1981:53).
The mean wave length
and wave amplitude are inversely related to the sinuosity.
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Mean sinuosity (A), wave amplitude (B),
and wave length (C) of Red River in
Arkansas
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temporal changes along shorter segments of the
river are not synchronous with changes along the entire
length of the river in Arkansas.
Some S"gments have
increased in sinuosity, other segments have decreased in
sinuosity, and still others have remained approximately the
sa'me (igure
3-10).
In 1719 La Harpe (Smith 1959:249)
reporteu that the sinuosity of the Red River immediately
,ownstreaui
from its contluence with the Bear Sulphur)
River was about 1.6, which is similar to the 1.63 sinuosity
measured on the 1975 map.
-Abington (1973:3) did not
report such variability along shorter river segments.
However,

The quality and quantity of sediment load that the
Red River transports in Arkansas .as estimated using data
from Louisiana (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1980).
Particulate matter is transported both as bed load and
suspended load.
The bed load near Shreveport, Louisana is
dominantly 190%) medium and fine sand.
This bed load
becomes finer downstream from Shreveport and therefore is
presumably somewhat coarser in ArKansas, which Is at least
50 <m upstream.
However, the majority (approximately
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87%) of the material transported by the Red River is
suspended. The annual suspended load at Alexandria,
Louisiana is 3.7 million tons, of which 90% is silt and clay.
Most Holocene deposits of the Red River at the Cedar
Grove and Sentell sites are finer grained than the bed load
and point bar deposits downstream in Louisiana (Table 3-3;
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1980; Harms et al. 1963).
In
Arkansas sand is less abundant than in Louisiana and the
most common fraction is very fine instead of medium and
f;ne sand.
The finer grain sizes of the sediments sampled
in Arkansas are probably the result of the environments
that are preserved and sampled in the study area.
These
environments are interpreted to be of three general types:
crevasse splay, point bar, and swale fill, rather than the
channel and point bar environments sampled in Louisiana.
The 1927 crevasse deposit at the Sentell site is the coarsest
deposit examined and is comparable in grain size to the bed
load and point bar deposits in Louisiana.
Strata along the
crest of a ridge, buried by the (927 crevasse splay, were
probably deposited on a point bar prior to 1650.
The nearly
horizontal strata have uniform textures which are finer
grained than the bed load and deposits in Louisiana. The
finer grain size may be due to an upper point bar
environment or to infiltration of finer material into tne

Sediment Transportation and Deposition
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CAUSES

OF VARIATIONS IN THE RED

RIVER

Grain size analyses of Red River deposits

Table 3-3.

Splay'
Sand (2)
Range
Mean
Silt (t)
Range
Mean
Clay (%)
Range
No.Mean
of samples

In the previous sections of this report lateral and
temporal variations of the Red River have been examined.

Environment

Crevasse

Point Bar

2

Swale

1 2

Point Bar

87
87

55
55

20-88
62

27-100
85

9
9

35-37
36

9-62
24

0-66
14

8-10
4

7-33
14
20

0-7
1
5

4
49
1

3

Appendix I)

(Kaczor;
Arkansas
site,
SentellGrove
2Cedar
site.
Arkansas(Kaceor;
(Kaczor;Appendix
AppendixII)
I)
1CenrGrov
site
Arkansas
3

,odern p int bar, Shreveport, LA (data from Harms et
al. 1963). Four samples are sand- and one is
dominantly silt.

This section discusses possibie causes of these variations.
Independent and external variables that may be responsible
for changes in the river include time, relief caused by
tectonics or isostacy, climate, and man. Dependent
variables are those that are intrinsic to the fluvial system.
They may be complex and cause abrupt modifications of the
system. (Schumm 1977).
Time
The period of time examined in this study, three
centuries (10 years), is too short
to cause appreciable
that may develop through
mvations in a fluvial system
- 3
about a1977:2-1)
mean do occur
variations
10 - years. Short tern
drngaedtm
0
years) (Schumm
and
during graded time (10
study.
this
in
are probably some of the variations observed
Relief

pores during subsequent floods. Ratios of the coarsest size
fractions, least likely tr be infiltrated (Figure 3-1l), suggest
that textural variations are the result of original
depositional differences at least in part and therefore may
be upper point bar deposits. Off the crest of the ridge the
deposits are both older and younger than 1650. The strata
slope at a lower angle than the ground surface that they
bury and thicken toward the swale. Thus the relief of the
ridge and swale topography was diminishing through time
and was buried completely by the 1927 crevasse splay. The
texture of these slope deposits is much more variable than
that on the ridge crest and 'nay be tyr result of different
flood events with varying competencies that trapped muddy
slack water in the swaies.
The exiavations were not deep enough or
geographically widespread enough to demonstrate ans
textural changes solely due to time.

intirpitled
Envronment
of Deposition

Southwestern Arkansas is not a tectonically active
area. Seismic events are rare. Precise leveling of the
region shows less than I mm/year of vertical movement
within the study area and 1-5 mm/year of uplift south of
Arkansas (U.S. Departmcit of Commerce 1972). Therefore,
relief caused by tectonic or isostatic movements is unlikely
to be a factor.
Climate and Vegetation
Climatic changes, which may alter drainage,
groundwater, vegetation, weathering, and sediment yield, can
affect the fluvial system. Lateral variations of
precipitation along the Red River are greater than those of
temperature. The Red River heads in eastern New Mexico
which has a semi-arid climate of 457 mm mean annual
precipitation. The climate becomes warmer downstream and
the mean annual precipitation in the area is 1270 mm. The
climate becomes more humid downstream and the mean
annual temperature varies from 13.9 degrees C at
Tucumcari, New Mexico to 17.8 degrees C at TexarKana,
",rkansas.
thin ArKansas tie variations are much less.
The precipitation histor of the southern Great Plains
along the Red River has been reconstructed using tree ring
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precipitation ns a periodicity of 17 years since A.D. 1700,
but there has been no long term trend toward more humid
or arid condit-ons within that time span. This suggests that
the mean annual discharge of the Red River, which flows
through the areas, also has had no long term changes in the
last three centuries. The historic hydrologic data cited
supports this conclusion.
Presettlement vegetation along the Red River was
dominated by forests on the uplands and intermixed forests
and prairies along the floodplain and terraces. On the
uplands oak, hickory, and walnut species dominated mixed
with some short leaf pine and cedar (Bruner 1931; Smith
1959:250; Wat,.vis, Chapter 6, King, Chapter 01.
the
floodplain was iocally a series of cane breaks interrupted by
prair;es with a variety of grasses. These grasslands were
mixed with torests containing oak, hickory, cedar, gum, ash,
elm, sycamore, hackberry, locust, willow, cypress,
cottonwood, and pecan.
The present vegetation is similar in kind but not in
quantity to the presettlement vegetation. The land has
been cleared for agricultural purposes. The possible effects
of these vegetation changes are discussed in the following
section.

GEOMORPHOLOGY
MIan
The last external variable that may affect a river is
the influence of man.
The major events that may be
responsible for changes in the Red River will be discussed
chronologically,
The effects of clearing the forests and plowing the
prairies on a fluvial system are difficult to assess.
Aaps
prior to the 1850s may not be accurate enough to quantify
the channel patterns. The southern portion of the study
area near the Arkansas and Louisiana state line is probably
the most accurately mapped and therefore the portion
considered.
The southernmost study segment (12) of the
Red River increases in sinuosity between 1822 arid 1914 and
the sinuosity of the segment immediately to the north
(segment 11) is erratic within the same time period (Figure
3-10).
If abundant tree and grass roots adjacent to the
channel walls stabilized the banks, it is expected that the
meanders would be sinuous (McGowan and Garner 1970;
Nadler and Schumm 1981).
Clearing this vegetation would
probably reduce the cohesiveness of the soil and allow
slumping of the banks, decreasing the sinuosity.
Thus the
increased and erratic sinuosity during the midnineteenth
century is the opposite of what is expected.
Therefore
clearing and plowing the land may not have had a great
effect on the channel pattern of the Red River.
The Great Raft was present in 1719 when La Harpe
made his way up the Red River (Smith 1959:246-247).
He
makes numerous references to the difficult travel between
Natchitoches, Louisiana and the Bear (Sulphur) River in the
southern part of the study area because of the raft.
He
found the "waters very rapid and many obstructions of
timber."
The "very difficult log jams" dammed up lakes.
The passage was difficult because of the forests
through which it was necessary for us to cross . . . .
We had difficulty in passing because of the very
thick trees which are in the water . . . . Then we
found some timbers so thick that it seemed incredible
to be able to get through them (Smith 1959:247).
The final clearing of the Great Raft in 1873 appears to
have had little effect on the river in Arkansas. Though the
channel pattern in the southern portion of the study area
changed between 1844 and 1882, there is little change in
the mean sinuosity and meander wave length (Figures 3-9,
3-10, segment 12).
However the wave amplitude decreased
significantly during these four decades,
The levee system, completed at the end of the
nineteenth century, also seems to have had little effect on
the Red River channel.
By 1914 the mean sinuosity and
mean wave length was slightly less than that during the
previous five decades and the mean amplitude was only
slightly lower (Figure 3-9).
The closing of Denison Dam in 1934 seems to have had
little direct effect on the river in Arkansas.
Leopold et al.
(1964:455-458) report downcutting of the river bed 25 km
downstreamn from the dam, but this is far short of the 300
km distance between the dam and the study area.
The dam
closing occurred after the major channel pattern changes
began (1914) in the study area.
The only effect that is
evident in Arkansas is a decrease in the variability of the
discharge, but not the mean discharge (Figure 3-5).

Intrinsic Factors
The major change in the Red River of Arkansas in the
past century occurred between 1914 and 1945.
During these
three decades the mean sinuosity decreased and the wave
amplitude and wave length increased throughout the study
area (Figure 3-9).
However, along smaller segments of the river the
trends of the channel patterns may be different than that
of the entire study area (Figure 3-10). Two patterns of
channel sinuosity variations with time are present.
In the
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first type of pattern the change in sinuosity is abrupt, the
difference in sinuositier is great (1.2-1.5) and the sinuosities
are extreme (1.2-1.7 and 2.4-2.9).
These variations appear
to be cyclic, but the cycles are longer than the 110 years
of record, perhaps two to three times as long. It is
interesting to note that the low sinuosity segments of the
stream may abruptly increase their sinuosity (segments 2, 3,
and 10, Figure 3-10) and high sinuosity segments of the
stream may abruptly decrease their sinuosity (segments i, 8,
and 9, Figure 3-10).
These unstable segments are adjacent
to one another.
The abrupt sinuosity variations are
probably the result of the river crossing a threshold.
This
causes the river segment to become unstable and it must
rapidly compensate for the instability by changing its
sinuosity.
In the second pattern of channel sinuosity variations
with time (segments 1, 5, 6, 7, i,
and 12, Figure 3-10) the
change in sinuosity is also abrupt and may be significant,
but the uifference in sinuosity is less (0.1-0.7) than, the
sinuosities are intermediate (1.6-2.5) to, and the time span
is shorter (20-65 years) than that of the first pattern type.
These segments may be relatively stable, merely fluctuating
about a mean. If the sinuosity approaches either extreme,
the river may become unstable and change to the first
pattern type.

CONCLUSIONS
To conclude, external variables since the midnineteenth
century do not seem to correspond to changes in the
channel pattern or morphology.
Changes in channel pattern
may lag behind the cause for that change.
If so, it would
be expected that all the segments of the river would show
a similar response and that this response would be
synchronous or sequential, either up or down the river.
The
abrupt changes in channel pattern between 1914 and 1945
are approximately synchronous, however, they do not show
the same response.
Therefore it would seem unlikely that
the changes in channel pattern were caused by but rather
have lagged behind the introduction of an external variable
such as levee construction or clearing of the Great Raft.
Instead the channel pattern changes seem to be the
result of intrinsic variables of the river itself and these
variables are quite complex (Schumm 1977).
Along local
segments the river has relatively small variations in
sinuosity over a short time span, if the sinuosity is
intermediate.
These segments are probably staole.
Local
segments of the river with extremely low or extremely high
sinuosities are probably unstable and abruptly change their
sinuosity to the other extreme. These abrupt changes in
sinuosity have occurred only once in the last 110 years and
are most common between 1914 and 1945.
Based on these conclusions, some speculation about
river behavior can be made for two centuries previous to
the period of study. The 6dta from the most recent
century can be used for these predictions because it is
unlikely that man has had a significant influence on the
hydrology, sedimentation, erosion, or channel pattern, and
morphology of the Red River.
Sinuosity cnanges of the Red River appear to be
cyclic, both on a local scale and on a regional scale, thougi
no segment of the river has undergone a comnplete cycle
since 1365.
.Many segments of the Red River can be used
to construct an idealized sinuosity cycle (Figure 3-12).
High sinuosity along a local stretcn of tne river can
continue at least 55 years and prooably more than 110
years.
During this period of hign sinuosity there ae
variations as a single meander is cut off, out contm'
development of otler meanders within the segment cau .
the sinuosity to increase again.
EventiaJly the river may
become unstable and most meanders will oe cut off causin;
the sinuosity to decrease rapidly (25-35 years).
Relatively
low sinuositites may prevail for at least 80 years and
perhaps more than lO years before the sinuosity abruptly
increases.
This increase may occur in 30-65 years.
Therefore, the length of the entire cycle is probably at
least twice as long as the 110 years of
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Idealized sinuosity cycle of the Red
River, Arkansas.
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record. The reports of La Harpe (Smith 1959) suggest that
a 300 year cycle is reasonable.
The regional variations of the Red River are similar to
local segments of the river, but the high and low sinuosities
are not as extreme, the variations are less than that of the
segments, and the variations of local segments and the
regional area are nonsynchronous. The relatively high
sinuosLties dominated for more than 55 years. After 1921
the sinuosity decreased to relatively low values within 25
years and has remained low for more than 30 years.
Presumably the sinuosity will increase again and patterns
along the local segments suggest that it may increase
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CEDAR GROVE AND SENTELL SITES
The Cedar Grove and Senteil sites were occupied by
the Caddo Indians between 1650 and 1750. The location
and activity of the river during that time are of interest in
order to evaluate the site and the use that the Indians
made of the site. The location of the river prior to 1827
can be estimated using aerial photograhs and dating surfaces
using artifacts,
The Cedar Grove and Sentell sites are located within
segment 10 of this study. This stretch of the river had a
relatively low sinuosity prior to 1945. Since that time the
sinuosity nas abruptly increased and is presently approaching
the maximum sinuosity present within the study area. Prior
to 1365 the sinuosity was probably relatively low for some
unknown length of time, perhaps 110 years if the proposed
cycle (Figure 3-12) is valid. Sometime prior to 1835 the
sinuosity may have been much higher, perhaps similar to
that of today.
Lester Bend is present on the 1827 map (Figure 3-13).
Though details of the meander have changed since 1827, the
general outline of the meander was similar for 118 years.
This stability has allowed preservation of the Cedar Grove
and Sentell sites. Since 1945 the sinuosity of the river has
increased, the northern limb of the meander has migrated
south, and the sites were in danger of being eroded until
revetment construction halted the migration.
If the Caddo Indians established the Cedar Grove site
on a point bar immediately adjacent to the Red river
between 1650 and 1750, some estimates of meander
migration rates can be made. However, if the site was at
some distance from the river bank, such as on an upper
point bar deposit as suggested by the textural analyses
(Table 3-3; Figure 3-11) and the thickening of the strata
into the swale, the rates would be less than those
estimated. Artifacts within these swale fill deposits do
indicate that the site existed sometime after the river
migrated from this location and that the area was only
subjected to periodic flooding and colluvial processes. Thus,
slower rates of meander migration than those estimated
below are probable. The meander has migrated 1500 m

west of its position between 1650 and 1930 (5.4 m/year).
Most of the migration occurred before 1827 (Figure 3-13)
and therefore the migration rate may be between 5.4 and

Figure 3-13.
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8.5 m/year. Between 1930 and 1976 the river migrated
another 450 m west. Thus the rate of migration, 9.8
m/year, probably increased during the period of time that
the sinuosity increased.
In conclusion, the Cedar Grove and Sentell sites were
located along high ridges within an area of ridge and swale
topography. The sites were probably some distance from
the channel at the time that they were occupied. They
were preserved from fluvial erosion for 300 years because
of the stability of Lester Bend. Recent increases in
sinuosity and meander migration threatened erosion of these
sites, but further erosion should be minimal because of
revetment construction.
Location of other sites may be more favorable along
meanders similar to Lester Bend. Though occupation sites
may have been located along many meanders of the Red
River, site preservation is more likely along stable segments
of the river. Reconnaissance for additional sites in such
meanders should be done to test this hypothesis.
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Chapter 4
PRESETTLEMENT VEGETATION
OF THE CEDAR GROVE SITE
Frances B. King

Reconstruction of the environments in which aboriginal
groups lived is an important initial step in studies of human
subsistence and settlement. Regardless of cultural influences, the physical and biotic resources of an area are
important in determining settlement patterns and loci,
seasons of occupahion and the specific plants and animals
exploited at a given site.
One of the best methods of reconstructing the vegetation of an area is by analyzing survey records produced by
the General Land Office. These records are the notes of
the GLO surveyors who laid out the system of townships,
section and range lines which are the basis of land
ownership. The surveys were made in the early 1800s, at
the time that major Euroamerican settlement was taking
place. Despite the fact that there were sometimes bias or
fraud in the surveys, and that factors such as climatic
change and tire make it impossible to confidently extend
the records far back in time, the GLO records remain one
of the only methods of vegetational reconstruction (King
1978, Wood 1976, Bourdo 1956). For the late protohistoric
period under consideration here, the data are exceptionally
useful.
As the surveyors laid out the townships, they blazed
two or four witness trees at each section and quarter
section corner. In the process, they recorded the taxa,
diameter, distance, and bearing of each tree. They also
noted soil and forest quality, suitability of cultivation,
prairies, lakes and streams, old fire scars, existing habitations and improves, and other features of the early
American landscape.
Because of the value of the data contained in the GLO
survey records, many methods have evolved to reconstruct
forest structure and composition data including the types
and relative abundance of various trees, the relative dominance (based on basal area), and the number of trees per
acre (Cottam and Curtis 1949, 1935, 1956; Cottam et al.
1953; Howell and Kucera 1956).
The Cedar Grove site lies in Township 17 South, Range
25 West of the 9th Principal Meridian, in Lafayette County
Arkansas. The Red River meanders through the township
forming a natural obstacle to travel and to surveys. Therefore, the portion of the township east of the Red River was
surveyed between July and November of 1822 by S. W.
Miley while the portion west of the river was surveyed in
January of 1842 by C. E. Moore.
PH-fYSIOGR APHY
Lafayette County lies on the Gulf Coastal Plain, the
"gulf slope" of Braun (1950).
The county lies almost
entirely in the broad and nearly level floodplain of the Red
River. The soils are the result of relatively recent
alluviation by the flood waters of the river and consist
primarily of water washed material, mostly sands and silts
(Table 4-1). The floodplain is characterized by numerous
oxbow lakes and poor natural drainage because of the lack
of topographic relief and heavy soils.

Table 4-1.

Characteritice

of varioua

-edar___oveares_(So___
Soil and 2 of
Association
Drainage
Severn
Oklared
Billvhaw
Perry

40
30
40
30

Capiana 55
Rilla
30

oil typea in the

ConservationService____O)
Parent
Slope
Pterial

well
well
somewhat poorly
poorly

l,vel to pently
undulattng
level to nearly
level

fine sandy
loa.

well
well

level and
undulating

silt loan
bilt loas

level to nearly
level

silt cla
silt clay

Wrightsville 40 poorly
poorly
Mayheu 35

clay
clay

The soils ad)acent to the river belong to the SevernOklared association (Soil Conservation Service 1980) are
deep, well drained because of the high sand content, and
level to gently undulating. In close proximity but fartner
from the river are the Billyhaw-Perry soils. These formed
from clayey slackwater deposits and have poor internal
drainage. They have a seasonally high water table during
the late winter and early spring and evidence of overflow
was frequently mentioned by the GLO surveyors when
describing areas with this soil type.
A small portion of Lafayette County, including part of
the township in which the Cedar Grove site lies, is covered
by Caspiana-Rilla soils. These are deep, well drained,
moderately permeable, level soils that have developed from
loamy alluvial deposits on the Red River floodplain (Soil
Conservation Service 1980).
Another portion of the area is covered by soils of the
Wrightsville- Mayhew group. These soils are deep, level, and
poorly drained. They formed from silts on the broad, upland
flats of the Coastal Plain (Soil Conservation Service 1980).
These soils are low in natural fertility and organic matter.
because of the high clay content, they have a high seasonal
water table during the winter and spring. These soils only
extend into the extreme eastern portions of sections 24, 25,
and 36 and are disregarded in further discussions of the
soils of the Cedar Grove area.

Meanderings of the Red River
The township is dominated by the wanderings of the
Red River over its floodplain which covers approximately
two-thirds of the township. Numerous oxbow lakes and
ponds attest to past movements of the river (see Chapter
3). Even between the 1822 and 1842 surveys, the Red
River appears to have moved considerably (Figure 3-13).
These migrations of the river have kept portions of the
floodplain vegetation in a continual state of plant succession
at all times. The "pioneer" woody plants of the river banks
include willows which are very tolerant of flooding and act

VEGErATION

Average Diameter

Scientific Name

Specie Name

RESULTS
A total of 19 tree taxa were used by the surveyors as
line trees in the township which includes the Cedar Grove
site. The common and scientific names of these trees are
listed in Table 4-2 and this table and Table 4-3 have data
on the average diameter, the relative abundance (calculated
by dividing the number of recorded trees of any one species
by the total), the relative dominance (calculated by dividing
the total basal area for each species by the basal area for
all species) and the average number of trees each type per
acre, based on the distances and bearings to the witness
trees,

Tasa
As h
Black oak
Roelder

Relative abundance of the ten most common trees on
various types and the riparian commnity, based on
General
Land
office
survey 25witness
Toship
West) trees data
(Range
7 South,

Severn
Okl.red
15.7
7. 1'
12.9

1.5
rttonwood
FI.
17.1
8.6
lHackberry
4.3
Hickory
5.7
4uIberry
Sweet It".
17.1
S;.ramore
5.7
White oak
5.7
Number of Trees
70
il[vblaw

Utl[yhaw

Perry I
25.8
16.1

Caspian&
Rill*
7.1
35.7

19.4
25.8
3.2

14.3

3.2

21.4

6.5
11

14.3
14

Billyhaw
Perry 2 *
7.8

Riparian
11.1

37.5
a.3
2.8

7.1
13.9
12.5
92.3
13

72

Perry I is better drained thin Bill)hav Perry 2

The southeastern portion of the township is covered by
clayey slackwater deposits belonging to the Billyhaw-Perry
soil association. These soils are characterized by a
seasonally high water during late winter and early spring.
A portion of this area was subjected to frequent flooding,
based on the GLO line descriptions, the remainder
The vegetation of
apparently generally escaped inundation.

Relative Abundance
15.0
10.7
6.4
0.7
0.7
14.3
1u.
3.6
0.7
2.9
1.1
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
2.1
11.4
2.9
14.3

11.7
18.0
9.3
39.9
9.9
10.8
10.8
10.7
9.9
8.2
13.4
14.9
13.9
11.9
15.9
11.3
17.1
10.2
16.7

Fraxlnus ap.
phellos
.1cu
A cr negun o
o.p'_olusde lEoides
Trxodium distichum
Ulmus sp.
Celtis laevigsta
warya sp.
Celdfrsi. trlacanthos
morus rubra
cus Irata
liospyrus virginiand
sp.
Pin
palustris
Q
Quercus falcata
Sa sfras albidum
Lliqu irlb.-r styraciflus
Pltanus occidentalis
Quercus lyrata

When enough
to stabilize the new alluvial deposits.
alluvium has accumulated, cottonwood becomes established,
followed in time by more mesic species. The continual
movement of the river channel means that new areas are
continually being colonized by species such as willow,
Other areas which have been abandoned by the river for a
long period have a plant community in a relatively late
stage of succession.

Table 4-3.
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Forest structure and composition for T17S R25W based on CLO witness tree data

Table 4-2.

Ash
"Black oak"
Boxelder
Cottonwood
Cypress
Elm
Hakberry
Hickory
Honey locust
Mulberry
Overcup oak
Persimmon
Pine
.41n oak
Red oak
Sassafras
;weet gum
Sycamore
"White oak"

/

Relative Dominance

Trees/Acre

13.1
14.3
4.4
2.1
0.5
11.5
8.2
2.9
0.5
1.?
1.4
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.8
1.8
14.5
2.2
17.8

14.3
10.2
6.1
0.7
0.7
13.7
9.6
3.4
0.7
2.7
1.4
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
2.0
10.9
2.7
13.7

trie frequently flooded portion was described as "second
rate", and mentions pine, oak, gum, ash, hickory, sweet
The undergrowth
gum, elm, hackberry, and honey locust.
was composed of seedlings and small trees of the same with
vines and briars in addition.
The tree used as witness trees in this relatively wet
area include 7.8% ash and 92.3% "white oak."
Unfortunately, the name "white oak" normally refers to
Quercus alba which is a mesic, upland species and entirely
out of place in this situation. Rather, one would expect Z.
lyrata (overcup oak), Q. nuttallii (Nuttall oak), Q. nigra
(water oak), or Q. phellos (willow oak), all of which are
common in wet floodplain forests of the Coastal Plain.
However, one of the less comm-'on synonyms for overcup oak
is "white oak" (Fowells 1965:600) and it is assumed that the
surveyor knew the tree by that name. The Overcup
Oak-Water Hickory type of bottomland forest, of which this
area is probably representative, occurs extensively in low,
It is
poorly drained sites, especially back water areas.
characteristic of areas that are flooded 29-40% of the time
(Moore 1950:8, Arkansas Department of Planning 1974:24).
The remainder of the area covered by Billyhaw-Perry
soils is also poorly drained to somewhat poorly drained
although the GLO line descriptions do not mention evidence
noned by the surveys
of flooding. The dominant trees .,
are ash (25.8%), hackberry (25.3%), elm (19.4%), and black
Black oak, like white oak, is a mesic, upland
oak (16.1%).
species, out of place in such abundance in the floodplain
However, "black oak" is also a
forest of the Red River,
synonym for willow oak, which would be expected in this
situation, and it is assumed that this is the species that
was meant by the surveyor.
If that is the case, th~s area
probably represents the willow oak stage of bottomland
1950:8).
This forest type occurs
forest succession (Moore
on flat, poorly drained soils and on low clay ridge sites in
the floodplain.
Many of the same tree taxa are listed in the line
descriptions for the better drained portions of the township
The forest in
covered by Severn-Oklared soils (Table 4-3).
this area was described as "rich", the land "first rate" and
"fit for cultivation." The soils are level, somewhat sandy
and well drained.
Overcup oak (white oak) is much less
common, and elm, ash, and sweetgum are the dominant
taxa.

Numerous other trees were also recorded including

cottonwood, boxelder, mulberry, pin oak, red oak, sassafras,
The understory was described as consisting of
and hickory.
seedlings and young trees of the same species, with the
These trees probably represent
addition of cane and vines.
the sweetgum forest type (Moore 1950:8; Arkansas DepartThis type of forest is found on
ment of Planning 1974:24).
Being
sites with shorter periods of submergence (10-21%).
more mesic, this forest is also more diverse than the
overcup oak-water hickory type.
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The small area of Caspiana-Rilla soils in the northeastern portion of the township is dominated by "black oak"
which has already been translated as willow oak. CaspianaRilla soils are better drained and the relatively large
amounts of sweetgum and ash suggest that this area is
intermediate between the sweet-gum dominated forest type
found on the higher, better drained soils and the willow-oak
type found on low clay ridges. Most likely, the area is a
mosaic of the two types of sites rather than being
uniformly intermediate and the GLO survey recorded trees
Within this area lies a small prairie
growing on both types.
(Figure 4-l) which was probably once dominated by
Andropogon gerardi (big bluestem), Sorghastrum nutans
(Indiangrass), Panicum virgatum (switchgrass) and
Schizachyrium scobarium (little bluestem) (Arkansas
Department of Planning 1974).
The
Within the township are more poorly drained sites.
wettest of these are described as "low and swampy", with
not only ash, oak, and elm, but also willow, cypress, and
cottonwood. The undergrowth was described as "cane and
vines."
Bald cypress is indicative of the wettest sites since
it grows only where water stands most, if not all of the
year.

The GLO surveys ran along the margins of the Red
River and the many floodplain lakes, establishing witness
tree points wherever a section line intersected the water
body.
Based on this witness tree data (Table 4-3), the river
banks and lake margins were dominated by cottonwood
(37.56) with large amounts of sweet gum, sycamore, and
ash.

PLANT RESOURCES
As discussed above, the Cedar Grove site lies near the
Red River, completely surrounded by diverse bottorniand
Within a short distance there are currently, and
forest.
undoubtedly would have been in the past, riverine resources
as well as those presented by the oxbow lakes, bald cypress
swamps, and, ;.t a slightly greater distance, prairie.
The plant resources available to the inhabitants of the
Cedar Grove site would have been numerous, although
somewhat different than those available on the uplands.
Most important, the nut producing oaks and hickories are
much less common in the floodplain. Instead, the common
species are those which do not produce edible parts. These
include ash, cottonwood, cypress, elm, sweetgum, and
In addition, many of the nut producing species
sycamore.
that do occur, such as willow or water oak and water
hickory have nuts that are small and bitter compared to
some upland species. Frequently too, bottomland trees

reach enormous size because of plentiful water and
-nutrients.
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It is more difficult to collect fruit or nuts from
large trees than it is from small ones even if the
production is great.
Important plant resources that would be available within
the vicinity of the Cedar Grove site would still include
some nuts and acorns, especially Carya illinoensis (pecan)
Persimmon (Diospyros
and C. ovata (shagbark hickory).
virginiana) would occur on the better drained sites as would
hackberry and Morus rubra (mulberry). Hawthorns
(Crataeus sp.) and paw paw (Asimina trilooa) might be
locally common.
Smaller woody plants which produce edible parts would
include Rubus sp. (blackberries and raspberries), Vitis sp.
(grapes), Corylus americana (hazelnut) and Sambucus

IJ

Other plants known to have been
canadensis (elderberry).
utilized by the Caddo include Apios americana (groundnut),
Prunus sp. (wild plums and herries), Nelumbo lutea

5.-t

(American lotus), and Fragari
sp. (wild strawberries).
The Cedar Grove site lies near the Red River on an
area of relatively good, easily worked soil. The site could
probably only have been occupied for a portion of the year
because of flooding during the late winter and spring.
While nut exploitation and processing might have taken
place at the site, it would probably have been more
efficiently undertaken in the uplands or on higher terraces.
of the known Caddo emphasis on plant
cultivation, it is most likely that the site was placed to
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Presettlement vegetation of T17S,
R25W, Lafayette Co., Arkansas, based
on original General Land Office survey
records.

make maximum use of the ease of transportation afforded

1946:292). Bioarcheological evidence (Rose, Chapter 16)
suggests that maize cultivation was not as important at the
Cedar Grove site as it was at the earlier Caddo sites or as
However, the presence of maize,
it was at upland sites.
bottle gourd, and pepo squash indicates that at least some
plant cultivation was being undertaken in addition to the
use of nuts, lotus, wild fruits, and of course, animal
resources.
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Chapter 5
EUROPEAN CONTACT AND THE CEDAR GROVE SITE
Neal L. Trubowitz

IDENTIFYING

EUROPEAN

CONTACT

In the past archeologists have generally assumed, in
thought if not in print, that European trade goods, notably
glass beads and metal tools or fragments (axes, gun parts),
would be found on sites of the contact era. This belief
implies several underlying assumptions. It assumes a
constant rate of contact across the entire region, that
Indians had equal access to such materials, and that trade
goods were preponderantly made of materials which will
survive in the archeological record in a form recoverable by
current archeological techniques. Such expectations are
unrealistic. Ethnohistoric records available on the Caddoan
area from 1650 to 1750 indicate that none of these
assumptions can be supported; the rate and amount of
contact varied within the Caddoan region, early documents
clearly describe ranked societies where there was unequal
access to various resources, and European trade goods often
were made of materials (cloth, ribbons) which, given the
climate of the region, are unlikely to survive except in rare
accidents of preservation. If present they are not in a
form recognizable to and recovered by the standard
excavation techniques utilizeo oy researchers today.
Those working most closely with the Caddoan
archeological record have noted the fallacy of simple
equations of European artifacts with the contact period. As
more data have become available it has been determined
that few European items are present even on those sites
where they are found:
It may be well to point out here the striking
scarcity of European objects in historic and
Caddoan sites when we consider how many Indians
and whites were involved over a period of two
centuries or more. In any one site, something like
twenty beads and two bits of iron may be all that
can be found to represent perhaps a century of
contact; and this being true, there must be scores
of sites actually occupied during the same "historic
period" from which the archeologist cannot recover
a single European object (Krieger in Davis
1961:129).
Past reconstructions of Caddoan lifeways (Bolton 1908;
Hatcher 1927; Swanton 1942; Griffith 1954) have synthesized
a synchronic ethnographic account from a fragmentary set
of diachronic records. These have been applied to the
archeological record under the assumption that there were
cultural continuities between late prehistoric and
postcontact tribal histories. Perttula and Ramenofsky
(1980:2) advise caution in directly correlating archeological
and ethnographic units. Nevertheless, the contact era has
generally been treated as a single entity, oversimplifying a
complex process that may vary over time and space. What
is needed is "a processual consideration of the contact
period, i.e. a focus on change" (Perttula and Ramenofsky
1980:3). Perttula and Ramenofsky proposed a model of

Caddoan cultural change for the entire Caddoan area during
the historic period that takes into account the diachronic
nature of the archeological record. Their model is useful,
and must be applied in detail within each subarea of the
Caddoan region because of their variable histories (Perttula
1980:6). It is the goal of this chapter to present a contact
era model for the Arkansas Great Berd subarea.
Perttula and Ramenofsky (1980) hsve argued for a
threefold view of the contact era in the Caddoan area:
From an aboriginal perspective European contact
involves two variables: people and products.
Simply, contact may take three forms; (a) products
without people (Dobyns 1963), (b) people without
products, and (c) people with products. The latter
form is usually taken as the starting point, and the
effects of the first two forms ignored. There is
abundant ethnohistorical evidence (Swanton 1939)
that change in demographic profiles and the
diffusion of European goods (for instance, see
Milner 1980) preceded actual colonizing efforts in
the Southeast, thus making even the earliest
histories descriptions of systems already changing
rather than "pristine" (Perttula and Ramenofsky
1980:4).
Krieger (1946) had recognized that European goods
(products) preceded a European entrada (people) among the
Caddo of central Texas in 1686.
No agreement has yet been reached on whether
European diseases spread beyond the directly contacted
Native populations in the Mississippi Valley and
Trans-Mississippi South following the De Soto entrada of
1541-1542 (cf. Ramenofsky 1981 and discussions at the 1982
Southeastern Archaeological Conference Meeting in
Memphis). This question is also problematic for other
European entradas.
However, since the potential for the spread of
European diseases among the Indians occurs as soon as the
first face-to-face contact is made, it is suggested that
there really is no category of "people without products" as
outlined by Perttula and Ramenofsky. Europeans bereft of
any of their technological accoutrements could still bring
contagious diseases to the New World, creating "virgin soil
epidemics" among the native populations that had no natural
immunological defenses (Crosby 1976:288). For example.
Cabeza de Vaca and the other castaway survivors of the
Narvaez expedition to Florida, are likely to have been the
carriers of the 1528 epidemic among the Gulf Coast
Karankawan Indians, and indeed were blamed as the cause
by some of the Indians themselves (Ewers 1973). While not
beneficial, epidemics were a "product" left with the Indians
by Europeans, perhaps the most significant one they
received, as it was ultimately the major factor in the
severe aboriginal population declines which occurred between
1528 and 1890.
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Thus, the use of "contact" in this volume is a
modification of the three-variable Perttula and Ramenofsky
definition, including only people with products or products

without people.
In the following pages I shall attempt to provide an
outline of the ethnohistoric records that bear on the Cedar
Grove site, as one example of a contact era site, within
the Spirit Lake locality of the Great Bend region . The
Great Bend region is a part of the general Caddoan area
that is documented to nave been inhabited by the
Kadohadacho Confederacy which Williams (1964) tentatively
linked to an archeological counterpart, the Little River
phase.
As Williams noted, the documentary evidence is
clear that the Kadohadacho inhabited this general subarea
from the first European direct contact in 1686 until the
surviving members moved out between 1790 and 1795.
Therefore, we can be confident that despite the diachronic
nature of the contact era, in the Great Bend subarea we
are dealing with an uninterrupted continuum in terms of
tribal sedentarism.
Schambach (Chapter 11) has refined the
earlier ceramic analysis (Schambach 1981) which led him to
separate the Great Bend Region into two subareas, applying
the Little River phase to the archeological sites upriver
from Cedar Grove, including Rosebrough Lake, Hatchel,
Mitchell, and Moores in Bowie County, Texas (Wedel
1978:Figure 3), and defining the Chakanina phase to cover
the adjacent Spirit Lake and Boyd Hill archeological
localities along the Arkansas portion of the Red River.
The approach taken here is to provide a broad
chronological overview of the contact era, starting at the
regional ievel and then focusing on the Spirit Lale locality
and the Cedar Grove site in detail.
By going from the
leneral to the specific we are probably paralleling the
overall process of culture contact as it affected the Cedar
2rove site.
The cnronological narrative is provided as a
convenience to assist those less familiar with the numerous
historical sources on the Caddoan region, which are often
organized on a state Dy state basis (which can obscure the
regional perspective), or from a European/exploratory point
of view. The summary will place the discussion following it
witnin the regional context that potentially had an impact
(both direct and indirect) on the occupants of the Cedar
Figure 5-1 provides a
Grove site between 1670-1730.
simplified map of the locations of key European
establishments referred to in the text.
No claim is made that the documents examined for
determining the scope of contacts are exhaustively
The background research was restricted to those
complete.
secondary sources and translations of original manuscripts
that were available in the University of Arkansas at
Fayetteville and Arkansas Archeological Survey libraries,
Even when copies of original manuscripts were available,
the translations had to be relied on for lack of time to
This
check their accuracy or retranslate the originals.
leaves the caveat that some of the earlier translations are
often incomplete or have inaccuracies. For example, I had
to rely on the Ralph A. Smith (1959), translation of the
1718-1719 La Harpe iourney up the Red River, which is
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European posts surrounding Cedar Grove,
1670-1730.
Circles are French; triangles
are Spanish.
1. Ft. St. Louis; 2.
Arkansas Post;
3. Texas missions; 4.
Ft. Maurepas;
5. Ft. of Mississippi; 6.
Natchitoches;
7. Ft. Rosalie;
8. Los
Adaes;
9. New Orleans;
10. Nassonite
post;
11. Yazoo;
12. Espiritu Santo
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EXPLORATION

1500-1650

based upon a printing of the journal by Pierre Margry
"wherein Margry made inexcusable alterations, deletions, and
At minimum, except for the
additions" (Wedel 1978:2).
1718-1719 Alarcon expedition (Hoffman 1935), I was able to
obtain at least one translation relating to the major
recorded entradas for the general Caddoan area between
1636 and 1767, relying on historians' secondary accounts to
summarize earlier European visitations to the margins of
the Caddoan region.
Therefore, the histo,'ical background

Within a decade of the discovery of the Western
Hemisphere by Columbus, thousands of Spanish settlers
began occupying the Caribbean islands, notably Hispanola,
followed by Puerto Rico (1508) Jamaica (1509), and Cuba
Undocumented shipwrecks began to
(1511) (Craven 1970).
Spanish
litter the island fringes and the Gulf Coast shore.
explorations of the mainland at first focused on opposite
ends of the Gulf, Florida and Mexico. Ponce de Leon made
two limited attempts at exploring and settling Florida in
1513 and 1521, followed by the equally unsuccessful 1528
expedition under Panfilo de Narvaez, with some 400 men
A 1517 slave raid by Hernandez de
and 180 horses.
Cordoba on the Yucatan was the precursor for the conquest
of the Aztec empire in Mexico by Cortez, between 1519
Thereafter, the Spanish slowly expanded from
and 1522.
the Aztec capital northward into what is now northern
Mexico, New Mexico, and eventually east Texas.
Formal exploration of the Gulf Coast between Mexico
and Florida began in 1519 with the mapping expedition of
Alonzo Alvarez de Pineda, but was not resumed for 166

reflects some accumulated errors resulting from faulty
translations as well as a diacnronic set of observations,
The period selected for study was from 1500-1750, covering
the maxi:num time span before the occupation of Cedar
Grove that could have European contact, through the latest
This
possible date for Caddo IV/V component at the site.
time span is broken down into the period preceding
occupation of Cedar Grove and the time corresponding to
the 100 years surrounding its habitation,

However, there were several times in the interim
years.
when Spanish expeditions bound elsewhere made landings on
Cabeza de Vaca and some 90
the Texas Gulf Coast.
survivors of the Narvaez expedition were shipwrecked in
1528 and then began a trek through the interior of Texas
and New Mexico before De Vaca and only three others
At the
made their way into Mexico in 1536 (Sauer 1971).
time of their wreck it is unlikely that the Spaniards had
much left in the way of material goods; they soon were
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clothed and living like the Indians, who had to support the
nearly helpless Europeans.
In 1554 a Spanisn fleet was

Indians, and their families, going all the way to its mouth
on the Gulf Coast (Kellogg 1931).
These expeditions gave

wrecKed by storms on the Texas coast about live days
march north of the Rio Grande. The survivors (numbering
from 300 persons to only 26 depending on tie source
consulted; Bolton 1912; Arnold and Weddle 1978:47-48) made
their way back to Tampico, then called Panuco (Bolton
1912).
An expedition on its way to Pensacola Bay was also
blown ashore temporarily in 1558.
In 1539 the missionary Marcos de Ninza reached the
Zun pueblos west of tne Caddoan region in New Mexico,
while the Hernando de Soto expedition with some 600
persons landed in western Florida and began the overland
march to the Mississippi River, reacning it in \ay, 1541,
and crossed the following month into Arkansas, where they
may have visited the ParKin site (Morse 1981).
Unfortunately, there is little agreement on the route of the
De Soto expedition. At present there are no archeological
data recorded to verify whether some of the survivors under
Luis de \ioscoso crossed the Red River somewhere in the
Great Bend region as suggested by Pool (1975:21-22), or to
the South in Louisiana above Shreveport (Sauer 1971:177,
Figure 14). In any case, it appears that members of the
De Soto expedition did make tne first face-to-face contact
with Caddoan Indians in 1542 before returning to Mexico in
1543.
Meanwhile, Francisco Vasquez de Coronado, who had
left Mexico in 1540 with an army of some 1000 hen, 1500
horses and mules, plus sheep and cattle, was exploring New
Mexico and the Texas Pannandle, not returning until 1542
(Pool 1975:20-21). By 1543 the Spanish were operating
mines in New Mexico, though the bul- of the exploration of
New Mexico was delayed to the period between 1581 and
1611, after settlements in Mexico proper had gradually been
extended northward to Monterrey and Monclova (Pool
1975:26). Some of the exploring of Juan de Onate between
1598 and 1601 may also have reached the Canadian River in
the Texas Panhandle (Pool 1975:21). The major event in
the settlement of New Mexico was the founding of Sante
Fe in 1606, which became the primary northern Spanish
outpost.

La Salle the means to convince the French government,
specifically Louis XIV, to finance the establishment of a
colony on the Gulf Coast, which he proposed be located at
the mouth of the Mississippi River.
In 1685 La Salle's colony was founded, but for reasons
unknown he landed far to the west of the Mississippi, on
Matagorda Bay (Bolton 1924; Cole 1946). With his company
of about 180 men, women, and children La Salle established
Fort St. Louis, built from the timbers of one of the
expedition's ships, which had been wrecked when they
entered the Bay. La Salle made several trips from the fort
to explore the surrounding region and to look for the true
Mississippi, once it was admitted that they had not landed
there in the first place. In October 1615 La Salle set out
to look for rumored Spanish mines in the vicinity (probably
references to those in New Mexico) and returned the
following March. In April 1686 he went to search for the
Mississippi to the northeast, getting as far as the Hasinai
Caddo Confederacy, whom he called the Cenis. These
Indians received the French in friendship and sold them
horses (Cumming et al. 1974:149). Returning in October to
the fort, La Salle had only eight men remaining out of the
20 who had set out with him due to deaths and desertions.
The following January La Salle again set out, with about 23
men accompanying him, to reach French settlements on the
Illinois so he could resupply and rescue the colonists who
remained at Matagorda Bay. La Salle and several of his
associates were murdered along the way by dissidents in the
party. After additional falling out and more murders, a
half dozen of the survivors elected to stay among the
Hasinai but six or seven, including Henri Joutel, the orimary
chronicler of the expedition, pushed on for Canada, with
four horses and two "Cenis" Indian guides.
The travelers were the first recorded Europeans to
reach the Red River since the De Soto expedition 145 years
earlier. They met Nasoni and/or Kadohadacho Indians
(Swanton 1952:318), probably west of the Great Bend,
between 50 and 100 km upstream from Cedar Grove.
Continuing on, they also met Cahmnio Caddo on the
Ouachita River, and reached the Arkansas River where they
found two Frenchmen, Jean Couture and Delaunay, who had
been left at Arkansas Post with four others the previous
year by Henri de Tonty. An associate of La Salle, Tonty
had tried to reach the Gulf Coast colony via the
Mississippi, where La Salle was supposed to have settled.
Tonty went down the Mississippi as far as the area in
Louisiana inhabited by the Bayogoulas Indians, with whom he
left a message for La Salle before returning to the Illinois
post (Cumming et al. 1974:150). When Tonty learned of the
true location of Ft. St. Louis on the Gulf, he set off in
October 1689 to rescue any survivors. By February 1690 he
had travelled via the Mississippi and Red Rivers as far as
the Natchitoches Caddo villages and with guides continued
on to the "CadadoquLs", the Kadohadacho Confederacy
(Swanton 1942:43). There he was deserted by all his French
companions save one, but he pushed on to Cenis, or Hasina
(Giraud 1974). He soon had to turn back after loss of their
gun powder (Cumming et al. 1974:150). This was the last
French attempt to relieve the Matagorda Bay colony.
In the meantime, in July 1685 the Spanish had learned
of the La Salle expedition when they captured a French
ship with a crewmember who had deserted La Salle in port
before he left for the Gulf Coast. Alarmed at the
potential of French settlement in North America, the
Spanish authorities sent Out no less than eleven expeditions
between 1685 and 1699 to search for and destroy French
settlements.

THE CEOAR GROVE ERA:
INCREASING CONTACT 1650-1750
After th- Onate expedition of 1601, Spanish exploration
of New Mexico declined, little in the way of treasure or
exploitable resources had been found among the often
hostile Indians of the region, and only two more recorded
entradas were made in 1629 and 1634 (plus possibly a third
in 1662; Bolton 1912). Along the Rio Grande River,
missionary activity continued with a number of expeditions
crossing into southern Texas between 1628 and 1634 (going
as far as the Nueces River; Thomas 1939:938) followed by a
lull until missionaries possibly crossed the river in 1650
(Martin and Castillo) and 1654 (Diego de Guadalalara)
(Bolton 1912).
Five years later the first mission was
founded at El Paso, followed by a second there in 1680.
Two more brief missionary trips across the Rio Grande were
made in 1674 by Father Larios and in 1675 by Lieutenant
Fernando del Bosque (Steck 1932). Neither of these
expeditions involved over 30 persons nor went far into
Texas. Settlement size and density in northern Mexico
were increasing during this same period, but except for the
interest of the local church in gaining Texas converts,
Spanish attention was directed elsewhere in the New World.
It took the arrival of a competing European nation,
France, to goad the Spanish into examining the lands north
of Mexico and east of New Mexico to which they claimed
sovereignty on the basis of the coastal and interior
9
expeditions sent before 1550 (Cox 1906; Clark 1 02a;
Folmer 1953; Priestley 1919). In 1673 Marquette and
Joliette had descended the Mississippi from Canada as far
as the mouth of the -Arkansas River, and from 1681-1682 La
Salle also descended the river with 23 Frenchmen, IS

Four were by sea: one west from Florida, and
three east from Mexico. By sea, they explored the
coast and discovered harbors; all failed either to
identify the mouth of the Mississippi behind its
debris, or to find the colony, then still inhabited.
(Cummings et a).
974:152)
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As a result, Pensacola Bay was rediscovered in 1693
and protected by the Spanisn in 1693 with a small fort (San

Carlos de Austria). During the land explorations, Captain
Delgado went from Florida (Mission des Apalaches) anong
the Mobilas Indians, Captain Alonzo de Leon went from El
Paso to the seacoast along the Rio Grande, and Captain
Retana moved out from Conches after a French deserter,
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the Teran-Soule model of Caddoan settlement used in the
research at Cedar Grove.

The missions among the Hasinai were withdrawn in 1693
following poor success in converting the Indians and their
growing hostility, in part due to a disastrous epidemic in
1691 which the fathers estimated to have killed nearly
3,000 Caddo. Spanish authorities also had decided that

Retana met
Jean Gery, was captured on the Rio Grande.
the Jumano chief Sabeata, who had evidence of the French
Colony (a piece of a French journal, a piece of poetry, and
a French drawing of the expedition's ship) as well as news

there was no longer any threat of French encroachments in
The French, however, had not lost interest in
the region.
the Gulf Coast and Lower Mississippi Valley, fearing English
encroachments that would threaten their posts on the upper

that the colony had been destroyed (Cumming et al.
1974:152). Taking 50 soldiers, lean Gery, Indian guides, and
Father Massanet, Captain de Leon led another overland
expedition in 1689 which finally found the destroyed colony
and two survivors among the Indians. From them they
learned that a smallpox epidemic and then a recent attack
by the Indians had killed the people living at the fort.
The following year (1690) Father Massanet fulfilled a
promise to the Hasinai Indians he had met on the expedition
to Matagorda Bay to return and set up missions. De Leon
led 110 soldiers, and Father Massanet led the missionary
contingent back to Matagorda Bay where the remains of the
French fort were burned. They then traveled to the
Nabedache, the westernmost division of the Hasinai
Confederacy who were located just west of the Neches
River (Bolton 1908:349). There the first two Spanish
missions, San Francisco de los Texas and Santisimo Nombre
de Maria were established (Gilmore 1978) with three

In early 1699 Pierre Le Moyne, Seigneur d'lberville and
d'Ardilliere, led a government sponsored expedition which
established Fort Maurepas on the Gulf Coastal plain at
Biloxi. He left a garrison of under 100 men, and went to
France to report. He returned at the beginning of 1700 to
explore the lower Mississippi (recovering Tonty's letter to
La Salle from the Bayogoulas), establishing another post
(Fort of Mississippi or Fort de la Boulaye) 18 leagues from
its mouth (Giraud 1974:40). While work on this post was
underway, Henri de Tonty arrived from Canada via the
Mississippi in 10 canoes with 50 men and furs (Davis
1960:42). Construction of a post to replace Biloxi was
begun at the end of 1701 and was well advanced when
dilberville again left to report to France at the end of
April 1702.
The French had arrived just in time to turn back an

Franciscan missionaries and three soldiers left as staff.
In 1691 the newly appointed Governor of the Spanish
Texas territory, Don Domingo Teran de los Rios, led the
best organized of the official entradas of the seventeenth
century to found additional missions. The official
instructions given Teran directed him to establish eight
missions, explore and descrioe the country, and ascertain
whether there were any Europeans other than Spaniards in
He was specifically instructed to
the area (Hatcher 1932).
go to the province of the Cadodachos (Kadohadacho) to
that
investigate information
a white nation was located to the northward of the
river which divides them, where presents of knives,
beads, and other things, had been made to the
Indians . . . Information shall also be secured in
regard to the river above mentioned (Red River)
which separates the settlements of the Cadodachos
as well as in regard to another very large river
which flows two leagues oistant from the principal
habitation of the Texas Indians. In case it flows
toward the Atlantic. . .(Hatcher 1932:7).
Teran left Monclova, Mexico on May 16, 1691 with 50
soldiers, later linking with additional troops and civilian
drovers, 10 friars, and three lay brothers on the Sabinas
The expedition reached the mission of San Francisco
River.
de los Texas early in August, and Teran sent troops to
search of the reinforcements that were being sent by the
The reinforcements had landed
Viceroy to Matagorda Bay.
there on July 2, and by early September some 40 seamen
under a naval lieutenant (alterez), Don Alexandro Bruno,
joined Teran at the mission.
Leaving the established missions behind, Teran set off
at the end oif September to undertake his duties to explore

Aississippi and the Great Lakes.

English vessel in September 1699 which had entered the
However, other French Canadians
Mississippi River.
(coureurs de bois) scattered in the interior were willing to
Jean Couture, who had
trade with or guide the English.
welcomed Jourel and the other La Salle survivors to
Arkansas Post, was hired by Governor Blake of South
Carolina in 1699 to guide English traders from Savannah
down the Tennessee River, and they were trading with the
In 1698
Quapaw on the Arkansas River by February 1701.
the English trader Captain Thomas Welch had also reached
the Quapaw at the mouth of the Arkansas (Cumming et al.
Thereafter English goods probably reached tribes
1974:92).
living on the east bank of the Mississippi, despite the
efforts of French officials to halt this trade and secure the
friendship of the Indians.
To explore and further their trade prospects, d'Iberville
sent his brother Jean Baptiste le Moyne, Sieur de Blenville,
and Louis Jucnereau de Saint Denis with 22 Canadians and
seven Indians up the Red River in March of 1700, getting
as far as a village of Yactacnes from whom they learned
that the Caddo lands were two days Journey farther upriver.
Some Caddo Indians visiting there told them that there was
a Spanish settlement five days journey to the west (Clark
In May of the same year St. Denis and 25 men
1902b:5).
were sent west to look for the Spanish, ascending the Red
River 70 leagues to the area inhabited by the Natchitoches
Caddo, and then possibly on 100 leagues to the west
(probably among the Hasinai) where the Indians informed
him that they had not seen the Spanish for more than two
years. Two other early trips by St. Denis, in 1703 west
towards New Mexico, and in 1705 up the Red River, west
to the Hasinai, and then to the Rio Grande were possibly
indicated in some of St. Denis's records, but no clear
account of such trips is known (Clark 1902b)
In 1712 the French government, disturbed at its

the Caddo lands about the Red River. Father Massanet and
two ither priests and a lay brother joined Teran in early

financial losses in supporting the colony in Louisiana,
granted merchant Antoine Crozat a 15 year monopoly on

They finally reached the vicinity of the Red
November.
River on Novemoer 28 and camped among the Caddo living
there (Bowie county, Texas) and made a brief exploration of
the river (see Appendix IV) before starting back on
No additional missions were established
December 2, 1691.
in the brief visit due to the lateness of the year, the
the stock, and supplies for the
shortage of forage fir
explorers, but Teran dJid provide a limited description of the
country and the map drawn of the Caddo settlements on
the Red River that became one of the basic documents in

Crozat instructed the Governor of Louisiana,
trade.
Antoine de la Mothe Cadillac (the same man who had
founded Detroit in 1701), to establish profitable trade with
the Spanish. Cadillac sent a ship to Vera Cruz, but the
From nonofficial
Spanish would not allow the ship to land.
sources Cadillac learned that the Franciscan friars living on
the frontier were desirous of trade contacts with the
French.
In 1714 St. Denis again traveled up the Red River, this
time with 24 Frenchmen and Indians, to set up a trading
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post/fort and establish contact with the Spanish missions,
He built a post (Fort St. John the Baptist) at Natchitoches,
Louisiana, garrisoned it with 10 men, and then pushed on to
the Hasinai territory where he traded with the Indians for
Spanish livestock and buffalo hides, before continuing to the
San Juan Bautista on the Rio Grande.
His arrival generated an immediate reaction from the
Spanish authorities, as had the news of the La Salle
Authorities in Mexico City authorized
expedition in 1685.
an entrada to reestablish missions as a buffer to French
territorial expansion and diversion of Indian allegiance.
Captain Domingo Ramon was appointed commander of the
expedition of 65 persons, which was made up of friars,
soldiers and civilians, including married men and their
families, with St. Denis as a salaried guide along with two
of the Frenchmen from his party, Arriving in the vicinity
of the 1690 mission of San Francisco de los Texas, they
established a new mission with the same name nearby on
Moving on they established five more
July 3, 1716.
missions, Nuestra Senora de la Purisima Concepcion (1716),
San Jose de los Nazonis (1716), Nuestra Senora de
Guadalupe de los Nulogdoches (1716), Nuestra Senora de los
Dolores de los Ais (1717), and the most easterly, San Miguel
de Linares de los Adaes (1717), only seven or so leagues
southwest from the French post at Natchitoches. A
presidio, also named Nuestra Senora de los Dolores de los
Texas (1716), was established as the capital of the region
St Denis went
near the Concepcion mission (Gilmore 1979).
on to Mobile to collect his goods and returned to San Juan
Bautista in 1717 to marry and settle, but later returned to
Natchitoches after problems with the Spanish authorities,
In 1718 Governor Alarcon made an inspection tour of the
missions, bringing supplies, and establishing a mission (San
Antonio de Valero), village (Villa de Bexar), and presidio
(San Antonio de Bexar), as a midway station between the
posts among the Caddo and Mexico. Though the number ot
Spanish posts were greatly increased, they were served by
only a few friars, settlers, and perhaps a total of 25
soldiers described by the priests as "mere boys, poorly clac,
without mount or arms, a laughing stock to the very
Indians" (Buckley 1911:13).
When news of war between France and Spain (declared
January 9, 1719) reached Bienville in Mobile he attacked
Pensacola to the consternation of the Spanish who had not
While the Spanish regained the
yet heard news of the war.
post in August, the French retook the post in September
In June 1719
and did not return it to Spain until 1721.
with news of war, Lieutenant Blondel in command of only a
few so!diers at Natchitocnes took it on himself to go to the
He captured the lone
Spanish mission at Los Adaes.
Spanish soldier there, out the priest escaped with the news
that created a panic among the other east Texas missions.
They were all abandoned between June and September,
retreating to the missions and presidio on the San Antonio
Benard de la Harpe, who had lust
river (Buckley 1911).
gone upstream from Natchitoches to establish a French post
among the "Nassonites, Cadodaquious, Nadsoos, and
Nagodoches" (Smith 1959:75) rebuked Blondel for upsetting
the trade relations and profit generated from it, and wrote
the priests requesting that they return,
La Harpe had been given a grant of land above
Natchitoches on the Red River, and was instructed by the
Council of Louisiana in 1718 to trade with the Spanish and
He was to be
explore the region about his grant.
r'imbursed by John Law's Company of the West which in
1717 had acquired a trade monopoly similar to and
supplanting Crozat's grant. La Harpe left New Orleans
(only recently founded) in December 1718, and reached
He had continued up
Natchitoches the following February.
river, leaving the Red at the Sulphur River, to travel up it
and its tributaries to a portage which led him to McKinney
Bayou, and then to his destination among the upper Nasoni
where he arrived in early April 1719 (Wedei 1978). This
path was a bypass recommended by his Indian guides, some
"It was
37 leagues shorter than the Red River course.
evidently the customary route taken by the Natchitoches

when they went to tne settlements above the Great Bend"
It completely bypassed the Spirit LaKe
(Wedel 1978:3).
locality, which was passed by the boats bringing La Harpe's
supplies. The crew left no known written record of that
The
part of the trip on the Great Bend of the Red River.
small post estaolished by La Harpe stayed in operation well
beyond the occupation at Cedar Grove, extending into the
late eighteenth century (Miroir et al. 1973:162).
At the sanie time tnat La Ha:pe learned of the
hostilities between France and Spain in June 1719, the
Spanish were preparing to reinforce their missions in Texas.
The newly appointed Governor, Marques de San Miguel de
Aguayo, was organizing the largest of the Spanish entradas
Some 500 soldiers plus
ever to go among the Caddo.
missionaries, and livestock herds with thousands of horses
and other animals were being assembled in northern Mexico
The logistics of assembling such a large
(Buckley 1911).
force, plus a period of bad weather which created flooding
delayed the larger part of the force from departing the Rio
By this time a truce
Grande until the end of March 1721.
The
had been declared between France and Spain.
reestablishment of the abandoned missions was completed
that year at San Francisco de los Texas, (rededicated as
San Francisco de los Neches), Nuestra Senora dot la Purisima
Concepcion, Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe de los
Nacogdoches, San Jose de los Nazoms, Nuestra Senora de
los Dolores de los Ais, and San Miguel de Linares de los
Aguayo reestalisned the presidio at ios Texas and
Adaes.
built a new presidio, Nuestra Senora de Pilar de los Adaes,
at the most easterly mission, which he garrisoned with 100
The combined mission, presidio, and
men and a cannon.
village at los Adaes was made the new capital of Texas.
On the return trip in 1722 Aguayo also established a
presidio on Matagorda Bay in addition to the mission he had
A new mission, San
founded there the previous year.
Francisco Xavier de Najera, was built at San Antonio, in
addition to the new one founded there two years earlier,
San Jose y San Miguel de Aguayo.
These settlements were well supplied for a while, but
by the time General Pedro Rivera made an inspection trip
into Texas in 1727-1728v he found them all in bad condition
and recommended that the presidio at Nuestra Senora de los
Dolores de los Texas be abandoned and that the strength of
troops at all other posts be halved, which was done in (729
despite the protests of the missionaries (Garrison 1903:86).
In 1731 the Queretaran friars abandoned voluntarily the
missions at Nuestra Padre San Francisco de los Neches, San
Jose de los Nazonis, and Nuestra Senora de los Dolores de
los Ais, withdrawing to the settlement at San Antonio and
leaving only the settlements at los Adaes, and Concepcion
and Guadalupe missions east of the San Antonio River.
These settlements remained until near the end of 1772 when
they were withdrawn in a government reorganization of
Texas (Gilmore 1978).
While these developments were taking place within the
Caddoan area, the French were attempting to expand their
occupation along the Mississippi River and its tributaries.
Fort Rosalie was established at Natchez in 1716, the
portage at Point Coupee, Louisiana was settled in the early
decades of the eighteenth century (Brain 1979:268), and a
Arkansas Post,
settlement was made at Yazoo in 1720.
abandoned in 1702, was resettled in 1721 with a colony of
g0 German farmers from New Orleans and a small garrison
of French troops nearby at the Quapaw village of Osotouy
Other German/Swiss colonists settled north
(Martin 1978:10.
of New Orleans. In 1719 Charles du Tisne founded Fort
Ferdinandia, a trading post on the Arkansas River at the
mouth of Deer Creek (Kay County, Oklahoma; McRill 1963).
Expansion of the colony experienced a severe setback in
December 1729 when the Natchez Indians, disgruntled over
poor treatment they had received from French officials,
staged an uprising in which hundreds of colonists, from the
vicinity of Yazoo to Fort Rosalie, were killed. The French
unsuccessfully retaliated in 1730, but in 1731 they destroyed
However, this
the Natchez towns and broke their power.
massacre was the final act which convinced the Directors

. . . ...
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of the Company of the Indies (the replacement of the
Company of the West which had been in financial difficulty
since 1720), to request to be divested of its :t-arter. They
paid the French Crown for the release (Davis 14'60:61-62).
With the failure of the parent company in 171l, the people
at Arkansas Post abandoned their settlement so, at the end

Table

of the occupation period for Cedar Grove the French
At
Government again assumed responsibility for Louisiana.
that time the European population of the colony from
vobile Bay, up the %fississippi River to Arkansas Post, and
up to the Red River posts, "was estimated as high as 7,500
The
persons, including Negro slaves" (Davis 1960:62).
Spanish were present in Texas missions from Los Adaes to
the Rio Grande with a substantial population south of that
river in Mexico, and to the west in New Mexico.

1o70
l75-689
i87-1702
1687-1702
1699-0
1700-1730
1704-1730
1714-1730
1716-1729

ASSESSMENT

OF T.AE HISTORICAL

PERIOD

The primary observations to be made from the
chronological record of European exploration and settlemei.
tne Cedar Grove site ae
of the Caddoan region surroundin
th Vie
that European settlements progressively got closer
site (Taoie 5-), and were growing 0 size. However, few
recorded direct contacts were nade with the Caddo living
In fact, there is
along the Great iend of ::e iled River.
no Known European descroton of an encounter with the
Caodo n the Spirit Lake or Boyd Hill archeological
localities until after the Cedar Grove site had been long
abandoned. The De Soto expedition nay have reached the
3outel's party
Red River in 1542, out it is unclear where.
of La Salle colony survivors reached the Red River Caddo
in [687 (the upper Kadonadacho), but probably well
It appears that Tonty
upstrean from the Cedar Grove site.
in 1690 did get upriver to the Arkansas Great Bend Caddo
The reran
in his rescue attempt for the La Salle colony.
expedition of 1691 definitely reached the upper
Lake locality. It
Kadonadacno. well upriver from the Spirit Frechbeanshppng
is known that starting in [719 the French began shipping
supplies up the Red River through the Great Bend, to the
post La Harpe established among the Nasoni/upper
However, La Harpe
Kadonadacho in northeast Texas.
personailv took ain estaolined Indian route that totally
bypassedl the Great 3end, so iis )ournal never records the
After 1719 it is safe to assume that
Spirit Lake locality.
French ,oats with trade goods were going up and down the
Red River to supply tne Nassonite post, but there is no
otethe
ralg with
ih orrgifts
given to
gie
diet ou~etaoo
g
of tradng
direct documentation
Of all the Indian groups inhabiting
Indians along the route,
eutne
the Caddoan re.giom Ihe Kaclohadacho living on Great
in -\rkansas were tn' iast to experience regular face-to-face
contaict witn Lurip,*ansmitnin the area where they resided,
In terms of t;e locations of the European posts, the
Kadonadacho on the Arkansas position of the Great Bend
were also living tie fuirtnest distance from any direct
Taole 5-I is a chronological
source of European goods.
summary of the princi-al European posts located within 650
km (straight line distance) of the Cedar Grove site between
Of course, the paths traveled between
1670 and 1730.
different places was rarely the shortest straight line
distance, as many meandering rivers and creeks were often
used for transportation, or had to be forded when traveling
At the beginning of the occupation of the Cedar
overland.
Grove site there was not a single European inhabited
Fort St. Louis on datagorda
m.
establishment within 650
Bay, from whicn loitel and his party reached the upper
Kadonadacho in 1687, was about 600 km from Cedar Grove.
The closest post to the Cedar Grove site before 1700 were
the two Spanish missions among the Hasmai between
1690-1693 (lust under 200 -m from Cedar Grove) which
were reoccupied and extended somewhat closer in 1717-i7?19
Arkansas Post, occupied between
and between 1721-1731.
1686-1702 and [721-173i, was somewhat fart ier away (over
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Cedar Grove's
(1670-173'
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distance from European posts
an
from
Cedar Grove (Ia)

sDstance*
Post

of
DtOe
occupation

1

within 600
overhuns
600
over 230
uner 20
over 50
over 550
uner 20
under 200
under 300

none
Ft. St.
Arkansas Post
os
Texas m
t.xaurepas
Ft. Mississippi
thitochs
Natchtoches
Ft. Rosalie

over 500
ca 70
under 300
over 230
under 200

New Orleans
1718-1730
Nassonite Post
1719-1730
Yazoo
1720-1729
Arkansas Post
1721-1730
Texas missions
1721-1730
*straight line distance

230 km) to the northeast in straight line distance. Early
French se:tlements at Biloxi and New Orleans were between
500 and 600 km away until the Natchitoches post was
Finally, the
established in 1714, within 200 km of the site.
Nassonite post of 1719 was established around 70 km away
Other French posts founded on the
from Cedar Grove.
Mississippi River between Arkansas Post and New Orleans
after 1719 were probably at best secondary sources of
European contact with closer establishments among the
Nassonites and at Natchitoches.

Products
While Europeans

themselves

arrived late

,n tne ,ooa

preceded-alltln:e
their products
era noted
in theforGreat
Cend region,
These producs
the Caddo
in general.
as
separated into three categories:
(I) dry goods wn.,:,) tre
Indians could not produce f~r themselves; (2) iivesto, . *')L,'
once obtained could be raised without further Eurooe,in
thoutlfurther Eurooeai
could berrive d
oncitaned
assistance, or couid survive in the wiid on their own; an
Since contacts with Europeans within tne
(3) disease.
Arkansas Great Bend region were limited, products obta,w.!
by the Caddo living there came from travel to Luropej'i
posts or Indian middlemen traders, visits from Indian
giftgiving
the Great
middlemen
groupls,
theft Bend
fran region,
other Indian
between
anldtraders
within totribes,
m other Indian groupe
w
a
or
and
inside
both
groups,
other Indian
or warfare w,
This is particularli true .t tm"
the Caddo hone territory.
period before 1719 and perhaps even for some years after
-- t
the founding of Nassonite post, the French estabi.
closest to the Arkansas Kadohadacho.
on,
Clearly the Kadohadacho were capable of travehini
The.
distances for hunting, warfare, visiting, and tradin .
were familiar with canoes for water transportation, and
The ability to ttavei overii.d
used overland traces as well.
may lave been enhanced once the Caddo obtained horses.
The Kadonadacho visiting the Hasnai when \gnaro
ell
reestablished the Spanish missions there in 1721 were
On reaching
over [00 km away from home at minimum.
the Quapaw villages at the nouth of the ArkansaN River in
January, 1690, Henri de Tonty "was given two Kadonadacho
women to take along as he was bound for their country"
Farther along on his trip up the Red
(Swanton 1942:42).
River Tonty asked for guijde from the Natchlitoches to take
him to the "Cadoim .ms," some 200 km away. "They were
ive is any, as they had nurdered three
very unwilling to
ambassadors about four days nefore who came to their
Since the Caddo
nation to name peace" (Swanton 1942:42).
were known to travel far and wide, we nust entertain the
were
inhabitants
Region
iend
possibility that the Great
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exposed to Indian carriers of European introduced diseases,
as well as to the few Europeans who entered the area
between 1500 and 1730.
%hile the Hernando de Soto expedition is suspected of
having caused population declines among the contacted
natives, there is no satisfactory direct evidence of this 't
present except for the reduced populations noted by the
French when the) entered the Mississippi Valley over 100
years later. However, the 1528 epidemic, possibly cholera
(Ewers 1973:107), among the Texas coastal Karankawan
tribes was coeval with the arrival of the Spanish survivors
of the Narvaez expedition. A smallpox epidemic in 168-89
killed many of the French colonists at Fort St. Louis on the
coast before the survivors were massacred. Some 3,000
Hasinai Caddo were estimated by Spanish missionaries to
have died, a result of contact with the Europeans who came
to live among them in 1691. In the Mississippi Valley
d'lberville noted that the Biloxis and Pascagoulas were
partially wiped out by disease between 1699-1700 (Giraud
1974:78),
The closest any of these known epidemics came to the
Cedar Grove site is the 1691 epidemic among the Hasinai,
some 200 km away. At present, based on either
documentary or archeological data, it is not possible to
specify whether any of these known epidemics or other
unidentified epidemics reached the Arkansas Great Bend
region before 1730. The dispersed settlement system of the
Caddo would have to some extent sheltered them from the
severe impact an epidemic can have in a densely populated
settlement. Proximity of the Hasinai to the Spanish
missions in 1691 and frequent visits by their scattered
population to the two missions may have helped to spread
the disease there.
European animals and material culture became available
to coastal Indians bordering the Caddoan area almost with
As European
the first explorations of the Gulf Coast.
settlements increased, several different areas could have
been the source for giods reaching the Great Bend Cada
through intermediary tribes (Table 5-2). After coastaJ
sources, Spanish Mexico and New Mexico became a major
supply source for Indians of the Trans-Mississippi South and
soutnern Great Plains. The three episodes of Spanish
missions in Texas put the supply source among the Hasmai.
French
goods (other than shipwrecks)
were available Great
coming down the Mississippi
from tneir posts on the first
Lamies dthoun theMssissipp
prol
litedr ion nt
a
Laxes (though this was probably
limited in quantityt, and

then from the Mississippi Valley after 1700, and eventually
the Red Rive- after 1714. The 1719 post on the Ar<ansas
River in northern Oklahoma could have been an indirect
source of material goods, but it was unlikely to have been
much of a source. Limited English goods may have come
across the Mississippi from the Tennessee River after 1698.
In terms of establisned settlements as sources of goods the
Great Bend Caddo could have been receiving materials from
three different European countries, who obtained goods all
over Europe, explored Africa and the Far East (Table 5-2).
As the source of supply got closer to the Great Bend, we
can safely assume that the most proximal loci among the
Spanish missions in northeast Texas and the French posts on
the Red River became the primary sources of dry goods.
The historic records are clear that cattle, horses, and
mules came from Spanish sources in Texas, Mexico, and
New Mexico, and that the French traded with the Indians to
obtain such livestock. Spanish animals were lost in the
New Mexico, northern Mexico, and Texas, and they were
rapidiy acquired by the local Indians, setting in motion the
equestrian Plains adaptation of buffalo hunting, and possibly
trade and warfare with other aboriginal groups who did not
have as much direct access to horses. Among the other
livestock introduced by the Spanish, swine (such as De Soto
orougnt) and cattle were probably the animals most likely
to survive in the wild if they escaped from their
domesticated herds. This was common according to the
historic documents.
European technology could have became available early
in the exploratory period. Narvaez in 1528 saw shoes,

Table 5-2.

Dates
1500-1730
1550-1730
1650-1730
1690-1693
1698-1730
1699-1730
1714-1730
1716-1719
1721-1730

Potential source areas of European goods
(1500-1730)
Region

Country

Spain, France and
England
Spain
Mexico, New Mexico
France
Great Lakes/Mississippi
Spaln
Eastern Texas
England
Mississippi Valley
France
Lower Mississippi
France
Red River
Spain
Eastern Texas
Eastern Texas
Spain
Gulf Coast

broadcloth, and iron obtained from a shipwreck in a
deserted village. Both shipwrecks and desertions were
commonplace, and many more opportunities for cultural
contact were probably present than are usually described
(Morse 1981:72). Some of the shipwreck material could also
have come from French and English pirate vessels, that
preyed on the Spanish treasure fleets and attacked Spanish
settlements in the Caribbean and Mesoamerica. Traditional
aboriginal trading routes to the coast and to the west and
east supplied a ready means for the diffusion of the
ea nprd
tat
meno
the ds of the
European products that came into the hands of the Native
peoples the Caddo interacted with.
Historic records provide some measure of a filtering
effect of the various native groups who were geographically
placed to act as middlemen in the distribution of European
goods. Population estimation of aboriginal populations from
ethnohistoric documents has been argued over by both
historians and anthropologists since Mooney's (1928) landmark
attempt to establish aboriginal populations in North
American between 1600 and 1700. Mooney's figures were
revised upward by Kroeber (1939) and Rosenblat (1967;
summarizing earlier studies), but all were criticized for
being conservative in their estimates by Dobyns (1966)
(Jacobs 1974). Nonetheless, Mooney's conservative estimates
oo
1
money
coneaive influence can
a
of a population onetes
already modified
by European
provide
a starting
for time
depicting
the scope of the
filtering effect at point
specific
periods.
filtei
effeats
f te
perods.
To the northeast of the Caddo on the Arkansas River,
or
Quapaw in 1650.
Arkanas
2500
estinates
Mooney
Between the Caddo and French sources of supply in the
lower Mississippi Valley Mooney lists eleven "tribal" groups
in 1650, with a total population of 10,700 persons. To the
east in Mississippi the same year he puts seven tribal
groups with a combined total of 29,500 persons; these
groups would have filtered English goods coming from the
Atlantic coast, French goods from the Gulf coast, and
Spanish goods from both the Gulf coast and Florida
settlements. Between the Caddo and Spanish estaulishments
in Mexico and New Mexico (including the southern plains
and the Texas Gulf Coast) Mooney estimates 25,000 Indians
in 1690, in Il groups not including Pueblo Indians in
immediate contact with the Spanish in New Mexico.
Mooney listed a combined population for the Caddo in 1690
of 8500 persons, which does not separate out the major
confederacies. This gives an estimate of 57,000 Indians
filtering trade goods before they reach the Cadto, and over
60.000 between the Great Bend Kadohadacho and a
European settlement until1719, taking into account the
known epidemic that killed some 3,000 Caddo in 1691.
The filtering effect would have been greatest during
the earlier years of the contact era due to several factors.
First, the Kadohadacho were farthest removed from the
sources of European dry goods. Second, native populations
between the Kadohadacho and these sources were intact,
undiminished by European diseases. Lastly, due to the
novelty of these goods, Indians with direct access would
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have been reluctant to part with newly acquired goods they
found of value.
As time went on, the filtering effect was
diminished for the Kadohadacho due to the greater
proximity of European sources and the population declines
caused by European diseases. However it may have been
upheld by intermediary Indian groups attempting to establish
and maintain themselves as middlemen in the traffic for
European products.
After the 1650 expedition of Hernando
Martin and Diego del Castillo across the Rio Grande into
Texas,
trading relations seem to have continued between
the Spaniards and the Jumano, and it is safe to
conclude that the latter soon assumed that
profitable position as middlemen in passing on
European goods to the Hasinai, which we find them
occupying in 1676 (Swanton 1942:36).
One Jumano captain, Juan Sabeata, around this time period
every spring
was in the habit of leading his followers to the
east to hunt buffalo and to trade with the friendly
Indians of the Hasinai Confederacy on the Neches
and Trinity Rivers of East Texas. Here it appears
that each year the Indians held a fair in which the
plunder obtained from the Spanish outposts along
the whole northern frontier of New Spain was
bartered and traded. In the fall, before cold
weather set in, Juan Sabeata led his people back to
the region of La Hunta de los Rios (a Presidio
opposite the mouth of the Conchos) where they
spent the winter (Castaneda 1936:326) (Swanton
1942:37).
Gregory's (1973) study of archeological data and historic
records led him to conclude that between 1600 and 1700
trade was well established between Puebioan and Caddoan
Indians, and that European goods were then primarily
Coming from Spanish sources to the southwest, but virtually
no trade items were passing beyond the Hasinai except for
horses.
Both the filtering effects and the kinds of
European products available are reflected in historic
records.
Anastasius, who accompanied La Salle on his 1686
search from Fort St. Louis for the Mississippi, described the
Spanish goods they saw among the Hasinai in May or June:
W/e found among the

Cenis many things which

undoubtedly came from the Spaniards, such as
dollars, and other pieces of money, silver spoons,
lace of every kind, clothes, and horses.
We saw,
among other things, a bull from Rome, exempting
the Spaniards in Mexico from fasting during
summer.
Horses are common; they gave them to
us for an ax; one Cenis offered me one for our
cowl, to which he took a fancy (Swanton 1942:39).
When Joutel reached the Hasinai the following year he
was net by three Indians, one on horseback, and one
dressed in the Spanish manner,
having a little doublet or jacket the body of which
was Dlue and the sleeves white, as if worked on a
kind of fustian; he had very well fitted breeches,
stockings of white worsted, woolen garters, and a
Spanish hat, flat and wide in shape.
He also
claimed to have visited the Spaniards in person . .

There were seven or eight who had sword-blades,
with oig bunches of feathers on the handles,
These blades were squared like those of the
Spaniards; they also had many big hawkbells,
which made a noise like those on mules . . .
Some also had some pieces of blue stuff, which
they had gotten from the Spaniards . ...

I
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What I understood very well was their taste for
knives and axes, which they love very much and
of which they have great need, not having any at
all, although they nave been to visit the
Spaniards, which enables one to see that the
latter do not give them much. Except that the
women have some pieces of very coarse blue
cloth of which they make a sort of small coat,
which they wear in front and behind, but there
are few of them (Swanton 1942:194).
Proceeding on to the Nasoni on the Texas end of
Great Bend Joutel remarked that

the

those Indians and all of the tribes to the west of
them had horses while those to the east did not,
but noted an exception in the case of the CahLnnio

on the Ouachita River who had two very fine gray

horses.
The source of supply was plainly shown by
the horses which they themselves secured.
Some

were marked on the thighs, which must have been
done by farriers, and two of them even were
geldings (Swanton 1942:194).
Also beyond the Kadohadacho villages, among the
Cahinnio Caddo on the Ouachita, JouteJ noted other Spanish
goods in limited amounts:
Having stopped to eat on the banks of a river, we
heard the noise of some hawkbells or house bells,
which made us look around when we perceived a
savage with a naked sword in his hand, ornamented
with feathers of different colors, and two hawkbells
which were making the noise that we had heard.
He signed to us to approach and informed us that
he had been delegated by the old men of the
village whither we were going to come to us.
He
made many friendly gestures.
I observed that this
sword was Spanish and that it gave him pleasure to
make the bells ring (Swanton 1942:179).
Three years later in 1690 when Tonty reached the
"Cadodoquis" on the Red River he stated that they
possessed about 30 horses, which they called "cavali" from
the Spanish caballo (Swanton 1942:42).
Going to the south
among the Hasinai ("Naouadicne") to search for deserters
from tne La Salle colony he was told by the Indians he met

that they had accompanied their chiefs to fight
against the Spaniards, seven days, journey off, that
the Spaniards had surrounded them with their
cavalry, and that their chief having spoken in their
favor, the Spaniards had given them horses and
arms.
Some of the others told me that the
Quanouatins had killed three of them, and that the
four others were gone in search of iron
arrow-heads (Swanton 1942:43-44).
3outel decided that these Indians had killed the
Frenchmen he was looking for, determined to retrace his
journey and traded for mounts:
I told the chief I wanted four horses for my
return, and, having given him seven hatchets and a
string of large glass beads, I received the next day
four Spanish horses, two of which were marked on
the haunch with an R and a crown (couronne
fermee) and another with an N.
Horses are very
common among them. There is not a cabin which
has not four or five. As this nation is sometimes
at peace and sometimes at war with the
neighboring Spaniards, they take advantage of a
war to carry off the horses (Swanton 19i2:44).
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From these descriptions of both the Hasinai and a
western tribe of the Kadonadacho Confederacy in 1687, and
then 1690, evidently the European goods coming to the
Hasinai were going to the Kadohadacho in limited amounts,
but there were more livestock seen among the Kadonadacho
at the later date. The Kadohadocho got the horses from
tie Hasinai who nad acquired them as gifts, through trade,
and in raids from the Spanish. After 1714 the filtering
effect probably diminished for tlh, Kadohadacho with tile
establishment of French trading posts on the Red River.
Such filtering was not unique to the Caddoan region; it
was a major factor in the fur trade wars that broke out
between 1600 and 1650 in the Northeast among the
aboriginal groups competing for the middleman position in
the beaver trade. The Iroquois emerged victorious by
destroying their competitors' villages and adopting the
survivors who did not flee.
Population estimates also provide one explanation for
the general dearth of European products recovered
archeologically from contact era Caddo sites. Swanton
(1942:22-231 outlined various historic accounts that gave
population estimates for different Caddoan groups, usually in
terms of the number of warriors, from which the total
population was extrapolated using an estimated average
1
nuclear family size of four persons. The estimates for the
Hasinai in 1699 were for a population of 2,400-2,890, and
for the Kadohadacho in 1700 some 2,000-2,400 persons.
Archeologically recovered Caddo skeletal populations from
these two confederacies for the entire contact era give only
a minute sample of the potential burial assemblage, and
excavations of habitation areas likewise can only represent
a tiny fraction of the debris left behind by these people.
Is it any wonder then, that archeologists have little to show
to date in the way of archeologically recovered European
products on contact era Caddo sites? Of course, the
destructive forces of post-Caddoan land use by Euramericans
combined with sites lost to pothunting, vandalism, and
natural processes such as river meandering progressively
reduce the size of the data pool still in existence in the
ground. Archeologists have to date been most!,
unsuccessful in identifying and adequately recovering reliable
samples of contact era Caddoan sites, particularv on
floodplains where sites can be buried as well as cut away.
The Cedar Grove and Sentell sites are two cases in point;
both of these loci were invisible to surface or bank line
inspection methods and were not disclosed until construction
cut away the flood overburden that disguised them. The
Cedar Grove site is the first contact era site of its age
ever professionaly investigated in the Spirit Lake locality.
The continuing process of deterioration in the ground
suffered by some classes of products (organics, meta;, etc.)
is slowly destroying in place the evidence of contact in
remaining undisturbed loci. Sites lie in a variety of soil
contexts which create different conditions for preservation,
leading to a varied archeological record even had the
inventory o' goods originally deposited been consistent on
similar kinds of sites,
Given the general climatic and soil conditions of the
Caddoan area in general and the Red River Valley in
particular, it is unlikely that some kinds of European
products will be preserved except in rare accidental
coincidences, as when a piece of fabric next to a piece of
copper is preserved by the association. Historic records
specifically indicate that products made out of perishable
goods, such as ribbon or cloth were important items utilized
as gifts for or in trade to the Caddo. The Caddo received
both unfinished bolts of fabric and European style clothing.
Already quoted above is the Anastasius description of
Spanish goods amon, the Hasinai in 1686 which included
perishable lace, clothing, and even a paper document.
Joutel saw a complete Spanish outfit among the
Hasinai the next year, including a jacket, breeches,
stockings, garters, and a hat, along with garments the
Indian women made for themselves out of cloth,
During the Teran expedition of 1691 blankets were
given to the Indians, and some goods were distributed along

.....

status and sex lines. Women were given rosaries, earrings,
glass beads, and red ribbons, while men received tobacco,
pocket knives and other cutlery (Hatcher 1932). One
captain was given a gun with powder and balls, a gift at
odds with the Spanish general policy not to distribute
firearms to the Indians. In the 1709 Espinos-Olivares
Aguirre expedition across the Rio Grande did not reach the
Caddo, but tobacco and a silver mounted cane reportedly
were given to an Indian captain. The Ramon expedition in
1716 distributed clothing, "blankets, sombreros, tobacco, and
flannel for undergarments" (Tous 1930:21). Captain Ramon
described a distribution on June 29, 1716 to 150 Indians:
I ordered that they be given 100 yards of
sackcloth, 40 blankets, 30 hats and 12 packages of
tobacco, which were placed in a pile for them to
divide among themselves (Foik 1933.21).
Some gunpowder was also distributed to the Indians,
many of whom had French firearms. On June 27, 1716 St.
Denis returned to the main expedition after scouting ahead,
with a group of 25 men, most of them captains. Captain
Ramon narrates:
There came forward in single file more Indians on
horseback, headed oy Don Louis (St. Denis). These
Indians carried nine long shotguns, all of French
make (Foik 1933:19).
These gifts were small in volume compared to the
lavishness of the 1721 Aguayo expedition that relounded the
Spanish missions. Tobacco and food (including live cattle)
were generally the initial gifts given the Indians
encountered to bring them together for a more formal gift
distribution. Don Juan Antonio de la Pena, a member of
the expedition, described the various gift distributions in
detail. In early July 1721 on the Trinity river many gifts
were given:
His Lordship, besides supplying them with food all
the time they remained, gave them clothes and
other things; and, after fitting out in a special
manner the captains, he sent clothes, knives, and
other articles which they prize highly to al those
at the rancheria. . . . (Forrestal 1935:38).
Among the nonlocal Indians were four Texas (Caddo)
and Ygodosa Indians who were also "clothed in a special
manner in order that they might spread the report that the
Spaniards had entered (that country) in a friendly manner"
(Forrestal 1935:3,). Meeting the Cacique of the Hasinai,
who was recognized by all the Texas tribes as their
"superior", with a party of eight chiefs and four women,
Aguayo clothed the Cacique in
a long coat, a jacket and woolen breeches,
presented him with a silver-headed baton, and
named him captain and governor of the Texas
Indians. He clothed, in like manner, all the other
men and women who accompanied the cacique
(Forrestal 1935:39).
Meeting 100 Nacono Indians, including women and
children accompanied by their Captain, who was also
described as the chief priest of their idols, Aguayo
distributed more clothes on July 31, 1716:
This same day his lordship clothed all the men and
women in coarse woolen garments and small
cloakes with ribbons, and presented them with glass
beads, knives, ear-rings, finger-rings, mirrors,
combs, and scissors, chain-links, and blankets, all of
which they treasure highly. To the captain he
gave a silver-headed baton, a suit in keeping with
his office and made in the Spanish style, and to his
wife he gave double the quantity he had given the
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others.
All were very much pleased and very
grateful (Forrestal 1935:42).
Continuing on to the Neches of the Hasinai
Confederacy another 150 men, women and children were
completely fitted out, with a baton and full suit of Spanish
style presented to the captain.
By Aug-ust 6 the expedition
reached the site of the Concepcion mission, where to the
captain of the Texas Aguayo presented
the best suit which he had and which was of a
blue color and beautifully braided with gold.
He
gave him a jacket trimmed with gold and silver
cloth and everything necessary to make a complete
suit (Forrestal 1935:46).
Cheocas, the Texas captain, was asked to bring his
people in from their scattered residence for a great gift
distribution at the Concepcion mission.
In attendance were
about eighty Cadodachos.
The latter, who are
subjects of the French, had come with the Texas,
whose governor lives here. . . . After the
captain-governor of all the Texas had assembled
the Asinais, who attend the Concepcion Mission,
and the 80 Cadodachos, he brought them, many of
them carrying guns, to his Lordship's camp. .
.
He then clothed, complk. ly and after their fashion
400 of the Indians, and to each gave gifts which
they prize highly: knives, combs, awls, scissors,
mirrors, belduques (large knives), chain links,

choci inmites, belts, necklaces, ear-rings, glass
tbeads, and finger rings. He clothed also two
captains that accompanied the Cadodachos and gave
them a bundle of (lothing and articles of
merchandise to distribute among their Indians.
(Forrestal 1935:46-48).
The same pattern was repeated at Mission de San Jose
de los Nazonis, distributing clothes to 300 Indians and a
special suit of Spanish cloth and styling and a silver-headed
baton to their captain. At the los Adaes mission over 400
Indians were given presents and the captain was especially
clothed.
In total, Aguayo distributed clothing to somewhere
between one and two thousand Indians, with special
garments being reserved for the Indian captains and their
immediate retainers.
Both Spanish and English cloth were
used to make the clothing that was distributed.
During the
same period, the French were also distributing goods made
out of cloth. When St. Denis returned to San Juan Bautista
to settle in 1717 his goods were temporarily seized and
itemized by the Spanish authorities. The list included
nothing but cloth goods, including Brittany linen, red and
blue woolen hose, Flemish thread, laces, green and blue
twill, Brussels camlet, scarlet cloth, heavy French satin,
Rouen linen, and blue wool (Shelby 1923).
A list of goods
intended for Indian gifts shipped to the Louisiana colony in
1701 included 30 red overcoats and 150 white shirts
(Gerin-Laloie 1979:291).
At La Harpe's post on the Red
River he wrote in 1719 that he carried "all the merchandise
of Europe" including at least Brittany and Damask cloth
(Smith 1959:257). The historic records strongly indicate
that cloth goods, both unfinished and finished, were a
regular trade and gift item available to the Caddo from
both tne French and Spanish.

People and Products
rhe historic records also make it explicit that Caddo
society during the contact era was one of inherited rank.
Nhen 'eran reached the Red River in the winter of 1691
he met the Caddo leader on November 28.

We proceeded from this place and we made camp
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at the home of an Indian whom they called Caddi.
. . . He was a young fellow about twelve or
fourteen years of age, very good looking, and
apparently quite friendly. . . . On the 30th, it was
not possible to carry the canoe to the river,
ecause the interpreter told me that the Caddi was
displeased because I had left his home. On this
point, I may state that he had control and
authority over the two captains of his tribe, whom
I mentioned as being among the Asinay.
Besides
these two allies he has five other captains who
follow his lead, making seven in all.
Each of these
captains -!cognize the authority of the Caddi.
I
studied this Caddi and found that he also had a
considerable following of strong robust troops, all
friendly among themselves. I noticed this
resentment, and this forced me to return and set
up camps at his rancheria (Hatcner 1932:33-34).
Recognizing the different status of the leader, the
Teran narrative continues:
On December 1st, after the Caddi had seen my
willingness to meet his wishes, and my appreciation
of his feelings, he summoned an older brother of
his to approach and receive the baton, emblem of
authority--it being the custom for the youngest to
thus bestow it--and ordered this brother to go to
the aforesaid lagoon in company with certain
Indians and aid us in carrying the canoe to the
river. . . . During this visit I noticed the respect

showed the Caddi by the Indians.

They offered him

a seat as soon as they saw him, a deference they
did not show in the case of the others who
accompanied us.
I noticed too, that they had a
captain, but that he is under the orders of the
Caddilj the latter being the arbiter and ruler of the
entire nation (Hatcher 1932:34-35).
This document on the Kadohadacho and those
summarized for the Hasinai (Wyckoff and Baugh 1980)
indicate that both groups of Caddo Indians had similarly
structured societies and inherited elite positions with
differential access to material goods and services.
Therefore, even when European products were available to
Caddo society as a whole, it is probable that the social
system would have taken over the distribution of valued
European products, just as they had done for status goods
of native manufacture.
Gregory (1973) wrote that between
1600 and 1700 scarcity was still the important factor in the
definition of Caddo wealth, with exotic items from outside
the immediate area being incorporated as part of traditional
Caddoan funerary practices.
He suggested that the horse
became a functional equivalent of Gulf Coast conch shell
goods and copper found in earlier Caddo burial contexts.
After 1700 with goods becoming more available he argued
that the evidence then available archeologically showed no
clear indicators of status in burials, even though European
materials were replacing those of native manufacture as
grave goods as time progressed; this was interpreted as a
post 1700 trend tc more egalitarianism in Caddo society as
the regional groupings of the Caddo were broken down by
declining population (Gregory 1973:288).

THE GREAT BEND CONTACT

ERA

viODEL

The preceding discussion of the historic records
pertainng to the chronology of European entradas and the
estaolishment of settlements, the kinds of products made
available to the Indians, and the possible effects of
epidemic., filtering, and status among the Caddo has
brought us full circle to where the discussion in this
chapter began, concerning the identification of a diachronic
model for culture contact in the Arkansas Great Bend
region, specifically the Boyd Hill and Spirit Lake
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archeological localities and more generally the Kadohadacho
confederacy on the entire Great Bend. Based on the review
the following general conclusions can be summarized:
I.
2.

3.

4.

The Kadohadacho were the last of the Caddo
confederacies to meet Europeans in face-to-face
contact,
The Kadohadacho were located the farthest from any
European posts until 1719 when the La Harpe
Nassonite post was built on the Red River. Before
that time other native groups filtered the flow of
European products to the Kadohadacho.
The Kadonadacho's ranked society controlled access to
European products that were available, although as
time progressed it is likely that this control lessened
as the society came under stress due to the effects
of disease and greater availability of goods.
European products that were available to the
Kadohadacho often consisted of goods (cloth/ribbons)
that are unlikely to have survived in the
archeological record except in rare preservation
coincidences.

As a specific subarea within the region inhc.ited by the
Kadohadacho confederacy, the Spirit Lake and Boy,- -ill
archeological localities varied from the Little River phase
locality upriver in having fewer recorded direct contacts
with Europeans, and being farthest from European posts of
any Caddoan group, let alone the Kadonadacho. Based on
these conclusions a diachronic model for the contact era in
the Spirit Lake and Boyd Hill archeological localities can
now be outlined. For ease of reference in the future, I
shall name this the "Great Bend contact era model."
As European contact was late and infrequent in the
Arkansas Great Bend region, we expect that European
products were available only in limited amounts (as
compared to other Caddoan subregions) before the 1719
establishment of the Nassonite post. Also the relative
isolation and scattered settlement system protected
localities from epidemics. The population did not decline as
rapidly as other Caddoan groups in more regular contact
with Europeans. Because the negative effects of contact
were delayed until after the first quarter of the eighteenth
century, it is expected that the ranked social structure
persisted in strength until at least 1730. In the precontact
era the Arkansas Great Bend region was the heartland of
Caddoan ceremonial mound development on the Red Rivt .
The archeological evidence supports the premise that
hierarchical social structure had deep roots in this subarea,
As a result, when European dry goods and livestock came
into the Arkansas Great Bend region in limited amounts, in
general, they would have been treated as exotic items
reserved for the upper echelons of the society. As the
availability of goods increased, their value as exotic status
markers would have declined, coincidentally with a declining
population and weakened social structure.
The archeological manifestations reflecting this model
would include a general dearth of European products
throughout the area inhabited by the Kadohadacho
confederacy from 1500 to 1685. After 1685 increasing
European contacts would come primarily among the upper
Kadohadacho tribes, and European dry goods might be found
in limited amounts in early Little River phase sites. After
the establishment of the French post at Natchitoches in
1714 we could expect more trade goods, with increasing
amounts after 1719 following the establishment of the
French post among the Nassonites. Proximity to these
posts and the Spanish missions would indicate that more
trade goods should be found from the first 20 years of the
eighteenth century in sites of the Little River phase upriver
as compared to sites of the Chakanina phase. To date the
site on the Great Bend which has yielded the most reported
European prodocts is Rosebrough Lake (1BW5) in northeast
Texas which has been suggested as the site of La Harpe's
post (Miroir et al. 1973).
Until at least 1719, and probably until 1730, few

archeological manifestations of European products would be
expected to be found in general midden or garbage disposal
contexts in the Great Bend region. European objects would
have been treated as exotic goods which were reserved for
the use of the social elite, who would have conserved them
carefully. Such goods would enter the archeological record
as grave goods with higher status individuals, or perhaps as
special graves for European livestock, as with the horses
buried at the Fish Hatchery site near the French post at
Natchitoches, Louisiana (Walker 1935). After 1719 tne
status distinction would have been ameliorated in the
immediate vicinity of the La Harpe post, but woulc4 have
been maintained longer in the Spirit Lake and Boyd Hill
archeological localities. European goods would not come to
dominate Kadohadacho archeological assemblages until late
in the eighteenth century, well after the population decline
was in evidence and the population began shifting to the
immediate vicinities of the French posts. Such declines
might be reflected in the skeletal populations from the
period in their demography and pathologies, as well as in a
change in the locations of settlements.
Testing and fine tuning a model such as this will
require many excavations on a scale equivalent to that
undertaken at Cedar Grove, following intensive surveys to
find sites cf this era. This will take a long time, during
which we can expect the attrition on sites to continue
through both natural and human agents. Gregory (1973:219)
noted some of the problems inherent in the current known
data: there is uneven geographic coverage and a strong bias
on burial sites to the exclusion of settlements; available
collections are mostly unquantified; and many factors
needed for dating (such as sherd temper) are not reported.
Most tellingly, the site samples are from uneven
investigations by a variety of persons with different aims,
mostly early archeological investigators, avocationalists,
pothunters, and salvage and cultural resource management
projects. Problems reported with historic site research over
a decade ago (Hally 1971) are still with us. Most
professional attention is on identifying the European posts
within the Caddoan area, and the work rarely progressed
beyond limited testing on any contact era site (see
Humphreys and Singleton 1978:77-78 and Gregory 1973 for a
bibliography of some of these investigations). The discovery
of Cedar Grove and Sentell buried deeply by flood deposits
provides some hope that similar sites may yet be found and
investigated. For the time being, though, the intensive
excavations at Cedar Grove provide an opportunity to place
a single site within the overall Great Bend contact era
model for the Kadohadacho confederacy, specifically in the
Spirit Lake locality.
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Chapter 6
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
by Beverly Watkins

EARLY EXPLORATION OF THE RED RIVER VALLEY
Europeans first came to the Red River Valley in the
late 1600s as the Spanish expanded their missionary work
among the Indians of east Texas. The expedition of
L691-1692 led by Don Domingo Teran de los Rios was the
third official campaign and was the only one to reach the
Red River Valley (Hatcher 1932:32-35). Political problems
in Miexico, however, made it impossible for the Spanish to
support a mission so far away, and they lost contact with
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the Caddo.
The French were the first to directly influence life
along the Red River. In 1719 Jean-Baptiste Benard de La
Harpe established a post on the Red River in what is now
northeast Texas. His purpose was to establish trade with
the Spanish, but he also began trade with the Indians (Wedel
1978). Other French traders and their families soon
followed, some living in a Caddo settlement as early as
1737 and remaining in the area for many years (Sibley
1805:729). Still others were seasonal or transient traders
following the pattern of the French-Canadian voyagers, and
there is little documentation of their activities.
When the United States purchased Louisiana fromLog
France in 1803, American officials had little information
about the new territory. The need for accurate information
was acute in the Southwest, along the Red River, where the
boundaries of Louisiana were to be the same as under the
French, but where the division was between the Frencn and
the Spanish had always been vague.
Thomas Jefferson, long interested in science and
exploration, thought government supporteid exploring parties
would be the best way to get reliable information, and as
soon as Lewis and Clark left for the Northwest, he turned

his attention to the Red River Valley. Late in 1803,
Jefferson requested permission from Congress to send a
party up the Red River. Congress agreed, and plans were
begun for an expedition to determine the location of the
source of the river and to ascertain the boundaries of
Louisiana (Flores 1976:1-2; Watkins 1977:13).
Originally planned for the winter of 1804, the
expedition had to be postponed because of the opposition of
Spanish authorities. In the meantime, the President asked
John Sibley, the United States Indian Agent at Natchitoches,
to supply detailed information on the river and tribes that
lived along it. Sibley, who had never been up the river,
based his report on information from Francois Grappe, a
Frenchman who had lived and traded on the river for more
than 30 years. Sibley described the banks of the Red River
above the mouth of the Sulphur Fork (which he called Little
River of the left) as a series of canebrakes interrupted by
prairies (Figure 6-1). He described Long Prairie as
handsome and rich, "bounded by handsome oak and hickory
woods, mixed with short leaved pine, interspersed with
pleasant streams and fountains of wdter." He also
mentioned Little Prairie (Fisher Prairie at Garland City), an
oak and pine bluff (probably Boyd Hill), and a stand of
cedars stretching along the river for many miles before
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Early historic settlements in southwest

Arkansas (after Venable 1365)
reaching Little River.

The distances Sibley gives are

misleading, being roughly twice the actual distances between

landmarks, but he was dependent on others for Kis
information (Sibley 1805:728-729).
The Red River expedition began reorganizing in 1805
and finally got underway in June 1806, led by Colonel
Thomas Freeman, a surveyor. The party included naturalist
Dr. Peter Custis, Captain Richard Sparks, Lieutenant Enoch
Hiumphreys, two noncommissioned officers, 37 soldiers, and a
black servant plus guides and interpreters. After a 14-day
struggle around the Great Raft, and another 15 days at the
Coushatta village, the expedition reached Arkansas on Julv
13. The party continued up the river for another 16 days,
describing the country through which they traveled as a
series of canebrakes 'and prairies. Although they visited the
sites of several abandoned Caddo villages (see Wedel 1978),
they did not meet anyone living in the area. On July 29,
they were confronted by a large force of Spanish soldiers
whose conimandec demanded that the exploring party
retreat. Since Freeman had been instructed not to'fight a
superior force, the expedition withdrew. The return trip to
Natchitoches took 25 days (Watkins 1977; Flores 19761.

HISTORY
SULPHUR FORK FACTORY
In 1795 the United States governmtnt began operating a
system of posts, called factories, f or regulating trade with
the Indians. As Americans began settling in Louisiana and
developing commercial relations with the Indians, a factory
was established at Natchitoches to oversee trade and to
administer Indian affairs in general. Problems over the
location of the factory buildings as *ell as conflicts with
the local merchants made it advisable to move the factory
farther up the river.
With this in mind, John Fowler, the factor, made an
inspection tour up the Red River in April and May 1817.
The location he recommended was on a high bluff on the
west bank of the Red River near the mouth of the Sulphur
Fork. Fowler chose this site because the Indians were
already coming to that area to hunt, and because
unscrupulous private traders were operating there. The site
also offered the opportunity to trade with Indians who lived
too far away to come to Natchitoches, and Fowler
mentioned villages of Coushattas, D~elawares, Caddos, and
Pascagoulas (.Magnaghi 1976:288-289).
Fowler received permission to move late in the year,
but it was May 1813 before construction was actually begun
at the new site. Choosing a location three quarters of a
mile (about a kilomeater) below the mouth of Sulphur Fork,
Fowler left the highest part of the bluff for a military post
and built the factory on an adjacent site. Although there
were many construction problems, by May 1819 the complex
included a two-story combination store and dwelling, a
smaller two-story skin and fur house, a cookhouse, and
temporary buildings used as a guardhouse and for storage.
A ferry was built later !o allow the Indians to hunt on the
east side of the river (Magnaghi 1978:173-174, 181).
While construction was going on, Fowler began making
contacts with the nearby tribes. He visited the chiefs of
the Pascagoulas, Alabiamas, and Coushattas, presenting them
with gifts and inviting them to the factory. Oriley Calton~,
Fowler's interpreter, visited the Cherokee, and invitations
were also sent to the Delaware and Shawnee who had
settled on the Red Rive, above the factory. The Caddos
posed a special problem because eight of their 10 villages
were on Spanish territory and their chief was hostile to the
Americans. Fowler was upset by threats made by the
Caddo chief, but John Jamison, the Indian Agent at
N'atchitoches, reassured him that the chief could only raise
500 warriors and that the army could handle them
(Magnaghi 197S:174-L75).
Congress abolished the factory system in 1822, and
substituted agents who would license private traders,
George Gray took over the buildings, and the Sulphur Fork
Factory became the Red River Indian Agency. Gray stayed
at the site until 1S25 when he moved his agency downriver
to Caddo Prairie to be closer to the Indians. Collin Aldrich,
one of the private traders, continued to use the buildings
(Carter 1951:47, 117).
EARLY SETTLEMENTS
While the factory was wrestling with the problems of
Indian trade, American settlers were beginning to develop
the eastern side of the Red River Valley. Fowler reported
in 1817 that there were 130 white families settled along
the east bank of the river -between Sulphur Fork ano Saline
Creek. He madi several trips among these settlements
hiring farmers and slaves to help with construction at the
factory (Magnaghi 1978:170, 173).
The first settlers were herdsmen who made their living
grazing livestock on public lands. They settled first on the
natural prairies where the rich grasses and nearby
canebrakes made it possible to manage large herds of cattle
and swine with a minimum of effort (Owsley 1969:6). Long
Prairie, just across the river from the factory, was one of
the first areas to be settled. Among the early residents
were the Conway family (prominent in Arkansas politics),
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and Stephen F. Austin who established a farm on Long
Prairie as early as 1818 to use as a way station and supply
base for his colony in Texas. Austin intended to use his
farm to raise cattle to sustain his colony until it became
self-sufficient, but the site was unhealthy and that aspect
of the project was abandoned (Barker 1926-.24-25).
The herdsmen who first settled the prairies were soon
displaced by agricultural settlers who bought the rich lands
and cleared and fenced them (Owsley 1969:4-7). The
importance of the prairies to the developing agriculture in
the valley can be seen in the pattern of settlements and
the post offices for them. There were enough people at
Long Prairie in 1824 to justify a post office; the first post
office west of the river was at Lost Prairie in 1828. When
Lafayette County was organized in 1827, commissioners
decided to establish the courthouse at Chicaninna Prairie
about 12 miles (19 kin) north of Long Prairie (Arkansas
Gazette June 1, 1824, June 4, 1828; Hempstead 1890:934).
THE GREAT RAFT
One of the major impediments to the development of
the valley was the Great Raft of the Red River. This was
a series of natural rafts and log jams where logs, stumps,
and other debris clogged the channel so thoroughly that
trees could grow on top of it, and stretches of the river
could be traveled on horseback. Beginning north of
Natchitoches, the raft was estimated to be 100 to 00
miles Qr to 225 kin) long, ending near where Shreveport
now is (Arkansas Gazette April 11, 1826; Mills 1978:14-5,
22). It was possible to get around the raft through a series
of bayous and lakes that paralleled the river, but these
routes were only adequate for the smaller keelboats. As a
result, trade with the settlements above the raft was
limited,
Early attempts to cut through the smaller portions of
the raft were unsuccessfuil and by 1825 the citizens of Long
Prairie were seeking government help. The first
government attempt to remove the raft began in 1830 by
the Corps of Engineers. The effort was inadequate at best,
since the appropriation was for only $25,000. While work
was being done on the foot. of the raft, the head of the
raft was building-up the river at a rate of one-half to one
mile 0I to 2 kin) a year (Arkansas Gazette October 27,
1830).
Enough improvement was made to allow the first
steamboat to ascend above the raft in 1831. Leaving
Natchitoches the middle of May, the Alps (which was
renamed the Enterprise) reached Lor- Prairie on June 16.
Owned by Benjamin R. Milam, it was a small boat of 30-40
tons (27-36 MT) burden and was loaded with provisions for
the Army post, Ft. Towson, at the Kiamisha River. The
boa .t stayed at Long Prairie for two days then headed
upriver reaching Lost Prairie a few days later (Arkansas
Gazette June 22, June 29, July 6, 1831).
TFhe successful trip of the Alps marked the start of
regular commerce on the river, but The problems of the
raft remained. it was not until 1838 that the river was
finally cleared, a task which took Captain Henry Shreve six
years to complete, even with a specially built boat and
crews of up to 300 men. The job cost $300,000 but Shreve
estimated that the value of usable land along the river
increased by $15 million because of increased access to
trade and because some lands which had been permanently
flooded were drained (Mills 1978:21-22).
PLANTATION AGRICULTURE
As the herdsmen were replaced by agricultural settlers,
the Red River Valley in Arkansas experienced a period of
population growth. Lafayette County, which included both
the current Lafayette and Miller counties, grew from 748 in
1830, to 2,200 in 1840, to 5,220 in 1850, to 8,464 in 1860.
Hemnpstead and Sevier counties (which included the present
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Little River County) experienced similar gains.
The clearing of the raft made it feasible to establish
large slaveholding plantations on the rich lands of the
bottoms, since produce could be shipped directly down the
river. Because Lafayette County experienced its greatest
growth at the height of the westward expansion of the
Cotton Kingdom, many of its plantations were owned bY
land speculators and other outside investors. Some of tnese
absentee owners lived as close as Lewisville, others as far
away as Alabama; several l ived on the Red River in
Louisiana. Overseers were responsible for the day-to-day
operation of the plantations and a great deal of attention
was given to efficient and "scientific" management (Taylor
1959;90-92; Fogel and Engerman 1974:1:199-203; Taylor
195S:102-107; Genovese 1974:11-21).
Although cotton was the primary commercial crop
(1,977 bales in 1850), tne plantations grew a wide variety of
grains and food crops. The 1850 census listed substantial
quantities of rye and oats, corn, Irish and sweet potatoes,
peas and beans, and rice being grown in Lafayette County,
as well as lesser amounts of wheat, hay, and clover seed.
A large number of swine were raised as well as cattle,
horses, mules, and sheep. Animals slaughtered in 1850 were
valued at $25,555. Other agricultural products included
wool, butter and cheese, and beeswax and honey (DeBow
1854:200-205).
The slave population grew as the plantations expanded.
In 1830 Hempstead County had the largest number of slaves
in the state, and Lafayette County was fifth. By 1860,
Hempstead County ranked fifth in number of slaves, and
Lafayette County, eighth, but Lafayette had slightly more
slaves than whites--4,31 I out of a total population of 8,464.
Statewide in 1860 the average slaveholding was 9.6, while
the average number of slaves per owner in Lafayette
County was 15.9 (Taylor 1958:26, 52, 56).
Life on the plantations followed the basic patterns
established in the cotton growing areas of the Southeast,
The fieldhands were organized into workgangs whose tasks
changed with the seasons--clearing, plowing, planting,
cultivating (chopping), picking, ginning. Other slaves
cooked, sewed, tended children, worked as servants, or
cared for stock. Not all work was agricultural, and slaves
were often hired out to work on roads and levees or to
work for the United State government in keeping the Red
River clear of rafts (Taylor 1958:82-85, 89, 115). It was
customary in northwest Louisiana to allow slaves land for
gardens, and many raised vegetables and chickens to
supplement their rations (Genovese 1974:535-536). This
customn probably prevailed in Arkansas as well,
One way in which plantation life was different in the
Red River Valley from that in the older Southern states
was in the extent to which the slaves were exposed to
religious instruction. By the time Lafayette County was
settled, the acrimonious battles over the spiritual needs of
slaves had been resolved and teaching slaves the Christian
faith was no longer controversial (Genovese 1974:184-188).
The Red River Valley in Arkansas, because of its large
slave Population and the number of absentee owners,
became the locus of missionary efforts by both the Baptist
and Methodist churches,
The Methodist Church began its organized work among
the slaves in the southwest corner of the state when the
Arkansas Conference established the Red River African
Mission in 1840 or 1841.
Membership in the mission varied
from 104 in 1845, to 220 in 1850, and ministers were
regularli, appointed to the post by the conference. These
pastars served both the slaves allowed in white churches
and those in separate slave congregations.
Baptist work arrong the slaves was not as organized as
the Metnooist efforts because of the Baptist tradition of
decentralization.
Much of the mission work was left to
local churches and associations. The Red River Association
was one of the most successful in this work--at one time it
was supporting four missionaries to the slaves. The
Arkansas Baptist Convention, organized in 1848, was
cnncerned that the large number of absentee owners in

Lafayette County was reducing the opportunities tne slaves
had for religious training, and dispatched a missionary to
meet the special needs of the slaves (Taylor 1958:172-174,
181-183).
As the plantations expanded, towns developed along the
river and on the high ground at the edge of the valley to
serve the planters. Conway, Walnut Hill, Richmond, Spring
Hill, and Laynesport were all close to the river (Pelham
1848), while Lewisville was established in 1841 in the hills
as the new county seat (Hempstead 1890:934). The largest
and most important town was Fulton, which grew from en
early ferry landing to become the trading center for the
valley. In 1844 Fulton had seven merchants, a candy store,
three taverns, and a bowling alley, as well as two doctors,
two blacksmiths, and a carpenter. A gin and mill and the
ferry rounded out the commercial enterprises (Goodspeed
1890:385). Roads from Little Rock, Pine Bluff, and Camden
converged at Fulton to cross the Red River before
continuing into Texas (Venable 1865).
CIVIL WAR
For most of the Civil War the southwestern corner of
Arkansas was far from the scenes of military action. Life
went on much as usual, even after the state capital was
moved from Little Rock to Washington, Arkansas in 1863,
although the population was greatly enlarged by refugees
from areas occupied by the Union Army. The plantations
Stored their cotton that could not be sent to market
because Union forces controlled New Orleans and the mouth
of the Red River, and concentrated on raising foodstuffs.
Things changed, however, when the Red River became the
focus of Union strategy in the spring of 1864.
The overall Union strategy was to split the
Confederacy. One army captured the Mississippi River;
another fought its way into Atlanta. A third moved to
capture the Red River Valley and separate Texas from the
rest of the South, ending its role as a warehouse for cotton
and a supply route from Mexico. This was to be done by
having General Frederick Steele march south from Little
Rock to join the forces of General Nathaniel P. Banks
moving up the river. The fighting never reached southwest
Arkansas. Banks was turned back while still south of
Shreveport; and Steele turned east, away from Washington,
before being forced to retreat to Little Rock because of a
shortage of food and forage (Johnson 1958).
Steele's expedition badly frightened the state officials
and local citizens. Fighting at the battle of Prairie DeAnn
came within 8 miles (13 kin) of Washington, and it had been
necessary to remove the state government across the Red
River to Rondo for safety. The measure of safety was
small, however, as no effort had been made to protect the
major crossings. Some residents reacted by fleeing into
Texas with their slaves. The Confederate Army, fearing
another excursion by Steele in the spring of 1865, applied
itself to fortifying the river crossings, and built major
earthworks at Fulton and Dooley's Ferry (Venable 1865;
Magruder 1864a, 1864b; Smith 1865). The earthworks were
never tested because the war ended before Steele could
launch another campaign.
TENANT FARMING
The post-Civil War period was a time of change and
uncertainty all across the South. The hopes and aspirations
of the newly freed slaves Stood in direct conflict with the
views and desires of their former owners. The planters
wanted to reestablish a disciplined work force to farm their
land (Roark 1977:111-155), while the freedmen wanted to
exercise their freedom, restore family ties broken by
separations, and acquire some land of their own (Litwack
1979; Gutman 1976; Magdol 1977; Oubre 1978).
The most pressing problem in the Red River Valley of
A'rkansas, as elsewhere, was the change from slave labor to
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wage labor on the plantations. As early a~s186?, General
Benjamin F. Butler began a system of compensated labor in
the portions of Louisiana under federal control. His plan
called for contracts between the planters and the laborers
for an entire season. The compensation was to include
housing, rations, medicine, a garden plot, and wages or a
share of the crop. Although physical punishment was
forbidden, laborers were required to work or face
punishment by the local military authorities. As the area
under federal control increased, General Nathaniel Banks,
Butler's successor, extended this contract-labor system until
it was in use in most of the Mississippi Valley (Roark
1977:114).
This practice continued after 1865 with the contracts
being handled through the Freedmen's Bureau. The first
contracts were usually with a group-of freedmen to work an
entire plantation (e.g., Sentell 1865), but this soon proved
cumbersome and inefficient. Instead the landowners divided
their plantations into "farms" and contracted with one man
to work each parcel (e.g., Worley !954).
Although thu
specifics of these contracts varied, usually those with a
group of freedmen provided for wages and included strict
rules of work and behavior, while the contracts with
individuals promised the laborer a share of whatever crop
was grown, typically two-thirds of the corn and
three-fourths of the cotton. In both cases the landowner
furnished housing, tools, and seed, but in the first instance
the laborers were expected to provide their own food and
clothing out of their wages, while in the second case the
landowner advanced food and clothing against the laborer's
share of the crop.
Changes in types of labor contracts brought about
changes in the landscape as well as in the work methods.
Under the early group contracts the freedmen continued to
live grouped together under the supervision of the landowner
or his agent. As the land was parceled out to individuals,
however, the laborers disbursed as each family established a
house on the farm they were working (Coulter I 947;tenth
illustration following page 224). Although this gave the
laborers some control over their parcel, it still did not
meet their desire to own land,
It was widely believed that the Freedmen's Bureau
would confiscate the land of former slaveowners and
distribute it to former slaves in 40 acre (16.2 ha) lots
(Oubre 1978; Litwack 1979:399-407). This distribution of
land did not take place, and the freedmen lacked the
resources to take advantage of the public lands made
available under the Southern Homestead Act of 1S66
(Magdol 1977:139-173, 191). The result Of these difficulties
in obtaining land left the laborers dependent on the
landowners, and trapped in the sharecropping system where
it was difficult to get out of debt (Rosengarten 1975;
Daniel 1973). In Arkansas in 1875 only about 2,000
freedmen owned some type of real property. In 1910 of all
the nonwhite farm operators in the state (owners, tenants,
or whatever) only 23,6 were black farm owners (Magdol
1977:212-213).
In Lafayette County in 1930, in a population
that mas 50* black and wh,ch had experienced steady
growth since 1880, 80% of the farms were operated by
tenants (Arkansas State Planning Board 1936:15, 19, 36).
RIVER AND RAILROAD
Neglect of the Red River channel after it was opened
by Captain Shreve had allowed the raft to re-form in
northern Louisiana above Shreveport. The Corps of
Engineers tackled this obstacle again in 1872, and the
Channel afas open once more in 1873 (Mills 1978:52-54).
Even so there were continuing problems with obstructions
that -ontributed to the decline of river traffic once the
railroads were built.
The coming of t)e railroads caused significant changes
in the Ried River Valley. The Cairo and Fulton Railroad
(later the Missouri Pacific) cormpleted its bridge over the
river at Fulton n Marcth 1874, opening the line to traffic
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from Texas to St. Louis. The river was bridged again in
the early 1880s, this time at Garland, by the Texas and St.
Louis Railroad (St. Louis and Southwestern).
The effect was the same everywhere. Because the
railroads provided more reliable transportation and shipping
than the river, commerce flourished along their
rouites--construction camps and interchange points became
booming cities while older towns died out. In Lafayette
County, a town called Galveston, on the railroad one-half
mile (just under a kilometer) from Lewisville, soon became
known as New Lewisville, and then took the place of Old
Lewisville as the county seat (Hempstead 1890:934-935). On
the Red River, Fulton lost its importance as a cotton port
and was reduced to a minor shipping point on the railroad,
while Texarkana, at the junction of three railroads, became
the region's commercial center.
FLOODS AND LEVEES
Although trade patterns shifted to the railroads, the
Red River continued to dominate life along its bottomrlands.
The river's high waters, floods, and channel cutting activity
were a constant concern to residents and landowners.
Even
before the Civil War some plantation owners tried to
protect their land by raising levees to control the river.
These slave-built levees were too low to contain the river
and there was little coordination between landowners, so the
effort was not effective.
Serious flooding along the Mississippi River in the
1870s, made worse by a piecemeal levee system, led to the
formation of the Mississippi River Commission in 1879.
Formed to coordinate levee building efforts along the
Mississippi River and its tributaries, the Commission
encouraged the formation of local levee boards to oversee
this work, and the Corps of Engineers was authorized to
give advice to these local groups. Along the Red River in
Arkansas the banks were laced with protective earthworks
by 1887 (U.S. Army Corps of Engineers 1892:sheets I-I1I).
Lack of coordination between boards, and inconsistency
of construction standards mnade these levees ineffective.
Following a record flood in 1892, residents began petitioning
for help. The Corps of Engineers was slow to respond,
however, because the Corps was limited to building levees
to improve navigation, and it felt that the amount of
navigation an the river in Arkansas did not justify the
expense. The locally sponsored work continued and in 1905
two levee districts were chartered by the state, Red River
District No. I and Long Prairie District. These
governmental units had the power to assess taxes to raise
funds for building and maintaining levees and could match
funds with the federal government for flood control work
(Harrison and Kollmorgen 1947:413-414). Finally in 1925
Congress approved a comprehensive survey of the Red River
to determine the best means Of flood cuiitrul (Mills
1973:112-114, 121).
The Red River survey had not been completed when the
Mississippi Valley was devastated by the 1927 flood.
Sixteen million acres (over six million hectares) were
flooded in seven states, including the Red River Valley in
Arkansas from the Louisiana line to just above Index (Daniel
1977:85). Water washing through breaks in the levees,
called crevasses, created deep pools known as blue holes.
Then the water was held by the levee system and it was
necessary to dynamite at least one levee in Lafayette
County to allow the floodwaters to drain back into the
main channel of the river. Homes were lost, farm buildings
were destroyed, and so much silt was deposited on the land
that it was several years before the land could be farmed
(Nutt 1980).
POST-1 927
The Red River Valley of Arkansas today is still an area
of large scale agriculture. The widespread destruction of
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the 1927 flood, the Great Depression of the 1930s, and the
mechanization of farming have all contributed to the
decline of the tenancy system, at the same time that the
promise of good fobs in northern industries lured young
people away from rural south Arkansas. The size of
landholdings has increased as new methods and machines
have given a new dimension to the old plantation system
and made only the large farms efficient,
Cotton is no longer the main commercial crop. Many
farms now concentrate on soybeans or rice, while others
have become cattle ranches. The railroads retain their key
roles in shipping while the iiterstate highway system has
reinforced the importance of Texarkana as the regional
center of trade and the gateway to Texas that Fulton once
expected to be.

HISTORIC DOCUMENTATION OF
THE CEDAR GROVE LOCALITY
The land that includes 3LA97 was bought from the U.S.
Land Office in 1834 by Thomas M. Barnett of Montgomery,
Alabama (Lafayette County Land Entry Record). Barnett
had moved from Georgia to Alabama in IS17 where he
purchased a large number of acres of unoccupied prairie
land which he made into a prosperous plantation (Owsley
1969:24; Robertson 1892:72-73; Weekly Alabama Journal
September 26, 1857). There is no indication that Barnett
intended to move to Arkansas when he purchased the land
in Lafayette County, rather the amount of land he bought
(portions of 14 sections) suggests an investment, a cummon
practice (Eaton 1971:390). Barnett apparently selected the
lanos himself, although a portion of the purchase may have
been for friends and neighbors, for in 1839 he deeded part
of the property to David Gilmore, also of Montgomery
(Lafayette County Deed Record C:374).
By 1850 the Barnett Plantation included 600 improved
acres (about 243 ha) worked by 65 slaves. The land was
valued at $6000 plus 51200 for tools and implements.
Livestock included 3 horses, 9 mules, 16 milk cows, 8
working oxen, 60 other cattle and 200 swine given a total
value of $2200. In addition, animals worth $440 were
slaughtered during 1850. The small number of work animals
suggests that this may have been a stock-raising operation
rather than a cotton plantation, especially since its only
agricultural product was 5,000 bushels of corn (U.S. Census
1850a: Lafayette County, Roane Township; 1850b:Lafayette
County, Roane Township).
In 1851 Barnitt turned his attention to his Tallassee
Factory, an establishment near Montgomery noted for the
manufacture of slave c'oth, and he gave power of attorney
over his Red River property to his son Nicholas D. Barnett
and his son-in-law Benjamin H. Micou. He gave them
control of the plantation, slaves, stock, provisions, and all
other property to cultivate or sell (WeekIy Alabama Journal
September 26, 1857; Lafayette County Deed Record F:LS81.
Within two months Micou, acting as Barnett's agent,
sold the plantation to William A. Hipgs and James R.
McClintock. The transaction included 963 acres (about 387
ha) and 65 slaves plus all "privileges and appurtenances." In
order to pay for the property, Higgs and McClintock
mortgaged the land and slaves against eight bonds maturing
fron 1853 to 1860 and totaling 560,000. In addition Higgs
and McClintock each took a mortgage on his half interest
in the slaves as security for the bonds (Lafayette County
Deed Record F:182-190). Early in 1853 Higgs sold his
interest in the land and slaves to James B. Gilmer of
Bossier Parish. Louisiana. McClintock, who apparently lived
on the plantation and ran it for the partnership, acted as
Gilmer's agent in the sale (Lafayette County Deed Record
F:358). McClintock added adjomning property to the
plantation, including the entire sixteenth section which he
bought from the school commissioners in 1855 (Lafayette
County Deed Record 1:392-393; Lafayette County Land
Entry Record).
By 1360 the plantation, still known as the Barnett

Place, included 1,190 improved acres (about 481 ha) and
1,890 unimproved acres (about 720 ha). The work force nad
grown to 137 slaves (in 27 houses). This made McClintock's
operation well above the average both in acreage and
number of slaves (Taylor 1958:56-58). The plantation had
livestock worth $8,640 including 16 horses, 36 mules, 2
jacks or jennies, 8 milk cows, 20 working oxen, 28 ather
cattle, and 140 swine. Production for the year included
2,000 bushels of corn, 426 bales of cotton, and 100 pounds
of butter (U.S. Census 1360a:Lafayette County, Roane
Township; 1860b:Lafayette County, LaGrange Township).
Gilmer died in 1853, but McClintock ran the plantation
as a partnership until 1860 whien Gilmner's heirs requested a
division of the property. The agreement called for the
Barnett Plantation (the original 963 acres-about 387
ha-plus section 16), both real and personal property
including the slaves to be divided equally, with the
stipulations that 82 bales of cotton from the previous year
be sold and the proceeds divided, but that the $600 from
hiring out Owen, a slave blacksmith, would go to
McClintock. The partnership still had to redeem the final
mortgage bond from the Barnett estate and also owed
merchants in New Orleans for supplies. In order to assure
that these debts would be paid, McClintock and the Gilmer
neirs each mortgaged their portion of the land to the other
party (Lafayette County Deed Record 3:377-382, 394-398).
The Gilmer heirs got the property that includes the Cedar
Grove site, 3LA97 (Lafayette County Deed Record
-:394-396).
In 1862 McClintock sold his portion of the property
(744 acres or 301 ha) to Francis W. Armor; aid in 1863 the
Gilmer heirs sold their portion (755.5 acres or 305 ha) to
George W. Sentell and John M. Prather of Bossier Parish,
Louisiana for $22,665. The slaves apparently had been
moved from the property for there is no mention of them
in either deed (Lafayette County Deed Record K:359, 534).
Armor settled on his property with 32 slaves of his own;
Sentell and Prather stayed in Louisiana but may have
worked their land under the supervision of John Sentell,
George's brother, a merchant who lived nearby (Lafayettc
County Real Estate Tax Record 1862, 1865; U.S. Census
1870:Lafayette County, Lagrange Township). In 1869
Prather deeded his interest in the property to G. W. Sentell
for $4,750. At that time both men were residents of New
Orleans (Lafayette County Deed Record 0:75).
Sentell expanded the plantation, eventually buying the
Armor property and much more. The Sentell family
continued to live in Louisiana, near Plain Dealing, while
work on the plantation was done by te'ant farmers.
The contract for 1865 between the Sentells and the
freedmen on their plantation called for the Sentells to
furnish "full and substantial rations, sufficient fuel and
quarters, and all needful medicines," and to pay each
worker a monthly wage. This wage ranged from $6 to $15
per month depending on the person's ability to work in the
fields. In addition each "best male hand" was to be
furnished one acre (about half a hectare) of land, probably
to use as a garden. For their part the workers agreed to
give "good and faithful service," not to be absent during
working hours without permission and to work 26 days in
every month, "half of every Saturday excepted." The
freedmen also agreed to a set of rules: to begin work at
sunrise and work 9 to II hours depending on the month; to
take care of the tools and pay for any lost or broken; to
do necessary chores even on Saturday evenings and holidays;
to settle disai.reements without quarreling; to refrain from
thieving or stealing; and to keeo no livestock except
poultry, The terms of this contract were typical for that
time, and 28 workers agreed to its terms, including six
couples with 21 children (Sentell 1865; Coulter 1947:76-77).
Contracts for wages were soon replaced by sharecropping
agreements, with the landowner typically getting a quarter
of the cotton crop and a third of the corn crop.
In 1896 following G. W. Sentell's death, his children
sold their interests in the property to their mother, Mildred
A. Sentell for $28,000 (Lafayette County Deed Record

2:223 ).
Then *n 1914 after 'dildreo \. ')entei lied, tier
heirs sold al of the Sentell property in Lafayette County,
niiding tnat .,nown as the :Sarnett Plafitation to Md. 3. and
Roy Lester (Lafayette County -)eel -tec,"- '13:5)1-502).
-iccoroing to 3etty Nutt ot Lex,svt11-. randdaugnter of
M. D. Lester, the iand was ise
)r farnr',rg ,otton and
running cattle.
)uring floods, t W'Jssorne.,-nes necessary
to or g the cattle into tojn L II to!bling tne 192! flooo
it was several years heore the aind could De worked,
After M1.0. Lester died, the jand went to his six surviving
children. Members of the family managed the property
until C10 or 15 years ago when they began leasing ou: the
land (Nutt 1980).
V. H. Triplett owned the property
surrounding 3LA97 at the time of the archeological
investigation. He leased the land for crops and cattle
raising.

THE CEDAR

area, now in Steele Township (a portion of the earlier

LaGrange Township), had grown to 854-741 black (87%) and
113 white (13%) (U.S. Census 1900; Lafayette County).
The Cedar Grove Baptist Church was, and is, an
important part of the community. Established in 1881 by
Cage Bryant, who was the congregation's first pastor, the
original church was a log building at 3LA97 (Foster 1980;
Sasser 1980). This is probably the "residence" shown at
that location on an 1887 map (see Figure 6-2; U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers 1892:sheet 6). According to Emma
Davis, a member of the church, this building burned in 1924
(Davis 1980). It was probably at this time that the churcn
was moved to its present site, because a map of the Lester
property drawn in 1925 (Figure 6-3) does not show the
church (Christian 1925). The church suffered a second fire
in 1931, which destroyed all of its records, and the present
building was constructed in 1933 (Cullins 1980; Sasser 1980).
Social life in the community centered around the
church and, in the early part of this century, around a
lodge called the Royal Circle. The organization of groups
which provided bu.ial insurance as well as fraternal
associations was a common practice in black society of this
period. These lodges gave the black community a measure

GROVE CHURCH AND COMMUNITY

The nucleus of the black community that formed in the
area of the Cedar Grove site, 3LA97, after the Civil War
came from F. W.. Armor's slaves and the freedmen who
contracted to work the Sentell property in 1865 (Lafayette
County Will Record B:212-213; Sentell 1865). There is no
obvious tie to the slaves that Higgs and M4cClintock
purchased from Barnett, suggesting that these slaves were
probaoly moved from the property before it was sold to
Armor and Sentell (Lafayette County Deed Record F:185,
358-359). In 1370 the population of LaGrange Township,
which included the Cedar Grove community, was
2,784-1,936 black (70%) and 848 white (30%) (U.S. Census
170:Lafayette County). By 1900 the population of the

of independence and stability at a time when segregation
had been legalized and racially motivated violence was high.
The Supreme Royal Circle of Friends of the World was
a fraternal and benevolent society organized at Helena,
Arkansas in 1909 by Dr. R. A. Williams. By 1918 it had
25,000 members in five states and was especially strong in
the Red River Valley, possibly because W. T. Daniels, the
Supreme Secretary, lived in Texarkana (Work 1919:460).
According to church members who remember the Royal
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Lester Brothers property surrounding
the Cedar Grove Cemetery in 1925
(after Christian 1925)

Circle, it cost $5 to join and then the dues were $I every
two montnis. The Circle nad separate organizations for
men, women, and children which had meetings and socials,
and the cnildren got special buttons-to wear. As a
benevolent society, the Circle paid hospital bills and burial
expenses lNcGlotnin 1980; Foster 1980; Davis 1980).
There was also a school in the Cedar Grove community.
The date it was begun is not known, but by 1908 according
to Johnny Foster the school was held in the church and met
three montns in summer and three months in winter (Foster
1980).
By 1931 the Cedar Grove School was part of the
Lewisville District, serving 66 children in grades 1-6 during
an 80-day winter term. It is not clear whether there was a
separate school ouilding or whether the school still met in
the church. By 1948 the scnool had its own building next
to the church and served 80 children in grades 1-8 during a
160-day term (Lafayette County Supervisor of Schools 1931,
1948).

THE CEMETERY

AT CEDAR GROVE

The cemetery was on the west side of a wagon road
and may have been fenced to keep livestock out. There is
c:flicting information regarding a cemetery fence. Peter
Cullins remembered that there had been a fence to keep
cattle out. Johnny Foster remnembered a field fence, but
not one for the cemetery; his sister's grave had a wire
fence, but it was the only one there. Thus it is possible
that the cemetery was separated from the surrounding fields
on its north, west, and south sides by a cattle fence, but
was open to the road on the cast. Individual grave fences,
sucn as the one Foster remembered, were often used in
turn-of-the-century graveyards, although they were usually
made of cast iron. The 1925 map showms it to be 600 to
650 feet (182-200 m) along the road and from 50-100 feet

(15-30 m) wide (Christian 1925; see Figure 6-3).
wasIt is not possible to determine when the first person
wsburied in the cemetery at 3LA97. The church records
re lost in the fires and even the oldest church members
do not know whether the cemetery was there before the
church was built, or whether the cemetery was started
after the church was established. Given the number of
graves-111-113 in the direct impact zone, 13 in the test
area south of the construction road (see Chapter 7), plus an
unknown number under the road and to the south and west
of the tested areas-several factors suggest that the
cemetery was established before the Civil War, possibly as
early as the late 1830s.
Cranyslaves died on the Barnett Plantation and
weeburied somewhere on the property. A cemetery would
not have been located on prime agricultural land, and tnis
one is on the river side of an early levee. Many slaves
insisted that graves be oriented east-west (as these are)
with the head to the west so the deceased would not need
to turn around "when Gabriel blows his trumpet in the
eastern sunrise" (Genovese 1974:198). It would naturally
follow that the freedmen's community would build its church
an established cemetery and would continue to bury
there because the land was already set aside for that
purpose, and/or because they had relatives buried there. It
can, of course, be argued that Sentell allowed the
community to build its church at this site and that the
grew alongside the church. But by 1887 this
location was in the center of a large field, prime land well
ouo..isithprdcindee
noS amy Corps cofl Enieersil taket

Speculative statistics also support an early date f~r the
cemetery. If there are 200 graves in the cemetery (a
conservative estimate since there are up to 126 known
graves and a large area of the cemetery has not been
investigated) and if the cemetery was in use from 1834,
when the Barnett Plantation was established, until 1927,
when it was covered by silt from the flood, then the
average number of burials per year was 2.2. In 1850 the
annual mortality rate for slaves in Arkansas was 1.8 per
100 (Taylor 1958:158); in 1900 the rate for blacks
nationwide was 2.5 per 100, dropping to 1.6 per 100 in 1930
(U.S. Census 1971:55). The slave population on the Barnett
Plantation grew from 65 in 1850 to 137 in 1860; there were
about 80 freedmen on the Armor and Sentell places in 1865;
no exact figures are available for later dates, but judging
by the school population, the community was probably stable
at0-15pol.Tswudptthbrilaeinin
with the mortality rates. On the other hand, if there are
200 graves and the cemetery was started at the same time
as the church (1881) the burial rate would 4.3 per year,
well above the mortality rate for a population of this size.
THE PEOPLE AT CEDAR GROVE
Because of the number of unmarked graves in the
cemetery an effort has been made to compile a list of the
persons known to be buried there. Peter Cullins, a deacon
and the eldest member of the Cedar Grove Church, and
other church members including Johnny Foster, Sophie
McGlothlin, and Emma Davis provided a list of names of the
people they know to be buried there. Thiese names were
then checked in census and other records to determine birth
dates and family associations. The list includes 37 people
buried at Cedar Grove; because of the ages of the
informants, it is unlikely any of these died before about
1910. Still, of tne 37 people on the list 16 were born
before 1865 and therefore began life as slaves. In the list,
which follows, all information is from the 1900 census
(Lafayette County, Steele Township) unless otherwise
indicated (*s mark those in the cemetery).
"Felix Brown: born October 1868 in Airkansas; both
parents also born in Arkansas. In 1893 married Rachel, who

aiso
\ri-a
n.
.a% aoon
:Oeir UniOren ,nzo.ae C..arrie .S94.1,

-: r~ansas aartn',;
Edna (139'i, anc S~g

)orr, Jul) 1343 in ecaner Nortn Zarolina
IS70) or Virginia, ootn parents oorn in Virginia.
Listed in F.1. Armor's will (Lafavette County 1 d Recoro
3:21 %213). First wife Celia born in KentuckV in 85
tneir children: Jonas i1868) and Creasy (1870) (U.S. Census
!370).
Married a second time in 188S to Mary, born in
-\rkansas in 1965; ner father was born in Ark.ansas and her
motner in Virgiri; thecir chiildren. Bettie (1892), Jol n (1395),
Louisa (1897), Modicue (1899). Also two other children,
Bryant
prooaoly by Celia: Amrilie (1SS84)and Buzzy (1887).
was the first mirlister of the Cedar Grove Churcn and cut
the logs for the church ouilding (Cullins 1980).
(.-.Censis

*Wjilliam S. Campbell:
jotn parents were Dorn in
wrno was Dorn in Atrxansas
Ella (18891, Thomas (1890),
Rooert (1899).

born October 1854 in Louisiana.
Alabama. In 1886 married *Saran,
in 1865; their cnildren incluce
Rosa (1393), Annie (1895), and

*Georae Clar'i: Dorn Decemoer 1 84 9 in -\rkansas; botr
parents aiso Dorn in ArKansas. In 1380 married *Littue
Liodie), wno was Dorn in 1347 in Mississippi wnose tatner
was from Georgia andc wnose mnothier was from Nlaoa-na.
Tnev haa sever. cnularen, but bv 1900 all of tne cnmicre!n
riac left nonme.
footstone after stripping direct
In sit
ionmpact zone, October 1980 (AAS negative
number 807535)
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Chapter 7
RESEARCH ORGANIZATION AND PROCEDURES
Neal L. Trubowitz

FIELD HEADQUARTERS
As adequate housing could not be found for a large
crew in the immediate vicinity of the Cedar Grove site
(Garland City, Lewisville, and Stamps, Arkansas, had no
motels or rental housing available), the choice for a field
headquarters was between Texarkana and Magnolia, which
were about equal distant from the Site or about a 45 to 60
minute one-way drive. Although the smaller of ti~e two,
Magnolia was selected because of the presence there of the
Survey research station under the direction of Frank
Schambach at Southern Arkansas University. By staying in
,Magnolia the project was able to rent empty dormitory
space on the campus which was converted into a project
field laboratory. Interaction with Schambach for his advice
and expertise on local archeology, as well as loan of
miscellaneous equipment from his station stores greatly
benefited the overall operation of the project.
Motel space was available in Magnolia from operators
who were not adverse to having guests who tracked in dirt,
as construction teams and Oil exploration parties frequently
seek housing there. Staying at Magnolia, however, meant
that the crew left at 7 a.m. each morning to reach the site
and begin work by 8 a.m. Cleanup began at 4 p.m. each
day and the crew was generally on the way back to
Magnoli.. by 5 p.m. A half hour was allotted each day for
lunch, generally beginning at noon.

Since a great deal of equipment was utilized in the
excavations, it was necessary to establish an on-site building
for storage. A single room prefabricated metal building
was rented and placed on the far southeast corner of the
direct impact zone, out of the way of the excavations,
Although it had been hoped to set this building in the
indirect impact zone, the ground was too low and soft
there, or otherwise inconvenient to the excavations.
This building also provided office space for working up
field notes out of the wind and rain, and a residence for
the staff members who were left on guard duty. As such
it was appropriately outfitted with portable tables and
chairs, cots, lights and heaters. It was powered by an
outside generator and serviced by a port-a-john. During
cold weather the crew could warm their hands inside the
building and weticreens full of debris could be left there to
dry overnight.
Staf Orgnizaionprogram,
Staf Orgnizaionstudents

The field crew was hierarchically organized under the
direction of project archeologist Neal Trubowitz. John
Miller, the assistant project archeologist was next in field
authority, followed by the lab supervisor (Teresa Hoffman)
and the four crew chiefs (Randall Guendling, Michael
Swanda, Jeffrey Otinger, and Ross Dinwiddie) who were of
equal rank. The crew chiefs generally had several paid
field assistants, occasionally augmented by volunteers
working under them, while the laboratory maintained one
full-time assistant, later augmented by another paid

assistant for two weeks and volunteer workers. Although an
attempt was made to organize some stable crews under
each crew chief, the necessities of dealing with different
excavation problems as they arose, or in rotating the crew
occasionally to more evenly distribute the different kinds of
labor, meant that the field assistants were shifted as
needed among the crew chiefs.
The staff was divided so that one overall supervisor
was always present on the site, aided by at least two crew
chiefs and their assistants, every day that weather
conditions permitted operations to proceed. This
arrangement maintained the recordkeeping capabilities of
the project and adequate personnel to continue both
excavations and water processing of the dirt. One crew
chief, generilly Otinger, was responsible for the
maintenance and operations at the water processing station
while the others supervised the immediate excavations and
transportation of the excavated Soil to the water processing
station.
Supervisors were responsible for all written records on
the project, although the writing of some inventories and
notes on feature excavations could be delegated to the crew
members who were doing such work. Each supervisor
maintained a daily field notebook of the general operations
under his perusal, plus the appropriate field specimen

catalog, collection processing, photographic, and other
project data forms. Besides his regular notebook, Jlohn
Miller kept a hardcover transit book in which he made
overall site mapping notations, which. were done under his
direction.
Fifteen persons (see acknowledgments) participated as
paid field assistants during the Cedar Grove project for
varying amounts of time. The maximum number of
assistants on the site on any one day was an even dozen.
Heavy equipment operators (see acknowledgments) were
hired to operate their own backhoes and bulldozers.
In addition to the regular staff 41 other persons (see
acknowledgments) volunteered assistance in the Cedar Grove
project for over 500 hours in the field and hundreds of
hours in the laboratory. Most of these people were
members of the Arkansas Archeological Society and/or the
Louisiana Archaeological Society who had learned of our
research through a call for volunteers put out by Frank
Schambach. Many had previous excavation experience in
the Arkansas Archeological Society's amateur certification
while others, such as a class of specially talented
from Norphlett Elementary School, had never seen
an archeological site.

Together they provided valuable assistance to the
project and made it a real exercise in public archeology by
their involvement. Volunteers were put to work on tasks
appropriate to their expertise under crew chief supervision,
working with the regular staff. The volunteers collectively
participated in most facets of the extcavation, from pushing
wheelbarrows and waterscreening, to burial excavatio-is.
Assistance in the laboratory included cleaning and sorting of
artifacts and the reassembly of whole pots from the
interments.

RESEAR&CH O0tGANIZATION

Records and Collections
As already noted, the supervisors maintained a variety
of records besides their field notebooks. These other
records (see Appendix X1 for examples) were all 8 1/2 x I I
inch looseleaf format except the various floor plan and
profile drawings and overall site maps, which were done on
graph paper of different sizes.
Summaries of field notes were made on a form entitled
"daily work record" which provides an overall picture of all
activities going on each day of field investigation at the
site. The crew chiefs filled out these forms from their
notes and project archeologist Trubowitz reviewed them and
added information as necessary. With one exception, all
written records were reviewed by Trubowitz to insure that
they contained consistent information and to add any data
that may have been omitted. The exception was the
"excavation data forms" which, as noted below, were not
completed due to time pressure and redundancy with other
records,
On a site as large as Cedar Grove where multiple
excavations are in progress simultaneously it is necessary to
have a flexible provenience system. The key to the record
of the Cedar Grove excavations was the "field specimen
catalog" which for each number assigned provides a list of
the feature or area, horizontal location and/or grid square
number, vertical location or stratum, specimen description
and remarks, date collected, and the recorder. Each
supervisor carried these forms and assigned numbers as
needed to the different proiveniences he worked with. An
overall checklist of serial catalog numbers was maintained,
so that each supervisor could sign out blocks of numbers to
use, avoiding problems of duplication. A carbon copy of
these catalog sheets was submitted to the field laboratory
when the artifacts were turned in at the end of each day.
The accession number for the data recovery at Cedar
Grove was 80-1209. Cedar Grove artifacts recovered before
the site mitigation have accession numbers 80-593, 80-622,
and 80-1103 (test excavations). Aboriginal artifacts
recovered during subsequent removal of the historic
cemetery are accession number 82-1009. Catalog numbers
for the site mitigation run between 80-1209-1 and
80-1209-1562. There are some gaps where numbers were
not assigned in this sequence, and many numbers were
assigned as "control" identifications for various proveniences.
These controls were assigned in order that the data
could be computerized for analysis. NVit,) a control number
all associated proveniences could oe referenced and
retrieved by computer. An "excavation data form" was to
:)e filled out for each field serial numoer (FS"J) that was
aissigned. The FSN is synonymous with the catalog numoer.
The excavation data form provided a consistent mneans of
recording what provenience a FSN referred to (which
duplicates the information on the field specimen catalog)
and in addition what other proveniences or artifacts this
FSN was associated with. This form was designed to be
filled out in the field, with the data being reaoily
formnatted far keypunching if that method of data
manipulation was utilized. This basic system had been used
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recent Survey research, such as on the Conway Water
Supply mitigation (Santeford et al. 1983), Alexander site
mitigation (Hemmings 1983) and Toltec site excavation.
One "artifact" of these computer forms, was that all
excavation units that were tied into the site grid system
were referenced by the coordinates of the northwest corner
of the excavation unit which was treated as the unit datum.
Each excavation unit larger than 50 cm square, whether it
was a backhoe trench, a 3 m square in the grid system, or
another sized unit placed to follow out a specific feature,
had an "excavation unit summary" form filled out which
recorded the unit, excavators, kinds of features recorded, if
any, summarized the data collected, gave strategy, field
conditions, and interpretations, plus a standardized key for
excavation illustrations. All relevant FSN numbers for each
provenience were listed on these forms in lieu of the
computerization of the field data on the excavation data
form.
To keep up with the large quantities of earth being
moved from the excavations to the water screening station
a "collection processing form" was maintained by both the
excavation and water station supervisors. The collection
processing inventory provided information on how each FSN
was treated after excavation (whether it was screened,
flotated, or neither), and the number of standardized
wheelbarrow, bucket or bag loads, resulting in what number
of packaged bags or boxes of processed material. Carbon
copies were sent into the field laboratory, where the staff
could then insure that all material had arrived in the lab,
and that all loads sent for processing had been run through
the appropriate screen size.
Various feature records were utilized to record
miscellaneous pits, postmolds, and human interments, both
historic and aboriginal. A separate feature list was kept
for each of the four categories just mentioned. New
feature, postmold, or burial numbers were assigned as the
features were recorded in the field, or as features were
designated on the basis of later analysis of records and
collections. Descriptive information was recorded on other
feature records, which summarized the FSN collections
associated with each feature. Floor plans and profiles were
drawn as appropriate on graph paper. The locations of in
situ artifacts and Munsell soil colors were noted directly on
the drawings. Although it had been hoped to do all such
drawings to a consistent scale, stocks of graph paper varied
and a variety of scales were utilized. This applied to
overall site mapping as well.
.1 Besides the normal feature records kept, a special
"skeletal record" form was kept on each aboriginal
interment that was encountered. These forms were
designed by Jerome Rose, bioarcheological consultant for
the Cedar Grove research, to provide the basic descriptive
information and an inventory of the skeletal parts; this
provided him with the information he required for his
analysis. Descriptions of the burials were written by at
least one member of the excavating crew on each burial,
and often multiple observations by different crew members
were recorded for these features.
Specialized "radiocarbon sample data record" forms

previously on~ large scale excavations under the direction of
Christopher Peebles at Lubbub Creek, Alabama (Peebles

were also filled out for those chronometric samples at the
laboratory to accompany those samples when they were sent

1981L).

for dating.

Cedar Grove was the first time the Survey utilized
such a data form, and as such some of the "~bugs" inherent
in any new method of recording were not worked out until
after the project was over. Initially the supervisors at
Cedar Grove were assigning numbers so rapidly to different
proveniences that although the field specimen catalog could
be kept accurately and up-to-date, everyone soon fell well
behind in working up the FSN excavation data form. As all
information on this form was recorded by various other
mneans, completion of these computer forms was abandoned
near the end of the project and no attempt was Tnade to
complete those computer formns that had already been
started. The excavation data forms now provide a backup
to other records. However, the Cedar Grove experience
with these forms permitted their incorporation in more

Other forms used in minor amounts included a "shovel
test record" (which lists test numbers and presence or
absence of cultural material in the various soil zones
encountered) and numerical checklists for keeping
inventories of different numbered subjects.
The Survey's standard photographic record sheet was
employed, which records the exposure number, date of the
photograph, direction taken, description, roll number, camera
type, and film type, photographer, and the negative number
assigned for filing. Both black and white plus-X 35 mmn
photographs and Ektachrome 200 color slides were taken of
every major record photograph (not including some of the
general illustrations of the crew at work). Two exposures
were made of each color slide so that duplicate photographs
could be filed at the State Archeologist's Registrar Office
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kin Fayetteviiie), and the Survey station at Magnolia.
After completion of the analyses, copies of all notes
and records will be filed at the Registrar's Office with
copies also going to the Southern Arkansas University
station. Ail artifacts, soil samples, and other excavated
data will eventually be curated at the SAU station for
permanent storage and study access except the human
remains, which will be curated at the Human Biology
Laboratory at the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville.

m square dug in the Caddo Ill component (E-W Trench 3,
Section 3.) The indirect impact zone excavations were
refilled on December 26, leaving the indirect impact zone
delimited and marked for historic grave removal.
Site Condition
When the supervisory staff arrived at Cedar Grove on
October 23, 1980 the site was the same as it had been left
following the test excavations the previous June (Figure
7-2). The excavations in the indirect impact zone south of
the revetment road had been filled in, as had Test Unit I
in the direct impact zone. All other excavation units in
the direct impact zone, both hand and machine dug, had
been left open to provide future guides for the stripping of
the flood deposit overburden.
Test Units 2 and 5 had encountered historic grave
shafts which had since been removed for reburial, along
with the few marked graves encountered in June (a
maximum of six individuals) by Red River Levee board #1
and the Cedar Grove Church. The backhoe pits left from
those grave relocations were still open, providing additional
windows on the depth of the buried midden.
The direct impact zone was overgrown with large
weeds, including wild gourds and goosefoot (Chenopodium
sp.) which had flourished in the backdirt of the excavation
trenches (Figure 7-3). The walls and floors of the
east-west trenches were generally free of this overgrowt,
but the north-south trenches which drained towards the Red
River were largely cnok'd with vegetation, as was the
ground surface in the areas where no work had been done
other than the clearing of vegetation during construction.
The indirect impact zone was under cultivation in winter
wheat.

FIELD METHODOLOGY
The techniques utilized to recover the data buried at
Cedar Grove were, of course, closely tied to the data
recovery research goals and the site condition. Sampling of
the full variety of available data was sought. Modifications
in tne field tect.,iques were made as the excavation picture
changed with each day of work. Although almost all
techniques that had been projected in the research design
were utilized, the order of operations was adjusted as
necessary; flexibility in data recovery is a key element in
any excavation,
The following descriptions of the field research are
arranged by different tasks or techniques, but the
excavations proceeded with nany ovei lapping investigations,
The actual progress of the excavations is shown in Figure
7-1. In general order, the site grid was established, and
then the overburden was removed. Shovel tests, backhoe
trenches, and hand excavation units were employed to
further define the geomorphology and settlement
arrangement of the direct impact zone. Column samples
were then used to collect midden samples across the direct
impact zone, and definition of archeological features in
floor plan began. Following a four day rain period these
"site definition" activities were continued until November
21, when stripping of the midden with heavy machinery was
begun to search for settlement pattern features. While the
heavy equipment was present the indirect impact zone
excavation areas were also opened up to the level of the
archeological deposits for later work. Following another
bad wea' her spell over the Thanksgiving holiday, final
discovery of features, their eLxcavation, and mapping were
undertaken in the direct impact zone. Only after the bulk
of this work had been completed in the direct impact zone
were excavations started in the indirect impact zone.
There settlement pattern and feature excavations were
undertaken until the end of the field season. The site was
closed down on Decemoer 23, ready for backfilling with iron
rebar stakes sunk in the ground at S138 E140 and S141
E130 and at the northwest and northeast corners of the 3
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3LA97 data recovery calendar, October 23, 1980 to December 22, 1950.
1.
waterscreen operation begins; 2. aerial photography; 3. soil peels laid; 4. first
metal detector survey; 5. probing begins; 6. second metal detector survey.
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Because of the rapid gear up for the excavations, some
of the equipment was not on hand during the project's first
few days.
The pump used in the waterscreening operations
did not arrive from the manufacturer on scheduie, and as a
result the waterscreening did not begin until Novemoer I.
in spite of tnese problems 50 actual vorking days were
spent on *he site between October 23 and December 22,
inciioing te !our days of supervisory mor< before arrival at
fieid neaaquarters of 'nost
of me fie.,d.rew on :.ctooer 27.
As potnunters operate extensively in sou thwest \rkansas
out of Texarkana it was considered necessary from the
beginning of the excavations to maintain an overnignt guard
at the site to protect the excavations and the equipment.
Pairs of the staff assisted by crew chief Otinger's Malamute
dog rotated nightly in staving at the field
headquarters from October 31 to November 14 without

_,incident,
notice.

Figure 7-3.

Site condition before excavation in
October, 1980.
Looking east, showing
Ooerw
19n0. reoking histowing
r
overgrowth and removed historic burial
pits (AAS negative number 07571)

Limitations on the Excavations
Excavations at 3LA97 were projected at 50 working
lays of investigations. The last regular work connected
witn -e excavation was completed on 7)ecember 22, 1930.
ouriln, tnis period rain and/or sleet made it impossible to
wor on nine days (October 27, November 14-17, November
23, November 26-29) and rain fell without ompleteiy
nalting work an three other Jays (,ecemoer
, 16, and 19).
rowarls the end of Dece,noer the weather became very
Coll. -naxing it Jifficult to work etficiently, particuiarly
v:tn
O'aoing and pnotograpnic efluinent.
Some time was
.)st :3 staff
:n-ss -esuir.t n
!troi t'e
i
cT e
went ier.

so the overnight guard was suspended until further
Care was taken each nignt to chain together the

equipment that could not be locked in the field building.
Following the discovery of the first aboriginal ,rave on
December 1, the overnight site guard rotation was
reestablished until all aboriginal interments had been
excavated.
The news of their discovery was of course
conveyed to the landowner and the Red River Levee Board,
from whom other local people soon learned of the finds,
Some of the volunteer help from the Arkansas Arcneological
Society warned the staff of the intentions of pothunters to
loot the site if it was left unattended. So these precautions,
though time consuming and requiring extra duty from the
staff, were well worth the trouble.
The presence of a guard dog for much of the project
provided an extra bonus. The dog's presence deterred the
nearby cattle from wandering through the excavations in the
direct impact zone.
As the trenches in the indirect impact
zone were too far from the iield house for the dog's
presence to be of benefit, each day at the close of the
work day the excavations in the indirect imoact zone were
enclosed within a makeshift barbea wire fence.
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S13' E130 and S!'JC E1.25 nar,~ed the outer edges of tne
iine. This baseline gave us control across the entire
east-west lengi of' tne direct imolact zone. The artificial
grid- nortri-souti line run perpendicular to it was measured
at 22 degrees 25 seconds east of magnetic north. By!
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Search for Site \iidder Components
Following tne clearing of N-S Trencn 2, three profiles
lust over I m wide, were cleaned by hand on tne west wall
of the trench to searci for evidence of any occupation
levels deeper and earlier tnan tne Caddo IV/V component
(Figure 7-5). These profiles were labeled %CutsI througn 3
from south to north, witn Cut 3 being the deepest,
extending for 3.92 mnaelow tne current, ground surface
wnicti nd itself beern stippecd of its midden during toe
Tne bottomr ofti
origirii construction of trit revetmet
cu-. was probablv over 5 ni Delow tne preconstructior; groun:
surface. Although cla,, strata similar to those found tne
previous June in E-A Trencni 3, Section 3 (where the Cadj-'
J. midden had been identified) were present at the oto
of Cuts 2 and 3, there was no evidence here of an'
component earlier than the Caddo IV/V occupation.

ean
from wes:tr
k.*.r Zia:, dirt Denol

Tn

ap

~4"-

Figure 7-4.

did most of tne stripping wrilie the smailler macnine ciecirec
out oid Nortn-Soutri Trencn 2 fromn tne June testing for use
as mre waterscreening station, and also prepared a platform
adjacent to the field building for paring.
A theodolite set over tne original site datum was used
to establish the line of the high point of the buried site
midden along the levee so that machinery could cut down
and away from this high point in stripping the surrounding
overburden. On the south side of tn - direct impact zone
the levee was purposely cut tnrough to confirm the location
of the midden. As the Stripping proceeded it became
apparent that it would not be possible to leave a clean
profile exposed along the south edge of the direct impact
zone, as had been planned in the research proposal; baclkdirt
had to be left supporting that cut face to prevent it from
collapsing. Trie stripping revealed tne last of tne rnmeA
graves (Historic Burial 10), a stone engraved with tne name
"Connors."

Biulldozers stripping oft the flood
,verburden, looking east (AAS negative
number 807580)

Figure 7-5.

West profile of N-S Trench 2, profile
cut 3. No occupatic levels show
below the top of the profile, which
was lower than the Caddo IV/V midden
(AAS negative number 807591)

RESEARCI

OGANZATION

Following a day of rain on Octooer 27, when the bulk
of the field crew traveled to Magnolia from Survey
headquarters at Fayetteville, unloading of equipment, set up
of the field building, and establishment of the water
processing station were undertaken (although the pump still
had not arrived from the manufacturer). The site grid was
again extended into the direct impact zone off the S103
baseline, and 3 m squares were laid out at S42 EI7S, S42
rhese three excavation units were
and S45 EISi.
EIS8,
placed to relocate Test Unit I from the 3une testing in
order to confirm the accuracy and placement of our
combination of the test and excavation grid systems. Our
placement was confirmed as shovel skimming in the
southeast corner of S45 E181 encountered the northwest
corner of Test Unit I in floor plan, along with the filled-in
grave shaft where Minnie Wilkerson's grave had been
removed for reburial by the Levee Board.
Determining Site Stratigraphy
On November 29, shovel testing (five transects each
with five test holes) was attempted on the west side of the
direct impact zone to determine the distribution of the
te a
diren
impact zonse toeterie
thdisbutoned of
midden there; these tests were quickly abandoned as it was
found that sterile flood deposits still obscured tne midden
there. That same day, trenching west-east across the
direct impact zone was begun with, a tackhoe to better
define the natural and cultural stratigraphy across the site
(Figure 7-6). This work, including most profile mapping of
the trenches was completed by November 3.
Crew chief
Guendling supervised the cutting of three trenches
to 3 from These
south to
north) were
after the
theywidth
were oflaid
(numbered
Out
with a I theodolite.
trencnes

places, permitting accurate mapping of that feature, as well
as a historic roadbed, whose ruts appeared in profile in
Backhoe Trench I. Historic graves were encountered in all
trenches, providing the first indication that the historic
cemetery extended across the entire direct impact zone,
and was not a small locus at the north end of the work
sl
locu
ofite ofor
and
as na
been asthe
assumed. The
The profile
area,
as
had previously
Backhoe Trench I also showed that the east side of the
direct impact zone had been cultivated, as undulating crop
rws fmta
t
o
win bee
theste
as u d
by
rows from the last plowing before the site was buried by
flood deposits could be seen.

the toothless bucket of the backhoe (ca I m) and varied in
length. Artifacts found in the walls, soil sample, and
sediment peels were mapped in profile before being
removed.
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Backhoe Trench I was approximately 69 m long, running
from E151 to E220 with the north wall of the trench at
Backhoe Trench 2 was almost 40 m long, running
582.
from about E146 to E185, with its north wall at S55.
Backhoe Trench 3 was 15 m long, between E158 and E173,
The backhoe was also used to open an area on the
at S42.
east side of the site where a 3 m square was later
excavated (S72 E212), as Backhoe Trench I revealed that
flood overburden still covered the midden deposits on that
side of the site.
The eastern 6 m of Backhoe Trench 2 were dug by
hand as other excavations (see below) begun while the
trenching was in progress made it impossible for the
machine to complete that last segment of the trench. A
separate hand extention of this trench that was 3 m long
was later excavated at S55 E187.35, on the opposite side of
a 3 m square excavation unit, to continue the east-west
profile within that area of the site.
These trenches confirmed the results of the previous
June testing which had determined that the site was
centered on a ridge trending from southwest to northeast,
on which the historic levee had been built (Schambach et
al. 1982), with the midden apering off on either side of
this rise (Figure 7-7).
They showed that we had been
somewhat cautious in removing the flood overburden, as the
midden still was buried by as much as 60 cm of flood
deposits on the west side of the site where the midden
slipped off more deeply down the bank of a buried slough
bank.
The trenches cut through the historic levee in two

Confir-nation of tLAapping Coordinates

OT 3'

1

15

M

A. 3 x 3 m unit S48.77 E157;
B. 2 x 2
3LA97 schematic excavation site plan.
D. Levee
C. 3 x 3 m units S42 E178, S42 Ei1, S45 EISI;
m unit 579.27 E161;
F.
E. Levee Transe't Unit 12 extension I x 2 m;
Transect 2 x 2 m units (i);
A0 E12 ; G. 3 x 3 m units 572.5
3 x 3 m units S51 E.94, 554 E184, 557 E184,
H. 3 x 3 m unit 572 E 212 within Backhoe
E15, 573.5 Elga, 575.5 E191;
Trench 4; I. area stripped in indirect impact zone (interior of circular house with
3. 3 x 3 m unit in Caddo
Features 17 and i8 and two aboriginal burials),
L. limits of machine stripped and hand
midden;
K. waterscreen location;
M. limits of machine stripped areas
cleared area;
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Later hand-excavated 3 m squares were dug at 572.5
EIS5, 575 .5 EISS, and S78.5 E191.
These units were east
of the historic leve-e, in the area that had been cultivated.
Althaugn th)ev were comnpletely excavated through the
midden level, (all midden sail was watersdreened) and tne
unit flours were scraped clean With shiovels and hoes, no
evidence of settlement pattern was found again. These uh, ts
had been piaced in an area wnichi we had; jiage.4 to be
relativels undisturbed.
Tn:.
as true of excavaiion un:! S'2 E21- the 4rrise
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Figure 7-7.

Backhoe
shoving
west in
number

fro-n north
-8. tc; heuukuits
siut ,at
opened
S7,an
included
$0,al
four squares
E~a(Fgue
these unts was not completely excavated as nhe profiles
revealed trhat the norther- end of these units nad previousv
been disturbed during the original revetment construction
zefore the Site had been recognized, while tit, southern
u,iits
were crossed by the remains of tne historic roadbed,
which had also disturbed any evidEnce at aborigiha,

~settlemnti.
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£f'ccavation Ln.ts (Direc: I-nbact Zone)
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difficult to position an excavation unit
down without disturbing historic grave shafts. Same snove.
SKim ming was undertaken before Units 54S.7' E15- (3m
square) and S79.27 E161 (2 mn square) coulc be placed
without intruding oh) historic features. Unit 54S.77 E,57
was placed -tween Backhoe Trenches 2 and 3 where the
profiles snowed the midden sloping down into ove.Dan,
deosits, in order to specifically sample the cia% cePosits
bearing midoen. The smaller unit was oziened t, sean'- .10
vis':nC settlement pattern anc to ozitai- a iarge-i'h
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These samples were selected by dividing the I m

squares into 36 smaller 50 cm squares, fromn sduare I it)
northwest corner, left to right, aisdtop to bottom, to
square 36 falling in the southeast corner.
A list of randomnumbers was taken from a random numbers table, so that
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Hand excavations at S51 E184 and 554
E194, lookasg southeast (AAS negative
number 90/1698)
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Distribution of random midden column
samples (open squares are columns
where a historic burial was hit;
f.'silled-in squares are part of the
random sample;, circles represent
:olumns slightly off coordinates but
still used in calculations)
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Table 7-2.

List

ranc:r" -ii der cilurn

562 E1652S£176
E66
£5IE168
S51 E168
556 £168"
63 E168
575 E166
878 E168
s
540 E175
$7o 162
557 E175
$3 E61560 £175,
S.3 i16.
S65 E175
S5 S164
580 E175
S59 El6
lost to historic burl.is
**moved from other locarion (due

S60 E15,
S
££S-5 Elwl
E5"
S6i E157-

583
Sb
563
563
568
S71
575
SI
587
S38
554
575
S85

samples

S40 E16.-

E175
E9*
£179
E179
£179
E179
E179
E179
E179
E181
181**
E181
E181

69
S73
S74
588
S54
559
585
581
583
577
588

E184
£184
EIS:
£18..
E190
E190
E190
E209
E209
E21
E214

to obstruction)

T-i ,e units 'ere excavate D' nand r) two ievei 4 , jr
upper one consisting of nottled overburden of the levee,
which contained mixed aboriginal and historic debris, and
the undisturbed dark aboriginal midden below this built up
layer. As with other units, handpicKed artifacts were kept
separate from those recovered at the water processing
station. Control was maintained by cnecking against the
profiles of the unit walls, and the field crew generally nad
no difficulty in distinguishing the difference between these
two strata, and the muck ditches of even blacker midden
that sometimes cut through the unit:.
Balks were left between the levee transect units to
maintain control of the two strata. Once all transect units
had been excavated, soil samples were removed from some
m
of the balks and Ihe rest of them were checked for artifact
content. After the midden was excavated the floor of the
unit was gone over with shovels and noes to search for
possiole settlement pattern.
The bulk of the excavated soil was processed through
6.4 mm mesh as were the other hand excavated units.
Random column samples were taken out of Levee Transect

The Levee Transect
.35.115

\s noted under tne discussion of the trenching above,
rie profiles of Backhoe Trenches I and 2 revealed the muck
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Units 2, 5, b, 3, 1, and [2 tor processing thsrougn I -ni
screen. The two n squares wvere subdivided into 50 c:n
square sampling units, as was done ior the larger 3 -r
squares. with tne suounits numoered from I to 16. Again.
a iLst it random nunoers .was ,enerated for seiection it the
squares. Three column 5amples fromn tne overall site
hidden sampling also fell within the levee transect (S61
They weeecvtdoaG~airt
-1-9, 563 E179, and 554 E191).
oeiore removal 'if the levee transect units they lfel within.
As an additional check on our recovery tecnniques all
midden from Levee Transect Units 2 and It, and both the
midden and levee fill from Levee Transect Unit 12 were
processed through I mm mesh rather than 6.4 mm screen.
The resulting debris, mostly daub, was so great that it
rapidly clogged the I mm, mesh and made it difficult to
quickly process the entire sample. This sampling showed
that it would not have been practical to have waterscreened
the oulk of the excavated soil througn the smaller mesh,
and reinforced our strategy decision of lising large screens
with selected samples of different excavation units being
3rocessed througn Ine smaller mesh,
Aifter the atner hand excavated inits ano random site
coiumn samples had been compieted the levee
mniide
transect was left standing as a guide !or the stripping of
the remainder of the mnilden in 'the direct impact zone.

As A1 November 20 ail hand excavation unitS that -.OUiJ
mne irect impact zone outside the levee trnec
De luig
4ere :Om-nzietd. Tie next day stripping of the remaining
-hiddeni outside the evee transect was o)egun with a tractor
The aa after
7-i 3).
pkn a setf -ioading oliade Fgr
:hat a D7 :oulldozer dined in the *nachine stripping. A~gain
.t vas concluded that other heavy equipment, such as a
roaograder, could not oe used efficiently within the confined
limits of the opened excavation units.
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Tr--tctor and self-loading blade stripping
the midden, looking northwest (AASoftelveAA
neaiv ume907925)

sa01

as~ :;t~

-is

oein-'

r- -hdve, '

.evrnrte
7)e snai hand esa tOfste
nan.;
it the cr ew
' nh:eir dirt ,tc,;Kd.~
trte
foilawea Denind *ne machiherv aifter thieir passes A-ere
and :leaned the s,,osurtace :.,)or vi!h i,ioveis ,nod
:on:iete,
to searcn tor evidence of settle-nent natterh F:,,,jre
hoes
Potenriai aoor.;.na. !eature were har~ec vitm ced
7-;W.
surveyor's lags, while historic ;rave snalts ,ere hiar ed
we!re
with a .3,)tra,t~ng tlorescent orange flag. Pese "a,
_dther ce
acei .n thne center of the Idenciaied featuires.
nenoerS were te'nporariiY reieasez fromn the iano :;eahin;
to assist the supervisors ,i recording the progress )t :he
stripping.
Once ail mididen had bieen stripped 'with) the machinery
in the direct impact zone. the -nachines were roved aver
to the indirect impact zone and were used to reopen -5-j
Trencni 4 and Section 3 of E-V Trench 3 for iater
excavations in those areas. This mrachine 'work -was
completed in four work days, interrupted on Novemoer 23
by rain.
OJn November 25 the site was closed for four davs at
Thanksgiving vacation, which coincided -with the arrival of a
severe sieet and rain storm that would have mnade t
.mnpossibie to have worked on the site ri anv :-ase.

Figure 7-14.
7-13.

/

3acKOirt piles for the stripping -were made an the west
side if the direct impact zone, Deyond the site occupation
area, and on the northeast side of tne direct imnpact zone
.vnicn had ",ren previously stripped of its nidden during
c-onsTruction. Crew mnefrners checked these o)ackdirt pties
after dirt loads were deposited and any artifacts found were
hrinooseked. In one case this close monitoring af the
led to our oeinq' able to associate the 1eioris in tne
Dac,<dirt witni a feature :evealed in the previous machine
cat; part of the law of the dog buried in Feature 10 was
placed back with the rest of the skeleton.
Generaily the oulldozer was used to remnove tne oui. at
the midden, with the tractor and self-loading !blade then
:nabiing passes after the heavier machine nad moved on.
The tractor and Wlade gave a shallower but cleaner cut
througn the Soil. However, the bulldozer was more effective
at rearranging the backdirt and in stripping through harder
pacsied areas and clay deposits, such as were found in thC
-\Il of
historic roadbed on the east side of the levee,
hachine 4orK ma, Jone u;nder supervision of -memoers of
theJuervisorv stilf.
Aiaterscreenihg operituons were : ised -)wh turii4,:ite

\iidden anda
_t~pn
theStrioping
Preparation of the Inirect imoact Zone

Figure

.o,&ANIZArION

Kand cleaning the stripped submidden
surface, looking south on the west side
ume
ngaie

S07931)
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Definition of Features

However, despite diligent searching no aboriginal
burials, which had been projected as being present on the
site, were found until December 1, when shovel scraping
and hoeing finally revealed Burial 1, which had been
exposed by the machine removal of the midden. There was
hardly any indication in the soil of a burial pit outline, and
this caused concern about whether such features could be
discerned at all in the sandy subsoil, given the stripping
techniques we had been utilizing.
It was determined at that point to obtain a probe from
the Magnolia Survey station and begin searching the direct
impact zone for submidden aboriginal burials. Additional
probes were obtained from Blan Ellis, Jr., a volunteer
working at Cedar Grove, who is also a member of the
Arkansas Archeological Society, Dan F. Morse, Survey
station archeologist at Jonesboro, and Ann M. Early, Survey
station archeologist at Arkadelphia.
The systematic probing was begun on November 6.
Eventually the areas between the historic graves, inside the
levee transect, and immediately to the east of the levee

After the four day break, the hand cleaning of the
stripped midden subsurface continued. Various features
appeared across the site in the area hand cleared west of
N-S Trench 2 (Figure 7-15). These features were
concentrated on either side of the historic levee; on the far
east side of the direct impact zone hand cleaning revealed
no evidence of any features, either aboriginal or historic,
No features were noted in a 10 x 10 m area stripped east
of N-S Trench 2 in an area centering on S72 E200. The
total area handcleaned in the direct impact zone amounted
to ca 1,717 sq m surrounding the levee transect with an
additional 10 sq m east of N-S Trench 2 near S72 E200.
Aboriginal features at first were circular stains in floor
plan, which were designated either as possible postmolds or
pit features based on their size and shape in cross section
profiles. This distinction was arbitrary in the field, and only
analysis of the soil and artifact samples taken from these
features (see below) provided better functional definitions,
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Like Burial 1, the grave pits' outlines were generally
not visible to the naxed eye until the excavations started .o
The fill of the grave pits was almost
reveal the skeleton.
entirely sterile sand, witn little or no trace of nidden
Jeoris. It was concluded mar tne buriajs had been dug
oefore the extension of the general nidden over them, tnus
explaining our jifficulty ,n seeing grave pit outlines in trse
iandy soil below the nidaen.
As it was concluOeo on the basis of the ceramics that
the site dated into contact times, it was furtner assumed
that there was a possibility of European manufactured metal
trade goods being present in aboriginal graves on the site.
Therefore, metal detector searches were employed across
the strpped direct impact zone in the vicinity of other
aboriginal and historic features.
Two different metal detector surveys were made, first

were all covered by closely spaced probe holes (Figure
This coverage ran across the highest part of the old
7-16).
natural site rise, the area most likely to have contained
asoriginal interments.
%lostof the east side of the levee
transect was removed with a slip scoop to make it easLer
to probe beneath that feature. Probing under the west side
of the levee transect was accomplished by using one long
prooe and coming in underneath at an angle, after the levee
remnant ,as probed from the top. (After the testing at
3LAI2S was completed in January of 1981, a bulldozer that
was utilized for closing down that site was brought to
JLA97, and the remainder ot the hardpacked historic road
This permitted
east of the levee was stripped away.
probing of the ground below that feature; no additional
aboriginal features were found there when the probing was
done on June 13, 1981.)

by the project archeologist on December 4, and then oy
Ann Early's assistant tark Hubbs on December 15.
Truoowitz employed a Mletrotech \lO.el 220 which produced
variable metal finds, ncluding a coin, some chain, and a .22
cartridge case from lust below the surface, but it was iater

found that this instrument survey had missed pieces of
Huoos used his own Garrett Grounchog
metal wire fence.
nhcn
has
VLF/TR (a low frequency transmitter/receiver) w
the ability to discriminate among ferrous and nonferrous
The depth range on tnat instrument in his !our
metals.
years of experience mnith .t mas up to a maximum of .76 -.
Although ne turned up additional metal debris from t.e
historic occupation, no evidence was found of aooriginai
As it later
interments with this metal detector either.

....-

turned out, though, none )f the aboriginal buriais that mere
discovered by probing "ia any netai grave goods.
I-owever, the etfectieness of the probe was
definitively demonstrated ,n he discovery of -nooriginal
o 3 3elow
burial 14.
Prooin; oetimeen nistoric graves li ana
the historic graves revealed a mussel snell that was I,ai
This aboriginai
over the left arm of the Indian burial.
grave was then found to be undisturbed except for one
missing leg bone, below the level to whicn the historic
graves had been excavated.

Feature Excavation
..-....

Figure 7-16.

Probe hole spacing in Levee Transect
0, looking north (AAS negative
init
107957)
8umber

Eleven add,tionai abori inai nterments and two istoric
grave snafts mere discovered in the direct impact zone by
probing.
-\lthougn there was the possibility that additional
aboriginal graves might still be present amid the historic
cemetery, additional probing beyond that done between
December 6 and .3ecemoer 20 would have required a
disproportionate labor and time investment; this could not
be justified for tne small returns likely within the available
(During the recovery of the historic cemetery
time frame.
in the summer of 1932 only one additional aboriginal burial
small
child that was beneath the west muck
was found-a
Jitch. This confirmed the original field decision.)
T'ne staff members who participated in the probing
couid distingjish by feel the difference between their
Nonetheless, hard
hitting bone, ceramics, or plant roots.
contacts of the probe were checked out to determine wnat
had been struck, by digging a small hole down to the
When tnese holes confirmed the presence of oone
Object.
or pottery, ine area immediately around the find was
cleaned back witn shovels and hoes to identify a grave pit
outline.
This work was simplified as it soon became
apparent tnat all aboriginal graves were oriented rougnly
north-south.

.

features such as shallow pits and possible
postmolds were cross-sect-oned to confirm their artificial
orgins.
The two Jog ouriais identified in the field
(Features 4 and 13) were removed as blocks and were taken
For postmolds a soil
to the laboratory for excavation.
sample was taken from the cross-sectioned half, and after
drawing the profile the other half was removed for flotation
processing. Except for handpicked artifacts and soil
samples the dirt from half of each pit feature was floated.
Aboriginal human burials were excavated in floor plan
with hand tools. Soil samples were collected and the rest
of the grave fill was usually floated. Excavation of eight
of the l4 aboriginal interments was complicated by their
having been disturbed in part by historic grave shafts. To
recover some of the missing sections of the aboriginal
burials, and to see if the historic grave diggers had
removed any of the grave goods, some of the historic grave
shafts were checked for position of the historic coffin and
body. When the depth of the historic interment had been
confirmed, a portion of the grave shaft fill above that level
was shoveled out for waterscreening through 6.4 mm mesh;
by this means some parts of the disturbed aboriginal
skeletons were recovered and it was ascertained that the
grave goods had been removed during excavation of the
historic grave shafts.
As removal of the historic graves was specifically not
part of the aboriginal data recovery contract at Cedar
Grove, the locations of the historic graves encountered were
mapped and marked with surveyor's flags, but no further
excavation was made in those features other than the shalt
checks mentioned, and work around Burial 14 (see Chapter
9).

.Aboriginal
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Excavations in the Indirect Impact Zone

As time was running short and it was immediately
evident that the historic cemetery also extended into the
indirect impact zone (Figure 7-17) and had caused
disturbance of the aboriginal deposits, most of the midden
soil in these exploratory units was not sent for water
processing. Any observed artifacts were handpicked, and
samples of the midden soil were collected in measured
bucket volumes for water processing. Column samples from
S138 E130 and S141 E130 were also taken (at 5139.5 E132
ard 5141 E131.5 respectively). Features (pits, postmolds,
and aboriginal interments) were excavated in the same
manner as in the direct impact zone, although only selected
postmolds could be profiled for verification, as there was
not time to check all of them.
As the project drew to a c' ,se there was time only for
excavation of a single 3 m square in the Caddo III midden
in old E-W Trench 3, Section 3. The midden was shoveled
out for processing t -ough 6.4 mm screen, and the floor of
the unit was shovel scraped to check for possible features.
No features were found.

Excavations in the indirect impact zone were deferred
until the bulk of the research in the direct impact zone had
been completed. Although this strategy meant that
ultimately we were not able to completely excavate some
of the features we investigated there, it was justified as
there was no immediate danger to the indirect impact zone
right-of-way, whereas any data not recovered from the
direct impact zone would be lost to construction of the
revetment.
The primary task in the indirect impact zone
excavations was to locate the house structure found the
previous June in testing (Feature 3). Once the heavy
machinery had stripped off the overburden of old E-W
Trench 4 plus an expanded area surrounding it, the grid was
extended into the indirect impact zone and three 3 m
squares (S138 E130, 5141 E130, and S144 E130) were opened
to search for the structure settlement pattern. Postmold 5
from the June tests was relocated, but this feature as it
turned out was an interior support post or small pit, and it
was not immediately clear which direction the house wall
would be found. Exploratory trenches were first run off
the 3 m squares (including a I x 4 m trench from S147.1
E131.4 and a I x 9 m trench from S140.5 E133) and then
some larger areas to the northeast of Postmold 5 were
cleared using a slip scoop pulled by winch,
Unfortunately for the prehistoric archeological remains
of the Caddo occupation the historic cemetery was found to
extend into the indirect impact zone. Thirteen additional
historic graves were found there, possibly lined up in four
or five rows, again roughly facing from west to east, on
the west side of the levee. These graves disturbed portions
of the house pattern and the features within it.

Special Samples
Archeomagnetic samples were collected from the only
feature (17) with a fired clay lens that had potential for
dating by that means. Radiocarbon samples were recovered
from Features 17 and 18 and some charcoal found in the
midden in Levee Transect Unit 12. Thermoluininescense
samples were selected in the laboratory from shell-tempered
sherds found in Features 17 and 18 and the midden from
Levee Transect Unit 12.
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Dirt was Jumped into the sluice and pretreated with
water before it was allowed to flow into either one or both
of the screen compartments. This vater soaking before
screening helped speed mne processing and allowved Detter
control over the load of soil in the screens, tnan vould
have ieen afforded by direct cumoing if tne dirt into the
screens. Some of the excavated soil was nian in clay
content and these samples were presoam~ed in wheelbarrows
or large tubs in a solution of vater and trisodium
phosphate, usually at least overnight, before they were
dumped into the sluice for processing. The trisodium
phosphate helped break up the bonds between the clay
particles so that the soil could be screened. This technique
was based on similar treatment used at Phillips Spring,
4(ater Processing
A 22 kg
.Missouri (Marvin Kay, personal communication).
to the end of the project.
lasted
phosphate
trisodium
of
bag
it
discussion
,revedinK
the
n
tines
several
Nis noted
Flotation samples were processed through two flotation
the field netnoaology, all excavated soil, excluding special
after models developed by Bill Rooertson for
tubs patterned
matrsceenn.,
M
atifctswasto
sa-niesandianoicxo
ound Archaeological Project (Watson 1976). The
the Shell
p iaescnin.
was t a
ars tiatn
and manpcssedg
itanin
drum containers wvere fed from the pump througn the
ive annd
istatio as se
2fo pg~ressin3. Tisc
bottom, forcing lignt debris up through an inner drum, over
i setng to tn puver tad
'lichs
% -F-irenin
provide
a sluice to be caugnt in two nested U.S. standard sieves
apu.Iu
provided .nvinti urca acce frdsttings
(one 6.4 nmm resn and one .4 mnm fine sieve; a numoer 6
vtrs
y
asTrie :)um:r sourcea mor ah iofearu n.
numnoer 40 sieve respectively) that acere held within a
trsnand
oup a-lineite-mev~dut
1~h w,~
bucket at the end of the sluice. The "treated" water, sans
ncn ita,~e and a :aac~
p~rpknooei -. T?1) mihan
artifacts and flotation ran out of holes cut in the sides of
)I !.o aterscreens
\Ai
of :3.;00 ;allons p)er siour.
the buckets at the bottom. 41eavy fractions aere caught .
andj -wo flotation ievi,:es :ou,d -)e is'rite(: simuitaneouiiv
m)sistec 3f A %i1-i( 005x
puno). The mattrscreen
Oiv ae
A tire ;nnertuoe coilar
a screen in the inner drum.
between tMe inner drum and the outer 189 Liter container
I
srees
,oartnens.
.eed-s~a viisceentn-i
'selped force the vwater to exit up from the bottom, leaving
-ii *nto :ne
wer!
wiiloo -e
.nm
eirier . nn
Denid oniy *he heavy fraction.
)t sa -one
)i.rcesseii ,ioi
.ra ne Iependi'4 )n t-\e -,.i
practice it was found that some of the heavy
otarecveri:onenoateIn
the
raction was so voluminous that it cflogged the inner drumn
te yi<L mdtrl
t !-w
7Tie !ir! vas Drng't
:u-ie- tron tn
jiir
)ovenencs
c*
screen, and this mnaterial nad to oe scooed out of the
drumn even though the lirt ,n the drum was 'Kept stirred
a-vnes mid flotat:or. Sin~es :rn n eatjies.
is :o"
with a snort handled hoe or a snovel ,Ijndle. This scooped
tenszreeis O)a4.ed .h O;sic
acre Drou.gnt t own t iC -)a
out material was placed in the 6.4 mm nested screen, which
or -seavv iuts -inastic trasis baqs. In A tea tases
snleetmrng
was included with the other heavy fraction when the sample
open bacxed Ric~up trucms wvere driven directly to .he
waterscreen and the dirt -as snoveied .nto r." siuiceprcsigasomltdndteru
sdmednaI
wsdmedna
dirt
wasprcsigwsomltdadheru
of
the
nOst
Ijowever,
truck.
directly from the
screen to dry. Thus, some of the larger floated
dwn b
mneioarow.mm
brouht
(mostly modern vegetal debris such as roots and
dwn b
brouht
anelbarow.material

Although suitable nateiial for the collection of tree
ring samples was not found at Cedar Grove, collection
naterials for such samples were available in the field had
they been found. Soil peels were attempted in the
three backtsoe trenches, but these were generally
insuccesslul in some ot tne clay sediments encountered, and
as rainfall destroyed some if the samples aefire tney could
dry adequately for removal. Soil samples !rom general
stratigrapnic Profiles (not features) vere collected .n plastic
bags and were later air dried at the laboratory Oefore
repackaging them,

~tai

~~l,:C

~r

Figure 7-18.

Watercreening station in N-S Trench 2, looking west (AAS negative number
Note profile cuts in trench wall.
8077 51).
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leaves) was incorporated back with the heavy fraction, while
Table 7-3. Volume of dirt processed for Cedar Grove
only the smaller light flotation fraction that passed through
the larger mesh was separated out during the flotation
Screen
Lod
ie/odTotal
process. This light fraction was dumped out of the sieve
Size
Lod
ie/odLiters
for drying onto tightly woven nylon fabric laid on a window
4,000
flotation
screen. The fabric was bundled around the sample and tied
7,350
30
1 mii
245 columin samples
shut with its provenience tag for transportation back to the
15,120
280
54 wheelbarrows
1 mm
laboratory.
256,480
280
6.3 mm 916 wheelbarrows
Dirt from each provenience that was processed by
5,600
280
6.3 mm
20 wheelbarrows
flotation was measured by volume. Seventeen liter capacity
288,550
Total
buckets were filled with dirt before they were emptied, a
few liters at a time, into the flotation device. Lesser
amounts of soil were measured by a graduated measuring
stick which was placed in the middle of the bucket. An
inventory list was kept to total the number of liters
processed from each sample or the number of bags or
Laboratory Methods
wheelbarrow loads of screened soil.
Both the flotation devices and the sluice box and
Once archaeological materials from the Cedar Grove
waterscreens were flushed out and hosed clean between
site were brought into the laboratory, their field serial
diffIerent provenience samples. Completed screens were slid
numbers (FSN) were either checked off on the collection
out of the frame and laid out to dry along the sides o1 the
processing inventory (CPI) form or a running list was kept
wor,( trench, supported on wood and rope racks so that air
of FSN's brought into the lab for processing. This list was
could circulate underneath the screens and dry them more
then checked of f on the CPI's once they were available.
quickly.
All the material recovered from each FSN was recorded on
Provenience control was maintained With color-coded
a sort card (Appendix X0). Treatment varied according to
surveyors' flagging. At tne excavation unit the field serial
the nature of the material and is discussed below.
number was written on a solid colored piece of flagging,
w~'ich was weighted down by tying to a mnetal washer. The
co,or codes told whether the sample was to be put through
Soil Samples
6.4 mm, I mm mesh, or was to be floated. A striped
piece of flagging of the same color as the solid ones
The 193 soil samples were air-dried from one to four
informed the waterscreening crew that they had received
days on waxed paper placed on screens. Once dry, a
the last load from a particular provenience. These tags
standard box supp'!ed by the University of Arkansas Soil
were placed with the dirt sample, were washed along with
Testing and Research Laboratory was filled and
the artifacts, Laid out to dry with the material caught in
appropriately labeled. The remaining soil was wrapped in
the screen, and then one tag was enclosed in the cloth bag
aluminum foil, Labeled, and placed in a plastic bag. If the
which was used for carrying the sample back to the
entire sample filled a laboratory box this was noted on the
laboratory. One of the provenience tags from multiple
list of soil samples. Boxed soil samples were placed in
loads was wrapped around the exterior of the cloth bags as
cardboard trays in numerical order. Bagged soil samples
well, and the extra tags after processing were disposed of
were placed in cardboard boxes and segregated by origin
and the washers were recycled. Not all flotation samples
(either vessel or feature). Sediment peels were boxed flat
could be processed before the project left the field,
as they were brought in from the field.
Unprocessed samples were returned to the Survey
laboratories at Fayetteville in their original plastic bags for
completion of the flotation process. The same flotationFltio
devices were set up and utilized, although the water supplyFltio
was run offI a building spigot rather than the pump. Water
Wet flotation samples which came into the lab were
pressure was strong and sufficient for the flotation.aloetoirdyhwvrmssmpswrerybte
After the laboratory and field processing through
alloed toaircdryihoweverlmost sampleshwereadryobywth
flotation devices or waterscreens had been completed, the
tieghey cam inototd The bheligh
fraction wasree
written summaries were tabulated for the number of loads
weiogh but7 not sortd6.4 The heavraectn watsreened
and volume of dirt processed by these methods. A total of
thouh wr
agti 12.7 mm
h and harwar
6.4 mm clt.waer
just over 4,000 Liters of soil were floated from 87
sorted and recorded, while those mater.-als which passed
proveniences at Cedar Grove. Two hundred and forty-five
through the 6.4 mm mesh were weighed and placed with the
levels from all column samples were processed through I
lgttato
aeil
i eaaebg)
mm mesh, and an additional 54 wheelbarrow loads from four
lgtfato
aeil
i
eaaebg)
other proveniences were processed through 1 mm mesh.
The bulk of the soil was processed through the 6.4 mm
Handpicked Artifacts and Waterscreen Materials
screen, totaling 916 wheelbarrow loads (from 46
proveniences) and two pickup truck loads. Given an average
Handpicked artifacts were washed in the lab, screened,
wheelbarrow load volume of 280 liters, and an estimated
sorted, and recorded. both handpicked and waterscreened
truck load equivalent of 10 wheelbarrows, plus an average
materials were screened through 12.7 mm and 6.4 mm
volume of 30 liters per column sample level, the total
mesh. Any materials which fell through the 6.4 mm mesh
volume of dirt processed from Cedar Grove came to
which could be sorted were weighed and placed in a Fine
288,530 liters as shown in Table 7-3.
Screen Category. Materials which fell through the 6.4 mm
Not only was a large volume of dirt processed by water
mesh which could not be readily sorted were weighed and
processing, but it could also be done rapidly, as on some
retained in an unsorted category.
days as many as 150 wheelbarrow loads were processed.
Stockpiling the dirt from each provenience and then running
only a single provenience at a time through the
HmnBn
waterscreens proved more time efficient than running two
HmnBn
different loads simultaneously in the divided screen
All human bone from burials came into the lab wrapped
compartments. It also reduced the risk of accidental
in newspaper with FSN tags taped on the outside. FSNs
combination of aamples.
were recorded and the bone was left wrapped and not
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Bones from each individual burial were
cleaned.
separate boxes which were appropriately labeled
This material
burial number and inclusive FSNs.
It was delivered in
recorded on the sort forms.
packing to the bioarcheologist for processing.

placed in
with the
was not
its original

Animal Bone
The two dog burials were brought into the lab
unexcavated. These were transported back to Fayetteville
and subsequently excavated there by Nancy Shaw. The
associated soil was screened through a number 40 sieve and
floated as well. Bone was weighed and recorded on sort
forms, but not screened, and placed in the faunal category.
Bone/Antler -tools
These tools were generally in a state of excellent
air dry before cleaning
preservation and were allowed t
rhe only exception to this
with a dry paint or toothbrush.
was the antler projectile points. Their hollow centers were
cleared of soil as soon as possible to avoid fractures caused
by the antlers drying and contracting around the soil in
their centers. Recognized bone and antler artifacts were not
actually screened but their size was assessed in relation to
screen size and this information was recorded along with
These artifacts were
their weights on the sort forms.
placed in the faunal category.

Shell
Most unmodified shell came into the lab with soil in
the shell interior. These mussels were cleaned in
Fayetteville where the soil was carefully removed and
placed in University of Arkansas Soils Lab boxes. This soil
was given an FSN separate from the shell. Shells were not
washed but cleaned with a dry toothbrush. Shells in
extremely fragile condition were treated with a
water-thinned solution of polyvinylacetate (PVA) in acetone,
Shell was not screened but when possible screen size was
assessed and this information plus weights were recorded.
Modified shells such as ornaments were cleaned and
recorded in the same manner as the mussel shells but were
not treated with PVA since they were in better states of
When possible, ornaments were strung in their
preservation.
original order and orientations were noted with attached
tags. All shell artifacts were placed in the faunal
category.
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Sorting Procedures
Dry screening in the laboratory through 6.4 mm and
12.7 mm meshes facilitated sorting of the artifacts into
After materials were screened they were
size ranges.
sorted according to categories present on the sort form.
These categories were chosen on the basis of being easily
separated materials that would not add too many "analysis"
judgments which would have to be rechecked or repeated
In
once the analyses by the consulting specialists began.
addition, for some samples, the time it took to screen, sort
and label these materials was recorded. For many FSNs
the time was not recorded principally because several
people were involved in each aspect of this procedure and
Once materials were
the information was not coordinated.
sorted, they were placed in separate plastic bags and a tag
was inserted which noted the screen size, FSN and category
of material.
Materials of 12.7 mm size were labeled on
their surfaces with India ink and tool fragments or unusual
artifacts in the 6.4 mm category were labeled as well.
Daub, metal, dating samples, "slag," and floral materials
were not labeled with ink.
Most category definitions on the sort ,orms are
The
self-explanatory but a few may need some explanation.
chipped stone category includes cores, core fragments,
preforms, and tools such as drills and points. The
ground/polished stone category encompasses pecked stone as
well (e.g., hammerstones, pitted stones) and also includes
the few resharpening flakes from probable celts or axes
Unusual artifacts were noted on the
which were noted.
back of the sort card.
The flakes/blocky fragments/shatter category was
principally composed of flake debitage (whole and
fragmentary) with definable features of conchoidal fracture
although some materials exhibiting flat fractures without
conchoidal features were noted and placed in this catchall
Lithics miscellaneous refers principally to
category as well.
unmodified materials such as pebbles or cobbles, but some
materials such as fragments of sandstone which would not
normally be used in chipped stone manufacture and
exhibited no characteristics of conchoidal fracture were
included in this category as well.
Three other categories of materials were added to the
These include
list on the sort forms in some cases.
fired/unfired clay which was weighed and bagged separately
but placed in the daub boxes for storage. "Slag" was also
bagged separately, counted and placed in with the historic
materials initially. Unknown included materials which
eluded identification and was counted, bagged separately,
and placed in storage with the lithics. These categories
included only a few specimens.

Total Material Processed
Cera-T ics
WNhole vessels from burials were allowed to air dry
Jnder a cloth in an enclosed cabinet if they were too damp
However,
to work with when they came in from the field.
nost vessels were dry enougn to allow immediate removal
with wooden sculpting tools and metal
ot interior soils
spoons. This soil was screened through 6.4 mm mesh to
catch any artifacts or bone but otherwise was treated in
the same manner as described above for soil samples. The
vessels were then allowed to air dry once again under
cloths in an enclosed cabinet for a day and then brushed
clean with a paint or toothbrush and labeled on the bottom.
A few vessel fragments in excellent condition were placed
in a sonic cleaner at the suggestion of Frank Schambach.
Whole or reconstructable vessels were recorded as a "i"
under the unscreened category on the sort card; otherwise
counts of sherds were recorded,

The totals of the materials processed by their sort
form designations are shown in Table 7-4. Daub was the
most abundant material recorded in total weight. For those
artifact categories that were counted ceramics were the
most abundant. Aboriginal materials predominated over
historic materials in both weights and counts.

Special

Problems and Suggestions

Preservation problems were noticed during the Cedar
Grove project involving antler projectile points and whole
ceramic vessels. Some suggestions may be of use to others
on future projects. The antler projectiles need to be
cleaned in the field before they dry out as once the
hollowed antler starts to dry and contract around the soil it
begins to split. Once the antler splits, removal of the soil
from its interior will not allow it to return to its original
shape even if the antler is still damp.
Whole ceramic vessels generally require the same care
and it would be preferable for them to be cleaned in the
field since the combination of the weight of the soil,
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Colun
Table 7-4.

S49.27

Rough sort totals for all collections
Count

Category
Aboriguial ceraetcs
Daub
Chipped Stone
Ground 'Polished Stone
Flakes, Blocky 1r, ,ments/Shatter

Miscellaneous Lit
Flora

Weightlg)

samples within larger excavation units (includes:

E159, S51.l

E157.16, S57.5 E83.5, S62.5 E184,

573.5

E186, S76 E190.5, 579 E190.5, 579 E192, S72.5 E212, 5139.5
El32, S141 E131.5), Samples from the historic muck ditches
(Features I and 22).

33,660
41,727.5
1,556
102

ics

Fauna
Glass
European Ceramics
Brick
Metal
Synthetics
Unknown
Unfired Clay
Fired Clay
Slag
Pigment Samples
Fine Screen Samples
Soil Samol'es
C-14 Samples
Archeomagnetic Samples

Priority III Samples
17,135.6

3LA97.

Excavation units in highly disturbed midden

5,53-.5
409.2

(includes: 542 E178, 545 E1S,
551 E184, 554 E184, S57,
E184, $60 E184), Levee Overburden samples (Feature 2)

8,895.5

(includes: Levee Transect Units 0-14), Historic roadbed
samples (Feature 23).
Note: Some excavation units, such as the backhoe
trenches and their extensions, cut across or went down
through several layers of varying disturbances. Samples
from these units were divided according to their internal
proveniences. For example, samples from the historic muc
ditches in Backhoe Trenches I and 2 received medium
priority. Levee overburden samples from the levee transect
units received low priority, while undisturbed midden
deposits from those same units receives high priority.
Surface collections, by their nature, do not include any fine
screened materials.

132
16
123.9
408
8
73
251.0
4.0
67
4
46,106.4
191
18
1

METHODOLOGICAL

ASSESSMENT

The flexible field recovery strategy combining
budgmnental and statistical samplng excavations, hand and
'iechanical
excavation, and dirt processing vid water
contraction of the ceramic on exposure to air, and shock of
transportation from field to lab often results in hairline
fractures.
If the vessels cannot be cleaned in the field it
might be advisable to wrap them in damp fabric or some
other ;material to keep tnen tram drying out before
removal of soil can be acco nplished.
As the whole vessels were drN orushed clean in the
laboratory rather than water process-u, it beca-ne evident
on somne of then that pigments had been smeared on the
exterior surface of the vessels as well as rubbed into the
Future researchers wouid De well
incised decorations.
advised to save a sanple of cera-mics from Caddo maddenfor such dry cleaning and inspect.in for surface pigments.

ANALYSIh

PRIORITIES

As portions of IL\9' and IL ,128 wc-e sobiected to
historic disturbance and fa:- rs such as erosiorn. varying
excasation netnooologJes, and aboriginal discard oenaviors
oroduced contexts witii variable scientific value to the
question addressed by our research design. analvs,s priorities
Assignment of three priority leveis can be
were necessary.
made based on a case evaluation of eacri provenience.
These levels are:

Priority I Samples
3LA97.
Aboriginal burials (1-15). Aboriginal features
3-7, 9-21), Undisturbed midden deposits from Levee
7*ranse,:t Units (0-14). Randon
'olumrn
Samoles (ca 50
units), Overbank midder in 548.77 E157, and Caddo Ill
midden 3 m square (Cedar Grove I component).
3LA128.

All samples.

Priority II Samples
3LA97.
moderately
E185, S75.5
E130, 5141
exploratory

'

-

Aboriginal postmolds (5-79), Excavation units in
disturbed midden (includes:
S79.27 E161, S72.5
E191, 578.5 E191, S72 E212, S141 E123.75, S138
E130, 5144 E130, 5147.1 E131.4, S140.5 E133,
trenches),

.

recovery methods proved effective in dealing with the
variety of archeological data and contexts found at Cedar
Grove.
These techniques and a labor intensive work
schedule yielded accurate and rapid data recovery within
Laboratory methods
the constraints of the project.
conserved recovered data in basic analysis categories that
facilitated quantitative and qualitative assessment for
specialist analyses.
Mechanical equipment took care of overburden removal
and stratigraphic trenching, while hand excavations
recovered the associational details of complex features such
Waterscreening of large volumes of
as aboriginal burials.
dirt gathered sizable artifact samples from judgmentally
placed 2 m and 3 m square excavation units, while column
samples statisticaly collected an unbiased sample of
The variety of screen sizes maintained controls on
midden.
the smaller kinds and sizes of debris that could not be
collecteo from all excavations due to time constraints.
Flotation was done for all important feature proveniences.
The field equipmrnt included materials necessary for any
kind of known ch,-onometric sample that might have been
Special samples (dog burials) that required
encountered.
more extensive conservation than could be afforded in the
field were removed in blocks for laboratory stabilization and
dissection.
The field and labaratory strategies were soccessful in
recovering the full range of recognized data at Cedar
Grove.
Th;s success was a result of preexcavation planning
which included consultation with a variety of specialists,
most of whom subsequently participated in the data
analyses. The interdisciplinary approach to planning assured
that the Cedar Grove excavations were a state-of-the-art
archeological investigation done under the constraints of
salvage conditions.
These constraints directed attention to
the Caddo IV/V occupation remains that would be destroyed
by revetment construction in the direct impact zone at the
expense of research on the Caddo III component and the
rest of the Caddo IV/V occupation in the indirect impact
zone.
These remains, however, remain for future research.
Restriction of the proiect right-of-way limits and previous
destruction of a portion of the site by construction and
natural erosion precluded definition of the total site limits
or any of its components through this project.
However,
the Cedar Grove methodology recovered a rich data base,
making the project exemplary not only as a cultural
resource management mitigation excavation, but in any
archeological technique perspective.
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Chapter 8
H-ISTORICAL ARCHEOLOGY
by Neal L.Trubowitz
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nature trending along the roadoed was unmistakable. The
narrov. width of the ruts in general is expected, given that
Domt gas powered and horse drawn vehicles of the early
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east side or the roadbed there may have oeen a drainage
ditch, wncn snowed in profile in tne east and south wails
(Figure 8-5)
of S54 EIS, as a deeper and broader basin
which contained historic trash including unidentifiable rusted
meta, scraps.
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The Cultivated Field
East of the roadbed floor plan, plow scars and
undulating profiles in both 3 m square excavation units
(Figure S-6) and BacKnoe Trench I snowed that the area
flood;
had been cultivated Defore its burial Dv the 1927
of tne area.
again these data agreed with the i925 map

f
I
In

floor plan the plow scars trended from soutnvest to
northeast, once again paralleling the historic roadbed and
levee.
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Figure 8-6.

North profile of S75.5 E188

The Historic Cemetery
During the testing phase of the research at Cedar
Grove no evidence of historic graves outside of the north
end of the direct impact zone was recognized. At that
time the construction had revealed the tombstones of Mary
Mitchell (HIS 9), Lue Powell (HB 8), 3. D. Richards (HB 7)
kprobably mislabeled 3. B. Richard), and Minnie Wilkerson
(HIS 6), in addition to the stone of H. 3. JacKson, which had
fallen into the river due to erosion. During testing live
grave shafts of unidentified individuals were locateu besides
the four marked graves, bringing the total to nine graves
found. %nat later turned out to be Historic Burials 116
and 119 were seen in the indirect impact zone when the
east-west trench was opened. but they were then considered
to De potertial aoorginal graves, as they fell within Caddo
Structure I (Feature 3) and as on other Caddo sites, such
as Belcher (1eno 1959), Indian graves had been found in
rectangular pits under similar circunstances.
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Historic burials in the direct impact
zone

Between the testing and excavation phases of research
the Red River Levee Board and the Cedar Grove Church
sought to remove the identified graves for reourial in other
local cemeteries. The four marked graves were moved xith
no identification problems, but it is not clear whether they
as Historic Burials
accurately removed the graves identified one
burial
(prooably
at least
It is certain
1I through
Burials
I
at the that
location
of Historic
HB
I) was 5.removed
and 2 (Figure 8-7), out later superimposition of the maps
from the testing and excavation research snows that what
was labeled as Historic Bur al 78 after the final site
stripping could have been the same grave as Historic Buriai
2, indicating t. t it had not been removed. Simil ri, at
least one grave (probaoly HB 5) was removed near Test
Unit 5 where Historic Burials 3, 4, and 5 had been
identified. Again superimposition of maps showed that H,
3 might be the same as HB 30, and HB 4 might be the
same as HB 73. At most the grave removal took t..e four
graves that were marked, one burial near Test Unit 5, and
possiblv two burials near Test Unit 2.
This coincidence of some of the graves va not noted
until after the excavations were Completed i . tne winter ot
1980. During data recovers historic graves were nu'nbered
in order of their discover% as thes were revealed in the
backhoe trenches and shnall excavations (Historic burials
11-27). This was after the first overourden stripping nad
revealed the fifth and final mar, ed .rave. *nat of a
member of the Conner family, which was numbered as HI' I).
After the final stripping reveale/ rows of historic graves in
the direct impact zone, they were numbered roughly in those
rows which ran southwest to northeast, from the east side of
the cemetery to the west (Historic Burials 28 to 115). The
final burials (HB 116-128) were identified during the hand excavations in the indirect impact zone (Figure S-8). Between the
work in Backhoe Trench 2 and the final site stripping there may
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The map dimensions showed the cemetery running for
between ca 182-200 m along the road, with the width
varying from a narrow ca 15 in at the north end to ca 30
m at the south end. In the direct impact zone
excavations the width of the cemetery came to about 16 m
within the area stripped for investigation of the aboriginal
component. It is possible that additional historic graves
might be located farther west than currently known,
although it is expected that there would be few such graves
in that direction, as the number of burials decreased on
that side of the site. The indirect impact zone excavations
opened a smaller areas that showed historic burials running
east to west across at least a 13 m wide expanse.
Further delineation of the historic cemetery was not
sought beyond that revealed in the field investigations of
the aboriginal component, as that was outside the scope of
services f or the project. Our immediate responsibility to
any historic graves that we encountered was to mark and
map them, leaving them undisturbed, so far as they did not
preclude investigation of the Caddo occupation. Removal of
the historic graves was specifically not part of the contract
for the aboriginal data recovery between the Corps and the
Survey, and final arrangements for their exhumation were
completed until the summer of 1932 (Rose 1983).

Historic burials in the indirect impact
zone

4
4B

is

~iave

been a misidentification making HB 14 and 21 one and
the same grave. Considering this possible overlap and those
already noted, the actual number of historic graves
identified in the ground represented no less than 124 and no//
more than 126 people. Thirteen of these graves were in
the indirect impact zone and the rest were in the direct
impact zone.2
The historic grave shafts appeared against the
surrounding soil surface as rectangular or square features
with a mottled light colored fill (Figure 8-2). In profile*,,.///
they appeared as vertical shafts (Figures 8-2 and 8-4).
~
Probing showed that the graves were oriented with the head
at the west end of the grave, facing towards the levee and
road to the east. Although the stripping made it impossible
to extactly determine the original depths to which the grave
shafts were dug, they appeared to go about 2 m below the
surface for adult burials, with smaller children having
shallower graves. This corresponds with the traditional or
hoor on cienson of
thyigeograe "shaft vaidteen Th
fohoreoncieton
of uryigreope sixaft deeied heeen
minimum and maximum lengths of .9 to 2.6 m and minimum
and maximum widths of .5 to 1.2 m. The mean or average
length and width was 1.86 x .9 m (6.1 x 1.67 feet). The
ratio of the length/width measurements was calculable for
101 of the graves, giving a range between .91 and 3.57,
with the average or mean length/width ratio at 2.12; this
showed that the grave shafts tended to be rectangular,
averaging just over twice as long as broad.A
Based on the low number of graves found during the
Junve 1980 testing, and their coincidence with the majority
of the marked historic burials, the discovery of over a
hundred more during the data recovery must rank as the
biggest surprise of the excavations, although their broad
extent became apparent as soon as the backhoe trenchesimatzn
had been completed, hitting graves across the north-southimatoe
expanse of the direct impact zone. They were also
recognized immediately on the reopening of the indirect
impact zone excavations. The historical records search in
local repositories was begun by historian Beverly Watkins
while the data recovery was underway, and it was then that
she recognized and recorded the large cemetery area on the
1925 map of the site (Figure 6-3) in the possession of the
landowner, MAr.Triplett. It was readily apparent that the
documentary and archeological evidence corresponded in the
orientation of the cemetery adjacent to a local dirt road,
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Historic grave rows In the direct

The historic graves were obviously orientcJ in rough
rows parallel to the roadbed, although these rows sometimes
seemed to blend or split apart (Figure 8-9 and 8-10). In
the direct impact zone there were at least four major rows
(numbers lA/IB, 3, 4B, and 5A) with several smaller rows
or single graves between larger rows (numbers 2, 4A, 4.C,
5B, and 6). The larger rows had no fewer than 13 graves,
while the most any of the smaller rows could be seen to
have was six graves (row 6). In the indirect impact zone
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dividing the total estimated cemetery area by this figure an
estimate of 279 total burials is obtained for the entire
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Historic grave rows in the indirect
impact zone

Using the same ratio it was calculated that there
excavuldbatiotbras inaema
in the
zoetwnd the rc
thedrc
in 64ndurals inpth areatn
exaain
solbeauth
impact zone, 30 more burials to the south of the indirect
impact zone and about nine undiscovered graves near those
same excavations.
I the cemetery was started as early as 1834, during
the first American settlement of the property, and its
known termination of use is the 1927 flood, then the
cemetery's maximum usage spans 93 years. Dividing the
total number of projected burials by this time span gives an
average mortality rate of 3.0 per year, which is slightly
than figures projected by Watkins (Chapter 6).
However, to shorten the time span of usage of the
would greatly increase the mortality rate
estimate. The local black population of the site area, both
slave and free, has rarely exceeded 2010persons. Using
negative evidence it is presumed that there have been no
epidemics since 1834 (which would have increased mortality
rates), other than the 1919 flu epidemic which was more
prevalent in urban than rural areas. Therefore, it is
concluded that the Cedar Grove cemetery is one of the
first black cemeteries to have been established in this area,
and it should date to the pre-Civil War era. It is the
largest of any of the black cemeteries in the vicinity.
Cemetery Distribution
in the Cedar Grove Vicinity

The Cedar Grove cemetery location is like the other
many as six possible rows,
tiere was evidence iniaigas
cemeteries still in use by the Cedar Grove Church. The
out there was not enough area exposed there to reveal
cemeteries are all located on donated land that was
more than three graves in any single row, or to natcn
marginal to agricultural practices current at the time of
them with any assurance to those found in the direct
their establishment. Tne Wright Cemetery lies on the filled
imatzone.
inobwfthnrhedofBtlLa.Teohrto
Some speculation is possible concerning the total size
cemetery locations are on the filled in por ion of the nortn
of the cemetery population, even tnough its total dimensions
end of the Mays Lake oxbow and the edge of the oxbow on
havbenno scetanedinthe field. It seems likely that
the lake's opposite end, closest to the Cedar Grove Churcni.
thae nowstrtbn asetaied ineeywsatenrhed
The church is central to these burial locations, which may
craeeter wascatetednoThend
estparke
wethee
whereen
graves
thewereer
fewdat
recoeredsTh
markedse
progression of these graves in rows 4B and 5A may indicate
rerent theimeite
dispre chut4myrch
ced mr lts.
this also, with the most recent date of death for Mary
TeWih
eeeyi
bu
mb
odfo
h
church, while the Cedar Grove cemetery lies just under that
Mitchell (November 23, 1925) being the most northerly of
distance in the opposite direction.
the identified graves, followed by Lue Powell (September 4,
1919) and J. D. Richards (\iay 24, 1917) farther south in
the next row over (Figure 8-9). Furthermore, there was an
MATERIAL RE-MAINS AND HISTORIC ARTIFACTS
unused space between rows IA/LB and row 4B tnat may
have been left for future burials. If the cemetery had
Although prehistorians often nave no choice but to
extended much farther to the north, it would seem likely
thatmor
jacsontomston
tha
wold hve eengroup
their artifacts according to raw materials, working
thatmor
Jacsontomston
tha thth
wold hve eenwith
historical debris has the advantage that many of the
eroded away by the river while the construction crews were
artifacts are of known use. At Cedar Grove identifiable
in the area. Local avocationalists Herschel and Dot
items were found among the metal, glass, ceramic, and
Kitchens take regular boat trips along this portion of the
synthetic materials that were recovered (Appendix V) and of
Red River to inspect the sandbars and bank lines for
course the tombstones. Besides those materials that were
eroding archeological remains, and they had not encountered
identified there were 73 objects which could not be
skeletons or gravestones in their trips before the discovery
identified by visual inspection, and another five items that
of 3LA97 during the revetment construction. Thus, it is
wr
fsnhtcoiis
u gi
ol
o eietfe
concluded that the graves found at the north end of th
werelly
ofsytetic originsmbut againchuldtoti beitiie
site probably correspond well with the northern limits of
visually(40iealwaslthed
mos common histoices mateia
the historic cemetery at 3LA97, and temjrptinoit
ceramics (only 16 artifacts). Identifications and dates were
stil
exits.assigned
4y the author in consultation with Leslie
If the 1925 map is assumed to be an accurate picture
Stewart-Abernathy. The historic materials indicate a
oi the dimensions of the cemetery, a conservative estimate
nntet
oerytetehcnuyocpto
once
Groenemetery eveey ouabed, anete
Cearl
iteth
of the area, usn a12 m length by 15 m width gives an
n
oabd
cuition.earGoeceeey lve
area of about 2,787 mi. An2 estimate of the average density
cliain
of I grave for every 10 m was obtained for the site by
overlaying eight 10 m squares on the map of the burials in
the direct impact zone, starting south of the newer part of
Tombstones
the cemetery at the north end, which was not filled with
its total capacity for graves. Counts were made for each
The few tombstones that were found at Cedar Grove
of these eight squares, and the averagemr~mber of burials
have been relocated at the Old Town Cemetery north of
as
was calculated at 10.5 burials per 100 m which 2was then
LeivlenLayteCoty(uPol)orhe
s
converted to the ratio of I grave for every 10 in . ByLeivlenLayteCoty(uPwl)orheM

HISTORIC A.&CHeOLOGY
Lake Cemetery on the Doyle SMstn place (3ackson, 1itznei!,
and Richard). No analysis of the tombstone materials nas
been made, out they were either granite or marble. Four
of the stones mere rectangular blocks with a oeveled too
face displaying the seal of the Supreme Royal Circle of
Friends (Jac.cson. Mitchell, Ricnards, and Viikerson, Figures
6-5. 6-6. 6-8 and 6-9). This desi.gn consists of a lion aoove
an inverted triangle with the initials P.., C., F., (Royal
Circle of Friends) in the angles surrounding a central 1109'
that prooaoly stands for a 1909 founding date for the
society; these designs are present at other cemeteries
(Beverly Watkins, personal communication). M~ary Mvitchell's
stone has in addition the inscription "Supreme Circle of
Friends of the W~orld" surrounding the lion/triangle device.
On thle face of the stones the chapter number (Circle No.
2) and name (Cedar Grove) are given in addition to the
name of the person and date of death.
Unfortunately most of the graves were unmarked, or
else they nad originally oeen identified with wooden or
other markers wnich -have since deteriorated. However, no
postinoid or board stains were noted at the head of tne
ourials without markers. The preponderance of inmarked
6 raves mnay 3e typical as this was the case at the 7/rign
,:e nettry. one of tne tnree extant Cedar Grove community
ziurial grounds. There unmarked sunken pits snow the
ocations of graves outnumboering those with an assortment
of tombstones (Figure 3-1lfl. The tombstones range fromn
carved snafts like those found at Cedar Grove. to pourcd
.ancr~ze .n wni the Durial information has been z. cri -i
\rL5Lire 3-12).
Tnis pattern af unmarked graves in :e 'nalort a,
zases. mitf -i !ew concrete marKers repiacing stone snaZts
iftcr tne .;rn at tne entwrv is o)raoso
ran
n
:e~nel,.ris acro)ss mhe lowlan d areas of 'Ar~dss 7
~
)attern was found for the black comm~unity at Par--i n
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Variety of marked graves at the W'right
Cemetery, Lafayette County, Arkansas
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eaienme
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conmunicarion.
Tnese
?resent a ,;:,-ie capsuie
,00Ked aefore ;,.s ourial
our visit to tnie N'rignt

views at tne .tri~1i
e
view af now Cedar Leave n tlvea
iv tne 1927 flood. At Vinetine at
;e-netery (Decernoer 21, 1930).
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and a new graye nad zbeen recently du;. Somne at i
stones there are contemporary mitn tnose at .edar .rave.
The Royai 5uciety motif on tne iOeila 3Viimerson sto ,e at
7Nrignt Cemetery was identical to '.Isnnie Ndilerson, s tan
and they we' e probaoly conitempoorary.
Paweil had a jilerent rieadstine. a re anzuiar

0OL. that iao neen . ecjrated and trianec zo rzs :i
i
zotimn .tesih sur nountej wita in arched c~a o .,n
!-eaves kFigure 6-7). aesiles namec and date of deat'.ne
age (64 Years) was given. pius moe inscription 'Gone to a

better land.'
Footstones were also in use at Cedar Grove. O~ne wvis
found for Mtary %litcheiL (Scnamoach em 31. 1932). and the
only stone found with tne Conner burial (Figure 6-ii) was
probably also a footstone. Evidence for a missing
I ootstane.-a square projection of the grave pit- *as found
at Historic Burial 46 (Figure 3-7).
Mletal
Almost half of the metal recovered was rusted iron
which could not be identified. The majority of the
recognizable metal artifacts were also iron, with two coins
(see oelow), 10 pieces of brass, (9 ammunition, I button,
and I tack) and seven pieces of lead 05 ammunition, L
decorative coffin plate and I bale seal) as exceptions. The
bale seal (Figure 3-13a) was 13 mini in diameter and had an
inscription reading "R-MECO." It was found in Levee
Transect Unit 11. The lead coffin piece from Historic
Burial I13was a decorative molding around a fastener.

Figure 9-11.

IF

Unmarked sunken grave pits at the
Wright Cemetery, Lafayette County,
Arkansas (AAS negative number S3627)

fron Fasteners and Pencin . Nails and otner fasteners
-were the most common netal artifact found. A total of )3
nails were found, all oum two of wnich -were mire nails,
which wouild place their mnanjfacture after 1333
(Stewart. Aibernathy M^-3-33). Thecother two nails mere c~it
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Figure 9-13.

specimens, but the heads were too rusted for further
identification. Five fiatneac screws (each 13 cm long) were
found watn 24i of the wire naiis and five coffin lid thumb
screws in the fili oi Historic Suria .42; these were prob3o1'.
par- of the coffin lij ciasure, from whiicn the wood had
since dis.,ntegratea. -D! tne 16 nails from Historic Burial 11
twnicn was DartiallN aestroveO D%fBacimoe Trencn 2), some
were still e:noeddea in waoc fromr The top of a coffin side
panel. Ten dtner coffin lit tnumbSCreWS were found in the
cerneter. area, otner his*3ric grave fij, and on the surface
after the site was stripped1.
Five fence stapies were recovered along with numtrous
pieces of wire, including one piece that was identified as
'hog wire" with a 76 cm mesn size. This piece (found just
west of Levee Transect Units 7 and 8 on the edge of the
cemetery) was .46 m long and included the top of the fence
and the first horizontal level below it. Other fragments
(Figure 9-13b) also snowed tne coiled attachment of the
mesh to each norizontal element. One piece of
four-pronged barbed wire was found in unit S79.27 E161.
These wire fragments and fence staples indicate that at
least portions of the historic cemetery were fenced,
although it cannot be ascertained from the archeological
debris whether there was a whole cemetery fence or lust
individual grave fences.

LThese

3-14.

Iron Hardware and Tools. Some possible wagon
hardware was found west of the levee during the stripping
operations and at S33 E181 with a metal detector. Another
piece of farm or construction machinery was found with the
mnetal detector in the historic roadoed east of Levee
Transect Units 12 and 13: this was a shacKle with a screw
closure. Several other artifacts may have been deposited
during either construction of the ievee and/or the roadoed.
inciuded an eye SOC~eted hoe (Figure 9-14) tniat tooK
0 handle 5 cmnin dianeter: it had a blade 1S cm wide. it
was found in the bacocdirt after the stripping of thie west

Eye-socketed hoe blade found east of
the levee (AAS negative number $15676)

Miscellaneous historic artifacts. a. bale
seal; b. ksogwire; c. 1119 Liberty nickel;
d. 1900 Liberty nickel-, e. brats button;
f. porcelain button; g. banded annular
mug fragment (AAS negative number
315677)

Side of the levee. During the initial site Stripping a piece
of chain was recovered at the south end of the levee in the
direct impact zone. It had 5 cm long links whicn were 9
mm thick. It was recovered in two segments, just over a
oa egh
mtri
Iron :ontainers. Two concentrations of thin Iron
se ipa,'a
6pee n n
oewt
nt.
represent two crusned tinned cans. Tne smaiier
zacnrto
a on
nTi utc
fte12
lo
oetatio;n o as foun ornrt hen
sunae ofite 1ipin927
flo
n
n
te a
aeto
ounsml
S~2
Z159) witnin the ;arger excavation unit S,4S.77 El157. It
-. ay nave )een witnin an animai ourroa.
6-

~

Ammunition.

A variety of firearmr ammunition was

fun
tedr.rvildngiesntushl
u
iragments, three bullet shells, and five pieces of lead wn,,:.
may represent spent bullets. These artifacts show riuntini;
and/or target practice in the vicinitv of the site, wit:, tie
shotguns probably being used f or waterfowl and small gamne.
while tne tairget(s) for the bullets are more difficult to
specify.
Of the five shotgun shell fragments, one was a piece of
the brass case, but the other four had identifying marks
including one 16-gauge "UMC CO NEW CLUB," a 12-gauge
"REM-U.'C NITRO CLUB," a 12-gauge "UMC CO NEW
CLUB," and a 12-gauge "WINCHESTER REPEATER." All of
these are from smokeless powder projectiles (hence the
"nitro"l designation) and postdate the Civil War. They were
all found in levee overburden deposits in the direct i'mpact
zone around/or in the levee transect units.
The bullet shells, all of brass, included a case marked
'R A 32 5 &W," which stands for Winchester Repeating
Arms, 32-caliber Smith 6 Wesson Revolver. M4arkings could
not be made out if they were present on trie other two
shells. By measurements tnev were for a 22-caliber weapoand a 44-caliber gun. Again these artifacts represent
post-Civil War weapons and they were found in levee
overburden deposits (the .32 and .22) or west of the levee
(the .44j.
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Of tne five pieces of lead, only one can be designated
as a blunted bullet with some certainty. This was a 33
calioer projectile tnat nad splayed on impact with a solid
ooject it could not penetrate. Of the other four pieces one
-nay represent a .22 projectile, another a .30 projectile, ana
the
Oter two are ilatteneo into oblong shapes and cannot
De Tneasured for original diameter. None of these lead
pieces couid oe sinKers as tney are not grooved or drilled
for line attachments. The two oolong pieces resemole pie
crust weights used in baking; such an artifact is unlikely to
be found outside of kitchen or kitchen midden deposit. The
.22 lead piece was found in the fill of Historic Burial 42,
the .30 piece was found on the east side of the levee after
the midden was stripped, the .33 bullet was recovered in
uit S79.27 E161, within the historic cemetery, and the two
other pieces came from 57 E184 roadbed deposits and
Feature 20 in the indirect impact zone.

exterior, which date oetween 130 and 1900 for period of
nanufacture. These snerds were found in the initial
stripping of the site, in waterscreened levee overburden
deposits in Levee Transect Units 2 (two snerds) and 3, in
column sample S80 E175 (0-10 cm), and in the backdirt
west of the levee after the final stripping. Two sherds nad
salt-glazed exteriors; they were found during the initial
stripping on the surface. One stoneware snerd had Albany
slip on both surfaces, which was common between 1380 and
1900 (Stewart-Abernathy, personal communication). It was
recovered in the levee overburden deposits in Levee
The surface on the last stoneware shserd
Transect Unit L.
(from Levee Transect Unit 5 overburden deposits) was
defaced, and only the Albany slip interior was visible.

Coins. Two Liberty "V" nickels were recovered. One
minted in 1339 (Figure 3-13c) was recovered from the
waterscreened levee overourden in Levee Transect Unit II.
The second coin, minted in 1900 (Figure S-13d) was found
matn a metal detector 1.11 m west of Levee Transect Unit
i3. These coins could nave Ieen lost by road travelers,
:emetery visitors, workmen, farmhands, or grave diggers.

Of the 138 glass fragments recovered only five were
flat pane glass while the rest were from containers or
bottles. The flat pieces came from Bacxhoe Trench 2,
whicn disturbed Historic Burial 13, a child burial. This
plate glass probably either served as a cover for a
photograph of the child or else actually permitted the face
to oe seen through the coffin iid. Placing pnotograpns on
coffins or tombstones under glass is still practiced in p4rts
of the United States, though its greatest vogue may nave
been around the turn of the century.
One milk glass vase, bro en mnto 0 :rarnenrs, was
recovered from the Conner &rave, Historic Buriai 10. One
other ?iece of milk glass, found n Levee Transect Unit 2
ue east of the Conner grave, couid oe from the same
*ise.

Personal %rtifacts
Two duttons and a :ipe fra:nent mere tne 3n1v
?ersonai ae-ns recovered ,n tne excavations. T'e face of i
:Mo .:,ece ,adies 3rass Juttan was recoverd on thle SrtlCe
m
'le :ice
.::-,r *te fmna. itriapinj m1 *e averour-en. It ,ad
3iC
om.an. -edr.1.
a5 iCedazai t~ig---r 6-3ep.
3fa n 14'e
'r::,.rei-i3i).
.ne
t.ter iutton Nas nace ait a. porcetain
4s si.n".r *o one :aund it Jla .)avosonvilie
Stevart-Atoer;atny .9S3:Figoure 131) n .Zandoipn Cout,

Glass

-\r~ansas.
Porcelain outtons of tnis type date after 1340.
The button was -nade oy pressing prepared clay
into a plaster of paris mold, drying, glazing, and
then firing the button as with other porcelain
items. This process for pressing was patented oy

Ricard Prosser in Birmingham, England, on 3une 17,
1340 (Stewart-Abernathy 1980:36).
Production of similar b*uttns

was continued tvroun

the

early 'gC3s when plastic Dut:ons replaced them. Sucn
nuttons were common ,n the United States, alinougn they
nave often oeen mistaken for opaque glass buttons
(Stewart-Abernathy 1980:36-37). The Cedar Grove button
was found in the levee overourden deposits in Levee
Transect Unit 4.
The ceramic pipe fragment was recovered on the
surface west of the levee alter the stripping operations. It
was from the rim of a kaolin pipe, and measured only 8.8
mm at its longest dimension along the circumference of the
rim. Such pipes were common between 1300 and 1940
(Stewart-Aoernathy, personal communication).

•

Ceramic 'Mares
Only 15 pieces of ceramics were recovered during the
data recovery besides the porcelain button and pipe
fragment. Only three of these were possible taolewares, a
piece of undecorated whiteware found in the plowed rnidden
deposit (Stratum 4) in unit 572.5 E185, another undecorated
witeware fragment found east of the levee on the surface
after the final stripping, and a piece of a light blue banded
annular ware mug (Figure 3-03g) found on the site surface
also alter stripping. Banded wares were popular between
1340 and 1900.
The rest of the ceranics were 11 stoneware sherds, all
naving an Albany (dark brown) slipped interior surface,
There were
thougn the exterior surface treatment varied.
several snerds with a Bristol (cream colored) slipped

Figure 3-03.

Bottle fragments. a. pink tinted glass
neck (Ca 13:0-1920); b. brown glass
neck (ca 130-1230); c. light green
tinted gias bottle "Stamps Fuel and Ice
Co." (ca 1892-1910?); d. light green
tinted glass medicine vial neck (AAS
negative number 313679)
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Of the remaining glass, distributed mostly in small
pieces in historic deposits (Appendix V), 64 pieces were
clear (or lightly tinted green or pink) bottle glass, five
pieces were green bottle glass, and 14 pieces were of brown
bottle glass. Nine of the brown fragments came from one
bottle and 17 of the clear fragments were also from a
single bottle; both had the necks preserved. These
represented two of the four bottle necks that were
recovered.
One neck was clear, and lightly tinted pink (Figure
8-lah it was found in the indirect impact zone when
East-West Trench 4 was reopened. This neck once had a
wire fastener to hold down a cork stopper. Such bottle
fasteners date sometime between IS80 and 1920 in their
period of manufacture. A similar bottle was found in a
well at the historic tenant's house at the Toltec site
(3LAi2), near Scott, Arkansas (Stewart-Abernathy, personal
communication). A bottle neck that had an earlier wire
and cork stopper arrangement, dating between 1340 and
1880 in its period of manufacture, was found in the
backdirt from the machine stripping of the west side of the
levee. This bottle was made out of dark brown glass
(Figure 8-15b). A bottle found just west of levee Transect
Unit 6 had the most recent type of fastener, a crown cap,
(Figure 8-15c). The invention of this bottle closure
predated the invention of the automatic bottle machine in
1903; it was manufactured in a three piece plate bottom
mold, with the crown cap formed by an "improved" lipping
tool (Paul and Parmalee 1973) probably between 1892 and

Many of the metal artifacts indicate construction
techniques of slip scooping on the levee, or else
roadbuilding, and/or cultivation. The few vessel fragments
found were predominately beverage or other liquid
Containers (stoneware and glass) which were associated with
the construction activities, roadside debris, or picnic lunches
that visitors to the cemetery mignt have brought with
them. Pieces of barbed wire and hog mesh fencing
probably guarded graves in the cemetery. Coffin nails,
flathead screws, decorative thumbscrews, lead moldings,
glass coffin plates and flower vase fragments are clearly
related to cemetery use.
The few artifacts which could be identified as to
probable time span of manufacture are predominately
post-1840 to early 1900s. The two most specifically dated
artifacts, the 1389 and 1900 coins, were found associated
with the levee, but it is not clear whether they were
deposited during construction activities or were lost by a
later visitor to the site. These dated artifacts are
consistent with the known history of the area, with
cultivation underway by the 1840s, and the site being sealed
by the floods of 1927-1930.
The distribution of historic artifacts (Appendix V), other
than those directly associated with the historic graves, is
predominately in the levee overburden, the historic roadbed,
or in cultivated midden deposits. This distribution in
combination with the kinds of historic debris recovered
present firm evidence that the historic land use consisted of
a levee with a cemetery on its west side and a roadbed

1910 specifically for the "Stamps Ice and Fuel Co." whose

separating it from cultivated fields to the east.

label shows as embossed letters from the mold blowing on
the light green tinted transparent bottle body, which has
many trapped air bubbles. Stamps, Arkansas is
approximately 32 km by road from the Cedar Grove site.
The fourth bottle neck was from a light green tinted clear
medicine vial (Figure 9-15d) which was found in the historic
roadbed after the stripping. Such bottles are difficult to
datt as they were manufactured from the mideighteenth
cbntury through the last quarter of the nineteenth century
(Stewart-Abernathy, personal communication).
Building Materials
Building materials are conspicuous by their absence at
Cedar Grove. Only one brick fragment, weighing 118 g,
was recovered just southeast of SJ41 E130 in the indirect
impact zone. No other building materials were found and it
is unlikely that a historic structure was present anywhere in
the immediate vicinity of the excavations.

Occasionally hunters or target shooters passed through the
area, leaving a thin scatter of spent ammunition.
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Synthetics
Seven artifacts were identified as synthetic materials,
but only two were identified by visual inspection. These
were pieces of foam or sponge rubber which were recovered
from Features 16 and 20 in the indirect impact zone
excavations. Feature 16 was a depression in the midden,
but as it was within the historic cemetery the presence of
historic debris is not unusual. Feature 20 was a burnt bone
concentration which also could have been contaminated.
Both of these features were given "feature" designations in
the lab to denote some debris concentrations; they were not
defined as features in the field as they were amorphous and
exhibited no distinct floor plans or profiles.
EVALUATION OF THE HISTORIC ARTIFACTS
The artifactual debris, both in the types of materials
recovered and their distribution, fit the pattern of the
historic archeological features and documentary evidence for
the use of Cedar Grove as a historic cemetery flanking a
levee, roadbed, and cultivated field. Structural building
materials and household midden debris were nonexistent.
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Chapter 9
ABORIGINAL SETTLEMENT
by Neat L. Trubowitz

alternating series, tne configuration of which
conforms to the curvature of the migrating channel
and indicates the direction and extent of
meandering.

SITE LOCATION
A number of conclusions can oe made concerning the
landform that 3LA97 was located on during its aboriginal
occupation. As noted in the test report (Schambach et al.
1982) the present locations of 3LA97 and 3LAI28 on the
Red River bank of Lester Bend is a recent phenomenon
having occurred since the I954 U.S. Geological Survey
mapping of the area. When occupied, the sites were inside
the oend, but not adjacent to the main river channel. The
data recovery at 3LA97 and the test excavations at 3LA28T
(Trubowitz et al. 1982) show that both sites were located
on rises, which appear to oe trending from southwest to
northeast, rougniy parallel to each other. Both rises were
buried by flood deposits dating between 1927 and 1930; a
1930 aerial photograph of the 3LA97 and 3LA128 site areas
(Schambach et al. 1982:Figure 6-4) clearly shows a
crevasse-splay deposited wnen the river jumped its banks,
As Hemmings (1982a:99) postulated, it is apparent that both
aboriginai occupations were located on point bar ridges,

Point bar deposits are widespread throughout tne
Red River Valley. These deposits occur inside
meanders of the present Red River and its
courses and channels (Smih and Russ
gandoned
a
1974:Figure 3).
The relative positions and ages of the two sites support
their locations as being on point bars. They are both on
the open side of the bend which has steadily built up point
bars from east to west along its axis; the earlier point bars
lie on the east side of the bend. The ages of the different
occupations correspond with this point bar progression, with
the earlier occupations on the east and the later ones to
the west. Site 3LA128, to the east, had a Caddo I and II
occupation. The Caddo [fKoccupation at Cedar Grove was
between 3LA128 and the Caddo 'V/V portion of 3LA97,
Later
which are approximately 900-1,000 m apart.
settlements could also occupy the earlier landforms (there
was also a Caddo IV component at 3LA128), but no early
Caddo remains could be expected to be found on the recent
point bars, and this is the case. Another known late Caddo
component, 3LA38/48 lies 400-500 m south of 3LA97; this
site may occupy the same point bar rise and would thus be
an extension of the Cedar Grove site.
Site midden profiles and elevations show that the sites
are on similar landforms in a ridge and swale topography
which conforms to the configuration of point bar deposits.
Profiles of the elevations of the midden deposits across the
two sites (Trubowitz et al. 1982; Schambach et al. 1982)

Point bar deposits consist of sediments laid down
on the insides of river oends as a result of
meandering of the stream. Although the deposits
extend to a depth equal to the deepest portion or
tnalweg of the parent stream, only the uppermost,
fine grained portion is included as part of the
topstratum. Within the point bar topstratum, there
are two types of deposits: silty and sandy, elongate
bar deposits or "ridges" that are laid down during
nigh stages on the stream, and silty and clayey
deposits in arcuate depression or "swales" tnat are
laid down during falling river stages.
Characteristically, the ridges and swales form an
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snow similar configurations, with the east sides of the rises
tapering off more gradually than the west sides. The
midden surface at 3LA97 was found at elevations between
68.2 m and 68.45 m amsl (224.09-224 52 feet), while the
midden elevations at 3LA128 ranged between 68 and 69 m
amsl (223.04-226.32 feet); the elevations at 3LA97 might be
somewhat low because the historic levee construction
removed much of the midden surface. Nevertheless, the
midden elevations are considered to be consistent between
the two sites. Both sites also sloped somewhat south along
their long axes.
The stratigraphy of Doth sites shows fine grained sand
deposits ourying the slopes on tne east and west sides of
the sites. The continuous backhoe trenches on 3LA97
demonstrated how the flood deposits overlay tne site, filling
in the slough on the west side of the rise that had been
occupied by tne Caddo IV/V inhaaoitants IFigure 9-J and
9-2). Various sloping deposits (Strata 4, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39,
t0, Appendix VI) of sand and clay contained bits and pieces
of aooriginal garbage. Stratum 4 appeared to oe the main
site middcn that overlay tne otner deposits witn artifacts in
them. Toward the oottom of the profiles the a tifact
bearing deposits had higher clay content. Much of the clay
had a bluish cast that comes from water saturated deposits.
Excavation unit S48.77 E157, which was opened between
Backhoe Trencnes 2 and 3 specifically to test these sloping
overoank midden deposits, snowed this blue clay deposit
contained midden trash, which had been thrown off the rise
into standing water in the slough. These trench profiles
reflected the stratigraphy that could be expected on point
bar rise and swale topography.

Strata 4 and 34 are Caddo |V/V

Soil samples collected during the test excavations at
3LA97 were processed by the Soil Testing and Research
Laboratory of the Agronomy Oepartment of tne University
of Arkansas for soil pH, amount of organic debris (parts per
million), phosphorous, potassium, and calcium (Appendix Ill).
As expected those samples from swale deposits, Strata 30
and 31 in tne Caddo Ill midden, contained higher levels of
organic debris than the sands and silts on the point bar
rises. Only the clay in the swales, midden deposits and the
historic levee overburden and muck ditches, which
incorporated midden deposits into them, showed organic
debris levels higher than .5 parts per million. Stratum 9, a
flood layer deposited somewhere between 1914 and 1927,
was a clay lens with a nigh organic content also. This

Guccione's analysis of sediment size variation (Chapter 3).
Her analysis further emphasizes that deposits off the crest
are those expected by deposition in a swale.
While in the field, different strata were assigned
sequential numbers and letters as they were isolated. The
first 31 numbers and letters A through 3 were assigned
during the testing of 3LA97, while Strata 32 through 41
were numbered during the data recovery. Complete
correlation of the different strata was not possible in the
study time frame, but the excavations from both phases of
the research were roughly matched by visual comparison of
the various excavation profiles. Backhoe Trench I
intersected N-S Trench I (Trubowitz 1982), so that Strata 3,
4, 5, 6, and 7 could be extended across most of the direct
imp.ct zone. Similar profiles in the other excavation units
were then matched against those found in Backhoe Trench
I. Stratum 4 was the main midden bearing Caddo IV/V
occupation deposit extending across the entire site, which in
many places had been disturbed by land use. To this were
added newly defined slope deposits with midden (Strata 34,
35, 37, 38, 39, 40) consisting of swale baitk deposits into
which trash was thrown. The Caddo III midden in old E-W
Trench 3, Section 3 was concluded to be such an overbank
garbage deposit for which the main occupation, on a
separate rise or swell, was not identified; it is either east
or west of the material found in Stratum 30.
Based on these data we may project a picture of
Caddoan settlement location in the vicinity of Lester Bend
(Figure 9-3). Farmsteads were located on fresh point bar
ridges within the large meander bend. As the point bars
built out, the settlements followed them. It is unlikely that
such farmsteads would have been located on the active
point bar, as it would have been subject to flooding,
however, it would have been a convenient source of raw
lithic cobbles needed for making tools. Sloughs between the
point bars probably filled with water which was convenient
to the farrsteads, even if they were located towards the
axis of the river bend, away from the main channel bank
erosion. Ceremonial centers were nearby, outside the
active meander belt, adjacent to older abandoned river
channels and oxbows.
One possible exception to this mound pattern was the
McClure Place. C. B. Mtoore (1912) reported two mounds
with two ourials each; one was circular and the other was
linear. This area nas since oeen destroyed by the Red
River. The Egypt site and its two mounds (3LA23) is less
than 2 km away from 3LA97, about a nail hour's walk.
Battle Mound (OLA), type largest Known Caddoan mound, is
about 5 km from 3LA07, an hour's walk away. Battle
Mlound prooably had a landing site on the active channel of
the Red River for canoe traffic, WhiCh would have made it
even easier to get there. Other mound %ites are recorded
in the vicinity to the northeast and southeast (3LAIS,
3LA132, and 3LA133) within easy walking distance of Lester

assessment and that by Hemmings (1982a) are confirmed by

Bend.

Point bar topstratum consists of red-brown silty
sand, silt, silty clay, clay, and fine sand.
Excluding the larger swales, the topstraturn varies
from 20 to 35 feet in thickness. Water and
organic content are hign in the swale deposits and
are commonly low in the ridge deposits (Smith and
Russ 1974:Figure 3).

At the Spirit Lake site, Hemmings (1982b:61) found
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He concluded that

the most obvious choice for settlement in the
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valley would have been along the recently
formed oxbow lakes adjacent to the active channel.
along oxbow lakes were removed from
the immediate danger of river activity and were
located in areas providing the combined advantages
the high, well drained soils of relict levees and

abundant resources (especially fish) found in
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these lakes (Smith 1978:480-489). It is, therefore,
argued that most of the major sites (e.g., mound
sites) associated with relict Red River channels
were established and occupied during that period
when the channel was a productive oxbow lake
1982:28).
Hemmings (1982b) also noted an association of some of
local Caddo sites (B3attle Mound and Spirit Lake, 3LAg3)
at Spirit Lake
with prairie openings. With his investigations
and those at 3LA128 and 3LA97, point bar ridge habitations,
part of the overall Caddoan settlement system, have now

Due to their buried mature, such sites are

been recognized.

c

probably underrepresented in current archeological site files,
and our view of Caddoan settlement systems has been

6
4

missing a vital part until now.
a

I
A

While mound sites may have

of necessity been farther away from active channels, as
they were in use for relatively long periods of time, many
of the actual Caddoan living sites, the basic subsistence
farmsteads, were located on the point bars. This reflects a
settlement system finely attuned to the potential resources
offered by the local environment in the Great Bend Region.
SITE SETTLEMENT PATTERN

1km

Figure 9-3.

Caddo sites in relation to meander
belts in the Spirit Lake locality,
Sites with mounds: A. 3LA1i; B.
3LA23; C. 3LA132; D. 3LA133; E.
2.
3LA 1. Other sites: 1. 3LA41;
3.
3LA135; 3. 3LA136; *. 3LA33/4$;
S.
3LA97; 6. 3LAi2S;
7. 3LA134;
II.
9. 3LA8G; 10. 3LA89;
3LAl31
13.
McClure Place;
12. 3MI35/3LAI*;
15. 3LA87; 17.
14. 3LA83;
3MI45;
3oe Russell Place; I. C. M. Shaw
Place.

As used in this report, settlement pattern refers to the
distribution of the various aboriginal features that were
encountered at 3LA97. On the basis of the discovery of
soil stains, some of which yielded artifactual debris, 16
aboriginal features (numbers 3-7, 9-19) were defined during
the fieldwork. Feature 8 was concluded to be a tree root
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3ettlement arrangement similar tO those of 3LA97 and
3LA 125.
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Aerial photographs indicate that Spirit Lake and an
adjacent small settlement, Gum Point, on the
northwest were situated on low arcuate ridges,
separated by swales. These ridges appear to be
congruent with the old channel or oxoow lake just
eastward, for which the Spirit Lake site is nained.
Therefore, these small settlements may nave been
placed on recent point oar ridges inside a meander
and near its axis. Such a location would have been
slightly el .ated, favorable for drainage, and
strategically remote from cutbank erosion,
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These two sites are between & and 9 km north oft.
3LA97 up the Red River as the crow fies (15.5 km up by
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As noted by Pearson (1982) there c;.e be no douOt that
the Caddoan peoples who inhabited t j.region were familiar
with the meander and flood patterns of the Red River and
adjusted their settlements to avoid floods and erosion.
Pearson stated that natural levees are the highest and best
drained landforms, and therefore are assumei to have been
the best sites for long term settlement. In his research he2
noted 17 Caddoan sutes on Red River levees in the Great
Send region, one on the levee of a crevasse system, and
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Aboriginal features In the direct
impact zone

\

/ Trubowitz
I4
after cross sectioning and no further work was done with it.
In the laooratory, feature numbers were assigned to five
artifact concentrations for ease of reference (rumbers 20,
21, 24, 25) whicn may represent aboriginal features.
Feature numbers were assigned to one nearly complete and
two potential aboriginal structures. Caddo Structure I Nas
designated Feature 3, Structure 2 was assigned number 21,
and Structure 3 was given number 25. In addition to the
house structures, the features ranged from canine burials,
undifferentiated pits or nearths, to house floor depressions.
Besides these features aboriginal postmolds were designated
in a separate series of numbers. Postmolds 1-5 were
assigned during the testing research (Trubowitz 1982) while
iumbers 6 through 93 were assigned during the data
recovery at 3LA97. The final subset of aboriginal features
were assigned to features that were identified as human
interments in the field (burials 1-15). Summaries of the
dimensions of the features and postmolds, their rough sort
artifact contents and their distribution are provided in
Appendix VI. Figures 9-4 and 9-5 show the distribution of
the aboriginal features.
-
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Table 9-1.

Postmolds
Features

Postmolds
Features
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l

0o

7
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Diameter/Depth Rato
1-1.99
N1
Range
2

1.01
3.98

.32-2.88
.91-9.00

37
1

C....
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~clSlet
s,

23
9

7
9

12
82

postmolds. The bulk of the postmolds have a ratio less
than I, indicating that they are deeper than they are wide,
while the opposite holds for the features. Most profiles
corroborate these ratios (Figure 9-6a-d). There is some
overlap in the diameters of the postmolds and features
which may indicate that Feature 5 could actually be a large
(Figure
9-6e) 5
45, and
postmold.
Postmolds
greater,
but 72
only
Postmolds
have diameters
of 4¢0 5,
cm 21,
or 30,

a

*

13
1

>2
N I

sandy nature of both the midden and subsoil, and since the
midden had to be completely removed before the stains
were visible, these variations are not considered a hindrance
to these simple descriptive statistics.

-

,
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65
9

8-70
9-50

and 45 in this group have correspondingly high
diameterldepth ratios of over 2.
Of course, these ratios must be qualified. Varying
depth of midden across the site, differential excavation
(particularly during the machine stripping), historic
occupation disturbances, and variations in the visibility of
the soil stains affected the depth at which the soil stains
However,
as soil
were recognized
and defined.
definition
was generally
difficult
across the
site stain
due to the

FPO
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11

X
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10-45
30-157
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Figure 9-5.

Aboriginal features in the indirect
impact zone

Differentiation between the postmolds ,urd other
nonburial aboriginal features was at times arbitrary in the
field. The tendency was to call soil stains that were small
circles in floor plan postmolds, while larger less regularly
shaped soil stains were designated as features. Even after
cross sectioning the distinction was always not clear, and it
is possiole that a couple of the "features" may have been
"postmolds," and the reverse is probably also true.
To provide a measure of the possibility of overlap in
these two categories, the ratio of the maximum floor plan
diameter divided by the maximum depth of the same
feature or postmold was calculated for those soil stains
which were cross sectioned and measured (Appendix ViD. A
summary table of these data (Table 9-1) shows that the
features for the most part do exhibit greater mean
diameters, and a sligntly shallower mean depth than the
postmolds, giving basin shaped profiles with wide mouths, as
opposed to postmold profiles that are narrower and have
parallel sides at the surface, which taper to blunted points
(see below). The diameter/depth ratio shows a dichotomy
between those soil stains designated as features or
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Figure 9-6.

10 CM

Examples of postmoJd profiles. a.
Postmold 32, looking south; b.
Postmold 33, looking south; c.
Postmold 35 on left and Postmold 34,
looking south; d. Postmold 73; e.
Postmold 21, looking south

ABORIGIAL SETTLF.AENT
The Metnod of assigning feature and postmoid numbers
ineviaoly meant that same of tne soil stains eventually
turned out to oe natural rather than manimade. Feature S
and Postmoid 49 turned out to oe plant roots after they
were profiled; no further discussion will be of fered for
tnese stains, Actually there were few natural disturbances
of aboriginal features at 3LA97. Roots May have
penetrated Feature 13 and Postmold 21, out there was little
sign of ourrowing animals, which can wreckt or complicate
the interpretation of arcneological features. The sandy
nature of the soil was probably a deterrent to the
construction of burrows, and the great depth of the
twentieth century flood deposits may have been too deep
far modern ourrowing animals to have penetrated to the
buried site level. However, Schamoacn and Mtiller consider
some missing sherds in burials to be the result of animal
activity,
The vario- features of site settlement pattern are
discussed in the following order: small features, postmolds,
structures, and human intertnents. This order was taken as
the larger features, the Caddo structures, are composed of
a variety of the other smaller soil stains, both postmolds
and features

Figure 9-.
Feature
nummber 807939)
numbr 90939)Atioriginal
SMALL PdA TURES
Two of the features, numoers 4 and 11, were identified
as canine ourials in tne field. A third animal ourial mas
laoeled as Aoioriginal cluriai 2 in the field, out tuirned out
to oe m re-nains of a oaid eagle upon specialist
examination.
Feat-are ii Showed as a small articulated mammal
5i(Cletoi (Figure 9-7) generally oriented in an east-west
position. The digging of Hlistoric Burial 12 nad disturoed the

southi side of the feature and -%eavy machinery utilized in
me
ne sripingof
ste iddn nd r-novd te randole
and some Dther post-cranial nermnents. The remaining Done

ma s Ln Door Condition. Ai single sherd wvas found resting an
mena
f the animal. '4o --;ear pit autive could .3e

/
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Jefined, so only tne soil immemiatety around the skeleton
was collected for flotation (17 liters).
Feature i0 was located on the opposite side of the
historic levee fromn the other canine aurial, in an area tnat
mad prooaoly been cultivated (Figure 9-4). This sk~eleton
was also found to De in a deteriLorated condition, and it too
had lost some of the cranial portion of the skeleton during
tne stripping operations. Once nore no definite pit outline
could 0e clearly defined (Figure 9-3), although a slight color
difference between the soil around the bones (Munsell soil
color 7.5 YR 3/4, dark brown) and the surrounding soil
W.unsell sodl color 7.5 YR 4/6, strong brown) may have
indicated a roughly circular pit 54 cm in diameter along its
east-west axis and 45 cm in diameter along its north-south
axis. The need was oriented along with the body to the
north. As with Feature 4, the animal apparently had neen
laid on its right side. The hindquarters of the animal had
been tucked below its stomach. No obvious grave offerings
or -nidden debris wer'e found associated with this animal
itret

canine burial (AAS negative10
Burial Z was, as already noted, first thought
to o. tnat of a numan child, as it was adjacent to the
human infant, Aboriginal durial 1, and both were Of similar
size. The faunal analysis indicated that Aboriginal Burial 2
was a bald eagle (see Chapter 15). As no definite pit
outline was discerned in the field, no clear separation
between the two interments was observed. The heavy
equpment used to strip the midden disturbed their upper
levels probably mixing some of the oroken Materials
However, since the stripping disturbed both
between
intermentsthem.
simultaneously,
it appeared that tney had also
been dug at the samne time and were associated. This
association was further supported by the ceramic analysis
that placed both graves in the same cultural phase
assemblage (Chapter 11). The long axis of tne eagle burial

mihhaernoutlnrh-uh(sddteoinain
of the infant ourial), measuring 45 cm along that axis, and
about 30 cm wide on the perpendicular.
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Faue1

Excavated Feature 14 within Caddo
structure I (Feature 3) (AAS negative
number £08015)

Most of the remaining smali features defined during the
excavations appear to De aboriginal constructions of various
types. Presentations are organized by correlations with
Known and potential aboriginal structures and noted in the
descriptions.
Feature 14. was within Caddo Structure I in the
indirect impact zone. It consisted of a nard paCKed
concentration of Gauri, Charcoal bits, and other ariatFeature
inci"ding a possible sandstone aorader. The feature'snot
maxiTmurf oinenskon was atioul 9, cmn east to west anid it
9-9 .
was about i~crn deep (Figur
It was
r -eature 05 was also wittlin Zadoo Structure I.
partiali% disturbeJ oY Historic buriai I l) and ma~ also nave
been nit oy one of the temnporary fence potts erected
during tne excavations to keep cattle out of tne
excavations. The stain was aoout, 85 cm long. running
rougrily magnetic nortn to south. It was dbout IS cmndeep
and contained daub, ceramics. litnics, anc; j44 g of anima:
rerna~ns, including burnt Done and antler. In floor plan tne
feature showed as an irregular darK stain. MVunsell soil Color
III YR 3/2 very dark grayish Drown, whicn) nad a gritty
texture and was flecked with orange mottling. In profile
(Figure 9-10ic) the feature snowed as a shallow basin
saberinp out on the edges,
Feature 16 was a depression in tne midden outside
Caddo structure I in tne indirect impact zone (Figure 9-5).
After excavation postsiolds 55, 56, and 57 were revealed
below this irregularly shaped feature, which was about 1.4
rn ions in its greatest dimension. No depth neasurement
was taxen. The feature contained 26 shards, one piece 3f
;dub. ' 'IaKe$, 'g
Of anima. re'naails anc a piece of foam
X tb)ohge ruaoer. wnicn ma,. na%, oren insrusve fromn the
2lstoric co monent.
Feature L7. 'itnih Zallo Structure
in1-tri. indirect
impact zone was a uniqlue bell shaped pt*. one half of A-iicn
*as destroyed o.' Historic buriai 117.
rnis precluded the
irawing of an accurate profile for the entire feature and!
getting a goodi estciate of its total size, but the profile a:

C
*

Antler

Bone
Figure 9-10.

Examples of feature profiles within
Caddo Structure I (Feature 3). a.
Feature 18, hearth or baking pit,
looking west; b. Feature 17,
bell-shaped pit, looking west; c.
I5, floo, depression, looking

tn _ suirviving feasture wall clearly stiowec tne ocil sap
(Figure 9~-10o).
It was evident that the feature nac b)een
lined with) Charred cane, and *t yieldeo a large potte-N
sample, a great aeai of daub, including tie largest Cnun~s
found on tne site, a variety of litnics from unmnodified
materials to oebitage, and both floral and faunal remaiins.
Thiree snerds with shell temper were sent for
tnerinolu.-ninescense dating and a radiocarbon date from
charred wood was processed (Chapter 17). Tne feature was
probaoiy .75 m in diameter and it was at least .5 m oee,,.
Feature IS. This feature was within the circle of posts
of Caddo Structure 1, more to tne north side of tne
structure than in the middle. It was the only feature that
showed any evidence of burning inside the circle of
postmolds that defined the structure. Large amounts of
artifactual, floral, and fwa.,al debris were recovered from
this feature. More daub was found in it than any other
feature, along with the most Chipped stone artifacts. Tne
feature was an irregular oval in shape, 1.57 nn long, I mn
wide and .5 mn deep. Postmold 71, originally defined
separately, was found on cross sectioning to De part of
Feature IS.
The feature had four oeposition zones in profile (Figure
9-10a). Zone I was neavilN loadeo with daub. Zones 21and
3 were the ones in which there appearec t)l nave been
thermal alteration, with a great deal of raw Clay That had
been baKed. A heat shattered projectile point (a Scallorn
ari'owheadl witri most of its potlid fractures still together,
was found at the base of these levels, from which a suite
of nine archesmnagnetic samples were removed; one Cube
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A8^
later
be utilized.
Three shell
sherds
found could
in thisnotfeature
were submitted
for tempered
thermoluminescense

a

dating. Three radiocarbon samples were removed from the
feature: one solid wood charcoal from the upper daub laden
portion of the feature, one from the basal level, which was
floated in the lab, and the last sample, a mixture of wood,
cane and nut shell. Two of these three radiocarbon samples
were dated.
Daniel Wolfman summarizes the results in
Chapter 17.
Schambach noted in his field notes for the excavation
of Feature IS a possible i lterpretation of the pit.
There is a reference in Griffith (1954) to the
Hasinai carrying "hot coals" into their houses for
heat at night.
That is a possibility here.
There are frequent references in the archeological
literature to daub being concentrated around
fireplaces in houses. This is generally interpreted
as daub that fell down from daub covered smoke
holes or baffles around the fires (even though the
ethnographic literature says Caddo houses had no
smoke holes). Perhaps this daub was really the
residue of hot daub cooking or heating (Scnambach,
AAS field notes).
Some other artifacts from this feature pose an unsolved
puzzle. These were 57 pieces of a material that appeared
to be part daub and partly a pumicelike material.
it is
packed with numerous gas bubble chambers that make the
fragments light in weignt. The daub and pumicelike
material grade into each other on some pieces. This
material might be refuse scoriae that were incorporated in
the clay daub. Scoriae have been found on Plains
archeological sites, and it is thought to have been used as
an abrasive by the Indians (Marvin Kay, personal
communication).
On the other hand, some stray metal ore
might have been random inclusions in the clay for the dauo,
which then reacted under the intense heat generated in the
feature, forming material that looks like ore refuse,
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Figure 9-11.

Examples
profiles,
Feature
Feature
Feature

,Os.

of undifferentiated
a.
7,
9,
13,

feature

Feature 5, looking east; b.
looking southeast; c.
looking southeast; d.
looking north

Feature 7 was in the cultivated area east of the
historic roadbed in the direct impact zone northeast of
Caddo Structure 2 (Figure 9-4). It was a shallow basin
shaped pit with a maximum diameter of 40 cm and a
maximum depth below the discovery surface of 10 cm
(Figure 9-lD).
Half the feature was floated, giving a
projected total volume of 8 liters. Only a couple of
snerds, a nalf dozen flakes and a gram of animal remains
have been identified in the materials collected from the
feature. The fill consisted of mixed clay and sand, flecked
with tiny bits of charcoal, with an overall feature fill color

of .tunsell soil color 7.5 YR 4.5/4, strong brown.
Feature 19 was an irregularly shaped depression similar
to Feature 15, within Caddo Structure I (Figure 9-5). It was
oriented along the same axis as Feature 15.
No depth
measurement was taken, but it was about 54 cm long.
A
flotation sample of 14 liters from the feature produced 17
pieces of daub.
Feature 20 was the only feature t at showed ash
deposits indicatve of burning on the spot.
This feature was
not identified at such in the field, out was given its own
field serial number to reference concentration of burned
,one and other artifacts that was northeast of Caddo
Structure I (Figure 9-51.
he feature contents included
sherds, daub, some stone artifacts, and animal Done.
It was
approximately circular, about a meter in diameter. This
feature might possibly have been the sou'ce of the heated
daub found in Feature 18; 120 g of unfired clay were found
in association with Feature 20.
However, some historic
debris was also found in this artifact concentration, which
may ind,care either that it is a contaminated aboriginal
feature, or else a historic feature that incorporated the
aboriginal midden, just as the historic levee had done.
These historic remains included a piece of lead (possibly a
bullet) and a piece of foam or sponge rubber,
Feature 5 was an elliptical stain in floor plan with a
naximum diameter of 32 cm and a maximum depth of 35
cm.
The feature might have ueen within a Caddo structure
(Caddo Structure 2, Feature 24, see below).
The fill
consisted of midden mixed with sands and clay, Munsell
In profile, the feature had
color 7.5 YR 3/4, dark brown.
cylindrical sides and a mildly rounded convex bottom (Figure
9-1 Ia). No flotation sample was collected from this feature,
Only two sherds and 2 g of animal remains were found in
the feature,

Feature 9 was another shallow basin shaped pit,
northeast of Caddo Structure 2 and south of Feature 7.
It
maximum diameter was 46.2 cm, and had a maximum depth
It consisted of mixed clays with charcoal,
of 9 cm.
ceramics, lithics, daub, and bone and shell bits scattered
through the feature.
A small gray ash mottled lens about 3
cm thick, was found ca 6 cm below the surface of the
feature (Figure 9-1c). Half the feature was floated,
yielding a total volume projection of 16 liters.
The Munsell
soil color of the feature was 7.5 YR 416, strong brown.
Feature 12 was 2 m east of Aboriginal Burial I (Figure
9-4); it may have been within a possible Caddo house,
designated Caddo Structure 2.
The maximum horizontal
dimension was 35.3 cm east-west and its maximum depth
was 14.5 cm. Total volume of the feature, projected from
one half of it removed for flotation, was 10 liters. No
identifiable macroremans were found in the flotation
sample.
Feature 12 intersected Postmoid 38.
It could be
an animal burrow as it was irregular in both profile and
floor plan.
It was also intersected by the west muck ditch
(Feature I) of the historic levee and was partially
destroyed, making it difficult to interpret the nature of this
feature. The feature fill was Munsell soil color 7.5 YR
4/4, brown/dark brown.
Feature 21. This feature designation was assigned in the
lab to a concentration of material noted about 2 m south
of Aboriginal Burial I in the direct impact zone (Figure
9-4).
This could have been an area that had contained an
The excavator only
aboriginal house, Caddo Structure 2.
noted that it was a roughly circular organic stain or rodent
No flotation
burrow; no floor plan or profile was drawn.
sample was collected, but four sherds and 32 g of animal
remains were handpicked from the stain.
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Featire 6 was i-nmeaiate., east of tne nstoric radoeo
-i tme j.rect i-npdct zone. a little SOUthi anz east of C.addo
ilad of tae feature was floated
5S"ucture 3 (Figure 9-4).
out no profile was Jrawn o! mne feature. It yielded saerds,
a piece o, chipped stone, fiaiies, and small amounts of
fora. and faunal materia.. It was approximately 30 cm in

a

bc

t

a.a-neter.
Fe tare 11. Beneatri tne levee in Levee Transect lUirnt
3 a possiole cache of leer oone was found. Trie Dones
were oriented almost vertically as if they were in a pit
(Figure 9-12) even though no pit outline Could De discerned.
One shTall Done at the DottO,, of the cache was split Out
the others were whole. More animal oone Dy weight cane
out of miLs feature than any other one. It also contained
the t-kird greatest concentration of daub for any feature, a
half dozen sherds, a few pieces of lithic material, and 4
of floral remains. The feature was 40 cm in maximum
diameter and 17.5 cm deep. It could have been within a
postulated Caddo house (Caddo Structure 31.
Featore 13 was not recognized until approximately half
of it had Deen removed. While clearing the floor of Levee
Transect Unit 2 The excavators hit a large piece of
eer, tey
(pooalyhencleredtheWhile
inamna;bon
surroundirhg area, discovering the outline of the pit by the
color of tne soil and its texture; within the feature the
sanay so,. was darxter (M.unsel; soi; color 7.5 YR 314 darK
arawro an- less compact. A deer scapula and severai lar,'e
Meresearc.tioug
ere rouen
s-ic-5ageter
a o am waay tnrogirte
togethoer
P~nrfleowere rpt,

~oi-;ialtwy

-Ii.The p~t was about 20 cm deep anc 57 c-n in
diarnete. in floor plan. A root had cut through the west
side of tne feature, and had acquired feature fill after it
decayed. Fla,~es were found oes ides the sneros and animal
a fetureinsde
Cddoand
Done. The pit could have been a etr
nieCdocould
Structure 3.

4

Figure 9-12.

Feature 11, animal bone cache (AAS
negative number 807964)

t
0-postmld
iw-poel hole

Figure 9-13.

West profiles of postmolda showing the

postmold within a postisole stain, a.
Postmoid 26; b. Postmold 66; c.
Postmold 69

POSTMOLlDS
all postmoids and features within tne direct
impact zone were cross sectioned, time constraints did not
permit the cnec.~ing of those in the indirect impact zone
excavations. However, those soil stains have Deen reburied
and remain for future investigation if any' additiona
is ever undertaken at 3LA97.
Several o.' the postrnoic profiles po;ntec ot an.
important distinction that must oe made Detween tne soii
stains found representing posts, and the actua! size of the
decayed posts that were once set into the ground at These
postmolds loci. In Postmolds 26 (indirect Impact zone), 66,
69 (both part of Caddo Structure 1) tne postmold stain
De separated into two parts, a stain that represented
the decayed post, and a stain represented part of a hole
thiat had been excavated to place the post into the ground
(Figure 9-13a-cl. Thus, the postmold measurements made
on 3LA97 represent post hole sizes for the most p>art rather
than the size of tne actu-iposts, which couid not De
distinguithed in thie majority of the postmholas. The actuJai
post. aiamneters ih the tnree stains with postrnoic versus
postriole distinctions were: Pdstmoid 26. 13 cm; Postmnolc
66, 9-11 cm; Postmoid 69, 11-20 cm.
It is notec tnat oecause of the difficult i of
distinguishing siali soil stains against the san1o' SUO5OLI,It
Ipossible that extant pottmoids were no t recogn,,aoie a:
Cedar -rove. Nievertheless, the presence of teatures acros,
Doth the direct and indirect Impact zones would seemn To
indicate that the search techiniques utilizec were successiu2
in locating tne majority of the features distinguishaoie oy
such methods.
Historic disturbances of the site clearly destroyet mnuch
of the potentiai of 3LA97 to reveal internal settlemnent
patterning through the tracing of postmold lines. Oni ' in
the indirect impact zone excavations, where tne historic
graves were not clustered as closely (Figure 9-14) did a
clear pattern survive, snowing the curve of a circular wall
line for Caddo Structure I (Feature 31. There, Postmolds
61-69, and 84-92 formed anmarc 13.2 m in circumference.
by projecting the curve of this arc it became almost
certain That Postmolds 79A, go, 81, and 32 were the other
side of a circuljar structure. According to the Teran-Soule
model, circular structures for houses or storage were the
forrn Utilized Oyvie Caddo when they were contacted by
Europeans. Further discussion of this particular structure
follows below.
The Teran-Souie model and the dimensions of the
post-noids waitmn Zaddo Structure I are of use in ma~ing
some interpretation of the other postmnolds found on the
site, wnic.- do not form oovious visual patterns. According
to the Teran-Soule model (Zhapter 21. a Caddo farmstead
could exriizit postmold patterns which represent three inds
of structures at minimum: houses, storage platforms, and
ramnadas. t~arhaddS Were CXexpeted to COnSIST Of SIX posts Y
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Postmold patterns in the indirect impact zone

cm in diameter or slightly greater, formed in a rectangular
pattern with about 1.5 ,n oetween posts. Storage platforms
were projected to consist of a circular pattern between 35 m in diameter composed of 40-60 posts; the posts were
expected to be about 40 cm apart and 10 cm in diameter,
Houses were projected at having posts around 30 cm in
diameter in a circular pattern between 6 and 15 m in
diameter (Table 9-2).
Even though the complete wall line was not traced,
Caddo Structure I falls within the range of the Caddo
houses, having a diameter of 9.6 m. Using this size
structure as a possible model for other structures a
template was placed over the other postmolds mapped on
the site to see if any other curving wall patterns could be
defined. A partial circle of about 10 m in diameter was
found in the direct impact zone for Postmolds 12, 13, 14,
24, 23, 42/43, 21, 25, 32, and 26, out as there are large
gaps in this circle, and as there were no internal features
as would be expected within a Caddo house (as were found
in Caddo Structure 1), this pattern was rejected as
fortuitous rather than built. Although it might be expected
that there would be no features within the circle of a
storage platform, this circle would have been too large for
such a structure.
As the size of posts may be an indicator of structure
patterns the postmolds were stratified on the basis of their
diameters. The twenty postmolds in the wall of Caddo
Structure I ranged in diameter from 10 to 20 cm, with the
mean at 16.45 cm. Only one of these posts was under 13
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cm in diameter, so that was taken as the dividing point for
posts that were smaller than wail size (less than 13 cm),
witn posts that were wall size at 13-20 cm, and posts
greater than 20 cm as larger than house wall size. For the
whole site there were l5 posts (17%) in the lower category,
47 posts (53%) in the house wall category (including the 20
known wall posts for 22%) and 27 posts (30%) in the larger
size category, with the biggest diameter posts at 45 cm.
The distribution of these different sized post categories is
plotted on Figures 9-14 and 9-15. While the two smaller
post sizes reveal no clear pattern outside that already noted
for Caddo Structure i, the largest category of posts,
greater than 20 cm, seem to form several clusters or
patterns.
Within Caddo Structure I there are four of the large
size posts, numbers 5, 45, 46, and 72. Postmold 46 is close
to what would have been the center of the house, while the
other postmoids cluster together (Cluster 1) on the west
side of the house (Figure 9-14). These large postmolds may
indicate support posts for the structure (possibly temporary
as Postmolds 5 and 45 were shallow). Such support posts
were found in the only other comparable late Caddo houses
known to the author, Houses 1, 2, 51, 6, and 7 at the
Belcher site in Louisiana (Webb 1939).
3ust to the outside and northeast of Caddo Structure I
among the jumbled postmolds there are four large posts,
numbers 54, 37, 58, and 60, which could be a cluster (02)
that was part of a ramada rectangle. Postnolds 60, 58,
and 54 may represent part of a side of the ramada, with
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Comparison of late Caddo houses

Table 9-2.
Site

Structure

Range spacing
between postmolds

House
Diameter (in)

X

Diameter
Range

Entranceway

(M)
Cedar Grove, AR
Belcher, LA
Belcher, LA
Belcher, LA
Belcher, LA

Belcher, LA

Structure 1
(Belcher IV)
House I
(Belcher IV)
House 5
(Belcher IV)
House 2
(Belcher III)
House 6
(Belcher III)

9.14

.68

.10-.20

.61

.15-.23

.61-.76

11.2811.73
9.14

.15-.20

.46-.61

10.9711.28

House 7
(Belcher III)
House 1 to 16

Hatchel, TX

.4-1.36

9.6

.76

12.19

.61-.76

Recognized
None
Recognized

None

.10-.23

Recognized
Present-NE

.15-.36

Present-NE

.12-.17

Present-NE
Present
E or SE

4.577.62

Hatchel (Davis 1970); Belcher (Webb 1959) Belcher measurements (converted. to metric)

Note:

post 57 at a right angle. The distance between posts 60-58
is 2.48 m, between posts 39-54 it is 2 m, and between
54-57 it is 1.36 m. These figures are both smaller and
greater than the projected estimate of a 1.5 m interval
between ramada main post supports, but some of the
smaller posts, such as 59 between 58 and 60, could
represent smaller supports. However, these distances could
reflect a ramada just as well as the estimate made from
Soule photographs of a nineteenth century Caddo homestead,
This possible ramada is also closer to the structure than the
model projected, being within 3 m of the house, rather than
about one house diameter (9-10 m based on Caddo Structure
1) from the house.

i
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In the direct impact zone there is another cluster (03)
of large postmolds (Figure 9-15). Tnis includes Postnolds
20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31, 32, 42, and 43. 3istances
between these posts vary from only .6 m (posts 21-30) to
5.25 m (posts 21-24), and the maximum v/idtn of about 2 m
is larger than that of Cluster 2 in the indirect impact zone
(although Cluster 3 is not as wide at 1.2 m between posts
30 and 31). This area nignt well nave contained a ramada
or two that underwent some repairs, hence tne pattern is
not a single clear rectangle. The total east-west dimension
of this cluster is 10 m.
Other than Caddo Structure I (Feature 3) and Clusters
2 and 3 of the postmolds larger than 20 cm (possibly
representing portions of rarnadas), no other possible house,
storage structure, or ramada floor plan outlines could De
distinguished from the postinolds that were discovered
between the various historical features that had disturbed
the earlier Caddo component.
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CAbOb STRUCTURES
Data from a combination of settlement pattern
distribution and artifact counts of daub suggest that there
may nave been one or two Caddo houses (postulated as
Structures 2 and 3) besides Structure I at 3LA97. The
relevant features of each Caddo structure are outlined

KEY

below.
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Postmold size distribution in
impact zone

Structure I (Feature 3)
As noted, Caddo Structure I is the one readily
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the direct

definable Caddo building represented archeologically at
3LA97 (Figure 9-14). The outer wall included 20 postmolds,
but not all of this wall could be uncovered. Therefore the
one gap in the wall line that was larger than most intervals
between posts (1.32 m as opposed to a mean of .68 m)
could not be assessed to see if it might represent an
opening or entrance. Inside this circle there were two
posts in the wall size category (Postmolds 70 and 83) and
four postmolds in the larger than wall size category
(Postmolds 5, 43, 46, and 72). Postmold 46 was near the
center of the structure, while the other three posts
clustered on the west side; they may nave represented
structural supports, while the smaller posts may have
marked partitions.
aborig.Five features (numbers 14, 15, 17, 18, and 19) and two
aboriginal burials (numbers 13 and 13) were found within the
circle of the house wall (Figure 9-14). Six historic burials
(numbers 116-120 and 128) disturbed the interior of the
house.
Features 14 and I are thought to represent floor
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depressions in the midden, Feature 17 is a oell-shaped pit,
and Feature 18 represents some kind of feature that was
subjected to heating, although no evidence of the burning of
an active fire in the feature was found. Burial 13 was that
of a nine month old infant, unaccompanied by any grave
goods. 6urial 15 ws a flexed six year old child with two

pottery vessels.
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All features yielded large amounts of daub. Both
Postmolds 5 and 45 also had daub in them, particularly in

4

the latter post which contained 398 & of daub, which made
up most of the midden fill of the postmold; this was 88%

of the daub collected from all postmolds on the site. The
22 g collected out of Postmold 5 was another 3% of the
daub found in all the postmolds, even though it was taken
from oply a quarter of that post. No other posts had more
daub in them, and the concentration of this material
therefore appears to relate to their location within the
structure.
The investigations near Caddo Structure I were aimed
at defining the settlement pattern of that building, and thus
most of the midden was hand stripped away. However,
some measured samples were taken of the midden within
Feature 3's outline. A column sample at S139.5 El12 was
excavated in two 10 cm levels (total volume .06 m-or 60
liters). The waterscreening (U mm mesh) yielded a rough
sort total of 14 sherds, 31 g of daub, 9 chipped stone
artifacts, I & each of floral and faunal remains, and 142 g
of fine screen material. A second colu n sample at S141
E131.5 in one level (total volume .03 m or 30 liters) yielded
9 snerds, 83 g of daub, 4 g of flakes, and 2 g of animal
remains. A 17 liter bucket sample of house midden was
waterscreened through 6.4 mm mesh, yielding 12 sherds, 84
g of daub, 4 g of debitage, and I g each of floral and
faunal materials.
A transect of tour 17 liter midden samples was also
excavated across the indirect impact zone along the
east-west coordinates between S140.84 and S141.4. The
collections from these 6.4 mm waterscreened samples
reflect the concentration of daub within Feature 3.
The features, postmoids, and general midden samples all
reflect dauo concentrations associated with the Caddo
structure. Oaub concentrations were found at Belcher in
Louisiana in Houses I and 2 over the area of the roof
support postmolds Oleoo 1959:-59). Althoughn Nebo had no
firm explanation for this pnenomenon, he did suggest that
such concentrations may reflect interior partitions. He
cited Lewis and Kneberg (1946) as advancing the explanation
of heavy plastering around the central smoke aperture of
the roofs of houses at Hiwassee Island in Tennessee causing
burned daub concentrations over the center of house ruins.
However, as SchambaCh noted above in his discussion of
Feature 18, the ethnonistoric records do not indicate sucn
smoke holes on Caddo houses; his interpretat.on of the
baking or heating of dauD within Feature IS may provide
another explanation for this phenomenon,
Two types of house construction appear on the Teran
map of a Caddo village in the late eighteenth century
(Figure 2-). Harrington (1920) drew details of the
grass-lodge and walled house (reproduced here as Figure
9-16a,o). Harrington provided an account by Joutel of a
gras house built by the Cenis, a similar one among the
Assonis, and a description of a ramada:
There are ordinarily eight or ten families in
these cabins, which are very large, some being
sixty feet in diameter . . . . They are round,
in the form of beehives, or, better, of great
haystacks, only higher, and are covered with
grass from bottom to top. The fire is built in
the middle; the smoke goes out at the top
through the grass. These savages make
them . . . by cutting tall trees about as big as
the thigh, planting them in a circle, and
joining them together at the top; after which
they latn them and thatch them from the
bottom up . . . . They raise the beds where

;
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Figure 9-16.

Caddo structures after the Teran map
of 1691-1692.
a. grass lodge; b. walled
lodge; c. mound with structure on top
(Courtesy of Museum'of the American
Indian, Heye Foundation, N.Y.)

they sleep about three feet high, fix.
'hem
neatly enough with large canes, and st .ate
each bed from the otners with -mats (Joutei
1837).
The Assonis, near relatives of the Caddo had similar
dwellings, only not so high. In writing of them 3outel says:
They have a great shelf above the door, built
of sticks set upright, and others laid across,
and canes laid side by side and closely bound
together, on which they place their corn on
the ear. There is another opposite where they
put tne hampers and barrels they make of
canes and of bark, in which they put their
sheiled corn, beans, nuts, acorns, and other
things, and over these they store their pottery.
Each family has its own private receptacles.
They have their beds to the right and left in
the manner I have described. They also have
a large platform, ten or twelve feet high, in
front of their houses, where they dry their
ears of corn after gathering" (3outel 1g,7:394).
Joutel's description of the Ceni and Assoni house is
confirmed by Manzanet in describing a house of the
"Tejas," or Aseney, and he adds that there were no
windows, all the light entering through the door,
and that the beds were covered with an arch or
canopy made of canes, lined with a very
bright-Colored piece of cane matting, and coming
down to the head and foot, making a very pretty
alcove (Harrington 1920:249-249).
Harrington interpreted the walled houses as having "a
wall of upright poles, five or six feet high, with cas
interwoven to serve as lath, and then plastered with mud,
as were the houses of the Natchez, the whole surmounted
by the domed roof of thatch" (Harrington 1920:252).
Due to its circular shape and the presence of the
quantities of daub in both features and midden within the
house, Caddo Structure I at Cedar Grove fits the
ethnographic model of a round walled house with a thatched
roof. The presence of adolescent burials within houses is
common on Caddo sites, and the other features
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concentrated within the circle of posts also indicate that
Caddo Structure I was a domicile,
One of the few other sites for which we have
comparable late Caddo structure data is Belcher (Webb
1959) in Louisiana. There Webb separated the structures he
found both in house and burial mounds by age, yielding five
houses dating to the Belcher phase of the Caddo IV period
(Table 9-2). Of these, Houses I and 5 at Belcher were the
latest buildings, while Houses 2, 6, and 7 were earlier,
House 7 was on a Burial Mound A, House 2 was buried
beneath house I on Burial Mound B, and House 6
surmounted House 5 on a low "house" mound. The houses
on the mounds might be more analogous to Harrington's
(1920) "town houses" (Figure 9-16c). The earlier houses,
numoers 2, 6, and 7, had entranceways projecting from tne
northeast side of the circles. These structures were
circular in outer wall outline, with inner rows of posts
(probably supporting platforms) and clusters of interior
support posts. Caddo Structure I at Cedar Grove fits this
general pattern. The Cedar Grove house is most similar in
size to Houses I and 2 at Belcher. The size of the,...
postmolds are comparable to all five of the Belcher houses,
as was the spacing between the postmolds (Table 9-2).
It should be noted that the Belcher houses from
Mounds A and B, contained evidence of intentional burning,
breakage of pottery, and sherd dispersal, and multiple/
simultaneous burials after destruction of the houses. These
data indicate that the structures in the mounds were
associated with nigh status funerary rites, and were not
simple residences. Houses 5 and 6 of the house mound at
Belcher might be more analogous in function to Caddo
Structure I at Cedar Grove, although those Belcher houses,
in their proximity to the mounds, may have been the
residence of higher status individuals than those of farmers.
Although the Cedar Grove burial population shows evidence
of a ranked society (Chapter 16), all the evidence seems to
point to the fact that the inhabitants of Cedar Grove were
not of comparable high status as persons who might be
interred in mounds (see below). The Hatchel site (Davis

Table 9-3.

Based on these characteristics two other possible
Caddo structures were postulated to have been present in
the direct impact zone (Figure 9-17).
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1970:50) in northeast Texas is also a Caddo IV period site
that had structures on a mound, although these were
smaller than those at Cedar Grove and Belcher (Table 9-2).
In summary, Caddo Structure I (Feature 3) at Cedar
Grove was a circular domicile, 9.6 m in diameter, with
posts spaced an average distance of .68 m apart. These
posts were probably interwoven with cane and sticks to
form a latticework on which clay was pressed, forming a
walled wattle and daub structure, that probably had a
thatcned roof supported oy large interior posts. Two
adolescent burials, a baked pit and a bell-shaped pit, for
storage and/or garbage disposal were the main features
within the house.
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House and ramada interpretation of the
direct impact zone

Caddo Structure 2 (Feature 24)
This structure was probably somewhere near Levee
Transect Units I, 12, and 13/14 and the west extension of
Levee Transect Unit 12 (Figure 9-17). This possible
structure is indicated by the coincidence of high daub
concentrations recovered in those units (Figure 9-18 and
Table 9-3) plus the proximity of Postmolds 11, 36, 37, 38,
and 39, Features 5, 12, and 21, and Aboriginal Burials I and
2 (one human and one animal).
Postmolds 11, 36, and 39 are larger than wall post
size, Postmold 37 is in the wall post range, and Postmold
38 is smaller than most wall postmolds. Features 5 and 12
were undifferentiated pits and Feature 21 was a midden
floor depression; none of these features contained daub
though it is noted that no flotation was collected from

Tr-

AbORIGINAL SETTLEMENT
Feature 5 and Feature 12 only had a flotation sample of 5
liters, only one-sixth as much soil as in a column sample
level. Aboriginal Burial I fits the pattern of interment of
children within houses on Caddo sites, as it was an infant
aged 12 to 18 months that was buried extended with
ceramic grave offerings, and the eagle interred adjacent to
it in Burial 2. The structure is proposed to have a ca 10
m diameter.
High daub concentrations were associated with the
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interior of Caddo Structure 1. However, the heaviest daub
concentrations recorded on the site came from the south
end of the levee transect near the above noted features.
one subtracts the levee overburden deposits and column

L

If

sample portions of each excavation unit out of the daub
weight totals (Table 9-3) the high concentration of daub in
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the undisturbed midden deposits is still apparent, with 2,311
& recovered in Levee Transect Unit 12. This unit's midden
was screened through I mm window screen rather than 6.4
mm screen, as was that of Levee Transect Unit 2, which
only yielded 211 g of daub in the midden, so even the
difference in screen size does not affect the fact that the

/
U

/

daub concentrations were heaviest at the south end of the
levee.

/

The potential for there having been a Caddo house in
the vicinity shown for Feature 24 is enhanced by the
presence of cluster 3 of the larger than wall size posts,

which could represent a ramada (Figurte 9-17).
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Daub Concentrations Outside of Houses
Inspection of Figure 9-18 reveals that three columm
samples on the west side of the site yielded the highest
amount of daub of any of the 54 column samples excavated
outside larger excavation units in the direct impact zone.
The total amount of daub recovered in these units weighed
111I g, with a mean weight of 20.7 g. Actually the mean
statistic is somewhat misleading since, except for the three
column samples named, no other column sample had over 12
g of daub recovered from all excavated levels. The 653 g
of daub in column sample 569 E157 represents 58*b of all
dauo recovered in such excavations, while S64 154
recovered another 25% with 2M1.5 g. Unit S60 E154, with
only 27.5 g was 2% of the daub; this gives a total for the
three samples of 83% of the daub in column samples. The
daub in column sample S69 E164 even exceeded that found
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the east.
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would mirror that of Caddo Structure I with its ramada to

This feature is another possible Caddo house,
postulated on the basis of the near association of some
settlement pattern with a daub concentration, although this
association is not as strong as that for Caddo Structures I
or 2. This possible house is marked by a high daub
concentration in Levee Transect Unit 0, which is north of
Postmolds 6, 40, and 41, and Features II and 13.
Postmold 6 was within the range of larger than wall
size posts, while Postmolds 40 and 41 were of wall size
diameter. Feature 1I was the animal bone cache. This
feature had the third highest amount of daub by weight of
any features found on the site; only Features 17 and 18 in
Caddo Structure 1, which were larger, had greater amounts
of daub. Feature 13 was an undifferentiated pit that
contained no daub.
Unfortunately, the area immediately east of the
hypothesized Feature 25 house was disturbed by the historic
roadbed and cut away during the revetment construction
activities before the site was discovered. Both proposed
Caddo Structures 2 and 3 cannot be traced out due to the
great amounts of pre-1930 historic disturbance on the site
from cemetery, levee, and roadwork,

/
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This

ramada would have been between 6 and 10 m away from
the proposed location of Feature 24. Such an arrangement
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Figure 9-18.
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Distribution of daub by weight in
direct impact zone excavations west of
N-S Trench 2

in any of the 3 m excavation units and 10 of the 2 m
levee transect units.
The close association of these three samples and their
high daub counts is far from coincidence. These samples
came down on the sloping bank of the midden on the west
side of the point bar rise, as it dropped off into the water
filled slough that once bordered the farmstead. The three
samples line up with the sloping midden profile in Backhoe
Trenches 2 and 3, which trends from southwest to
nortneast. This slope angles farther west as one goes south
on the site; therefore it was not found in the profile of
Backhoe Trench I as that unit stopped short. The three
column samples went down between 60 and 80 cm before
they got through the thick midden deposits on the bank
slope.
Thus, the column sample distribution of daub has
brought us full circle from the chapter's beginning discussion
of the location of 3L&97 on a point bar ridge along the
axis of Lester Bend. The last daub concentration reflects
an overbank garbage disposal pattern at Cedar Grove. The
settlement pattern of the site also reflects the point bar
orientation. A minimum of one homestead, and possibly
two others, were situated along the top rise of the point
bar, with their ramadas and possibly storage platforms and
cultivated fields on the more gradual eastern slope of the
point bar. The late Caddo inhabitants of Cedar Grove were
clo.ely attuned to the local floodplain environment, and
-nade ,neasured decisions as how to best make use of that
environment in tne placement of their homes.
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Chapter 10
THE ABORIGINAL CEMETERY
by Neal L. Trubowitz

This chapter provides an introduction to and overview
of the aboriginal cemetery at Cedar Grove. Figure 10-1
presents the overall location of the burials a, the direct
impact zone and a grouping of these burials which is
discussed later in this chapter. Figures 10-2 through 10-16
show the pian views of the burials and a listing of the
associated artifacts. Later chapters deal with the
bioarcheology of the cemetery (Chapter 16) and present
detailed analyses of the burial artifacts (Chapters 11
through 15). In the 1980 fieldwork, 10 aboriginal graves
were numbered as discussed in the previous chapter.
Aboriginal Burial 2 turned out to be a bald eagle with some
human pieces included from Aboriginal Burial 1, probably a
result of stripping the midden by the heavy machinery.
During the course of the removal of the Cedar Grove

mean sea level, 0.79 m below the base of the midden.
Other readings on burial pits were also below the midden.
For example the top of burial pit 10 was at an elevation of
67.7 m, the surface of burial pit 9 was at an elevation of
67.57 m, and burial pit 7's surface was defined at an
elevation of 67.75 m, all below the midden elevation.

historic cemetery in 1982 (discussed in detail in Rose 1983),
it was necessary to pull back a portion of the eroded and
much reduced historic levee east and south of Historic
Burials 29 and 30. After heavy rains the backdirt piles
from this operation revealed the fragmentary remains of a
mandible, cranium, and postcranial elements of an aboriginal
child approximately three years old (see Rose's assessment
in Appendix VII). Tnis alas labeled Aboriginal Burial 16.
Also recovered from the backdirt piles were 16 whole or
fragmentary "miniature" Caddo vessels, a bear canine, and
some drilled marine shell beads similar to those found in
Burial 3. The burial may well have been placed inside a
Caddo Structure 3 IFeature 25) in keeping with te pattern
elsewhere on the site. rhe small size of the burial beneath
the historic levee had precluded its discovery during the
systematic probing of the site in 1980. Table 10-1 details
the general classes of grave goods found with each burial.
Summaries of the rough sort categories are found in
Appendix
VI. Oetails on age and sex are found in Chapter/
16.
1.ost of the aboriginal graves were discovered by
probing (see Chapter 8). Only the two burials in Caddo
Structure I (numbers 13 and 15) and Aboriginal Burial I and
2 in the direct impact zone were located without probes.
This is probably in part related to these being child burials
within house structures, that were not buried as deeply as
the adult burials. Usually the fill of the grave pits turned
out to consist of almost sterile sand, with little or no trace
of midden stains or debris. From this evidence it was
apparent that the burials of the adult.. had been dug before
the extension of the general Caddo IV/V midden over them,
thus explaining the difficulty of finding grave pit outlines
for most of the burials until the excavations had reached
almost the bottom of the grave pits, exposing most of the
bones and grave goods. This gap between the burials and
the base of the midden was observed and measured directly
along the levee transect adjacent to Aboriginal Burial 4.
There the top of the midden in profile was at an elevation
of 68.45 m above mean sea level, and the bottom of the
midden was at elevation of 68.34 m above mean sea level
(madden thickness 0.09 m). The observable base of
Aboriginal Burial 4 was at an elevation of 67.55 above
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Aboriginal burials and grave groups
in the direct impact zone
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Figure 10-3.

Plan view of Aboriginal Burial 3
a. FSN794: mussel shell
b. FSN795: mussel shell
c. FSN796: mussel shell
d. Misc.:
113 small shell bead
necklace
e. FSN707: Keno Trailed-Incised,
var. Phillips beaker
f. FSHS04: untyped plain sherd
(bottle?)

Plan view of Aboriginal Burial 4
a. FSNS2I: shell ear disc
b. FSN323-: 4 conch shell
bead necklace
4 conch shell
c. FSN829:
bead bracelet
d. FSNS30: 4 conch shell
bead bracelet
e. FSNS20: mussel shell
f. FSN$22: mussel shell hoe
S. FSN709: Hodges Engraved,
var. Armour bowl
h. FSN$43:
i. FSNS24:

J. FSNS23:
k. FSN710:

i. FSN7OS:

(vessel I)

Hodges Engraved,
var. Armour bowl
(vessel 2)
Hodges Engraved,
var. Candler bottle
(vessel 3)
Hodges Engraved,
var. Armour bowl
(vessel 4)
Avery Eniraved bowl
(vessel 5)
Foster Trailed-incised,
var. Shaw jar

(vessel ')

Not visible. FS*N142: shell ear disc
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PIlan view of Aboriginal Burial 5
Iconch shell
a. FSN
dl2-7:
bead necklace
b. FSN714:= Keno Trailed,
var. Phillips beaker
(vessel 1)
c. FSN713: Natchitoches Engraved,
var. Lester Bend bowl
(vessel 2)
d. FSN711: Keno Trailed,
bottle
var. Glendora
pvesse
13)

Figure 10-7.

Burial 7
with red
cup
with green

E~ngraved,
e. FSN712: Belcher
bowl
var. Owen

I. FSN985: antler tip projectile
point

-1-)
v-e
sse'Trailed-incised
a. FSNT2-: Foster
jar (vessel )

point 1)
projectile
antler tip
g.
jar (vessel
h. FSN1139:
FSN97: Belcher
Ridged
i. FSN974: Foster Traied-Incised jar

Je
~~~~~~(vessel
eslcF
SFSN972:

(vs
o
0

Figure 10-6.

Plan view of Aboriginal
a. FSN976: mussel shell
pigment
b. FSN977: conch shell
c. FSN980: mussel shell
d. FSN99l3: mussel shell
pigment
e. FSN934: clay ball

SN5)clybl (vessel 2)
J. FSN972: Karnack Brushed-Incised jar
Mh) rgmente
g
(vessel
Plin
bottle
k. FSN973: Belcher Engraved, vat
(vessel
Owen
bowl
i3p: nonhuman
Not
antr
(beneath
cervRil
vertebrae)
bonevisible.
FSN972: Plain bottle fragment

t
\oam

Plan view of Aboriginal Burial 6O
FSN1233: conch shell ear pendant
(on left and right ears)

(vessel

(on left arm/pelvis)
))
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Figure 10-9.

Plan view of Aboriginal Burial S
a. FSN77O: animal bone tools
b. FSN774: animal skull and bones
c. FSN777: mussel shell
d. FSN394: mussel shell
e. FSN895: mussel shell
f. FSN898: mussel shell fragments
g. FSN766: Foster Trailed-Incised,
var. Foster jar (vessel 1)
h. FSN764: Belcher Engraved, var.
Ogden bottle (vessel 2)
i. FSN765: Belcher Engraved, var.
Belcher bowl (vessel 3)
j. FSN767: Belcher Engraved, var.
Ogde bottle (vessel 4)
k. FSN763: Belcher Engraved,
var. Belcher bowl (vessel 5)
1. FSN893: Belcher Engraved, var.
Belche bowl (vessel 6)

Not visible. FSN1167: conch shell
pendant (on left ear) FSNII71: fish
scales (by left foot) FSNI325: mussel
shell (under left rib cage) FSN1323:
nonhuman bone (beneath cervical vertebrae)
FSNli67: 2 bone buttons (in grave fill)

,d, !
I0l

0 10 am

10-9.

Plan view of Aboriginal Burial 9
a. FSNIISS: conch shell pendant
(on right ear)
b. FSNII69: fish skeleton
c. FSN 17$: fish skeleton
d. FSN1169: mussel shell
e. FSNI173: mussel sheU
f. FSNLI72: Cabaness Engraved bowl
(vessel 1)
g. FSNIISO: Cabaness Engraved bowl
(vessel 2)
h. FSNII7: Hodges Engraved, var.
Kell' Lake bottle
(vessel 3
i. FSNIISI: Engraved bowl (Patton
Engraved?) (vessel 4)
j. FSNI75: Hodges Engraved var
_Candler bottle (vessel 5)
k. FSNI176: Foster Trailed-Incised,
vat. Moore jar (vessel 6)
I. FSN I1S3: Foster Trailed-Incised,
var. Moore jar (vessel 7)
m. FSN1134: Untyped engraved bowl
(vessel 8)

n. FSN I179: Foster Trailed-Incised,
var. Dixon jar (vessel 9)
a. FSNi82: Keno Trailed, var. Scott's
Lake jar (vessel 10)
p. FSN1177: Hodges Engraved, var.
Sentell bowl (vesse-l I)
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Figure 10-11.

Detail of conch shell pendants and mussel
in situ in Aboriginal Burial 10.
a. FSN1143: mussel shell (on right side

of head)

Figure 10-10.

Plan view of
a. FSNII23:
b. FSN 1125:
c. FSN1127:
d. FSNII54:

Aboriginal Burial 10
antler tip projectile point
mussel shell
fish skeleton
split nonhuman bone

e. FSNII33: Natchitoches Engraved jar
(vessel 1)
f. FSNII24: Hodges Engraved, var. Candler
bottle (vessel 2)
g. FSNI135: Foster Trailed-incised,
var. Shaw jar (vessel 3)
h. FSNII22: Belcher Engraved, var.
Owen bowl (vessel 4)
i. FSNII34: Foster Trailed-incised, var.
Moore jar (vessel 5)
j. FSN 1129: Untyped bottle base (vessel 6)
k. FSN1126: Foster Trailed-incised, var.
Einley jar (vessel 7)
1. FSN 1132: Natchitoches Engraved, var.
Lester Bend bowl (vessel 8)
m. FSNi45: Belcher Engraved. var. Owen
bowl (vessel 9)
n. FSN1147: Foster Trailed-Incised, var.
Dixon jar (vessol 10)
Not visible. FS§NI131: nonhuman bone
(beneath bowl on left leg) FSNII4: clay
mass (beneath vessel 10)

b. FSN1144: 5 conch shell pendant necklace
(aroun~d throat on chest)
shell (on left arm,
mussel
rib2:
c. FSN
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c. FSN69: Keno Trailed bottle tvessel 3)
d. FSN699: Foster Trailed-Incised, var.
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Dobson jar (vessel 4i)

___

e. FSN696: Hodges Engraved, var. Candler
bottle (vessel )
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f. FSNI202: Hodges Engraved, var. Armour
g. FSNI211: Belcher Engraved, var. Oven

?
'

bowl (vessel 2)
va.
h. FSNI201: Karnack Brushed-Incised,
3)
Karnack jar (vessel
i. FSN 039: Foster Trailed-incised, var.

D

20

Dobson jar (vessel

//

\
/
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/
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4)

j. FSNI212± Glassell e;ngraved, var.
e (vessel 5)

oMcGe

Figure

Plan view of Aboriginal Burial 12
a. FSNI07: lithic arrowpoint
b. FSNI21: lithic arrowpoint
c. FSNI0OS: antler tip projectile point
e. FSNI2I3: mussel shell
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10 cm

Plan view of Aboriginal Burial
(no grave goods)
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v.Pean

burial
view o Aboriginal
a. FSN1303:
Keno Trailed,
var.15McClendon
(vessel II)
FSN 1304: Karnack Brushed-Incised, var.
Karnack jar (vessel 2)

~bottle

/b.

10- 1. Plan vie%% of Aboor',nal Burial 14
a. FSN1252: mussel shell
b. FSNI254: 5 bone tools
c. FSN 125): 2 bone tools (see Figure 10-22
for details)
d. FSN1253: clay ball
e. FSN1256: lithic flake
f. FSN1261: litnic arrowpoint
g. FSN 1554: clay pipe (inside shell a)
n. FSN1555: 2 mussel shells (inside shell a)
i. FSN1556: mussel shell (inside shell a)
j. FSN 1257: Avery Engraved, var. Graves
bowl (vessel 1)
k. FSN1259: Karnack Brushed-Incised, var.
Karnack jar (vessel 2)
I. FSN1250: Belcher Engraved, var. Ogden
bottle (vessel 3)
m. FSNI2I: Foster Trailed-Incised, var.
Foster jar (vessel 4)
n. FSN1258: Belcher Engraved, var.
Belcher compound bowl
(vssl5)

j'.

Y).

9
Figure 10-17.Grave pit outline of Aboriginal Burial
(AAS negative number
prior to excavation.
808038). Note small hole dug to check
probe contact. (Large scale in 10 cm
subdivisions)
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SaCKs, oriented witri tneir leads at the sau.l. end ao tie
grave snalt, 'itn tme feet pointed towdr.ds tne nartm.
A
lJegree orientation was measured for the rves
jy =rawi';
a ine uowfn the nOrtni-soutf axis 3f tre grave pit and tlen
measoring te
angle in degrees cast ai -ort.
7iese Jits
,r.vroupeJ ;.n te nortrn and nartneast *Iuaoranti it tie
in
tn~ejr orienltations
kriJure
-;
o
-\s aiscissed previously, one iceper aur~ais :Ju, 3ni+
De found OV rroomn.
3urti 146 was found completely D}eiaw

45T
" 3

1

woand

east of north

Aboriginal grave pit orientations

and at a rignt angle to Historic Burials 11 and 23 (FIgre
lO-).
Unfortunately, all Out four of tne 14 numan
aborignal interments recovered in 1980 mere disturoed in
some way oy historic grave digging, ranging from minor
of a Done or two througn destruction of wnole
sections of the skeleton.
The only portion of me oOdy that
was undisturoed and present in every grave was the necx
upper chest. Nevertlieless, the renaining Done
Also, as the nistoric graves
preservation was excellent.
were oriented east-west, they ran at a rignt angle to tne
aooriginal internents, so there vas no proolem in
listinguisning historic from aoorLgiral graves.

GR~AVE ;.OOJDS

SOUTH

A -wide range of brave goods and data on t'eLr
placement n tne pits -was recorded (F;,ures 1)-2 to ;O-loJ.
Pottery vessels mere the most common jrave goods, and
HO

I I

It0-20)
!

Imaterial

Left oafella of 814

parts of 67 reconstructaole vessels wvere recovered.
Sneli
duria. 3 nad a acid
;rave gooos were aiso common.
rec~iace Deneat, the mussel snells place- aroun" i:s nec.K;
av caref'/ "sore eeing and ise at a neecCe and strong
cotton lutton nhread me were aoie to remove nost of :ese
Jeazs .n Me same order that :hey vere string. 6ur;al ., a
fe-naie. lao sne~l ear discs, :ac
as arounz Ser :ieck, sneu
_raceiets,
and pottery vessels.
Bu;:a, -, a male. lad -us
rignt nand
tnin an undecorated concn sneil CUD (Figure
covered ay a mussel sneil wittn a possiole' pigment
witnin it.
Sucn cups nave oeen linked to oiacK

Right patella of B14

NORTH

HS 23

Large vessel

Right humerus Of a t4

-

Rtght Ciavife Of 8914

0

Figure

10-19.

Profiles of

10 Cm

historic grave shafts,

intruding Aboriginal Burial 14
GRA\VE

OITS

1,hen the ;rave pit outline was J,sceriiole 3etore
e!xcav.i*,on ot !,,e .ait )egan, t appeareo as an eiangated
.vai, min rounoed ends and roi iiiv para.ei ;ides F.gure
k.
ce:t !or 3urtai 15, a :Lexeq Duriai trsije Cacco
.;re
,
)j r, is
ere e xen.:ed . .ter nents. J, tnei

Figure

10-20. Right hand of Aboriginal Burial 7 with
conch shell cup and below mussel shell
(AAS negative number 808033).
Scale in
2 cm subdivisions.
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Figure 10-21.

Mussel shell and bone tool grave offerings over left arm of Aboriginal burial I4
(AAS negative number 908053).
Scale in 2 cm subdivisions.

Figure 10-22.

Pipe inside shell with flintknapping tools frorn

"w.6;M

Aboriginal burial 14

Figure 10-23.
Forehead of Aboriginal Burial 10 Covered
ace is nidden by pottery (AAS negative number 909025).

engious ceremonialism, a beverage brewed from llex
VOMitorl.3, which was found in tme Soutmeast from rlopeweil
times -k-lidleNiooiand period) through European contact
(Xtiianicri 1979). The cup from Burial 7 had no decorations
or Jrriled hioles kfor hanging?) as many other cups have. A
detailed analysis of tnese Items is presented lby Kay in
Chtapter 13.
The presence of red and green pigments as grave
offerings in mussel shell containers in Burial 7 and a red
pigmnent in a shell found in Burial 9 has counterparts on
several Texas sites dating to the eighteenth century ',see
C.-uptr 2
i-ents).
me
liarrington 1920:245) ient;fiei
mhe possible sources ot pigments isea zby thie :addo. Rel
was -mainly from hematite Iron ore, white might nave tjee1
the carbionate of lead forming a crust an galena ore, and
green might have been made from glauconite. Harrington
found green pigment smeared on Caddo burial offerings at
sites along the forks of Ozan Creek in the Ouacnitas
northeast of the Red River Valley. At Ozan site 1, thte
inside walls at a "town-house" an the mound had been
painted green. Botn red and green paint were found as
grave offerings in 'Mound 10 at tne gVasnington site
(Harrington 1920:30). N'eoo (1959) listed the smearing of
buns., vessels mith green or white pigment as one burial
trait of the late occupation at the Belchier site, and also
noted lumps of green and white pigment on the floors of
some of the houses. The pigments found at Cedar Grove
were identified as being native in origin (Chapter 16).
Just above the right shoulder of Burial 14, a mnale, was
a small ball of unfired clay (Figure 10-15d), and over the
left .irm were several bone tools and a mussel shell (Figure
lS-l0c,gni and 10-21). Similar tools were found in Burial
3, another male of the same age grade, 35-39 years at
ideath. Inside the shell in Burial 14. the laboratory crew
liscovei'ed a Casddo pipe (Figure 10-22) that had been
pierced by the probe that led to the ourial discovery (cf.
Kay, Chapter 13).
Socketed antler projectile points were found in Burials
7. 11, and 12, and lithic points were found in Burials 12
and 14.
M.l :but 3urial 10 were identified as males of thIis
4roub: Burial 10 was an adolescent il12-i years old at
Jeatms -who could not *3e sexed. However, the association
zr..lK

with a fish offering Wnile rest of the
Scale in 2 cm subdivisions.

_emen na,es and projectile points nh t~iis Ce ".eterv iee lvi
-o oe p)revalent, and it is :rseretore i-ceiv that iuriai i.
wss also a inaie. The placement of soceted antler
prolec-iie points in diuriais 7 and II were aitie, Iyinz to thu
ceft if the cift leg, pointing downwards, as :a
vnolp
irrov. nad -,een .il
mhere. 54.-miiar antler points mcre
recovered Dv Veoo at ideicrier. O'ther antler poiots wcre
found at Cedjsr Crove in the -miden (Cnaoter i,3).
The face of tBurial 1') was covered mith pottery, 4a in
the iett side of its forehead a whole fish offerinjg a gar)
-iad :Cefl aid Fi4ure 10J-3). 3tier waoe fish zr.ngs
(gar and nza.ri
faaacerund
t
e-r*..grave, z3dr.ai 4 1 the east sdce it our.
4C
).
te
discussion ay Styles and uPurdue 21Cabe 15 :or further
details. -\ nec~Iace of five ;oncn snell ?endants carvej
With geometric designs and anotner nussei shell iffering
was found in burial !0. This necklace's pieces are identical
to larger ones in 8urias5 and 25 at tne iBelctter site (lVebo
1959: Figure 131 and Figure 134). This necklace 'nay zie a
status marker, indicating innerited social ranking at :edar
The other Conch sheil scadds
Crove as well as at i~elcrher.
found at Zedjr GLrave also nave counterparts at Belcher.
Two of the burials, 6 and 9, also had smell car pendants
(see Chapter 13). Out no equivalent ornaments acre found
at Belcher.
O)f the four undisturbed ourials, Burial S was within a
more recent portion of the historic cemetery which was
prooaoly intended for future Durials when the 1927 flood
covered it over. The other three undisturoed burials, 7, 9,
and 10, were under the historic levee. That Burial 9 was
undisturbed is most Important, as potential evidence of
European contact was found in that grave among the
materials recovered in flotation. This consisted ot two
circular bone fragments, both broken, one with a single
hole, and tne other with two holes. These two oione pieces
are interpreted as buttons, a technological concept which I
believe the Caddo must have gotten from Europeans (cf.
Chapters 13 and 13).
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GRAVE GROUPS
An attempt was made to divide the horizontal spatial
distrioution of the aboriginal graves into subgroupings. This
was done primarily on the oasis of their visual geographical
proximity and later reinforced by some other artifact and
grave orientation associations. Group A in the indirect
impact zone (Figure 10-1) consisted of children's Burials 13
and 15 within Caddo Structure 1. In the indirect impact
zone, Group B, Burial 1, was another child within the
postulated Caddo Structure 2. Group C was the largest,
consisting of five closely grouped graves in two rows west
to east, the southern row was Burial 3, 10, and 9, and the
northern row was Burial 4 and Burial 7. To the west of
this tight group, two other burials were almost in the same
rows, with Burial 5 on the south and Burial 6 to the north,
Burials $ and 14 were grouped on the basis of their both
having pottery assemblages that appeared slightly earlier
than those of the other graves. Their grave orientations
also seemed to be aligned along a common axis in a single
row. This was called group E. Group 0 consists of the
other two outlying adult burials, numbers JI and 12. Burial
16, discovered in 1982, was assigned to Group F,
corresponding to the postulated interior of Caddo Structure
3.
Since grave pit orientation was not dependent on
whether the graves were intact a statistic was developed to
permit a test among the different adult groups to see if
there were any significant differences in their orientations,
The orientations of the burials (Table 10-2) were
transformed into the "sorient" as outlined by Lynne
Goldstein (1980).
The sorient transformation attempts to alleviate
the following problem: if one takes the mean of
several orientations, the mean will not necessarily
reflect the orientation of the majority of the
burials. For example, 10 and 3590 are close to
each other, yet the mean of the two is 1800.

Table 10-2.

Aboriginal grave pit orientation statistics
Orient (oE of N)

a.Burial

1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
. b.Group

26
25
38
38
50
53
21
24
21
10
356
57
flexed
..- - - - Burials

Sorient
Subadult

3

..- - - - N

.2280
.2182
.3240
.3240
.4259
.4439
.1790
.2085
.1790
.0899
Subadult
.4794
Subadult
. - - - scl

.0819
.2725
7
3-7, 9-10
C
.1345
.0447
2
D
11,12
.0173
.4617
8,14
2
E
- .
. -- --. - - -h.
.
----.
-Group
c.
Degrees of Freedom

di
CO2

Sorient collapses the circle to differentiate
Sorient
primarily between north and south ....
is a sine transformation distributed between 0 and
_ (Goldstein 1980:55-56; emphasis in original).
This statistic is appropriate for the adult burials at
Cedar Grove because they were all oriented to the northern
quadrants (Figure 10-18). According to Goldstein's
calculations Sorient is calculated by using the following
formula: Sorient= sin (0.00872664625 orient), where orient
is the orientation in degrees: 00 orient 3600. The
results of the sorient calculation andthe group sorient
statistics are given in Table 10-2b,c.
Using these data the groups were compared with a t
and then
test for two null hypotheses, first that I a 2
that I a 2 . These tests were done at the .l0 level of
these
of
results
The
test.
significance with a two tailed
tests are given in Table 10-2c. The test formula used was
taken from Dixon and Massey (1969). These tests showed
no significant differences between the Sorient of the various
groups, and the variation was therefore, probably related to
time of year and/or time of day that the burials were
mrde, when the sun's position could i'ave caused a slight
difference in how the Caddo oriented themselves when
digging the grave pits. Within groups C and E it was
obvious that grave orientation was in relation to each other.
Further proofs of the validity of these burial groups
was made after completion of the analyses of the ceramics,
bone/shell artifacts, and faunal materials. The distribution
of the grave groups and the Caddo IV/V midden overlying
them reveals perspectives on Caddoan attention to the
interment of the dead. First, there was no reburial or
overlapping of any Caddo IV/V graves. Subadults were
interred inside houses, through the floor, as opposed to
adults who were placed in plots adjacent to the structures.
Graves were probably identifiable loci protected from
disturbance during the occupation of the site. However, as
midden deposits covered the burials within a relatively short
time (less than 60 year, maximum occupation; see Chapter
11), it is also possible that the recognition of the graves
did not preclude infringement by daily activities and debris.
Clearly death was marked as an important rite of passage
among the Caddo and they believed in some kind of
afterlife in which the deceased retained their individuality.
Food, tools, and personal items of adornment were buried
with the dead reflecting the status of their owners in life.
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Chapter I I
A DESCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS OF THE CERAMICS
Frank F. Schambach and John E. Miller

INTRODUCTION
This report is a description and analysis of all ceramics
obtained during the Fall 1980 salvage excavations of the
main part of the Cedar Grove site, the locus of the
basically Caddo V period "Component 2" described in our
preliminary report (Schambach et al. 1982). Our study of
this larger and in many respects superior ceramic collecton
both confirms our preliminary conclusion that "Component
2" represents a single short Caddo V period occupation by
people of the Chakanina phase and permits certain
significant refinements of it. We believe we can now see
that this occupation was begun late in the Caddo IV period
by people with a Belcher phase ceramic assemblage (a
possibility that we anticipated in our preliminary report).
During this occupation, the Belcher phase assemblage
evolved into a Cnakanina phase assemblage through many
incremental changes in modes of manufacture and
decoration within various pottery types. To judge from still
exiguous data on the "absolute" dates of a few Caddo IV
and V ceramic types and modes, this seems to have taken
place during an archeologically brief time span of about 60
years, most probably between 1670 and 1730. The
opportunity to observe very fine grained ceramic changes
within such a short time period is, to us, the most exciting
and significant aspect of this study. Regardless of the
uncertainties still involved, this is the first opportunity we
have had to even attempt to study changes in Caddoan
ceramics on something nearer to an emic time scale than
to a geological one.
A small collection of sherds from another sondage of
"Component I," the deeply buried Caddo Ill to early Caddo
IV component described in our preliminary report
(Schambach et al. 1982:143-144) was submitted to us for
study along with the main Cedar Grove collection. Since
this pottery is from a context spatially and temporally
distinct from the main body of the site--practically a
separate site located southeast of Cedar Grove and dating
no less than 150 years earlier than it--we are presenting
our brief description and analysis of it separately in
Appendix Viii. Nothing but confusion would result from
mixing the description and discussion of that collection with
this one. For the sake of clarity in the regional literature,
we do permit it to intrude on this report to the extent that
we label it the "Cedar Grove " component. This makes
the two components described at length in this report
"Cedar Grove I1"4nd "Cedar Grove Ill."

that passed through a 12 mm mesh screen during the
preliminary sorting stage of laboratory processing) were
excluded from analysis as being too small to yield reliable
information on ware, temper, or decoration. This is
standard procedure in our laooratory. Of the potentially
sortable sherds, 1,233 were set aside because the surfaces
were missing, or too worn, or too eroded for analysis.
Another 35.5 nad to be set aside because they had
unreadable catalog nLmbers. Thus the potentially sortaole
collection of 9,262 sherds was reduced to a sortable
collection of 7,674 sherds.
WARES
It is standard practice in Caddoan ceramic typJlogy to
distinguish fine wares from coarse wares (Krieger 1944;
Suhm and Jelks 1962; Webb 1959; Schambach et ai. 1982).
The sortable sherd collection is 54.69% fine ware t0,197
sherds) and 45.3146 coarse ware (3,477 sherds). The who!e
vessel collection is 67% fine ware 145 vessels) and 32%
coarse ware (22 vessels) but because of the problem of
incomplete grave lots, these figures cannot mean much.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON TEMPER
About 36*b of all the Coarse ware sherds are shell
tempered while temper is not visible in roughly 756 of the
fine ware sherds. Specifically, 85.954 or 2,989 of the
3,477 coarse ware sherds are shell tempered. Another 6.54,
or 228 sherds, are grog tempered. A final .66%, or 23
sherds, are bone tempered. Temper is not visible in 6.82%,
or 237 sherds.
It is almost pointless to check Caddoan fine ware
sherds for temper because the temper particles will
normally be too small to be visible, or at any rate
identifiable, even under magnification. Basically, that is
what makes this pottery fine ware, although surface finish,
decoration, and vessel form also figure in. To demonstrate
this, we checked 1,455 sherds. This figure includes all the
decorated sherds plus all the undecorated rim sherds, neck
sherds, and red slipped sherds (Table 11-10) and some
undecorated sherds. We obtained the following results.
Temper was not visible in 1058 sherds or 73.83% of the
collection; 142 sherds (9.91%) were shell tempered, 15.91%
(228 sherds) were grog tempered and 0.35% (or five sherds)

were bone tempered.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

OF THE COLLECTION

The collection consists of a "mortuary collection" of 67
vessels or large parts of vessels from twelve grave lots
(seven of them possibly incomplete, see Table 11-12) and
9,262 "potentially sortable" sherds from the middens and
nonmortuary features. The "potentially sortable" sherd
collection consists of all sherds larger than 12 mm across.
All sherds smaller than 12 mm across (that is, all those

For each of the 4,910 sherds that were checked for
temper, our procedure was identical. First a small piece
somewhere along the edge of the sherd was broken off,
using needle nosed pliers. Then the fresh breaks were
examined under a lOX illuminated magnifying glass for shell
particles or for the holes and the platy, laminated
appearance that is characteristic of sherds that have had
shell temper leached or burned out of them.
Twenty-one (95%) of the 22 coarse ware vessels in the
mortuary collection were shell tempered. The shell was
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easy to see in all vessels, both on cleaned edges of sherds
of broken vessels before restoraticr and on unbroken
surfaces of vessels that were collected intact.
The problem of identifying temper in fine wares is
compounded in whole vessels since there are no broken
edges to examine. We had the foresight to check all
broken but restorable vessels for temper before gluing them
back together. But with specimens that were collected
intact, we only examined the surfaces, choosing not to drill
into or break them to obtain data of dubious value. The
following figures probably represent this as much as
anything. Twenty-one of 45 fine ware vessels (47%) were
shell tempered. Twenty-four (53%) were either grog
tempered, or were unbroken and did not show any shell
temper on the surface,
EVIDENCE OF USE AND RECYCLING OF VESSELS
When the 67 vessels of the mortuary collection arrived
in the laboratory, they were allowed to dry to the point
where they could be handled without crumbling. Then they
were brushed clean with soft brushes rather than washed,
This was to avoid destroying pigments, carbon coatings, food
remains, or other residues. Fortunately, the soil in the
graves at Cedar Grove was sandy. This made it easy to
remove without taking possible coating and residues with it,
or scrubbing away slight indications of use or wear.
We found coatings (other than pigments rubbed into
lines for decoration) or residues, usually soot, on five vessels,
We found use marks, usually slight damage or wear on rims,
on four. (Table Il-I, and see the vessel descriptions for
details.) We found nine instances of "recycling."
"Recycled" is our term for vessels that were damaged in
use, but were then substantially moda'aed so they could be

Table 11-1.
Grave
Lot

Burial
Number

kept in service, and ultimately used as grave goods. A
good example is Foster Trailed-Incised vessels that have had
the.-r rims trimmed down to remove a cracked or broken
place. (Figure 11-18d, a Foster Trailed-Incised jar from
Grave Lot 4, Burial 5). There are three of these. Also,
there are three bases of large plain bottles or coarse ware
jars recycled, apparently as platters or bowls, a Karnack
Brushed Incised jar recycled as a bowl or platter, a Belcher
Ridged jar recycled as a bowl or platter and a Belcher
Engraved bowl, broken, trimmed down and kept in use.
We prepared Table 11-1 to see if we could detect any
patterning between the different evidences of use and
recycling and variables such as vessel type and age and sex
of the owner. Nothing seems to leap out with respect to
these particular variables, other than that the young male
in Burial 7 had all recycled vessels. We can speculate at
length about why this is so: Was this person a slave or
servant? A mendicant of some kind? A widower? An
unmarried man too feckless to get himself good pots? But
this is as far as we can go without some additional
archeological or ethnographic data to guide interpretation.
The obvious question is, does this mark a recognized status
in late Caddo society? To answer that we need to see
more late Caddo grave lots from other small sites like
Cedar Grove.
What does leap out is a 100% association of
recycling--as opposed to use marks and residues--with
Ceramic Group 3 grave Jots (which we assign to the Caddo
V period, Chakanina phase, Cedar Grove III component, see
below). All nine occurrences of recycled vessels were in
Ceramic Group 3 graves (Burials 3, 5, 7, and 10) and all
Ceramic Group 3 grave lots include at least one vessel that
has obviously been used, if not actually recycled.
In our experience, any evidence of use, to say nothing
of recycling, of Caddo vessels is rare. This could be partly

Use marks, residues and evidence of recycling on the mortuary vessels

Ceramic
Group

Age and Sex
of Individual

Vessel
Number

1

B1,2

3

Infant, 12-18 mos

2

B3

3

Female, 45-49

3

B4.

3

Female, 20-24 vrs

4

B5

3

Male, 35-39 yrs

5

B7

3

Male, 20-24 yrs

6

88

I

Male. 35-39 yrs

cs

I
2
3
4
5
1

Vessel Type
and Description

Use
Marks Residue

Recycling

4

Bird eff .gy
Hodges Engraved. var. Sentell bowl
Karnack Brushed Incised jar
Small incised bowl
Small engraved jar
Keno Trailed Incised. var. Phillips
beaker
2
Plain sherd1
1
Hodges Engraved, var. Armour bowl
2
Hodges Engraved. var. Armour bowl
3
Hodges Engraved, var. Candler bottle
4
Hodges Engraved, var. Armour bowl
5
Avery Engraved bowl
6
F~qter Trailed-Incised, var. Shaw jar
1
BVano Trailed, var. Phillips beaker
? Natchitoches Engraved var. Lester
Bend bowl
3
Kano Trailed var. Glendora bottle
4
Belcher Engraved, var. Owen bowl
5
Foster Trailed-Incised jar2
1
Belcher Ridged Jar
Foster Trailed-Incised jar2
2
3
Karnack Brushed-Incised jar3
4
Large bottle fragment1
5
Belcher Engraved, var. Owen bowl
1
Foster Trailed-Incised, var. Foster
jar
2
Belcher Engraved, var. Ogden bottle
Belcher Engraved, var. Belcher bowl
3
4
Belcher Engraved, var. Ogden bottle
5
Belcher Engraved. var. Belcher bowl
Belcher Engraved, var. Belcher bowl
6

2

3
a
b
c

al
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Table Ii-I.
Crave
Lot
7

Burial
Number
B9

Use marks, residues and evidence of recycling on the mortuary vessels

Ceramic
Group
3

Age and Sex
of Individual
Hale, over 50 yrs

Vessel
Number
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

8

BlO

3

Juvenile, sex
undetermined,
12-15 yrs

20
11
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9

Bll

2

Female, 45 yrs

9
10
I
2
3
4

10

B12

2

Male, 30-34 yrs

5
I
2
3
4

1l

814

1

Male, 35-39 yra

5
1
2
3
4
5

12

a:
b:
c:
al:
a2:
a3:
a4:
aS:
a6:
1:
2:
3:

815

2

I

Child, 6 yrs

1
2

thermal reddening, cooking pot?
black fire clouding, thermal reddening, cooking
chipped lip
soot
white substance; ; calcium carbonate?
interior, portions of exterior coated with soot
heavy coating of soot over interior
red pigment
upper two-thirds coated with soot
bottle fragment to platter
trimmed down rim; jar to bowl
beaker to bowl

Vessel Type
and Description

Use
Marks Residue

Cabaness Engraved bowl
Cabanese Engraved bowl
Hodges Engraved, var. Kelly's Lake
bottle
Engraved bottle, type unknown
Hodges Engraved, var. Candler bottle
Foster Trailed-Incised, var. Moore
jar
Foster Trailed-Incised, var. Moore
jar
Engraved bowl, type unknown
Foster Trailed-Incised, var. Dixon
jar
Keno Trailed, var. Scott's Lake jar
Hodges Engraved, var. Sentell bowl
Natchitoches Engraved jar
Hodges Engraved, var. Shaw jar
Foster Trailed-lncised, var. Shaw
jar
Belcher Engraved, var. Owen bowl
Foster Trailed-Incised, var. Moore
jar
Untyped base of large bottle
Foster Trailed-Incised. var. Finley
jar
Natchitoches Engraved, var. Lester
Bend bowl
Belcher Engraved, var. Owen bowl
Foster Trailed-Incised, var. Dixon
Karnack Brushed-Incised, var. Fish
Bayou jar
Foster Trailed-lncised, var. Red
Lake jar
Keno Trailed bottle
Foster Trailed-Incised, var. Dobson
jar
Hodges Engraved, var. Candler bottle
Hodges Engraved,var. Armour bowl
Belcher Engraved, var. Owen bowl
Karnack Brushed-Incised, var. Karnack
jar
Foster Trailed-Incised, var. Dobson
jar
Glassell Engraved, var. McGee bowl
Avery Engraved, var. Graves bowl
Karnack Brushed-Incised, var.
Karnack jar
Belcher Engraved,var. Ogden bottle
Foster Trailed-Incised, var. Foster
jar
Belcher Engraved, var. Belcher
compound bowl
Keno Trailed, var. McClendon bottle
Karnack Brushed Incised, var.
Karnack jar

Recycling

a2

a3

a4

2

a5

a6

1*1

k1
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because so many of the vessels we work with are inl large
old private collections of select specimens, collections made
30 years or more ago when pothunters left damaged vessels
behind in the graves. To look at most of these collections
one would think that Caddo pots never were cracked or
broiken after burial either. On the other hand, we have
worked with enough unculled pottery, including some from
our own excavations (Schambach 1972) to be fairly certain
that recycling was not common prior to the Caddo V
period. But from the looks of the Ceramic Group 3 graves
at Cedar Grove-the first of this period that have been
professionally excavated in Arkansas--it may have been
common throughout some or all of the Caddo V period. Of
the several possible explanations for this, the one we favor
at the moment is that this is evidence of the demographic
stress the Caddo w'ere under around A.D. 1700. European
diseases were rife, populations were dropping and there was
a shortage of potters and pots.

INCOMPLETE GRAVE LOTS
As Taole 1l-12 indicates, seven of the twelve grave
lots tnat produced tne mortuary collection must 5e
considered possibly incomnplete. Mostly this is because the
Caddo graves were intruded on to some degree by burials
belonging to tne nineteenth and twentieth century Cedar
Groe emtey.
om orilswer mreexeniv ed,
disturoed than others. The extent of the damnage inoe,
caseOyesciptonsof
ase inour
ne gavelot.
Gave
Lots 1, 2, 4, 9. 10, and kI are probably missing some
vessels because the disturbance was extensive. Only Burial
4 was so slightly disturbed that the grave lot it contained
(No. 3) can probably be considered complete despite the
disturbance.
It is a pity that this happened, Out it is a fact of
archeological lite that every site and every collection has
particular problems that we must deal with somehow. In
this case, the main thing is to keep in mind that as large
as some of these grave lots are, they are still almost
certainly incomplete. We have tried to do this and make
the necessary allowances for it in our analyses and
interpretations. We hope we have not let it mislead us on
some key point. Because the mortuary collections and the
sortable snerd collection are so similar (Table 11-11), and
both collections are large, we believe that the missing
vessels just about have to be mostly vessels of the types
and varieties present on the site.
POST DEPOSITIONAL DAMAGE TO
ANI) REPAIRS ON1VESSELS
Very few vessels arrived at the lab intact. Most
required some reconstruction. This was limited to gluing
snerds back together. We did not reconstruct Missing
pieces or designs. The only adhesive used in repairs was
Elmer's Glue (TM) diluted to 20% with tap water,
The repair work required several hundred hours. It
alone would have exhausted the sum allocated for ceramic
analysis on this project. Fortunately we were able to turn
to well trained members of the Kadohadacho Chapter of the
Arkansas Archeological Society for assistance in this work,
Most of it was done by David Jeane, Vernon Perry, David
Perry, Blan Ellis, Jr., Mrs. Blan Ellis, Sr., Tommy
Cheatham, and Jim Lenz. (Jeane and Cheatham also
assisted with various aspects of the ceramic analysis.)
Many vessels from ostensioly undisturbed contexts have
small pieces missing, as the photographs show. This is not
the result of sloppy excavation and recovery techniques.
Nor is it the result of use or of ritual "killing" of vessels
before they were put in the graves. It is due to gopher
activity. In the Red River Valley gophers colonize the
same patches of well drained sandy soils favored by the
Indians. When gophers burrow up ag,-"nst pottery vessels
they attempt to chew or scratch their way through them,

Rarely, if ever, do they actually chew their way through,
but they often dislodge sherds from cracked or crushed
vessels. These they remove to side chambers in their
burrow systems, often completely out of the grave where
we would not normally recover them.
EVIDENCE OF TWO CERAMIC SERIES
Two partially distinct series of pottery are recognizable
in the whole vessels in the mortuary collection. We refer
to these as the "adult series" and the "Child series." Tne
adult series comes from the graves of adults and teenagers.
It Consists Of the normal range of types and varieties for
the Caddo IV and V periods in the Great Bend region. The
child series comes from the graves of infants and young
children, apparently all of them less than 10 years old.
This consists mainly, if not exclusively, of very small
vessels. Many of these are miniatures, meaning they are
much too small for normal use. They were probably toys,
or perhaps scaled down token grave offerings. Besides the
trend to small size, the child series seems to run heavily to
types and varieties not seen in the adult series, and there
seems to be a high percentage of effigy vessels. Finally,
there seems to be a certain looseness in the technical
realm. It looks as if the choice of tempering was not
alysiacodwtautsanrs.Aothsrfe
alwas ind accordaith adul smtndars.
Alsouthe sdurfac
standards. Sometimes decoration is different from anything
known in time adult series. This may be due to looseness in
execution it adult series~ designs. On the other hand, these
aprnl
ein
esl
a
eogt
itntv
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apprentype devan veses mhay brelngve toudistintve chil
series.tpso
aite htaenvrfudi
h
dl
At the moment we cannot do much with this distinction
other than note it as a possible explanation for some of the
variation we see in Caddo ceramics. We probably do not
yet have the grave lot data we would need to break our
existing collections of southwest Arkansas pottery down
along these lines, nor is this the place to try it. We do
note though that some of these same tendencies were
observed in infant graves from the Belcher Mound (Webb
1959:Figure 59, Burial 3; Figure 78, Burial 14; Figure 97,
Burial 23), suggesting that our notion of two series could be
clarified and perhaps confirmed as more data come in.
PRELIMINARY REMARKS ON
CLASSIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION
In our classification of this pottery we use a modified
version of the standard Caddo area "type system," for
classifyIng whole vessels that was originally developed by
Alex Krieger and C. H. Webb. The references for most of
the types set forth in this system are The Handbook of
Texas Archeology (Suhm and Jelks 1962) and Webb's The
Belcher Mound (1959).
Since Cedar Grove and the Belcher Mound are close to
each other in both space and time, we have had the
advantage of working primarily with Webb's well thought out
types. Therefore, we had few problems in classifying the
whole vessels to the level of types. Those problems that
we did have had mostly to do with refining the existing
types. These were easily solved by introducing into the
Krieger-Webb type system the concept of varieties as it has
be
eeoe
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pottery in the Great Bend region in the 23 years since the
publication of C. H. Webb's analysis of the Belcher Mound
ceramics. Since then a great deal of pressure has built up
for finer units of ceramic analysis. For example, as we
show in this report, it is only by recognizing varieties
within the major types at Cedar Grove that we can clearly
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distinguish the late Caddo IV Belcher phase component
(Cedar Grove 11) from the early Caddo V Chakanina phase
component (Cedar Grove Ill).
Our new varieties are based not just on the 67 Cedar
Grove vessels and a standard survey of vessels in the
existing literature but also on comparison of the Cedar
Grove vessels with 1,209 Caddo vessels of all periods from
the Great Bend region in Arkansas. These are all vessels
that are represented in our photo files and research
collections. The majority, 697 of them, are from sites that
are near neighbors of the Cedar Grove site within the Spirit
Lake locality (Schambach et al. 1982). Another 273 came
from the Boyd Hill locality, just upriver from the Spirit
Lake locality. Among the 960 vessels from these two
localities are 167 specimens of the types and new varieties
present at Cedar Grove (Table 11-2). Thus our working
sample for typological purposes is 234 whole vessels rather
than 67.

Table 11-2.

Spirit Lak,.
:

=ii

Boyd Hill
z
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Avery Engraved
var.

Graves

var. Bradshaw
var. Baker
Belcher Engraved
var. Belcher
var. Owen
var. Soda lake
var. )eden
Belcher Ridged
var. Be1cher Rideed
var. '4ilson's Island
var. undeterminable
Cabaness Engraved
Foster Trailed-Incised
var. Foster
var. Dobson
var. Red Lake
var. Dixon
var. Moore
var. Finlev
var. Shaw
Glassell Engraved
var. Atkins
var. McGee
var. unknown
Hodges Engraved
var. Armour
var. Sentell
var. Kelly's Lake
other varieties
Karnack Brushed-Incised
var. Karnack
var. Fish Bayou
var. unknown
Keno Trailed
var. McClendon
var. Phillips
var. Glendora
var. Scott's Lake
var. undeterminable
new inna ed varieties
Natchitoches Engraved
var. Lester Bend
var. unknown (bowls)
var. unknown (bottles)

1

5
3

4
7
1

2

8

5

1

"
2

1

1

1
i
2
2
2
1
2

1
6
4
1

1
1
1
2
3
2
1

1
2

1
1

1

1

7

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

4
1

3
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
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1
2
2

1

1

2
1

1I1

When we finished classifying the whole vessels and
turned to the sherds, we encountered the classic problem in
Caddo ceramic typology. This is the problem of the
tremendous waste of data that occurs when one attempts to
use the Krieger-Webo typology, which is a whole vessel
typology, on sherds. Only 1,636 of the 7,674 sortable
sherds could be typed, just 21%. Actually this figure is on
the high side. This is an easy collection. The average for
all Caddo sherd collections that we have handled seems to
be about 10%. Krieger found that only 12% of the 96,000
sherds from the Davis site could be typed (Newell and
Krieger 1949:77). The main reason the Krieger-Webb
system is so weak on sherds (when it is used properly) is
that it was the nearly universal practice of Caddo potters
to use different designs and, frequently, different decorative
techniques on the rim and body of the same vessel. In our
study of the Cedar Grove mortuary vessels we learned that
it was even permissible for Caddo potters to use different

Distribution of Cedar Grove pottery types in the Spirit Lake and Boyd Hill localities
(whole vessels onlv)
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colored pigments on the rim and body of the same bowl.
For example, Vessel 5 from Grave lot 10, Burial 12, a
Glassell Engraved bowl, has red pigment in the lines of the
rim decoration and white pigment in the lines of the body
decoration.
With this problem, of course, it does no good to resort
to the type-variety system. What cannot be typed cannot
be put into varieties either, the waste factor always
increases astronomically when it comes to sorting sherds to
the variety level. In the present case, only 74 of the 802
typed fine ware sherds and Z3 of the 834 coarse ware
sherds could be assigned to varieties.
This is not a new problem for us and we have been
involved for several years now with working out a solution
(Schambach 1981:106-114). This is a completely new
descriptive classification system designed to handle sherds
as well as whole vessels. This system can be used alone or
as we use it here, as a backup for the type-variety system,
to describe, quantify, and discuss the sherds that cannot be
typed. We also use it in describing and discussing the
designs on the typed material. But since we have kept it
in the background in this report, choosing to make the basic
presentation of the data in the text and tables in terms of
the old system, a lengthy description of it should not be
necessary here either (one can be found in Schambach

engraving, punctation, brushing, etc.) and certain broadly
defined motifs. "Patterns" are groups of similar designs
within classes. "Designs" are recurring variations within
patterns.
Designs are always referred to by a name and a
number (e.g., Babson 3, Blackburn 1, etc.) and it is always
specified whether they are rim or body designs. Since
there is no published key as yet, all rim and body designs
found on pottery from Cedar Grove are illustrated in
alphabetical order in Figures 11-1 to 11-9. When we refer
to a rim design or a body design (by name and number e.g.
Babson 3) the reader has only to look it up there (keeping
in mind that rim and body designs are illustrated separately)
to see exactly what we are talking about.
Patterns are referred to by a name only (againalways
with some indication whether they are rim patterns or body
patterns). When we refer to a pattern (e.g. the Babson
body pattern) the reader can turn to Figures 11-1 to 11-9
to see what we mean. (Obviously, we have not illustrated
all the known designs within particular patterns, only those
found at Cedar Grove.)

1981:106-147).
.,
Briefly, it consists of a hierarchical listing by "class,"
"pattern," and "design" of every rim and body design known
to oCcur on pottery in southwest Arkansas (based on a
collection of about 8,000 photographs of whole vessels),
"Classes" are based on decorative tezhniques, (i.e., incising,

67 of the 7,674 ortal ses from the
aves
and 1,636 of the 7,674 sortable sherds from the excavation
units and nonmortuary features are classified into 10 types
(Tables 11-12, 11-3, and 11-4). Nine of these are
recognized Caddo area types. One, Cabaness Engraved, is
new. These 10 types are further divided into 30 varieties,
all of them new.
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Figure 1i-[.
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TYPOLOGY OF THE CEDAR GROVE POTTERY
All 67 of the whole or partial vessels from the graves
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Class A rim designs found on pottery from Cedar

Grove
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Fbano I

Eben I

7

Ecanda I

Eden I

Flizabeth

Elizabeth 1

Figure

11-8.

Class E

Ernest 1

body designs found on
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pottery from Cedar

Grove
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Figure

11-9.

Class E (a)
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not cluttering
C. H. Webb (1959:14,2) described Avery Engraved as a
type "featuring circles and semicircles on shouldered bowls."
Suhm and 3elks (1962:1) emphasized that it centers around
semicircular motifs.
As it is generally understood, this type
contains at least five potential varieties. Three of these
are sufficiently well represented by whole vessels from
Cedar Grove and other sites in the Spirit Lake locality to
require naming in this report.
Our new Graves variety appears on globular bowls with
short flared rims.
The rim decoration Consists of nested
semicircle designs with crosshatched backgrounds (of the El
Dorado or Elliot pattern; Figure 11-6) and the body
decoration consists of concentric circle designs witn
crosshatched or hatched backgrounds (our Evansville pAttern;!
Figure ll-9, Figure ll-38a).
Vessels of this group have had unofficial status as a
variety for some time, but were not named (Webb 1959:142;
Figure 120b).
Webb (1959:142-144) states that they could
be assigned to Belcher Engraved almost as easily to Avery
Engraved, because of the concentric circle design on the
bodies.
He also states that he and Krieger called them
Belcher Engraved originally, but later they switched them to
Avery Engraved in order to keep Belcher Engraved as pure
There is a hybrid Belcher-Avery vessel (var.
as possible.
Belcher) from the Lester Place (Arkansas Archeological
Survey negative number 695133) that consists of a Belcher
Engraved bowl (var. Belcher) attached to what would have
This
to be called an Avery Engraved var. Graves body.
suggests that Mebb and Krieger's first choice may have

Nechitocneel Nhatchit
,?h/Iodg.
Engraned
Engraved

-

5

856

.23

4l.21

63.21

r ic~er

.2ine

",e

9.35
14.41

.5

39.87

18.67

S)crrd fine ware

table 11-n.

2.07
14.34
22.10

.22

I1

L1)3

2.34

Nevertheless we see Webo's pumt about

up Belcher Engraved.

Avery Engraved is

already cluttered; eventually it might be worthwhile to raise
the Craves variety to type status.
Our new Baner variety comprises specimens of yet
another long recognized but unnamed Avery subgroup
referred to in the preliminary report on Cedar Grove
lSchambach et al. 1982:137) as "the informal, eastern,
Belcher ph.-% low rimmed variety of Avery Engraved
estaolished anc illustrated by Webb (1959: Figures 120c and
d).1
This was not abundant at the Belcher site but it is
abundant enouh and distinctive enough in the Spirit Lake
locality to warrant variety status. Since only semicircle
motifs appear on vessels of this variety, its ties with Avery
Engraved seem more secure than those of the Graves
variety.
The Baker variety consists of designs of the Ernest
pattern (semicircle motifs composed of ticked lines (Figure
ll-9a) on the shoulders of bowls with short, straight, usually
plain rims.
The one whole vessel from the Cedar Grove
cemetery (Figure 11-16a) that we might-but do not-assign
to this variety does not quite lit because of its punctated
rim and its exceptionally deep body, compared to all other
known specimens of this group rom he Spirit Lake
locality.
Our new Bradshaw variety c.. .... ts of high rimmed,
shouldered bowls with typical Avery concentric half circle
designs (of the Ernest, Ebano, and Eben patterns) on the
shoulders and plain or ticked parallel horizontal lines
The single
(Bluefield or Benedict patterns) on the rims.
identifiable specimen of this variety from the Cedar Grove
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site, is a laree r;n-oody sherd from Feature 17 (Figure
11-42a). It is matched by one whole vessel in the Lemley
collection from the Lester site (Arkansas Archeological
Survey negative number 695123) and two whole vessels in
the C. B. Moore (M.A.I. 17/4122) and McClendon (Arkansas
Archeological Survey negative number 714239) collections
from the Battle site.
Belcher Engraved Bowls
These are the "flat bowls with sharp carinas" (Webb
1959:121; Figure 106a-b) of the original Belcher Mound
report. We divide them into two varieties, mainly
according to the presence or absence of small lugs or
"quadrating nodes: (Webb 1935:122) on the vessel shoulder.
These lugs or nodes are almost universally present (on 23
out of 25 specimens) in Webb's ;ample from the Belcher
site. They are diagnostic of our Belcher variety.
Our Owen variety lacks the nodes of the Belcher
variety. Belcher, var. Owen bowls also have less
pronounced shoulders and deeper bodies. They generally
have an incised line following the shoulder line on the
interior. This line mimics the told or crease found at the
)unction of rim and shoulder on bowls of the Belcher
variety. It is an excellent sorting criterion for Owen,
better than the absence of lugs, in fact, because it
encircles the whole vessel.
The Owen variety was rare, if not absent, at the
Belcher site. Both varieties are well represented in the
Spirit Lake locality with Belcher (13 specimens) appearing
mainly at the Battle and Handy sites. This strongly
suggests that it is a significant Caddo IV marker. The
Owen variety appears only at the Lester site and Cedar
Grove. This seems to be the case at Cedar Grove itself
where Belcher is restricted to Ceramic Group I burials and
Owen replaces it in Ceramic Group 2 and 3 burials. We
consider Owen a prime diagnostic of the Chakanina phase
(Schambach et al. 1982).
The existing Caddo ceramic typology fails to
differentiate between Belcher Engraved bowls and Belcher
Engraved bottles. We think this is a mistake because the
two forms do not overlap significantly in decoration.
Furthermore, they seem to show some significant
differences in temporal distribution. We will begin the
process of splitting them typologically by assigning bowls
and bottles to different varieties and by not recognizing a
Belcher variety of Oottles to match the Belcher variety in
bowls.

Belcher Engraved Sottles
We recognize two varieties of Belcher Engraved bottles
in the Great Bend Region. The "classic" or Soda Lake
variety would be that described and illustrated by 'eoD dt
the Belcher site (1959:120-l23; Figure 106, vessels 1, k, J,
p, and q). These are straight necked, globilar onied
bottles with concentric circle designs featiring alternate
rows of "interrupted dasn or slotliKe lines" surrounding a
central disc. On this variety "four vr more triangles"
radiate from the central disc to produce a "sun symbol"
(this is our Elizabetn I design).
While they are significantly absent from the Cedar
Grove mortuary collection, classic Belcher var. Soda Lakoe
bottles are abundant in the Spirit Lake and Boyd Hill
localities (Table 11-2).
Whole vessels from the following
sites are represented in our photo files: Foster (seven
specimens), Friday (one specimen), Cryer (one specimen),
Battle (four specinens), Handy (one specimen), and Lester
(seven specimens). On many of these the triangles in the
central element tend to be tilted slightly, either clockwise
or counterclockwise, trending towards a pinwheel effect.
In our new Ogden variety of Belcher Engraved this
trend is completed. The triangle effect is completely lost
and the pinwheel effect is pronounced. (This is our

Elizabeth 2 design). Since only the 2g
variety appears
in mortuary contexts at Cedar Grove, we believe that this
seemingly minor difference in design deserves variety status.
Elsewhere in the Spirit Lake locality it appears at Battle
(two vessels) and at Lester (one vessel). We have not yet
found it in collections from the Boyd Hill locality, where
the Soda Lake variety is common (Table 11-2). The Ogden
variety is probably a good marker for the final temporal
subdivision of the Belcher phase in this part of the Great
Bend region. The Soda Lake variety appears to be a good
marker for some part of the earlier three quarters or so of
the Belcher phase.

Belcher Ridged
Two varieties of Belcher Ridged (Webo 1959:136-139;
Sunm and Jelks 1962:11) appear frequently on sites in the
Spirit Lake and Boyd Hill localities (Table 11-2). One we
will arbitrarily call the classic Belcher Ridged variety since
both versions appear at the Belcher site and we have no
inkling which might be earlier. It consists of an elongated
vessel form that has a rolled lip, and vertical ridges on the
entire body (our Hamilton I design) but lacks the
contrasting rim design that usually occurs on Caddo vessels,
particularly utility vessels. The other, our Wilson's Island
variety, is similar to the Belcher Ridged variety in most
respects. The critical difference is that it has a
contrasting incised, brushed, or punctated rim design. The
rim patterns recognized so far are Andes and Chico on
whole vessels and Dewey on rim-body sherds in the sherd
collection from Cedar Grove.
The relationship of Belcher Ridged (of either variety) to
the mortuary complex is uncertain. Only one vessel
actually appears, Vessel 1, in Burial 7, (Figure 1l-19a) and
its provenance is suspect because it is a recycled vessel
fragment. At best, Belcher Ridged would be an uncertain
Chakanina phase type. We suspect that it is absent from
this phase and that the Burial 7 vessel fragment was picked
out of an earlier trash deposit.
Cabaness Eniraved
This is a new type, formed after consultation with C.
H. Webb, and based on two vessels Iron Burial 9 (Figure
I1-23a, b) and three from three other sites in the Lester
Bend locality, namely Battle (Moore 1912: Figure 64), Lester
(Arkansas Archeological Survey negatve number 6951 8) and
Cabaness (Arkansas Archeological Survey negative number
694632). It consists of wide mouthed, round bodied, fine
ware bowls (both specimens from Burial 9 are sheli
tempered) with Eve or Ebony designs on the rims ant Easv
or Eaves designs on the bodies. The Eve and Ebony rim
designs both employ the fl-ttened oval motif (Figure 11-b)
the only difference between them being the use of
crosshatched as opposed to hatched backgrounds. The Easy
and Eaves body designs feature simple circle. concentric
circle or scroll motifs in panels (usually four) on
crosshatched or hatched backgrounds (Figure 11-7).
This type is probably as rare outside the Great Send
region as it is within it.
We know of only one possible
occurrence beyond the Spirit Lake locality and this is only
hinted at by a drawing of what seems to be a good Easy I
body design from the Hatchell site in Bowie County, Texas
(Suhm and ]elks 1962: Plate IP).
Cabaness Engraved looks like a good Caddo V marker
type. It might prove to be an exclusive diagnostic of the
Chakanina phase, but we cannot be sure of this until we
learn more about the occurrence of Easy I body designs at
the Hatchell site.
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are either single or multiple nipplelike nodes at tne center
of each set of circles.
The diagonal line designs on the
rim are composed of narrow incised lines while the
concentric circle designs on the bodies are composed of
broad trailed lines. (See Figure ll-21a and Figure 1140.)
The Foster variety is well represented in our photo
collection from the Spirit Lake and Boyd Hill localities
(Table 11-2).
There are six
pecirnen
'rom tne Lester

Place, two from Battle, two from Foster and one
eacn from Friday, Russei, McClure, and Henry. Because of
tthis
extensive geographical distribution we think it is
significant that the Foster variety appears only in our two

Ceramic Group I burials at Cedar Grove (Table 11-12).
Temporal significance seems to be indicated here and the
occurrences at Foster, Friday, and McClure, which we
consider late Caddo IV components, seem to support this
hypothesis.
IV marker.

Foster Tratled-Inclied
var. ,oore

/

The Foster variety looks like a good late Caddo

The Dobson variety (Figure 11-32 and Figure 11-35b)
has the same basic Foster vessel shape as the Foster
variety and the oodies are decorated with the same trailed
concentric circle patterns with center nodes (Baker pattern).
The rim decorations, however, consist of either Airlis or
Alaska patterns. The Arlis pattern consists of designs with
band of oblique zoned incised lines at the top and bottom
of the rim and a broad band of horizontally placed straight
or curvilinear incised lines in between. The Alaska pattern

tar. Red
-ak e ;ed
d
Trailed-Tnci
Foster

is the same except that the lines in the middle panel are
brushed rather than incised.
Additional vessels of this
variety are represented in our photo collection. We have
(3LA74),
a small
component
in the
the locality
Shaw site(Table
one Boyd
from Hill
site and
the Battle
three from

Foster Trail d-l: , i
var. Dob-o:
4-

vessel form and the zoned incised (Alfred) rim decorations
with the Foster variety but the body design consists of a
distinctive vertically oriented interlocking scroll or "volute"

7railed-Tnci-.

The Red Lake variety (Figure ll-31b) shares the Foster

',rer
var.

Figure 11-10.

rraitled-Incis,,d
Foster

Evolution of Foster Trailed-incised

motif that we call the Babson pattern. The lines in the
body design are trailed and there is generally a single

flattened node at the center of each volute. Six vessels
of this variety appear in ou" photo collection, two from

Battle and four from the Lester site (Table 11-2).
One of the four specimens from the Lester site is
illustrated as a vessel of "uncertain provenience" in Suhm
and Jelks 1962:Plate 22L).

One of the surprises in our analysis of the Cedar Grove
mortuary pottery ias the discovery of a great deal of what
appears to oe temporally significant variation in Foster
Trailed-Incised. Contrary to our expectations, it nay ;rove
to be one best and most sensitive tine indicators in the

The Dixon variety (Figure 11-25c and Figure 11-30b)
shares the trailed-line Baoson or "volute" body design with
the Red Lake variety but the rim decoration changes from
zoned diagonal incising to unzoned diagonal incising (our
Agnes pattern).
There also seems to be a tendency towards
a widely flared or bell shaped rim.
This is not exhibited by
vessel 9 in Burial 9, (Figure ll-25c) but it is suggested by
vessel 10 from Burial 10 (Figure 1l-30b) and it is obvious in
the two additional vessels of this variety that appear in our
photo files, one from the Lester Place (Arkansas

Great Bend region, and probably elsewhere in its broad
panareal range throughout south Nrkansas, and north

Archeological Survey negative number 695133) and one from
Battle (Arkansas Archeological Survey negative number

Foster

Traiied-lncised

Louisiana.
Hence we have divided Foster Trailed-lncised
(originaly defined oy '/eoo
1959:131-133, but not heretofore
subdivided) into seven varieties based on differences in
designs and decorative techniques.
These are, in
approximate chronological order:
Foster, Dobson, Red Lake,
Dixo__n, MIoore, Eley,
and Shaw (Figure 1H-10).
This does
no: exhaust the possibilities for new varieties within the
type as a whole, or even within the type as it is known in
the Great Bend region.
In the latter case there are at
least two presumably earlier ones, represented by vessels
from the Foster site.
(See Suhm and Jelks 1962; Plate 22G
and Plate 223 and K).
The Foster variety, exemplified by one of C. B. Moore's
vessels from the Foster site (Moore 1912:619, Figure 121,
vessel 213; Suhm and Jelks 1962; Plate 22, R, see also
Plate 22\ and F), consists of high rim:ned globlar oodied,
lars witn concentric circle designs (our Baker pattern;) on
the hodies and multiple hands of zoned diagonal lines on the
runs (our Nifred pattern).
The concentric circle notif on
the hodl is usually repeated three or four times and there

693996).
The Moore variety is in all respects identical to the
Dixon variety except that the rim decoration, which is
superficially similar to Dixon rim designs, is, in fact, tool
punctated-or stamped--tor Chattanooga pattern) rather
than incised.
We suspect that the substitution of punctation
for incising on Foster Trailed-incised rims has a good deal
of temporal significance.
It seems to be a very good
Caddo V marker trait.
Tool punctated rim sherds of this
variety (and the Shaw variety) will probably turn out to be
one of the best markers for Caddo V Chakanina phase
assemblages when worKing with sherd collections.
The punctated rim of the Moore variety carries over
into the Shaw variety, but Shaw body patterns are incised
rather than trailed (Figure l_-12a).
This, together with the
punctated rims, could be considered grounds for a type
distinction. While Shaw vessels continue to look like good
Foster Trailed-incise
compare Figure ll-28a with Figure
I1-23c which are Shaw and Moore vessels from the same
grave and probably -ade by the same potter) this particular
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combination of a tool punctated rim with an incised volute
design on the body leads directly to the eighteenth century
type Emory Punctated (Story 1967:136-139) of the Caddo
area (Harris et al. 1965; ]elks et al. 1967 and Gregory
1973:129 and Figure 13d-1, particularly f) and its obvious
cognate in the Lower Mississippi Valley, the Tunica type
Winterville Incised, var. Tunica (Brain 1979:234-237 and
vessels P-70, P-1l, P-25, P-5,
and P-68). Shaw is, in fact,
a transitional variety. It could be considere-late variety
of Foster Trailed-Incised, where we leave it, or an early
variety of Emory Punctated.
Had Shaw been recognized a
few years earlier, Emory Punctated might never have been
recognized as a new type because its relationship to Foster
Trailed-Incised would have been easier to see, and harder to
ignore.
Gregory's (1973:129) speculation that this type has
a Red River origin seems to be correct, assuming that it is
not represented among the 300-odd unstudied utility vessels
recovered by C. B. Moore (1909) from the Keno and
Glendora sites on the Lower Ouachita.
If not, it probably
developed (degenerated is perhaps a better term here) out
of Foster Trailed-Incised in the Kadohadacho villages in the
great Bend region around 1700-1730.
Then it spread upriver
to Norteno phase sites in Texas and downriver to the Adaes
at Natchitoches, (Gregory 1973:129). From Natchitoches it
went to the historic Tunica around Marksville, Louisiana,
and from there to sites like Angola Farm and Trudeau
where Brain (1979:234-237) classifies it as Winterville
Incised var. Tunica, for reasons that we would not
necessarily dispute.
We consider the Shaw variety a good Caddo V marker
that probably dates to the first two decades of the
eighteenth century.
It was probably not exclusively a
Chakanina phase variety.
The Finley variety is at the moment a variety based on
one vessel (Figure 11-29a) and one rim-body sherd from
Cedar Grove.
However, we doubt that it is unique to this
site and we expect to see other occurrences in Caddo V
contexts. For the time being the description of our single
whole vessel, Vessel 7, fcom Burial 10, will serve to define
the variety. It has a single row of diagonally incised lines
on a short rim (our Albertus 2 design) and a Babson 4, or
trailed line volute design without center nodes on the body.
The link between this variety and Foster Trailed-incised is
weak, due primarily to the vessel form.
If Finley develops
at all as a variety, we may also find grounds for assigning
it to some other type.

Glassell Engraved
In the preliminary report on Cedar Grove we were
pessimistic about our identification of Glassell Engraved
from sherds and we hoped that further excavations would
yield enough data to divide this poorly defined type into
several cleaner types (Schambach et al. 1982).
Glassell did
not prove to be as abundant as we anticipated, so the best
we have been able to do is establish two varieties.
We
continue to support Webb's suggestion (1959:141) that bottles
should be removed from this type, since nothing like those
included in the original description (Suhm and 3elks 1962:53
and Plate 27A, B, C, F, and I) has appeared at Cedar
Grove.
Our Atkins variety, possibly weakly represented-but not
positively identified--in the sherd collections from the
middens and features and not represented at all in the
mortuary ceranics, consists of bowls with Evan rim designs
and plain bodies.
The Evan pattern (Figure 11-6) employs a
stvlized interlocking scroll motif with curved
lines--frequently pairs of curved lines-as background fillers,
rather than hatching or cross-hatching.
Contrary to our
expectations, AtKinms appears to be a Caddo IV variety, to
judge from its linted distribution in the niddens and its
absence from the mortuary assemblage at Cedar Grove.
The Evan rim pattern is also used m our McGee variety
(Figure 11-36 and Figure 11-37) but in this variety the
botton or body of the bowl is decorated as well.
Several
different designs were used, to judge from our photos of

two whole vessels in the Lernley collection from Lester and
Battle.
Neither of these photos shows the oottoins very
well, but they seem to resemble the Ecanda pattern found
on vessel 5 from Burial 12 (Figure 11-37 and Figure 11-$)
at Cedar Grove.
This is an interlocking scroll design with
double line background fillers, similar to the Evan rim
pattern.
The ticked line is present in the scroll motif, but
not the hatching, cross hatching, and negative circle design
elements that make up the background in patterns
associated with later types like Hodges Engraved and
Natchitoches Engraved.
McGee looks like a late Caddo IV variety. It may be
present at the Belcher site (See vessels h and i in Webb
1959:78, Figure 67; 74, vessel I in Figure 62).

Hodges Engraved
Hodges Engraved, described and discussed by Webb
(1959:123-128; see also Suhm and Jelks 1962:73-76) is a
major Caddo IV period type of the Belcher phase in the
Great Bend region and of the Mid-Ouachita phase in the
Middle Ouachita region.
As Webb (1959:126) points out, it
lasted into the "Glendora focus," now known as the Caddo V
period.
We divide the specimens of this type at Cedar Grove
into bottles and bowls (these ought to be in separate types,
but that is a battle we will not fight here).
We further
divide them into two bowl varieties, Armour and Sentell
and two bottle varieties, Candler and Kelly's Lake.
The
collection of I1 Hodges Engraved vessels from Cedar Grove
seems to be completely representative of this type in the
Spirit Lake locality where it is wel represented by whole
vessels in our photo files (Table il -2). In other words,
there are no varieties or possible varieties of Hodges
Engraved from other sites in the Spirit Lake locality that
are not represented at Cedar Grove. We have yet to find
Hodges Engraved at a site in the Boyd Hill locality.
Our Armour variety of Hodges Engraved bowls consists
of rim designs of the El Camino pattern on deep plain
bodied bowls (Figure l1-Sa, b, and d and Figure l-34a).
The El Camino pattern consists of designs based on an
interlocking scroll and circle motif with a hatched as
opposed to a crosshatched background. Our Sentell variety
(Figure 11-13a and Figure 11-26b) is almost identical to the
Armour variety, the only difference being the rim designs
have a cross-hatched background, our Esther pattern.
This
is not much basis for a variety distinction and it is frankly
experimental.
We have noticed that the Armour variety is
absent in our photo collection from both Lester and Battle
and we wish to see what this means, if anything.
Hodges Engraved var. Candler (Figure 11-15c, Figure
11-23e, and Figure 11-27b) consists of spool necked bottles
with body decorations that employ a negative
ball-and-meander motif on a crosshatched or hatched
background, our Early and Evelyn patterns.
The difference
between the Early and Evelyn patterns is that Early designs
have a single ticked line running down the middle of the
meander while Evelyn designs do not. The simpler Evelyn
pattern may be the earlier of the two, to judge from the
position of Burial 11 in our seriation chart (Table 11-12).
We have put Burial 9 earlier than Burials 4 and 10 purely
on the basis of this assumption.
Variety Candler bottles
are very common on sites in the Spirit Laoeaity.
The difference between Candler and Kelly's Lake
varieties is that Kelly's Lake has vertically placed truncated
and folded negative meander-and-ball designs on a hatched
or crosshatched background (Figure 11-23c), our Easter
pattern.
There does not seem to be much point m
distinguishing between hatched and crossnatched backgrounds
in this case because our single specimen, from Burial 9. rljboth types of background treatment in various places on the
design.

CE AMICS

Karnack Brushed-incised
This type (Suhm and Jelks 1962:85 and Plate 43) was
only tentatively identified from sherds in the preliminary
report on Cedar Grove, but the appearance of whole vessels
in Burials 1, 7, 11, 12, 14, and 15 confirmed our suspicion
Karnack
that it was present (Schambach et al. 1982:143).
was a rare type at the Belcher site but it is fairly well
represented at Cedar Grove and other sites in the Spirit
It is reported to
Lake and Boyd Hill localities (Table 11-2).
be common to the west of us in east Texas (Suhm and
3elks 1962:35) where it probably has its heaviest
This distribution, plus the distinctive vessel
distribution.
shapes and rim forms employed, suggests that it is a late
western variant of the Caddo IV type Belcher Ridged.
We recognize two varieties of Karnack Brushed-Incised
The "classic" or Karnack variety has
at Cedar Grove.
vertical brushing (Danbury pattern) applied to a short
rimmed, globular bodied vessel with brushed, incised, or
punctated rims, as in the type description (Figure I -35a,
Our new Fish Bayou
Figure ll-38b, and Figure ll-41b).
variety has broad line vertical trailing on the body (Figure
ll-31a, our Abraham pattern) that is readily distinguished
from the brushing or "brushed-incising" of classic Karnack.
One Fish Bayou vessel appears in our photo collection from
the Battle site (Arkansas Archeological Survey negative
Another appears at Belcher Mound (Suhm
number 714215).
and Jelks 1962, Figure 43c; Webb 1959, Figure 121c).

Keno

Trailed

Keno Trailed is considered one of the two prime
diagnostics of the Caddo V period, the other being
It is also known to be an important
Natchitoches Engraved.
late Caddo IV type (Webo 1945:64-67; 'Webb 1959:36; Suhm
It has been found in direct association
and 3elks 1962:87).
with European artifacts at the Lawton site near
Natchitoches, Louisiana, and at the Clements site in
It has also been found in
northwest Texas (Webb 1945:64).
indirect, but probably valid, association with European
artifacts at the Rosebrough lake site in the Great Bend
region in east Texas (Miroir et al. 1973:119-120), at the
Keno and Glendora sites in the Lower Ouachita Valley in
Louisiana, and at the Douglas and Greer sites in the Lower
Arkansas Valley in east central Arkansas (Webb 1945:67-68;
Moore 1909, 1912).
This type is badly in need of subdivision since it seems
likely that certain varieties will prove to be Caddo IV and
We divide the
pre-European while others will oe Caddo V.
five vessels in the Cedar Grove mortuary sample into four
McClendon, Phillips Glendora, and Scott's Lake.
varieties:
McClendon appears to be the earliest of this group and may
prove to be late Caddo IV while Phillips, Glendora, and
Scott's Lake appear to be contemporaneous and probably
belong to the early part of the Caddo V period,
The McClendon variety (Figure ll-41a) consists of
Belhaven 14 designs on spool necked, pedestal based bottles,
The single Cedar Grove specimen is crudely executed,
perhaps because it came from a six year old child's grave,
The other three known vessels of this variety from the
Spirit Lake locality, two from Lester and one from Battle,
are equal to the finest Keno vessels found anywhere
(Arkansas Archeological Survey negative numbers 714097,
695116, and 695201).
The Phillips variety consists of Blackburn designs on
wide mouthed beakers (Figure 11-14a and Figure 11-17a).
(This is a good ancillary
These usually have notched lips.
sorting criterion for rim sherds of this variety since lip
notching is uncommon in Caddo pottery, particularly the
fine wares.) The Blackburn pattern consists of vertically
placed multiple line designs featuring somewhat rectilinear
interlocking "hook" or scroll motifs repeated around the
Something similar appears on
vessel (Figure 11-3).
certain vessels at the ,.lendora site (Moore 1909:66,
Figure 60, vessel 166).

....
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This variety does not appear elsewhere in the Spirit
Lake and Boyd Hill localities but it is vell represented in
our pnoto collection from sites along the northern arm of
rirkansas
the "Great Bend" of the Red River from Fulton,
vest into eastern Oklahoma and east Texas.
Ne first recorded it in the Pete Phillips collection (thus
the variety name) from a site or sites--possioly the "2nd"
Kadonadacho village of the Nicholas King map (Williams
1964, Figure 2)--along t.e north bank of the R ed River
about half way between Fulton, 5rkansas, and the Oklanoma
state line (two vessels, Arkansas Archeological Survey
We have also
negative numbers 783S00 and 783875).
recorded it in the Gene Redmond collection (one vessel,
Arkansas Archeological Survey negative number 304227)
from the Bowman site, where there is known to be a late
component across Choctaw bayou from the Caddo I mound
And it appears in the Lrnest Sibert collection (three
group.
vessels, Arkansas Arcneological Survey negative numbers
783256, 783268, and 783294) from the Anderson site in
eastern Oklahoma.
We know of only one report of a vessel of this variety
in the literature. This -s a partial vessel from the Sam
Kaufman site in Red River County, Teyas (Skinner et al.
Unfortunately it
1969:Figure 16h and Figure i9f and d).
occurred in the fill oi the "East mound," and its
relationship to the Kaufrnan assemblage is unknown. Small
quantities of trade goods of the period 1685 to 1740 are
Gregory
reported for the site 1,'kinner et al. 1969:26).
Perino (personal comnmrunication, March 1981) has recently
found three excellent s:pecimens in good contexts in graves
at the Williams site, (.; component located roughly one half
mile southeast of the '.aufman site, see Perino 1981:Figure
1), so we can expect to learn more about its ceramic ties
soon. Perino states that an iron disc occurred in one of
the graves containing a Keno Trailed var. Phillips bowl.
Keno Trailed var. Phillips is an important new variety,
possibly one that our colleagues working to the west of us
in eastern Oklahoma and east Texas will wish to raise to
type status. Because of its tendency to appear on sites
that seem to have just a few European trade goods, we
consider * a marker for the first few decades of the Caddo
V period, let us say 1700 to 1730.
The Glendora variety consists of squat spool necked
bottles with the complex Belhaven 13 and Belhaven 15
This variety is represented by
designs (Figure 11-I8a, b).
one vessel from Burial 5 at Cedar Grove, one from the
Lester site kArkansas Archeological Survey negative number
695102)--with a Belhaven 13 design, and one from the
Glendora site, also with a Belhaven 13 design (Moore
This is, as we said earlier,
1909:45, Figure 23, vessel 172).
But we have only
probably a Caddo V Variety.
circumstantial evidence to back this statement, namely the
complexity of the decorations, the complex vessel shape and
the occurrence of this variety at Glendora.
The Scott's Lake variety (Figure 1 1-26a) presents
certain classificatory difficulties because the concentric
circle motif of early varieties of Foster Trailed-incised is
apparently carried over into a fine ware (one of the few
cases where this happens in Caddo ceramics) and indeed the
vessel shape itself belongs more to the utility ware series
than the fine ware series. Nevertheless these vessels are
characteristic of Keno Trailed in both paste and line
technique- the lines are sculpted in fine paste, Keno style,
(our Bolton pattern) rather than trailed in coarse paste,
To call this pottery Foster Trailed-Incised
Foster style.
rather than Keno Trailed would make these types mutually
unsortable in sherd collections.
This variety seems to be particularly well represented
We have photos of four specimens from
at the Battle site.
there, three in the Johnny McClendon collection, (Arkansas
Archeological Survey negative numbers 714125, 71412, and
714143), one in the Lemley collection (Arkansas
Archeological Survey negative number 99400J) and there is
one excellent specimen excavatee by C. B. Moore (Moore
There is a fifth specimen
1912:571, Figure 61, vessel 10).
in the Pete Phillips collection from a site somewhere along
the northern arm of the Great liend of the Red River
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Detween Fulton, Arkansas, and Texarkana (Arkansas
Archeological Survey negative number 783810).
This variety shoujld not be confused with a potential
variety that is probably considerably earlier and comprised
of very short necked ollalike bottles with concentric circles
(Bolton pattern) or other curvilinear designs on the bodies
and punctated compound necks, Specimens of this
configuration are illustrated by Moore from the McClure
site (1912:Figure 70, vessel 1) and the Foster site (1912:615,
Figure 115, vessel 139) and by Webb from the Belcher site
in Louisiana (1959:134, Figure Ilia; there is a specimen
identical to tis
one in the Lemley collection from the
Lester site, Arkansas Archeological Survey negative number
695182.

Natchitoches Engraved
Natchitocnes Engraved is considered the single oest
"full historic" or late Caddo V period marker type in tne
Caddoan ceramic assemolage.
Unfortunately, there are
many sorting difficulties with it.
In fact, there are so
nany that we suspect that many identifications have been
made more on the basis of association with European trade
goods than on the attributes of the pottery itself.
Tne
main difficulty is in sorting Natchitoches En.,raved from the
stylistically similar type Hodges Engraved.
We find this
extremely difficult to do with whole vessels, and more so
with sherds. Clearly these two "types" would be better
handled as varieties of a single type (perhaps called
Hodges-Natchitoches Engraved), but that is a proolem
we will not take up in this report.
As was pointed out in
the preliminary report on Cedar Grove (Schambach et al.
1982:141), the final (but dubious) distinction between
Natchitoches Engraved and Hodges Engraved is that by
definition, (Suhm and 3elks 1962:113) Natchitoches Engraved
is shell tempered whereas Hodges Engraved is not.
Tnis
makes Natchitoches Engraved an irregular type in Caddo
ceramic typology because it is the only fine ware type
where shell temper is used as the basis of a type
distinction. The reason shell temper is generally not used
for type distinctions in fine wares is that temper is usually
not visible in them.
As we noted earlier fine wares
are fine wares because they have fine paste, which
means the tempering particles are too small to see clearly,
if at all.
We are beginning to suspect that a distinction
should be made within NJatchitoches Engraved, not between
shell or no shell, but simply between fine temper of any
kind and coarse-really coarse--shell temper.
It seeois to us
that the very latest vessels, those that turn up on full
historic sites with abundant trade goods and that clearly
date to the sunset years of the Caddo ceramic tradition,
generally have very coarse, easily visible shell temper, (you
can usually see the shell in the photographs of the whole
pots).
Usually they are also crude in form and design.
This is crude pottery in all respects because the ceramic
We do not have any
tradition was beginning to fall apart.

Whole vessels of Natchitoches Engraved var. Lester
Bend are represented in our photo collection from three
other sites in the Spirit Lake locality: Lester (three
specimens), Battle (two specimens), and the Russel site (one
specimen).
One of the vessels from Battle is illustrated by
This variety
C. B. Moore (1912:571; Figure 62, vessel 19).
appears
at the Glendora site, where Moore found at
also
least two good examples of it (1909:55-56; Figure 39; vessel
see
for Moore's vessel Ill
307 and Figure 41, vessel Ill;
All things
also Suhm and Jelks 1962; Plate 57K).
considered, Lester Bend looks like an early Caddo V variety.
We reserve the Natchitoches variety for bowls (bottles,
we think, should go into other varieties) of "classic"
Natchitoches form and decoration as illustrated by Webb
(1945:Plate 11, vessel 1) or Suhm and ]elks (1962:Plate 57D,
F, G, I, and J). No whole vessels of this variety were
found at Cedar Grove but it is represented in sherd form.
Bowls of this variety are certainly not abundant in
collections from the Spirit Lake locality, but there is one
excellent var. Natchitoches bowl in the Richard Nix
collection from a washed out grave located at or very near
our Spirit Lake site 2 (Arkansas Archeological Survey
negative numbers 812284 and 812285).
It is shell tempered
and it was apparently associated with a Natchitoches
Engraved bottle of extremely good workmanship (Hemmings
1982:Figure IIf).
We also have sherds from secondary
gravel bar sites between Cedar Grove and Spirit Lake.
The single red slipped Natchitoches Engraved vessel
from Burial 10 (Figure 11-27a) appears to belong to an
important but as yet unidentified Natchitoches Engraved
variety that centers in the Keno-Glendora locality of the
Boeuf Basin in northeast Louisiana. The diagnostic attribute
of this variety would be the use of a single design to cover
both the rim and the body, contrary to the Caddo practice
of putting different designs on the rim and body.

Natchitoches Engraved
var. Natchitoches

-

Natchitoches Engraved
var. Lester Bend

of this degenerate coarse shell tempered Natchitoches
Engraved at Cedar Grove. We do have what seems to be an
early or "developing" variety of Natchitoches, and we also
have some fully developed but still technically and
stylistically excellent Natchitoches, some of it with fine
shell temper and some apparently without (Table 11-12).
We recognize two varieties of Natchitoches Engraved at
Cedar Grove and other sites in the Spirit Lake locality:
var. Lester Bend and var. Natchitoches. The Lester Bend
variety, (Figure 1l-17b, c and Figure 11-29b) which we
see developing directly out of Belcher Engraved, consists of
Central I or 2 rim designs combined with Eden or Easter
body designs on bowl forms typical of Belcher Engraved var.
Owen (Figure 1l-l).
This variety is well represented at
Cedar Grove by two whole vessels from Burials 5 and 10
and by 22 snerds from the midden sample and from features
The temper tends to be grog or something
(Table 11-12).
too fine to be visible, but occasional shell tempered sherds
do occur.
Temper is not a significant sorting criterion for
this variety, as long as it is finely ground.

Belcher Engraved
ver.heren
a.

-

Figure

11-11.

e

Belcher Engraved
var. Belcher

Evolution of Natchitoches Engraved
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Comments: About half of this specimen was destroyed
during site stripping or historic levee building
operations. Fresh breaks indicate that it had been
placed in the grave intact.

%IORUARY POTTERY

GR,,AVE LOt I
Provenience: Burial 1, an infant, 12-13 months old and
Burial 2, human cranial fragments, probably from Burial I,
and remains of a bald eagle. The contents at Burials I and
2 were disturbed and -nixed oDth y our site stripping and
7v tne earlier nistOric levee auilding operations. This grave
Lot is probably incomplete; some associated vessels may
nave been scooped into the nistoric levee or destroyed
during our site stripping operations.
All five vessels in this grave tot are miniatures. Three
of them also vary appreciably from normal Caddo pottery in
the areas at design, combinations -i run and body designs
and vessel shapes.
Vessel I
Illustrations: Figure 11-12
Type: Untyped bird etfigy bowl, probably representing a
quail
Variety: N/A
Rim treatment: plain, with nead and tail adornos
Body treatment: plain
Temper: shell
Height: 37 mm
Outside oral diameter: b,4 mm
Catalog number: SO-1299-596
Photo number: 315522
Comments: The interior and exterior are badly eroded.
The attachment scar ot a small adorno, probably
representing a tail, appears on the rim directly opposite
the head.
A small nole, probably for a plume,
through the head at about a 45 degree angle

I

passes

Vessel 3
Illustration: Figure li-13b
Type: Karnack Brushed-Incised jar
Variety: unknown
Rim treatment: three rows ot unzoned diagonal punctates
(Chattanooga design)
Body treatment: vertically brushed (Danbury I design)
Temper: coarse shell
Height: 64 mm
Outside oral diameter: approximately 82 mm
Catalog number 80-1209-602
Photo number: 815519
Comments: About half of this specimen was displaced or
destroyed by site stripping or levee building operations.
Fresh breaks indicate that it had been placed in the
grave intact. This particular combination of a
punctated rim with a brushed body has yet to be
recorded in "adult series" pottery of this type in
southwest Arkansas.
Vessel 4
Illustration: Figure 11-03c
Type: unknown; small incised bowl
Variety: N/A
Rim treatment: uncertain--fine diagonal incising on the
shoulder, rim badly crushed
Body treatment: plain
Temper: shell

Height: N/A
Vessel 2
Illustrations: Figure lI-I3a
Type: Hodges Engraved bowl
Variety: Sentell
Run treatment: engraved; Esther

Outside oral diameter: N/A
Catalog number: 80-1209-604
Photo number: N/A
Comments: The specimen was crushed during site stripping
operations.
ft is not reconstructable and the drawing in
Figure 1l-13c is based on very small sherds.
The shape

I design

Body treatment: plain
Temper: shell
Height: 58 mm
Outside oral diameter: 89 mm
Catalog number: 30-1209-608
Photo number: 915520

of the rim and the rim design are uncertain.
We were
unable to make any measurements, but the specimen is
small-aout the same size as the four other vessels
with Burials I and 2.
Neither this shape nor this
design are known in the "adult series" pottery of
southwest Arkansas.

Tall broken

1cm

Figure

11-12.

Pottery

from Burials

I and

2: bird effigy bowl

Plume hole
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Figure

11-13.

C

Pottery from Burials I and 2.
a. Hodges engraved bowl, var. Senteli'
b. Karnack
Brushed-Incised jar;
c. incised bowl, type unknown (vessel not restorable,
drawing based on sherds);
d. engraved jar, type unknown (upper portion not
restorable, reconstruction based on sherds)

Vessel

5

not appear

in "adult series" pottery in southwest

Arkansas.
Illustrations: Figure 11-l3d
Ware: tine
Type: unknown; small engraved jar
Variety: N/A
Rim treatment: plain
Body treatment: The body is decorated with four equally
spa:ed, diagonall, engraved lines
Temper: snell
Height: This vessel was between 50 and 60 mm when
co'npiete
Vlaxiurn Dody diameter: SI mn
Catalog number: 80-1209-612
Photo nu'noer: 815523
Comments:
This vessel was crushed during site stripping
operations. The upper portion is not reconstructaole
but all elements of shape and design can be deduced
from sherds.
The simple engraved line design does

hL1

GRAVE

LOT 2

This
Provenience: Burial 3, a female, 45-49 years old.
grave lot is incomplete. The entire midsection of the
skeleton (from just above the feet to just below the chin)
was cut away by Historic Burial 42.
Additional vessels
undoubtedly accompanied Burial 3 but were removed or
destroyed when the historic grave was dug.
Vessel I
Illustration: Figure 1l-14a
Type: Keno Trailed-incised beaker
Variety: Phillips
Rim treatment: The lip is notched

6~'
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Pottery from Burial 3. a. Keno Trailed beaker,
possibly from large Dottie
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emczir: 3rog
H e: ;".;: 7.3 n;n
Maximum oia'neter it Dodv: 123 -m
C~atalog numroer: 30-!209-i32*
photo numnoer: S12931
Comm-ents: The lip is oadly eroded in places, evident:.
due to post depositional weathering. There are no signs
predepositional use or wear.
Vessel 4
Illustration: Figure 11l-15d
Type: Hiodges Engraved bowl
Variety: Armour
Rim treatment: El Camino I design with traces of red
pigment in the lines
Bods treatment: plain
Temper: grog
Heignt: 6.0 mmorai liamneter: 120 -m
nomo~er: 3-M29-323
315533
numoer:
Pt),nto
L)-n-nents: This vessei s wanzed. wittn a large srac< in
.ide. interior andl *-ser:or suraccs areered
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CERAMICS
Vessel 5
Illustration: Figure 1l-16a
Type: Avery Engraved bowl
Variety: unnamed
Rim treatment: single row ot Jry paste punctations or
excisions
Body treatment: An Ernest I design applied via dry paste
punctation and "engraving."
The rising sun motif
repeats four times. Traces of white pigment in the
lines.
Temper: grog with occasional pieces of shell
Height: 165 mm
Outside oral diameter: 273 mm
Catalog numoer: 30-1209-710
Photo number: 315480
Comments: This vessel is slightly warped.
Both the shape
and the design suggest that it is an import from
farther west along the Red River in east Texas or
klahma.Photo
eastrn
eastern Oklahomna.
Vessel 6
Illustration: Figure 1 l-16b
Type: Foster Trailed-Incised jar
Variety: Shaw
Rim treatment: unzoned punctation, Chattanooga I design
Body treatment: Boston I, an ihcised-as opposed to
trailed--design.
The volute motif repeats four times.
Temper: coarse shell
Heignt: 130 mm
Outside oral dianeter: 161 mm
Catalog nu;noer: 30-i209-703
Photo number: 315435
Comment: The ri-n Jamage is from our probing.

GRAVE
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Vessel 3
Illustrations: Figure Il-18a and b
Type: Keno Trailed bottle
Variety: Glendora
Rim and neck treatment: A snort, bulging "spool necK"
with a single incised line half Nay uown.
Body treatment: An intricate interlocking scroll design
(Belhaven 13) that inverts itself as it repeats (twice)
around the vessel body.
Two horizontally incised lines
on the modified pedestal base.
Temper: This vessel has no cracks or nicks so temper
cannot be determined with certainty but it looks and
feels like grog.
There is abundant mica showing on the
surface.
Height: 120 mm
Maximum body diameter: 121 ;rim
Catalog number: 80-1209-711
Cato number: 81209-71
6
numbers: 315525 and 315526
Comment: No evidence of wear and use. Vessel #172 from
the Glendora site (Moore 1909:45. Fig. 23) is virtually
identical to this vessel.
Considering the complexity of
the Belhaven 13 designs, this is no coincidence.
Vessel 4
Illustration: Figure 1 l-lSc
Type: Belcher Engraved oowl
Variety: Owen
Rim treatment: - Central I design with white pigment in
the lines.
One horizontally incised line on the inside of
the bowl at the shoulder line.
Body treatment: plain
Temper: There are no nicks or cracks on this specimen so
the temper is difficult to determine, but it looks and
feels like grog.
There is a considerable amount of
mica in the paste.

LOT 4

Provenience: 3urial 5, a male, 35-39 years old.
This is
probaziv an incomplete grave lot since the skull of 6urial 5,

Height: 67 mm
Outside oral diameter: 143 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-712

plus any nearby offerings, was removed by Historic Burial

Photo number: 815509

61.

Comment: There are no signs of use or wear.
Vessel I

Vessel 5

II:.astratLon: Figure I1-17a

Illustration: Figure ll-lSd

Type: Keno Trailed beaker
Variety: Phillips
Rim treatment: the lip is notched
Body treatment: a Blackburn I design.

The interlocking
multiple line motif repeats four times around the
vessel.
There are traces of red pigment in the design.
Temper: Primarily grog with an occasional piece of shell
Height: 90 mm

Type: Foster Trailed-incised jar
Variety: Not determinable since the rim is missing but
the possibilities are limited to Moore, Red Lake, or
Dixon because of the Babson 3 body design.
Rim: missing
Body treatment: Babson 3, a trailed volute design with
single flattened center nodes
Temper: coarse shell

Outside oral diameter: 145 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-714
Photo number: 812933

Height of specimen; rim missing: 145 mm
Maximum body diameter: 164 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-715

Comments: The bottom of this specimen has been eroded
away, probably as a result of postdepositional processes.

Photo number: 815501
Comment: This is a "recycled" vessel.

The rim was

broken off and the edges were light.y ground or worn
down, indicating use as a rimless jar before it was

Vessel 2

buried.

Illustrations: Figure 1l-17b, c, and d
Type: Natchitoches Engraved bowl
Variety: Lester Bend
Rim treatment: A punctated and

GRAVE LOT 5
mci

J Central

2 design

on the exterior. A single incised i e on the interior
at the shoulder line.

Provenience: Burial 7, a 20-24 year old male. Burial 7
was undisturbed. This is a complete grave lot. It is

Body treatment: An Eden I (vertically placed volutes and
circles on a hatched background) design.
The volute
and circle motif is repeated four times,
Temper: shell
Height: 72 mm
Outside oral Jiarneter: 193 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-713
Photo number:
31549.8, 315499
Comments: No evidence of wear or use

unusual in that it consists entirely of recycled vessels.
There is no possibility that these vessels were damaged by
plowing or levee building since this grave was 70 cm deeper
than the surface on which the historic levee was built.
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1,lustratiors: Figure I 1-2le
Type: Belcrier Engraved :>ow!
\arietv: Beicrier
Rim treatment: A. Centra; 11 design on a sharp shouldered
DOWIwatn four nodes. Tne design repeats four times.
BooN treatment: plin
noIiii.pr~~5go
Tepr
Meignt: 73 mm
.Ou~siue ora. diameter: IS' mmfl
Catalog number; 83-1209-70
Pnoio nu;no~er: S155DS
Comments: no indications ot use or wear
Vessel 6
Ilustrations; Figure 11-2
Type: ibeicner Engraved bowl
becnerPhoto
Variey:
Rim treatment: %Zentra: 7 aesign on a very snarp
snoiderecl oow, witvl !our nodes. Tne design repeats
four times.
BiC' treatment: plain
Tenper: grog, mi ca in ne pas.
3 nmType:
:-te~nt:
.)tiCora.

diameter:

~~rna.mDer:

7

Provenience: Buria! 9, a maie. more tinan K3 Years o1G.
buria; 9 was unoisturDed. Tnis is a cumpiete grave lot.
Vessel
Illustration: Figure 11 -23a
Type: Cabaness Engraved DOwl
Variety: N/A
Rim treatment: An Ebony I design with white pigment in
the lines.
Body treatment: An Eaves I design with white pigment in
the lines. The circle-witn-interiocking-scroli motif
repeats four times.
Temper: shell
Height: 69 mm
Outside oral diameter: 135 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1172
number: 815503
Comments: No obvious signs of use or wear.
Vessel 2
Illustration: Figure 11l-2b~
Cabaness Engraved Dowl
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P~~numoer: S:55:-'
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Figure JJ-23.
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treatment: An Eve
pigment in trie lines
Bos treatment: :0i Ea,,

d esign %w;rn traces of wmite
dei7r

:t

trace,

ot.tr

a-b. Catianess Engraved bowl-, c. Hodges Engraved bottle,
Pottery from Burial 9.
e.
var.-Kelly's Lake; d. engraved bowl~type unknown, possibly Patton Engraved;
Hodges Engraved bottle, var. Candler

CERAMICS
pigment in the lines. The circle motil is repeated tour
times.
Temper: very fine snell
Height: 72 mm
Outside oral diameter: 141 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1 180
Photo number: 812968
Comments: No obvious signs of use or wear

Height: 88 mm
Mtaximum body diameter: 84 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1174
Photo number: 815531
Comments: No signs of use or wear.
Vessel

illustration: Figure I-Z3c
Type: Hodges Engraved bottle
Variety: Kellys Lake
Rim and nec, treatment: A plain "spool neck"
Body treatment. An Easter I design with traces of red
pigment in the lines. The vertical folded meander

Illustration: Figure 11-23d
Type: Unknown; small engraved bowl, possibly Patton
Engraved
Variety: N/A
Rim treatment: an irregular lightly engraved pair o1
parallel ticked lines
Body treatment: plain
Temper: shell
Height: 49 mm

Temper: None visible since the specimen is not cracked
or chipped

Catalog number: 80-1209-1181
Photo number: 915531

Vessel 3

Outside oral diameter: 85 mm

motif repeats three times.
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Fig~ure 1l-2ZS.

Pottery, from Burial '1.

a. Foster Trailed-incised jar, var. Moore
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cari:
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on -ires:. orea,.
as :llojgr . is grog-te-niperez.
Heignt: 92 mm

:,oa, 5 ia: !ee:s

Maximum Dov oameter: 89 mm
Cataloi number: 80-12 9-1175

Vessel 5

Pnoto number: 815529
Comments: No signs of use or wear.

liustration: Figure 11-23e
Tybe: Hooes Engraved bottle
Varie:v: Cander
Rir, and nec. treatment: N "spool necK," with a flared
rim
Ba
treatment: An Evelyn I design with heavy red
)Igment in te
lines.
Temper: This bottle has no nicks or cracks so temper

Vessel 6
I~llstration: Figure 11-24
Type: Foster Trailed-Incised jar
Variety: Moore
Rim teatment: Chattanooga 3, a band o1 unzoned,
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Pottery from Burial 9.
a. Foster Trailed-Incised jar,
arMoore;
bow,
tpe
nknwn;c. Foster Trailed-Incised par, LXat. D
_o

'

b. engraved

CERA%41CS
diagonally placed tool * unctation',
Body treatment: Baoson 4, a trailea-ane volute design
with no center nodes. The volute notif repeats tnree
times.
Temper: coarse shell
Height: 194 mm
O~utside oral diameter: 233 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1176
photo rnumber: 815175
Comnments: The interior and portions of tne exterior are
lightly coated with soot.
Vessel 7
Illustration: Figure 11-25a
Type: Foster Trailed-incised jar
Variety: Moore
Rim treatment: Chattanooga I, unzoned diagonally placed
tool punctations covering most of the rim.
Body treatment: Babson 3, a lightly trailed volute design
with flattened center nodes. The voiute motif repeats
four times.
Temper: coarse snell
Height: 105 mm
O~utside oral diameter: 123 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1183
Pnoto number: 815504
Cimments: No obvious signs of use or wear

...dstraton: - 4.;re !-25
-. :)e:
n-raved o)owi 31 in,(nown :voe.
*ar,etv:

Vessel 9
IMustration: Figure 11-25c
Type: Foster Trailed-Incised jar
Variety: D~ixon
Rim treatment:
2, tnree rows of inzoned short
diagonal incisions on lower two-thirds of run.
Body treatment: Babson 4, a traied iine volute dIesign
without central nodes. The volote mnoti! repeats !oir
tamnes.
Temper: o:oarse shell
Hignt: i7S man
*)utsiae oraa diameter: '73 mmr
Catalog numoer: n-12-9-1 179

~Agnes

Pinoto numz'er: S1549
Cn-nents: Tnis [oo: nas , .er,
over tne :nterior anc. on-w

essS: S

exteric.

-jedy% Oa:'
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rebor
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4.-n trea-men-: 3ne engrave,

Figure

11-26.

jane rusarouna
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;,,st peiaw the lip.
Boadv treatmnent: :)lain. trace 01 re:: D. nent an:.-ae io.:
Temper: gro; witi iccasional partazleS )I snei.
-ieagnt: 63 mm
3.atside orai diamneter: !53 'TM
Catalog .ndrnoea: 3>1299-1154
Pnoto 'aj aoer: S15507
Comm-ents: The form is tnat 3! 3elcner Emnraved.
.r
Owen bowls. This mignt represent a new single
line variety of Belcher Engraved but since we do
not nave otner examples in our reference collection,
we think it is more probably an idiosyncratic
specimen.

-:m

Pottery from Burial 9.
a. Keno Trailed jar, var. Scott's-- Lake; b. Hodges
Engraved bawl, var. Sentell
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listration: Figure 1l-2od
Type: Keno Trailea )ar
Varietv: Scott's LaKe
Rimn treatment: Culver 3, three rows of ring punczations
boa, treatmrent: A Bolton I design, the concentric circle
motif is repeated four times.
Temper: grog witn Occasional particles of shell
He.A-nt: -15 mm
Outside oral diameter: 125 mm
Catalog numoer: 80 -1209-1182
Pnoto numoer: 815514
Comments: This pot is badly warped.

Prvnene
uria 1,.? a 1 t :5 veif a.-' ,.jver..'e
anceternined). Buria;l
was Jn.-istjraec.
-.-ts :s
comzpiete grave iot.

Isex

Vesse. I

Illustration: Figure 11-26D
Type.- Hodges Engraved bow;
Variety: Sentell
Rim treatment: An Esther I design repeated two times
body treatment: plain
Temper: grog with occasional particles of shell
Height SS mm

l~ustratuon: Figure 11-27a
Type: \'atcnitocnes Engraved ar
),ariety: unKnown
Rim and body treatment: -N singie Easter 2 cesign covers
ootn trie rim a body. (Thiis co'ttrdsts witri tne uda
Caddo 'practice of putting different aesign-, on tie rim
and ooay of a pot and it will De amolIe Dasis for
varietv status, if not new type s:tt-s, when more
vessels of this description are recorded.) Tne "scroll
and nook" motif is repeated four times. Red slip was
applied, both inside and out, after the aesign was
applied. Two clusters of four evenly spaced suspension
holes were drilled opposite eacr other on the rim.
Temper: grog witn occasiona! partiCiies Of snell
Height: 85 mm
Otside oral diamreter: 105 mm

Cataiog number: 80-1209-1 177
Photo number: 815492
Z.'nents: No signs o! use or wear on this specimen.

Photo number: 815505
Comment:
Tn~s pot differs suostantisli' from tnieru
the mnili fine ware at triis site i-D~in:- yer th.:

Vessel 11
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Figure 11-27.
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a. red-Slipped Natchitoches Engraved jar; b. Hodges
Pottery from Burial 10.
Engraved bottle, var. Candler
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Ph~ota num~er: 315517
:rnTineits: 7Tiis vessel is sli
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var:eu.

Cie rTi vs,

"Se Jr year.
Vessel 3

Vessel
llh1.trat.on: Figure 11-Z0th
T5oe: -ioages Engraved 3ottle
Variety: Candler
Rim and necK treatment: Plain flaring rin, snort "spool
-ieck."trailed--volute
Bodv treatment: \n Early 1 design wttn traCes at red
pi~menr in Mne lines. The meander mnotif is repeated
four ties
Temper: not VIajOle
.- eignt: !01 mnm
Maximum :)oav diameter: M3 -nm

Figure 1 1-23.

iliustration: Figure 1I-2Sa
rpe: Foster Traiied-Incised jar
Varietv: Thaw
Rimn treatment: Chattanooga 1, i.e.. unzoned punctation
Body treatment: A Boston 1, or inciSeo-flot
design with single flattened center nodes.
The volute motif is repeated four times.
Temper: coarse shel
-eight: 144 mm
)Otside iral diamneter: 165 mm
-- :.alog riumoer: 30-1299-iI35
Pl-oto numder: 915,434
_omments: no signs at o-se or ,ea5

b. Belcher
Pottery froin burial 10: a. Foster Trailed-incised jar, var. Shaw
c. Foster Trailed-incised jar, var. MJoore; d. smsr
Engraved bowl, var. Owen;
fragment of large plain bottle

~:_satin

;_jr
L-23
T~pe: 5e,:ner Zngavec Do.
ar.e!v:
imr treat~rnent: % :eritr4. ! es: ;n. The s arted ine
-:vot:;s repeate~t fou, timnes. There is one norizontall
incises .mneovi mie interiar )* tnit, ooi at tne snouiaer
.me.
ooQmtr?3r-n- it
-r
fo
der: .:ann"! !)e ievmr-nm
s:.nce rns secinen hmas no
Cracks or breaks and no temper particles are visible
r,)6 or ;nosti% grog.
mi,:
. sariice.
Proao.)
Heicgn,: 53 mm
.Jutsioe ora, zliameter: 13S :nm
Cataiog numDer: 3;-1209i-1122
Pno):o iunDer: S 15 51
,..om-nent: No signs ot use or wear

Figure 11-29.

Illustration: Fiigure 11l-28c
Type: Foster Trailed-1Icised jar
Variety: M4oore
Rim treatment: Cnattanooga 1, i.e., unzonec purictat=5n
Bod ' treatment: Bazson 3, a voljte jesign composed o!
Droad trailed lines. Trius Oesigr. nas flattened singie
nodes at the center of eacri volute. Trie Yvoljte moti!
is repeated four times.
Temper: coarse shell
H-eign t: 205 mm
Outside oral diameter: 72S hm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1134
pnoto number: 815477
Comments: no signs of use or wear

Pottery from Burial 10.
a. Foster Trailed-incised jar, var. Finle-,
Natchitoches Engraved bowl, var. Lester Bend

b.
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')r14.nai ieignt: n~nownl. Ae:.,t of illustrated s~ecrnen
is 133 rim
MAaximum body oaametert approximately Z40 -nm
Catalog number: 30-1209-1129
Photo number: 312944
Comments: This specinen was broxen prior to placement
in the grave. It nao o)een placed 3fn its side wh~iC.fl
suggests tnat it is a recycled specimen that was oeing
ised as a DPowl.
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Provenierce: buria: 1, a 45 year oi fem ale. Tis is
an incomplete grave lot. The lower nail of Burial 11 was

:
i iru:r e i-3 3D
TDe: Fos.er Traiie -ncse
ar

cut away o
Hlistoric Burial 9.
Tne remaining vessels were
crusnec oy ear:rrnoving eqjLpment during our site stripping
operations.

d7'etv: Ds;Mx,
R:
treatmen:: Altrec 6, unzoned ;Icisec line in rows
Soc
treatment: Bason 3, a traiie: ine volute design
w:tn fla ttened center nodes.
Tne volute moti! is
repeare- four times.
Temper: coarse snell
4e,: !53 mm
\ax mum Doiy diameter: 151 mm
Cj:a~og number; 30-1209-1137
Pnito number: 8154S3
C.-nnenrs: Tmhi is a "recycled" vessel. The upper part of
tne rim
,asro.Ken off prior to burial and tne vessel
evioen:ih saw some use in t al condition Defore being
pkaced in the grave.

Vessel I
Illustration: Figure I 1-31a
Type: Karnacx Brushed-Incised jar
Variety: Fish Bayou
Rim treatment: Austin 1; irregular vertical incising on a
short rim
Body treatment: Abraham 1; broad line vertical trailing
Temper: shell
Height: 132 mm
Outside oral diameter: 160 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-697
Photo number: 815387
Comments: No signs of use or wear
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Figure

11-31.

Pottery from burial 11.
a. Karnack Brushed-incised jar, var. Fish Bayou
b.
Foster Trailed-Incised jar, ar. Red Lake; c. Keno
Trailed bottle
(b and c were
not restorable; recon~structions were based on sherds)
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Variety: Candler
Rim and neck treatment: a plain "spooi neck"
Body treatment: Eveivn 1, a douziie neancer design an a

Vessel 3
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Illustration: Figure 11-33
Type: Hodges Engraved p)ottle
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Type:e

"

bowli1-od.

Pttengraved

Variety: 'srrour
":"" ".
lli244
---nlln~ll
'rll
' Rim
. ...treatment:
2, a design featuring an
El lCarnino
The
interlocking scroll moocil on a natched bacxground.
witn white pigment while the negatise
lines are fied
areas of the design nlave traces of red pigment on

them,
Body treatment: plain
Temper: grog
Outside oral diameter: between 2 0-280 mm based on
projections of rim sherds
Catalog number: 80-1209-1202
Ph,>to number: SI 5515
,omnnents: \iost of this bowl was cut away r, tne
intruson ul Historic Burial 77.
Vessel
Illustration: Figure II l-34,
Type: h eicner Engraved bowl
Variety: ,,.wer:
Rnm treatment: \ Central ,design

2

with abundant white
There are
pigment in tne rim and shoulder lines.
The
traces of red pigm-ent over the negative areas.
slanted line motif on tne shoulder repeats four times.
A fod at the shoulder line takes tne place of the

i

.

-~.s

,

Temper:Egrogdbtls

ole

vt

ade

Height: 85 mm
Outside oral diameter: 222 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1211
Photo number: 815i532
Comments: The missing rim pieces were probably
during the intrusion of His' "- Burial 77.
Vessel

removed

3

Illustration: Figure 1 1-35a
Type: Karnack Brushed-Incised lar
Variety: Karnack
Rim treatment: Austin 2, short vertical incisions under a
heavy rolled lip
Body treatment: Danbury |, fine vertical brushing
Temper: coarse shell
Heignt: 165 mm
Outside oral diameter: 145 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1201
Photo number: 8154 86
Comments: No signs Of use or wear

CERAMICS

77-

Figure

Figure

11-34.

II1-35.

Pottery from fBuriaL 12.
a.
Engraved bowl, Yar. Owen;

Hodges Engraved bowl, var. Armour; o. Belcher

Pottery from B~urial 12.
a. Karnack iRrushed-Incised jar, var. Karnack;
trailed-Incised, var. i0obson

b. Foster

L417

14S

1

Schambach,

Miller

GRAVE LOT It

Vessel 4

Provenience: Burial 14, a 35 to 39 year old male.
grave lot is probably incomplete since Burial 14 was
partially intruded by Historic Burials II and 23.

Illustration: Figure il-35b
Type: Foster Trailed-Incised jar
Variety: Dobson
Rim treatment: Agnes 2, a design with two bands of
oblique incised lines and a panel of sloppy curvilinear
incised lines in between.
Body treatment: Baker 3; a concentric circle design
featuring very broad trailed lines. There are triple
nodes at the center of each circle. The concentric
circle motif is repeated four times.
Temper: very coarse shell
Height: 230 mm
Outside oral diameter: 275 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1039
Photo number: 815479
Comments: This pot was probably damaged by the
intrusion of Historic Burial 77. Note the contrasting
decorative techniques; the rim is incised, the body is
trailed.

Tnis

Vessel I
Illustration: Figure 1 1-38a
Type: Avery Engraved bowl
Variety: Graves
Rim treatment: El Dorado 2, a concentric half circle
design, with a crosshatched background. The "rising
sun" motif is repeated four times.
Body treatment: Evansville 1, a concentric circle design
with a crosshatched background. The concentric circle
motif is repeated four times.
Temper: shell
Height: 97 mm
Outside oral diameter: 146 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1257
Photo number: 815528
Comments: No signs of use or wear on this vessel

Vessel 5

Vessel 2

Illustrations: Figure 11-36 and 37
Type: Glassell Engraved bowl
Variety: McGee
Rim treatment: Evan I, a design based on a stylized
interlocking scroll motif witn douole line OacKground
The lines
tilpe-b, rather tman hatcning or crosshatching.
are tilled witn red pigment.
Body treatment: Ecanda 1; an interlocking scroll design
with douile line background fillers. The lines are filled
with white pignent.
Temper: shell
Height: 86 nm
Outside ora diameter: 169 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1212
Photo numbers: 8 154 93 and S15494
Comments: This is the outstanding example at this site of
the trait of filling the rim design with red pigment and
the body design with white pigment.

Illustration: Figure 11-38b
Type: Karnack Brushed-Incised Jar
Variety: Karnack
Rim treatment: Austin 2, vertical incisions on a very
short rim with a rolled lip.
Body treatment: vertical incision. Antiocn 12; deep close
spaced incised lines. Traces of red pigment on parts
of the rim and body.
Temper: shell
Height: 114 mm
Outside oral diameter: 119 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1259
Photo Number: 815486
Comments: The red pigment on the rim and bod is
unusual for a coarse ware vessel and may be the result
of something other than an attempt at decoration.
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Figure 11-36.
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11j-38.

Pottery' from Burial

iOuriai 14.
Pottery I fri
6'rusfed-ncise~d jar, var.

12.

Glasseil Engraved bowl, var.

5'cGee

a. Avery kLngraved oowl, var_. Craves; b. Karnack
)d
KarnacI4; C. k~eicher

~~~rvdbtlvr

'
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Illustration: Figure 11 -38c
Type: Beichier Engraved Dottie
Variet ':
Rim an-- nec, treatment: plain straight necK, flaring rim
B~ody treatment: Elizabethi 2; a concentric circle design
witn "pinwheel" center elements. The concentric circle
motif is repeated three times. There are traces of red
pigment in the lines.
Temper, shell
Hfeight: 206 mm
VMaximum body diameter: 170 mm
Catalog number: 80-1209-1250
Photo number: 815491
Comments: No evidence of use or wear
Pipe
Illustration; Figure 11-39
Specimen: Pottery pipe
Description: This specimen has two "loops' attached to
the base, a flaring bowl, a short stem and a flattened
prow witn six fingerlike projections tone is broken and
missing). There is no carbon deposit in Tne bowl.
Temper: grog
._engtni: '1 -mm
Jutside oral diameter of bowl: 35 rnm
.- 'mrnents: This was the only pipe or pipe fragment found
a-, Ceoar Grove. Pipes seem tone szarce or absent at

r~kdtwoui.l regard as "normna.' Oado_ iar-nstejd,
located awav fromr ceremonia, centers. Tne% azdOabe good indicators of re!Lgious or importan! soc~a;
activity. When found in graVt!s, tnei Should be
considered evidence of some involvement by Their
owners in such activities, Wyckoff and baugn
(1980:2i.3) list "pipes used in calunet ceremonies" as
one of the material traits that mignt be associated
With persons at tne rank< of Caddi amon, tne Iidsjna .
We do not know that this would also oe true of mEw
Kadonadacho, or that the Caddices were tone on~y
persons to nave pipes. We mention this to ma~e tne
point that the presence of a pipe in a grave !na tie a
better indication at high status, ano pernup)s of a
significantly higher status, than the object itself mi~gnt*
suggest.
This pipe was pierced by a probe, wnicn was now this
burial was found.
Vessel 4
Illustration: Figure 11l-40a
Type: Foster Trailed-incised jar
Variety: Foster
Rim treatlment: Alfred 1; fairly wide spaced Danas a!
zoned diagonal inc ising
Bod% treatment: BaKer 4, a concentric circle design
featuring broad trailed lines ona: are wide s.Da:es, andtrie
center nodes. The concentrid circle- 'nob21
repeated four tines. Tnere is a "-a.pdt: c.' rez
mien* an the oood.

I4

J.,-

~

.

pooe hole

Figure 11-39.

Pipe from Burial
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Figure 11-40.
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a. Foster Trailed-incised lar, var. Foster; b. rim and
Pottery from Burial l.
oody sherd of Belcher Engraved compound bowl, var. Beicner

~m

3J:S.oe ora, 'iamecer: 27 n;)
,-l2'-.2'K
,.ataiog number:
Photo numoer: Sl5i.76
Comments: Parts of the upper two-trds of the exterior
of this specinen are coated WiT. soot.
Vesse,

'i

Illustration: Figure 1 -4Db
Type: Beizner Engraved compound bowl
Variety: Belcher
Rim treatment: A Central pattern, probably Central 5
because of the pronounced "lug" or node on the
shoulder. There is white pig rient in the lanes.
Body treatment: Unknown, out there is lust enough flare
at the oottom of the sherd illustrated in Figure I-4Ob
to show that this was a compound vessel of the form
illustrated.
Temper: gro,
,
Cataiog number: Sj-120'4-125
Photo numoer: N \
e
was removed
',Aos" of-! this
Comment:
ju .
waa,speimen
Historic bura,

Buria. i
3 six year oij cn.iz.
uria..
Provenience:
was un.isturDeo prior -o our test excavations. t that ti-me
tne foot aones were stric, an damaged Dv one of ou7
shovel test pits. out no :otter, was found. Tnils grave :ot
is probao ilY compiete.
Vesse.

I

Illustration: Figure 11-41a
Type: Keno Trailed bottle
Variety: 'MtcClendon
Rim and neck treatment: Plain, with a "spool neck" and a
slightly flared rim
Body treatment: Belnaven 14, a design featuring vertacais
placed interlocking scrolls. This motif is repeated
twice.
Temper: grog
Heignt: 109 mm
Maximum body diameter: Ill *rm
Catalog numoer: S3-1259-l3;3
Photo number: S1 524
of a gooc
ail te attri:utes
This specimenar. has\cCiendon
Comments:
Dotte except : .
Keno TraiJeo-Inc:;sed
muCn :nhcter and _rude" than mnost specimens o: :n;5
wito
ov the chlii
varietv. It ma, have DCeei nae
wouji
indicate a higi ieve. 3:
who'n it was ouriej--tii
artistic SKiii and dexteriti for a six year oid-or it 'na.
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Miller

a
ba
Figure 11-41.

a. Keno Trailed bottle, var.
Pottery from Burial 15.
Brushed-incised jar, var. Karnacc

have co-me hnto the crild's possession uecause if its
genera.,v .iferior workmanship.
vessei 2
I~i.stra3:i: F 4re 11-41b
',be: Kuarnu,, :3rjsneo-Iicised ar
,rletv: LKar-ac..
eRim- zrcatrnelt: Dana 4; lignt norizonta. orusning
Bod, treatment: Dan~ur. 1; wel; executej vertiC.5
orujsning
Temper: coarse snell
Height: 32 mm
Outside oral diamnetr: 90 mm
nunoer
Caral~
SO- 2091304variety
Pnoto numoer: Sv551S
Comments: Ioe rim of this jar was damaged during
excavation.
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3n--.'c
dh
ontains 3,54 decarate: srier.s tromn a..
ionimurtar' :oitexts. Tnaese sherds :znstitite 4,.S t )
the sortabie sherd collection; 1.32' ot ,_hem 3re tine ware
(17.29-b ot the sortable sample) and 2,267 of tnemn k29.5 s
of tne sortaoie sa~npieI .are coarse ware. The classified
sherd counts in tne ridden leveis of tne ievee transect
its and -)e feat ares are presente't in -\ppeni. VIII.
Decorated Fine %~are Sneris
We were able to sort almost two-thirds of the 1,327
decorated tine ware snerds (802 snerds, or 60.44ii-b) into six
types: Averv Engraved, Belcher Engraved, Glassell Engraveo.
Hodges Engraved, Keno Trailed anid Natchitoches Engraved
(Taoie 11-3). Only '14 of the 3O? typed sherd% could De
taKen one step further, to the variety' levei. despite the
large number of varieties we set 7up (Toole 11-1.
-\verv Engraved, represented by nine sherds (Figure
II -.- ) --onstit ites .68b i f the decorated fie ware snerds
and, .12tv c the sortable sherd collection. One -im-Dodi
startd withi 3enedict. l::Ehe)n I designs (Figure 11-2 inld
F~g-ire 1I-3) Aas identified as var. fBradsna- i"Beneci,:t
l::Eoen I" is the standard formn it niotation leveiopeh for
denotns
our niew describtive classification; in this intne.t
-:c
'-,
.s shard' with" 3 3eqedict 1 des,4') 0) thIO -. n all
resign on the body. For detaiis in this systzn. s-e
..- a,
seconoc snerc., with an
Scn-nacn
55:1.-l[7.N

~

McClendon; b. Karnack

Of tne seven
design was ioent~fied as var. 6raves.
Vi\ner is
remainin, snerds. one nas an Eben idesign.
ia! n
sj;;estn:
n
thus
I
des.
of
an
Ernest
Dart
Drooaoi',
iniusoai \very Enigraved vessei ftD-m Bur,3: thii-), -ha. nave been an trnport from eas5 TtxaV D.. s not aione i:.",,e
.- iI .
..- anorna Fi,,Lre
-nere were o
Belcher Engraved sner:s. of wnr~
ecoratec !:7.01ti
\Fgare li-3), constitute s-n
collection and i.04t of the sortao~e s;serc coiiection.
Twenty-four of these sneros could De zc.ass f ec to uaret%.
Tne Soda LasKe Dottie variety was recognized: from one boc'
wait:s
snera mnar snows Dar, of an E-iizatae-n !design
distinctive central element consisting of four triangies
Domei
radiating rorn a disc (Figure lI-8). Tre 2&
ai
was recognized from two 00dv 5hertd5 withr
Z designs, Nhicni nave tne 'pinwheel" central eiement
diostic of this variety. Anotner 17 Dootte snerds "iave
designs of the Elizaoeth) pattern. This is Diagnostic o:
Beicner Engraved ,in bottle form. But tneu fai, to shoA an,parts of the central elements of this pattern and. thiat is
wn)it Is :critica. in differentiating :.hC Soda L.ai< var:Ct,
as
Trie Owen ow: var,et,
roirn the - oe var etu
rtzcog-xizec from 2: im-Dods snerds .vitn various C:entzra.
rim designs over p~ain oodies Central::Plain) and--in a..
nzsed line on the vessei inter:or at nre
cases-am trirh
shdijider :riat we consider diagnostic of Owen. Anotner 39
rim-oody snerds nave Central rim designs over plain bod:ies.
This ciearly identifies them as Belcher Engraved bowl
fragments. But tnev all lacK both the incised lines on :he
interiors at the shoulder joint that -would identify tnem as
var. Owen and the "quadrating nodes" trial are diagnostic ot
the Belcher variety.
CGlassell Engraved is represented by one sherd (.08% of
decorated fine ware and .01% of the sortable sherd
collection). This is a rim (Figure 11 -44a) with a design of
the Evan pattern (Figure 11-6). But not enough of the base
of the vessel remains to show whether it was a plain bodied
bowl (as in Glassell Engraved, var. Atkins) or a bowl with a
decorated body (as in Glassell Engraved var. McGee).
Hodges Engraved (Figure 11-45) is represented by 72
sherds (5.4316 of the decorated fine ware sherds and .94%
All are from Hodges
of the sortable sherd sample).
Engraved b)owls. The lack of-Hodges Engraved bottle snerds
probably reflects nothing more than our inability to sort
Hodges Engraved bottle sherds from Natchitoches Engraved
bottle snerds. Hodges Engraved bottles must be representec
in the sherd collection Out all the sherds fall into our
"rHodges Engraved-Natchitoches Engraved" categorv (see
below). The Armour oowl variety is recognizabie on three
sherds, two with Estner 2 rim designs and plain bodies, ana
one withi an El Camino rim design and a plain body (Figure
:1-),.
Foir nave Either I rimn designs and Dlain bodies.

CERA441CS

Figure 1 1-42.

Figure H1-43.

Typed fine ware sher-ds.
a. Avery Engraved, var. 13radsnaw;
b. Avery Engraved.
var. Graves;
c. Avery Engraved, variety und-t-erminaoie (AAS negative numbers
S-ZZ163, 822166, 820631)

Typed fine ware shierds. a. B~elcher Engraved, var. Soda Lake;
b. Belcher
Engraved, var.O
Oden; c. Belcher Engraved, var. Owen (AAiS negative numbers
832032, 832033, 832034)

J53~

Figure

Figure

11-44.

11~-45.

b. Hodges Engraved. var. Sentell;
a. Glassell Engraved;
fine ware sherds.
(AAS negative numbers 832035, 932036, 8221bli)
c. Hodges Engraved, var. Armour

Typed

fine ware sherds; Natchitoches-Hodges Engraved,
:aottle bodies (AAS negative numbers 832041, 832042)

Typed

a. bowl bottoms&;

b.

CERAMICS
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aria a

as vet Jinrecore-i
r-

esin ot

tIe'

ustier

s.nerda from Naccnitocnes Engraved Dottle snerds.

attern. ano a pm
oo,.
The e4 renain4n, snerds are A,,
ri:ns wit.) designs f tMe El
a-irio or Estner patterils 0,
z.: -amino, 2: Es:,er. 1 Estner or El Camino; Figure i -)
but none snow enougn ot the bowi Doies to indicate
,netner tney came from plain Do,,eo bowls or bowis witnl
decorated bodies.
In the former case they would tall into
tne Sentell and Arm-our varieties. In the latter, they would
into a significant but as vet unnamed decorated body
ial
variety of Hodges engraved bowls that we know is present
at this site and elsewnere in the Spirit Lake locality. C.
B. Moore (1912:592, Figure 63, vessel 13) illustrated one
vessel of this configuration (an El Camino rim and a
decorated body) from the Battle site.
And in the Cedar
Z3rove collection we have one sherd showing an Esther I
rim design and a decorated body (see below, miscellaneous
decorated fine wares. Category 2).
Keno Trailed is represented by 346 sherds (Figure
11-46).
It accounts for 4.514o of the sortaale sherd
collection and 25.07% of the decorated fine ware, meaning
it dominates the decorated line ware sherd collection.
0ni
one Keno snerd coulo oe c'assifiec to variety, a rim an
odor snerz from a var. Philhos beake, witn a good
3
31acKourn I design Tigure li).
Most of the remaining
'.
snerds are probabi, tram vessels of the McClendon,
S:att's LaKe. and Gienoora varieties.
Natcnitocnes Engraved, represented by 39 sneras,
accounts for 1.16% off tne sortable snerd collection and
-7
of the decorated, tine ware.
-ll
snerds are clearly
no.. sner.os ,Figure
1--7).
If there are ans Natcnitochies
"clurdravec bot,e snerns thes are :n, our
lodtes-\atcnitocses
ca:egor% because. as we Poln Out in tMe discussion ot
-iocdCS c=nrravec, we cannot sort Hodges Engraved ottle

11-46.

There are

22 snerds of the Lester Bend :owl variety and 16 snerds of
tne Natcnitoches bowl variety.
All 22 sneros of tne Lester
Bend variety are trom bowls wito the Central rim designs
and tme snouldered form typical of oDotn Belcner Engraved
var. Owen and Natchitocnes Engraved var. Lester Bend
(Figure 1l-Il). All 16 sherds of the Natcnitoches variety
are froin bowls of the helmet shape tnat is generally
considered characteristic of Natcnitoches Engraved.
There
are 5I Natchitoches Engraved sherds that cannot be
classified to variety, All are red slipped and 35 nave the
same distinctive yellow paste as Vessel I from Burial 10, a
red siipped Natchitoches Engraved bowl of an unnamed
variety (Figure 11-27a).
We consider it an import fron the
Keno-Glendora locality in the Boeul region in the lower
Ouacnita Valley; the same may be true of the vessels that
produced these 35 snerds.

Natchitoches Engraved or Hodges Engraved
All 205 snerds in this group come from either bottle
bodies (at east 61) or bowl Dodies (at least 83; Taoie i-5).
They could be from Hodges Engraved bottle varieties
Candler or Kelly's Lake, from Natchitoches Engraved bottles
of several unrecognized varieties, from Hodges Engravea
bowls or from tne Natcnitocnes Engravec bow: varieties
Lester Senc and Natcnitocnes.

a

Figure

/155

Typed fine ware sherds.
a. Keno Trailed, var. Phillips
indeterminable
(AAS negative numbers 832037, 832038)

b.

Keno Trailed,

variety

S4.ler

I 6ISchamoacs.

Figure

11-47.
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eleent s ind vessel forms and parts represented by sheros of the Hodges

Design Elements
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b.
A. Natchitoches Engraved, var. Lester bend;
Typed fine ware snerds.
c. Natchatocnes Engraved, var.
Natchntoches Engraved, var. Natchitoches;
(AAS negative numbers 832161, 822039, 832040)
unknown (red-slipped)
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Untvpaole Decorated Fine Ware Sherds
There are 494 sherds that do not snow enough
Ne have divided these
decoration to be classified to type.
into seven descriptive categories based on surface finish and
decoration (Table 11-6). All sherds in this group appear to
be from types and varieties already recognized at Cedar
Grove. Nothing new seems to be hidden here.
Category I consists of 132 "simple" incised or engraved
snerds. These bear parts of designs employing single or
multiple nonintersecting lines. Thirty-seven are rim sherds
with one or more horizontallv incised lines; 43 are nonrim
snerds with one or more straight lines, and 47 are nonrim
snerds with one or more curvilinear lines.
Category 2 consists of 96 "compound" incised or
engraved sherds. These bear parts of designs employing
diagonally opposed lines or intersecting lines,
Category 3 consists of 67 sherds snowing parts of
designs that involve ticked lines. Ticked lines are a major
design element in four types identified at Cedar Grove:
Cabaness Engraved, Hodges Engraved, Natchitoches Engraved
and Avery Engraved. Sherds in this category are
probably from vessels of one of these types.
Category 4 consists of 57 sherds showing parts of
designs that employ crosshatched backgrounds. This
background treatment is shared by several types at Cedar
Grove, so a small residual category of untypable
crosshatched sherds is expected.
Category 5 consists of 140 rim sherds of the Central
pattern. All of these could easily be classified as Belcher
Engraved bowl runs, were it not for the fact that this rim
pattern is shared with t:ie Lester Bend variety of
Natcnitoches Engraved bowls (see Figure 11-11). Therefore
these rims cannot De classified to type (although they can
obviously be handled with ease and precision in our
descriptive classification system) unless enough of the bowl
base is present to show whether it was p!ain, as in Belcher
Engraved or decorated as in Natchitoches Engraved. This is
a large number of sherds to leave untyped because of what
seems to be a mere technicality in the application of the
type-variety classification. But if we try to correct the
typology by making Lester Bend a variety of Belcher
Engraved rather than of Natchitoches Engraved, we then
render all rimless Natchitoches Engraved body sherds
unsortable to type. This is a good example of the kind of
recurring dilemma in Caddo ceramic typology that led us to
begin to develop the rLm-body oriented descriptive
classification system briefly discussed earlier in tnis report.
Twenty-seven specimens in this group of Beicier
Engraved or Natchitoches Engraved rim sherds show the
incised line on the vessel interior at the shoulder that is
characteristic of both Belcher Engraved var. Owen and
Natchitoches Engraved var. Lester Bend. The other 113 are
broken too high above the shoulder to show this line. They
could have come from bowls of either of the above types
or from bowls of the somewhat earlier Belcher variety of
Belcher Engraved which lacks the interior line.
Category 6 consists of one small plain rim sherd with a
notched lip. This is probably from a Keno Trailed var.
Phillips beaker but since none of the body design, if there
was one, is showing we cannot rule out the possibility that
it was from a vessel of some other type or variety.

Table 11-7.
Te ner
Cateorv

1

Miscellaneous Decorated Fine Ware
This group consists of 14 small categories of untvpaole
sherds (31 in all; see Table 11-7) that require brief
individual consideration because they appear to be from
vessels of types or varieties not otherwise identified at
Cedar Grove.
Category 1: One rim sherd (Figure 1l-48a) with a
narrow, slightly curved band of zoned crosshatcning
descending from the vessel lip. This could be from a
Hudson Engraved or Maddox Engraved vessel or it could be
from a vessel similar to an untyped bowl from the Glendora
site illustrated by C. B. Moore (1909:Plate Ill, Vessel 130).
Category 2: One bowl rim snerd (Figure 1l-48b) with
an Esther I design on the rim and an unrecorded design on
the body. It may represent an unnamed local variety of
Hodges Engraved.
Category 3: Three rim sherds from three different
bowls (Figure ll-48c). The designs are similar to designs of
the Central pattern (Figure 11-4) but the rim profiles are
clearly of the recurved form typical of bowls with El
Camino, Esther and Evan designs. An unrecognized type or
variety is probably involved here.
Category 4. One bowl rim sherd with an unrecorded
rim design consisting of two horizontal ticked lines above a
row of punctates (Figure 1--48d). It may belong to an
unrecognized local variety of Means Engraved.
Category 5: One bowl sherd vith fragments of
complex zoned crosshatched and ticked line designs on both
the exterior (Figure 11-48e) and the interior (Figure 1l-48f).
Category 6: Three sherds forming a fragment of a
vessel that is probably a specimen of the rare Hodges
Engraved vase form illustrated by Suhm and 3elks
(1962:Plate 370) from Hot Spring County, Arkansas, and by
C. H. Webb (1957:Figure 69b) from the Belcher site (Figure
I l-48g).
Category 7: Six bowl rim sherds with fragments of
unrecorded designs composed of ladderlike line elements
(Figure 1l-48h). These could be from an unrecorded variety
of Glassell Engraved bowls (Figures 11-36 and 11-37).
Category 8: A unique jar sherd with a tool punctated
rum and an unrecognized incised design on the body (Figure
I1-49i). The small node on the lip is similar in shape and
placement to those on certain Hodges Engraved bowls (see
Webo 1959:Figure 73b).
Category 9: A fragment of a small untyped plain bowl
with a scalloped rim (Figure 11-48j).
Category 10: Two fragments of effigy bowls. One
is a bird tail from a rim adorno. The other is a fragment
of an appliqued arm or leg from a human or animal effigy
bowl (Figure 11-48k).
Category II: An engraved bowl rim of unknown type
(Figure 11-48)
Category 12: A rim sherd from a compound bowl with
horizontally incised lines on the shoulder (Figure 11-48m).
Category 13: Eight sherds with ticked line designs.
These could be from Means Engraved, Glassell Engraved or

Miscellaneous decorated fine ware shards classifiable to descriptive categories only

2

5

3

Decorative Category Number
10
7
8
9
6

3one
Not visible

Tta,
t1

1i

12

2
3

1

1

1

1

1

3

4

1

1

1

1

1

3

6

1

1

2

13

14

1

1

Shell

1

157

Category 7 consists of one punctated rim. This is
identical to the rim on the Avery Engraved bowl (Vessel 5)
from Burial 4 (Figure 1l-16a).

1

1

1

7

1

8

1

[S/Schamcbacfl, Miller

Figure

11-4~8.

%iliscellaneous decorateo fine ware sherds (AAS negative number 832015-832020,
1). Category 2; C. Category 3; d.
a. Category 1;
A32027, 815530, 822165).
h. Category 7; 1. Category 8.
cjf. Category 5; g. Category 6;
Category ii;
nl.
J. Category 9; k. Category 10; 1. Category 11I; m. Category 12;
Category 13; o. Category 14.
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Typed Coarse ware srncrds.

a. Foster Trailed-incised, var. Dixon,
b. Foster
Tratied-Inci~.rd, var. Dlobson;
c. Foster Trailed-Incised, war. If~abey; d. Foster
Traled-Incised, var. Moore;
e. Foster Trailed Incised, var. Shaw;
L. Foster
rdier-Incised, var, unknown (APIS negative numbers 832ii4_5-_50)

CLR A %41,S

Figure

11-51.

Miscellaneous decorated coarse ware snerds (AAS negative nlumbers
S32023-8i 120311).
a. Category 7; b. Category 8; c. Category 9.
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Typed coarse ware %hierds. a.
,rusned-Incised, var. uflknown

KarnaCK brushed-Incised. var. Karnack;
b. KarnacK
(AAS negative numbers 822162, 832050)

Dewey 3 (a roiled lip and vertical brushing). Dewey rim
dirsil commonly occur on vessels of tthe type Beicher
Ridged (var. A.ilsonls iland). But we think that they may
aiso occur on rKarnaci< Brusned-lncisea vessels, a prociability
mnat renders these 17 Dewey rims unsertaoie to type. Two
otroir slherdjs in this category fit the Dana 4 rim design
loorizontal orusning on a straight rim; Figure 11-5al. Tney
couic ne from Beicier Ridged or KarnaQK Brusned-Incised
vessets. ir some 'itner Yo~e. Tnie three remnaining snerds
i.C:.iile two Cro,-nDnz curvtil~ear orished specimners (romn a
v-sse. o~f ,.)ONko
ItYpe anz a roorLZOnt31lV
of art unKnown oattern anc: type.

Drusned

specinen

Categorv I czmnsists of 93 incised sneros. Four
hunirel and tnirty-fiye of thiese are "simple incised."
meaning ail the lines on a snerd are straignt and go the
sarne way. Mtany snerds in this category must tme from the
nodies of KarnacK Brusned-lncised vessels. Others could be
oav fragments of vessels of the Shaw variety of Foster
Trailedl-lncised or, in the case of tnoe smaller sherds, rim
fragments of the Foster Trailed-incised varieties Dixon, Re
Lake, Foster, and Finley.
Category 4 consists of 73 small incised rim sherds that
are too small for recognition of complete designs, let alone

Tabie 11-10.

,e7'er

Sherds

Bases

types or varieties. All, however, have diagonal incising so
they are most likely from rims with designs belonging to
patterns already recognized at Cedar grove, namely Alasxa,
Aloerta, Alford and Arlis. At Cedar Grove the only types
that use these patterns are Foster Trailed-incised and, mnuch
less frequently, KarnacK Elrusned-lo-cised.
95
Category 5 consists of 638 trailed sherds. About
1o,
of these mnust be Foster Trailed-Incised body sherds.
Unfortunately, we cannot ClassLil themn as such because, as
we nave alreadyv noted, the troutliesome Fish Bayou vartetv
o4 NirnaCk IBrusnea-Incised also uses traled onv aesizns.
.. ategor, 6 consists of tour fingernaii-punctatea snerds.

two snell-tempered and two izroe-tem~lerec.
Category 7 consists of nine grog-tempered sherds. al
promably from the same vessel. This scems to have cen a
high rimmed jar wit.- a punctated rim (Agnes pattern) and a
vertically oriented incised herringbone design of an
unrecorded pattein on the body (Figure 11l-51a). This vessel
mig-it belong to a very late unrecorded variety of Foster
Trailed-;ncised-something similar to var. Shaw with its
punctated rim and incised body. On the other hand. Emorv
Punctated (Story 1967:036-L39) might be a more appropriat-
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classification on the grounds that rectilinear body designs
should be considered outside the range of Foster
Trailed-IncLsed. We would be more positive about the
Emory Punctated identification if this vessel were shell
tempered instead of grog tempered.
Category 8 consists of two thick grog-tempered sherds
of unknown type (Figure 1 1-5ib).
Category 9 consists of one snell-tempered zoned
crosshatched incised sherd of unknown type (Figure l-51c),
UNDECORATED SHERDS
Although undecorated sherds constitute 53.17% of the
sortable sherd collection, (4,080 sherds, total; Table 11-10)
it is clear that the majority of them must be from
undecorated parts of vessels of the decorated types already
identified. The best evidence for this is the scarcity of
plain rims, particularly large plain rims that would indicate
either completely plain types or plain rimmed types within
either the fine wares or the coarse wares.

/
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Undecorated Coarse Ware
Undecorated coarse ware sherds, of which there are
1,210 (Table 11-10), constitute 15.37% of the sortable
collection and 29.66% of the undecorated sherds. These low
figures are to be expected in a collection wherein the main
decorated coarse ware types are those with decorations
covering most or all of the vessel rims and bodies. Miost
of these sherds are probaoly from the lower bodies and
bases of vessels of the types Karnack Brushed-Incised,
Belcher Ridged and Foster Trailed-incised. The fact that
97.35% of this collection is shell tempered eliminates the
possibility (remote anyway, because of other factors) of a
significant amount of early plain pottery, such as Williams
Plain or Le Flore Plain being hidden among the undecorated
coarse ware.
There are only 79 rims in this category, as opposed to
1,131 body or base sherds, and all the rim sherds are very
small. These probably came from Foster Trailed-incised
vessels with rim designs such as Agnes 2, Alfred 1, and
Alfred 2 and Alfred 6 (Figure 11-1), which have small
undecorated zones lust below the lip.

Undecorated Fine Ware

ANALYSES

Undecorated fine ware sherds constitute 37.40% of the
sortable sherd collection, or 2,870 specimens (Table 11-10).
The majority of these, 2,739 sherds lack landmarks that
would indicate what parts of the vessel they are from.
Most must be body and base sherds from vessels of the
common decorated (but plain bodied) bowl types or varieties
at Cedar Grove like Belcher Engraved and Hodges Engraved
var. Armour. The small number of plain rims (75), plus he
small size of most of these, eliminates the possibility of a
significant number of plain fine ware vessels of any type in
this collection. Eleven of the 75 rim sherds have very
small projected diameters and flared lips, attributes that
suggest they are from plain spouted bottles of the types
Belcher Engraved or Hodges Engraved. Other small sherds
in this group of 75 are probably also from bottle necks and
spouts. The five rim-body sherds from plain bowls (Table
11-10) are all from miniature vessels, perhaps similar to the
small undecorated effigy bowl, Vessel 1, from Burial I
(Figure 11-12). One of these fragments has attachment
scars, probably from rim and tail adornos similar to those
on Vessel I.

In tnis section, we draw on data organized and
presented in preceding sections to define and discuss the
temporal and cultural contexts of the Cedar Grove ceramic
collections and to identify and refine the cultural inLSs that
they represent.

Table 12-ll.

How many occupations? In Table 1l1-l weecompare by
type and percentage of occurrence the three collections of
ceramics from Cedar Grove: namely the sherd collection
from the June 1980 tests (Schambach et a(. 1982, Table 5)
and the snerd collection and the mortuary collection from
the Fall 1980 excavations. The range of types represented
in all three collections is both practically identical and
limited mainly to the Caddo IV ard Caddo V periods.
Clearly these collections all represent the same occupation
or sequence of occupations within a Caddo IV to Caddo V
tine range.

Comparison of the three major pottery collections from Cedar Grove

Type or Category
Avery Engraved
Belcher Engraved
Cabaness Engraved
Glassell Engraved
Hodges Engraved
Keno Trailed
Natchitoches Engraved
Hodees/Natchitoches/Belcher bottles
Belcher Ridged
Cass Appliqued
Cowhide Stemped
Foster Trailed-Incised
Karnack Brushed-Incised
Untyped flne--decorated and plain
Untyped coarse--decorated and plain
Total

Temporal Analysis

June 1980 ,
Test Collections

Fail 1980 Excavation
Mortuary Collection
Sortable Sherd Collection

1
17

.08
1.37

9
80

.12
1.04

4
3
50
15
52
49
1
2
247

.32
.24
4.03
1.21
4.01
4.00
.08
.08
19.90

1
72
346
89
205
325

.01
.94
4.51
1.16
2.67
4.23

399
392

32.15
31.59

501
8
3364
2643

6.53
.10
43.83
34.44

1241

7674

2
12
2
1
11
6
3

2.98
17.91
2.98
1.49
16.41
8.95
4.47

1

1.49

15
6
8

22.38
8.95
11.94

67
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The tour discrepancies in the range of types
Two
represented are not serious and are easy to explain.
types. Cass Appliqued and Cowhide Stamped are weakiy
represented in the June 1980 test collection (Dy one sherd
of Cass Appliqued and two of Cowhide Stamped) and then
Cass Appliqued is supposed to have a
Oo not reappear.
Caddo lV/V time range, but its center of distribution seems
It is normal to find it weakly
to be East Texas.
We attach no particular
represented at Cedar Grove.
signiticance to finding a sherd or two of it in one
Cowhide Stamped is present
collection aut not the others.
at four other sites in the Spirit Lake and Boyd Hill
localities, Foster (e.g., Moore 1912:Figure 112, vessel 17),
Hand-,, Battle, and Lester (Arkansas Archeological Survey
pnoto file). But, to judge from this distribution and its
stratigrapnic position at the Belcher Mound, (Webb 1959:145,
Figure 124) it is an early to middle Caddo IV period type.
%e would not expect to find more than a sherd or two of
it in an assemblage that presumably falls in a late Ciddo
IV to early Caddo V time range.
The absence of the new type Cabaness Engraved in
sherd form in either collection does not disturb us. This
And it is bound to be
type is obviously rare to begin with.
difficult to recognize in sherd form because of its similarity
to Hodges Engraved and Natchitoches Engraved.
Karnack Brushed-Incised was not identified in the June
1980 snerd collection (though, as we note earlier, we
suspected it was present) because this type cannot be
distinguished from Foster Trailed-incised in sherd form
There were none in that
unless rim-body sherds are found.
collection.
Tne several large quantitative differences between the
mortuary vessel collections arid the sherd collections are
also easily explained, mostly in terms of the sortability in
sherd form of the types involved. The figure of 12 vessels
of Belcher Engraved s way out of proportion with the
frequency of this type in sherd collections. Assuming this
type is not a special mortuary ware, which we do not think
is the case, it ought to be at least as well represented in
sherd form as Keno Trailed or Foster Trailed-Incised. The
problem here is that sherds of Belcher Engraved bowls (nine
of these twelve vessels are bowls) cannot be sorted from
sherds of Natchotoches Engraved var. Lester Bend bowls
unless you have sherds showing portions of both the rim and
the body since these types share rim designs of the Central
pattern.
As we point out in the description of the
untypabie decorated fine ware sherds, there are 140
Many are certainly
untypaole rims of the Central pattern.
from Belcner Engraved bowls, more than enough, we are
sure, to balance out the discrepancy between the sherd
count and the whole vessel count.
Similarly, Karnack Brushed-Incised is underrepresented
in sherd form because of the problem of sorting Karnack
Foster can
sherds from Foster Trailed-Incised body sherds.
be positively identified in sherd form from rims, Karnack
cannot,
Hodges Engraved also seems badly underrepresented in
snerd form, since there are eleven vesseis and only 72
This is expectable considering what varieties are
snerds.
of showing tney are apt to maxe in
present and what ,nd
The main varieties are -rmour and Sentell
snerd form.
ioth are
accounting for six of the eleven whole vessels.
plain bodied bowl varieties witn only narrow bands of rim
decoration, a co-nbinalion that guarantees a poor showing in
the sherd collections,
On tie other hand, Belcher Ridged seems to be badly
under-represented in the mo-tuar, collection. This is
mostly beriuse this type is so e.,sv to recognize in sherd
Tn, distinctive ridging maes it a type that you can
form.
sort with -our eyes closed, and from the smallest sherds.
This, plus the fact that the ridged decoration isually covers
the entire bodies of large, small rimmed, coarse ware jars
means that it will be overrepresented in sherd collections,
There is also the
relative to lust about any other type.
possibility that some of the--we would think--earlier
incomplete grave lots contained some Belcher Ridged jars

originally.

And, there is the possibility that this type lost

popularity as a grave offering faster than it
for every day use.

did as a type

Using various lines
Approximate period of occupation.
of ceramic evidence we can bracket the occupation of
Cedar Grove in the interval beginning with the last quarter
of the Caddo IV period and ending at the middle of the
Caddo V period (A.D. 1650-1750).
First, the types and varieties present all have
reasonably well documented known time ranges (pointed out
in the type descriptions) either within or extending into this
interval.
Second, the possibility of occupation before Middle
Caddo IV times is precluded by the scarcity or absence of
all important Caddo III and Early to Middle Caddo IV
Some of the significant absentees here (all
marker typer
of them well represented at other sites in the Spirit Lake
locality) are: Handy Engraved, Haley Engraved, Bossier
-ushed, Pease Brushed Incised, Sinner Linear Punctated,
Haley Complicated Incised, and Washington Stamped.
Third, the scarcity, either in sherd or vessel form, of a
few types that seem to have peaked in popularity early in
Webb's sequence at the Belcher site and were going into
decline by the end of it, (Webb 1959:145, 149, Figure 124)
suggests that occupation began in the last quarter of the
Caddo IV period.
In this respect, the most significant types
are Cowhide Stamped and Glassell Engraved, both very
strong at Belcher, but evidently on the way out at Cedar
Grove.
The scarcity of Belcher Ridged in the mortuary
collection may be significant here also.
Fourtn, we take the nigh percentage of shell temper
throughout the sherd collections and the mortuary
collections (86% in the coarse ware sherds, 95% in the
coarse ware vessels, 9.91% in the fine ware sherds, and
45% in the fine ware vessels) as a strong indication that
Shell temper
the entire Cedar Grove occupation is late.
was evidently a migratory mode that moved gradual!s across

the Caddo area in a westerly to northwesterly path
from a Lower Valley "center" somewhere in southeast
Arkansas or northeast Louisiana. It tended to affect all
types once it reached a region, starting with the coarse
wares.
In the Great Bend region it is present in about 20 i
of the coarse wares in the (Early to Middle Caddo IV)
Belcher phase assemblage at the Belcher site (OeoD
Extrapolating from
1959:154; Schambach et al. 1982:145).
incre 'e, we would have
that figure and assuming a stead
than tvie 3elcher
to place the Cedar Grove assemblage la-,Ths would seem to be late Caddo I',. at the
assemblage.
Caddo V--unless il too, shelh temper 50
earliest, but mamn
years or so to cone up the Red River from the Belcher
site to Cedar Grove, and we doubt that.
Fifth, Keno Trailed and Natchitoches Engraved both
injicate a late Caddo IV to Caddo V placement w:ttn the
latter being considered exclusively a Caddo V type. On the
other hand, the relative popularity of %hat we take to be
the earlier Lester Bend variety of Natchitoches Engraved
over what we take to be the later Natchitoches variety
suggests an occupation ending sometime around or just
So does the
before the middle of the Caddo V period.
popularity of Belcher Engraved .- r. Owen, which we take to
be the immediate ancestor of Natchitoches Engraved (Figure
And so does the presence of the Shaw variety of
I1-Il).
Foster Trailed-incised, which we consider ancestral to the
late Caddo V type Emory Punctated and the middle
eighteenth century Lower Mississippi Valley type Winterville
Incised var. Tunica (Figure 11-10).

Phase Unit

Nnalysis

In terms of a standard phase-unit analysis of Caddo
pottery types and varieties, the Cedar Grove collection
Webb's Belcher
contains pottery belonging to two phases:
phase (Webb 1959) and our new Chakanina phase. The
Chakanina phase is based on our analysis of the ceramics

from the June 1980 testing at Cedar Grove, plus some
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in nearly complete correspondence both with each other and
with the test excavation collections, and therefore confirm
the C:hjkanjna phase as we rougned it out originally.
Now we want to see if it can be refined, and more
clearly distinguished frorn the Belcner phase, by taking a
closer look at the contextual data assembled in this report.
The answer is that it can. The data we want to look at
are mainly the grave lot data from the mortuary
collections. There is, unfortunately, little more to be
gotten from the sherd collection on this score. Most of the
sherds that did not come from widely scattered locations
and unknown or uncertain cultural contexts, came from the
rich, but completely secondary contexts of the levee muck
ditches.
With the grave lots, however, we have not only the
contextual data to work with but also the finer r-r3mic
units offered by twenty-three new varieties. We will
proceed here by first seriating the grave lots ano grouping

car. arative studies. Although, most of the pottery was
obviously Belcher pnase, a new pnase was called for by the
presence of the Caddo V period (and Glendora norizonl
marker type Natchitoches Engraved, the high percentage of
the Caddo IV to Caddo V period type Keno Trailed--also a
Glendora horizon marker--and tne high frequency at shell
temper. We assumed, pending further work, that Cedar
Grove was a single component site, with the other types in
the assemolage, those shared by Belcher and Chakanina
phases, indicating tne evolution of the Chakanina phase out
of the Belcher phase.
Such assumptions are commonly made by arcneologists
working within regions (and within a cultural-evolutionary
framework). In our case it was supported by enough
knowledge of the region that we did not seriously expect to
find a Caddo V unit that did not show strong evidence of
Belcher phase carryovers. Thus we are not surprised to see
that the sherd collections and the mortuary collections are

r.ble I1-12.
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them into components. These we will ten crosscorreiate
with grave lot and house floor based units and components
at the Belcher site and elsewhere to make our phase
identifications,
Seriation of the grave lots and burial groups.
According to the known or suspected time ranges of the
types and varieties at Cedar Grove, the two earliest grave
lots are numbers 6 and II from Burials S and 14 in what
we therefore call the Ceramic Group I burials (Table
11-12). These lots contain only recognized Belcher phase
types and they contain more of them than other lots. Both
lack the post-Belcher phase, Caddo IV/V or Caddo V period
marker types Keno Trailed and Natchitoches Engraved that
are fairly well represented in other grave lots. On the
other hand they contain the only examples in the mortuary
collection of Belcher Engraved var. Ogden bottles, Belcher
Engraved var. Belcher bowls, Foster Trailed-Incised var.
Foster jars and the only Avery Engraved var. Graves bowl.
And, of course, they are consistent with each other. (Lot
II from Burial 14 is probably incomplete. There is no way
of telling how much that may have changed things.)
Turning now to the upper end of the time scale, the
latest grave lot is, we think, number 8 from Burial 10. It
is so placed because it contains two Natchitoches Engraved
vessels--a recognized Caddo V type--and, equally significant
in our view, one vessel of the Shaw variety of Foster
Trailed-Incised. The latter, we are convinced, is an
extremely late variety of Foster Trailed-Incised. As we
argue in the variety description, it probably dates to the
period 1700 to 1730, to judge from its resemblance to the
middle eighteenth century types Emory Punctated and
Winterville Incised var. Tunica.
Our seriation of the burials between Burial 14 of Group
I and Burial 10 of Ceramic Group 3 is based primarily on
our technical and stylistic seriation of the varieties of
Foster Trailed-Incised (discussed in the type description; see
Figure 11-10) and secondarily on our seriation of the
apparently homologous Belcher, Owen, Lester Bend, and
Natcnitocnes varieties of tne types Belcher Engraved and
Natcnitoches Engraved (Figure Il-l).
The three grave lots
(numbers 12, 1, and 2) lacking both of these types were
seriated on the basis of various ad hoc judgments--not quite
sneer guesses--about the stylistic similarities and temporal
priorities of different varieties or designs within other
types. Grave Lot 12 (Burial 15) seemed to fit best in
Ceramic Group 2 because the McClendon variety of Keno
Trailed suggests it mignt be too late for Ceramic Group I,
yet a little too early for Ceramic Group 3. Also the
Karnack var. Karnack jar suggests a close relationship with
Burials 12 and I4.
Grave Lot I (BuriaJl 1-2) was put early in Ceramic
Group 3 rather tnan in Ceramic Group 2 because tne deep
bodied bowl form of Hodges Engraved var. Senteil strikes us
as a late development in Caddo ceramic. We would have
put thisgrave later in Ceramic Group 3--with Burial 9,

But now that we have issued this disclaimer to shelter
ourselves from criticism on an obvious point, we would like
to go a bit further and raise a point that may not be so
obvious. That is that the time intervals we believe we are
operating within here are much shorter than what most
archeologists are accustomed to. We think that with this
assemblage and the fine units of ceramic analysis that we
are using, we have gone from what we might call a normal
time scale with macrounits of 100 to 200 years duration
and microunits of something on the order of 30 to 50 years
duration to a much finer scale. Here, we think, we are
operating on a scale with macrounits of 20 years duration
and microunits of five years or so. Figuratively speaking,
it is as if we have gone from hours to minutes. So what
would normally be considered contemporaneous, since it falls
within the same hour, can, in fact, be seriated in terms of
minutes, if there is enough temporally significant ceramic
variation at this level to work with. We propose that there
is, that our seriations of Foster Trailed-Incised, Beicner
Engraved and Natchitoches Engraved reflect small changes
that occurred within years of each other rather than within
decades or half centuries. This is a testable hypothesis.
We consider it a most interesting one because it ties in
with and tends to support the major premise of our new
ceramic classification. That is that the majority of the
small variations that show up as apparently meaningless
static in the type variety system (a macroscale system) are
worth recording because they are meaningful on a
microscale.

which also had a var. Sentell bowl--had it not also
contained a Karnack vessel.
That type tends to cluster in
Ceramic Groups I and 2 at this site.
We also made a
small allowance for the fact that all five vessels in this lo'
are snell tempered.
Grave Lot 2 (Burial 3) was put in Ceramic Group 3
because of the Keno Trailed var. Phillips beaker. This
dictated a placement similar to that of Grave Lot 4 (Burial
5) which also contained a var. Phillips beaker,
One might well question our assumption--since it is Just
that--tnat all twelve grave lots can be seriated. Some of
them might, in fact, be contemporaneous or so nearly so
tnat seriating them--particularly the incomplete ones--is
arbitrary, if not pointless and misleading.
That is one
reason we have divided them into three groups.
We believe
that we have the groups in the right order.
The
chronological evidence we present on the various types and
varieties seems sufficient for that.
We are also fairly
certain that the first few grave Jots in the large Ceramic
Group 3 are earlier than the last one or two. Beyond that,
we admit there is a strong possibility of contemporaneity
within each group.

cemetery. Time may be a factor here too, as we have
noted.
Also missing, perhaps also due to time, is the
numerically much less important and not exclusively Belcher
phase type, Cowhide Stamped.
As we have noted, it seems
to have been at the peak of its popularity in the Belcher [II
component at Belcher and on its way out in the Belcher IV
component.
Considering this apparent trend and the very
weak representation of Cowhide Stamped in the midden at
Cedar Grove, we are inclined to consider it a type that had
vanished from the assemblage before the Cedar Grove II
graves were dug. On the other hand, we do not know what
else was in the incomplete grave lots and Webb (1959:153)
does note that Cowhide Stamped seems to behave like a
special mortuary type at Belcher rather than like a
"domestic" type such as Belcher Ridged.
That is to say, it
shows up in vessel form in rich graves, but is only
infrequently found in sherd form. So this is one loose end
vse cannot eliminate.
Shifting from types to varieties and modes, we find two
significant differences in occurrence or frequency of
occurrence in these finer units of analysis between the
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Component \: Cedar Grove II
The Belcher Pnase
The grave lots in Ceramic Groups J and 2 are Belcner
phase. We combine them into one component labeled Cedar
Grove II. With tie exception of Foster Trailed-lncisea,
Keno Trailed, and Avery Engraved, the types in these two
burial groups are all major Belcher phase types: namely
Belcher Engraved, Hodges Engraved. Glassell Engraved, and
Karnack Brushed Incised (Webo 1959:192). While Foster
Trailed-Incised, Keno Trailed, and Avery Engraved are less
well represented than these four at tne lelcner site, and on
thet basis only are not considered "major" Belcner phase
types, they are all recognized companion types in Belcher
assemblages. They are not out of place here. The only
important Belcher phase type that is missing from the grave
lots is Belcher Ridged, but it is well represented in the
sherd collection, as we have noted, and its absence from
the grave lotsis most economically explained by the fact
that three of the five Ceramic Group I and Ceramic Group
2 grave lots are possibly incomplete. Grave Lots 9 and 13
from Burials II and 12 are almost certainly so since both
graves were about half cut away by historic graves in the
nineteenth to early twentieth centur Cedar Grove
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Cedar Grove II component and the Belcher phase (Belcher
IV) assemblage at the Belcher Mound. Again time, not
space, seems to be the controlling variable, with everything
adding up to a later placement for Cedar Grove 11.
Primary here is the incidence of shell temper. We have
already discussed both its distribution in the collection as a
whole and the presumed temporal significance of the fact
that about 95% of the coarse ware and at least 45%,
Now,
probably more, of the fine ware is shell tempered.
on closer analysis, and with the seriation of our grave lots
and burial groups accomplished, the Ceramic Group I and 2
grave lots seem to tell us that shell temper had almost
completed its invasion of the Cedar Grove assemblage by
the time the typologically earliest grave lots were interred.
Thus, in Group I alone shell temper is present in two of
the six vessels in Lot 6, Burial 8 (VI, Foster Trailed-Incised
jar and V3, Belcher Engraved var. Belcher bowl) and in four
of the five vessels in Lot II, Burial 14 (VI, Avery Engraved
var. Graves, V-, Karnack Brushed Incised var. Karnack, V3,
Belcher Engraved var. Ogden, and V4, Foster Trailed Incised
var. Foster). The question this leaves us with is, how long
did it take t go from 20% shell to perhaps 80% shell? We
do not know. The spread of shell temper could have been
fast or slow. If the existing C-14 dates and the current
chronological placement of the Belcher III and IV
components in the A.D. 1600 to 1650 range are correct,
(Webb 1959:207) then it was fast. If not, Belcher II and IV
must be earlier than we think because we cannot move
Cedar Grove 1I any further up the time scale. We are
crowding the full historic period as it is.
Second, we note the lack of Belcher Engraved var. Soda
Lake in the Cedar Grove II graves and its weak
representation in the s erd collection. This is a major
variety in the Belcher ill and IV assemblages at the Belcher
Mound and also at many recognized Caddo IV (or earlier)
sites in the Spirit Lake and Boyd Hill localities (Lester,
Battle, Handy, Friday, Foster, and Cryer). Apparently the
Cedar Grove I[ component is a little too late for this
variety. Here it seems to have already been replaced by
Belcher Engraved var. Ogden bottles,
Component B, Cedar Grove Ill
Tne Chakanima Phase
The line we have drawn (Taole 11-12) between the
era.nic .ro,.i) 2 and ,Ceramic roup 3 ;rave lots .s piacei
where it is because at that point laole 11-12 shows a series
it cnanges at the varietal level that ad, ,jp to an almost
:omplete discontinuity. Only the Owen ,rLety of Belcher
Engraved and the Armour and Candler varieties of Hodges
Engraved "cross" this line. This Jiscontinuity indicates a
tine gap, pronably one brief enough to be filled by a few
grave lots re, esenting about twenty years of varietal level
-l o, it reflects fairly well the spatial clustering
changes.
of the burials. Since we scrupulously avoided considering
the distributiul, of the burials when we did our seriation,
this tends to validate not only our seriation but also our
varieties. This also makes a convenient place to draw what
would otherwise have to be an arbitrarily placed line
between the Belcher component and the Chakanina
component, (assuming as we do that in a complete seriation
sequence there would be no discontinuities like the one we
see here, because the Chakanina phase evolved out of the
Belcher phase),
The Ceramic Group 3 assemblage conforms to and
confir nis the Chakanina phase ceramic assemblage
essentially as we defined *t in our preliminary report.
Its diagnostic . . . types are the panregional marker
types of the Caddo V period, Natcnitoches
Engraved and Keno Trailed Incised. The core . . .
types in the Chak3n:na assemblages are shared with
the preceding Belcher phase: Belcher Engraved,
Belcner Ridged, Foster Trailed-incised, and Hodges
Engraved. The coarse ware types Foster
Trailed-Incised and Belcher Ridged are at least 50-6
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shell tempered and may be 90 to 100% shell
tempered in very late assemblages. This is an
increase from less than 20% shell tempered in
Belcher phase assemblages. Other pottery types
are Cass Appliqued, Glassell Engraved, and Weoo's
(1959:142-143) eastern variety of Avery Engraved
(Schambach et al. 1982:145).
To this assemblage we now add Karnack Brusned
Incised, as another Belcher phase carryover. And we add
the new type Cabaness Engraved. We drop Cass Appliqued
and Glassell Engraved because of their poor showing in the
sherd collections and their failure to appear in any of the
Ceramic Group 3 burials. We are now very suspicious of
Belcher Ridged and are on the verge of dropping it from
this phase, even as a minor Belcher phase carryover. We
think the recycled fragments of a Belcher Ridged jar from
Burial 7 came from an earlier trash deposit.
The new varietal level data from Cedar Grove permits
us to fine focus this still blurred image of the Chakanina
assemblage. The major utility type is obviously Foster
Trailed-Incised, but the Dixon, Moore, Finley, and Shaw
varieties appear to be snLid Chakanina phase diagnostics,
whereas the Foster and Dobson varieties are probably
exclusively Belcher phase. (The distinctive punctated rims
of the Moore and Shaw varieties and the even more
distinctive incised rather than trailed body decoration of the
Shaw variety make them superb marker types for work with
sherd collections. It will now be much easier to identify
Chakanina components in the field.) We can now see that
Belcher Engraved only carries over into this phase in the
Owen variety. Belcher var. Ogden bottles probably do not
carry over at ail. The bottles of this phase appear to be
exclusively of the types Keno Trailed and Hodges Engraved.
The new Keno Trailed varieties Phillips, Glendora, and
.Scott's Lake all promise to be Chakanina phase markers
within the Great Bend region. Glendora is also obviously a
good panregional marker for the Caddo V period. Although
only the Lester Bend variety of Natchitoches Engraved is
represented among the whole vessels of the mortuary
collection, we include both it and the classic Natchitoches
variety in the Chakanina assemblage since it is present in
sherd form (see Table 11-4 and Figure 11-16).

Dating and Phase Placement of Cadao Structure
M'e are now in a position to offer a ceramic date and
a phase placement for the only reasonably complete
posthole pattern of a structure found at the site, tre
so-called Feature 3 or Caddo Structure I. Burial 13
intruded the floor of this structure. Thus it should not be
,e
later than our Ceramic Group 2 burials (Table 11-12).
suspect, from various bits and pieces of evidence that it
nay nave been customary to bury children u.ider 10 ears
old or so inside houses that were still in usc, or only
recently abandoned. it so, and that would seem to be the
case here, Structure I and Burial 15 would be about the
same age. Strong supporting evidence for tnis comes from
Feature 17, a trash filled pit also located inside Caddo
Structure I and presumably contemporaneous with it.
From Feature 17 we have classifiable sherds of the
following types and varieties: one Foster Trailed-incised
rim, either var. Foster or var. Red Lake; three sherds of
Belcher Engraved bowls, var. Belcher or var. Owen; one
sherd of either Belcher Engraved (var. Belcher or Owen), or
Natchitoches Engraved var. Lester Bend; one sherd of
Hodges Engraved var. Armour; one sherd of a Hodges
Engraved bottle, variety undeterminable; one sherd of Nvery
Engraved var. Bradshaw and four body sherds of Belcher
Ridged. (Untypable pottery from this feature consists of
seven sherds of plain fine ware; nine sherds of plain coarse
ware; three sherds of trailed-incised coarse ware, two
simple brushed sherds, three simple incised sherds, two
compound incised coarse ware sherds, one sherd of
crosshatched fine ware and one "Class 14" miscellaneous
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fine ware sherd.

The remainder of the collection of 166
sherds from Feature 17 consisted of unsortable crumbs.)
The Feature 17 assenlage is, with the single exception
of tne possible Natchitoches Engraved variety Lester Bend
snerd. quite consistent with our Ceramic Groups I and 2
assemblages.
All things considered, it more closely
resemoles the Ceramic Group 2 assemblage.
Thus Caddo
Structure I appears to be a late Belcher phase, Cedar
Grove 11, structure with a ceramic age of A.D. 1670 to
1700.

elsewhere in the Central Caddo area at this time.
Before
we begin patting ourselves on the back for that, we must
take a closer look at the "Spirit lake complex," and
consider some possibilities as to what it might have been.
We defined this "complex" in our preliminary report as
the remains of a single late village consisting of scattered
farmsteads and other types of compounds that extended
from slightly north of Garland City south to Lester Bend.
Specifically;
The northernmost compounds in this village may

CONCLUSIONS
In our preliminary report on Cedar Grove we described
the sherd collection from the test excavations as "a very
tight ceramic assemblage indicating occupation by a single
cultural group over a short time span, probably less than
100 years."
We suggested that this occupation was by a
Caddo V group whose remains we assigned to a new phase
that we called the Chakanina phase.
We argued that this
group was the Kadohadacho and we predicted that the
Chakanina phase would date to the eighteenth century
(Schambach et al. 1982).
We also argued that the Cedar Grove site was one of a
large group of contemporaneous Caddo V period farmstead
sites in the "Spirit Lake locality."
We suggested that this
group of sites, which we referred to as the "Spirit lake
complex," was the remains of a single Kadohadacho village,
possibly the Kadohadacho 2 village observed by the
Freeman-Custis expedition.
Our present study either confirms or corroborates all of
these observations and arguments on the cultural and
temporal placement of Cedar Grove.
The latest occupation
was by a Chakanina phase group.
Now, however, we can
see that that occupat in was begun late in Caddo IV times
by people with a pure Belcher phase ceramic assemblage.
By middle Caddo V time this assemblage had been
transformed into a Chakanina phase assemblage through
stylistic and technological evolution within some of the
basic Belcher phase types.
We see no evidence of
significant outside influence on his process, meaning
influence from outside the Great Bend region.
Judging as
closely as we can from the chronometric and associational
data available for the malor pottery types and varieties in
the Belcher phase and Chakanina phase assemblages, we
would say that occupation began around A.D. 1670 and
ended around 1730. Our looser and much safer outside
estimate would be A.D. 1650 to 1750.
The occupation was
very probably continuous, in our opinion.
The discontinuity
that we see in our ceramic group seriation probably marks,
not a gap in occupation, bit a missing burial cluster,
similar to but slightly earlier than the one represented by
our Burial Group 3. That cluster is probably situated in the
unexcavated area near Caddo Structure 1.
What type of compound in the Caddo settlement system
does the Cedar Grove ceramic collection represent?
Are these
the ceramics of a typical Caddo farmstead of the period A.D.
1650 to 1750 or is this site something special? Can we
generalize from it to other sites in the Spirit Lake locality; to
other sites in the Great Bend region; to other sites in the
Central Caddo area?
So tar as the range of pottery types and varieties
present is concerned, Cedar .rove seems to oe typical of
all the sites in the Spirit Lake complex (Schambach et al.
1932: l9).
We cannot prove that all the graves from all
the compounds in this complex were as richly furnisnei with
pottery as tnose at Cedar Grove, but it see ns that I ley
were.
The few scraps of data provided by C. B.
.,nd
iore
others (M.oore 1912, Hemmings 1932) suggest this is so, as
does tne sheer number of extremely good specimens in tne
Lemley collection from "Lester Bend" (Schamoacn et al.
1932:109, Table 6-1).
But this does not necessarily mean that we have finally
excavated an average late Caddo farmstead, something that
we might consider typical in all respects of those that must
have existed throughout the Great Bend region, and

have been at the Friday site (now destroyed by the Red
River) where Moore found Keno Trailed vessels
(1912:Figure 80).
There were definitely several
compounds on the adjoining C. M. Shaw and Joe Russell
properties at Garland City, where many late vessels
have been found, including the types Natchitoches
Engraved and Keno Trailed.
There was at least one
compound in the vicinity of the Spirit Lake site
(3LA83; now destroyed) that produced Natchitoches
Engraved bowls and bottles (Hemmings 1982:FLgure
5-4ll. There were probably some compounds near Spirit
Lake itself since several late vessels in the Lemley
collection are attributed to that location. The two low
refuse mounds that Moore dug at the McClure place
(both now destroyed by the Red River) produced Keno
Trailed pottery (Moore 1912:577-681) and were probably
part of this complex. So too, was the "low rise" near
the Battle Mound where Moore (1912:566-573) stumbled
on five graves with pottery that is uncharacteristically
late for the Battle site, including, again, Keno Trailed
and a possible variant of Natchitoches Engraved (see
Moore 1912: Figures 61, 62, 63, and 64).
There are six
late vessels in the Lemley collection from a site
somewhere on the Rube Russell property, located
between Battle Mound and the Red River, which must
have been yet another compound in the Spirit Lake
"omplex.
Finally there is a collection of 118 whole vessels in
the Lemley collection from the old Sentell and Lester
Brothers plantations (31 A38) on Lester Bend itself
(Table 6-1).
This pottery was reportedly collectd from
the riverbanks as graves washed out on both sides of
the river.
Considering the collection technique, the
vessels in the Lemley collection must represent a
parent population of many hundreds and it seems clear
that there was a major concentration of compounds
around Lester Bend.
Our Cedar Grove ceramic
collection matches the Lemley collection practically
type for type, demonstrating that the Cedar Grove site
was part of the concentration of Spirit Lake complex
sites at Lester Bend (Schambach et al. 1982:109).
We argued then that the Spirit Lake complex was the
remains of the Kadohadacho 2 village observed in ruins by
the Freeman-Custis expedition.
We see no reason to change
that interpretation or to alter our opinion that the Cedar
Grove site was one compound, most probably a farmstead,
in that village.
Since then, however, it has occurred to us that we
really have not given adequate consideration to the various
possible relationships of this village to all the mounds and
mound groups in the Spirit Lake locality.
These include the Friday mound group on the north end
of the locality, the great Battle Mound near the center and
the Egypt mound group on the south end (Moore 1912).
These have always been considered separate and temporally
unrelated sites with small precincts.
Perhaps they were,
but we do not know this.
We have simply followed C. B.
Moore in seeing them this way.
Thus we thought of the
Spirit Lake complex as a dispersed village surrounding and
related to the great Battle Mound or perhaps the Egypt
site. Actually, there is no reason to believe it could not
have been the other way around in the emic Caddoan
scheme of things. The whole Spirit Lake complex or major
parts of it, including Cedar Grove, might have been within
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Airoir, Mi. P., R. King Harris, Jay C. Blaine, and Janson
the ceremonial precincts of Battle %found, or the even
closer Egypt mound group. Or, atl the mounds from) Friday
MdcVay.
south to Egypt, plus the "village" might have constituted a
0973
Benard de la Harpe and the Nassonite Post.
single great dispersed ceremonial zone rather than a LowerBuetnoteTxaArelgcaSoet
44:113-167.
%lississippi V.al1ey style ceremonial center with a village
surround3ing it.
Krieger, Nlex B.
And so we wilt suggest, for the sake of argument, that
The typological method. American Antiquity
1944
thiis could Zse the case here. This would account for the
9:271-298.
richness of the Spirit Lake complex burials. This, we
strongly suspect, is not typical of tiurials at all farinsteads
Moore, Clarence B.
ol this period in the CZentral Caddo area, but only of those
Antiquities of the Ouachita Valley. Journal of
1909
of nembers of 3 special group, such as a paramount
-hadelphia
the Academy ofNatural Sciences of P
lineage,
14(Part l):7-170.
Swanton's comments on the meaning and derivation of
theterar Kaonaach
ofintres

hee.1912

Just as the Haihai were sometimes regarded as the
Hasinai tribe par excellence, so in the confederacy
on Red River mere the Kadonadacho eminent above
all the rest. The nafne is derised from Kadi, or
rather Kaadi, <a-edi, meaning "cief,' and
Kadonadacho signified "real cniets." Strictly, it
as applied to one of a group of tour
Dands ... 094 20 -b)
W.e do not kno-w wriat this particular "band" was or
where it resided, other than that it was somewhere in the
G.reat Bend region. Whatever it was we can be sure that it
was something more complex than a "!)and," It 'nav well
nave been a lineage group and the term "chief," which Ls
surely a Loose translation, ;hay well indicate a paramount
lineage. If so, we think its most lik~elv place of residence
would )ave been in the Spirit Lake locality, in the vicinity
of 3attle Mocund, which is, after all, the 'paramount Caddo
ceremonial center, no hatter what the actual size of its
ceremonial precincts.
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Chapter 12
PIGMENTS ANALYSIS OF PAINTED CERAMICS
AND WITHIN GRAVE OFFERINGS ON A LATE CADDO
SITE
AT CEDAR GROVE, ARKANSAS
3onathon E. Ericson
Elizabeth A. Coughlin

IN TROLNC TON
?iments on painted artifacts are used as indicators of
This
European contact (irain, personai communication).
study identities a numnber of pigments on painted, incised
ceranics and grave otferings from a :addoan site at Cedar
Grove, Arkansas.
Before contact, pigments were indigenous 'naterials as
nLte --Iav, gypsurn), reds
postfiring paints: writes (caicite,
(hematite, vermilion) and greens (nalacnitel as discussed )v

Shepard (1954:43; cf. Taole 12-1).

Table

12-.

A.

Color
White

Two late Caddo V sites in the Sabine River Valley
These sites contain
yielded vermilion offerings in graves.
the pottery type, Natchitoches Engraved, which is found in
It is
abundance in the midden and burials at Cedar Grove.
reasonable to assume that European pigments were traded
and used in the decoration of Cedar Grove ceramics.
Therefore, the analysis of the pigments could be used to
resolve whether these pigments were indigenous or had
European origin (Table 12-2).
Red
Pigments were found painted on incised ceramics.
It
and white pigments were rubbed into the engraved lines.
is also possible that natural binders were used to adhere the
pigments to these surfaces. Pigments were also found in
the soil within shell grave offerings within the Caddo
Table 12-3 lists the samples that were submitted
cemetery.
for analysis to the Harvard Center for Archaeological
Research and Development.

(A) used as post-

Coposition

Material
Calcite
'hite

clay

(Kaolinite)

AlASiaO1

0 U7H) 8

CvpsuC

Shepard (1954:177)

mentions that there were a number of na, iral pigments that
were used in the Old World :ut did not appear in the N"ew
,
'.orld,such as wnite lead knatural iead -aronate), red
rose madder, chrysocoila (green), and terre verte (green)
(Table 12-1).
New pigments became important trade goods alter
For example, the French supplied
European contact.
vermilion :o the southeastern Indians (Gregory 1973).
Schambacn (personal communication) suggests that wite
Table 12-2 describes
lead was also traded at this time.
pigments that were in use in Europe at the time of contact
Althougn vermilion does occur naturally
1650-1750).
(A.D.
in North America, it would te interesting to Know the
It was used in
extent of .ts distribution before contact.
It aiso
California (Ross 1940; Heizer and Treganza 1944).
occurred in Texas (Hillebrand and Scnaller 1909) and other
areas of the United States (Groton 1941; Ebner 1954).

Indigenous pigments

firing paints for ceramics (Shepard 1954:
43); (B) not used (Shepard 1954:177)

Red

FE20

Hematite

3

etl,

B.

Green

Malachite

,h te
e
Red

!;at ive

-,hite leid

White
Red

Green

Ci)

3

Pb 3 t),
Lake ,n Ai(OH) 3
CuSi%.2H'0

lerre 'erte

KFe..RA1).
i'auconte)
) 0-H)

Pigments used in Furcpean easel p;,ntlne 'r
A.D.

Color

Pb

Red lead
Rcs. madder

Green

Table 12-2.

Cu(CC>33 (H)2

lb50-1750

Kuhn 1973)

Com;ositin

Material
Lead white (199()
Vermilion (65t)

Pb 3 Cf
H,.

Red Lake (40%)
Red ochre (50%)

Lake on Alk-'H)3
FeZ03

Minium (10%)
Verdigris

Pb 3 04
Cu 3 (CH3)(OH) 2 mnH),

Green earth
(terre verte)

Fe Mg Al K

3

)iHi

-

PROCEDURE
Samples were prepared for x-ray diffraction, x-ray
Pigments within
fluorescence, and microchemical analysis.
the grave offerings (30-1209-982, -1102, -1170, -1478) were
mixed with sandy soils. Pigment particles were picked by
hand with ultrafine tip tweezers and tungsten carbide needle
Preliminary petrographic
under I3-SOx magnification.
identifications were made at this time.

Pigments were ground in a mortar, mounted on a
petrographic slide, and placed in the Diano x-ray diffraction
Inhouse mineral standards of hematite, vermilion,
system.
malachite, and wnite lead were used as standards of
comparison in analysis. Samples (80-1209-982, -1102, 1170,
-1202, -1478) were analyzed by diffraction.
X-ray fluorescence analysis of the sherds was conducted
on several samples to identify major elements of these
Mineralogical standards were
pigments (80-1209-696, -1202).
XRF analysis was also
used to calibrate the instrument.
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Table 12-3.

Pigment samples from Cedar Grove

Catalog Number

Provenience

80-1209-696
80-120q-982
80-1209-11(12
80-1209-11,0
80-1209-1202
80-1209-1.78

Burial
Burial
Burial
Burial
burial
Burial

Table
Catalog Number

12-4.

Pigment

Type

red
red
copper salt stain
red
red and white
green

Ceramic: Hodges Engraved, var. Candler
lussel shell
Vessel exterior
Mussel shell
Ceramic: Hodges Engraved, var. Armour
Mussel shell

11
7
7
9
12
7

Results of Cedar Grove pigment analysis
Name

Material

Technique
XRF
Petrography
Petrography

80-i209-96

red pigment on sherd

Hematite

80-1209-982

red pigment in soil

Hematite

80-1209-1102

copper salt stain
in soil
red pigment in soil

Malchite

Notes
XRF test: Hg negative; Fe higher in pigment
sherd than sherd alone
extracted

XRD

80-1209-1170

Hematite

Petrography
XRD
Petrography

extracted
extracted

XRD
80-1209-1202

red pigment on sherd

Hematite

XRF

HQ test negative; Fe test nositive and greater
than sherd body

80-1209-1202

white pigment on sherd

Kaolin

XRD test: no lead white; XRF: no lead visible
XRD for calcite (burnt shell).gypsun: n.vgative

80-1209-1.78

green pigment

Microchemical
XRT and XRD
Petrography
XRD

in soil

tilachite

performed on the ceramic substrate to identify the
elemental differences between substrate and the pigment
samples.
Microchemical analysis was performed on samples
(10-1209-1202) to obserse presence or absence of a
carbonate pigment.

Finally, with all those possibilities expended, Kaolin or
A mineralogical
white clay remained as a possible pigment.
standard of Kaolin and the unknown pignent ,were
The white pigment was found to ne Kaolin or
compared.
white clay.

CONCLUSIONS

tESULTS
The results of the p=g,)ent anaiyses are presente(I in
jb-1209-696 was set
The red pigment on sner1
raoie 12-.
X-rav
i' r'me engraved lines and was extremeiy thin.
The test
fluorescence analvsis was run on a whole sherd.
for
,lercurv Hg) was negative, therefore, it was not
The iron (Fe) concentration was higher in the
,ermiiion.
p4 nernt and snerd as a substrate as conDared to the sner.Petrographic observations verified presence of
alone.
hematite.
The red pigments (80-1209-982 and -1170) and green
pigments (M0-12)9-I102 and -1478) in the grave offerings
were extracted from the sandy soil Dy hand picking. X-ray
diffraction identified the red pigments as hematite and the
green pigments as malachite. Petrographic analysis
confirmed these findings.
The red and white pigments on the sherd 80-1209-1202
presented some problemi in analysis. There was insufficient
sample of red pigment to perform x-ray diffraction analysis
X-ray fluorescence
using standard laboratory methods.
The
analysis was used to test for mercury and iron.
The iron concentration was
mercury test was negative.
higher for the pigmented area and substrate than the
It was concluded that the pigment was
substrate alone.
The white pigment was the most extensively
hematite.
X-ray fluorescence analysis was used to
tested pigment.
X-ray diffraction was
test for lead; the test was negative.
used to test for calcite, gypsum, and lead white using
Microchemical analyses were also
standards of comparison.
The test
performed to test for a carbonaceous pigment.
negative.
was

extracted

Although the historic Caddo at Cedar Grove, Arkansas
were probably in contact with European traders, directly or
indirectly, we did not observe European pigments in this
study.
It was suspected that lead white and French
vermilion were used to color engraved sherd 80-1209-1202.
We found the use of earth colors only.
The pigments observed in this study, malachite (green),
hematite (red), and Kaolin (white clay) would have been
availaole U.5 indigenous sources.
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Chapter 13
LATE CADDO SUBTRACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
IN THE RED RIVER BASIN
Marvin Kay

INTRODUCTION
A legacy of subtractive technology are stone, bone and
shell artifacts. Their manufacture is by processes which
selectively remove mass. Ultimately the result is a finished
object and fragmentary by-products of a manufacturing
process, If only in this respect, all subtractive technology
artifacts share a common logical base for analysis. For it
is the manufacturing process that is the most robust feature
about these artifacts. Artifact style, function, or use-life
are often more difficult to evaluate. But it is often
possible to do so in a technological study, once
consideration is given to their systemic interrelationships
and the effects of variable discard behaviors, archeological
context and sampling are addressed,
It is argued here that the key to an artifact analysis is
to develop appropriate models of artifact manufacture, use,
discard, and retention within an archeological context.
Toward this end this study explicates a general systems
model of subtractive technology. As one of several possible
applications, the late Caddo stone, bone and shell artifacts
from two Red River sites, Cedar Grove and Sentell, are
analyzed. The majority of these items are chipped stone
artifacts which, naturally enough, receive the most
attention. Additionally, it is important to note as well that
the primary focus is with technological details of
manufacture and use-life rather than tool use-wear. The
Witer, however, could be assessed in the context of our
model of subtractive technology. But it is not necessary to
do so to appreciate the model's application. Nor was it
possible to do so for budgetary reasons.
By employing this model, I shall attempt to do two
things. First, a necessity will be to explain how the model
ought to work and why it is conceived to be better than
other analytical devices. In this respect, a debt is owed to
the formative work of Collins (1975), and in many aspects
this statement is an extension of his pioneering ideas as
well as a sympathetic criticism. Second, it will be equally
essential to operationalize the model and show its
substantive contribution to the analysis of an empirical body
of data,
Toward this end the Cedar Grove and Sentell
collections afford an instructive test case. The two sites
on similar point bar deposits adjacent to abandoned
are
channels of the Red River, typologically and radiometrically
equate with the Caddo IV and V habitations, and appear to
have similar records of biotic and abiotic resource
exploitation. From the point of view of a subtractive
technology, this Red River locality is resource-poor,
especially in terms of stone sources. Although we have
evidence of long distance exchange of some resources into
these sites, particularly marine shell from the Gulf Coast,
this mechanism is not the most likely process used in lithic
procurement. Instead I shell show that the lithic
procurement was almost totally a local endeavor which
bears directly on subsequent attempts to manufacture tools,
Other than the few marine shell items, no shell or bone
artifacts are clearly derived from exotic sources either,

The subtractive technology maniest in these collections
will be treated as unified site systems of resource
procurement, artifact manufacture, use and discard.
Admittedly, this is a simplification of reality, and there
may well be significant differences in the way artifacts
were manufactured and consumed at either site. To the
degree that it is possible, potential variation in discard
behaviors will be identified to specific artifact classes or
categories. A listing of technological categories, individual
artifacts and their proveniences is also included as Appendix
X.
This analysis also employed replicative experiments in
bipolar percussion flaking as a means to partially identify
and classify lithic artifacts from the two collections. These
experiments will be described in detail because of the
insights they provide into the technology of bipolar flaking
exhibited by the lithic assemblages from Cedar Grove and
Sentell, and our faculty for lithic artifact classification.
This report documents the results of this study in the
following fashion. First, a subtractive technological model
is presented and critiqued. Archeological sampling and data
for Cedar Grove and Sentell are highlighted next, as they
pertain to the substantive application of the model. Third,
the model is explicated through analysis of the two sites'
collections. In this, the discussion addresses the overall
methodology, experimental design, and descriptions of lithiC,
bone and shell subsystems and artifacts. Results are then
compared with other Red River Caddo analyses, followed by
summary conclusions and recommendations for future work.

THE MODEL
Classification of stone tool production and use has been
a prime feature of previous subtractive technological models
(Shafer 1973; Collins 1975; Sheets 1975). There is, however,
no reason this approach could not be extended to all
products of subtractive technology. Such an approach is
advocated here because it is the more productive,
economical, and sufficient methodology to classify and
interpret items of subtractive technology. By this I mean
that a general model should allow for :U() recognition of
all major factors of subtractive technology tool production,
use, discard, and final archeological context, (2) efficient
derivation of artifact categories in terms of material,
manufacture, use-life, use-wear, discard behavior, and
archeological context; and (3) further investigation of
analytical problems designed either to independently cross
check results or to carry forward the investigation to its
next logical step.
Collins's 1975 paper, entitled "'I.ithic technology as a
means of processual inference," provides a logical point of
departure for developing a general systems model of
subtractive technology. His explicit recognition of
ecological, cultural systemic and archeological contexts as
the three primary dimensions of the systems model is a
main contribution to the model proposed here.

SUSITRACTIVE
Furthermore, some of the terminology of the general model
derives from Collins, and along with him, this model is a
specific application of Schiffer's (U972) general observations
that contrast archeological from systemic contexts.
Moreover, Collins's interest in comparative, interassemblage
and intra-assemblage classification, or an etic taxonomy of
chipped stone artifacts, is certainly shared by me. I have,
in fact, attempted to apply his system in this context (Kay
1982:346-370; Kay 1981.11-27) and have, I think, a genuine
appreciation for what Collins set out to do.
One might wonder why, then, I would elect to abandon
Collins's model, not merely as an analogue for the general
subtractive technology process but also specifically as it
addresses chipped stone tool production,
My reason for this is threefold: First, in model
building it is far more practical to begin with the general
case and then work to the specific. Second, Collins's model
fads to insure replicability of classification results among
independent investigators but, more important, is inadequate
as a universal appraisal of the chipped stone reduction
process. Thus, although Collins (1975:25-26) asserts his
model accounts "for each manufacturing step in any and all
specific, or emic, technologies", his model will be shown to
be at best one of specific application to a limited
repertoire of chipped stone reduction techniques. At worse,
it will be shown that Collins's model is far more restricted
in scope, and may only apply to his own analyses. Third, it
may, and I believe will, prove possible to employ a single
lexicon of classificatory terms for the products of
subtractive technology. I shal attempt to show how this
can be done by employing a paradigmatic structure to
develop a processual taxonomy of subtractive technology.
From this, it should be possible to specify a set of
descriptive terms which would be appropriate for any
example of subtractive technology. This is a far different
approach than Collins's more-or-less mechanical rendition of
"product groups", which cannot be accepted as a processual
taxonomy of lithic reduction,
Aside from its perspective of the entirety of
subtractive technology, there should be other conceptual and
practical advantages which mandate use of the general
model. The most obvious and important of these is its
capacity to derive more specialized applications which may
model either a particular technology, an artifact
assemblage, or both. Whether the general case is explicitly
defined, any specialized technological model can be shown
to be its derivative. How adequate an explanatory tool the
derived model is depends on at least two things: Does the
general model accurately reflect reality? And, assuming it
does, are its principles integral components of the derived
model?
Now, returning to Collins's model, let us apply these
two criteria. My purpose in so doing is not to castigate
Collins for errors in logic but rather to illustrate how
deficiencies in his model can and should be overcome in the
development of a general model of subtractive technology,
Collins correctly notes chipped stone tool production is
a linear process. Usually, the further this process has gone,
the more refined, or stylized, are its artifact forms. Often
at some point, change in technique is mandated by the
experience of the knapper; by material quality, size, form,
and quantity available-, or by functional or stylistic
considerations. Less understood but a contributing factor to
change in technique is idiosyncratic or innovative behavior
on the part of a knapper. In any event, it is often possible
to define a specific reduction sequence either by experiment
(Newcomer 1971) or through observation of artifact
assemblages (Bradley 1973; Cahen and Keeley 19S0).
For model building, the problem Collins attempted to
resolve wast how should the chipped stone reduction
sequence be divided into a series of logical steps, each of
which having its own readily identifiable technological
products (or "product groups")? In his answer Collins
delineated (1973:Figure 2) seven product groups which define
an expected range of chipped stone artifacts one might
recover from an archeological context and their systemic
interrelationships. To illustrate, Product Group I is the
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result of raw material acquisition; Product Group 5 refers
to artifact use exclusively; and Product Group 7 is the
remnants of specialized disposal processes. The defining
criteria for a product group would be the morphological
attributes of its artifacts and/or its inferred systemic
context.
No matter how well intentioned an investigator is, nor
how well versed in the mechanics of chipped stone
reduction techniques, it is virtually impossible to apply
Collins's criteria for class membership in one product group
or another without being (1) hopelessly arbitrary and (2)
individualistic. This happens because Collins failed to
recognize that the product groups are defensible only within
the cultural system, rather than their archeological context.
A practical consequence is that lithic reduction
sequences having a larger number of identifiable steps than
the three Collins (1975:20-22) allows are forced into a
smaller, arbitrary analytical space, or product group.
Probably this would be true, for instance in Folsom point
production (Flenniken 1978). However, even when only
three steps or less might logically be indicated in an
analysis, they need not be the ones he describes. Bipolar
percussion lithic; reduction (Leaf 1979:Figure 2) is a case in
point. Then too, fragmentary or broken specimens,
especially, may lack all or some of the diagnostic attributes
needed for product group assignment. Either they languish
in an indeterminate group or they must be Listed as
tentatively assigned to one of several product groups.
Furthermore, there is no assurance that any two
investigators would classify materials independently in the
same manner. The ambiguity and arbitrariness of dividing a
lithic reduction sequence is thus compounded by an inability
to intersubjectively certify results. These problems severely
if not fatally compromise the integrity of artifact
classification derived from Collins's model.
Thus, the logical deficiencies of Collins's model can be
seen to be of two kinds. First is the failure to clearly
differentiate lithic production as a process from its
subsequent archeological context. Second is the failure to
employ taxonomic procedures in developing the product
groups.
How then should these deficiencies be surmounted in
proposing a general archeological model of subtractive
technology?
The chief conceptual problem is to dichotomize the
process of artifact production, use-life, and discard from
the archol Iodct
of these and other natural
prcse.
alo taxonomic classification of these
products may then attempt to identify where an artifact
logically fits within the spectrum of its production, use-life,
and discard. But it is essential to recognize that
classification is inherently a partial and indirect measure of
systemic cultural processes.
Figure 13-1 pre".ents the proposed general processual
model for subtractive technology. The process half of the
model is on the left. On its right is the archeoloeical
pout
Fo purposes of simplicity only, the archeological
product is defined by primitive terms of material remains
and their configuration in time and space. Even though the
archeological product is often more complex, it will be
useful to regard it as only this, and then to develop
appropriate technological analyses as a first step toward
understanding the material remains. Gould (1930:139-160)
provides an insightful example of how such an analysis
might be designed.
The process half of the model serves two purposes.
First, in a parsimonious fashion it delineates the linear
sequence of artifact production, technological products, tool
use, and artifact discard and/or recycling. Second, it
affects a paradigmatic classification of subtractive
technology artifacts which can be employed in
technofunctional and stylistic studies. These topics are
further developed as follows.
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General processual model for subtractive technology

SYSTEMIC PROCESSES

SYSTEMIC CLASSIFICATION

Ecological and cultural contexts are the two domains
under which any technology operates. Systemic, subtractive
technology processes are conceived as being mutually
exclusive for either domain. On the one hand, initial
resource procurement pertains solely to the ecological
context. On the other nand, all subsequent subtractive
technological manipulations adhere to the cultural context.

A comparative, or etic, classification of subtractive
technology products is affected by the paradigmatic process
of opposing contrasting dimensions in a nonhierarchical
fashion, as discussed by Conklin (1955, 1962). The regular
intersection of opposing dimensions defines contrast sets, or
categories. For subtractive technology, three opposing
dimensions are necessary and sufficient to isolate a
primitive core vocabulary of five terms:

Ecological Context
Material procurement is the prime activity definable,
This refers to all procedures utilized to acquire a resource
which can subsequently be modified by subtractive
techniques. The function of a technological analysis in this
case is to specify the ecological context from which a
resource came and the mechanism of procurement.
Cultural Context
Processes leading to a technological product: tool use,
optional modifications or maintenance procedures, recycling,
and discard or specialized disposal are the prime activities
noted. Processes leading to a technological product include
material
ting, initial reduction, and subsequent reduction,
if needed. lpecific technolo ical products, or artifacts, are
produced at each of these steps, and tool use may follow
any step or linear combination of steps. Optional
modifications or mn
ancepocedures may occur during
artifact production or its use-li
reccli
of artifacts
either as similar or different items may also occur during
artifact production or use-life. Thus, optional modifications,
maintenance procedures, and recycling are viewed as
secondary, or attendant processes that may coincide with
any or a linear combination of primary procedures which
result in a technological product, tool use, discard, or
specialized disposal. Discard or specialized disposal are the
final cultural processes which in essence remove artifacts
from a cultural system. The two are differentiated because
they describe significant variation in removal processes.
Discard behaviors, for instance, would encompass either
planned or unplanned loss of technological products from a
cultural system but without any necessary regard for their
ultimate context. Specialized disposal would refer
exclusively to planned removal of technological products
when their ultimate context is clearly specified, as in a
mortuary context or a cache. Discard or specialized
disposal may occur after any of the preceding primary or
secondary subtractive technology processes.

material rejection: material selection (M:M)
no reduction: reduction (RR)
no tool use. tool use (T.T)
Derivation of the five contrast sets is shown in Figure
13-2 and their terminology is:
debitage=
MRT
blanks:
MRT
preforms:
MRT
expediency tools: MRT
finished tools:
MRT

Ell
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Figure 13-2.

Paradigmatic structure of substractive
technology

SUISTRACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
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Primitive economy of subtractive
technology

Primary subtractive technology procedures define a
linear, hierarchical, taxonomic system of artifact
manufacture, use-life, discard, or specialized disposal;

2. These primary procedures stand in opposition to
secondary, or optional, procedures of modification,
maintenance, and recycling which may occur within any
paradigmatically defined contrast set;
3. The superordinate: subordinate relationships of the
primary processes, material sorting, initial reduction,
and subsequent reduction, identify linear, hierarchical
levels of contrast; and
4. For any hierarchical level, the paradigmatic process of
contrasting opposing dimensions of primary and/or
secondary processes, and defining categories by their
regular intersection is necessary and sufficient to
establish taxonomic classes.
EXPLICATION
Although the model, I think, serves nicely as a
systematic description of the subtractive technology process
and its products, its explication rests with each artifact
assemblage under study. As a structure for analysis, our
model should bring into focus both the logical processes and
results of subtractive technology and what is expected to
occur in any archeological context. The most elemental, or
primitive, set of artifacts which may occur in any
archeological context would be the debitage, blanks,
preforms, expediency tools, and finished tools. Their
configuration in time and space plus the diagnostic

-.

SAMPLING AND DATA

Cedar Grove and Sentell, the two late Caddo sites on
the bank of the Red River, were partially excavated in
1980 and 1981 before completion of a revetment being
constructed by the Corps of Engineers, New Orleans

It is also clear from our model (Figure 13-1) that the
subtractive technology process is both linear and
hierarchical. Thus, 4 subtractive technology taxonomy can
also be developed (Figure 13-3) by taking advantage of the
natural levels of contrast and their order of
superordination:subordination expressed in our model. As
such, paradigmatic procedures are seen to be integral to the
formulation of a taxonomy of subtractive technology. This
further results in the expanded lexicon needed for systemic
classification. It is not necessary, however, to attempt to
identify all possible contrast sets to appreciate the utility
of this approach. It is only required that similar opposing
dimensions may be logically seen to follow from it, that is
to say, there is a regular, predictable, and realistic method
to generate the terms of the model and their linear and
hierarchical relationships. If our model does all of this,
then it can be viewed as well as a "grammar" of
subtractive technology, and one which satisfies the
analytical and data recording tasks of subtractive technology
research.
The "grammatical rules" of our model are
I.

stylistic artifact studies.
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attributes of manufacture, use-life, optional modification,
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District.

The more extensive excavation program was

conducted at Cedar Grove (Schambach et al. 1982;
Trubowitz, this volume), where primarily a Caddo IV or V

(A.D. 1300-1800) component, or components were delineated.
The test excavation of Sentell (Trubowitz and Schambach
1932) defined both Caddo 1/11(A.D. 1000-1400) and Caddo
IV(V components. The Caddo inhabitations of either site
are aligned with a natural alluvial ridge, or the crest of a
point bar and primarily its westward slope. Both sites also
share similar postdepositional histories, which include
historic usage (in the case of Cedar Grove as a cemetery)
and burial during the 1927 flood. Their excavation to a
large degree depended on mechanical trenching and stripping
of overburden and-in the case of Cedar Grove-removal of
the aboriginal midden itself.
The material remains from either site came from
undifferentiated midden, from structural features or graves
(Cedar Grove, both aboriginal and historic), and from mixed
prehistoric and historic midden fills. Depending on the type
of deposit and the amount of time to do the excavation and
processing, the various fills were treated differently.
However, the majority of the excavated fills were
waterscreened through 6.4 mm (1/4 inch) wire mesh;
sediment columns 50 cm square and 10 cm thick or feature
fills were subjected to either waterscreening through I mm
mesh or flotation through 0.4 mm mesh. From the point of
view of analysis of subtractive technology artifacts, the
archeological samples are generally adequate as they
comprise most of the debris sizes expectable. A limitation,
however, is that the debris smaller than 6.4 mm is
undoubtedly underestimated. Even so, this does not
seriously restrict the analysis.
Except for the artifacts either hand excavated and
point plotted or floated from the aboriginal graves, most of
the material remains are from midden units. A probable
house feature was partially excavated in the indirect impact
zone at Cedar Grove as well, but its excavation was
hindered by both historic graves and limited time, which
precluded careful waterscreening of most of its matrix.
This feature (Feature 3) was just west of the main ridge of
the Cedar Grove site, where an historic levee with
underlying muck ditches were constructed, and from which a
line of 14 contiguous 2 x 2 m units were excavated (in the
direct impact zone) and processed through the waterscreen.
These 14 units also had considerable amounts of burned clay
daub, similar to the probable house feature and two other
potential house areas have been identified (Features 24 and
25). It seems likely that other house structures may have
existed over a wider area of the natural ridge, or that the
midden represents the dismantlement of house structures
and their material remains into an extensive midden sheet
centering on the ridge. In either case, I assume that the
material samples from the better controlled excavation units
are roughly similar to samples from less well controlled
excavation areas. And in this analysis they are treated as
site-unit samples except for the aboriginal grave goods.
Prior to this analysis, laboratory sorting had isolated
the shell, bone and stone artifacts, stabilized the bone and
shell items, and roughly sorted and tabulated stone artifacts
into three categories: (1) chipped stone (cores and core
fragments, preforms and tools), (2) ground/polished stone and
(3) flakes/blocky fragments/shatter. The bulk of the
material came from Cedar Grove.
All stone artifacts and potential artifacts were
completely resorted by me. This did change the overall
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tallies by weight or count for these items, with major
differences recorded in the former chipped stone and
ground/polished stone categories. Also I found the
flakes/blocky fragments/shatter category to be generally too
inclusive for most analytical needs and most of the
additional items of chipped or ground stone were retrieved
from this category,
Even so, the experiments with bipolar cobble reduction
did demonstrate the utility of the flakes/blocky
fragments/shatter category, as the resulting debris proved
difficult to classify as lithic artifact types. In fact, it
became clear that the distinguishing features of bipolar
esuillees and shatter often merged or
cores, flakes, p
or the most part, these are
were truly ind
intuitive typological categories which reflect extremes of
variation in the bipolar reduction continuum. For Cedar
Grove and Sentell, what became most important was the
realization that much of the lithic debitage could be
accounted for by the bipolar percussion reduction of Red
River gravels, not that a specified quantity of this debitage
could be labeled exclusively as a core, a flake or something
else.

ANALYSIS
The analysis attempted to sort material into logical
subtractive technology categories and to delineate the most
probable linear sequence of manufacture, use-life and
discard or specialized disposal. For finished tools or highly
stylized preforms, typological identifications following the
present literature wet* also made for both intra and
intersite corparison of stylistically sensitive materials,
Material identifications were a key element in the lithic
studies and were chiefly oriented to determining the most
probable source of stone used for either ground or chipped
stone artifacts. To facilitate stone source identification
and provide the needed raw material for experimental
bipolar reduction, samples of Red River gravel (collected
2.3 km downstream from 3LA97 by Neal Trubowitz in
January 1931) were also employed. Bipolar reduction
experiments, described next, were designed to replicate the
variability seen in the archeological samples of debitage,
blanks, preforms, and tools. These experiments were
helpful, and if not totally convincing, their limitations are
largely due to my own inexperience with the technique.

Table 13-1.

Replication

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
Hmmerstone
Anvil

BIPOLAR PERCUSSION

EXPERIMENTS

My initial sorting of the lithic debris identified bipolar
cores, flakes, and pieces esquillees. These all had the
characteristic compression fractures where struck with a
stone hammer and, opposing this, on the anvil end. Also
multiple-and seemingly simultaneous-dorsal and ventral
flake removals occurred which originated from opposing
surfaces, or platforms. The material from which these
artifacts had been struck was exclusively stream gravel, as
evidenced by their highly patinated cortex, small size,
variable shape and lithology. Most of this is chert but
some novaculite, chalcedony, or agate also occur. That the
two sites are within the Red River floodplain strongly
suggests that most, if not all, of this gravel came from its
gravel bars or those of its tributary streams nearby. A
local source of this material is most likely. Its initial
reduction must have posed a particular problem because of
the general rounding of surfaces and corners which might be
used as preliminary striking platforms, and small size-most
specimens are thumb to fist size.
This sorting also produced other small stream gravels of
quartzite or flakes of quartzite whose dorsal surface
exhibited the diagnostic pitting, abrasion, or fracture due to
impact against another stone. These hammerstones were
common in the Cedar Grove collection. Anvilstones, other
than a few of sandstone, or sandstone conglomerate, did not
occur, however. Or, they were simply not recognized as
such. This seems the more likely, given the quantity of
lithiC debitage probably produced by the bipolar percussion
technique.
Using a single quartzite hammerstone and quartzite
anvil, 10 bipolar percussion cobble reduction replications
were conducted. Table 13-1 lists weights and sizes of the
chert cobbles, quartzite hammer and anvil stones. The
selection of materials attempted to approximate the size
and quality of the archeological specimens, particularly of
the quartzite hammers and chert bipolar cores. The chert
gravels fell within two general groups as determined by
weight, less than 30 g and about 100 g or more. The
majority are of less than 50 g, are rectanguloid and tabular
in shape and exhibit few internal flaws. Specimens as large
or greater than 100 g are generally egg shaped and often
are severely flawed by microfractures. To a high degree,
this range in quality and size is present in the archeological
materials as well, which seem to favor the smaller, tabular
chert gravels with few internal flaws. The choice of the
anvilstone for the experiment was based on the presence of
similar blocky quartzite gravel in the Cedar Grove materials
that have no obvious surface irregularities.

Bipolar percussion cobble reduction expeltients
Cobble
weight

Cobble
length

Cobble
width

Cobble
thickness

29.5
44.6
29.6
44.9
48.2
108.5
46.8
96.3
324.4
33.0

33.8
53.3
47.0
46.5
51.0
66.0
71.0
61.0
120.0
31.0

32.3
45.5
35.4
31.7
41.0
45.0
45.0
34.0
57.0
28.0

15.5
11.7
9.6
16.7
11.6
30.6
11.0
30.0
39.0
19.0

66.1
149.2

55.4
51.6

30.6
46.5

28.0
44.1

SUSTIRACTIVE TeCHNOLOGY
Table 13-2.

Sipolar percussion experiment
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ummary.

Procedure and Results

Experiment

1

Large tabular cobble was split using free-hand percussion. One piece was used in
this experiment and the other in experiment 4. The cobble was placed at the edge
of the anvil with the previous break perpendicular to the anvil face, allowing the
maximum breadth of the cobble to be exploited in the bipolar experiment. Several
small flakes or priematic blades were then detached from the anvil end. Experiment
terminated.

2

A tabular cobble was placed on edge, as in the first experiment and was struck in a
perpendicular fashion with the hemmer. but into the body of the cobble. This resulted
in splitting the cobble into several flakes and pieces of shatter. Prior to this, the
cobble was held against the anvil edge on one of its faces so that the cobble thickness
was perpendicular to the anvil. The cobble edge off the anvil was then struck repeatedly
and the cobble was occasionally turned, creating a bifacial retouc:ed cobble.

3

Small tabular cobble placed initially as in first experiment, struck with hemer and
detached a flake going tie length of the cobble edge. Then rotated cobble so that the
new, prepared surface was up and could be used as a striking platform. Holding the
cobble on the anvil additional flakes were then removed, resulting in a wedge shaped
core and a considerable amount of microshatter.

4

Basically a repeat of first experiment. Removed a large bipolar flake with prominent
bulb of percussion on anvil end only, but on dorsal surface is a large hertsan con*
due to impact.

5

Held large
so that it
anvil end.
percussion

6

Large cobble with a number of internal flaws.
flaws; reduced cobble to shatter.

7

Specimen worked across its thickness rather than on end in a fashion similar to the
first part of experiment 2. Material of poor quality which affected flake removals.

8

Cobble was severely flawed making removal of flakes difficult and producing more
shatter than anything else.
Also detached flake from edge of anvil in this experiment.

9

Large egg shaped cobble severely flawed.
shatter mainly.

tabular cobble in
was struck by the
Eventually broke
on the hamer end

fashion similar to first experiment but rotated the cobble
hammer at obtuse angle. resulting In bifacial thinning of
the cobble in half, with one large flake having a bulb ot
only.
Mainly worked along cobble width due to

Results of experiment was production of

Small tabular cobble with no internal fl.iw%. Removed 3 larre bipolar flakes, all
showing prominent bulbs of percussion at the anvil end, and most with flake
erraillure at time of removal. Most "retouch" to core is at anvil end also.

I0

Table 13-3.
Experiment
Number

1
2
3
1

5
6
7
8
9
10

One Inch
Weight
Number
66.4
148.9
0.0
0.0
13.1
22.3
41.0
42.7
18.2
41.6
259.7
5.6

1
1
0
0
1
1
2
2
1
2
3
1

bipolar percussion experiment results
Half Inch
Weight
Number
0.0
0.0
26.4
39.1
5.3
17.6
1.9
57.6
17.5
40.4
52.1
16.7

In each experiment the anvil was placed on top of a
sturdy, padded steel table, a chert cobble was held on the
anvil and struck with the hammerstone.
The primary
differences in the results were due to the direction of the
hammer blow, the orientation of the chert cobble on the
anvil, and the quality, shape, and size of the cobble. In
most instances I held the cobble on the anvil edge and
directed a blow perpendicular to its upper surface. This
usually produced one or more flakes, blocky or splintery

0
0
2
9
2
3
2
11
3
11
8
3

Quarter Inch
Weight
Number
0.0
0.0
2.1
2.3
8.0
4.0
3.8
6.,
8.2
9.6
6.4
0.3

0
0
5
9
16
7
8
8
1.
1.
20
2

Eighth Inch
Wciht
0.0
0.0
0.8
2.6
1.5
0.4
0.6
1.5
1.5
2.6
3.3
0.3

shatter. This process was repeated until either a particular
artifact type was produced, or until the cobble was reduced
to an unusable state (spent core, or core nucleus). The
particulars of each experiment are summarized in Table
13-2.
The debris produced was trapped and subsequently
weighed or counted (Table 13-3).
Depending on the
experimental results, some of the items were labeled
according to their anvil orientation immediately after their
production.
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The experiments obviously did not replicate the actual
conditions under which bipolar artifacts were produced
prehistorically. For reasons of expediency and ease of
documentation, the experiments were designed in the
manner they were conducted. Nevertheless, their results
under aooriginal
are instructive of what might occur
workmanship. Significant insight was gained in the
following areas:

Other flakes lack a prominent bulb of percussion or for all
practical purposes would be virtually indistinguisnaale from
flakes produced by other percussion techniques (Figure
13-4c). Shafer (1973:111-112) arrived at essentialhy the
same conclusion from his experiments.
2. With practice, either core modification or flake
production can become specific, or less wasteful of
material. By simply changing the orientation of the cobble
on the anvil, its placement near an anvil edge, the direct~on
and force of a hammer blow, it is possible to produce
regularly shaped flakes of specified size and thickness
(Figure 13-4d), to unifacially (Figure 13-4e) or bifacially
(Figure 13-4f) work, or retouch, the cobble at its anvil end.

1. Bipolar percussion flakes have variable morphology,
Prominent bulbs of percussion may be found on either the
anvil end (distal) or below the point of impact (proximal).
It is not at all unusual to see multiple bulbs of percussion
at the anvil end (Figure 13-4a) and almost imperceptible
fracture or pitting at the point of impact (Figure 13-4b).

b
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d
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Figure 13-4.
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Bipolar percussion experimental debitage. a. bulbs of percussion anvil end
texperiment 10); b. flakes lacking "diagnostic" features (experiment 1); c. regular
shaped flakes (experiment 6); d. unifacial cobble retouch (experiment 7); e.
Difacial retouch at anvil end (experiment 5); 1. core nucleus (experiment 3); g.
piece esquillees (experiment 2); h. impact pitting or fracture (experiment 4); .
nammerstone used; j. anvil stone used (AAS negative numbers 132770, 832771)
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3. Core nuclei (Figure 13-4g) and pieces esquillees
(Figure 13-4h) are natural by-products of bipolar percussion
cobble reduction.
Pieces esquillees, or the bipointed
multifaceted nucleus, may occur as the end product of
bipolar core reduction or as shatter from a bipolar
White (1963:660-662)
percussion core, a nucleus or a flare.
also documents this rom ethnographic observation of bipolar
reduction among the aborigines of Australia and New
Guinea.

The production of microdebris is both common and
3.
prolific in bipolar percussion reduction of chert gravel.
This small scale debrif would generally be too small for
further utilization.
It would also be difficult to thoroughly
remove this debris 'rom the cobble reduction area, unless
the underlying sediment -was removed n bulk.

The process is linear in overall design and involves
oath primary and secondary operations, mhic.i condition
artifact manufacture and use-life. These operations are
identified in the section on tne suotractive :ecnnology
nodel.
2. The conventionai notion it artifact style as it
pertains to suotractive tecnnoogy, ;n fact, is the sum )f
tne tecnnological processes o -nanu.acture, artitact use-iife
Thjs :te typological :!assificanton
and material constraints.
at diagnostic artifacts accoring :o !neir "styie' is most
productive wnere the artifacts experiencea simdar
nanufacturing processes and ise-,ife, if notning else.

itone resources are of small size and rregular or roundei
snape. oipoiar percussion mnay oe the suotractive tecnnoidl,
'f -o1.e.

Assumptions specific to the Cedar Grove and Sentell

ASSUM1PTIONS

collections include:
The analysis of the archeological mnaterials employed a
general. Comparative framework and expiCit assumptions
asout subtractive tecnnology as a whole and the particular
collections from Cedar Grove and Sentel.

I. The stone resources are of local derivation from
stream gravels.

a

C

0

Figure

13-3.

lAI

The general assumptions of subtractive technology
utilized
in this
analysis are derived from the subtractive
technology
model.
They are:

6. The reduction of small chert cobbles, especially
those procured from stream gravels, requires techniques
wnich offset limitations of their size, snape, and variaoie
quality. Bipolar percussion techniques are well suited :o
this task because they require no prepared striking platform
and can deal effectively and economically with even t.e
smallest of chert cooles. In many instances the
empioyment of aipoiar percussion is the oniy effective
-nethod to initially reduce a cobole, and it allows the
suose-uent ise of otner ?ercussion or pressure .,IaKing
Thus wnerl
Secnniqes as artifact manufacture pro.eeds.

-kPPROAC1 ANO

1

The dipolar experiments served as a general analogue
for the bulk of the litnic deoris collected from the two
sites.
In characterizing these collections, reference was
-nade to specific debris types produced experimentally or
vhic*i could logically De expected. Dased on the
experimental results. Experimental )roduction of bone and
sneil artifacts vas not attempted, ut
Lin
nost instances it
was possible to determine the latter steps of manufacture
In this, the truncation of
from specific artifact attributes.
an older surface by younger surface features was used to
establish specific reduction sequences.
The manner of
truncation or mass removal further alowed identification of
particular subtractive technology procedures. Comparison of
an array of similar artifacts further established either the
range of expectable variation in morphology, flaking or
grinding, size or the placement of a specific artifact within
its projected linear sequence of manufacture and use-life.

4. Anvil wear may in many instances be almost
undetectable from naturally worn stream cobbles which
repeatedly impacted into other cobbles.

COMPARATIVE

TECHNOLOGY
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Cedar Grove debitage,
a. bipolar percussion core; b. polar percussion cobble
lake;
c. quartzite hammerstone flake;
d. flake with bifacial retouched edges;
e. pieces esgudlees;
f. edge retouched cobbles (AAS negative number 232772)
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2.
Bipolar percussion reduction of stream gravels was
the initial method of chipped stone artifact manufacture,
3.
Other than items of marine shell, the bone and
shell artifacts are of local derivation also.
4.
Marine shell artifacts are products of a nonlocal
resource procurement system.

I.

CEDAR

GROVE ARTIFACT DESCRIPTIONS
CHIPPED STONE

DEBITAGE
Lithic debitage is the most abundant category of
artifacts. Before resorting of the chipped stone, a total of
17,135.6 g of flaking debris was recorded, as were 5534.5 g
of undifferentiated lithic debris and 1,566 chipped stone
artifacts (tool elements).
From 11 of the 15 Caddo IV/V
burials came 93.3 g of lithic flaking debris, of which Burial
3 accounts for 39 g; the rest of the debitage is from either
the disturbed site surface or primarily the Caddo IV/V
midden excavations in the direct impact zone.
The debitage is almost invariably a direct by-product of
bipolar percussion cobble reduction and includes cores
(Figure 13-5a), flakes removed from cobbles (Figure 13-5b)
or shatter from the chert cobbles and quartzite
nammerstones (Figure L3-5c).
Mtuch of this material is
greater tnan 6.4 mm square and probably relates to the
initial reduction of cnert conoles. Debitage expectable
from other percussion or pressure working of either core or
flake blains, preforms, and finished tools would, in this
case, be smaller than 6.4 mm square, as judged from flake
scar sizes on these items, and generally was not collected,
Four flakes with bifacially retouched edges (Figure 13-5d),
however, probably represent debitage produced after the
initial bipolar cobble reduction.
Debttage produced after bipolar cobble reduction
consists o! biface fragments and segments (unimentifiable a,

to location on a oilace) of either finished biracial tools or
biface preforms. In tns category are the 20 basal
fragments of unnotched bilaces, all of which are probably
point preform debitage, as determined by their size, overall
flaking characteristics and breakage relative to the finished
points. The majority (18 specimens) are fashioned from
flake blanks, while the other two are either cobble core
blanks or are indeterminate; of the latter, one is clearly
heat fractured but not necessarily thermally pretreated (see
Purdy and Brooks 1971).
Other point or point preform
debitage includes 19 bifacial midsections, 12 bitacial
segments (of a total of 16), and 19 tips. Nine other bilace
basal fragments from cobble blanks complete this inventory.
Although clearly identified to the bipolar percussion
technique, pieces esguillees (Figure 13-5e), edge retouched
cobbles (Figure 13-qf) or even cobble bifaces (Figure 13-6)
are not as easily classed as debitage, blanks, preforms, or
finished tools. MacDonald (1969:88) subscribes to the view
that most are tools. Microwear examination of these
artifacts, however, is required to accurately place them into
a technofunctional category, but was beyond the scope of
this analysis. There are 18 pieces esquillees, 89 edge
retouched cobbles, 27 whole and 14 fragmentary cobble
bifaces.
Edge damaged flakes or shatter are a part of the
debitage. These items were segregated from the other
bipolar debris as a routine matter but were not further
tabulated.
The cause of edge damage is nultiple. Some is
clearly due to scraping or marring an edge with a steel too;
in the excavation process. Steel streaks found on the
adjacent surfaces of tnese items are fairly common.
Further field processing, transport to the laboratory, an
laboratory handling of bulk samples accounts for some
damage also. Other damage may have occurred either
before discard or shortly thereafter. Trampling of the site
surface must have affected some of the debitage, and some
of the damaged edges must be accounted for by the
manufacture process and use alteration.
Use alteration is of course the subject of primary
interest, as items listed as debitage but having use aftered
edges are probably tools. I am sure there are simple flaKt
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Figure 13-6.
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Cobble bifaces (AA S negative number £32773)

SUB5TRACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
expediency tools of this type in the Cedar .Grove and
Sentell collections. However, it would nave been impossible
to sort these from the others without a systematic
'nicrowear analysis, which was beyond the scope of this
study.
Thermal, or heat fracture (Purdy 1975) of the debitage
and )tner cnipped stone artifacts is not at all uncommon.
The liagnostic neat crazing and potlidding of surfaces and
Cujrvilinear oreaks are not, however, associated with
distinctive color changes in a regular or predictable way.
Thus, the assessment of heat damage or purposeful
alteration as an optional material modification (Purdy and
Brookis 1971) is especially difficult and imprecise. The
importance of chert heat treating remains undetermined for
the Cedar Grove chipped stone technology,

PREFOR

Four other specimens are either point ?rei)rns )t
identifiaoie point types, or are broken points mnicn were
rejected after unsuccessful attempts at jptidflal
mnaintenance, or recycling. Two identified as point type
preforms include an ovate (Figure 13-8a) specimen and a
trianguilar (Figure 113-Sb) one. The ovate oreform vas
thermnaily pretreated (or heat treated), is red in color anid
has tne liagnostic nicrocrazing of its surfaces; its
dimensions are: length, 36.4 nm; width, 14.9 mn; and
thickness, 5.3 mm. Its flaking is fully invasive and is
either extremely well controlled soft hammer percussion or
coarse pressure work. The triangular preform is smaller,
having a length of 19.9 mm, 10.3 mm maximum width and
4.2 mm maximum thickness, and is fashioned from a flake
detached from a cobble. The flake striking platform is the
distal, or tip end of the preform and is cortex covered.
Blank modification is incomplete and consists of marginal
Jifacial pressure retouch of the flake's lateral edges only.
Two specimens are both fragmentary and exhibit carefully
executed, fully invasive bifacial pressure flaking. Their
cross sections are oiconvex to lozenge shaped. They are
parallel sided out vary in basal shape. One is straignt
aased with rounded shoulders (Figure 13-8c). The other is
also straignt oased but is at a diagonal to the specimen's
longitudinal axis (Figure 13-Sd); its olank was neat treated.
mhereas :ne otner appears not to have aeen. Both exhiot*
a criaracteristic optional modification, extensive 3rinding
mne snec.,m-ensl lateral edges. This would nave facilitated
continued oifaciai pressure flaking of tie ,round striking
platformis. t1he neat treated specimen is the -iore comoi,
and is 39-~ mm in mnaxim-um length, 10.3 mmr .n wvidtn. ar
5.3 mim ritcx; -.he otner is not measuraoie in ;en,,n Out
3.7 mnm wide and 5.5 mm tick. Altnougn SoeCUiat~ve. it
see-is iikeiy mnat tne two are preforms of tne )ifurcate
oased Maud points, or of corner riotcned joints; ;f so. tie
wouid De evidence of tneir local manufacture.

S

'3ifaciallv I la~ed ' reforms o1 'taftted finished ools
:,r:,nrarji' :n4ippetl stone points or periorators. are
reoresented :)v six wenoic specinens ti lure 13-7). Tnese
:a 33 nin .n miotn
varv', rom -'5 ao 54 -nr ,n 1.dngtrn.
Three (Figure [1 -7.1-C) are
awa 5 ao 4 -nm in tniCkneSs.
tas;1ionez from cooole :are '31anKS:
one kF:gure l3-7d) .s on
7
a :lam'e )Iankc. two kFigure 13- e, 4) are indeterminate as to
oing -nmer ai core or I lae 31dnK. None is notcned. Fare
scars are generai
joao and ::nin. vndt ni;git je expec-!to
3ri~nariv 4ro~n iott nainfier -3ercu.ssion vorK.
g, .s aiso a * ossiojie
.-) additional jiface tFigure 31-7
.artt :,r-!tr-n, or possio)iv a :igit ZJtY c:uttln; tool.
tnan, s nuererminte d1ueto mne 4iuil% ,nvasive oilaciasl
itcn is again mnost similar to tnat of trne six )tner
.ar-e ortnor's. Th-e mnaterti s a slate gray. grainv .:ert,
lup~icate av mnany of the more como-nlete coooies and
cooe fragmnents in the collection. its dimensions are
lengt.'i 51.6 nm; width, 23.7 mm; and thickness, 7.3 mrm.
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Figure 13-7.
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Bifaciall preforms. a-c. core blanks; d. flake blank; e-f. blank indeterminate;
g. large preform or light duty cutting tool (AAS negative number 932774)
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Figure

13-9.

Bifacial point preforms.
a. ovate;
b. triangular; c-d. fragmentary and finished
unifacial tools; e. bipolar percussion flaKe;
1. burin or break?
g. graver
(AAS
negative number 832775)
Cadooan arrow point. The sole tan?ed point also is readily
identifiable as a Bassett point (bell 1958:1-l1), another
late Caddoan arrow point. The one contracting stemmed

FINISHIED TOOLS
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dinensions a! i,.i
n'
en,*t, .3.'
17.
andr. . ' nm tni-ness. Tnis art..sc, contrasts to ne
a
man% pieces of bipolar DercussIoX deotae
wnicn exhibit
edge damage Out wnicn could noc
e as :ieariv associatec
i
watO tooi use.
A trur item (Figure i3-Sf) is a tnin cobble,
Spti
w oipotar percussion witn a possibie ourin facet on
the break.
%netner this functioned as . oirin or was a
fortuitous burin facet resulting from bipolar percussion
cobOle splitting is uncertain. A graving spur on the edge o!
a bipolar percussion cobble flake (Figure 13-8g) is the fina;
unifacia item.
Arrow Points

point is either a Gary (Bell 1958:2S-29) or a small Gary-like
Doint, and is either an arrow or dart point.
Fresno.
These small, straight sioe trianguiar points
ircIude one complete and seven bas-, fragments.
The
complete point (Figure 13-9a) is finL.y pressure flaKed an
was neat ractured after manufacturt,
Its ient-. is
.
mm ano it is 11 mm wide and 2.6 mrn tI;:,.
One oasa.
fragment is nearly complete and strongi- rese-moies the
sma-, marginaliy retouched triangular pon: prefform (Figure
13-9o); tnis specimen is posslv also untinisnec Out is more
thorougnJv pressure flaked on aoth faces (Figure l3-90).
Its
measurable length is 20.3 mm and it is 12.- mm wide and
5.1 mm thick. A second basal fragment (Figure 13-9c) has
a convex rather than straight base ano was tninned after
the biadc, margins had been bifacially pressure flaked. It is
possible that this is either a preform fragment for a corner
notched point or the blade element o1 a broken corner
notched specimen which was in the process of being
recycled. Its width is 18.9 mm and it is 4.7 mm thick.
The other basal fragments range in width from 12.8 to 18
mm, and in thickness from 4.0 to 4.8 mm.
Nodena.

Eight specimens of which five are complete

and three are basal fragments comprise the sample of these
Arrow points are morphologically varied and consist of
whoie and fragmentary specimens.
These are triangular,
ovate, oilurcate base triangular, corner notched, tanged, and
contracting stemmed.
\Most are identiflabie to well
estaoisnen Caoo arrow Doint tyeS, or to genera
jiiss:ss;:oian Period tv:)es.
In .
Ypoto ,nca sense onls, the
-nos: Droie'nati'al are tne corner notcnec soecimens and
rnh -r,aiCjiar points, referred to nere as, respective,
S:a.i3- (3e,; l96i:S--S5 or Fresno (Bel; 196 :44-45).
The
ovato Do;nts are most sinilar to NoCeni points (Bel;
195S:6-, °65) more commoni. found in eastern -ir,<ansas.
B,iurcate base triangular ooints conform to the type
ocscri:;tion of -laud points (Bell 19594-49), a typical late

finely pressure flaked, os-ILC points. Dimensions of the
complete specimens range from 25.3 to 33.4 mm in length,
9.5 to 11.1 mm wide, and 4.2 to 5.7 mm tnick; all are
illustrated (Figure 13-9d-h).
One of these (Figure 13-9d)
was side notched subsequent to its manufacture, and t:iis
reoresents an optional modification. An additional poin, !s
too fragmented for accurate placement as a Nodena DOInt
but its size, flaking and outline are similar.
9

%laud. Foar specimens are represented (Figure 13- 1-l),
all but one is complete. Each has a characteristical*N
deeply bifurcated base, straight blade edges which converge
to tne tip; in outline they resemble an isosceles triangle.
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Tiree nave finely serrated blade edges extending onto the
basal ears; the fourth (Figure 13-9) appears to have
originally had serrated edges which now are virtually gone
due to edge damage.
Final blade flaking is extremely well
controlled horizontal pressure flaking. The specimens range
from 25 to 33.5 mm long, Li to 19 mm wide, and 3 to 4.6
mm thick.
5callorni.
C13ssifying all 13 corner notched specinens
Ih
leals wit") Caloan artifacts. There is considerable
variation .n "asal, or haft element,
as tne
illustrations snow (Figure 13-1Oa-g).
Some (Figure l3-10c-e)
couid as easily be :lassed as Bonham (Beil 1962:LO-Ill or
H1aves (ietbo 1959,Figure 125g,h), which are more straight
)ased varieties but would be early Caddo in age.
Dne of
tese is from Burial 12, as is a Miaud point. Others (Figure
i3-f,
,) mail satisfy no typological model of what Scallurn
or its many similar forms snould ideally De: nevertheless,
thev apparentl satisfied .he needs of their na,.ers. The
varation joserved Ln these points S prObaoly -nore
important than a point type laoel. In any case, h
presence of late Caddoan Corner notched ooints, regaroless
of riat they are called, s ctearly
c:Jnertej at .edar
of similar antil:uity ((,eoo
4rove AS It s at other siis

-

Ndn;i-I.

Maud (AAS

negative

One could argue that strictly stylistic variation .s
documented by this sample.
I think an as plausible 1 not
more crediole explanation would be that the sample
documents both the physical limitations of the original fla~e
blanks (Figure £3-IM, g) and recycling of broken lJaOe
elements through creation of a new halt (Figure 13-i3c-e).
Support for the blade recycling hypothesis is gained through
examination of the four blade element fragments which
retain some of the proximal haft element (Figure 13-130.
The remaining proximal haft element has the characteristic
straight sides seen in the probably recycled specimens.
It
would have been a simple matter
norphologyto thin the broken
proximal haft proection, by pressure flaking, into a
serviceable haft.
Other than a heat fractured specimen obtained from
Feature 13, in the probable house floor (Caddo Structure 1,
Feature 3) of the indirect impact zone, no arrow points
show unambiguous evidence of thermal alteration.
In
outline, the specimens are triangular, with angular or barzed
shouiders.
Dimensions of four complete specimens range
from 20 to 30 rm long, 10.3 to 11.3 mm wide and '.7 to
4.3
m thick.
The two smallest specimens range from 14.3
to 14.9 mm long, 7.3 to 9 mm wide, and 1.4 to 3.3 mm
thic.
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Figure 13-10. Scallorn, Bassett arrow point and Gary point(?)
7,ary(?) (AAS negative number 832778)

a-i. Scallorn;

~.Bassett;

kc.

SUOTRACTIVE
Bassett.
The single specimen kFigure 13-1Oj) is
triangular, with straignt oiaae edges which at the base form
snarp, angular jarbs.
The aasal tang is oroken but prooably
the specimen's measuraole ien'tn of 23 -nm is fairly close
to its original length; widtn vas slightly more than 20 mm
(one 7ar, is also brog;en) in
thickness is 3.5 mm.
Flaking
is entirely finely controlled pressure work which is fully
invasive and has ooliterated the former !lank topography.
The blade edges are somewhat damaged but record a fine
serration similar to that seen on the mtaud points from
Cedar Grove. The specimen is from Burial 14.
Gary.
The specimen (Figure 13-10k) is a basal
fragment with a portion of the blade shoulder remaining.
It
has the typical convex base and is fully bifacially pressure
flaied.
Width at the shoulders is slightly more than the
measurable 16 mm (due to lateral breakage) and its
thickness is 3.3 mm.
This specimen was found in S48.77
E157 general excavation.
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rammerstones
A :otal of 23 wnoie an
-r,-3entary specimens are
represented.
.All are judrtzite exc..tct tir -iree fra,nentar,
znerr specinens.
The eint knoie specimens kFiiure
l3-,2a-o) are noified soLeiy DY repeateO Ise as a hammer,
and have pitted or marred surtaces. None of the whole
specimens iS ground, nor is grinding evident an the 05
fragments.
Whole specimens are egg-shaped to rougnly
spheroidal and vary in weight froa maximum of 114.7
to a minimum of 29.1 g.
Fragmentary specimens represent
hammerstone failure and subsequent liscard or loss; as such,
they are all expediency tool deoitage.
Two fragments
appear to be approximately one-half ot split nammerstones;
six others are hammerstones which hiave sustained mnajor
damage to a working surface or surfaces; and the remainder
are 5pails from a working surface.

Perforators
Six specimens are represented.
All are fully bifacially
flaked but fall within two norpnological groups. The first
are spike-like, narrow specimens naving liamond cross
sections (Figure 13-1la-d). Two of these are complete and
prooaOly were nalted into a ar~er handle ot wood, bone or
antler. The largest of these is 7 mnm :ong, 7.4 mm wide,
and 5.6 nm thick; the other is 34.4 -mm long, at its base
12., mm miae, and . mm tnic<.
The second group is
z:omprised of two basal fragments of larer proportions
,Fi,,Jre 13-le, 0.
3roadest it ,heir ase. the two have
maximum widths of 14 MM a no
.
nmm. and are 7 mm
ana i..
nm tMick, respectivey.

Poished CoDoles
hole ana fragmentary znert :ooies eX'mhoit hinly
pozs.e!. s;noot.ed or faceted surtaes: of :ie five
-ncre-or-,ess :omplete spec;;nens, :wo are poiisned on all
surtaces FI;-jre ,3-;2e, f). 3ut nore common is extensive
srn:othnn
and polisning of eirner in end F;,ure 13-12,) or
i ;.nhIe 2,roa
sirface lFigure 13-1: i.
Te .zegree ana
'i.i,;e nent A :he , oiisn is far different from wnat is seen
on
:;:er :resn Reo Rver
ert :oooies or *ne other
-.
ar-eo,ti':a soecvmens.
K.1e er
5
an;l7- Figure
and
j51. / r- ters to imnilar oote:s ro-n :he -Geore C. Davis
iite as 3ot-smooting stones and cites :1949:158) an
itnnotraphic txa:npie
t tneir use asnong nodern Pueolo
4o-nen.
Tieir identification as potter' Durnisning tools
seems reasonaile; if correct, it is supporting evidence of
tocal :eramic manufacture.
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Figure 13-1l.
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Perforators.
a-d.
number 832779)

narrow,

spikelike;

e-f. large

basal fragments

(AAS

negative
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Figure 13-12.

Ground stone expediency tools.
(AAS negative number 8327g0)

In addition to the serviceable tools are three fragments,

wn.r represent debitage. One is a flake with a highly
ooilsnec dorsal surface, the others are heat-fractured
fragments. A final possible piece of debitage is the large
specimen (Figure 13-12h) whose surfaces are extensively
ed oy neat fracture.
Ground Slabs

Tnree large and two fragmentary specimens comprise
Threeae s
agrond slora
guenar
s3-pac
a s ore
the sample of ground slabs (Figure 13-13a-c); all are
quartzite. No attempt to purposefully shape or alter the
surfaces is clearly evident, other than pecking to resharpen
a surface. One (Figure 13-13c) is multifaceted, and is
highly ground and polished on three adjacent sides. All
specimens would fit comfortably in one's hand, and were
prooaol'. nandheld rather than stationary grinding slabs.
4eign: of the largest is 642.1 gin.
In addition to these are 1, tabuJar pieces of quartzite
wMicn may have microscopic evidence of grinding or
alternativelv, are candidate blanks for ground si|,s. in
eitner case. their presence on Cedar Grove is Mos: liKe;v
due to human transport, and they would--if used-have been

~andneid,

C

h

9

a-d. quartzite hammerstone;

e-h. polished cobbles

Abraders
Three abraders (Figure 13-13d-f) are present troin
either midden samples or the probable house floor (Figure
13-13e) in the indirect impact zone. These all would have
been handheld tools, and are either of sandstone (Figure
13-13d, e) or grainy chert cobbles (Figure 13-13f). The
major modification is the production of mainly parallel
grooves of variable length, breadth and depth; the probable
house floor specimen is grooved on two opposing surfaces
and the grooves intersect at right or acute angles but are
approximately the same in other respects. The finest
grooves are found on the chert cobble specimen, probably
due to the hardness of this material. The only material
available which could have grooved this object would have
been another chert, novaculite, or Similarly hard objeCt.
The single groove on one sandstone abrader (Figure 13-13d)
iS large enough and of the right shape to have
accommodated a shank of antler or bone, and there are
Done and antler artifacts which could nave been ground
using tnis or a similar abrader. The multigroove specitner
could also have been employed on softer bone, antler or
shell items, or to grind the lateral edges Ot bilacial
preforms.
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Figure 13-13. Ground slabs, abraders, and anvils. a-c. quartzite tround slabs;
&-h. sandstone anvils (AAS negative number 832781)

d-f. abraders;
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Figure 13-1l.
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Cedar Grove petaloid celts. a. diorite celt; b. diorite celt preform;
-obble celts or celt fragments (AAS negative number 8327$2)

c-e. chert
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NUBTRACTIVE TECHNOLOGY
Nnvilstones
Two specimens of tabular sandstone nave elther a single
narrea surface (Figure i3-136) or is tipitted due to irpact
-amage (Figure l-lah), probaoly due to oipolar percussion
cooole reduction. The two specimens nave nearly identical
3J2e and we g t. The larger of tne two weigns 351.8 g and
.le smaller
eigns 331 g. The surface area ot most
:s:ensive
narring exoerimentis
or pitting is quartzite
more centrally
nan
a trehenorrthe
anvil, located
wnlch
sustained its only true damage on an edge.
FINISHED TOOLS
The only general category of imple-nents represented is
neavy duty wood working petaloid celts or adzes, depending
on the manner in which they were halted. Four specimens
are complete (Figure 13-14). An additional it fragment
Figure l3-14e) Snd five spalls from the snaft of otner
specimens are part of our collection. One complete
). -lthoug#n
M3-1
specimen is an unused preform (Figure
ailare traceable as stream coboles, there are significant
%.fterences in "naterial and conco,nitant manufacture
:ecnni ue vnicn icnotoinize the sample.
Jiorite Celts
The two specimens are corr.pltte. One s a serviceaole
tooi kFigure i3-itaJ. tne other is a ceit preform Fiure
13-1'oi. The preform is mne ,arger of mne Iwo and nas he
oriLnal coole surtace on etlmer end and t:ne ventral side;
its dimensions are: length, 93.6 nm viath, 40 nm;
"nic<ness, 29 mn; and its weight ,s i39.S , As noted
fromn :ne orsal side of me pole end, tne ,nitiai shaping was
)y percussion hammmering wnich removed large spalls,
followed bv more c.ireful pecking and finally grinding. The
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bit end was set up to take advantage of the natural
cleavage of the coOble which is inclined about 50 degrees
off the horizontal. Pecking and grinding of the dorsal face
at the ait end resulted in a final (but unfinished) .it angle
of aoout )5 degrees. The dorsal surface is thoroughly
ground and is completely rounded; tse transverse section of
tme preform is piano-concave. Tle manufacture procedure
for the finisned celt is identical, but resulted in a tool *vitn
a oiplano transverse section, which probaoly mirrors the
original tabular cooble shape. The finished tool is not as
extensively ground on both surfaces as would be expected
from the careful grinding of the preform's dorsal surface.
The pole end is not modified in any obvious way, which is
similar to the lack of preparation seen on the preform also.
Dimensions are length, 84.3 mm; width, 40.4 nm; and
thickness, 23.5 mm; it weighs 140.7 g and the bit angle is
about 85 degrees.
The celt spalls are also of diorite and presumably came
from other similar tools or preforms.
Chert Cobble Zelts
Three specimens include two complete (Figure 13-i c,
d) and one :it fragment (Figure 13-1e). These are all
smaller than the diorite celts and evidence little care in
manufacture Devond the bit preparation. The Dooy of tne
ceit is essentially unmodified from that af ne ariginal
chert cooole. other than damage to the pole end. The
latter is simiar to impact damage of a hammer nnhe
!)ipolar experiments mhicn produced a iifacial edge on ne
anvil end of coobles (Figure 13-4b. 0). Prooaoiy vie :nit.al
process of oit preparation was oifacial worKing by )ipoiar
percussion technique. 3ne specimen (Figure 13-l -c clearly
snows these flake scars on the tit end; tne other .vo Co
not and they nave either been completely obscured by
subsequent oit grinding, or grinding only was the process of
Other than the care exercised in bit
Dit preparation.

4

Figure 13-16. Antler tip tools, a. arrow point from west muck ditch in Backhoe Trench I; b.
arrow point from Levee Transect Unit 10; c. arrow point from Postmold 6; d-t.
arrow points from Levee Transects Units i and 5; g-h. arrow points from
Aboriginal Burials 7 and 12; i-n. antler tips from west muck ditch at south end
of levee transect; o-p. arrow points from Aboriginal Burial 10.
(AAS negative
$22201)
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manufacture, the only comparable effort was placed in
selection of a nearly parallel sided, tabular cobble, which
with little effort could be transformed into a celt. Of the
complete specimens, the larger has dimensions: length, 62
mm; width, 24.6 mm; and thickness, 15.5 mim. It weighs
41.6 gin; and the bit angle is about 90 degrees. The other
specimen has dimensions: length, 50.9 mm; width, 21.6 mm;
and thickness, 6.5 mm. It weighs 13.4 gin; and the bit
angle is about 42 degrees. The bit fragment weighs 5.5 g
and its thickness of 7.8 mm indicates it was originally
intermediate in size between the two complete specimens;
its bit angle is about 80 degrees.
OTHER TECHNOLOGY PRODUCTS
Two pieces of hematite have been ground, probably for
pigment production. The larger weighs 12.6 g, and has two
ground facets (Figure 13-lb) and hardness on the Mohs
scale of between 5 and 7. The other specimen (Figure
13-15a) is much redder in color and may have been heated,
as described by Dragoo (1963:129-130), to bring out the
color. Ground on two surfaces, the facets merge into one
another rather than being discrete, as on the other
specimen. It weighs 2.6 g and its .ohs scale hardness is
less than 4.
BONE AND ANTLER
Although not exclusively found with the aboriginal
burials, their bone and antler artifacts are especially
conspicuous for both the relative quality of preservation and
the fact that-in two instances-they form probable tool
kits. The latter are discussed as such under the general
heading of finished tools. Mortuary items of bone or antler
are primarily finished tools. These along with bone or
antler blanks, preforms, and expediency tools and other bone
debris occur primarily in the midden samples.
ANTLER. BLANKS OR EXPEDIENCY TOOLS
Ten fragmentary antler tines, four of which are
calcined, constitute the sample. The largest is nearly 70
mm in length and at its base has a diameter of about 15
mm. Other than rodent gnawing and burning, there is no
obvious evidence of damage to surfaces and tips beyond
what is normal antler wear. Representative antler tips are
illustrated in Figure 13-16i-n.
FNJSHED TOOLS
Split Bone Chisel
The specimen (Figure 13-15c) is a longitudinal section
of deer metacarpel with a carefully ground Chisel bit.
Overall dimensions are- length, 72.6 mm; width, 15.5 mm;
and thickness, 8.7 mm. The bit is bifacially ground and
slightly rounded in outline, with maximum breadth of 14
mm and 5.. mm thickness. The bit angle is about 85
degrees, and is positioned such that the bit would clear a
projecting ridge of bone on the interior surface. The
specimen is from Levee Transect Unit 6.

table 13-4.
Spe, i.en
Number

Length (m)
40.4
39.6
38.5
30.6

43U
985
1123
1139

Deer Ulna Awl
The specimen is a distal fragment of a calcined (fire
hardened?) ulna (Figure 13-ld), and was ground to a
needle-like tip, now missing. Its dimensions are length, 42
mm; maximum thickness, 5 mm; and basal width, 7 mm. It
is from Levee Transect Unit 9.
Antler Projectile Points
Nine specimens comprise the sample, of which five
came from three burials (two each from Burials 7 and 10;
one from Burial 12), one came from postmold 6 near the
levee transect and the remainder are from levee transect
excavations. AUl of the points are manufactured in the
same fashion: an antler tine was girdled, snapped, and its
center hollowed out into a cone and its surface cut and
ground to a needle tip. None shows evidence of fire
hardening. Four are essentially complete, including three
from Burials 7 and 10 and the Postmold 6 specimens. Their
dimensions are presented in Table 13-4. Representative
examples are shown in Figure 13-J6 (a-h, o-p).
Knapp,nz Tools
Two types of implements are represented, antler flakers
and deer ulna punches, as initially described by Ahler and
McMillan (1976:179). All are unburned. One antler flaker
is probably unfinished but is so severely rodent gnawed that
it is impossible to be sure; it is from Burial 14. Including
this artifact, there are six antler flakers. Of these, one is
from Feature 24, potential Caddo Structure 2. The others
are from Burials 8 and 14, two adult males aged between
35 and 39 years which comprise a separate burial pair at
the north end of the direct impact zone, well away from
the proveniences of the other two antler flakers. The
burial specimens are clustered with one or more of five
ulna punches and were situated on or about the left arm of
each burial; these form two individual knapping kits,
probably for final percussion and pressure flaking.
Representative examples are illustrated in Figure 13-17,
Use-wear noted is virtually identical to that seen on
my own percussion and pressure flaking tools used
experimentally in indirect percussion and pressure work.
The similarities in tip diameter, overall size, proportions
and use-wear characteristics for the antler flaker burial
specimens leave little doubt that the two individuals were
similarly engaged in indirect percussion knapping tasks; and
when one considers the ulna punches, in pressure flaking as
well. As a whole these are all utilitarian implements,
which appear to have been buried with the individual who
used them.
The antler flakers are all similar in appearance and
manufacture technique. As with the antler points, each
antler tine was girdled near the shaft and broken. The butt
end, with the exception of the Burial 14 specimen, was
flattened by grinding perpendicular to the tine shaft and the
tip end is also ground flat, going in some cases into the
inner cancelous tissue. Measurements for the specimens are
in Table 13-5.
Five samples comprise the sample of ulna punches.
One is from Burial I (Figure 13-lat the others are from
Burial 14 (Figure 13-17c-d; FSNI254d,e, 1255a,b). From tne
perspective of manufacture and use-life, the main

Antler projectile point measurement*

Basal
Diameter (mm)
10.2
10.0
8.6
8.2

con.
Dpcih (no)

Cone
Diameter (mm)
6.6
7.0
5.4
6.3

W~i ht t)ic
2.0
1.3
J.5
1.1

20
26
5
16

j

a
IllI

l ll •.,

d
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5.6
*

*

5.1
6. 9

310.5
14.0
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Figure 13-17. Bone tools from Aboriginal Burials 3 la-b) and 14 (c-g)
S22206)

~.:r~:sa-roni,

:ne ia~nz.t are due t3 trie arij1nat size
-r:.At.j', amonl, -ie ii-us .ir to me crusmiflg anid renh Vai
prior .a:0urLal )( me proximal -?pipnysis of 1SN 1.154e.
3uriai
ioecvnens are equally divia.ed oetwveen right 1FSN
1254-3, £25)and left iFSN 125iie, 1255b) elements. Burial
3's specimen is a right ilna. The size of the proximal end
af each ulna varies suostantialiy among the sample; it is
-nost likely that the ulnas came from five individual deer.

AL
f:e
ulnas for which an observation could be madeOraet
(that is, excluding FSN 1254ie) have fused proximal epiphyses
and would have been older than 19 months when killed, as
determined from modern comparative aging studies (Purdue
n.d.:Fnigure 3) and assuming the species is 0. virginianus.
The pri nary modification i-as the snapping and grinding of
the diapisysis, creating a blunt povnted instrument hand-held
niy the proximal end. It is impossible to judge how often,

T.Mhe

156
:49
A
'

'i i.~i'.

.tine wit-%

~

13-6,

(AAS negative number

)r J1. re puncties vere resnrrienea :)v suoseauent rinLdig
12544 is ise iarndgeo. its :i s5 arlxra.exfaiiated. Post~uriai alteration ;hciudes rodent gnawing of
aill out FSN 1255a. FSN 1255b mas damaged *n e;Avar,,)n,
resulting in the partial breakage at the proxima epipnysis,
Table 13-6 summarizes measurements.
O)ut "SN

Ornaments are of two kinds, represented by three
artifacts. The first is a large canine tooth pendant, which
on the basis of its size is most likely bear (Llrsus sp.).
This specimen (Figure 13-15e) is longitudinally split below
the tooth crown on the lingual side and is notched at the
tip of the root. Suspension would save been either by
ivrapping cordage or a leather strip about this notch or, if

Cins rounch m asurmenfts

40.5
38 3
13.0

81.6
:9611.5
68.6

11.0

59.0

ridi,.

to ;lunch ttv

10.4
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L
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evidence of European culture contact. The specimens are
simply too fragmentary to be assigned functionally witn any
assurance beyond the general use as probaole ornaments. In
addition the manufacture of perforated discs of ground bone
and shell is not at all unusual among the precontact Indians
of the southeastern United States. In fact, several artifacts
of trus type of bone and with multiple perforations were
recently excavated at the Toltec site, near Little RocK,
Arkansas, and are on display at the Toltec Visitor Center.
These are undoubtedly older than the Caddo V context of
the Cedar Grove artifacts. From Cedar Grove itself have
come perforated discs of ground shell from another burial.
Their position indicates attachment at the ear, and thus,
they are not similarly interpreted as potential buttons. The
lack of exact context for the bone discs further makes any
functional designation tenuous.
SHELL
ADl shell artifacts are from mortuary contexts
associated with Burials 3. 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and l an; are
finished tools and other technological products. To one
degree or another their surfaces are stained or nave a
brown residue, and are pocked. This is assumed to De tie
result of postdepositional chemical alteration. Conch snel"
ornaments and a cup comprise the majority; in-lucec in the
sample also is a freshwater mussel shell hoe, found -wit:,
Burial 4,.
uiJnmodifiec mussel shells wnich contained 3-ne!

c m
Figure 13-1.

Bone buttons from Aboriginal Burial 9
(AAS negative number 515672)

mortu.arv artifacts. however, are not in,Joec in t" ar:a.sample. Tecnnically, the latter would probaly Dc sit.,.
expediency tools. The ornaments constitute severa. aiscrete
types, to incluoc necklaces of beads or pendants, Dead
bracelets, and ear discs or pendants. The necklaces fro n
Burials 5 and 7 and ear pendants from Burials 6 an; 9 dre
identical in form. The other ornaments are unique items,
or are burial specific.
BEAD NECKLA-CES

tme notcas originally part of an enciosed eye, threaain6
cordage or a leather thong tnrough it. Its iengtn is 5S.6
rnm anc we;zns 5.5 g. The specimen was excavatec from
Postmo,- "- Dart of Feature IS.
Tne seconc kin; is perforated Done oisc. represented D,
two iragmentarv specimens retrieved from the neavv fioat
fraction of Buria, 9. Burial 9 is a maie in excess of 5'
years age a: deatr, cnronologic-ali
the senior male
representec ov tne Cadoo burna population. The specimens
are illustrate;, in Figure 13-1S. Bot- are ground on the
eages anc Dom laces and their original shape must nave
Deen neari' circular. The are botn split across the
perforations. wnich were fashioned in the same wav by
drilling connecting holes from each side. The larger
fragment is aoout I mm thicK, has a measurabe diameter
of 16.3 mm. and two perforations 6.4 mm apart in the
approximate center of the disc. Maximum perforation
diameter is 2.5 mm, narrowing to about I mm at the
center. The other disc fragment has a length along the
break of 13 mm, maximum breadth of 6.3 mm, and
thIcKness of 1.0 mm. The perforation is centrally located
along the break but too much is missing for accurate
measurement-nevertheless, it is probably not greatly
different from the two on the other specimen. Originally,
ootn specimens were approximately the same shape and had
a radius of about 3 rm, as determined by placing the
specimens o- a set of concentric arcs. Whether the small
fragmen: ihn:,all. had multiple perforations cannot De
determined, nor car. i Dt said that ;ne larger specimen
originaly na: but two perforations.
Truoo wz !Zraote" 1S) interprets these items as bone
buttons wn,', were fashioned after Europear' buttons, an,:
regarcs tne-r, as evioence of culture contact. If so. it
mign De anything from stimulus diffusion to actual
ex.:hange. I tmin it is premature, however, to place either
a functional labe; on these items or to interpret them 45

Buria
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A single necNace is represente- D% S! wr'oie o;s, oeac:,
as originais strung togetner witn similar soe:imens wvmcr
was no: possible to string in their origia, order (Fi1 ure
3- '; the tota. countec at time of excavaioor. was .
The Deaas are approximare) the sam-e size anc 5saie. an:
most appear to nave been manufactured b arihling into the
side of a conch shell witn a nollow nosec, circular
drili--pernaps a circular reed or cane witn sane as an
abrasive. The beads are mostly drilled from one sioe.
creating a truncated cone perforation in tne center o the
Dead. Measured at random, one of tne beads has a
diameter of & mm, is 3 mm thick, wltn a perforation
diameter of 4 mm at the base and 3 mm at the top; it
weigns almost 0.2 g.
Burial 4
Four massive, fiat-ended conch columella beads
constituted a necklace for Burial 4. The four are
illustrated (Figure 13-20c) and vary in weight from 13.5 g
to 17.2 gin; total weight is 60 g. The beads are ground
carefully and have a rounded but not circular appearance.
Depending on the curvature or contour of the coiumell4. the
beads nave triangular to "S"-shape sections. Tne\ var% in
length from 23.7 mm to 32 mm. in width from 23.5 rn- t
25 mm, and in breadth from 16 nrr, to S mim.
Burials 5 an;

-

Two conch columelia necklace' we-- recovered
-iir0-2;). The one from Burial 5 is of eight large eacs, One
whin was recoverec from the fiotatio!, of the buria. hi
from tie cervicai vertebra. The Deals are tuodiar, Detwee-
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Figure

13-19. Disc bead necklace in situ on Aboriginal B~urial 3

(AAS negative number 322202)

o1234

Figure

13-20. Shelf ornaments from Aboriginal Burial 4. a-b. ear discs;
(AAS negative number 322207)
cI-e. conch shell bracelets

c. conch shell necklace;

9
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Figure 13-21. Tubular conch shell necklaces. Inner necklace from burial 7; outer necklace from
burial 5 (AAS negative number SZ2204)

Figure 13-22. Conch shell pendants (in order) from Aboriginal Burial 10 (AAS negative number
915~673)

SU11TRACTIVE
II and 13 mm in width, vary in length from 40 mm to 49.8
mm and are drilled from both ends; the perforation is
usually between 4.5 mm and 5.5 mm in diameter. Total
weight is about 76 g. The Burial 7 necklace weighs about
56 g and contains seven tubular beads, which in form are
identical to the Burial 5 necklace. Bead width varies from
11 to 13.5 mm; length, 30.5 to 40 mm; perforation
diameter, 4.5 to 15 mm.
The necklace is illustrated as it
was uncovered in Figure 10-7.

ZOOMORPHIC PENDANT NECKLACE
The most intricate and interesting ornament is the
aurial 10 pendant necklace (Figures 13-22).
Each of the
five pendants are carved from the curving wall of the
conch snell, are geometrically engraved with a zoomorphic
hgure whose two eyes are perforated and serve as the
points of attachment for the necklace.
The pendant form
is straight sided with a rounded tip opposite the eyes. At
the eye level is a small indentation of the pendant lateral
edges, followed by an almost parallel sided body set off
from the head and tail by zone engraving.
The tail
.onstricts to the rounded tip below the zoned engraved
The eyes are set off from the oody by single
Dody.
norizontal lines above and below, and the same approach is
Within the
taKen to delimit the tail from the body.
horizontal zoned lines of the body is a central pit, partially
drilled into the body of the pendant and about which are
two concentric diamonds, the larger of which terminates at
either end (at the zoned engraved lines) and on either side;
the inner diamond only is complete.
The outer diamond and
the horizontal zoned lines divide the body into four roughly
equal outer body areas, where pairs of parallel lines were
carved from the pendant wall to almost the edge of the
These sets of parallel lines are reasonably
outer diamond.
interpreted as either representing a four or eight leggeo
figure, and are clearly visible on three pendants.
The tail
does not appear to have been either as carefully or at all
engraved; one specimen has a very faint diagonal line which
may have been one side of an inverted chevron.
Depending
on the amount of original shell curvature, the interior of
the pendant at either the head, tail, or both ends is
horizontally ground as well.
This would have affected
orientation of the pendants when suspended at the neck.
The pendants range in length from 66.8 mm to 76.7 mm;
width, from 13.8 mm to 19.2 mm; and thickness, 2.4 mmi to
5.5 mm.
Weight varies from 4.7 g to 10.5 g.
The eye
holes vary from a minimum of 3.1 mm to a maximum of 5
mm at the upper surface, narrowing to between 2 mm and
3 mm in the interior; they are drilled from both faces.
Three of the pendants also have paired sets of punctations
drilled above the eyes which do not exceed the diameters
of the central body punctation; the maximum diameter is
1.3 mm.
As described by Webb (1959:172-173), similar
zoomorphic forms are noted at several Caddo sites and are
interpreted as lizard-effigy pendants, although it is possible
that an insect (or more appropriately, a spider) might as
well be represented.
Sites where similar items occur
include the Foster, Friday, Battle Mound in Arkansas, and
Belcher mounds in Louisiana, all on the Red River and at
two sites in east Texas-Winterbauer and Clements.
Four specimens from Belcher Burial 5 (Webb
1959:170-172, Figures 62, 131) are virtually identical to the
five Cedar Grove pendants. They form the center of a
necklace of 13 pendants, all similar lizard-effigy forms but
perforated laterally at the neck instead of being "drilled
anterioro-posteriorly with two holes which suggest eyes."
Spaced between these laterally drilled pendants are small
tubular conch columella beads,
Only the addition of the laterally drilled pendants and
the small tubular beads spaced between them differentiate
this necklace from the one at Cedar Grove. It appears
that the central element of either necklace is for either
decorative or symbolic reasons clearly focused onto the
"eyed" peridants. The similarity is so striking it begs for a
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more systematic description and analysis of the pendants
than either Webb or I can provide separately.

BRACELETS
Two bracelets of four barrel-shaped conch columella
beads each were found at either wrist of Burial 4.
Bead
manufacture is no different than for the larger tubular
conch columella beads, other than that the ends are ground
round rather than flat. For the right bracelet bead
dimensions vary in length from 9.2 mm to 12.3 mm, in
diameter from 9 mm to L.& mm, and with perforation
diameters between 3.5 mm and 4.6 mm; the bracelet weighs
about 6 g.
Dimensions for the left bracelet beads vary in
length from 9.6 mm to 14 mm, in diameter from 10.5 mm
to 13. 6 mm, a..I with perforation diameters between 3.3
mm and 4 mm; the bracelet weighs about 7.5 g.
The two
bracelets are illustrated (Figure 13-20d, e).

EAR DISCS
From either ear of Burial 4 was a centrally perforated.
The two are virtually identical and are
conch shell disc.
The left disc is just slightly
illustrated (Figure 320a, b).
larger than the right, with respective diameters of 41 mm
Both have a single engraved circle
and 40.6 rm.
concentric with the central perforation on the outer
surface.
This circle has a diameter of 24 mm for the left
The central
disc and 22.5 mmi for the right one.
perforation is drilled from both faces, going from 4.5 -nm
to 1.4 mm on the left disc and 3.2 -nn to 2.4 mun on the
The
right. Thickness is about 3 nmn !or both specimens.
larger weighs 8.6 gn; the smaller, 4.3 gin.

EAR PENDANTS
Two sets of similar shaped pendants came from the ear
areas of Burials 6 and 9.
The larger pair is from Burial 6;
all four are illustrated (Figure 13-23).
The pendants are
bipointed, ground sections of conch coiumella, perforated
from two sides at one end for attachment.
Burial 9
specimens are about 51 mm long and 11 mm in diameter at
the center; perforation sizes are between 4 mm and 4.6 mm
in diameter; and weights are 7.6 g and 8.1 g.
Burial 6
specimens have almost a machine-tooled quality; their
dimensions are, respectively:
length, 64.3 mm each; width.
13.6 mm and 13.5 mm; breadth, 9.5 mm and 10.6 mm
perforation diameter on exterior, 3.6 mm and 3.5 mm; and
weight, 11.5 g and 12 g.

PERFORATED SHELL HOE
The specimen is from Burial 4 (Figure 10-4f) and is a
left valve of _Aegalonais gigantea, a freshwater pelecypod
common to large rivers of the eastern United States
(Parmalee 1967:33). Other than the roughly circular
perforation, which originates from the exterior surface of
the approximate center of the valve, attrition to the
ventral margin, probably due to use, and erosion of the
umbo, there is no obvious modification of the shell. It was
damaged on 'e
posterior margin in excavation or shipment,
however.
The perforation is about 14 mm in diameter and
was struck by a single percussion blow to the shell exterior.
The artifact weighs about 86 g, measures from the hinge
line to the ventral margin 79 mm and from the anterior to
the posterior margin over 100 mm.
Thickness at the
ventral margin is about I mm.
The specimen is illustrated
in Figure 13-.1f.
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Figure

13-23.

Ear pendants from
822205)

M

2 3
23
centimeter

Aboriginal

1

4

Burials 6 (a-b)

and 9 (c-d)

(AAS

negative number

mm.
The inner surface has a black to dark brovn residue
in the deeper part of the bowl.
The specimen is poorly or
haphazardly manufactured and shows little of the skill or
care in execution one normally associates with similar items
from other Caddo mortuary contexts. Other than a faulty
attempt to remove the crown from about the columella.
there is no engraving-and in this case, it is stricto, an
optional modification during cup manjtacture.
The

Iprojecting

Crown spines have not been renoveC and manifes:
iittie evidence of purposetui smoothing or grinding.
Coiumella removal was not fully com)letea, proiectont in:.
the cup interior is its torn o- jagger edge.
Tnere are no
perforations and the cup was apparen.
neither suspenoe-

nor riung in this fashion. it at a...
11.
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Figure

13-24. Interior of conch shell cup from
Aboriginal Burial 7 (AAS negative
number 815674)

There is nothing strikingly different in the lithic
debitage, relative to that of Cedar Grove.
It is dominated
by bipolar percussion lithic debris including cores, flakes,
and shatter which would be indistinguishaole from the Cedar
Grove collection. The only thing that may be unusual is a
single flake struck from a clear quartz crystal, the second
artifact of this material from either site.
The flake is
small and weighs 0.6 g.
The other quartz crystal artifact
is a notched point preform, also from Senteli.
PiZEFORAvS
Five prefor-ns

C)%::11 SHELi

CUP

Fro r buria, 7 came tne sole exam;)e of this type
(FiR-ies L
1-7b,
3-2-;. The spec-, en weigns 222.2 S, has a
:rown danmeter of It'
mm anJ a standing height of 165

II

In--II

are compiete, 4 are "iasa. fragments an:

seven Ditace segments -hay nave come from either prefor-n,
or linisnea Difacia, toois.
The complete :)reformrs are al,
o. ,odr chert coobie flakes w.nich ndve
een bifaciah' fa, ec
to a greater or iesser degree, other than the quartz crysta;
i:eu wicn is either side or corner notcned.
The others
ir- Jrinotcned and eiter
trianguiar or rougnhv ovate in
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TMle 11-7.
NeLber

i.'hnie
preform measurmecnti

i~enth (Mn)

Width (m)

23.0
27.0
19.3
15.6
20.5

17 ,
179b
lqn,
101

13.0
18.6
15.2
19.6
7.3

s:iape. The basal fragments are also tr.angular or ovate,
and one was in the process of being notched when discarded
or lost. Two seiments are probably from contracting
stemmed bifaces but both are heat fractured and it is not
possible to be nore precise. Heat fracture is also evident
on one basal fragment as well. Representative specimens
are illustrated (Figure 13-25a-f). Dimensions of the whole
specimens are in Table 13-7.
FINISHED TOOLS

5.4
4.7
5.0
5.1
3.1-

Weight

g)

1.3
2.2
1.5
1.8
0.6

EXPEDIENCY TOOLS
Hammerstone
A single quartzite cobble hammerstone is present. It is
egg shaped and weighs 186.3 g, with a length of 84.4 mm,
39 mm width and 34.5 mm breadth. The item is from the
surface.
Ground Slabs

Arrow Points
Fresno. One specimen (Figure 13-25g) is tentatively
classed, It is pressure flaked and is minus the tip. The
base is fairly straight but has a distal hinge fracture on one
face which may indicate former presence of a stemmed
naft.

Thlekn,-s (1e)

In any case, the item is 17 mm

wide,

3 mm

Two small sandstone slab fragments comprise the
sample. One is a surface find with grinding on two
adjacent surfaces, it weighs 3.2 g. The other is ground on
opposing surfaces, weighs 5.2 g, and is from Stratum 7.
Both specimens have hematite residue adhering to the
ground surfaces.

thick

and would nave been longer than 25 mn; it weighs 1.8 g.
It is from Stratum 6/7/8.
Bassett. The specimen (Figure 13-25h) is from Stratum
7 and is heat fractured. Its weight is 0.5 g and thickness
is 3.2 mm. The blade edges are finely serrated, the left
basal ear and much of the tang and the blade are missing;
however, there is enough of the tang and the characteristic
basal concavity to unequivocally classify the specimen.

Scallorn. One complete (Figure 13-25i), three (Figure
13-25i-)-basal and one tip fragments comprise the sample.
Two are from the surface, one from Stratum 7 and two
from Stratum 6/7/8. The complete specimen is a surface
find and measures 23 mm long, 13.4 mm wide and 4 mm

RESULTS
INTRASITE COMPARISONS
For Sentell the major typological results of this study
are at some variance from the previous assessment
(Trubowitz and Scnamoach 1992:2g). Two contracting
s'emmed otiace fragments had previously been identified as
a possible Gary point (Trubowitz and Schambach 19S2:Figure

19a) and a graver on a reworK(ed biface (Trubowitz and
Schambach 192:Figure 20i); both are noted here as too
fragmentary for typological assessment and the one classed
previously as a graver is simply a heat fractured segment
with a lagged edge, not a grayer.
The corner notched

thick; it weigns I g. The second surface find is simply a
arrow points are listed by Trubowitz as Aba and Scallorn
notched
flake with
marginal pressure
retouch
(Figure
points. This may be defensible in a strict application of
L3-251), Similar
to
specimens
from
Cedar
Grove
(FigureponsThsaybdenslenastitapctono
13-1f-g).
Caddo point typology, but it should be noted that their
Scallorn example is an unfinished preform, while the Alba
Perforators. Three bifaces (Figure 13-25m-o) comprise
the sample. Only one is complete but it shows no
macroscopic evidence of wear. It is a bifacially worked
mm long, 12 mm wide, 9 mm thick,
bipolar
weighingflake
4.2 46
g. One fragment isa tip10. mm wide, 7.2
m thick, and weighng
0. g. The other is 25 mm wide,

point may well be another example of basal recycling, as
described for Cedar Grove. What is classed by Trubowitz
as a broken Haskell point is nothing more than a
misoriented basal Bassett point fragment. The prior
conclusion that the Alba, Scallorn, and Gary points denote a
Caddo I/I1 component, thus, receives little support from this

13.3 mm thick, weighs

study.

6.7 g and has a measurable length

of 67.4 rm. Itstipisextensively rounded and ground due
to 6s. mm.a I e tipist x ensie ro ue a
oud dt
to use. Breakage of the lass specimen is due to heat
fracture; the other fragment probably sustained a use
related break. The complete specimen and the small
fragment are from Stratum 7; the largen fragment (of
novaculite) is from Stratum 8, Postmold 5.
GROUND STONE

technological and stylistic details, and presumably in time
also.The Cedar Grove subtractive technology presents other
analytical opportunities. Its technological analysis allows
for the derivation of specific manufacture and use-life
models for stone artifacts (Figures 13-26 to 13-28), the
identification of a typologically distinctive late Caado
assemblage, and within this assemblage functional
differentiation by material and context.

BLANK
An unmodified

The presence of this component is supportable only

from Schambach's ceramic analysis. The lithics from
Sentell are compatible with Cedar Grove in virtually all

lump of hematite,

constitutes the only item of this type.
Strata 6/7/3.

weighing

12.6 g,

It is from mixed

The mortuary context of some of the bone, stone, and
shell items are to one degree or another testimony of

sexually linked artifacts or tool kits, assuming the Cedar
Grove mortuary f-.m ,:es are similar to Caddo ethnographic
examples (Swanton 1942:203-210). Perhaps the best example
is the flintknapping tool kits--the antler flakers and deer
ulna punches--found with Burials 8 and 14,

both 35-39 year
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Ground stone tool production model for Cedar Grove
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Ground stone tool production model

The presence of
old males that comprise Burial Group E.
socketed antler projectile points also occurs with adult
males (ESurials 7, 12) and an unsexed adolescent (Burial 10).
Both Burials 7 and 10 have similar placement of these
points, along the left leg with the tip facing the feet
(Figures IG-7f and 10-10a); both burials are from Burial
Group C.
In contrast, the socketed antler point from Burial
12 is about the right wrist (Figure 10-1 3c) and two chipped
stone points (Maud and Scallorn) are along the left upper
0[-13a-b).
The third chipped stone projectile,
arm (Figure
the Bassett point, is in the center chest below the throat
of Burial 14, one of the males with the flintknapping tools.
The occurrence of both chipped stone and socketed antler
points is highly suggestive of male ownership in this
instance. The single shell hoe was at the feet of an adult
female (Figure 10-4f), Burial 4 from Burial Group C. Shell
ornaments also appear to reflect sexual differences in
occurrence which will be further assessed,
The manufacture and use-life models are
And they follow as particular examples of
self-explanatory.
Perhaps the main
our general subtractive technology model.
thing that should be emphasized is the primacy in stone
tool production of both the local acquisition of raw
materials and the initial reduction of stream cobbles by
bipolar percussion techniques. The major cultural
implication is that the Cedar Grove inhabitants were
self-sufficient in acquiring ground and chipped stone
resources and in their technologoical modification,
The Cedar Grove collection contains a large assortment
of typologically distinctive artifacts. Given their context in
either the midden or aboriginal burials, it is reasonable to
infer that these items functioned within a single community
To one degree or another the
over a short period of time.
artifacts are chronologically sensitive. Among the chipped
stone items are the Maud, Bassett, Nodena, and Scallorn

for Cedar

Grove

arrow points. Even given the probability of optional
maintenance and recycling, these four types appear to be
the most sensitive chipped stone stylistic indicators of the
late Caddo component.
The ground stone celts may be
equally valid stylistic indicators as would many of the
finished tools of bone--especially, the bone chisel, antler
projectile points, knapping tools, canine tooth pendants and
Of the latter, the
perforated discs--or shell ornaments.
zoomorphic pendants are without question the most
significant stylistic indicator of stone, bone, or shell.
Functional differentiation of the expediency and other
technological products is possible to at least a minimal
Binford's (1962) distinctions of technornic (or purely
degree.
utilitarian), sociotechnic (mainly items denoting social
status, or role) and ideotechnic (artifacts of a symbolic, or
even metaphysical nature) bear on this analysis, although it
will not be possible to assign with equal clarity Cedar
Grove artifacts to one or another of these functional
classes. The further dichotomy of technomic items into
extractive (tools used in procuring biotic and abiotic
resources, weapons) and maintenance (tools used to shape or
otherwise maintain other artifacts, and to process food)
functions (Binford and Binford 1966) also applies to this
analysis as a general guide.
The majority of stone and bone tools from Cedar Grove
is unambiguously classed as utilitarian, or technomic
artifacts which have clear extractive or maintenance
functions. Extractive items of stone are the arrow points
(or armatures), and celts (heavy duty wood working). The
oni) unambiguous bone extractive tool is the antler
Maintenance functions are
projectile points (or arnatures).
inferred for the stone engraving or wood working tools (the
graver and possible burin), perforators, hammer and
anvilstones (primarily, bipolar percussion work), ground slabs
and abraders (stone tool grinding, vegetal food and mineral
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processing, maintenance and resnarpenink of bone, antler,
wood, and shell tools), and polished cObbles (pottery
burnishing). Similar maintenance functions are ascribed for
oone artifacts, especially for tne various flintknapping tools
(antler flakers, ulna punches), the bone awl (nide working,
:lotnin.g manufacture) and chisel (animal and vegetal
Drocessing).
It is difficult to believe that this represents the sum
total of maintenance and extractive tasKs of the Zeoar
Grove innabitants. Far mure likely is that this
reconstruction addresses only those tasks which have a
reasonable chance of being partially preserved in the
arcneological record...to this we must add house
construction and burial pit preparation, which are directly
observed at the site, and various food collection and
producing activities as well as fire maintenance, for which
we nave either direct or indirect evidence. Although not
preserved, it is plausible that the technological base of
Cedar Grove drew as much from perisnaole artifacts of
wood, fioer, and leather as it did from the few items of
stone, bone or antler, and shell which have oeen preserved.
The Caddo ethnographic record bears this out. Indeed,
much of the manufactured goods probably would not nave
preserved, as they were made of wood, hide, textiles,
feathers, carved cane, or reeds. Swanton (1942:154-159)
discusses these items and their function in some detail.
With respect to some of the critical subsistence activities,
it is most likely that implements of wood such as mortars
and pestles for making corn flour were used, as were
wooden noes of walnut or seasoned hickory. Wood tongs
were used to move burning coals; fires were started by
twirling firesticks of cedar and mulberry against a piece of
dry moss. Miusical instruments such as flutes, or flageolets,
were fashioned from reeds, carved cane, or heron bones,
while gourds were used as rattles or as drums. Reed mats
and baskets occurred in a variety of forms and with a
number of uses. Some were used as storage containers for
shelled corn and beans, others made up the temple altars.
Even the bark of trees was used to fashion ropes or to
make containers. Dugout canoes also were used and wood
carving was important in making figures of birds and
serpents. These are but a few examples which should
indicate the complexity of Caddo subtractive technology. It
is to be expected that the few preserved items of stone
and bone primarily relate to the manufacture of other
implements, containers, clothing, and other important
artifacts of wood, hide, or textiles,
Cedar Grove burial artifacts comprise our primary
evidence of nonutilitarian function. Although there are a
number of grave items which conform to the technomic
classification, the shell ornaments are especially prominent
items for display, conspicuous consumption and, perhaps,
measures of relative wealth, achieved and ascribed status,
As such they qualify minimally as sociotechnic artifacts,
The conch shell cup, assuming it was used mainly in the
"black drink" ritual (Webb 1959:204), would be an
ideotechnic artifact,
What makes the shell ornaments so conspicuous is that
they are all from a distant source, occur exclusively in
mortuary contexts as items of adornment or ritual
paraphenalia (the zoomorphic pendant necklace?), and have a
variable distribution within the mortuary population by
burial group, age, and sex. Whether they are in toto or in
part artifacts of high status (Webb 1959:110) is impossible
to judge. Clearly their specialized disposal removed thenfrom an ongoing social system, creating a scarcity which
could only be rectified by continued nonlocal exchange
mechanisms. While there may have been other integrative
mechanisms of equal value to the Cedar Grove inhabitants,
the marine shell artifact system of exchange/mortuary
disposal is the one that is most tangible today. That they
constitute the only artifact group found exclusively in a
mortuary context suggests they were prestige items, if not
items denoting wealth as we now use that term.
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There may be several reasonable ways to evaluate the
probable social significance of the marine shell artifacts.
An approach which seems to be suitable to the particulars
of Cedar Grove is to compare the kind, quality, and
quantity of shell artifacts relative to the age and sex of
each burial which has them as well as those which do not.
Only Burial Group C has associated marine shell
artifacts. Schambach's ceramic analysis (Chapter 11) places
this burial group with the latest site occupation, during the
Chakanina phase. All other burials are slightly older and
relate to the Belcner phase. In fact, all its interments
have these items, regardless of their age or sex. Ages
range from children of eight and 12-15 years at death to
adults greater than 50 years at death within the burial
group. The major difference among ages represented by
this and the other burials, or burial groups is that 2 infants
are represented by other burials associated with the house
floors. Of the adults of Burial Group C, two are females
(Burials 3,4) and three are males (Burials 5, 7, 9). The
non-Burial Group C interments represent one adult female
(Burial II, 45 years), three adult males (Burials & and 14,
35-39 years; Burial 12, 30-34 years), and one child (Burial
15. 6 years).
Disturbance of the aboriginal interments by the historic
ceneterv nay well nave nad an i npact on the array of
shell and other mortuary artifacts. For Burial Group C,
Burials 3 (45-49 year old female) and 6 (eight year old
child) were truncated by subsequent historic grave digging.
Burials II, 12 and possibly 13 were also similarly affected.
But the difference between the burial groups is tnat, for
Group C, the disturbance resulted in removal of most of
the body cavity below the shoulders whereas the other
burials sustained losses to the pelvis and lower extremities
only. Inasmuch as the shell ornaments are normally found
above the waist, it is doubtful the lack of these items for
Burials 11-13 should be attributed to postinterment
disturbance. Msore probable, however, is that disturbance of
Burials 3 and 6 led to the loss of shell ornaments.
By age, the Group C burials younger than 40 years at
death nave both the greatest number, variety, and weight of
marine shell artifacts. The most varied is Burial 4, a 20-24
year old female, who was adorned with bracelets, a bead
necklace, and ear discs. All are unique ornaments not
found with any other burial; the bracelets and necklace are
conch columella beads of two different shapes and the ear
discs are from the shell exterior. Total weight of the
conch ornaments found with this burial is about 79 g,
exceeded only by Burial 7, a 20-24 year old male with 278
g of conch shell artifacts. The majority of the conch
weight for Burial 7, however, is the cup (222.2 g). The two
tubular bead necklaces from Burials 7 and 5 (a 35-39 year
old male) are the only necklaces which are stylistically
similar for two burials and they weigh a total of 132 g, of
which 76 g is accounted for by the Burial 5 necklace. The
only other artifact type which is seen in two Group C
burials is the conch ear pendants, fashioned from the
columella. These are found with both the oldest (the 50
year or older male, Burial 9) and youngest (the eight year
old child, Burial 6) Group C burials, and the younger
individual has the larger and heavier pendants (total weight
33 g to 16 g). Excepting Burial 4, all Group C interments
are represented by single ornaments or ornament sets, and
Burial 7 has the additional conch shell cup. Burial 10, the
12-I5 year old adolescent, has the zoomorphic pendant
necklace, the artifact which is most likely to express
intersite regularity, if not wealth or prestige. Burial 3, the
45-49 year old female, has the conch disc bead necklace
which weighs about 17 g, but, as previously mentioned, has
sustained possible loss of other shell ornaments.
What conclusions should be drawn from these facts?
The first, and most certain, is that Burial Group C
represents a subset of the mortuary population with direct
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access to exotic marine shell artifacts. In virtually no
other detail of age or sex (excepting the lack of infants) do
they vary significantly from the other Cedar Grove
interments. The lack of flintknapping tools and chipped
stone arrow points also sets them apart from Burials 8, 12,
and 14. Thus, their status within the Cedar Grove
community might be inferred to have been different (in
addition to being slightly later in time), and most likely
expresses a superordinate hierarchical relationship with the
remainder of a mortuary community,
Second, the concentration of marine shell items favors
the younger adults and adolescents. This suggests an
age-grade system may have existed, particularly for the
males. It such existed, the marine shell ornaments would
have served as explicit badges of age related rank. For
instance, the zoomorphic pendant necklace may have
denoted a nigh status adolescent; the tubular columella bead
necklaces, young to middle aged adult males of high status.
For the women, the reduction in quantity and kind of
marine shell artifacts might similarly be construed as
denoting an age-grading.
Third, the continuity in ornament style cross-cuts
generational boundaries, at least for men. In this respect,
the oldest (a male) and youngest (sex indeterminate) Burial
Group C individuals have the same type of ear pendant and
similar necklaces are worn by the young and middle aged
adult males.
Fourth, and most speculative, is that the Group C
interments represent a lineage of high status and ascribed
ranking within age-grades.
The Caddo are known as "farmers with a class system"
among whom ownership and inheritance of dwellings was
matricentered (Driver 1969:522 and Map 30; see also
Swanton 1942:170-173). Thus, it would be tempting to
further project these findings to reconstruction of residence
and descent relationships among the Cedar Grove mortuary
population. As outlined by Allen and Richardson (1971),
however, to do so would be an exercise in futility: the
data are simply too ambiguous and could be reinterpreted in
an almost endless number of ways, insofar as residence and
descent are concerned. Even so, the mortuary data have
made other-and, I think, equally important--contributions,
The most valid and useful is the delineation of differential
access (or disposal) of exotic items of marine shell within a
segment of the mortuary population. The fact that these
individuals were interred in one area separate from the
others highlights their difference. That both sexes and all
ages, other than infants, are represented within this
mortuary subset, much as is apparent for the remainder of
the burial series, needs to be carefully considered in
evaluating the relative social value of both the burials and
their artifacts. Burial group C has the composition of a
corporate group with sole access to exotic and scarce
artifacts. Regardless of whether this corporate group was a
lineage, its organization is seemingly an age-grading
symbolically identified by specific shell ornaments. The
ornaments may or may not have had an intrinsic, absolute
value which certified rank or status. What seems to be
true is that they signify class structuring.
INTERSITE COMPARISONS
The chipped stone technology of other Caddo sites is
perhaps not as well known as one would like but two
northeast Texas sites, George C. Davis (Shafer 1973) and
Mackin (Wallouf(1976:152-273), afford useful information.
George C. Davis is a complex mound and village site on the
Neches River. Mackin is similar but is on Big Pine Creek,
a tributary of the Red River upstream from Cedar Grove.
For both sites the investigators identified bipolar flaking as
a primary lithic reduction technique which coincided with
free hand percussion reduction of larger sized nodules. At

George C. Davis, the lithic industry is dominated oy locally
obtained pebble to cobble-sized crypto-crystalline silicate
gravels. Most are clearly from secondary sources, such as
stream or pediment gravels. Some--particularly the finished
Gariagan bifaces--were imported to the site and are made
of exotic Edwards Plateau chert. At Mackin we see a
similar use of both local and more distant lithic sources,
but the larger material is locally obtained from Big Pine
Creek locality and is generally not of as good a quality as
the "imported" Red River gravels, which were primarily
reduced by bipolar percussion. The primary contrast Cedar
Grove has with either site industry is the apparent exclusive
use of local stream gravels of pebble and cobble size which
require bipolar reduction.
Relative to the finished artifacts, the greatest
similarity is seen with the Belcher site (Webb 1959),
especially Belcher Period Ill and IV. Besides the
zoomorphic pendants, Belcher has similar socketed antler
points, antler flakers and deer ulna punches, shell hoes,
bone chisels, and various kinds of conch columella beads.
As previously described, the zoomorphic pendants have the
clearest parallels between these two Red River sites.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The subtractive technology for Cedar Grove and Sentell,
two Red River Caddo sites, is partially represented by
preserved stone, Done, or shell artifacts. Their analysis has
employed a linear model of material acquisition, reduction,
artifact use-life and discard. Tne general comparative
approach also assessed these remains relative to
experimental results of litnic bipolar percussion reduction,
Caddo ethnograpnic data, and site context. Complementary
distinctions in Cedar Grove artifact function in sex-linked
artifact sets, and in prestige artifacts were suggested by
contrasts in material, site context, and ethnographic data.
Microwear examination of tools was beyond the scope of
this study but are needed to fully explicate the two
collections. Conclusions to this study follow.
1. The lithic technology of Cedar Grove and Sentell is
similar in its employment of mainly locally obtained
siliceous stream gravels, their initial reduction by bipolar
percussion techniques, and production of typologically
congruent artifacts. Variation in the two sites' collections
is mainly due to sampling differences and resultant size
differences, but Sentell has a few chipped artifacts of
quartz crystal which may be evidence of a more distant
source and other means of material acquisition.
2. The lithic technology of these two sites is also
similar to other well studied Red River and Neches River
Caddo sites, with one difference: Cedar Grove has no
compelling evidence for lithic resource acquisition from
other than local stream gravels.
3. The more comprehensive artifact assemblage from
Cedar Grove contains stone, bone, and Shell items which are
diagnostic of the late Caddo period. These include but are
not limited to corner notched, ovate, triangular, bifurcate
base and tanged arrow points, socketed antler points and
other bone implements, and ornaments of mainly exotic
conch shell. Most of the chronologically sensitive artifacts
from Cedar Grove are found at Belcher Mounds (Periods Ill
and IV), and the most strikng example is the zoomorphic
pendant necklace which is essentially identical to one from
Belcher.
4. The conch shell ornaments occur exclusively in
mortuary contexts as items of adornment or ritual
paraphenalia. They probably represent prestige items, taken
out of circulation at the time of interment. Their resulting
scarcity could only have been rectified by continued
nonlocal exchange mechanisms.
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5. A variety of stone, bone, and shell artifacts occur
exclusively with juvenile, adult male, or female burials.
These items are inferred to be sex-linked.

Cahen, D. and L. H. Keeley
980
Not less than two, not more than three.
Archaeology 12(2):166-1g0.

6. The exclusive occurrence of conch shell artifacts
with all Burial Group C interments sets this group apart
from the remainder of the Cedar Grove mortuary
population. It is suggested that Burial Group C was a high
status corporate group.
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Chapter 14
PLANT REMAINS FROM THE CEDAR GROVE (3LA97)
AND SENTELL (3LA128) SITES
Frances B. King

Both because of the quality of preservation and the
cultural period it represents, the Cedar Grove site is one of
the most important late Caddo sites in southwestern Arkansas. It has well preserved flora and fauna as well as 16
aboriginal burials and an abundance of lithic and ceramic
remains. Much better than any single source of information, the variety of data presented by such an outstanding
site has the potential to provide unique insight into
settlement patterns, social structure, technology, and
subsistence which can be melded into a truly interdisciplinary study.
The archeobotanical remains of such a late Caddo
nabitation site are particularly interesting because of what
they can show about exploitation of wild plants versus plant
cultivation, the importance of maize in the diet, plant
resources exploited, and possible seasonal occupation of the
site.

Identifications were made at 10 power with a binocular
microscope. When necessary, comparison was made with
reference material in the collections of the Illinois State
Museum and published sources. All samples were scanned
carefully for additional plant taxa, such as tobacco, which
have tiny seeds or which might have been otherwise
overlooked.
RESULTS
Remains of charcoal and carbonized remains of seeds or
fruits of 17 plant taxa were recovered from the Cedar
Grove site. These include six taxa of nuts, three cultigens,
and eight other plant types (Tables 14-I and 111-2). The
identification of plant remains by provenience is provided in
Appendix IX.

MAETHODS
A total of 378 samples from the Cedar Grove site were
examine.J tor archeobotanical remains. These included all
Priority I (20 burial, 19 feature, 40 midden, and 179 random
column samples) and Priority It (40 postmold, 41 column
samples) and other samples from levee fill, muck ditches,
historic burials and roadbeds. A total of 21 additional
sa-nples were examined from the nearby Sentell site as
well.
The samples submitted for analysis had been processed
in varying manners. Some samples had been floated so that
the sample examined consisted primarily of light carbonized
and uncarbonized plant material, caught in a .4 mm sieve,
Other samples had been waterscreened through either a 6.4
or I mm screen so that the samples contained both plant
material, bone, rocks, and soil debris. The manner in which
the sample had been processed is reflected in both the
plant remains recovered and the time necessary for the
analysis. Botanical remains from 6.4 mm waterscreen
consist primarily of larger fragments of charcoal and
nutshell-most seeds are lost. Flotation and I mm samples
retain most types of plant remains. The only potential
economic plants with seeds smaller than I mm are tobacco
and some species of Amaranthus.
Except for random column samples, each lot was sorted
into the various components of wood charcoal, nutshell of
differing taxa, seeds, and other carbonized remains. An
attempt was made to identify each fragment of wood
charcoal larger than 2 mm. Seeds were identified and
counted. Maize was present in the forms of both kernel
and cupule fragments and varied in size from part of a
single cupule to cob fragments of perhaps 10 cupules and to
a few almost entire kernels. Maize fragments were both
weighed and counted unless the fragments were tiny.
Because of the large amount of extraneous debris compared
to archeobotanical remains, weights were estimated for
random column samples.

Maize is very widespread in the site, occurring ir
57.9V6 of the features. However, there are no large
aggregations of cobs or kernels such as occur at the Late
Caddo Adair site (3GAI) which yielded 77 measurable cobs
or the Lester Place site (3LA33), also in Lafayette County,
which yielded six. Based on the analysis of radiocarbon
isotopes (Jlolfrnan, Chapter 17), it appears that maize was
used heavily at the site. Processing methods may have
been used which were not conducive to the carbonization
and preservation of maize. For example, grinding maize or
processing it with lime would both minimize the amount of
kernels that might be preserved. It is also possible that a
high level of human activity at the site contributed to the
destruction and spread of relatively fragile carbonized
remains across the site.
The largest specimen was a cob fragment two cupuJes
wide and approximately five long. Cupule width ranges
from 3.2 to 5.5 mm and represents a small grained maize,
probably .qith row number between 12 and 16. Historically,
the Caddo grew two types of maize, a small early variety
and a larger, late variety. Based on cupule measurements,
it appears that similar varieties may have been present at
the Cedar Grove site.
Cucurbits at the Cedar Grove site are represented by
two Lagenaria siceraria (bottle gourd) rind fragments, and a
possible blossom scar (button) and seed fragment of
Cucurbita pepo (pepo squash).

Nuts
Nuts are represented by the carbonized shell debris of
six taxa. The most common is Carya sp. (hickory) which
occurs in 13.7% of the samples overall, 26.3% of the
feature samples, and 42.8% of the levee fill samples.
Although hickory occurs in many samples, it is never
abundant. Carya illinoensis (pecan), identified by its
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Table 14-1.

Plant

remains from the Cedar Grove and Sentell sites (percent of samples of occurrence)
Levee

Plant Taxa

3LA97

Burial

Maize
Bottle gourd
Pepo squash
Cane
Hickory
Black Walnut
Pecan
Hazelnut
Oak (acorns)
Beech
American lotus
Persimmon
Sumpweed
Grape

13.9
0.7
0.2
0.1
13.7
1.2
1.2
0.4
0.7
0.7
0.4
2.4
0.2
0.9

10.0

Charcoal
cf. Morning-glory
Blackberry

77.4
0.9
0.2

65.0

Sumac

1.0

Wild bean

0.2

Table 14-2.

Fill

Col un
Midden

Feature

10.0

57.9

27.5

26.0
26.3

7.1

Sample

Random
Postmolds

19.5
2.4

5.0

Burial

Charcoal
Maize
Black walnut
Hickory
Pecan
Hazelnut
Oak

2.0(0.1)
0.1(0.5)
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16.8
0.6

8.0

15.4

11.7
1.7

12.0
4.0

38.5

2.5
42.8

5.0
2.5

14.6
2.4

7.5

10.5
0.6
15.8

2.5
5.0

3.8
1.7
1.1
1.1

15.8
5.2

100.0

73.7
10.4

85.4
2.4

4.0
12.0

7.6

1.1

4.8

71.4

82.5
2.5

83.8

92.3

5.0
4.8

1.7

0.6

Volumes of plant remains for various portions of the Cecar Grove site:
per sample (in Darentheses)

Plant taxa

Other

Columns

Feature

Column

Midden

total weiphts and weights in g

Postmolds

Samples
4.6(0.2)
1.9(0.1)

85.6(2.1)
0.8(0.02)

0.9(0.1)
0.5(0.1)

3.1(0.1)
0.3(0.1)
0.4(0.1)

11.2(0.3)
0.6(0.02)
0.1(0.1)
1.5(0.1)

Random

Columns
4.0(0.1)
0.1(0.1)
0.4(0.1)

34.3(0.2)
3.6(0.02)
0.5(0.1)
2.6(0.1)

0.3(0.1)

Beech

0.2(0.1)

Seeds
uniquely thin shell, occurs in 1.2% of the samples overall,
10.5% of the teature samples and 5.0% of midden samples.
It occurs nowhere else at the site.
Juglans nigra (black
walnut) occurs in 1.2% of the total samples, 1.8% of the
column and random column samples and 4% of "other"
samples.
Its absence from features and maddens where

Seeds are represented Dy eight taxa at the Cedar Grove
site.
Of these, four occur in midden of feature samples
whie the others occur in random or colunn samples.
Iva annua (sumpweed or marsh elder) is represented b

other food remains were recovered suggest that the trees
may have been growing near the site and that, while the
nuts may have been eaten casually or occasionally burned
for fuel, they were not an especially important food.
Corylus americana (hazelnut) occurs in 2.5% of the midden

a single carbonized seed from Feature I8, a hearth.
The
seed has reconstructed achene measurements of 3.2 x 2.9
mm and is small, even for a wild specimen. There is
nothing to verify whether sumpweed was, or was riot, being
eaten at the Cedar Grove site.
A nut of American lotus (Nelumbo tutea) occurs in one
madden sample and fragments occur in
random column
s

and 0.6% of the random column samples, and acorn shell

sample.

fragments occur in 15.8% of the feature samples and
nowhere else.
In addition, 1.7% of the random column samples contain
fragments of Favus grandifolia (beech) nut husks.
Beech is
a tree of the cool, mesic forests of the Northeast.
It
occurs in Arkansas today only in the most sheltered ravines,
It does not currently occur in Lafayette County although it
does occur in adoining Miller, and Columbia Counties.
Beech is one of the trees most sensitive to flooding
(Fowells 1965:173), although it will grow on poorly drained
sites not sub)ect to flooding. The Red River has migrated
extensively within its floodplain since the Cedar Grove site
was occupied. It seems possible that beech may have been
growing near the site 300-400 years ago. The ahsence of
beech from features or midden samples supports the
suggestion that it may have been growing near the site but
was not used by the Indians.

transported far outside its normal range by the Indians.
The root, tubers, shoots, and nuts are all edible.
The
presence of lotus at the Cedar Grove site suggests that this
may have been an important food resource to the
inhabitants of the site. Because it occurs in ponded rather
than moving water, the distribution of American lotus is
local and scattered.
Since the plant is easily established in
new water bodies, the presence or lack of lotus would
probably not have been a consideration in the placement of
the Cedar Grove site.
Persimmon (D Ioros
vr
iana) seeds are common,
occurring in 5.046
ti
en samples, 15.S9% of the
features, 1.1% of the random columns and 12.0% of other
samples from the site. Persimmon fruits ripen in the fall
and are often considered most "tasty" after the first frost.
They are large and meaty fruits and can be dried for use
during the winter.
Persimmons are a common plant

Lotus wss an important aboriginal food plant,

FLORA
encountered in archeological sites in the Arkansas- Missouri
area and were undoubtedly an important food.
Grape (Vitis sp.) seeds occur in 4.8% of the column
samples within larger units and 1.1-6 of the site wide
random column samples, Rubus sp. (blackberry or raspberry)
in 5.0% of burial samples, Rhus sp. (sumac) in 1.8% of
column and random colu:nn samples and Convolvulaceae (cf.
Ipomoea sp., but not I. pandurata) in 10.4% of features,
2.4 a of column samples in the larger excavation units, and
With the exception of lpomoea
2.5% of postmold samples.
all these are potential food plants. The fruit of grapes and
eaten and, those of sumac
were
raspberry or blackberry
Wild bean is often
used to make a lemonadelike beverage.
found in archeological sites although it was not used as a
food plant by historic Indians.

Charcoal
Charcoal is present in virtually all samples, often in
The taxa represented by the charcoal
minute amounts.
include Juglans sp. (walnut), Taxodium distichum (cypress),
Carya sp. (hickory), Ulmaceae (elm or hackberry), Acer sp.
(maple), Fraxinus sp. (ash), Arundinaria gigantea (cane),
Quercus sp. (oak), Platanus occidentalis (sycamore) and Pinus
sp. (pine).
ll these taxa are characteristic o thea general
),e
The cane charcoal appears usually
Cedar Grove area today.
to be from large diameter stems, bigger than those generally found growing today. Cane is the only native
American bamboo and is a perennial woody grass. It was
hit particularly heavily by early historic land clearance and
grazing.

probable pepo squash seed.
hickory, and pecan.

It
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also contained persimmon,

Column Samples
Column samples within larger excavation units and
random column sample are the most numerous; material
Because of the
from 220 levels (10 cm) were analyzed.
great number of samples and their widespread distribution
across the site, these samples include representatives of
almost all plant taxa found at the site. They are lacking
only in pecan, acorns, lotus, pepo squash, sumpweed,
Since the widespread
blackberry or raspberry, and sumac.
distribution of these samples would promote the collection
of the greatest representation of plants growing on or near
the site, the presence of black walnut, grape, and beech in
these samples and not in the features or midden suggest
they were growing at the site during occupation and were
probably carbonized accidentally or as the result of limited
usage.
The Sentell Site (3LAI28)
nearby Sentell site has both Caddo 11/111 and Caddo
As such the site
IV comonents.
comparative purposes even though
laize occurs in 15.41% of
small.
38.5%, acorns in 3.8%, persimmon
92.3%.

may be valuable for
the sample size of 21 is
the samples, hickory in
in 7.6%, and charcoal in

DISCUSSION
DIbTRIBUTION

OF FLORAL

REMAINS

Burials
Small amounts of wood charcoal were the mo-st common
type of remains found with the Cedar Grove burials, alA single carbonized
though burial 9 lacked even that.
blackberry or raspberry seed accompanied Burial 8 and
Two of these
fragments.
Burial 15 included 4 maize cupule
Botanical
fragments measured 3.2 and 3.3 mm wide.
remains from Historic Burial 13 included a coffin fragment
of uncarbonized pine wood complete with a nail,

Postmolds
Although most contained minute amounts of charcoal,
Several contained
postmolds were devoid of plant remains.
a few small maize fragments or bits of nutshell debris.
Postmold 53 contained a single small rind fragment of
Lagenaria siceraria (bottle gourd).

Features
.Ns a whole, the features containea a greater variety of
plant remains than any other portions of the site.
Feature
13, a neartn, was particularly interesting in that it Contamed naize cupule fragments, sumpweed, persimmon,
:ickory and acorn snell debris.
Three of the maize cupules
from tnis feature were measurable and are 4.2, 5.0, and 5.0
n n in width.
These cupuies are somewhat larger than
those from other units such as Burial 15.
With the possible
exception of sumpweed, all remains woul' indicate a
rnidautumn ise of the hearth.

\%dden
The ,niden samples contain primarily wood charcoal,
Only l0.116 of the sampies contain naize.
The midden does
contain fragments of carbonmzed American lotus and a

The excellent preservation of human skeletal material,
flora and fauna at the Cedar Grove site offers a rare
Rose
opportunity to study late Caddo subsistence activities.
(Chapter 16) suggests on the basis of skeletal characteristics
that there were major changes in settlement and subsistence
during the early Caddo times that were accompanied by
increased reliance on maize in comparison to earlier and
Based on the decrease in evidence of iron
later periods.
deficiency anemia, a disease which in this case can be at
least partially linked to heavy maize utilization, Rse also
suggests that either the reliance on maize declined over
time, new processing methods increased the food value, or
that iron rich foods such as meat increased in the diet. In
addition, Rose notes, on the basis of dental wear, that the
diet consisted of nonabrasive soft foods and that these were
This means a low consumption of
not prepared with stone.
nuts and vegetable fibers, or an extensive processing
system.
Archeoootanical remains from the site tend to support
the interpretations based on bioarcheological evidence. In
particular, both the distribution of maize and nutshell in the
site indicates a low level of usage or processing methods
which were not conducive to carbonization and preservation.
For example, grinding maize or processing it with lime
would both minimize the amount of kernels that might be
preserved.
Although maize is widespread at the site, occurring in
57.9% of the features, there are no large aggregations of
cobs nor of kernels.
Almost all specimens of maize are
single cupuie or kernel fragments.
This suggests that they
may have originally been burned in hearths but were then
increasingly broken and scattered across the site, possibly
by human activities. In comparison, the late Caddo Adair
site (3GA)
yielded 77 measurable cobs and the Lester
Place Site (3LA38), also in Lafayette County, yielded six.
Although widely spread throughout the site, the
frequency and abundance of nutshell is much lower, for
example, than that of virtually any Late Archaic period site
in the Midwest where nuts are definitely an important food
resource. In general, nutshell occurs in practically all
samples from such sites and is extremely abundant at times.

l
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Often too, there is an emphasis on hickory nut and little
representation by other nut taxa. The use of nuts for food
cannot be easily differentiated from their use for fuel.
Whatever the case, late Caddo occupants of the Cedar
Grove site were apparently using a small amount of nuts
which must have been collected casually.
The presence of American lotus, widely used by the
historic Indians as a "staple" (Swanton 1946) suggests that
this may have been the case at the Cedar Grove site. The
tubers were often pit roasted for many hours until soft,
although sometimes they were sliced and dried, to be
reconstituted by boiling. Lotus roots are approximately 90%
of carbohydrate and 0.1 g of fat. In comparison, potatoes
have 78% water, 2.1 g of protein, 17.1 g of carbohydrate
and 0.1 g of fat. Lotus root contains 0.4 mg of iron,
compared with 0.6 mg for potatoes and 2.1 mg for field
corn (Watt and Merrill 1963). However, if the tubers were
dried and the water content reduced to 10%, which is
typical for dried foods, the food value would increase to
approximately 441 cal/l00 g, compared to 348 cal/100 g for
field corn.
Several plants listed by Swanton (1942) were not
recovered from the Cedar Grove site. These include beans,
tobacco, sunflowers, and watermelons. Almost certainly
beans, tobacco, and sunflowers were being grown in addition
to the maize, pepo squash and bottle gourd. Hemmings
(1992) noted that there was evidence for the exploitation
and processing of pecan and hickory at the Spirit Lake
(3LA83) site but that there were cultigens. Likewise, no
cultigens other than maize were recovered from the Lester
Place (3LA38) site (Cutler and Blake 1976). There is
tnerefore no evidence for the cultivation of plants other
than maize, pepo squash, and bottle gourd from the Cedar
Grove area. The question remains whether the absence of
other domesticated plants is due to sampling error and lack
of preservation or due to actual absence.
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Chapter 15
FAUNAL EXPLOITATION
AT THE CEDAR GROVE SITE
Bonnie W. Styles and James R. Purdue

INTRODUCTION
Excavations at the Cedar Grove site (3LA97), a late
Caddoan far;nstead, in tne Red River Valley of southwestern
Airkansas, yielded a well preserved faunal assemblage. %io .
of the faunal remains from the site cone from buried
midden deposits attributed to a Caddo IV/V occupation
dating to approximately A.D. 1670-1730. An earlier Caddo
midden accumulation (Cedar Grove I component; see
Chapter 11) situated to the east of the main excavations at
the site also yielded faunal remains which are described in
this report. Animal bones and shell recovered in midden,
feature, and burial context by handpicking, waterscreening
(6.4 mm and 1 mm nesn), and flotation (I mm mesh for
heavy fraction and .4 mm for light fraction) were analyzed
at the Illinois State Miuseum.
The faunal analysis is aimed at the reconstruction of
subsistence activities and consequently settlement function,
Research goals are to characterize resource selection at the
site by examining the species and habitats exploited versus
those which were presumably available in the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. The nature of
subsistence pursuits at the site (i.e., degree of specialization
in use of species and/or habitats) has direct relevance to
the determination of the role of the Cedar Grove site in
the overall late Caddoan settlement cycle. Interpretations
of seasonality of occupation based on the faunal assemblage
are also attempted.
Distribution of fauna across the site is examined as a
key to human processing and disposal of fauna. Fauna
derived from sediment columns randomly spaced across the
site are examined to isolate areas of the site with
concentrations of faunal remains. Fauna associated with
burials, other pit features, and midden are contrasted,
Human processir of a-animals is considered through
examination of food processing marks
;rh as cuts), body
part representation, and portion of in, Jual bone elements,
Burning is also examined to determine it cooking and/or
garbage disposal techniques could be ascertained,
The assemblages found in habitation and mortuary
context are compared to previous archeological and historic
accounts of the Caddo. Faunal remains were carefully
scrutinized to determine if European-introduced domestic
animals had been incorporated or if a more traditional
subsistence economy was still in operation. The faunal
assemblage from the earlier Caddo midden is compared to
that from the main occupation area at Cedar Grove as is
the limited assemblage from the nearby Sentell site
(3LAI2S), another late Caddoan occupation encountered in
this project.

IETHODS
The faunal analysis concentrated on the Priority I
samples as established by Trubowitz (Chapter 7). Samples
from the following
ajor contexts were analyzed at the
Cedar Grove site: (I) the aboriginal features F3-F21, (2) the

aboriginal burials BI-315, (3) the midden deposits iv cluding
levee overburden and undiLsturoed midden from levee
transect units LTUI-LTUI4, (4) a judgmental sample of
randomly placed sediment columns including 1ii1 column
samples from 35 columns. (5) the overbank midden in S43.77
E157, and (6) the Caddo Ill midden in one 3 m test unit.
With the exception of this Caddo rnidden, these deposits
should date to late Caddoan (Caddo IV/V) times. Separate
tabulations for faunal remains recovered in each of these
different contexts are provided to allow comparisons. The
context for the levee overburden overlying the undisturbed
midden in the levee transect units is questionable; however,
this levee was constructed with fill taken from the
archeological site. Since this overburden does not represent
in situ deposits, separate faunal tabulations are provided for
the overburden and midden within each levee transect unit.
All faunal remains from the Sentell site were categorized
as Priority I and were analyzed for this report.
For the purposes of this analysis faunal remains were
divided into two maor categories based on recovery
technique. The macrofauna includes fauna recovered by
handpicking and 6.4 mm mesh screening. Laboratory
processing separated out 12.S mm mesh screening from
these samples. The microfauna includes fauna derived from
fine mesh (I mm) waterscreening and barrel flotation (1 mm
and .4 mm mesh). Analytic methods varied for the
macrofaunal and microfaunal fractions. All macrofauna
from the Priority I samples was analyzed. Tabulations for
fauna collected by handpicking and screening are combined.
All bone fragments from macrofaunal samples were
categorized and described unless specified otherwise. This
procedure was modified only in the case of the human
burials. Samples from several burials contained thousands
of fragments of indeterminate vertebrate bone, possibly
derived from weathering of human skeletal elements, which
made the normal quantification scheme unwieldy and
uninformative. In these instances, only bones identifiable to
class were systematically quantified. These deviations are
noted in summary tables. Microfaunal remains from all
flotation samples and from a judgmental sample of fine
screen samples were analyzed. Flotation samples were
available for seiect burials, features and levee transect
units. Fine screen samples were examined for levee
transect units only. Those from random column samples
were not examined b-ed on the paucity of fauna in most
of these samples and prior knowledge about the distributions
if fauna on the site .;'ised on macrofauna. In microfaunal
.
amples only bone- ilentifiable to element and at least
class of animal wert tabulated and described.
Identifications c. 'sunal remains were made by direct
comparison to modern specimens in the Illinois State
M4useum collections by ,on , Colburn, Research Assistant,
and were checked by ihe atitnors. Descriptive attributes
for faunal remains were cod.d and stored on a Zenith
(Z-89) microcomputer. The attributes coded are: (1)
provenience (feature, burial, levee transect unit number,
overbank midden, early Caddo midden, column sample,
Sentell site) and field serial number, (2) class of animal
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(indeterminate vertebrate, gastropod, pelecypod, fish,
amphibian, reptile, bird, mammal), (3) taxon to the most
precise level possible, e.g., genus and species, (4) body part,
e.g., humerus, 15) symmetry of the element, i.e., right or
left, 16) portion of the element, e.g., dorsal, ventral,
proximal, distal, (7 body size, i.e., small, medium, large, or
8 cm size class grouping for fish, (81 burning, e.g., black,
calcined, (9) completeness of the element, i.e., half present,
greater than nalf, less than nalf, (10) modifications, e.g.,
canid gnawing, rodent gnawing, human processing,
weatnering, (Ill) total count dcntical for all attributes, (12)
comments, e.g. any additional information on nodifications,
articulations with other eieients, age of animal. Long
comments were num;bered and additional infornation was
Modified
recorded by comme'nt nu .aer in a separate log.
specimens were drawn in the log to show the location and
nature of processing nur'.
Fish elements identified to at least genera wete sized
by comparison witn specimens of known lengtn in the
Illinois State Museum collections. Estimates of the standard
length of the fisn are given as 8 cm size class groupings.
Tne first size class is for fish less then 8 cm in length; the
second class groups fish with standard lengths greater than

bottomland forest dwellers which would have been available
along water courses include beaver (Castor canadensis),
muskrat (Ondatra zibethicus), raccoon (Prcyon lotor),
long-tailed weasel (Miustela frenata), mink (M. vison), and
us
river otter (Lontra canadensis). Swamp rabbit (Sv
_.uatjcus) would have been available in bottomland swamps
Areas of open forest and forest edge would
and forest.
have contained woodchuck (Marmota monax), coyote (Canis
atransJ, striped skunk (Mephitis mephitjs), and most
importantly, white-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus).
Areas of dry forest may have supported eastern cottontail
(Sylvilagus floridanus). Dry prairie areas may have
supported plains pocket gopher (Geomys bursarius), coyote
Tne eastern
(Canis latrans), and red walf (Canis rufus).
spotted skunk (pilogale putorius) can be found in such areas
today but this is due to an eastward range extension in the
1950s and 1960s (Sealander 1979:233).
The availability of elk (Cervus canadensils) in the area
is uncertain.
Although once common in the Ozark Plateau
of northwestern Arkansas and in bottomland swamps of
northeastern -Arkansas (Sealander 1979:255), Sealander's
reconstruction of the former distribution does not include
the Gulf Coastal Plain of southwestern Arkansas (p. 256).

8 cm and less than or equal to 16 cm.
Tabulations of numbers of fragments and minimum
numbers of individuals (MNI) are presented separately for
macrolaunaJ and rmnicrolaunal fractions for each burial,
Estimates of mniTnum
feature, and levee transect unit.
numOers of individuals are not provided for overburden
Separate tabulations for "ne
witnin levee transect units.
overbani, nidden and the Caddo Ill midden are also
MNI estimates are not provided for the column
provided.
MNI estimates are based on tabulation of
samples.
element, portion, symmetry, and body size for fish, and
they summarize the most abundant singly occurring element
in the body per taxon within a provenience unit as specified
above,

Elk may not have been availaole in the immediate site
The distribut-on of black bear (Ursus americ 'us)
vicinity.
is also questionable. Bear prefer heavily forested areas and
are now mainly restricted to the Ozark and Ouachita
Swanton (1942:137)
National Forests (Sealander 1979:213).
provides historic and modern accounts of the hunting of
Bison
bear by Caddo Indians but details are not given.
(Bison bison) 71ay also not have been availabole in close
vicinity to the site. Although once widely distributed
across the state, bison were extirpated by 1820 (Sealander
Descriptions of bison hunting by Caddo Inoiians
1979:269).
The proximity of
are provided in Swanton (1942-136-137).
One
bison herds to the Cedar Grove locality is uniknown.
excerpt for the eastern Caddo provided in Swanton
(1942:136) notes that it was a four day trip to the closest
bison herds.
Other fauna which are generally associated with upland
settings, such as red fox (Vulpes vu les) and bobcat (Lynx
rufus), may not have been available in the site vicinity.
The ringtail (Bassariscus astutus) although found occasionally
in brushy upland areas today, is a recent intruder in
Arkansas (Sealander 1979:219).
Based on distribution maps presented in Roboins et al.
(1966) and Bellrose 11976), a wide variety of birds would
have been available in the Red River Valley floodplain.
Actual species presence cnd abundance would have varied
Only species of potential
dramatically with the seasons.
economic importance as sources of meat, bone, and feathers
Several species would have offered
are summarized here.
yearround sources of meat and feathers for adornment and
ceremony including the turkey (Meleagris gallopavo) in
forest settings and possibly the greater prairie chicken
Least grebes
(Tympanchus cupido) in prairie areas.
(Podiceps dominicus) and great blue herons lArdea herodias)
would have been available yearround along water bodies.
The red-tailed hawk (Buteo lamaicensis) and the
red-shouldered hawk (B. iineatus) would have been available
yearround in wooded areas.
Other species of potential economic importance show
The following aquatic
seasonal fluctuations in availability.
birds and waterfowl would be maximally available in the
common loon (Gavia immer), white pelican
spring and fall:
(Pelecanus erythrorh'nchus), blue goose (Cnen caerulescens),
snow goose (C. hyperborea), American widgeon (Mareca
americana), shoveler (Spatula clypeata), blue-winged teal
(Anas discors), green-winged teal (A. carolinensis), redhead
(Avtnya americana), canvasback (A. valisineria), greater
scaup (A. marila), ruddy duck (Oxvura jamaicensis),
red-breasted merganser (Mergus serrator), and hooded
merganser (Lophodytes cucullatus). Osprey (Pandion
haliaetus) were probably available along water courses.
A few taxa would have been maximally available in the
summer including green heron (Butorides virescens), wood
duck (Aix slponsa), and broad-winged hawk (Buteo

RESOURCE

AVAILABILITY

Situated on a point bar in the meander belt zone of
the Red River valley, the Cedar Grove site offered access
In order to
to a wide variety of floodplain resources.
understand late Caddoan resource selection, it is necessary
distributions in
resource
to first gain some understanding of
the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century.
Altnough the Red River has meandered across the floodplain
and changes in local vegetation have undoubtedly occurred,
given the late occupation of this site, early historic records
provide at least in approximation of the resources present
King's reconstruction of the
in late Caddoan times.
presetlement vegetation (Chapter 4) and the assessment of
floodplain characteristics by Hemmings (1982) provide basic
As discussed by
descriptions of terrain and vegetation.
Hemmings, vegetation zones were diverse, closely spaced,
and linear and were subject to seasonal flooding. The
aquatic zones included the Red River, oxbows, and
The site itself is located in sweetgum forest
backswamps.
on well drained soils bounded by the river to the west and
poorly drained soils supporting willow and oak and
Bac<water lakes were located
backswamps to the east.
near the site. Small prairie openings were probably
available near the site but would not have offered as sirong
an attraction to game and aboriginal hunters as the sections
of forest with oak and as the aquat - habitats.
Based on Sealander's (1979) studies of mammal
distributions in Arkansas and his distribution maps, a diverse
variety of potentially economically important species would
have been available in the Red River valley in Lafayette
Bottomland forests sustained opossum (Didelphis
County.
virginiana), armadillo (Dasypus novemcinctus), gray squirrel
(Sciurus carolinensis), fox squirrel IS. ni'er), southern flying
squirrel (Glaucomys volans), and gray fox (Urocyon
The armadkilo is a recent invader to the
cnereoargenteus).
state (Sealander 1979:13, 107) and was probably not
Additional
available at the time of site occupation.

FAUNA
platvpterus.) The wood duck mnay have been available
yearround in areas of open woodland bordering lak~es and
streams kRobbins et al. 1966:50).
Some of the surface-teeding and bay ducks may have
Taxa in this
b)een mixt-iallY available during the winter.
black duck
category incijude mallard (And
(A._-ruor'es), pintail (A. acutal, gadwall (A. streperal,
ring-neckedj aucx (,vthva collaris), lesser scaup (AN.affinis),
Common goldeheye (1-ut 211lac(Lang~uLa, and buftleneac (B.
(inator) once
albeola). The *,impeter swan (CLanus bucc
wintered along the Mississippi river (Bellrose l9N:89) and
thus stragglers may have occurred along the Red River.
Canada goose (Branta canadensis) also would have been
e
iri
the winter. Two birds of
present along th
prey valued for feathers by many historic Indian groups, the
bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) and golden eagle
(Aquila crysaetos), would have been available in the winter.
The R-!d River, oxbows, and backswamps should have
provided good habitat for waterfowl during most seasons of
the 'Year. 5ummner would have been the least optimum time
for waterfowl procurement.
The aquatic habitats of the Red River Valley should
also niave su,ported a3diverse variety of turtles. Based on
range naps presented in Conant (19751 the following taxa
are present in southwestern Arkansas: alligator snapping
turtle (Macroclemyks temiminickil, common snapping turtle
(Chetydra serpenltina), stinkpot ISternothaeurus odoratus),
razor-backed musk turtle (S. carinatusl, \lIS5Sppi mud
turtle (Kinosternon subrubrum), Ouachita map turtle
(Grapenyspsedo erahici)
mptrl(G
eograplhica),
Mississippi map turtle (6. konni), southeastern painted turtle
lChryse~nys pictaI, slider (C. concinnal, Mvissouri slider (C.
floridanal, red-eared turtle IC sriptal, western chicken
turtle (Deirocnielys reticularial, midland smooth softshell
JTrionvsx -nuticus). and pallid or western spiny softsnell (T.
muticus). The range of the common nap turtle (Craptenvs
geographical is primarily to the north and east (Conant
1975), but it nray occur in the study area. Terestrial
environments voul--, have supported the three-toem. box turtle
(Terrapene carolina) and possibly the ornate box tjr'Ie (T.
orniata). The range of the ornate box turtle is primc'ily to
tne west out it does intersect extreme southwestern
Arliansas (Conant 1975).
The Red River and associated oxbows, bac- wate, lakes
and backswanps would also nave been productive areas for
f ish, Based on distribution 'naps presented in Pflieger
II1475), a diverse variety of fish would nave been available
in *ie Rel River drainage. Fish of potential economnic
imrportance probably included Dowfin (Amia calva), lonzm'sose
gar (Lepisosteus osseus), spotted gar CL occuia-tusl,
L.oua),
aligtorga
ar
snotnoe
L.olaosomnsl
skiplack herring (Alosa chvsichlorisl, Alabama shad (.A.
aiabamael, gizzard shad Mlorosoma ce~edanum), threadfin
shad (!?. 3etenenise), grass pickerel (Esox am ericanus), chain
pickerel (E. ni&er), blue sicker (vjpueogtscola
bi;-nouth Duffalofish llctiobus cyrinellus), srnail nouth
highfin
ouffalofisn (I. Ooralusl, black buffalofish (_nierl,
apo,
carp)sucker l1a pnmdes velifer), river carpsucker IC
spotted sucker iMinvtremna tneanops), golden redhorse
(idosostonra ervtnruruinl, black bullhead (Ictalurus ;nelas),
3drown bkullhead (I. nketulisus), yellow bullhead (I. natalis),
ol~fcai(
lue catfish 0I._furau
channel catfish
flatnead catfish (Pylodictis ohivaris), white bass (\Morone
c'srvssl yellow bas (Mi. mississippiensis), smalnouth bass
(dm1CrOptiIs do1Lonieui), spotted bass (M. eunctulatus),
*argenotm bass N'.. salmoidesl. warmouth (L2Ej2omi itulossl
green sunfish (L._c jqeLhusl, spotted sunfish Il,._punctatus),
oantamn sunfish (L. _svmnmericusl, redear sunfish IL.
m__roohs), orange- spotted sunfish IL. hiimnilms). longear
sunfish (L._mg lotisl, blueg ill IL. macrochirusl, rock bass
nuai
l'mui
rpi
ht
N-mbloplites rtipestril
Cnacikspossibly
D~acK crappie (._jrmctlfufle
-n~m~rj~trms, illpec 'tizostemlion vitremiml, saum',mr(S.
.;
sl
tiyuie
canitensel. and Ires'hwater 1rum (pdm
iv-,re variety of minnows. -nost with snall njaxirnun body
sizes, womjlJ also have bee's available,

~avnhcs),
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rhe varied habitats of the Red River and its associated
oxbows and ba'ckwater lakes would also have supported a
diverse variety of freshwater mussels. Conditions for
procurement if Tnu'sels would have been nest during periods
I low water after the retreat of spring floodwaters and on
.nto the sumnmer and fall.
In summary, the aquatic nd terrestrial environments of
tie Red River tloodplain would have offered a diverse
vrariety of rkamm~als, fish, birds, turtles, anj freshwater
-nussels. Faundl resources were available to site inhabitants
during virtually every season of the year. The period of
spring flooding would probably cause the biggest problem for
jte occupants.
j
DISTRIBUTION OF FAUNAL RE MAINS
AT THE CED~AR GROVE SITE
One goal of the faunal analysis was to exaninre the
distribution itf aunal remains icross the Cedar 6rove site.
Emphasis was placed in the Main occupation or :he site
during kaddi IV/V times. Famnal remains were preserved .n
four nalor contexts at the site: (ll i features, (21 with
ourials, (31 in undisturbed midden underlyin, the evee. and
4) in a 'nidoen dep-osit in the area of an old iugn which
has been designated the overoank hidden deposit. Bone va~s
also derived trimn disturbed :otwtexts in tile actual fill ot
the levee. Thiis levee was constructed fromn site sedi nents
so faunal reinamns ;ray actually derive fromn trie Caddo IV, V
occupation.
M~idden

-olumnn Sampoles

Macrofauna from a series of randomly placed sedinent
columrns were examined in an effort to isolate areas with
concentrations of faunal remains. Counts of bonke and shell
encountered in the analysis of 141 samples from 35
sediment columnns are presented in Table 15-I. The highest
densities of faunal reminirs were encountered in five
II
n
7
6
19
5
6
19
6
15
clms
E184. These colu-nns occur in the area surrounding the
levee transect units suggesting that these excavaiions
encountered an area witrk concentrations of faunal remains.
The hidden colIu nnk samples yielded few specimens
which could be identified beyond the family level iTable
15-2).
Ait if the fragments were attributed tO large
mahrihal and even those attributed to mnedimn mammalj were
likely from a deer-sized animal, The single element
attributed to bison 'was a second phalange recovered in the
10 to 20 cmn level of S39 E164. According to trubowitz
(personal comnmuicatio'., 1933), this should be in undisturbed
midden context. The tish component was dominated by
ganoid scales fromn gar (Le2isoIsteus sp.). Mithough the
nn samples provitfe valuable information on the vertical
and horizontal distribution of fauna across the site, the low
counts provide little information on subsistence practices at
the site. 1Hence it was decided that more emphasis should
be placed on analysis of faunal remnains fro,.i the
undisturbed midden encountered ir the levee transect units.
UdsubdMde-ee

rnetlnt

\iacrofaunal renains recovered in the levee transect
units are summarized in Table 15-3. Fauna recovered in
overburden and levee fill lOIS) for each levee transect unit
is summarized in the far right column of this tsble. Only
remains from undisturbed inidden context were used in the
calculation of MNI. Faunal remains in this midden deposit
are highly fragmented anid (many showed evidence of staining
with manganese. Many also showed signs of
gnawing by carnivores (probably dogs) and rodents. Data on
modification by animials and humans will be summarized in
a later section of this report. The midden assemblage is
clearly dominated by fragments of bones from large

F'mammals.

Bones attributed to deer were recovered in
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Table 15-i.
Column
Location

Distribution of macrofaunal snecimens in random column samoles

0-10

10-20

20-30

30-40

(bone/shell)

Depth of Sample (cm)
40-50
50-60

60-70

70-80

1/0
0/0
2/0

0/0
0/0

0/0

7/0

7/0

5/0

S60
S64
S59
S39
543
S59
S76
S41
S56

F154
E154
E157
E164
E164
E164
E164
E168
E168

0/0
0/0
1/0
0/0
-0
0/0
1/1
0/0
I/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
/0
2,0
0/0
0/0
00
010

1/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
1/0
0/0
0/0
3/0

0/0
1/0
0/0
0/0
2/0
0/0
0/0
2/0

1/0
1/0
0/0

S75
S78
S40
S65
S80
S83

E168
E168
E175
E175
E175
E175

0/0
1/0
1/0
3/O
1/0
0/0

0/0
0/0
0/0
1/0
i/0
0/0

1/0
2/0

3/0
0/0

1/0
0/1

3/0
4/0
1/0

2/0
1/0
0/0

0/0

S61 E179

3/0

2/0

1/0

0/0

0/0

S63 E179
S68 E179
S71 E179
S75 E179
S81 E179
S38 E181
S5s. £181
S75 E181
564 518-

0/0
0/0
3/0
0/0
0/0
0/0
9/10
0/C
0/c

1/0
3/0
1/
0/0
1/0
10
1710
0C
C10

1/0
9/0
0/0
0/0
2/0

5/0
5/0
1/0
0/0

7/0
6/0
1/0
1/0

9/0

16/0
0/0
0/0

8'24
1/0
2/0

210
1/0

0/0

S73 Ei8.

i/0

i0

010

0/0

S7. E18.
S75 F102
58
E209

0W
4/0
i/O

1,/
010
0/0

9/0

0/1

0/0

0/0

S83 F209

2/0

0/0

2/0

0/0

S77 £214

0/0

210

0/0

570 £218

3/0

2/0

0/0

0/0

S7
£218
-to8 £222
$81 F222

1/0
3/0
010

2/0
2/0
010

0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0

Table 15-2.

acrofauna present
from 35 columns

Taxon
Pelecypod
Uniomerus tetralasmus
Actinonaias sp.
Lepisosteus sp.
Amia calva
Apiodinotus grunniens
Colubridae
Turtle
Graptemvs sp.
Medium bird
Large bird
Medium mammal
Large mammal
Mammal
Cervus/Odoccileus
Bison bison
Vertebrate

in

141 columrn

Number of

samples

Fragments
24
1
I
18
I
1
1
11
I
2
1
64
90
I
3
I
26

0/0
0/0
0/0

0/0
7/0

1/0

0/0

every levee transect unit.
Deer is represented by elements
from all parts of the body including antler, the petrous
portion of the temporal, teeth, mandible, an atlas, other
vertebrae including lumbar vertebrae, ribs, scapulae, radii,
ulnae, femora, tibiae, patella, pelvis, metacarpals,
metatarsals, podials (greater cuneilorms, lesser cuneiforms,
navicuJo-cuboid, scaphoLds, calcanea, pisiform, astraguh,
The Cervus/Odocoileus
unciform), sesamoids, and phalanges.
counts all refer to antler fragments which are widespread in
the midden deposits.
The single ele-,ent definitely
attributed to elk is a lower fourth premolar from Levee
Raccoon shows a moderate distribution
Transect Unit 11.
in midden deposits occurring in five of the levee transect
units. Other mammals are sparsely represented with
opossum, dog, and fox squirrel occurring in only two units
each. Rabbit remains are found in a total of four levee
transect units with both eastern cottontail and swamp rabbit
present in one unit each. The fox squirrel, beaver, rice rat
(Oryzomys palustris), pine vole (Microtus pinetorum), black
bear,
inik, and elk all occur in only one levee transect
The single element attributed to domestic pig
unit each.
(Sus scrofa), a lower first incisor, was recovered in levee
overburden and this is not in definitive late Caddoan
Two human (Homo apiens) teeth were recovered
context.
One is a decduous lower canine
in Levee Transect Unit II.
from the overburden and the other is a permanent lower
molar from undisturbed midden context.
The bird assemblage in the midden, like the mammal
assemblage, is not diverse.
Only the turkey, although not
represented by many fragments, is widely distributed
occurring in seven levee transect units. Canada goose

FAUNA
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List of macrofauna recovered from Levee transects. Specimens Irom overburden and fill are summarized
separately with no MN' determinations (dfrajjrents'MN) (08-levee overburden)

Taxon

Levee Transect Number
0

(-astropod
Pelecvpod
Fish
Medium Fish
Large Fish
Lepisosteus platostomus
Leoisosteus spatula
Leoisosteus sp.
Amia calva
Esox sp.
Large Catostomidae
Catostomidae
Ictiobus niger/bubalus
Medium Ictaluridae
Large Ictaluridae
Ictalurus natalis
Aolodinotus grunniens
Snake
Turtle
Chelvdra serpentina
Macroclemys teraincki
Chrvsemvs scripta
Thrvsemvs sp.
'hrvsemvs/Gravtenvs
Terrapene carolina
rerraDene so.
Trionvx sp.
Bird
Medium bird
Large bird
Branta canadensis
Cygnus sp.
Medium Anattdae
Large Anatidae
M
eleaeris gallonavo
Mamm al
Small mammal
Medium mammal
large mammal
'Adelphis virginiana
omo sapiens
Svivilagus floridanus
zvivilagus aquaticus
SvLvilagus sp.
Sciurus carolinensls
Sciurus niger
Castor canadensis
Peromvscus sp.
orvzomvs palustris
Microtus ninetorum
Canis familiaris
Canis sp.
Ur;us americanus
Procvon lotor
Mustela vison
Sus scrofa
Cervus canadensis
Cervus/Odocoileus
"dccoileuq virginianus
Vertebrate

1

2

2
1

5
3

1
1/1

1/1

11/1

3

5

3

2

6/1
1/1

4

6/2
1/1

1/1
1/1

7

6

1

8

3
1
3

4
1

9

11

10

1
1

12

15
7

i/i i/1
13/1 42/2 21/1 26/1 11/1
2/1 3/1 1/1
1/1
1
1
1

1/1

1/1
38/3
9/2

2/1
1/1

13

14

O

1

1

5

7

1

1

5/1
5/2

38
4

1/1
1

I
1
1/1

2/1
14

i/i
8

10

6

6

8

46
15
1/1

1/1

4

1

1
7

2

1/1
1/1
1/1
3

1
2

1

8
i/

1/1

2
179

1
2
190

1
lb5

31
97

1/1
5/1

9
11
2/1
1/1

1
9 22
152 282 201
1/1

1

5

2

1/1

1/1

1/1

2/1
1/1
3/1
1

I
1/1

1/1

2

11

1/1
3/1

3/1

2/1

19

2
1
46

1/1
1
3
176

15

3/1

1

4
3

2
2

1
13

2
31

16
1

1
2/1
5
69
160

3/1

1/1
1

19
10

1
18

3
181

10
4

11
149
1/1

1/1

1

51
635
1

1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1

1/1
1/1
I/1
4
1/1
2/1
1/1

1/1

1

i/1
1/1

1/1
3/1

1/1

i/1

7/1

1/i
I
9/1
5/1

2/1 6/1
20/1 6/1 6/1
11
11
7

3/1 3/1 11/1 7/1 9/1
4/1 4/1 9/1 7/1 20/1 1/1
16
4
24 22
22
10

11/1
5/1 23/2
7
27

45/1
1/1 12/1
2
38

11
23
50
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occurs in only two units and a large phalanx referred to
swan (Cygnus sp.) was also found in one of these two units.
Highly fragmented remains from large birds were found in
11 of the levee transect units suggesting tnat either turkey
or large waterfowl were possibly widely distributed but
poorly preserved.
Turtle shell although widely distributed was also highly
fragmented rna(jn, identifications difficult. Several
carapace fragments fro r. three levee transect units were
referred to alligator snapping turtle on the basis of
thickness and size.
Most of the turtle fragments carre
from Levee Transect Units 6, 7, and 8 and included the
common snapping turtle kone unit), the red-eared turtle (one
unit), three-toed box turtle (three units), and softshell turtle
(two units).
Fish bones were widely distributed in the levee transect
The
units but again reflected a low diversity assemblage.
Gar occurs in
fish assemblage is clearly dominated by gar.
13 levee transect units and consists largely of ganoid scales,
Two skull elements were definitely attributed to the
shortnose gar.
Three elements from three different levee
transect units were referred to alligator gar on the basis of
their large size but these remains could possibly derive
from a large female longnose gar where lengths of at least
Gar are
l.i m have been recorded (Pflieger 1975:71).
largely represented by ganoid scales and vertebrae; other
elements represented include: suboperculum, cleithrum,
circumorbitals, dentaries, basioccipitals, frontals, parietals,
maxilla, premaxilia, dermosphenotic, endopterygoids,
pterotics, preopercies, and other characteristically textured
The only other widely distributed fish is
skull elements.
Bowfin are
the bowfin found in nine levee transect units.
represented by vertebrae and skull elements including
suborbitals, cleithra, postcleithrum, operculu-n, suboperculu-n,
pterotics, ceratohyal, and indeterminate textured skull
Other fish including
fragments, and a branchiostegal ray.
pike or pickerel, smallmouth or black buffalofish, yellow
bullhead, and freshwater drum were only sparsely
represented.
Fragments from freshwater mussel shells occurred in six
Ali specimens were nignly fragmented
levee transect units.
and poorly preserved precluding identification beyond the
class level.
Terrestrial gastropocs were only recovered in
the macrofauna from two levee transect units.

Overbank 'lidden
Macrofauna from a midden deDosit was also analyzed
Only a
for the overbank midden deposit in S48.77 E157.
small sample of faunal remains was availaole from this area

Table 15-4.

Macrofauna .ro two midden. 2oca:ins at
"'rrii'"'eht "Ni)
the Cedar Grove site

taxoi
Pelecvpod
Trltogonia verrucosa
Lepisosteus sp.
Turtle
Trionyx sp.
Large bird
Xnas carclinensis
Small mavinal
Medium mamm~al
Large masmial
Mammal
Didelphis virziniana
Sciurus caro'inensis
Cerus!0dncoileus
Odicoe letir virginianus
Vertebrate

Midden
£157

overbank
S48.77

Caddo IIt
Mlidden
4

1/1
*!l

81
51
2/1
I
2/1
1

2/!
5
2/1
2/1
2/1
I
6
44
3
1/1
1/i
5/1
20

of the site. These data are summarized in Table 15-4.
Fragments from large mammal bone also predominate in
this area of the site.
We were conservative in our
estimates of body size for mammals and thus many of the
bones attributed to the medium mammal category could
actually derive from a large mammal such as deer. Fauna
in this midden dep sit is similar to that in the levee
transect area midden in terms of fragmentation and
representation of taxa. The sample is too small to offer
additional interpretations.

Features
Macrofauna from all Priority I features (F3-7, 9-21) was
analyzed.
No macrofauna was present in Features 7, 12,
and 21.
Numbers of fragments and 'gNI estimates for taxa
are presented in Table 15-5.
Although bones buried in pit
features are sometimes better preserved than those
recovered in more open midden context (Styles 1981), this
was not as obvious at the Cedar Grove site. Bone from pit
features was highly fragmented with most specimens
Some
consisting of less than half the original element.
specimens exhibited the same black staining that was noted
Gnawing, which will be discussed
for midden deposits.
later, was noted on fewer elements from the features
suggesting that faunal remains in features were subjected to
Distribution of fauna for the
fewer destructive processes.
overall feature assemblage will be considered first and then
individual features will be described.
The feature assemolage, like the midden assemblage, is
However, deer is perhaps less
dominated by mammal bone.
abundant than in the midden assemblage. Deer definitely
13, 15, and 17).
occurs in only four features (Fl,
However, antler fragments attributed to either deer or elk
occur in four features and large mammal fragments occur
in seven features. If we co-nbine the deer, deer or elk,
and large manmal categories, then deer potentially occurs
The medium mammal category,
in eight out of I features.
which was used conservatively in this report, may also
contain nignlv fragmented deer elements. Nine features
yielded mammalian remains whicri were placed into the
medium size category.
-s was the cise for the midden,
other mammals are only sparsely distributed. Swamp rabbit
occurred in two features, the eastern cottontail in one, and
On
unspecified rabbit remains occurred in two features.
the whole, rabbit remains were found in three features.
Canid remains were found in two features, both of which
Raccoon, bear, gray squirrel, mole
represented dog burials.
(Scdlopus aquaticus), and hispid cotton rat (Sigmodon
hsidus) were recovered in one feature each. Human
remains in the features consisted of one upper incisor from
a luvenile recovered in Feature 4.
This may be from
Historic Burial 12 which was adjacent to Feature 4.
Birds were again sparsely represented with turkey
Canada goose occurred
occurring in the most features (4).
in two features, with two additional goose elements
attributed to either Branta or Chen were recovered in one
Highly fragmented elements from large
of those features.
birds were found in six features suggesting that bones from
large birds may have been more widely distributed but were
poorly preserved. Two hawk (Buteo sp.) elements were
recovered in a single feature.
Turtle elements were less widely distributed than in the
midden. Turtle shell fragments occurred in only four
features. MAost of the elements were attributed to box
(Terrapen
sp.) turtle with three-toed box turtle definitely
occurring in two features.
Gar
Fish were sparsely represented in feature deposits.
occurrea in five features and were represented by skull
Three skull elements from
elements and ganoid scales.
Feature 17 were referred to the alligator gar on the basis
of their large size. Other skull elements present in this
feature included fragments from a dentary, maxilla, and
subopercles. One skull element from Feature II was
referred to the shortnose gar.
Ten additional skull elements
including frontals, endopterygoids, dentaries, and maxilla,

,,,i,
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Table 15-5.

List of macrofauna from the features at the Cedar Grove site

Taxon

'astropod
?elecyopod
Mexalonalas

4

3

5

6

9

10

Feature
11
13

14

1

Large fish
Fish
Lepisosteur platostomus
Lepisosteus spatula
Lepisosteus sp.
.Aia calva
iccalurus punctatus
Large Catostomidae
Catostomidae
Kicropterus punctulatus
Micropterus Ralmoides
Micropterus sp.
Turtle
Terrapene sp.
Terrapene carolina
Medium bird
Large bird
31rd
Medium Anatidae
Branta canadensis
Branta/Chen sp.
Buteo sp.
eleagris gallopavo
Small mammal
Medium mammal
Large mammal
Mammal
Scalopus aquaticus
Homo sapiens
Sylvilagus aquaticus
Svlvilagus floridanus
Syl vilagus sp.
Sciurus carolinensis
Sigmodon hispidus
Canis sp.
'rsus americanus
Procvon 10tor
Cervus/'docoileus sp.
Odocoile,iA virzinianus
Vertebrate

4
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15

16

17

18

18
/

30

19

20

1
igantea

/

1

21
104
4

2
1

2

1

3

1/1
1/1

10/3

3/2
14/2
1/1

1/1
1/1

6/1
2/2

1/1
1
1/i
1/1
1/1
7

6
1/1
8/1
12
4
5

1
3/1

1

23
2

17

1

2/1
1/1
1/1
I
1 339
2
1
13

47

3/1

7/1

1
1

1

1/1

1
3/1

4

1

3
12

21
1
3
2/1
2/1
6/1
8
15

4
6

404
1/1
1/1
2/1

1/1
4/1
1/1

2/1

1/1
2/1
36/2

1

25

24/1

1

4

2/1
5/1
1

1/1

28/1
1

6/1
1/1
6

1/1
4/1
11/1

16/1

31

+ I0

and textured fragments were recovered in this same
feature. Bowfin was second in abundance oc:urring in three
features. Bass occurred in two features with the spotted
bass (Micropterus punctulatus) and the largemouth bass (t.
salmoides) both represented in one feature. Suckers
(Catostomidae) occurred in two pits and a single element
attributed to channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) was
recovered in one pit. Highly fragmented fish elements
occurred in a total of seven features. We had expected
that preservation of fish elements and hence the density of
fish bones would be higher in feature context due to more
rapid burial and protection from weathering and scavenging;
however the small sample of excavated features and the
overall low abundance of bone in features precludes testing
of this proposition.
Freshwater mussels were not abundant in features
either. Pelecypod valve fragments were recovered in five
features. Only one highly fragmented valve was well
preserved enough for identification and it was referred to
the washboard (,Megalonaias gigantea). Terrestrial
gastropods were represented by one whole valve recovered
in Feature 5.
Bone tallies from most features are so low that they
provide little information on the distribution of human

activities across the site. However, brief comments on
each feature are provided below.
Feature 3, Caddo Structure 1, contained an abundance
of faunal remains, but most of these occurred in features
within the structure. Faunal remains generally associated
with Feature 3 included goose elements one of which was
attributed to the Canada goose and scraps of indeterminate
mammal and vertebrate bone. Possible floor depressions in
the midden within this structure (Features 14 and 15) also
yielded fauna. Features 14 contained seven bone fragments
from large bird, duck, rabbit, gar, and bowfin. The other
floor depression, Feature 15, yielded a large quantity of
faunal material including elements from Canada goose,
turkey, sucker, channel catfish, deer, and three-toed box
turtle. It is interesting that deer is represented only by 23
fragments of antler. A bell-shaped pit within this
structure, Feature 17, yielded an abundance of faunal
material. The diversity of taxa present in this feature is
high when compared to other types of deposits. Taxa
present include turkey, bowfin, gar, bass, deer, deer or elk,
mole, gray squirrel, freshwater mussel (including a
washboard fragment), and turtle. A single shed antler is
the only element definitely attributed to deer. Deer or elk
is also represented by other antler fragments. Feature 18,
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is also represented by other antler fragments. Feature 18,
a possible hearth which was found inside the structure, also
yielded an abundant and diverse accumulation of bone.
Taxa present included goose, hawk, turkey, bowfin, gar,
spotted bass, largemouth bass, deer or elk, raccoon, eastern
Cottontail, swamp rabbit, bear (pendant), freshwater mussel,
and three-toed box turtle. Although fragmented large
m'ri.mal none is present in this feature, deer or elk is
again represented by antler fragments. Most of the faunal
remains derived from feature deposits are associated with
features within the bounds of the Caddo structure
designated as Feature 3.
Two features contained the remains of dog burials,
Except for a single human tooth, all fragmented bone from
Feature 4 can probably be attributed to the once
articulated dog skeleton. Due to the high degree of
fragmentation it was only possible to attribute 36 bone
fragments to Canis sp. Elements recognized in the remains
included mandibles, upper and lower teeth, vertebrae,
humerus, radius, phalanges, a podial, and a sesamoid. The
other dog burial, Feature 10, also contained poorly
preserved, fragmented remains that could only be attributed
to Canis sp. Elements present included premaxilla,
mindibles, upper and lower teeth, auditory apparatus,
vertebrae, ribs, sternabrae, humeri, radius, ulna, femora,
tibiae, podials, metapodials, sesamoids, phalanges, and claws,
Also present in this feature were elements attributed to
swamp rabbit,
A series of pits, which were previously classified as
undifferentiated pits (F5-7, 9, 12, and 13), all yielded
depauperate faunal assemblages. Feature 5 only yielded a
single terrestrial gastropod. Feature 6 yielded four
pelecypod fragments, one gar scale, and two scraps of
indeterminate bone. Feature 7 contained no macrofauna.
Feature 9 yielded one fragment of medium mammal bone

and one fragment of large mammal bone.

No macrofaunal

remains were present in Feature 12. Feature 13 yielded a
fragment of a deer scapula, an awl made from large
mammal bone, a sucker skull element and one indeterminate
fish bone.
Feature it, classified in the field as an animal bone
cache, yielded an abundance of animal bone. Taxa present
included turkey, gar, deer, hispid cotton rat, and freshwater
mussel valve fragments. Deer is represented by whole
elements including a right femur, a left femur, and a left
radius. A large portion of a right radius and fragments
from a right tibia were also present. Antler fragments
attributed to deer or elk were also recovered. The
presence of large fragments and whole elements in this
feature is distinctive.
Features 16 and 19 yielded few faunal remains.
Feature 16, a pit, only yielded seven highly fragmented
vertebrate remains and one bone attributed to large
mammal. Feature 19, a possible floor depression, contained
only a single fragment of turtle shell,
Feature 20, a hearth, yielded 16 fragments of calcined
antler, nine fragments of calcined large and medium
mammal bones, and one piece of unburned medium mammal
bone. Feature 21, a floor depression in the midden,
contained pelecypod fragments, a fish bone, and an
accumulation of terrestrial gastorpods. The abundance of
snails in this feature is analogous to that noted for some
burials.
The features within Caddo Structure I (F15, 17, IS) and
the animal bone cache (Feature 11) contained the best
preserved remains encountered in the feature assemblage.
The features within the house show less deer than the
midden deposits and also show high diversity. This suggests
that there may be differential disposal of animal bones in
midden and feature deposits, at least for those features
located within house structures. However. a larger sample
of feature fauna would be needed to document this pattern,

Burials
The Burial assemblage provides an interesting contrast
to the assemblages recovered in feature and midden
context. Faunal remains were recovered with all 15 burials
and these data are summarized in Table 15-6. Deer bone
was recovered in five burials and deer or elk antler was
recovered in four burials. Indeterminate fragments of
medium and large mammal bone were lightly scattered in
ten burials. Other mammalian remains were not widely
distributed. A proximal fragment from a bear ulna was
found in Burial 7 and three fragments from swamp rabbit
were found with Burial 4. Two fragments from rice rat
were found with Burial 2. Eastern gray squirrel was found
only with one burial, Burial 8, but a nearly complete
skeleton was present. Miscellaneous human elements were
included with the macrofauna from four burials. Bird bones
although not widely distributed with burials included a
relative complete bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) in
Burial 2 and a humerus fragment with Burial 3. Turkey
was recovered with only one burial. Most of the large bird
bones recovered with the burials were probably part of the
bald eagle skeleton recovered in Burial 2. Fish associated
with burials are again dominated by gar. Gar occurred with
seven burials with skull elements, vertebrae, ribs, rays and
spines, and ganoid scales represented. Bowfin occurred with
only two burials with only two elements present. Gizzard
shad (Dorosoma cepedianum) occurred with one burial.
Smailmouth or black buffalofish (Ictiobus nirer/bubalus)
occurred with one burial and i)igmoutn buffalofish I.
cyprinellus) occurred with one burial; two additional sucker
elements occurred in one of these burials. The occurrence
of freshwater mussels is markedly different than in features
and middens. Better preserved specimens often representing
complete valve halves are present. Pelecypod remains were

found with 13 out of 15 burials.

The pocketbook (Lampsilis

ventricosa) was associated with three burials, the buckhorn
(Tritogonia verrucosa) with two, and the remaining taxa,
including the floater (Anooonta grands), the floater or stout
floater (Anodonta grand s/corpulenta), the heel-splitter
(Anodonta suborbiculata), the yellow sand-shell or the slough
sand-shell (Lampsilis anodontoides/fallaciosa), the slough
sand-shell (L. fallaciosa), the tat mucket (L. siliquoidea), and
a paper shell (Leptode sp.) all occur with one burial each.
Marine gastropods including Busycon sp. were found with
three burials. Additional marine shell artifacts not reported
in Table 15-6 are described by Kay (Chapter 13). These
artifacts from Burials 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10 were not
submitted to the Illinois State Museum for taxonomic
identification.
The infant comprising Burial I was interred with a
freshwater pelecypod valve; generic or specific identification
of the valve was not possible, The skeleton associated with
Burial 2 is that of a bald eagle. Most, if not all, of the
eagle skeleton was present. Elements recognized in the
remains included the frontal, mandible, sternum, furculum,
coracoid, scapula, humeri, ulnae, femora, tibiotarsi,
carpometacarpi, radiale, ulnare, pollex, phalanges, and
vertebrae. Many fragments classified as large bird were
probably from the eagle skeleton. Fragments of a turtle
carapace from an aquatic turtle (Chrysemys sp.) showed
signs of grinding and two drill holes. These may be the
fragmentary remains of a grave good. Other animal
remains including the bones from small suckers and from
the rice rat may represent incidental occurrences due to
the excavation of the grave into midden fill or to the use
of midden fill for filling in the hole.
The adult female comprising Burial 3 was interred with
three mussel shells, one of which (Figure 10-3c) could be
referred to Lampsilis sp. The bald eagle humerus
fragment may have been an intentional grave good. The
only other intentionally placed faunal grave goods that were
recovered, were 113 shell beads, only 38 of which were
submitted to the Illinois State Museum for analysis, These
specimens were classified as marine gastropod fragments.

FAUNA

Table 15-6.

Burial Number

Taxon
1

2

4

3

5

6

7

1/1
1
2

9

23
40

8

9

10

13

1/1
p
3

p
19

1/1

1/1

11

12

13

14

15

13

33
5

38

14

3

1
41

2
5
1/1

1

1/1
iii
1/1
1/1

2/1
1/1

1/1
1/1

1/1

i/1

/

Lampsilisp.
Leptode sp.

1/1

1/1
9
3
3/1

Small fish
Fish
Lepisosteus sp.
mia calva
Dorosoma cepedianum
Ictiobus niger/bubalus
Ictiobus cyprinellus
Ictiobus sp.
Ictiobus/Carptodes sp.
Turtle
Chrvsemvs sp.
Medium bird
Large bird
Bird

1
1/1

2
6
230+ g 42
3/1 1539/1 511/1

2/1

7
1/1
1/1

1/1
40/1
3/1

1/1
I
1/1
2
11/1
5
334
30

1

1

2
2

50

1/1

Meleagris Rallopavo
Haliaeetus leucocephalus
Small mammal
Medium mammal
Large mammal
Homo sapiens
Svlvilagus aquaticus
Sciurus carolinensis
Orvzomvs palustris
americanus
IUrsus
Ctrvus/Odocoileus
"docoileus virginianus
Vertebrate
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(#fragments/MNI)

List o. macrofaunsa from the burials at the Cedar Grove site.

Marine gastropod
Busvcon sp.
Terrestrial gastropod
Pelecypod
egalonaias gigancea
Tritogonia verrucosa
Anodonta grandis
Anodonta grandis/corpulenta
Anodonta suborbiculata
Lampsilis anodontoides/fallaciosa
Lampsilis fallaciosa
Lampsilis siliquoidea
Lampsilis ventricosa

/

53/1
1

1/1
1

3

2
1
1/1

1
1

2

2
3/1

1
1
1

1
2/1

2
1/1
7/1

3/1
122/1
2/1
1/1
1/1
42+
45g

6+
3g

The adult female in Burial 4 was buried with an
Three mussel shells, a
assortment of faunal materials.
washboard made into a hoe (Figure 10-4f), a fat mucket
(Figure 10-4e), and a paper shell (FSN 1540, not shown in
She was also buried
illustration) represent grave offerings.
with shell ear discs and conch shell beads which were not
Other faunal
',s State Museum.
examined at the llit
remains associated with this burial probaoly represent
incidental occurrences.
Burial 5, an adult male, was associated with a conch
(Busycon sp.) bead necklace. Only one of these beads was
This individual was
examined at the Illinois State Museum.
Other faunal
also interred with a pocketbook valve.
remains are probably not intentional grave goods.
Burial 6, an eight year old child, was associated with
The fragmentary terrestrial snail
few faunal remains.
(Gastropoda) remains and other bones probably do not
represent grave goods. The conch shell ear pendants
recovered with this burial were not examined at the Illinois
State Museum.
The adult male associated with Burial 7 was buried
Items
with an interesting assortment of faunal materials.
included are mussel shell (Figure 10-7a), a paper shell valve
(Figure 10-7c), a floater valve (Figure 10-7d), two deer or

1/1
5+
4g

1/1
2+
2g

2+
2g

1/1

2/1
1/1

1/1
1 ii+

4+

p

10+
1
8g

2

3
4/2
1+
4g

72+

elk antler projectile points, and a fragment from a black
bear ulna. A conch shell cup was also present but was not
The nonhuman bone
submitted to the Illinois State Museum.
(FSN 1138) listed in Figure 10-7 inventory remains an
anomaly.
In our analysis, we referred to it as human, but
were unsure of this identification.
Burial 8, an adult male, was also interred with an
Mussel shells
interesting assortment of faunal materials.
listed as grave goods in the Burial 8 inventory (Figure
10-8c-f) could only be identified as freshwater mussels. A
deer ulna punch .Figure 10-8a) represents an intentional
grave good as does a complete skeleton of an eastern gray
squirrel (Figure 10-8b).
The elderly male in Burial 9 was also interred with a
The fish skeleton
rich assortment of faunal materials.
found across the left arm and ribs (Figure 10-9b) actually
contained bones from two different species, gar and gizzard
shad. The fish skeleton on the left arm (Figure 10-9c) was
from a gar. Freshwater mussels intentionally interred with
this individual included a pocketbook, a yellow or slough
sand-shell, a buckhorn, and a heel-splitter. Two bone discs
fashioned from bone (probably mammal bone) were also
An additional
present as was a conch shell ear pendant.
conch shell ear pendant was not examined at the Illinois
State Museum.
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The 12 to 15 year old juvenile in Burial 10 was also
buried with an issortment of faunal materials. The fish
(Figure 10-10c) placed on his forehead was a gar. The
mussel shells interred with him included a floater (Figure
10-10b), a buckhorn (Figure 10-11q), and a slough sand-shell
(Figure 10-11o). Two antler projectile points attributed to
deer or elk were also present.
The conch shell pendant
necklace specimens were not submitted to the Illinois State

are presented in Table 15-4.
White-tailed deer, gray
squirrel, and opossum were all present, and fragments from
large mammal bones again dominated the assemblage.
The
only bird represented was a green-winged teal (-nas
carolinensis).
Aquatic taxa included a single gar, one
softshell turtle, and one buckhorn mussel shell fragment.
Low counts preclude detailed interpretations of this midden
assemblage.

Museum for identification.
The adult female interred in Burial 11 was not
associated with any identifiable vertebrate remains.
The adult male in Burial 12 was buried with a mussel
shell (Figure 10-13e) which could not be identified to taxon,
a mandible trom a swamp rabbit, and an antler projectile
point attributed to deer or elk.
The nine month old infant in Burial 13 was not
associated with any identifiable grave goods made from
faunal materials.
Burial 14, an adult male, was interred with four deer
ulna punches and three antler flakers attributed to deer or
elk. He was also buried with a pocketbook mussel shell
(Figure ID-ISa) and two yellow or slough sand-shells (Figure
10-1Sh) which articulate.
The six year old child interred in Burial [5 was
probably not intentoncilly interred with faunal materials.
The remains recovered in the grave fill included bowfin,
big-nouth buffalofish, turkey, turtle, small mammal,
pelecypod, and terrestrial gastropod fragments which
probably derived from the use of occupation debris during
the construction o: the grave.
Faunal remains in grave context differ from those in
nidden and feature czntext in the higher frequency of
artifacts and in tne higner frequency of pelecypod remains.
Caddo III Midden,

MICROFAUNA
Small scale faunal remains were examined from fine
screen and flotation samples (botn I mm mesh and .4 mm
for flotation light fraction).
Microtauna from midden was
characterized through examination of fine screen and
flotation Samples from levee transect units.
Two line screen samples were analyzed for each levee
transect unit except Units 7 and I I where only one sample
could be located for each.
Overburden samples were
included for Units 0, 1, 3, 4, and 12 to see if overburden
differed from undisturbed midden.
Counts for undisturbed
midden are provided in Table 15-7.
No faunal remains were
found in the fine screen samples from Levee Transect Units
2 and II.
Mammal bones were scarce in fine screen samples, but
some new small-bodied species were added to the midden
assemblage including southern snort-tailed shrew (Blarina
carolinensis) represented by a partial skull in Levee
Transect Unit 10 and eastern woodrat (Neotoma floridana)
in Levee Transect Unit 8.
Other mammalian taxa were
represented by additional elements in the macrofauna.
Birds, turtles, and amphibians were all sparsely
represented in the fine screen samples. Fine screen
samples added some fish taxa to the midden assemblage
including small minnow (Cyprinidae) from Levee Transect
Unit 8, bass (Micropterus sp.) and a white or yellow bass
As was the case
(Morone sp.) from Levee Transect Unit 6.
for macrofauna, gar and bowfin predominate.
Pelecypods
and terrestrial gastropods occur in four levee transect units
each replicating their distributions in macrofauna.

Cedar Grove I Component

Faunal remains were well preserved in the earlier
However, since
Caddo midden at the Cedar Grove site.
this midden was only sampled in a single 3 in test unit,
only a small sample was availaole for analysis.
These data

Table

15-7.

List of microfauna recovered from fine screen saip!es
(counts/l.I)

Taxon

Levee
0

1

Gastropod
Felecvpod
Fish
Lepisosteus sp.

2/1

1
3/1

Amia calva

1/1

1/1

3

4

2

1
51

3/1

3/1

5

f'om levee tranfects at Cedar Grove

ransa :t
6

7

1
10/1

21
19/1

9/1

11
3
45
310/1
4/1
I

Small Cyprinidae
Centrarchidae
Micropterus sp.
Morone sp.
Aplodinotus gxrunniens

8

9

10

12

1
1/1

12/1

39/1

3/1
I

1/1
1/i

1/1
1/l

Amphibian1
Turtle
Chrv emyvs sp.
Medium bird
Bird
Small mammal
Medium mammal
Large mammal
Blarina carolinensis

Sylvilaqus sp.

Sciurus sp.
Neotoma floridana
Peromyscus sp.
2ryzomys palustris
Odocoileus virginianus

1/1
1
7

2
2
1
10/1

1/
/1

1/1

1/1
1/1
2/1
1/1
1/1

1/1

FAUNA
The overburden samples, although possibly contaminated
with more recent debris, contained black or smallmouth
buffalofish (LTUO), gar (LTU0, 1, 3, 12), indeterminate fish
(LTU3), hispid cotton rat (LTU0), large mammal (LTU4), and
terrestrial gastropods (LTUO).
Flotation samples from Levee Transect Units S and II
(one sample each) predominately contained gar scales (Table
15-8).
An additional flotation sample from the overburden
in Levee Transect Unit 11 (not summarized in Table 15-8)
contained terrestrial gastropods, large mammal, and gar.
.'icrofauna from features was examined through analysis
of flotation samples from 13 features. Features 5, 12, and
16 contained no identifiable faunal remains.
Counts and
.MNI for feature microfauna are presented in Table 15-9.
Mammals are sparsely represented in feature microfauna.
Rabbit bones (Sylvilagus sp.) were added to the Feature 11

ible 15-8.

Feature 18.
Although gar and bowfin still occur in the
most samples, flotation from features increases the overall
picture of diversity in the utilization of fish at the site.
Terrestrial gastropods are also more abundant in flotation
samples reflecting the small size of most specimens.
Flotation from burials (Table 15-10) adds little to
previous interpretations based on macrofauna.
Mammals,
other than humans, are sparsely represented in the
Fish are
rnicrofauna.
Birds and turtles are also rare.
Microfauna from burials consists
clearly dominated by gar.
primarily of terrestrial gastropods, pelecypod fragments, gar
scales, and other fish elements.

rae-

Transect

ii

8
I

c:aIt(TrOd
h12
.
tus
[ep osr
Turtle
Small mammal
MammaIl
Small rodent
0docotleus virginianus

Table 15-9.

il/I

90/1
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tallies as were mouse bones (Perromyscus sp.). Human
remains were added to two features and included a phalanx
and an unidentified element in Feature 15 and a third
phalanx from a juvenile in Feature 18.
Bones from small
mammals were recorded in five features but they could not
be identified more precisely. Birds were sparsely
represented; a hawk (Buteo sp.) was added to the Feature
18 assemblage.
Some notable additions were made to the reptiles
including bones from green anole (Anolis carolinensis) in
Features 6 and 15 and the presence of lizard elements in a
total of four features.
Some additions were also made to
the feature fish assemblage including black bullhead
(ictalurus melas) in Feature 11, Digmouth buffalofish
(ctiobus cyprinellus) in Features 14 and IS, sunfish (Lepomis
sp.) in Features 6, 14, and 18, and crappies (Pomoxis sp.) in

. .
-........
List *f microfauna recovered from float
amtlos from levee transects at the Cedar
Cr-,vo 'ite
I fra~nents/.[)

r[ixon

/

5
1
1
1
1/1

M5ODIFICATION OF BONE
Human and animal modification of faunal remains were
examined from a series of vantage points. Burning,

List of microfauna recovered from float samples from features at the Cedar Grove site
(#fragents'.MNI)
Feature

Taxon
6
Gastropod
Pelecvpod
Large fish
Fish
Lepisosteus sp.
Amia calva
tctaluridae
Ictalurus melas
Ictiobus cyprinellus
Ictlobus sp.
Centrarchidae
Lepomis sp.
Pomoxis sp.
Frog/toad
Turtle
Lizard
Anolis carolinensis
Snake
Medium bird
Large bird
Buteo sp.

7

1
12
34
18/1
1/1

9

10

8
11
28
16/1

111
97/1

11

13

14

15

18

20

26
53
2
16
52/1
5/1

1
1

2
7

10
1

4
2

2

10
22/1
1/1

28
56/1
2/1
I

72
29/1

5"
72/1
9/1

3

1/1
1/1
1/1
2
3/1

2
2/2
21
4
11
6/1

2
i/1
2/2

1
4
1

1
1

4
1/1

1

2
1

6
1/1

Medium Anatidae
Small mammal
Medium mamal
Large mammal
Homo saviens
Sylvilagus auaticus
SyIvilagus ap.
Small rodent
Peromvscus sp.
oryzomvs palustris

2/2

1
1
1
1

3
2

/

4

2
1

1
16
1
2/1

2

1/1
2/1

2/1
1

6
2/1
2/1

F
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Table 15-10.
To
Taxon

List of mierofauna recovered from float samples from burials at the Cedar Grove site (#fragments/tNI)
Burial
13
15
10
Ii
12
7
8
9
1
2
3
5
2
6
5
9/1

Gastropod
Pelecypod
Fish
Lerisosteus sp.
Amia calva
Catostomidae
Itiobus so.
Centrarchidae
Aplodinotus grunniens
Frog/toad
Turtle
Trionvx sp.
Medium bird
Passeriformes
Small mammal
Medium mammal
Large mammal
Homo sapiens
Svlvilagus floridanus
Sciurus carolinensis
Sciurus sp.

3

14
9
2
13/1

37
32/1

12/1

Burial

2
1
1
2/2

1
18
2
1/1

1

1

49
1/1
4/1

1
1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1
5
2

1
1/1
3

1
1

2

4

1

3
12/1
1/1
1/1
1/1

12/1

1/1

Table 15-11.

Feature

69
18
57
255/1

1

Frequencies of burned bone in midden, features, and
burials for each class of animal are summarized for
Much of the bone from the
macrofauna in Table 15-1l.
Cedar Grove site was stained with a black deposit (probably
manganese) which made determinations of burning difficult,
The possibly burned category may largely contain specimens
which were stained rather than burned. The category of
differential burning predominately includes items which were
only lightly burned. Heavily burned specimens were placed
in the burned black or calcined categories.
Patterns of burning are not clearcut; however, some
generalizations are possi:)ie. Most of the remains in hidden
deposits are burned. Most of the mammal bone in the
midden is heavily burned iOack or calcined). The fish bone

MAdden

26/1

21
7
109
566/1

1

Burning

1/1

The
in the midden largely shows Ligntburning (differential).
midden, which clearly represents secondary refuse
accumulation, contains bones in all states, but much of the
bone was probably burned as a means of garbage disposal
before its final incorporation in the midden. In features
most o the mammal bone is unburned; whereas, fish bone
is burned with both calcining, heavy burning (black), and
light burning (differential) all present. Bird and turtle
remains in features are generally calcined. The heavier
burning noted for nonmammalian remains in feature context
is problematic. Most of the faunal remains in burials are
unburned with the exception of the fish remains which show
a high percentage (83%) of light burning (differential).
Perhaps the fish which were interred in these graves had
been smoked or otherwise cooked.

Gnawing
Presence of tooth marks left by rodent and carnivore
(probably dog) gnawing was recorded. Summaries of animal

Frequency of burned bone from the Cedar Grove site (N - number of specimens)

Gastropod
Pelecypod
Fish
Reptile
Bird
Mammal
Gastropod
Pelecypod
Fish
Reptile
Bird
Mammal
Gastropod
Pelecypod

Unburned
N
%
4 (100.0)
28 (100.0)
61 (22.5)
41 (22,0)
48 (34.5)
612 (27.2)
1 (100.0)
13 (26.5)
7 (12.5)
1 (3.6)
7 (7.3)
929 (87.4)
90 (100.0)
170 (96.6)

Fish

262 (8.8)

Reptile
Bird
Mammal

13 (81.3)
419 (86.4)
114 (82.6)

Taxon

1
1
1
7/1

1/1
1

gnawing, and human processing rnarKs trom skinning,
butcnering, and artifact manufacture were recorded for each
bone ele-nent,

Deposit

10
37

Possibly
Burned
N
%
6
8
1
44

C2.2)
(4.3)
(0.7)
(2.0)

1 (1.8)
6 (21.4)

3
1

(0.6)
(0.7)

Burned
Black
N
42
76
41
997

%

(15.5)
(40.9)
(29.5)
(44.2)

14 (25.0)
3 (10-7)
22 (22.9)
24 (2.3)
1

(0.6)

228

(7.7)

3 (18.8)
1 (0.2)
14 (10.1)

Differential
Burn
N

Calcined
2
N

5 (2,8)

4
28
271
186
139
2254
1
49
56
28
96
1063
90
176

4 (0.1)

297t

155
34
34
256

(57.2)
(18.3)
(24.5)
(11.4)

7
27
15
345

(2.6)
(14.5)
(10.8)
(15.3)

36
13
1
1
12

(73.5)
(23.2)
(3.6)
(1.0)
(1.1)

21
17
66
98

(37.5)
(0.7)
(68.8)
(9,2)

2482 (83.4)

6
2

(1.2)
(1.4)

Total

56 (11.5)
7 (5.1)

16
485
138

I
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Table 15-12.

Modification of macrofauna from the Cedar Grove site
Carnivore

Deposit

N
Midden

Feature

Burial

Gastropod
Pelecypod
Fish
Reptile
Bird
Mammal
Gastropod
Pelecypod
Fish
Reptile
Bird
Mammal

Gnawed
N
";

None

Taxon

4
28
262
171
125
1623
1
58
54
28
118
1050

3
(100.0)
(100.0)
(96.0)
(93.4)
(89.0)
(70.2)
(100.0)
(100.0)
(96.4)
(100.0)
(99.2)
(97.6)

Gastropod

70

(77.8)

Pelecvpod
Fish
Reptile
Bird
Mammal

174
2422
5
477
144

(98.9)
(81.4)
(31.2)
(99.6)
(90.6)

2
5
7
139

1

(0. 7)
(2.7)
(5.0)
(6.0)

Diested
:

1
2

(0.7)
(0.0)

MtdifieJ
N
"

5
3
37

4

(0.1)

20

2

(N

Human

(2.7)
(2.2)
(1.6)

(0.4)

number of specimens)
Rodent
Gnawed
;
%

'eathereo
Y

2. (0.0)

9
2
3
508

Tota,

(3.3)
(1.1)
(2.2)
(22.01

1

(1.8)

1

(1.8)

1

(0.1)

1
20

(0.8)
(1.9)

1

(0.6)

(22.2)

11

(68.8)

14

(8.8)

1

(0.6)

174
2976
16
477
159

Dy Kay included a right fibula from a rnedium namnal
which showed striations recovered with Burial 14, and a
series of ground, scraped and drilled turtle (Chrvsemys sp.)
pleurals from Burial 2. These pleurals probaoly once
formed a part of a bowl or rattle.

RESOURCE SELECTION

burial context showed lower frequencies of gnawing.
Rodent gnawing was uncommon in all types of deposits.

:-73
23
139
.2311
1
58
56
28
119
1076

90
1
0.0)
53. 128.o

(0.4)

and human marks left on bone elements are presented by
Traces of
deposit type and class of animal in Table 15-12.
carnivore gnawing were clearly most abundant in midden
deposits with mammalian remains showing the highest
This probably reflects
percentage of gnawed elements.
increased exposure of elements to destructive processes in
more open midden deposits. Items recovered in feature and
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The

terrestrial fauna

from the Cedar Grove site shows

an emphasis on forest and forest edge exploitation as
Food Processing and Artifact Manufacture
Human modifications were most prevalent in the burial
assemblage where the abundance of bone artifacts was much
higher than in any other type of deposit.
Counts and
percentages of human modifications are presented in Table
15-12.
The midden contained bone which was modified by
human activities including food processing and artifact
manufacture.
Probable food processing marks were noted
near the distal ends on two left humeri and on a right
One metacarpal from
femur shaft from white-tailed deer.
white-tailed deer (FSN 109) had been worked into a chisel,
The midden contained 16 pieces of worked deer or elk
antler including two projectile points (FSN 677, 320) and
Two fragments of large mammal bone
one flaker (FSN 85).
had been shaped into awls (FSN 112, 439) and two
fragments of medium mammal bone showed striations (FSN
Cuts
226, 439) possibly related to artifact manufacture.
were noted on three other fragments of medium mammal
bone and also on the proximal portion of a raccoon ulna.
Turkey bones showed cuts on the proximal end of a
carpometacarpus and on a left tibiotarsus shaft.
The
midden also yielded one drilled turtle peripheral,
The early Caddo midden yielded two fragments from
:one artifacts which 'nay have once fit together.
These
items, fashioned from mammal bone, snowed long striations
running tneir lengths.
One piece has a bulbous end which
has Deen ground.
They nay be from a decorative pin.
rhe features only contained four pieces of worked
narnmal )one including a large marninal shaft whittled to a
point in Feature 7 IFSJ 635-1), another whittled shaft in
Featire 13 FSN 6311, a possibly ground fragment of large
namnal oone in Feature II, and a bear canine from
Featire 13 IFSN I 179) which was apparently notched for
suspensior as a pendant.
Tne bune artifacts recovered witt) the burials were
previously listed in this report and have been descrmoed by
Kay (Chapter 13).
Several itens which were not inalyzed

indicated by the remains of turkey and white-tailed deer.
Both of these species would have been available yearround.
Deer bone was generally too fragmented to provide reliable
indications for the ages of individuals and the season of
kill. Antler was also fragmented and usually did not
include the basal portion at the articulation with the skull
which could provide inferences of seasonality. The piece of
antler in Feature 17 was shed during the winter.
It could
have come from a white-tailed deer kill or have been
picked up after it was shed.
Other terrestrial species, although less abundant and
less widely distributed than deer and turkey, also showed
exploitation of forested areas particularly those along water
bodies. Species in this Category include raccoon and swamp
rabbit.
The paucity of semiaquatic mammals such as
beaver and the absence of muskrat are surprising given the
location of the site. Other forest animals were occasionally
utilized including gray and fox squirrels, opossum, mink,
eastern cottontail, and bear.
Elk remains were rarely
encountered as were those of bear. The paucity of remains
from these two economically important food sources,
suggests that they may not have been available near the
site. Bison was also sparsely represented suggesting that
they were no, available near the site and/or that bones
were not brought back to the Cedar Grove locality.
Domesticated species, other than dog, were not found in
good context at Cedar Grove, which indicates that it was
unlikely that domesticates were exploited.
Other small mammals, which were sparsely represented
and may or may not represent food items, also primarily
indicate a woodland setting including southern short tailed
shrew, mouse (Peromyscus sp.), and woodland vole. The
semiaquatic ,ice rat would have been available in swamps
and marshes near the site and hispid cotton rat would have
been available in areas of forest edge. The occurrence of
the eastern woodrat is somewhat surprising since they are
currently rare in the bottomniands of the Gulf Coastal Plain;
however, they do occur in brushy areas along bottomland
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streams (Sealander 1979:174). Other terrestrial fauna taken
from woodland settings included the three-toed box turtle
and the green anole, as well as hawk (Buteo sp.) and bald
eagle. Eagles must have been killed in the winter, but the
remains of the individual interred in Burial 2 could have
been curaLed for an unknown time period prior to their
incorporation in the grave.
The low amount of waterfowl on the site is also
surprising. Canada goose occur in midden and feature
deposits suggesting that some activities took place during
the winter months. A single element from a swan (C
sp.) nay also mark winter activities. Ducks are
underrepresented given the location of the site.
Green-winged teal recovered in the Caddo Ill midden
(Cedar Grove I component) constitutes the only definitely
identified duck remains from the site. This dabbling duck
could have been procured in the spring or fall.
Turtles, although not abundant, include remains from a
series of aquatic species including common snapping turtle,
alligator snapping turtle, red-eared turtle, and soltshell.
Softsnells may have been taken from the river and the
alligator snapping turtle and red-eared turtle could have
come from quiet stretches in the river or associated lakes.
The common snapping turtle is cosmopolitan in distribution,
Turtles apparently did not constitute a major portion of the
diet.
Fish, especially gar, are ubiquitous at the site.
Although sixteen different species are present in the site
assemblage, only gar and bowfin occur in any abundance.
The gar, including the shortnose and possibly the alligator
gar, suggest an emphasis on quiet pools in the river or
lakes (Pflieger 1975:69). The bowfin also suggests use of
Both gars
quiet pools, sloughs, and backwaters (1975:72).
and bowfins commonly rise to the surface to renew the air
supply in their swim bladders. They also both come into

Table 15-13.
Taxon

the shallows at night to feed (1975:72) and might have
offered easy targets for Native American spear and bow
hunters.
Size estimates for fish recovered at the Cedar Grove
site are given in Table 15-13 by MNI within midden,
feature, and burial contexts. Most of the fish recovered in
the macrolauna are from medium and large sized
individuals. Very large gars were dispatched by site
inhabitants. Some of these may represent kills of large
spring-spawning females who ventured into the shallows.
However, the seasonality interpretation is tenuous since gars
of all sizes also come to the surface to feed at night.
Presence of bigmouth buffalofish, largemouth bass,
white or yellow bass, and freshwater drum, suggest that
deep pools of larger rivers and lakes were also exploited.
Other taxa indicative of quiet water in the river or lakes
include black or white crappie, grass or chain pickerel,
black bullhead and gizzard shad. Black or smail.nouth
buffalofish, yellow bullhead, and channel catfish, could have
all been derived from sections of the river with current
along with spotted bass which prefers flowing water in large
streams and rivers (Pflieger 1975).
Given the diversity of fish available in the area, the
concentration on gar and bowfin is surprising. The high
representation of gar does not appear to be solely a
function of preservation biases. Other taxa, especially
suckers and catfish, also have dense skull elements which
would have been preserved.
Analysis of flotation samples increased the diversity of
fish in the site assemblage, and also increased the
proportion of small individuals in the assemblage. However,
the abundance of fish remains is still lower than anticipated
given the setting of the site and studies of fish utilization
in other riverine localities (e.g., Styles 1981). Fish were
commonly used, but there does not appear to have been a
definite emphasis on aquatic resources.

Size of fish recovered from the Cedar Grove site.
Size
Class

ha
fauna

88-96
192-200

1
2

Size class are in cm.

Taxon

Micro
fauna

Amis calva

Midden
Lepisosteus platostomus
Leoisoseus snatula

Lepisosteus sp.

40-48
48-56

ania calva
--

Ictiobus niger/bubalu
Ictalurus natalis
Mi ropterus sv.
Morone fp.
runriens
Aplodinotus

Feature
Lepisosteus platostomus
Lenisosteus spatula
Lepisosteus sp.

L,

64-72

4

80-88
88-96

1
2
1
4
4
1

24-32
32-40
40-48
56-64
32-40

1

24-32
24-32
8-16
16-24
24-32

1

72-80

1

80-88
200-208
288-296
32-40
40-48
48-56
64-72
80-88
88-96
96-104

1
1
1

120-128

1

08

Ictalurus punctatus

Ictiobus cvvrinellus

24-32
8-16

1

Ictinbus sp.
Centrarchidae

32-50
48-56
16-24
0-8
8-16
0-8

1
1
1
1
1
1

8-16

3

1

Leomiss sp.
Pocoxi

1
1

2
2
1

Ictalurus melas

1
1

ap.

Micropterus punctulatus
Micropterus salmoides
Micropterus sp.

8-16
16-24
16-24
24-32
24-32

1

Lepisosteus sp.
Amta calva
2
1
1
1

Ictiobus cvprinellus
lcciobus nirer/bubalus
Ic tiobus fp.
Centrachidae

40-48
56-64
0-8
24-3.
32-40
32-40
0-8
0-8
0-8

1

1
1
1
1
1

Burial

1

Micro
fauna

40-48
16-24

1

1

48-56

Macro
fauna

8-16
32-40

2
24-8

56-64

Size
Class

is shown.

MN!

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

I
2

J

FAUNA
Mussels were only commonly recovered in burial context
at this site, and were not abundant.
Mussels were procured
from a variety of aquatic habitats including quiet waters in
ponds, sloughs, and lakes (pond horn, floaters, slough
sand-snell), streams and rivers with current (buckhorn,
washboard, pocketbook), and quiet areas of streams and
rivers (fat mucket, floaters) (Parmalee 1967). Although
mussels were apparently valued as grave goods, they were
rarely preserved in habitation debris and apparently did not
represent important food items,

REGIONAL COMPARISONS
As indicated by Hemmings (1982) in his report on the
late Caddoan occupation at the Spirit Lake site, little is
known concerning late Caddoan faunal exploitation in the
Great Bend Region. Hemmings reports (1982) that the
following taxa were recovered at Spirit lake:
white-tailed
deer, raccoon, domestic dog, eastern mole, box turtle,
Deer
cooter or slider, gar fish, and mussel shell.
predominated in the assemblage at this site and mussels
were rare. The same pattern was noted at the Cedar
Grove site.
As a part of the overall Cedar Grove faunal analysis, a
small faunal assemblage from the nearby Sentell site,
another late Caddoan occupation, was examined at the
These data are presented in Table
Illinois State Museum.
Although only a small sample of fauna was available
15-14.
for analysis, the assemblage is grossly similar to that noted
for Ceoar Grove. Domestic pig from the Sentell site came
from a provenience unit which also yielded more recent
historic debris (Tubowitz, personal communication 1983)
detracting from the importance of this find.

/
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(1959:166), split bone awls, a bone chisel, bone discs, antler
projectile points, other pieces of worked antler, bear canine
pendants, conch shell vessels, marine shell beads, and mussel
shell hoes (1959:166-175).
Webb notes (1959:168) in this
discussion of Burial Pit 5 that "many fragments of animal
and fish bones" were scattered around some ceramic vessels.
Accumulations of fish, bird, and other animal bones were
also noted with other burials at Belcher.
This suggests that
animals, or portions of animals, were intentionally placed
with the deceased most likely as food offerings. Potential
food offerings were also noted for the Cedar Grove
assemblage.
Swanton's (1942) summaries of early descriptions of the
Caddo also provide another source for comparison. Swanton
(1942:135) notes the importance of deer as a food item.
He also provides excerpts which list other prey species
including waterfowl, rabbits, prairie chickens, herons, cranes,
"bustards", snakes, turkey, fish, bison, and bear.
He
surmises (1942:138) that "the essentially woodland character
of the culture of these people is shown in the surprisingly
large use made of fish."
He further records (1942:138) that
in 1719 the Kadohadacho along the Red River served La
Harpe a feast of smoke-dried fish.
The Cedar Grove site differs from our expectations
based on Swanton in that there appears to be more
emphasis on deer and perhaps less emphasis on fish than
would be expected. Although a wide variety of species
were used, including waterfowl, medium and small sized
mammals, turtles, and fish, the real subsistence focus
appears to have been on deer. Turkey may also have
constituted an important food item. Sparse occurrences of
bison and bear suggest that the inhabitants of the Cedar
Grove site sometimes used these animals, but not on a
regular basis.

CONCLUSIONS
-ible

5-l.

List 'f icrfauna recovered from screen
;amnles from the Sentell site (3LA1281
lffrnirents

Taxi'n
Pelecvpod
Fish
Trl ,nii .p.
I.xre
"lliuT

*

i,

r1

Marial

p,1/1
vlllu

minisr.1
"us-scrurfi
m,rvs -,urud,nss
vir:fnilnnus
iod
kuolleis
Vertebrate

~

'l

3
I

1gnawing,

The Cedar Grove site provided a relatively well
preserved faunal assemblage documenting late Caddoan
subsistence practices along the Red River in southwestern
Arkansas. Vertebrate and invertebrate remains were
preserved in midden, feature, and burial contexts at the
site. Contrasts in species distributions, burning patterns,

and human processing in these three contexts were

I/1

observed and described

7
,

Caddo Structure I
contained the best
Wiith
assemblage.
features show less

/1
2/I
I/dominated
I/I
I

.\ tme Belcher 'Sound and village site along the Red
River n northwestern Louisiana, ,ebb (19-131) -oncluded
tnat "Jeer proviJed the chief source of nainmal food. .
."
He also nited that bear renains were rare and that bison
was absent,
rhis pattern was also noted at the Cedar
6rove site where 3ison and bear were only sparsely
represented.
'Neoo lists six different fish taxa fron
felcnier.
&6ar was present, out freshwater drum was
lescriobed as :onnon. No quantkication is offered so it is
lifficuit to offer comparisons.
Mussel shells were nore
abundant in habitation debris at Beicher (1959:130) than
they were at Cedar Grove and different taxa were also
present.
Trese differences in fish and nussels -nay
primarily reflect differences in prixinal hydrologic settings.
Tne none artifacts recovered in village and ,rial
,ontext at ielcher resembled those recovered fran Cedar
_rove.
Present in the 1eIcher assemnblage were Jeer ulna
awis or punches, associated mith a burial in one instance

in this report.
Features within the
(FI5, 17, and 18) and a bone cache (Fll)
preserved faunal remains in the feature
the exception of the bone cache, these
deer than the midden deposits and also

show a higher diversity of species.
The midden is clearly
by mammal bone with bones from white-tailed
deer occurring in all levee transect units. The burial
assemblage differs from midden and features in the greater
abundance of freshwater mussel shell and in the higher
frequency of bone and shell artifacts.
Marine gastropods
including conch shell artifacts occur only in burial context.
Most of the faunal remains in the midden are burned
possibly as a means of garbage disposal before their
incorporation into the midden deposit.
Midden remains also
show higher frequencies of carnivore gnawing probably due
to increased exposure to dogs in the more open midden
deposits.
Although a diverse variety of species are present on
the site, the assemblage is clearly dominated by
white-tailed deer.
Woodland environments near the site
appear to have been the primary targets for subsistence
activities. Both deer and turkey were widely distributed at
the site.
Naterfowl and aquatic turtles were also present
but were not as abundant as the previous two species.
Fish
were widely distributed at the site and were clearly
dominated by gar.
Although fish, waterfowl, aquatic
turtles, and semiaquatic mammals were all used, there does
not appear to be an emphasis on the exploitation of aquatic
resources.
Abundances for aquatic and semiaquatic taxa are
lower than have been noted for earlier prehistoric sites in
major river valley settings. Freshwater mussels primarily
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occurred in burial context suggesting That they were valued
as grave goods but did not constitute important food items.
Tne faunal assemblage does not suggest emphasis on
any particular season. In fact, there were few seasonal
indicators in the assemblage. The green-winged teal in the
early Caddo midden could have been taken in the spring or
fall. The Canada goose and swan could have been procured
in the winter. The bald eagle remains suggest a winter kill
but tnese birds could have been curated and later interred.
A single piece of shed antler 'oud also reflect winter
activities at the site. However, deer and turkey could have
been procured yearround. Given resource availability in the
area, there is nothing to suggest that occupants could noi
have stayed at the locality on a long term basis, either
yearround or for multiple seasons. High waters in the
spring might have caused short term abandonment. It is
not possible to precisely define the season of occupation
from the faunal remains.
This report documents for the first time a well
preserved late Caddo faunal assemblage in the Red River
Valley of southwestern Arkansas. The excavation strategies
and recovery techniques have provided a collection of both
macrofauna and microfauna which can be used as baseline
data for further ,nvestigations of late Caddo faunal
exploitation.
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Chapter 16
BIOARCHEOLOGY OF THE CEDAR GROVE SITE
by Jerome C. Rose

Caddoan bioarcneology has received a moderate amount
of attention in the past, Dut there is as yet no synthetic
summary. The major reason for this is that none of the
oioarcheoiogists working with Caddoan skeletal series have
nade a ong term commitment to Gaddoan itoarcneoiogy
because of geographic distance from the Caddo area, lack
of funds, and the paucity of proolem-oriented archeology
.vitni the Gaddo region. Tis situation has begun to
change cring the last ten years primarily )ecause
arcneoiog sts nave odopted regional and ecotgicaly oriented
research rograns that are beginning to generate hypotheses
wnic are testable using bLoarcneological cata. The
cnanging tocus ot Gaddoan archeology will stimulate
prolen-orLented bioarcneological research that will in turn
encourage the production of syntnetic and well integrated
Caddoan b'ioarcheoiogy studies. It is hoped tnat the analysis
ot the Cedar Grove skeletal series will :na,e a small
contribution to this goal.
The primary purpose of the Cedar Grove oioarcheology
study is to provide a comprehensive analysis of the
prehistoric human skeletal remains from this site. This
report is the product of applying the complete range of
methodological and analytical resources available to the
itoarcneologist to achieving six specific objectives. The
first oioarcheological objective is to reconstruct the
mortuary program and social organization of the Cedar
'Demographic parameters, nonmetrLc skeletal
Grove Mite.
traits, and dental morphology are used to determine this
information. The second objective is to reconstruct the
proportion of maize included in the Cedar Grove diet.
Porotic hyperostosLs, sexual dimorphism, dental pathology,
and enamel microwear patterns are used to reconstruct the
Cedar Grove diet, which is then compared to other Fourche
\laine and Caddo skeletal samples. The third objective is
to assess the adaptive fitness of the Cedar Grove culture
within its specific ecological context and in relationship to
other Fourche \aline and Caddo groups. Childhood
probability of dying, indicators of childhood stress (i.e.,
Wilson bands), and paleopathology are used to estimate the
level of adaptive efficiency at Cedar Grove. The fourth
obiective is to integrate the bioarcheological data with that
obtained from the archeological, paleobotanical, and
paleozooiogical analyses. The fifth objective is to integrate
the demographic, dietary, and paleopathological analysis of
the Cedar Grove sample with the extant bioarcheological
literature of the Fourche Maline-Caddo sequence. The sixth
and final oioarcheological goal is to determine whether
there is any evidence of European contact at Cedar Grove
in the skeletal series,
METHODOLOGY
All skeletal material was received at the Osteology
Lao)ratory of the University of -rkansas directly from the
feld without any P)rocessing. Each burial was washed in a
50, Vi sol ition o; alcohol and water without immersion. The
dentition and delicate skeletal features (i.e., pubic

symphyses) were cleaned with 95% alcohol and a "water
pik." All the dirt removed from the bones was
waterscreened (3.2 mm hardware cloth) and examined for
small skeletal elements as well as floral and faunal remains,
which were separated for analysis by appropriate
investigators. Additional skeletal elements (i.e., phalanges,
sesamoid bones, etc.) were recovered by field flotation and
waterscreening of the grave fill. In every case, the
additional skeletal material was assignable to the
appropriate individual. All skeletal elements were labeled
with the appropriate accession numbers and all broken
pieces were reconstructed. The burials were arranged in
anatomical position for analysis. The burials were
inventoried, and all observations and measurements (after
Bass 1971) were then made while material necessary for
specialized analysis (i.e., molars for microscopic
observations; canines and incisors for histological analysis;
and pathologies for photography and radiography) were
separated out.
All human bone from nonburial areas were compared to
the numbered burials for possible matches and those items
not matching are listed at the end of the burial
descriptions. Sex was determined using a modification of
the procedures developed by Acsadi and Nemeskeri (1970).
Each morphological and metric feature useful in sex
determination was scored on a scale of -2 (hypermasculine)
to -2 (hyperfeminine) and a weighted mean score was
calculated to assign sex (see analysis forms, Appendix 11).
All criteria used for scoring were derived from the
published literature (Acsadi and Nemeskeri 1970; Bass 1971;
Brothwell 1972; Krogman 1962; Ubelaker 1978) and
standardized by seriation of all Caddo skeletal material
available in the University of -trkansas Osteology
Laboratory. After matching the morphological traits (i.e.,
mastoid, linea aspera, etc.) to the sexing standards, the
Cedar Grove skeletal material was seriated for each trait
to assure internal consistency and to check for idiosyncratic
variation. For example, the external occipital protuberance
and associated muscle attachments cannot be used in sex
determination among the Caddo because many females have
well developed protuberances, which would nave been
classified as a male character in other populations.
Reliability of each sex determination was assessed by
grouping all recorded observations from each burial into
four categories: (I) size and robusticity; (2) nuscle
attachments; (3) nonpelvic shape; and (4) pelvic norphology.
Sex determination was considered reliable if two or more
observations could be made from the pelvis and one other
category. Sex determination was considered less reliable if
observations were made from only two nonpelvic categories.
No sex determination was attempted on individuals younger
than 16 years of age.
Age determination of children employed dental
development standards (Demirpian and Levesque l980;
\loorrees et al. 1963a; 1963b; Schour and \Massler 1945;
SundicK 1972). Long bone length-age regressions derived
from the published literature (see Bass 1979 and Uibelaker
1978) were used to confirm one age estimate where the
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dental data were not complete. Juveniles were aged by
epiphyseal closure using published standards (Bass 1971;
Adults were aged by
Brothwell 1972; Krogman 1962).
degenerative changes of the pubic symphysis using models
for both males (IcKern and Stewart 1957) and females
Because these two techniques
(Gilbert and McKern 1973).
are most reliable in the younger age categories, the Todd
technique, which consists of both photographs and written
descriptions of the pubic standards, was also employed to
In
prevent systematic underestimation of age (Todd 1920).
addition a technique based on the degenerative changes of
the sacral surface of the ilium was also employed (Lovejoy,
The technique consists of a
personal communication).
description and photograph for each five year adult age
An age assignment was made only after all the
category.
Pelvic age criteria could
above techniques were reconciled.
be used in all but one case, where age was determined by
All crania from aged
dental attrition and suture closure.
individuals were seriated by suture closure and dental
attrition, and the unknown skull was then aged by the best
fit into this series,
All bones were examined macroscopically and with the
aid of a stereomicroscope for identifications of pathological
lesions. Each lesion was diagnosed using comparative
collections and the published paleopathology literature (e.g.,
Brothwell and Sandison 1967; Buikstra 1981; Steinbock 1976).
Each lesion was described and photographed, prior to being
radiographed and independently diagnosed using clinical
Final diagnosis resulted from
radiographic interpretation.
mutual concordance of both the clinical and paleoPeriosteal reactions and
pathological interpretations.
porotic hyperostosis were classified as either active or
healing using the criteria established by Mensforth et al.
(1978).
All pathological lesions were grouped into etiological
categories (i.e., infections, porotic nyperostosis,
developmental anomalies, osteopnytosis, osteoarthritis,
trauma, and neoplasms) for epidenoiogical analysis and
comparison with the published information from other
skeletal collections. Where the published literature
contained sufficient descriptions concerning the paieopatnology of the Caddo and Fourcne Maline, the diagnoses
were altered to conform to the data from Cedar Grove.
The dentitions were inventoried and scored for caries,
dental attrition, aoscessr~g, calculus deposits, agenesis,
Each tooth
a.:etortemn exfoliation, and dental morphology.
was examined with a snarp dental explorer under good
Ll1u'nination, using a itere-,ricroscope where e essary.
Caries were identified by penetration of the enamel surface
b, tne dental explorer and recorded by tootr surface (i.e.,
occlusal, smooth surface, cervical, interproximal, and root)
following the procedures of Moore and Corbett (1971).
Adult caries rates were calculated by tooth type (e.g.,
molars), total observed teeth, and mean caries per
individual.
Quantification of dental attrition employed the
Scott (1979) system which scores each molar occlusal
surface quadrant from one to ten on the basis of the
proportional area of enamel wear facets and remaining
enamel when the dentin is exposed. The total score for
each molar (which can range between 0 and 40) was
determined by summing the scores of the four quadrants.
Because there is, as yet, little comparative data using the
Scott method, molar attrition was also scored using the
This method requires matching the
Murphy (1959) system.
amount of dentin exposure to standardized drawings which
Mean
have been assigned scores between zero and nine.
scores for each molar type (i.e., first, second, and third)
were calclated for comparison with other skeletal series,
Abscesses were scored by the presence of observable
Rates were
iramage passages in tme mandible and maxilla.
Anternortem
calculated by abscesses per observable bone.
tooth loss was differentiated from postmortem loss by the
presence of remodeling activity within the surface of the
tooth sockets.
As a complement to the attrition analysis used in
dietary reconstruction, the molar surfaces were observed
with the scanning electron microscope tRose et al. 1979;

Rose 1981; 1,yan 1979; Walker 1976; Walker et al. 1978).
Ten mandib.,lar second molars were selected for examination
and cleaned in a sonic cleaner with alcohol. The crowns
were remov,!d from their roots, mounted on aluminum stubs,
and coated with 17.3 nanometers of gold (P.I.I. sputtering
system).
The mesio-lingual cusp was marked and the
specimen mounted in an I.S.I. 60 scanning electron
microscope set at a beam angle of 150 and a voltage of 30
KV.
Each mesio-lingual cusp was photographed (Polaroid
type 55 /-film) at low magnification (i.e., 15-20X). The
surface of each cusp was examined at 500 magnifications
and two to four micrographs were taken at 1500
magnifications to represent the surface topography of the
The procedures employed wer.. bandardized for
cusp.
comparability to the other skeletal populations previously
studied in the University of Arkansas Osteology Laboratory.
The number of striations were counted and their widths
were measured with Helios dial calipers on the 1500
The enamel surface topography
magnification micrographs.
was described and compared to similar micrographs from
other skeletal series.
The most reliable indicators of adaptive efficiency are
childhood mortality and morbidity rates whicn could not Do
determined from the small suoadult Cedar Grove sample.
However, it has been demonstrated that nistological defects
observed in the enamel of adults can be used to reconstruct
childhood morbidity patterns (Rose 1977, 1979; Rose et al.
Eleven mandibular canines, one
1978; Lallo and Rose 1979).
maxillary canine and eleven maxillary central incisors
representing twelve individuals were selected for histolog;cal
Each tooth was photographed and neasured prior
analysis.
The teeth were placed upon an epoxy
to embeddiig.
(Buehler Epo-Mix Epoxide) platform within a disposable
mold. The teeth were covered with epoxy and placed under
The molds were
vacuum until all buboles were eliminated.
placed in a pressure chamber at 50 psi nitrogen and
maintained at 50' C for twelve hours. A longitudinal
bucco-lingual cut was then made through the central axis of
The cut surface
each tooth with a low speed diamond saw.
of the block was mounted with epoxy onto a frosted
petrographic slide. The surplus section block was removed
with the diamond saw leaving a 75 micrometer section
The sections were thinned with 600
affixed to the slide.
Each
grit silicon carbide papers on a motorized grinder.
section was polished with 6 micrometer diamond paste on a
nylon cloth for 10 minutes, and then 0.25 micrometer
dia-mond paste on texmet for 10 minutes using automated
Final polishing employed 0.35
Buehler low speed polishers.
micrometer alumina on a microcloth for one to three
minutes. Each section was etched for 15 seconds in a one
nor-nal dilution of hydrochloric acid and rinsed in tap water
prior to dehydration in 953b alcohol. Each section was
examined for Wilson bands and hypoplasias at 160
magnifications using a Zeiss Standard 18 microscope
equipped with both transmitted light and reflected light
Nomarski optics. The criteria for defining Wilson bands and
hypoplasias, as well as the data for calculating the age of
incidence, are derived from Condon (1980).
Genetic variation both within the Cedar Grove sample
and between Cedar Grove and other Caddoan skeletal series
can be calculated using both metric and nonmetric (i.e.,
Because it has been demonstrated that
epigenetic) data.
Caddoan skeletal remains are frequently too fragmentary for
metric analysis (Loveland 1980) only epigenetic data could
be compared between Cedar Grove and oth'er skeletal series.
A total of 31 cranial and nine postcranial noniietrc traits
were scored using the system developed by Buikstra 11976;
This system scores each trait as
personal communication).
not observable, absent, or present in one to tour possible
variants. The Cedar Grove dentitions were scored for
twenty morphological traits using the methodology and
standard dental casts developed by Turner (1970; Turner and
Fach trait was
Hanihara 1977; Turner and Swindler 1978).
scored as not observable, absent, or present in one to nine
possible variants.
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R.ESULTS

~ecollected

The iiscussion )i
-,ata .a t)receced Dv a
ie~aIelj gescription at each zuria! with a etaiiecl taDkiar
summnary nrientorv. avaiiaoie .n Appenoix X11. This aosroacn
iias i'nacooDtei '.:) fac.,itate comparison 3i 'me .cr*
s i-iiins w~ith !utare anaLyses.
aural Descriptians
Burial 1. (Figure 10-1) This infant, 12 to 13 'nont~is
of age, mas interred as a Single primary burial in an
extended supine positionl. the lower extremities (i.e., tibiae
ana Z.OUiae) were removed during grave preparation for
HistOriC 3urial 49. The burial was additionally disturbed by
stripping activities in preparation for archeological
excavation. The skeleton is in a good state of preservation
vi:- te foilowing sKeletal components oeing represented:
tne i-,%t shoulider and ar-n; ribs and vertebrae, pivis: :tott,
:ernra; )CCIpital frag-ments; and -nost ai the -nanoLile.
T-,e %4r iumer is inof; snows perioStitis anu expansion Af
mne :art~cai :)one F r
6-L). -\.t Least three ri:3
!ra'm-ents .i~so no, Deriosteal reactions. 3utts 'e-nurA
iLs:.Ay oe otaisr~atiowVi and ?itting aion4 -,e :iaon--is.
.-ese pavnoioi'icat esions are indicative Af a .(enerajizel
nfv 'on.
Figure lb-2.
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Figure 16-4.
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Right humerus Of alurial I. snowing
active periostis and proliferation of
the cortical bone (scale in cm)

Bloal 2. 'Fijure !0-2) This child of unknown age
consists entirely )f I ) cranial fragments whichs were found
association
m,tn an '-agle skeleton. The general
in
1,, imnrance )f this area ov stripping and tne proxivnity to
+,~i L uggests ,,hat zhese cranial fragments belong to
',r;ji
1. jie only evidence to the contrary ks that on
'iuriaiS I d 2 nave an atlas (i.e.. first !ervical verteorae).
.).tstite *,)is n)one *;uplication, the most reasonasole
Ln-roretation is 'hat these -ranial fragnents oeiong with
5-ral
Iand
wiy
ll qencefortn ae reierred to as lBurial

Y

I
Figure 16-3.

C

-

0

Frontal view of the skull of Burial 3.
which snows the facial .isymmety and
abscessed right canine (arrow)
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Figure lx,-4.

0

Occiusdl view of thie mandible of
nurial i, showing the frequent occlusal
caries, the almost complete
destruction of tne lfet third molar
(arrow), and the antemortem loss of
three other molars (scale in cm)

Figure

'

Figure

lt"-5.

Interior view of the third throracic
vertebra of Burial 3 showing thr
extensive osteoarthritis of the
articular facets (arrow) (scale in cm)

20

30

Lateral view of the left tibia of bu,,a.
3 snowing the ossified subperiosteaJ
hemorrhage (arrow) which terminates
in a postmortem breakt (scale in cm)

maxillary incisors and canines as well as the conmpietdestruction and abscessing of the right caniune. The iire*
two left maxillary molars display cervical caries, wniie trie
left maxillary seconoz molar has a pit and fissure carie.
The mandinular molars ad! have either occlusa. :aries or
.
Nave been lestroved anG los: premonter ,)i cario.i ,
(Figure 16-4). Tne Door oenta; hcaltrn of huria. -a zd D
attributed to vie Dresence o4 *toe overoite an: 7-):~j..
The first three cervica,
erare exn.:; ore -.oow-:
11mearticuia- surface., an:: osteoprivtosis.
Ai, t~ejve
mroraciz: vertenrae exrsiol:. osteoartoritis of toe articu'a,
facets anc cost.., 0its ( i~ure 16_-5).
Tone Iel: t.,D., exm
a veniformr ossifiec subperiosteal hemorrnage along o
pseior asoec: of toe miasnalt (Figure 16-01.
)ne
sesamoid Done is associated witio the right hart::, one wi,
the rignatfoot, and two with toe left foot. The seco-z
ohafange of tne bi6 toe snows extensive artnritic oestruzt)i,
of toe dista. )oinT probtably due to trauma.

Trhe cranium exhibits minor healed poroti: pitting of
:n priras nooccipital. The cranium does no* sho anNo
cranial deformation. while the lace displays a severe
asvmrnetr%. anterior prognathis-n and malocclusion ti.e.,
ovrie g(iures i6-2 and 16-3). The mal3cclusion Wa t. e
contr~ojinnd *actor to extensive interbroxima, caries o: tiw

ol

16-6.

10

This femnale, 20 to 24 years of
burial ii. (Figure 10-4)
age, was interred as a primary single burial in an extence:
supine position. This burial is excellently preserved anc
represented by a complete cranial and postcranial skeleton
except the left foot which was removed by Historic Bur~al

39.

The right arm was displaced but not damaged b%'

H-istoric Burial 40.
The cranium displays active porotic pitting of the
iron deficiency
parietals and occipitial indicating a mildmild
attrition,
anemia. Tne maxillarv dentition shows
occlusal caries on all' molars, and evidence of an anterior
numerous
also
have
mandibular
molars
overbite. The
occl usal caries and slight attrition. A supernu-nerarN
unerupted premolar is located just inferior to the ie!*t
second pre-nolar (Figure 16-7).
Toe vertebral bodies exhibit a series of Smooth snallo"
lytic lesions on toe superior surfaces of thoracic 11 an5 12.
lumbar 5 and on toe inferior surfaces of thoracic 100 anc
(Figure 16-S). Tnese lesions are not pathological in nature.
but COUld reoresent the earl.s stages of a progressive
condition. both clavicles snoa' the inCIbient oevelobment of
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Figure 16-7.

Occlusal view of mandible from Burial
, which shows numerous occlusal
caries and an inerupted supernumery
?remoiar (Arrow) (scale in cm

Figure 16-9.

Posterior view of the distal left femur
,)f Burial 4 snowing destructive
periosteal lesion at the insertion ooint
for the gastrocnemiaa 'nuscie Adrr owi
scale in cm)

gastrocnemius muscle inserts at this point. r wo sesamoic
oiones are associated with the left hand And two mitn the
he;f
teot.sov
exetin
rin
Burial 5. (Figure :-5) This male, 15 to 39 years. was
interred as a primary single burial in an extended supine

.r-niin

[oserair

~iIT~ ~~Tm
I

0
Figure 16-9.
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.40

Antetrior view of the eleventh thoracic
vertebra of Burial 4 showing smooth
walled lytic lesion (arrow) (scale in
cm)

i rnomooid !ossa (nonpathological) on the inferior surface of
thejisal
te laphysi.)reservation
nd f
Th)e superior one-quarter of the I It hiumerus, tibiae,
and femnora snow pitting and striations indicative of a
nealed a)eriosteal reaction attributable to a juvenile
-ite,:*ian. Both femrora nave active lestrictive )eriasteai
1Jst
-in tie posterior surface o1 the liaphvsis
r -cti5
sup-'i r -othe -iedial epicondvle 7;gijre 16-0). The

Historic Burial bil, the
as dsrydby
madil (wic
xilt
remandeoftheskeleton iscopeeain
h mandibular dentition shows ,itt:e attrition.
ievee
crwain ofthe incisors and can'IneS. 3cclusai caries
on the second mnolars, and complete -Jestrucian of vle third
molars -by carious activity. The left glenoid cavity ias a
small aseptic necrosis in the center of the articiiar surface
which may tie the initial stage of joirnt degeneration lFigure
16-10). The twelfth thoracic vertebra has an enlarged
(osteoartnritic degeneration) costal pit on the eft siae
(Figure 16-11) which is attributed to trauma because a ciet
ri fragment also shows healed fracture. 3ott !e-nara
nave a small destructive lesion located just superior to the
mal sepcdoyeonat (the.inertin
dergipton ofe
of the gastrochemius muscle. The left lesion conforns to

tto)wietergtlcsheenalnodule k~.

iu)

which is frequently missing in archeological specimens
(Figure 16-12). The second phalange of the left tnirl toe
has a healed fracture. Four sesamoid ones mere recovered
during flotation, one of which is associated with the right
foo~t. two with the left, and one unknown.
Burial 6. kFigure 10-6) This eight year old cinild was
nterred as a primary single burial in an extended supine
position. The s~releton is in an excellent state o1
and is complete fromn the s~ull to the !uh-oar
vertebrae, whiere it was truncated by Hfistoric Burial ;6.
Hland bones, left pelvic fragments, And nie rint Niia were
recovered from the grave shaft fill of Historic Burial 66,
.14 pathdooiit5 mere observed. A circular leoress,on
located at the occioital protuberance was -toted. T.'uis traizz
i'tehL'iin
h
.5-acirled from southenAkna
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Figure

lb-10.

Figure

Lateral view of the left glenoid
articular surface of Burial 5 showing a
small aseptic necrosis (arrow) (scale in
cm)

20

10
lb-I I.
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lateral view of the twelfth thoracic
vertebra from Burial 5 showing
osteoartrtritic degeneration of the
costal pit larrow) (scale in cm)
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Figure 16-12.

Posterior view of the distal left lemur
from Burial 5 showing ostoid osteoma
with central radus (arrow) (scale in
cm)

10
Figure 16-13.

Left lateral view of the skull from
Burial 7 showing cranial deformation
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Figure 16-16.

Figure 16-1l1.

Frontal view of Skull from Burial

7

I23)

Occlusal view of maxillary dentiton
from Burial 3 showing rotation and
developmental detect of the r ight
second premolar (arrowt, as well as
the absence (agenesis) of the left
second molar (scale in cm)

ay Ardlicka (1909) and subsequently among prehi stori C .addo
groups from Arkansas and 3klanoma kUhivers tV Of Arkansas
collections). The existence of this feature in a y~oung child
argues for a genetic origin rather than the result of muscte
development (Rose et al. 1981).
Burial 7. (Figure 10-7) This -nale. 2')to0
vears at
age, was interred as a primnary single ouriai in an extenrec
iupine
osin.This indivi-uai .s in an exce.;eri: i:ate 31
preservation and represented DV a Co- ;)ere ::--a; and
postcranial skeleton. The parietais and 3cccipital exhiai:
minor porotic pittin-g. The craniuim is artificiaily deforme!
and resernoles the parallelo-fronto-occipi tat type estaoiisnea
by Newman (1941) (Figure 16-13). In contrast to previous
burials the face is symmetrical and the right maxillary
n olars all have occlusal caries as well as do the et
second molars (Figure 16-14). All second and third
mandibular molars have occlusal caries. The right clavicle
has a well developed rhomboid fossa on the interior surface
of the medial end (Figure 16-15). The right scapula slows
a small aseptic necrosis in the middle of the glenoid cavity.
Both fernora have an erosive periosteal reaction just
superior to the posterior margin of the medial epicondyle.

110 0 20
2030
30
Figure 16-15.

Burial S. (Figure 10-8) This male, 35 to 39 years of
age, was interred as a primary single burial in an extended
supine position. This individual is in an excellent state of

40preservation
and represented by a complete cranial and
40post~cranial skeleton.
The maxillary dentition shows

Interior view of right clavicle from
B~urial 7 showing well developed
rhomboid fousa (arrow) (scale in cmn)

moderate attrition and occlusal caries on all molars.
Although exhibiting normal occlusion, the right maxillary
second premolar is rotated 45 and has a large fracture or
developmental defect along the distal border (Figure 16-[6)l.
The left maxillary second molar is developrnen tall Y absent
(agenesis). The mandibular molars are also subjected to
occlusal caries. The left nandibular second :nolar never
leveloped (agenesis), wnile the rignt second moiar 5s
aonormally underdeveloped (i.e., only four Zusps and smaller
.rhan !30th the first and third moiarsl (Fizure 16-17).
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tjr~er cie. T~e tOUT'th thsoracic vertebra has a neaieo
fractuire 31 the spinous process.
Tne eigntzs, tentrk, and eleventh trioracic verteorae nave
smooth snallow lytic depressions on the inferior surface of
tne body, while the twelftht vertebra aas a siiliar
depression on the superior surface. Th eleventh and tweitt.,
thoracic vertebrae have both osteoarthritis of mhe articular
facets and osteophytosis of the Dody margins.
both tibiae are thickened and the surface texture is
characteristic of generalized healed periostitis (Figure
16-18). Both fibulae also display patches of nealed
periostitis along the shaft. Radiographic observation
indicates the presence of a diffuse homogeneous increase in
bone density of the humeri, vertebrae, and tibiae. Both tne
dry bone and rad~ographs are consistent with a Clinical
diagnosis of myelofibrosis, which is characterized by a
slowly progressive splehomegaly with a diffuse metaplasia,
characteristically found in middle aged individuals (Anderson
and Scotti 1972).
__

Burial 9. (Figure 10-9) This male, in excess of 5
years of age, was interred as a primary single burial in an.
fragmented, this individual is represented by a complete

Figure 16-L7.

Occlusal view of mandible from Burial
S showing agenesis of the left second
molar and underdevelopment of the
right second molar (arrow) (scale in cii)

The gienoic cavity ot tne left% scapula shows the ILiti&.
stages of osteoartriric lipping and degeneration of the
articular surface. The metacarpal o! tne fiftn digit of tne
right n)Ana shows a healed fracture, while the metatarsal of
tne fifth toe of the rignt foot snows sclerotic thickening
and Periostitis. The right costa! pit of the tenth thoracic
verteora is aistortec ON osteoartnritis ant is associateo wit :
a r.::,
ic nas a nealec fracture iust Anterior to the

Figure It-IlL

cranial and postcranial skeleton. The parietals and occipital
bones show minor porotic pitting. The left interior nasal
concha displays sclerotic thickening while the left maxillar.,
sinus contains a Oony-fitirous deposit. Eignt of the
maxillary teethi were lost premortem, five of these as a
result of auscessing (Figure 16-!9). Dentai attritio' is
severe and resulted in exposure of the pulp and suDseiquent
aDScessing. The mandibular right first and left third molars
have been lost prernortemn. This premortemn loss can be
attributed to either pulp exposure by attrition or carious
activity.
The following Joints all show evidence of progressive
osteoarthritis. glenoid cavity of left scapula; rignt: humerus
head; trochlea and capitulum of both numerli; heads of both
radii: olecranon process of the right ulna; mnetacarpals and
phalange of the left thumb; and metatarsals and phalanges
o! Doth big toes. The right inferior articilar surface of :
axis has extensive arthritic degeneration. All lurnoar

Anterior view of both tibiae from burial 9 showing the generalized thi~cening and
rough periosteal surface (scale in cm)
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vertebrae snow both osteoartflritis and isteDohvtosis. Two
lunm)ar vertebrae nave collapsed and ootn snow evidence Af
iytic z4epressions an the superior surf.aces of the ciodies.
Siquatting facets are tound on 'he medial condyl of tne left
.e-iur and ateral condyl of tne right femnur.
3otn :ioiae are swollen With evidence at nealed
periostitis, also found on the rignt fibujla. There is a thin
.;,ge if traoeculated bone (2 cm, long) located along the
lateral edge of the distal one quarter )f the right tibia
shaft (Figure 16-,:0). There is a large oony process (3.0 x
1.5 x 1.5 cm) located at the attachment of the soleus
muscle on the left tibia (Figure 16-21). Both of these bony
projections could be either developmental (i.e., functionally
produced) or possibly benign osteochondromas.
Burial L0. (Figures 10-10 and 10-11)

This 12 to 15

year old juvenile of unknown sex was interred as a primary
in an excellent state of preservation and is represented DY
a complete cranial and postcranial skeieton. D~espite the
young age all molars have occlusal caries. The sagittal
suture
completely fused indicating a Possible
scapnocepnaiic condition, which cannot zoe verified because
if tne distorted 'postmortem) and fragmented riature of the
zraniUM. The inferior-medial surface df thie it clavicle has
a meil Jefined rhomooid Iossa. Both femnora nave a
iestructive lesion just superior to the posterior aspect of
-tie -iecial epicondyle (insertion site at the ,-astrocnemius
'nuscle).
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3urial 11. (Figure 10-12) This femnale, 46 to 50 years
nk age, vas interred as a primary 3ingie ourial .n an
ex~enced sujpi ne position. This o)uriai -vas truncated through
me )e!VLS and legs ov Historic Burial 9. it Mas further
,istartied ivhen a oacknoe remnoved Historic Fburial 9 or
,tour:ai luring the summer of 08S0. It ivas also crushed ay
mhe -ieavv machinery used during the striDPing of the site.

Figure

16-20.

Lateral view of right tibia from Burial
showing ridge of traoecutated tione
icircle) (scale in cm)
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Figure 16P-19.
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Occlusal view of maxillary dentitions
froin Burial 9 showing premortemn
tooth loss, extensive carious
,;estruction, and exposure of the pulp
chamber by attrition (arrow) (scale in
cmi)

Figure 16-21.
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Lateral view of left tibia from Burial
9 showing large bone process on the
posterior aspect (circle) (scale in cm)
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present ": iign., Ird~g'enrec. Tne
rjn- s.is
postsrnia, s~eteton is aoeqiatei representec Detw'een the

A,;-

cervi .
verteorae ano pe,vis. Fragments of tne ieft tioa
werv- recoverej !ror, the grave snaft ill of Historic Bura;
mandiole and :naxilia are
9.
The teeth of botm in
exensively worn and a total of four abscesses resulted fro.n
exposure of the puip by attrition. All thoracic vertebrae

",

displa, extensive osieoartnritis o! tne articular facets wnicn
would have severely limited spinai inooilt).
One right
metacarpal has a healed fracture and osteoartnritis.
Burial 12. (Figure 10-13) This male, 30 to 34 years of
age, was interred as a primary single burial in an extended
supine position.
This burial is in excellent state of
preservation, but was truncated just below the pelvis by
Historical Burial 77.
The parietal. and occipital display
moderate porotic pitting. There are two symmetrical
depressions (2.5 x 5.0 cm) in the parietals just anterior to
the lambdoidal suture (Figure 16-22). The anomalies result
t.from depression and modifications of the outer table and

0
;
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Figure

lb-22.

"

Posterior vie-w of the cranium from
burial 12 showing symmetrical
depressions of the parietals (arrow)

and do not involve the inner table with the
of a small (1.0 x 0.5 cm) erosion through the
The maxillary first
inner table within the right depression.
molars are absent premortem to carious activity, whiie the
second molars both have caries and the maxillary incisors
all have interproximal caries. The tnird molars are
Tne first molars of the
developmentally absent (agenesis).
mand;ole are also destroyed by carious activit,, whiie the
re-ainir.g molars all nave caries.
The left central

.trabeculae,

-nandio-iar incisor is congen;taliv absen! (agenesis). wn:ie
tne right second premolar is missn& tne mesia: portion a!
tne crown (developmental disturbance) (Figure 16-23).
Both ulnae have minor arthritic lipoing of the proximal
anterior ioint surface.
The first thoracic vertebrae has a
healed Iracture of the spinous process and arthritic
degeneration of the left superior articular process.
Burial 13. (Figure 10-14) This nine month old infant
was interred witnin a house floor (Caddo Structure 1) as a
primary singie buria in an extendec supine position. Tne
buriaii is poorly preserved an representec by: fragments of
the occipital anc mandible: t.vo deciduous tooth Duos:
vertebrae ano rio fragments; left pelvis; anc fragments o:
al. lonL. bones.
Active proliferative periostitis is fount on
tnhe oiapnyses of tne right femur, DOth tibiae, anc Dlt.'
Tnis is indicative of a-sive generaiizec nfe:tior.
Aiifuae.

,t,
r

Tnis maie, 35 to 39 years of
Burial 14. (Figure 10-15)
age, was interrec as a primary single ouriai in an extende:
supine position. This burial is in an excellent state of
preservation with the exception of the distal three quarters
of the left tibia and toot which were destroyed by Historic
Burial 23.
The cranium displays minor pitting of the
parietals and occipital, as well as a depressed occipital
protuberance. Both maxillary second premolars have been
destroyed by caries. The right first molar has an
The mandibular right second molar and
interproximal care.
left second premolar have been lost premortem, while the

riheond and third molar have been almost destroyed by
caries.

Figure

1i-

2 3

.

Occlusal view of the mandible from
burial 12 snowing agenesis of the left
central incisor and developmental
iefect of the right second premolar
%arrow) (scale in cm)

The right clavicle has a moderately developed rhomboid
Thoracic vertebrae I I
fossa on the anterior medial surface.
and 12 show osteoarthritic deformation of the costal pits of
the body which correspond to a proliferative condition on
the ribs.
The right ulna has a healed fracture of the distal
one quarter of the diaphysis (Figure 16-24). The right
femur has a slight trabeculated porosity located Iust
superior to the posterior-medial epicondyle which mighn
represent the initial stages of the condition observec in the
ote r- burials. Both tibiae have lateral squatting facets.
The rignt hand has three sesamoid bones, while the left nas
t%o.
Two sesamoid bones were recovered D flotation lrOT
the toot area.
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IC.'.lAN 304E RECOVERED FROM NONiBURIAL ARZEA5
30-i209-34;

5.2

31;

niOen;
n
vic.nitv )z 3ur:ais 3 an,1

.- 209-6G2; S5i,-92 E79.45; extension ut 3ac~noe
Trencn 2; nanoidular second deciduous moiar witn arge

:arie.
50-1209-195; E175 $65; column sample, 0-10 cn,
between Burials 3 and 4; transverse process of verteora
30-1209-433; midden; east of Burial 1; unfused femur

eplpnysis
30-1209-438; east muck ditch south of Backhoe Trench
1; soutrn and east of Burial I unfused kiium, possioly from
fetus or neonate.

Figure

16-24.

S0-1209-446; west muck Jitcn, ,vest if Levee Transect
'nits 7 and 3, south and east of curiai; iouit -netacarpal
;etrous portion of the temporal oone

Lateral view of the right ulna from
'3urial 14 showing healed fracture
karrow) (scale in cm)

,eneral -nidden, vest of evee; proximal
0-1209-537:
ane-nalf of immat ire left tioia; diapnysLal fragment )f
miatire riumer.js
30-1209-746: midden, Levee Transect ''nit 10. cetween
ouriai 1roups A and C; numan femur, water worn and

?artia ly

dossiiized

None of the aoove human bones oelong to any cmi tne
excavateo orenistoric buriais.
It is common 'o find human
',.'
:~
t
r l

--

.,"*
"

ones scattered across prenistoric sites ana no signiicance
an oettributed to these finds. The vaterworn e nur
.30-1209-746) indicates that some of the material could
nave been deposited by flood water.

SEXUAL

The small sample size of the Cedar Grove skeletal
saries makes analysis of sexual dimorphism difficult and all
conclusions must be tentative.
Ail morpnological
characteristics (i.e., linea aspera, mastoid process, sc:atic
notc-., etc.) are comparable to similar series )t aaco
skeietons .rom Arkansas and Oklanomna housed at tie
2tmiversivty of -Arkansas. One notable feature is the veil
developed female external occipital protuberance.
'Vell
developed female occipital protuberances (i.e., within or

,3

-'

--

,

.

I I I lii IIi

111 I

exceeding the male range) have been reported by both

(1909) and Rose (Rose et al. 1981 and Rose 1981)
for skeletons from eastern Oklahoma, southern Arkansas,

iHrdlicka

0

01

20

30
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northern Louisiana, and Mississippi.

This feature appears to

be commonly found in non-Mississippian (cultural designation)
skeletal series throughout the Trans-Vississipp South,
We
have been working on this trait for four years now with

both physical anthropologists and anatomists.
Figure

16-25.

Right tibia and fibula from Burial L5
showing extensive periosteal reaction
and expansion of the cortex (scale in
cm)

Burial 15. (Figure 10-16) This six year old child was
interred as a single primary burial within a house structure
in a semiflexed position on its left side.
The burial is in
poor condition with a fairly complete but fragmented
cranial and postcranial skeleton. The feet are missing due
to disturbance 1v a bulldozer trench. Both left deciduous
molars have occlusal caries.
One thoracic vertebra shows
r:ornpite degeneration of the body, while another has large
Cir--iiar isons.
Tie *mgmt tibia and fibula show periosteal
-eactioni Fig,,re 16-25) indicative of generalized infection,

The action of

most of the muscles involved in the hyperdevelopment of
the occipital proturberance do not seem to be used with a
tump line. However, research is continuing.
Although metric analysis is hampered by the small
number of females (3) from Cedar Grove, the often
incomplete skeletons, and the paucity of comparative data,
some conclusions can be drawn. Table 16-I lists the means
for males and females of two frequently found
measurements (i.e., femur shaft circumference and femur
head diameter) obtained fromn seven skeletal series. The
McCutchan-McLaughlin site represents the Fourche Maline
of Oklahoma and 22LO530-221T537 represents the Late
W'oodland of Mississippi.
The Cooper Lake group represents
Caddo I and [I, while Kaufman-Williams, Kaufman, and
Roden represent Caddo IV sites. (Table 16-2 indicates the
references for these and other sites discussed in this
.'naoter.) Examination of these means reveals that tioth
males and females from the .,'oodland ind Fourcne \aline
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Table 16-1.

Measures of sexual dimorphism of sexed individuals using the femur midshaft circumference and
femur head diameter
Femur Midshaft Circumference
Females
Males
N
M
N
M
S.D.
6
7.55
10
8.38
0.33
22LO530,22IT537
7.50
8.30
0.70
8
9
McCutchan-McLaughlin
6
7
Cooper Lake
24
7.89
23
8.78
0.57
Kaufman-Williams
8
6
Kaufman
9
6
Roden
2
7.80
0.23
5
9.04
Cedar Grove
Site

Period
Late Woodland
Fourche Maline
Caddo I and II
Caddo IV
Caddo IV
Caddo IV
Caddo V

Table 16-2.

0.57

4.65
4.56
4.59
4.60
4.64

0.24
0.20
C.11

4.16
4.05
4.06
4.2
4.1

0.19
0.14
n.14

Alphabetical list of archeological sites with associated burials used in the
Cedar Grove biarcheological comparative analysis

Belcher Mound

A large Caddo II site in Caddo Parish La.
(Webb 1944; 1959)
Bentsen-Clark A Caddo II site along the Red River in
Texas (Buikstra and Fowler 1975)
Cooper Lake
A group of five sites from eastern
Texas assigned to Caddo I/Il period
(Hyatt and Doehner 1975)
Copeland Ridge A Caddo TV site (3CL195) in Ouachita
region of Arkansas (unpublished uata,
University of Arkansas; Powell and
Rogers 1980)
Crenshaw
Large ceremonial center that produced
eight Caddo I skulls (Powell 1977)
Ferguson
A mound site in southwest Arkansas
that produced both Fourche Maline and
Caddo I burials (unpublished data,
Universitv of Arkansas)
Gahagan Mound A small Caddo I component site located
in Red River Parish LA (Colquitt and
Webb 1940)
Hazel
A large Mississippian site in northeast
Arkansas (3PO6) (unpublished data,
Universitv of Arkansas)
Hedves
A Caddo IV site (3HS60) in the Ouachita
region of Arkansas (Unpublished data,
University of Arkansas; Powell and
Rovers 1980)
Horton
A Cadde I site in Oklahoma (Brues 1958)
(,ar) Kaufman

S.D.
0.39
0.50

Femur Head Diameter
Females
Males
S.D.
H
S.D.
M
3.85
0.15
4,42
0.20

Kaufman-Williams
Libben

McCutchanMcLoughlin
Mahaffey
Morris
Nagle
Roden

Sam and Wann
Standridge

22Lo530, 221t537

A Caddo IV site along the Red River in
Texas, The other half of (Sam) Kaufman
A large Late Woodland cemetery in Ohio.
(Boyd 1978; Rose 1981; Rose and Boyd
1978; Mensforth et al. 1978)
A Fourche Maline site from eastern
Oklahoma (Powell and Rogers 1980)
A Fourche Maline site in easter Oklahoma (Perino and Bennett 1978; unpublished data, University of Arkansas)
A Caddo II site in Oklahoma (Brues 1959)
A Caddo II site in Oklahoma (Brues 1957)
A laige Caddo site with skeletal
material from both Caddo II and IV in
eastern Oklahoma. This site is contemporaneous and shows close contact with
Sam Kaufman and Kaufman-Williams site
(Perino 1981; Rose et al. 1981; unpublished data, University of Arkansas)
Two Fourche Maline sites in eastern
Oklahoma (McWilliams 1970)
A small Caddo III mound site (3,N53) in
the Ouachita region of Arkansas (unpublished data, University of Arkansas)
Two Late Woodland sites from Mississippi
(Rose 1981)

A larpe Caddo site along the Red River
in,Texas. Burials have been treated as
Caddc IV but they may be earlier. The
other half of site is known as Kaufmanilliams (Butler 1969)

sites are consistently smaller than their Caddo counterparts.
Despite the small sample sizes, this consistent pattern of
increased robustness in both males and females suggests an
improvement in the total growth environment (i.e., diet,
disease, etc.) for Caddoan peoples. Thus, changes in both
diet and disease patterns could have resulted from the
transition from Fourche Malne to Caddoan cultural
adaptations.

DEMOGRAPHY
Demographic analysis iF the ideal method for the
evaluation of the adaptive efficiency of any population (see
Swedlund and Armelagos 1976). Although the demographic
literature contains many critical and cautionary statements
concerning the application of demographic analysis to
prehistoric skeletal series (Howell 1973; Weiss 1972), it has

been conclusively demonstrated that paleodemography can be
a very productive technique (Lallo et al. 1980; Lovejoy el
al. 1977; Weiss 1973).
Prior to analyzing the demographic
data or for that matter making any other comparisons such
as paleopathology, the representativeness of the skeletal
serie. must be established. If the skeletal series is not a
realistic sample of a biological population, then the
observations obtained from the series cannot be generalized
to the entire population of the archeological community.
Examination of the age and sex distribution of the
Cedar Grove skeletal series reveals that it is not a typical
population distribution, i.e., from model life tables (Weiss
1973). Specifically there are too few children and adult
females (Table 16-3). Although the distribution is not
biologically normal (defined from living populations), it is
typical of Caddoan skeletal series in general. The mean of
the percentages of children dying prior to five years of age
from 18 Caddoan sites is 9.8% with a range between 37.5

BIOARCHEOLOGY

Table 16-3.

2-5

0-1

6-10

2

2

1

2

2

1

Proportional demography
Number of
Burials

Cedar Grove

47
103
9

20-24

16-19

11-15

Total

Fourche Maline
McCutchan-McLaughlln
Sam and Wan
Ferguson
Caddo I
Gahagan Mound
Crenshaw
Cooper Lake
Caddo 11
Belcher Mound
Roden
Bentsen-Clark
Horton
Nagle
Morris
Ferguson
Caddo III
Standridze
Caddo IV
Roden
Kaufman-Williams
Sam Kaufman
Hedges
Copeland Ridge
Belcher Mound
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Demography of the Cedar Grove skeletal series

Males
Females
Unknown

Table 16-4.

/

by age and sex
Individuals
five years or
younger
%
17.0
9.7
0.0

N
(8)
(10)
(0)

Age
30-34

1
1

1

2

1

35-39

40-44

45-49

3

50+

Total

1

6
3
5

1

14

2
2

3

for 21 Fourche Maline and Caddo sites
Females Dying
Prior to 35

Males Dying
Prior to 35

%
56.2
52.4

N
(9)
(22)

54.5
28.6

(6)

88.9

8)

0.83

1)
3)

00.0
25.0

0)
1)

0)
4)
1)

0.0
75.0
19.0
0.0

0)
3)
4)
0)

0.17
0.57
1.0+
1.83
4.00
1.31
1.00

10
8
22

10.0
0.0
0.0

( 1)
(0)
(0)

85.7

10
17
32
33
16
72
9

10.0
5.9
0.0
9.1
37.5
19.4
0.0

( 1)
(1)

16.7
42.8

3

Male/Female
Ratio
N
(6)
(10)

0.69
0.83

(3)
(6)
(14)

00.0
100.0
25.0
33.3

0.0

(0)

100.0

( 2)

0.0

0)

0.50

26
75
23
22
19
36

30.8
13.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
30.6

(8)
(10)
( 0)
(0)
(0)
(11)

50.0
48.1
16.7
0.0
75.0
54.5

( 2)
(13)
( 23
( 0)
3)
6)

50.0
74.1
14.3
37.5
16.7
60.0

4)
(20)
1)
3)
1)
3)

2.00
1.00
0.58
4.00
1.50
0.60

14

14.3

(2)

33.3

1)

33.3

2)

2.00

and 0 % (Taole 16-4).
Thus the proportion of Cedar Grove
children dying prior to five years (14.3%) is typical of
Caddo sites.
The male-female ratio of 2.00 is also typical
of the Caddo, where 11 out of 17 sites have more males
and females.
This disparity between the age and sex
distribution of Caddoan skeletal series and the ideal
population profile can be explained by a combination of
small sample size, excavation strategy, and differential
burial practices.
Although Caddoan burial practices have changed through
time, the entire period is characterized by both mound and
habitation site burial locations. If mound burial implies
high achieved or ascribed status in a patrilineal society,
tmen more males than females and few infants should be
found in the mounds, while more females and subadults
should be found in the habitation areas. A rigorous test of
tnis hypothesis is crucial to understanding both Caddo
de-nography and social organization, but beyond the scope of
report.
Preliminary analysis of the skeletal series
tis
listed in Table 16-4 provided neither support nor refutation
of the above hypothesis.
As a consequence, there is not
enough known about Caddoan burial customs to enable the
peculiarities of the demographic profile found at Cedar
-rove and other Caddoan sites to be explained.
Cedar
rove is clearly a habitation burial area, where children
were interred within the house structures while juveniles
and adults are deposited nearby.
The postulated settlement

( 1)

pattern for Caddo IV and V within the Great Bend area is
one of farmsteads, each with dwelling and storage
structures, distributed along the Red River (Chapter 2).
Thus, the dead of each family should be interred within the
The next question that must be considered is
farmstead.
whether or not the Cedar Grove series Could represent the
dead of a single family or series of families occupying the
excavated farmstead.
Before the skeletal series can be accepteo as
representative, the predoininance of -nales and the low
frequency of infants nust be explained. Eight (99%) of the
nine excavated adult skeletons were located by systematic
probing, because the grave fill could not be distinguished
from the natural soil within the stripped area. Only two
(406) of the five subadults were located with a probe,
while the remaining three were located during shovel
excavation. It is unlikely that the children with their
lighter bone density, poorer preservation, and less extensive
(in both size and number) ceramic grave goods could have
been located with a probe. In fact, the tvo subadults
located with a probe were larger (B, and 12 to 15 years of
age) and better preserved than the other three. Thus it is
highly possible that additional infants and children were
buried at the Cedar Grove site and remained undiscovered.
Another alternative is that the children's graves were all
shallow and were consequently destroyed by the stripping
activity.
It should be mentioned that even at extensively
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excavated sites, producing large skeletal series (i.e.,
McCutchan-McLaughtin, Sam and Wann, Horton, Morris,
Kaufman-William%, and Roden), the proportioi of infants is
below the expected 30 to 60 percent.
The surplus of males can best be explained by the
random nature of mortality within a small family group.
The Cedar Grove burials have been divided into five distinct
groups (Chapter 10), each representing a subsample of the
total mortality experience within the Cedar Grove area.
Group A was in the indirect impact zone.
This unit
contains two children (Burials 13 and 15) interred within a
habitation structure (Structure I).
Svstematic probing of
the surrounding area did not produce any adult graves.
Group A can be considered representative of the deaths
expected within a family occupying the house for a short
period of time. Group B contains one infant (Burials I and
2 are a single individual) associated with a possiole house
floor (Structure 2) and can be considered representative of
another short occupation by a family.
Group C contains
seven individuals (Burials 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10) which
were grouped on the basis of proximity, grave orientation,
and ceramic grave goods. The mortality distribution of two
subadults, two females, and three males is exactly what
would be expected from a family group if it is assumed
that infants were interred within house floors as suggested
by units A and B.
Group D (Burials II and 12) are
considered separate because of distance and the equal sex
distribution is normal.
Unit E (Burials 8 and l4) is
segregated from the others because of distance, grave
orientation, and earlier kCaddo IV) ceramic grave goods.
The small sample size is )ust as likely to produce two
males as two females or one of each. Again this group can
be considered representative of a family group.

Although the Cedar Grove sample is too small tor
demographic analysis, a preliminary examination of the
published demographic data will oe pertinent to the
interpretation of the Cedar Grove paJeopatnoJogy.
Eight
skeletal series from Oklahoma representing the Fourche
Maline (McCutchan-McLaugnin, Sam and \ann), Caddo II
(Horton, Nagle, and Morris), and Caddo IV (Roden,
Kaufman-Williams, and Sam Kaufman) will be used.
These
data were integrated into life tables using large age
categories, necessitated by the diversity of age groupings
used by several osteologists. Although the determination of
the adult ages varied in technique, he subadult age
determinations used the same criteria and can be considered
comparable.
Examination of Figure 16-26 reveals that the
Fourche Maline and Caddo IV samples have similar
probabilities of dying until age 30, while the Caddo II
sample has a higher subadult and lower adult probability of
dying.
Using only the more reliable subadul: probabilities,
these data suggest that the early Caddo were under more
overall stress than the Fourche Maline and late Caddo.
Cook and Buikstra (1979), using Woodland skeletal series
from the Lower Illinois Volley, suggest that stress is
greatest during the transition to a new economic-social
structure (i.e., from hunting and gathering to agriculture).
The preliminary demographic analysis presented in Figure
16-26 suggests that the early Caddo periods ( and I) might
be the transitional era between the two well adapted
cultural systems of the earlier Fourche Maline and later
Caddo.

1 o0

These data suggest that the Cedar Grove skeletal series

represents the mortality experience of a single family (of
unknown structure) occupying the farmstead over a short
The atypical demographic
period of time (i.e., 100 years).
profile can be attributed entirely to the small sample size
and settlement pattern of the Great Bend Caddo.
This
contention can be supported by examining six family
cemeteries from rural Arkansas used for approximately the
same length of time during the later part of the nineteenth
and early part of the twentieth century (Table 16-5).
The
proportion of individuals dying prior to five years of age
ranges between 0 and 44.4 %, while the male-female ratio
varies between 5.0 and 0.6.
These data suggest that it is
possible that the infants at Cedar Grove are not
underrepresented and that the Cedar Grove demographicF
distribution could represent a family cemetery.
However, the interpretation of the Cedar Grove skeletal
series which follows must be considered to apply only to
the group occupying the Cedar Grove farmstead and not to
the entire Caddo population of the Cedar Grove area.
Until 20 to 30 similar skeletal series are excavated, it will
not be possible to do formal demographic analysis and
extrapolate the biological data to the entire local
population. In addition, reconstruction of Caddo social
organization and the explanation of the surplus males and
missing infants at most Caddo sites must await additional
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Rural Arkansas family cemeteries used
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Probability of dying for the Fourche
Maline, Caddo 11 arid Caddo IV periods
in Oklahoma

PALEOPATHOLOGY
Analysis of pathological lesions of the skeleton can be
difficult because specific diagnosis is seldom possible. It
has been demonstrated that grouping skeletal lesions into
broad etiological categories (i.e., infections) can provide an
excellent evaluation of the health status and, subsequently,
the adaptive efficiency of prehistoric populations (Armelagos
1969; Lallo and Rose 1979).
For example, the transition
from hunting and gathering to maize agriculture at Dickson
Mounds (in Illinois) is associated with dramatic increases in
infections, degenerative diseases, and mortality (Lallo and
Rose 1979).

In this particular case. a chante in
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and social organizat n decreased the adaptive efficiency of
the Dickson Mounds population. Cook and Buikstra (1979)
suggest that adaptive efficiency is most dramatically
reduced during the actual transition between two subsistence
strategies or social organizations.
They specifically observe
an increase in pathology and stress during the terminal Late
'Voodland in the Lower Illinois Valley. If xe assume that
the Caddo culture, with its associated agriculture and
complex social organization, developed from the .ndigenous
hunting and gathering Fourche Mlaline, then a period of
reduced adaptive efficiency should mark this transition.
The demographic data, as previously mentioned, suggest that
the era of reduced adaptive efficiency occurred during the
early Caddo periods.
This hypothesis will be tested with
the paleopatnoogy data derived from the literature.
The first pathology category to be considered is
infectious disease.
All the observed infections at Cedar
Grove are inflammations of the periosteum (periostitis) of
the long bones, particularly the tibiae, femora, and fibulae
(Table 16-6).
Periostitis (primarily bacterial infection)
results in the deterioration of the cortical surface and
eventual deposition of new bone between the elevated
periosteum and the original bone surface.
All the
periostitis observed among the Cedar Grove adults was
actively being remodeled (healing) at the time of death. In
contrast, all the subadult periostitis was active at the time
of death. The adult infection rate of 28.6% is fairly high,
but the small sample size precludes the attachment of great
significance to this rate. The subadult rate of 60.0% is also
hign, but not unexpected in prehistoric samples. In fact,
when the sample size of Cedar Grove is considered, both
the adult and subadult infection rates can oe considered
typical (neither high nor low) oi prehistoric skeletal series
from the Southeast.

Ci.,'

)c-n.

ti,

Ihal

Percentage of
,bsmervablc) nathological
Lesions by individual
category

Subadults

Adults
N

t:;c

:t.'ercostosis*

i'er
I-titi1
S.

0.3
60.0

t is
s.0

(0)
(3)
(ON

.

77.8
28.6
33.3
53.6
55.6

(7)
(2)
(3)
(5)
(5)

Total
"
N
58.3 (7)
38.5 (5)
28.6

(4)

(d

TaLle 16-7.

Paleopathology of the Fourche Maline,
Caddo TI, and Caddo IV skeletal series

Pathologies
Infections
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%
#
Total
Osteophytosis
1
#
Total
Osreoarthritis
t
#
Total
Porocic
%
hyperoscsis
if
Total
Trauma
%
#
Total

Fourche
Maline

Caddo
II

11.4
13
114
18.4
21
114
10.8
4
37
24.3
9
37
4.4
5
114

26.2
32
122
11.6
10
86
7.0
6
85
15.2
16
105
7.4
7
94

Cedar
Grove

Caddo
IV
17.6
26
148
30.5
39
128
8.5
11
129
10.4
11
106
7.0
9
129

28.6
2
9
33.3
3
9
55.6
5
9
77.8
7
9
55.6
5
9

The degenerative diseases found at Cedar Grove are
osteophytosis (lipping of the vertebral margins) and
osteoarthritis (deterioration of the movable joint surfaces).
The primary causes of these two pathological lesions are
chronic physical stress and trauma, and when age adjusted,
the prevalence rates for these degenerative conditions can
be used to characterize the relative amount of strenuous
physical activity (i.e., carrying, lifting, and pushing). The
osteophytosis rate of 33.3% at Cedar Grove is not
remarkably high and in fact is the same as the rate for the
Caddo IV sketetal series (30.5%).
Examination of the
comparative data reveals cn increase in osteophytosis
between the Fourche Maline/Caddo 11 and the Caddo IV
skeletal series. This increase suggests an accentuation of
the physical stresses upon the vertebrae during the Caddo
IV period.
The previous discussion suggested a change in
subsistence-social organization during the Caddo I and II
periods. The reason for this increase in physical stress on
the vertebrae cannot be determined from these data but
could be attributed to one of several alternatives, including
an increase in agricultural workload or a different pattern
of obtaining wild foods. Whatever the ultimate cause for
the increase in osteophytoss, the Cedar Grove rate suggests
that the stress pattern continued into the Caddo V period.
The osteoarthritis rate (55.6%)

at Cedar Grove

is

remarkably high when compared to the other skeletal series.
This rate might be inflated as two of the five cases are
confined to the articular facets of the vertebrae.
is
highly probable that spinal osteoarthritis was not recorded
It should be pointed out, however, that the high
infection rates could be consistent with increased
sociocultural sttess as indicated by the presence of reused
mortuary ceramics ai.d/or the possibility of disease stress
caused by European diseases.
Unfortunately, the highly
contagious European diseases, with the exception of
tuperculosis, do not produce distinctive skeletal lesions,
:.omparative data were ootained bv reviewing tne
puolished literature and transforming the infection data for
iduits into a form comparaole to that used in this analysis.
re
three cultural-chronological periods which provided
adequate data are: Fourche Maline (ltcCutcnan-\icLaugnlin;
Sa n and Wann); Caddo I1 (Ferguson; Miorris; Nagle; Horton;
Roden; Cooper Lake); and the -:addo IV (Belcier Mound;
Copeland Ridge; Hedges; Sam Kaufman; <aufnan-Willihams;
and Roden).
Examination of Table 16-7 reveals that the
Fourcne Maiir," ourial populations have a remarkably low
infectior i Ate wicri increases durin4 the Caddo 11 period
oniy to feclhne again during Caddo IV.
These data support
the hiypothesi5s, derived from the demographic data, that the
early Caddo experienced the lowest adaptive efficiency.
This suggests that najor subsistence and socioeconomic
changes took place during 'ariy Caddo levelopment.

as such in the comparative series. The remaining three
cases are found primarily in the joints of the shoulders and
arms.
Two of these are in the initial stages and again
might not have been recorded in the other studies. The
remaining case is an old (50 years) male with extensive
osteoarthritis of the shoulder, arm, and spine.
If only this
last individual is used in computing the osteoarthritis rate
(11.1%), it is comparable to the rates from the Fourche
Maline, Caddo II, and Caddo IV.
It should be noted that
the rate of osteoarthritis does not change over time.
Trauma as defined in this study includes only evidence
of fractures, which show unmistakable signs of healing, and
does not include projectile points embedded in the bone,
which is a condition common among the Fourche Maline
burial populations (Powell and Rogers 1980). As in the case
of osteoarthritis, the Cedar Grove trauma rate of 53.5% is
considerably higher than the comparative materials.
However, four of the five ind .nluals with healed fractures
have only minor fractures of %. hands, feet, and vertebral
processes.
These might not have been recorded for skeletal
series that are not as well preserved as Cedar Grove.
The
remaining individual (Burial 14) has a clearly o,servasle
healed fracture of the right ulna.
If the trauma rate is
recalculated using only this one fracture, the resulting
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variables and isolate the sugar/carbohydrate component, the
data must be segregated by age (at the same time dental
attrition), tooth type (i.e., molars), and tooth surface (i.e.,
occlusal). Controlling for tooth surface is critical because
the teeth pass through a life cycle of caries location.
Occlusal caries are most common in the young when the
pits and grooves retain plaque and decrease with age (in
prehistoric populations) as the occlusal surface is worn flat.
Interproximal caries (i.e., between the teeth) are more
common in middle age, while cervical and root caries
increase in the older age groups when periodontal (gum)
disease is common.
The distribution of caries among the adults from Cedar
The distribution of caries among
Grove fits this patterning.
the tooth types is almost typical (Table 16-8 and Figure
16-27) with the most complex teeth (i.e., molars) having the
most caries, followed by the simpler incisors, premolars, and
When compared to two normal distributions from
canines.
the Fourche Maline and Caddo (Figure 16-27), Cedar Grove
has a lower than expected caries frequency for the
premolars and a higher than expected frequency for the

11.1% rate is comparable to those from the Fourche Maline,
Caddo 11, and Caddo IV skeletal series. No fluctuations in
the trauma rate are observed over time in the comparative
material (Table 16-7).
Porotic hyperostosis (extensive pitting and expansion of
the diploe in cranial bones) has recently been the sub)ect of
extensive and exhaustive research (EI-Naijar et al. 1976;
Lallo et al. 1977; \iensforth et al. 1978). Both EI-Najjar et
al. (1976) and Lallo et al. (1977) have demonstrated an
etiological relationship between porotic hyperostosis and iron
deficiency anemia associated with maize agriculture from
both the American Southwest and Midwest. Mensforth et al.
(1978) have indicated a similar relationship with childhood
iron deficiency resulting from infection. The Cedar Grove
adult porotic hyperostosis rate (77.8%) is much higher than
the comparative material. In fact, all the cases of porotic
hyperostosis (with one possible exception) are marginal and
might not have been recorded by the other researchers,
Examination of the burial reports indicated that only
extreme cases were recorded for the comparative skeletal
series. If only the one extreme case is used, the Cedar
The validity of this rate
Grove rate is reduced to 11.1%.
is supported by the absence of both cribra orbitalia and
porotic hyperostosis among the Cedar Grove subadults,
which should show some evidence of the condition if the
The modified adult rate for
77.8% adult rate is accurate.
porotic hyperostosis at Cedar Grove is comparable to the
indicates
Caddo rate of 10.4% (see Table 16-7). Table 16-7
not statistically, significant
that there is a consistent, but
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decline in the prevalence of porotic hyperostosis over time.
Tnis suggests that either consumption of maize declined
over time or the diet was supplemented with high iron
The last alternative has been
content foods such as meat.
previously suggested by Rose et al. (1981) and seems the
mos' reasonable of the alternatives considering the
extensive archeological evidence for Caddo maize
agriculture (Hemmings 1982) and the high C-131C-12 ratios
at Cedar Grove indicating high maize consumption (see
The frequent consumption of red meat, which
Chapter 17).
would ameliorate the maize-induced iron deficiency, is
evidenced by the faunal analysis (see Chapter 15).
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DENTAL CARIES
The analysis of

16-8.

A

0

dental caries has been shown to be

invaluable in the reconstruction of prehistoric diets
(Hardwick 1960; Moore and Corbett 197i; Turner 1979).
Decay of human teeth is a complex orocess influenced by
tooth morphology, age. physical consistency of the diet,
microbiology of the mouth, and sugar/carbohydrate
consumption. In order to control for most of these
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of total caries

Pere-

by tooth type

Index of caries per tooth by tooth type and tooth surface for all Cedar Grove adults
Smooth Surface

Root

All Caries

Total

Occlusal

Interproximal

Cervical

Molars
Premolars
Canine
Incisors

0.9>
0.05
0.03
0.00

0.012
0.02
0.O0
0.16

0.03
0.00
O.00n
0.02

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.02
0.06
0.03
0.17

88
6
33
63

Total

0.36

0.05

0.02

0.00

0.00

0.43
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Percentage of

Table 16-

Site
Sam and :ann
McCut (han-c Lauphi In
C(,nelrand "Idie,-fled .s
Cedar (;rove

Occlusal
65.8
43.6
69.0
84.0

total caries by tooth surface

Interproximal
34.2
48.7
15.9
12.3

Cervical
0.0
5.1
9.7
3.8

Smooth Surface
0.0
2.6
4.7
0.0

Root
0.0
0.0
0.7
0.0
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incisors. Considering the small sample size of only nine
adult dentitions, the premolar frequency is not unrealistic,
The slightly higher frequency of incisal caries is produced
by one individual (Burial 12) with severe malocclusion
effecting the anterior dentition. The distribution of caries
by tooth surface at Cedar Grove is normal (Table 16-8,
Figure 16-28) with occlusal caries the most frequent
followed by interproximal, cervical, smooth surface, and
root caries. Examination of Table 16-9 indicates that the
distribution of caries by tooth surface at Cedar Grove is
comparable to the Caddo series from Copeland Ridge and
Hedges, but different from the Fourche Maline series
The Fourche
(Sam-Wann and McCutchan-McLaughlin).
Maline dentitions have a significantly higher frequency of

Dental caries rates are the Dest indicator of an
agricultural diet where the carbonydrate rich grains provide
the ideal environment for bacterial growth on the tooth
surfaces. TaDle 16-10 lists the caries rates per person and
per tooth for 16 sites vnere comparable data were availa~le
The rates per individual from Morris,
from the literature.
Nagle, and Horton may be too low because the reports did
not clearly state if these are caries per individual or
carious teeth per individual. Since multiple caries per tooth
is characteristic of the Caddo, the comparability of these
three sites is in question. This table clearly demonstrates
that Caddo dentitions have consistently higher caries rates
In fact, with the
than the Fourche .,4aline dentitions.
exception of the three questionable sites, there is no

interproximal caries. The frequency of interproximal caries
increases with dental attrition, which as will be discussed
below, is far more extensive among the Fourche Maline.

overlap in caries rates between tht, Fourche Maline and
Caddo.
The Caddo rates are also slightly lower than those from
Mississippian groups of which one example (i.e., Hazel) is
These data clearly indicate that
provided in Table 16-10.
Both Cedar
all Caddo groups practice maize agriculture.
Grove and the Copeland Ridge-Hedges sites (located in the
Ouachita area of Arkansas) have typical Mississippian caries

go go

rates. In addition, the early Caddo sites (Crenshaw and
Cooper Lake) have caries rates which approach the
These data suggest the hypothesis that
Mississippian level.
maize consumption was highest at both the beginning and
The high caries rate at Cedar
end of the Caddo era.
Grove again corroborates the high O-13/C-12 ratio
indicating extensive maize utilization.
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Figure 16-29.

Table 1s-I.

AND ANTEMORTE.,

LOSS

abscessed teeth and antemortem tooth loss (Table 16-1l).
Calculus is a calcified deposit along the gum line of the
formed by the interaction of saliva, food, and oral
periodontal
can result
in Loss.
Excessive deposits
microorganisms.
tooth
and subsequent
alveolar resorption,
disease,

,0o
0

PATHOLOGY

Additional data were collected for calculus deposits,
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Percent of total caries by location

Cartes/
Individual

caries/
Tooth

0.84
1.63
5.60
6.30

0.08
0.10
0.20

Caddo sites such as Cooper Lake (36.7%) and Ferguson
Although comparative data are sparse, it seems
(71.4%).
that extensive calculus deposits are associated with high
The rate of dental abscessing at Cedar
carbohydrate diets.
Grove is 1.4 per individual which is comparable to other
Morris, l.0; Cooper Lake, 2.6; Sam
Caddoan sites:
Kaufman, 1.2; and Kaufman-Williams, 0.4. In general Cedar
Grove and the comparative Caddoan sites indicate that
antemortem tooth loss can be attributed to caries which
eventually lead to abscess and subsequent antemortem loss.
In contrast, antemortem loss among the Fourche 'Aaline can
be attributed to abscessing caused by severe attrition
exposing the pulp chamber (Powell and Rogers 1980).

4.40
0.89
0.40
0.57

0.20

DENTAL ATTRITION

1.74
2.40

0.14
0.22

7.60
3.22
3.40
4.00

0.43
0.16
0.12
0.20

11.80

0.43

7.7

0..48

Index of caries per tooth and individual
by cultural affiliation

Cultural
Affiliation
Fourche aline
Sam and Wann
McCutchan-McLaughlin
Crenshaw
Cooper Lake
Caddo I
Ferguson
Morris
Nagle
Horton
Caddo 11
Bentsen-Clark
Roden
Caddo IV
Copeland Ridge-Hedges
S.am Kaufman
Kaufman-Williams
Rden
Caddo V
Cedar Grove
MinsiRsippian
Hazel

Apical abscessing is the consequence of inflammation of the
dental pulp resulting from bacterial invasion by means of
Abscessing
caries or pulp exposure due to rapid attrition.
invariably results in antemortem tooth loss.
Calculus deposits are common at Cedar Grove with
This rate is similar to other
73.0 6 of the teeth effected.

The amount of dental attrition is an excellent indicator
of the abrasive quality of prehistoric diets. These data are
useful in isolating particular food preparation techniques
The Scott
such as the use of stone or wooden mortars.
system of recording dental attrition was used as it appears
to be the best interpopulational discriminator of the
The Murphy system was
available techniques (Scott 1979).
also used because there is as yet no comparative data using
the Scott system from the Arkansas-Oklahoma area (Murphy
1959).
Mean scores are used despite the fact that the
sample means are influenced by the age distribution, which
is unknown for the comparative data. The use of means
for Cedar Grove is particularly difficult because of the
small sample size and the high proportion of older
individuals. This demographic situation has inflated the
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Table 1-1!.

teeth with caries. clcuus,
Percentaze .'f
Cedar Grove adults
Total
Possible Teeth

Tootr.

Total
Teeth

lost antemorter. And agenesis for

abscessed,

Calculus

Caries

.molars
Premolars
Canines
Incisors

202
61
3w
6S

88
t
6
33
63

102.0
6.2
3.C
17.5

75.8
76 1
83.r

Total

272

248

42.7

73,.

Table lo-12.

Poxillary
M2

MI
22LO530 (Rose 1981)
2217 317 (Rose 1981)
Indian Knoll (Scott 1979)
Cambell (Scott 1979)
Hardin (Scot: 1979)
Cedar 7;rove

26.0
26.6
26.7
19.3
15..

2l'~7 F~s~-~9r 12c
,,

Indian KnIll (Scott 1979)
Ca.bell tScott 1979)
Hardin (Scott 1979
Ceaar Grove

Table l-13.

2' .
17.b
17.4
21.4

a nd c , r
G:, -.

~

nil
siejeta.

.,.

20.1
1-.
15.1
17.5

5.1

2.6

ne,,nooic,
asn prenistcr.c
cJnc-t
series si, preceoe t-ie oescription and

interpretation o the , edar Grove microwear ooservatOhi.
Tne Late Aoodiand of '4ississIpp. is represented oN two
sites (22LO530 and 221T537), whose subsistence pat:ern can
be characterized as hunting and gathering, with the
possibility of some agriculture (Rose 19S1). The major
subsistence resources appear to be hickory nuts and a wide
varietv of faunal species. Food processing utensils include
stone mortars found a: the sites. The ename. surfaces of

7.3
3.0
2.3
3.9

Mear Murphs attrition scores for adults
between 1 and 30 veats of age kmaxillary
and mandibular molar, corroined,

c

2.9
4.-

5.7
1.6
0.0
1.6

'..

(Moore-3ansen et al. 198); Rose et al. 1979; Rvan !979;
This technique is siaL i
'Jaier 1976; 'aalKer et al. 19%S).
the developmentas"stage and numerical analysis al stratzion
er a!.
patterns is no, vet reiiaoly repiicable. %ioore-Jansen
(19S53nave oeen aa)leto de-nonstrate tnat suolective
comparisons al meoar surface t*Daordpi between orenistr.,
sheeta, se'ies can dilierentiate Deteer. certain dietar, aui
o: :ie znes.r,
-, Sxnmar
tooc orcss''pjzterns.

4.0
4.5
7.5
4.2
-.1
2.5
.8.2

. -

i

..

3...
11.9
6.2
1.5

Agenesis

Otservation of tie occlusai surfaces of no ars with the
scanning electron microscope nas made significant
contrlIutions to the reconstruction of prehistoric diets

M3

. . . .

M:
7

M.:

Sktes
Sat

-

22.0
.22.1
19.2
15.1
13.2
15.Mandibular

Lost
Ant emor tel.

SCANNING ELECTR.)N MICROSC3PE
ANALYSIS OF DENTAL ATTRITION

Mean Scott attrition scores for maxillary
and mandibular molars

Sites

Abscessed

.

..

-

-eiirC

-enar Grove means necause the attr;jton scores increase
witn the rnear age of the individuals in the sample.
Examination of the mean Scot: scores (Taaie 16-12)
indicates that the Cedar Grove attrition rate is Jess than
the prenorticuitural Indian Knol, ant the '4oodlano sites
22L0530 and 221T537i from Mississippi. Examination of the
mean Viurpns scores for adults oetween IS and 3a years of
age (Table 16-13) snows that te Cedar Grove and Copeland
Rid Ze-Hedges sites are clearly less worn tian those from
tme Fourcne taline. Tne ;o% Caddo rates can De attrjoutec
to the atisence of stone grinding implements at Caddo sites
and the postulated use of wooden mortars and pestles for
tnen the two Ceiar
preparirng food (Scnambacn 192).
-rove adults under 33 vears of age are compared to the
,ope,anc

Riad!e -Heaes series, the rates are simiiar.

Thus

a-rr .5 Consd(Jere, t e .ce~d7 rove samnpe has
flgr, attrition scores
o rate, tyr)ica. or' tn c cO.
a
cratrs:rc
rea ,j~icwti.
53nietiO, anc hav- ocerm
:o n".[ coarse ,ie* on.cocessec veetaois toodi'
nrt:t, ct.te.
Nricultura. societ:tOne grintn innmenen--.
,
3:
as'
:e): : nave awe, attri*ion scores because : the .15e 0!
:rrcessec z.ra;.
des0ite the 1act tna" mos! sucr gfroucs Us,
ements.
stone erhnodin gm
.r.:
*,

~

h.

~ ~

Figure 16-29.

Mandibular molar surface from 221T537
showing large rough surfaced striations
and pitting of the enamel surface
(lIoOX)
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!ne -nesio. ,ingual cusps if the second nanoibular 'nolars
.ram zootn sites can t e characterized as rouen and :oitted
witn a niign frequency Af striations kFigure i6-29). T)e
striations vary in width irom a maximum if :.5

,ennett 1973). The use at stone grinc ; implements is
a ji.
clearly in evidence. %foore-Jansen fRo ee
describes the Fourche Mlaiine molar surfaces as weli
polished Yitn faint smooth striations and frequent raised

ni<cro neters :o unmeasiraolv small at '.5^0 nagnificat,ons.
The mar.ins af tne striations are snarp and well 0eined
Ytm roughi surface textires v itnn tre cez.nea trougns.
Large striations are slowly ooiterated ay numerous smaller
se enamel surfaces snow little evidence of
ones.

circular areas wnicn are the cross sections of ename.t prisms
(Figure 16-30). The frequent large striations are attroute.c
to the use of stone grinding implements and ?ossioly to ,r::
derived from the consumption of snellfisn. The extensive
polish, which rapidly ooliterates the striations, and produces

nonaorasive polisning except along the ridge crests and cusp
nar31ns.
The most dominant feature of the enamel surfaces is
the numerous compression fractures observed in the
It should be noted that this pattern is
intercuspal basins.
common to all individuals examined from these sites,
.loore-Jansen (in Rose 1981) offered the following dietary
The absence
interpretation for both ZLO530 and 221T337.
of polishing indicates that plant fibers were either consumed
in small quantities or were well processed (i.e., excessive
The numerous and snarp, well
cooking and grinding).
iefined, striations are attributed to the jse ot stone
'rinoing implements and incidental contamination of food bv
are due
cust anc irt. The frequent compression fractures
to crushing small nard objects during rnasrication. in this
case, specifically the itilization of nuts vhere pulverized
nulls contaminate the food.
v the ".anaffey site
is represented
The Fourcne ,aWine
aiine is characterized
The Fourche
of eastern Oklanoma.
as a nuntin; and gathering adaptation with :ne possibility :)
Specificaily, the
.nc:pieht agriculture (Wyckoff 197,).
.Ianaifev site produced evidence for thie utilization of deer.
sma.jer 4afne. vatertowl, freshwater musseis, iicrorv nuts,
Ya.nuts, nersimmon. )iurn and some naize Perno and

the raised enamel prism cross sections, is attriouted to tie
The
consumption of large quantities of vegetable fibers.
absence of compression-fractures in association vith
evidence for nut utilization may indicate that nut processing
at MAahaffey was different from that used at the Late
Although all the
Woodland sites previously described.
individuals examined from M4ahatIey conformed to the above
description, not all Fourche M4aline skeletal series are the
same.
The McCutchan- McLaughlin site, also from eastern
Oklahoma (Powell and Rogers 1980), produced an entirely
The enamel
different microwear pattern from Miahaffey.
as rough Wit. large
surface topography can be characterized
striations, numerous small striatin, and nodersteiv
The
frequent compression fractures (Figure 16-31).
striations, some as wide as 3.1 micrometers, nave snarp
well defined nargins. There is some evidence ot rounding
of the striation margins (i.e., polisning) and there are
frequent areas of flat enamel Mith no visible striations.
The major difference oetween the '.cCutcnan-'1cLaug;"in
and Late V,'oodlano ki.e., 22L530 and 2211 537) ena-nel
surfaces is tnat :ne smootn areas at enamel are aosemt and
'ooatand
the small itr:at.ons nore .repuent on the Late
molars. Tne '.icajtcnan-dcLaugniin pattern .s interoreteo
T7he striations are attrioutea to nhe ise )f he
as foilows.
stone ,rinding molements and the noderateiv freuent
puncture fractures to the consumption of nuts eviLenced .n
The
the midden deposits Poweil and Rogers 1980).
evidence of slight to moderate polishing suggests tne
consumption of vegetaole fibers, but consideraoly less than
the amount consumed at \ianaffey.
The Roden site represents both Caddo 11 and IV froth
The suosistence
9 1).
eastern Oklanoma (Rose et al.
remains from Roden indicate the use of deer, small to
medium sized mammals, turkey, fish, snellfish, persimmon.

hick~ory nuts, mnaize, and beans, (Perino 1931). 3y far thie
The
most frequent )i tne ootanicai specimens vas naize.
enamel surtaces. as :escrjjej dy .Ioore-;ansen 7ose er ii.
1931), are :naracterizec as rougn and pitted witn a
The striation
frequency of wear striations (Figure 16-32).
margLns are sharp, mnile the enanel surface snovs no
2.)
from
range
striations
The
evidence of polishing.
micrometers to less than 0.1 micrometers in width.
Puncture-fractures are moderately frequent in the
intercuspal basins. It is obvious that old striations are
slowly obliterated by more recent striations both large and
Although, the Roden teeth superficially resenole the
small.
Late /oodland and McCutchan-McLaughlin molars, it snould
be recalled that the attrition rate at Roden is consderaoly
Thus, unlike the Woodland teeth, the Roden striations
less.
This situation
would be removed much more slowly.
produced a high striation frequency at Roden, which when
corrected for difference in the enamel removal rate,
indicates a low frequency of abrasive particles in the Roden

r v
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Figure 16-30.

Mandibular molar surface from the
lahaffey site showing large smoothed
out striations (1) absence of small
striations, general smooth enamel
topograhy, and faint raised enamel
The white box encloses the
ends (2).
confluence of two large striations
nowing the typical 40 degree
.ntersection angle (150OX)

diet.-- In summary, the Roden enamel surfaces appear to be
produced by a low to moderate concentration of large hard
particles within a relatively nonabrasive media (Rose et al.
1981). The soft nonabrasive diet is attributed to
horticultural foods processed using wooden mortars and
The striations result from
pestles (Schambach 1982).
accidental contamination of the foods by dust and dirt.
The total absence of polishing suggests either the absence
of vegetal fibers or extensive processing prior to
consumotion.
A total of 10 mandibular second molars from Cedar
witn tne scanning electron
Grove *ere exaii.id
These teeth reoresent Burial Zrouos C. D. a7:
microscope.
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Figure

16-31.

Mandibular molar surface from the McCutchan-McLaughlin site showing large rough
striations (S), numerous small striations (I) and compression fracture (circle) (15OOX)

LL

Figure 16-32.

Mandibular molar surface from the Roden site showing large striations (5), and
ild obliterated striations (0), both showing absence of polishing (150OX)

810ARCHEOLOGY

Figure

16-33.

F~gure 16-34.

Right mandibular second molar from Burial 4 snowing rounded cusp, large
striations. and no puncture- fractures (18X)

Right mandibular second molar from Burial 3 showing distinct striations (d),
bliterated striations (0). and relative absence of small striations (1) (1 500X)
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Figure

16-35.

Right mandibular molar from Burial 8 showing numerous
small round elevations (e) (1 50OX)

E and will be described and eliscussed accordingly. Burial
Group C (Burials 3,4,5,7,9,10) presents a relatively uniform
arra, of molar surface textures which are all essentially the
same.
Tne o,, magnification (15-ZOX) m.crograpns show
either flat or rounded mesiolingua, cusps wtn large
strianions and few or no puncture-fractures (Figure 16-33).
At 15XZ magnifications a moderate frequency of large
st-,anions (0.5-4.0 micrometers) can oe observed to
crisszross the enamel surface at approximately 450 angles
Some large striations are
to each otner (Figure 16-34).
distinct with well defined features, while the ma]ority are
indistinct and nearly obliterated. The most obvious
cnaracteristic of these enamel surfaces is the low frequency
of small (less than 0.5 micrometers) distinct striations.
The Group C dentitions from Cedar Grove are clearly
distinct from the other cultures previous) described and
clearl' resemble the molar from the Caddo IV occupation
from the Roden site. Not only are the Group C striations
less frequent, they are also never as deep and ragged as
tnose from the Woodland sites and McCutchan-McLaughlin.
A more dramatic difference is the greatly reduced
There is also
frequency of small striations at Cedar Grove.
no evidence of nonabrasive polishing which does characterize
Mahaffey and to a lesser extent the Woodland dentitions.
In contrast to all the other sites there is no evidence of
puncture-fractures. The Group D dentitions (Burials L and
12) are indistinguishable in all respects from those in Group
The two individuals from Group E (Burials 3 and lv)
,
ca
o," distinguished in two ways from the other Cedar
Grove dentitions.
First, large striations are more numerous
Secondl%.
E than in C and 1) (Figure 16-35).
in ,roup
there are numerous small round elevations on the enamel
surtazes o! the Group E teeth. Close inspection reveals
that the Group E elevations are produced by the
intersection of large striations woicn lowered the
surroundinr enamel surface.
The teetn closely resemble
several from the Caddo II occupation at the RoCen site.

large striations (S),

and

The following dietary reconstructio, is suggested bi the
The absence ol
microwear observed at Cedar Grove.
nuts were not
puncture-!racturts either indicates tat
that
they
were preparec :n
consumed on this farmsteac or
different manner from the Late Ioooiand sites troT
of large striation,. an:
MississLppi.
Tne moderate frequenc
tne bla freauency of small striations suggests that stone
grinding i-noiements were not use
to preparec fooc a:
Cedar Grove.
The virtual absence of polishing siggests -ia:
el:, processe,:.
vegetable fioers were not consumed or were
The striations are attriouted to accidental conaminatio:. of
a relativel nonabrasive nonpohlshing diet, whicn suggests
the consumption ot well processed agricultural grains suct
as maize. The subtle differences between the Group C-')
and E dentitions suggests a slight dietary difference wm~n
can be attributed to dietary changes over tone as Group E
In overall
represents the earliest of the burial groups.
pattern the Cedar Grove micro-striation pattern clearly
resembles Roden and differs significantly from 221-3530,
A more
221T537, Mahaffey, and McCutchan-McLaugslin.
precise dietary reconstruction must await the development
of an adequate analytical methodology.

ENAMEL

MICRODEFECTS

Recent research has demonstrated the utility of
microscopic defect analysis for the reconstruction of
childhood morbidity patterns (CooK 1991. Lallo and Rose
1979; Rose et al. 1978; Rudney 19SI).
Dental enamel is a
nonvital tissue tna, once formed is not remodeled and tnus.
like tree rings, contains a 'memory" of its metabolic
experience. Enamel is composed of enamel prisms which
are Jad down through tne width of the crown by
amelozlasts. The crystalline structure of the prisms
reflects tne metabolism of the ameloblasts at the time thes
were formed. Since each totn
crown is formed during a
soecific cnronologiJl period in the individual's life (i.e.,
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mandibular canines between one and five years), any
structural aberration can be assigned to a specific age (i.e.,
2.5-3.0 years). This technique has the advantage of using
the teeth of adults to reconstruct childhood metabolism
,d
thus overcoming the problem of underrepresentation O
children in archeologically derived skeletal samples. Rose
(1977, 1979) defines a group of structural enamel prism
defects (labeled Wilson bands) which are characterized by
normal enamel prism structure along the striae of Retzius.
Rose et al. (1978) demonstrate an increase in Wilson
bands at Dickson vounds as the population experienced the
transition from hunting and gathering to maize agriculture,
Rose and Boyd (1978) showed that the chronological
patterning of Wilson bands observed in adult teeth
corresponded closely with the chronological distribution of
unremodeled periostitis (i.e., active infection) among the
large number of children from the Libben site, Ohio. The
present interpretation of Wilson bands is that they are
indicators of childhood infectious diseases. The frequency of
childhood infections is determined by nutritional adequacy
and overall childhood stress. Thus the pattern of Wilson
bands will reconstruct the chronological pattern of childhood
infections and the frequency of Wilson bands will estimate
nutritional adequacy and childhood stress load. The major
problem of Wilson band analysis has been their low
frequencies making large samples necessary for pattern
reliability. Both Condon (1980) and Rudney (1981)
demonstrate that less severe enamel disturbances follow the
same distribution as
ilson bands and can be used to solve
the problem of low frequencies. Wilson bands have been
redefined for this study using the definition of Condon
(1980) and Rudney (1981).
The two
archeology
and which
bioarcheology
of with
Cedarthe
Grove
Cedar
are tested
hypotheses
suggest

I
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age for the Cedar Grove sample is presented in Table
16-14. The frequency of Wilson bands in the maxillary
central incisors is presented in Table 16-15. The incisor
data will not be discussed further because there is as yet
little comparative data, and the chronological conversion
chart is still tentative. It should be mentioned that the
incisor pattern conforms to that obtained from the canines.
The study of the Libben site data is the largest and
most extensive examination of Wilson bands using the new
definition employed in the Cedar Grove analysis. A total
of 112 canines produced 83 Wilson bands. The Libben site
represents a well adapted Late Woodland subsistenceeconomic system from Ohio (A.D. 800-1100) with
evidence of adequate nutrition, low infection and porotic
hyperostosis rates, and a low probability of dying at all
ages (Boyd 1978; Lovejoy et al. 1977). The Roden site is a
typical Caddo site with evidence of maize agriculture and
fairl) extensive hunting and gathering (Perino 1981). A
total )f seven mandibular canines produced eight Wilson
bands. At the present time these two sites have produced
the only Wilson band data using the Condon-Rudney
redefinition.

80
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Grove Wilson band data:
(1)

The late date for the occupation of Cedar Grore
suggests the possibility of contact with Europeans
and thus the possibility of contact with European
diseases. The presence of European diseases should
produce a Wilson band pattern which differs from

that of precontact North Americans.
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1

Wilson bands

unlike skeletal lesions can be produced by European
diseases.

I

1I

(2) The demography and paleopathology suggest that
the Cedar :;rove subsistence-economic adaptation
produced a slightly greater stress load than tne
Fourcne \aline hunting and gathering adaptation
and the same as earlier Caddo groups. This
adaptation should produce Wilson band rates similar
to other Caddo series and slightly greater than well
groups.
adapted hunting and gathering

/

0

AI
\\/
Libb.-

-1

1

/

Sites

Table 16-15.
Sites

0.0
50.0

k
oI -

s

Percentage of Wilson bands per enamel
unit

(2)

1.0-1.5
N
(7)
(3)

1.5-2.0
2
N
11.1 (9)
0.0 (4)

2.0-2.5
%
N
0.0 (10)
16.7 (6)

2.5-3.0
Z
N
:33.3 (12)
0.0 (7)

3.0-3.5
Z
N
25.0 (12)
50.0 (6)

3.5-4.0
% N
41.7 (12)
50.0 (6)

0.0

(37)

9.1

14.0 (86)

10.1 (99)

15.3(111)

14.4(111)

14.3(112)

(55)

4.0-4.5
% N
16.7 (12)
0.0 (12)
6.2(112)

recentages of Wilson bands per enamel one-half year unit for incisors
0.5-1.0

11
Cedar Grove
P,,den

4o

MSV-45

0.0
0.0

N

Llbben

8s-

Percentage of Wilson bands per enamel one-half year unit for canines
0.5-1.0

Cedar Crove
Rden

Figure 16-36.

\I
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A total of t2 mandibular canines and I1 maxillary
central incisors from Cedar Grove were examined for Wilso
bands. The Wilson band frequencies per one-half year of

Table 16-14.

l

"i

o

Z
et -

0.0
0.0

1.0-1.5

N.

2

(3)
(3)

0.0
0.0

N
(6)
(4)

1.5-2.0

%
33.3
16.7

2.0-2.5

N
(9)
(6)

%

2.5-3.0

N

36.3 (11)
66.7
(6)

%

3.0-3.5

N

172.2 (11)
16.7
(6)

%

N

63.6(11)
40.0 (5)
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Figure 16-36 shows the chronological pattern of Wilson
bands from the Cedar Grove, Roden, and Libben skeletal
series. The Libben pattern is based on a large sample and
can be considered reliable. In fact, the distribution pattern
of Wilson bands from two Late Woodland sites from
Mississippi (221.530 and 221T537) is identical to the Libben
pattern (Rose 1981). This pattern is also a reliable
indicator of late childhood infections (post-l.5 years old) at
the Libben site (Rose and Boyd 197S). Comparison of the
Cedar Grove and Libben patterns show an overall similarity
with frequency peaks at 1.75, 2.75, and 3.75 years. The
relative differences in the frequencies is attributed to the
small Cedar Grove sample size. The small Roden sample
(i.e., seven) also shows a similar pattern. These data
suggest that hypothesis I must be rejected as the postulated
pattern change indicating the introduction of European
diseases was not found.
Table 16-16 presents the percentages of Wilson bands
per individual and one-half year enamel unit. These data
indicate that Cedar Grove children experienced the same
stress load as the Roden children, but a higher stress load
than the well adapted Libben children. Consequently these
imply that Cedar Grove experienced a similar level of
adaptive efficiency as Roden but less than the Libben
people. However, the pattern of childhood stress was
similar at all three sites. A more comprehensive
interpretation must await the accumulation of more
comparative Wilson band data from Fourche Malne and
Caddoan sites.

Table 16-16.

Sites
Cedar Grove
Roden
Libben

Percentage of Wilson bands per individual
and enamel one-half year unit
a
% Enamel Unit

Z Individual

20.0 (75)
20.0 (40)
11.5 (723)

125.0 (12)
133.0 ( 6)
74.1 (112)

GENETIC ANALYSIS
Since Laughlin and Jorgenson (1956) first used
nonmetric traits to analyze regional population variation,
nonmetric trait analysis has been frequently employed in
bioarcheology (Berry 1968; Buikstra 1976; Finnegan 1974;
Lane and Sublett 1972; Rightmire 1972; among otners). In
addition, analysis of the variation in dental morphology has
been frequently useu ,. bioarcheolog to assess population
affinities and origins (Turner 1970; Turner and Hanihara
1977; Turner and Swindler 1978; among others). Although
both types of data have been frequently collected from
Caddoan sKeletal series no systematic analysis of Caddoan
genetic affinities has been produced. The one attempt at
tracing the genetic origins of the Caddo using cranial
metrics produced an ambiguous answer to the question of
Plains affinities for the Caddo (Loveland 1980). The
present discussion will use nonmetric traits to interpret
genetic variation between the Cedar Grove burial groups
and between Cedar Grove and other Caddoan-Fourche
Maline skeletal series,
Differences in location, grave orientation, and grave
furniture nave been used to divide the adult burials into
tnree groups (i.e.. C, D, and El with Group E earlier than
the other t-iree. The nonmetric data were transformed into
simple positive negative contrasts (i.e., positive one side
only was recorded as positive) and totaled for t'ne three
burial groups (Table 16-17). Although the samp.e sizes are
far to low for statistical analysis, differences in the
proportions of positive scores can be used to su'gest major
genetic differences. Table 16-1' indicates that ')one of the
differences between Groups C a., d D3 can ae considered

Table 16-17.

Proportion of positive expression of

nonetric traits at Cedar Grove
Group
D
C
0/2
0/1
Epipteric Bone
0/1
0/4
Astertonic Bone
0/4
0/1
Parietal Notch Bone
0/1
1/4
Os Lambdoid Suture
0/4
0/1
Os Corona! Suture
0/1
0/4
Os japonium
0/4
0/1
lnfra-orbital Suture
3/4
1/1
Parietal Notch
2/2
4/5
Supra-orbital Notch
2/5
0/1
Supra-orbital Foramina
1/4
0/1
Accessory Supra-orbital Foramina
0/1
0/6
Multiple Mental Foramina
2/2
2/6
Mvlo-Lyoid Arch
0/0
4/4
Accessory Infra-orbital Foramina
0/2
1/4
Auditory Exostosis
3/3
0/1
Divided Hpolossal Canal
1/1
0/2
Post-Condylar Canal not Patent
0/4
0/1
Foramen Ovale incomplete
0/1
1/4
Forarmen spinosum open
2/4
0/1
Multiple Zygomatico-facial Foramina
1/1
1/1
Pterygo-alar spurs
1/1
3/4
Ptervgo-spinous spurs
0/1
0/5
etopic Suture open
0/1
0/4
Brepmatic Bone
0/1
1/4
Inca Bone
0/1
1/4
Apical Bone
0/1
0/4
Os sagital Suture
0/5
0/2
MandibularTorus
Torus
0/i
0/4
Palatine
Obelionic Foramina
Atlas: Lateral Bridging
Atlas: Posterior Bridging
C3: Accessory Foramina
C4: Accessory Foramina
C5: Accessory Foramina
C6: Accessory Foramina
C7: Accessory Foramina
Humerus Septa]. Aperture
L5: Spondglysis

2/4
1/5

0/3
1/6
4/6
3/5
3/6
3/5
1/5
0/3

0/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
1/1
0/2
0/l

E
0/1
0/2
0/2
1/2
0/2
0/2
0/2
2/2
1/2
1/2
0/2
0/2
0/2
0/2
0/2
1/2
0/0
1/2
1/2
1/2
0/0
0/0
0/2
0/2
0/2
0/2
0,'2
0/2
1/2
1/2
0/2
0/2
0/2
(/2
1/2
1/2
1/1
(/]
0/1

significant. Group E can be differentiated from C and D
Dy the absence of three traits frequently observed in the
other two (i.e., -nyJohyojd arch, accessory infra-orbital
foramina; and accessory foramina in the fourth cervical
vertebra). Although these differences suggest genetic
distance between Group E and the other Cedar Grove
adults, the samples are too small to calculate the
probability of this hypothesis. In fact, concordance of the
remaining 36 trait frequencies suggests homogeneity within
the Cedar Grove series. Thus this minor ditference can be
attributed simply to random change over time (see Chapter
I1). The dental morphology variation was not calculated
because dental attrition reduced the number of observations
below the minimum required frequencies. Inspection of the
reported data (Appendix XII) reveals considerable
homogeneity within the Cedar Grove series.
Examination of the Cedar Grove skeletal series reveals
that it is characterized by a high frequency of
morphological anomalies. Dental anomalies include:
supernumerary mandibular premolar, agenesis of a
mandibular central incisor, agenesis of a mandibular second
molar (and hypodevelopment of its antimere), and three
cases of malformation of mandibilar premolars. Thoma
(190) and Pindborg (1970) indicate that both supernumerars
teeth and agenesis of individual teeth are most commonly
observed in oriental populations. The rates for both
agenests (lS.2%) and supernumerary teetn (9.1,b) at Cedar
Grove do not exceed the rates reported for Japan (Pindborg
1970). The one trait for which no literature citation can
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be found is the malformation (i.e., mesl portion of crown
undeveloped) of the second premolars observed in Burials 8,
12, and 14,. Group C has one supernumerary premolar
(16.7*') while Groups
0 and E have no supernumerary teeth.
=
Groups 0 and E both have an agenesis rate of 50.0%, while

and femur anomaly, while one adult rrade (Burial 9) has the
feinoral osteoid osteorna without a corresponding rhomboid
lossa. This suggests the possibility that the osteoid
osteona is not related to the femoral anomaly. In addition
one young female (llurial 4) and one juvenile of unknown

group C has a 0.0% rate. Both Group 0 (5i0.0%) and Group
E (100.0%) have malformed premolars, while none were
observed in Group C. These data suggest that Groups 0
and E might be differentiated from Group C. This
difference m'ay be associated with the high status of Group
C individuals (see Chapter 13).
The Rhomboid fossae observed on the clavicles is an
anomaly of unknown genetic or developmental origins, which
are not uncommonly observed on the radiographs of modern
Americans. The high frequency of this feature (30.8%) at
Cedar Grove is unusual with only one other case reported
for the Caddo (Horton site; Brues 1953). This trait occurs
in the Cedar Grove burial groups in the following
frequencies: A, 0/I; B, 0/I; C, 318; D, Oil; and E, 1/2.
These data suggest affinities between Burial Groups C and
E if this trait has a genetic component.
Two femur anomalies are also frequently found at
Cedar Grove: (I) destructive periosteal reaction just
superior to the medial epicondyle; and (2) osteoid osteoma
just superior to the medial epicondyle. Although the two
traits are descriptively different, their common location and
unknown etiology suggests that for the present they be
considered together. The burial groups have the following
frequencies of the femur anomaly: A, 0/2; B, Of/[;C, 4/5;
D0,0/0; and E, 1/2. These data suggest affinities between

sex (Burial l0) also have both a rhomboid fossa and femur
anomaly. This pattern suggests a linkage between the two
anomalies, but more importantly suggests patrilocal
residence. The nonmale possessors of the anomalies nay be
offspring too young to have married, while the older
females (Burials 3 and I t) without the anomalies were
marriage partners from outside. However, the frequent
segregation of Group C by the nonmerric observations may
be associated with their high status.
The present state of the art for Caddo bioarcheology
makes a comprehensive survey of Caddoan genetic variation
premature, but does encourage the formulation of testable
hypotheses. Nonmetric skeletal traits are reported for
three Caddo sites and three Fourche Maline sires within the
Oklahoma-Arkansas Red River area. The data from the
San, Kaufman site could not be used because the number of
observations were not reported when no positive occurrences
of a trait were obtained. The data from the literature
were transformed into simple positive negative contrasts
where the unilateral appearance of a bilateral trait was
recorded as positive. The seventeen most frequently
reported traits are included in Table 16-IS. McWilliams
(1970) concludes that nonmetric analysis of the Sam and
7
.ann Fourche \4line skeletal series indicates a common
genetic heritage.
Powell and Rogers (1980) conclude that

Groups C and E (with no observations possible for Group 0)
if there is a genetic component for thistrait.
rhe interpretation of the nonmetric traits and
anomalies at Cedar Grove can be summarized as follows,

when sample size is taken into consideration the
McCutchan-MlcLaughlin skeletal series cannot be
differentiated from the Sam and Wann series. The above
authors suggest (implicit in their analysis) a common genetic

The nonmetric skeletal traits suggest affinities between
C and 0, with E being differentiated. The dental

heritage for the Oklahoma Fourche Maline with variation
due to geographic distance.
Small sample size and missing

morphology suggests homogeneity for all three groups. The
dental anomalies (i.e., supernumerary teeth; agenesis; and
premolar abnormality) suggest grouping 0 and E with the
exclusion of C. The distribution of the Rhomboid f~ssa and

observations preclude statistical analysis of the three
Caddoan series (Cedar Grove; Kaufman-Williams, and
Bentson-Clark). Visual examination of Table 16-IS indicates
that when a trait has a high frequency (i.e., Os Lambdoid),
it is high for all three sites, while traits with low
frequencies (i.e., MAultiple Mental Foramina) are low at all
three sites. These data suggest the hypothesis of a
common genetic origin for the Caddo. Furthermore, the
data presented in Table 16-IS suggest the hypothesis that
the genetic origin of the Caddo will be found within the
lo~cal Fourche Maline populations.

femur anomalies suggest grouping C and E while excluding
13. Taken together these data establish genetic homogeneity
of all the Cedar Grove burials.
In fact the frequent
occurrence of morphological anomalies within this small
skeletal series indicates the presence of a family group as
previously postulated in the demography section.
Examination of the skeletal anomalies reveals that two
adult nhales IBurials 7 and 14) have both a rhomboid fossa

Table

16-18.

Nontsetrtc traits for Fourche Maline and Caddo skeletal series

Sites
Cedar
Grove
£ipteric Bone
Asterionic Bone
Parietal Notch Bone
'ns Lambdoid
(IS

0.0 (0/4)
0.0 (0/7)
0.0 (0(7)
28.6 (2/7)

Coronal

0.0 (0/7

Supra-orhital Foramen
Multiple Mental Foramntia

37.5 (3/8)
0.0 (0/10)

Nvlo-hvoid Arch
Accessoray tnfra-orbital Foramifna

40.0 (4/10)

Auditory txostoses
Post-Candvlar canal

12.5 (i/8)
33.3 (1/3)

not patent

KaufmiatnWilliams

29.4(15/SI
16.7 (8/48)
23.5(12/58)

66.7 (2/3)
0.0 (0/3)
66.7

(2/3)

2.3 (1/43)
(2/54)

57.1 (8/14)
10.7 (3/28

3.7 (2/54)

33.3 (6/18)

5.7

17.6 (3/17)
16.7 (1/6)

3.7

66.7 (4/6)

Foramen (vate incomplete

14.3 (1/7)

FE+raumenSpinsum open
M(etopic suture open
Rreematic Rnne

33.3 (2/b)
0.0 (0/8)
0.0 (0/7)

Inca tone
"andibuilar Torus
Pilatine Torus

14.3 (1/7)
0.0 (0/9)

14.3 (1/7)

Sm

BentsensClsrk
0.0 (0/1,)
18.3 (6/32)
0.0 (0/34)
85.0(34/40

7.7 (2/26
4.0 (2/50)
0.0 (0/60)
95.0 (7/80)

0.0(0/5)
0.0(0/8)
15.4(2/13)
20.0(2/10)

16.7 (6/13)

9.7 (6/62)

16.7(1/16)

36.8(24/38)

35.1(26/74)

33.3(6/18)

0.0 (0/2)

33.3 (0/6)

0.0 (0/4)
(3/53)

0.0 (0/5)
0.0 (0/15)
0.0 (0/3)

0.0 (0/5))
9.2 (5/54)
6.1 (3/49)

McaughlanM~uhi

19.0
100.0

(8/42)
(6/6)

15.0(12/80)
33.3 (4/12)

0.0(0/19)
0.0 (0/5)

0.0 (0/6)

0.0 (0/8)

0.0 (0/9)

66.7 (4/5)
0.0 (0.20)
0.0 (0.18)

25.0 (2/8)
0.0 (0/39)
0.0 (0/38)

0.0 (0/9)
0.0(0/21)
0.0(0/15)

22.2 (4/18)
0.0 (0/9)

5.9 (2/34)
18.8 (3/16)

33.3(4/12)
12.5 (1/8)

0.0 (0/3)
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The high frequency of both dental and skeletal
anomalies at Cedar Grove suggest that these phenomena
deserve much more attention in Caddo bioarcheoogy than
they have been given in the past.
Examination of Table
16-19 indicates that both agenesis and supernumerary teeth
are fairly common among the Caddo.
Although the dental
anomaly rates are not exceptionally high, they are almost
always found in Caddo skeletal series from eastern
Oklahoma and western Arkansas (author's personal
observation using unpublished data). In contrast,
the
author has seldom observed these traits in skeletal series
from Mississippi, eastern Arkansas, or Illinois.
Unfortunately, dental anomaly data are not consistently or
uniformly published and this hypothesis cannot be tested
from the extant literature.
in addition other skeletal
anomalies such as the Rhomboid fossae from Cedar Grove
and vertebral anomalies from Kaufman-Williams (Loveland
1980) are very frequent.
It should be mentioned that the
most frequent anomaly is never the same at two Caddo
sites. These preliminary observations suggest the hypothesis
that the Caddo followed a set of matelmarriage rules that
tend to pair individuals with close genetic/kinship ties.
Whatever these rules may be, they appear at present to be
unique to the Caddo.
Detailed analysis of mortuary
practices, social status differentiation, and nonmetric
dental-skeletal traits should provide sufficient data to test
the proposed hypothesis, as well as suggest possible
marriage rules for the Caddo.

Table 16-19.

Rates per individual
teeth and agenesis

Sites
Wann and Sam
Morris
Nagle
Horton
Belcher Mound (Belcher I)
Belcher Mound (Caddo IV)

for supernumery

Agenesis
%
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
10.0
0.0

Supernumery
Teeth
%
1.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.8

skeletal series had genetic affinities with the Caddoan
speaking peoples of the Plains. Because of the insufficiency
of comparative data, the present study was not able to
statistically examine the genetic affinities of the Caddo.
However, preliminary analysis of dental and skeletal
nonmetric traits suggests that the Fourche Maline of
Oklahoma are a coherent genetic group, and that there is
no reason to suggest that Cedar Grove and two other large
Caddoan skeletal series could not be derived from local
Fourche Maline populations.
It is proposed here that future
analyses attempt to specifically test the hypotheses that the
Caddo were derived from their Fourche Maline predecessors.
The Cedar Grove burials are divided into five groups on
the basis of horizontal provenience, grave orientation, and
grave goods. In fact, Group E (Burials 8 and 14) are
possioly Caddo IV rather than Caddo V, because their
ceramic grave goods are slightly earlier types than found in
the other burials (Chaptes- 1i and 12).
Analysis of
nonmetric skeletal traits, dental morphology, dental and
skeletal anomalies demonstrates that the Cedar Grove
sample is a genetically homogeneous gi 3up, with the
possible exception of Group C which is identified as high
status. The high frequency of skeletal and dental
developmental anomalies further indicates that Cedar Grove
should be considered a family cemetery utilized by the
inhabitants of the farmstead. In fact, the co-occurrence of
the clavical and femur anomalies in two older males, one
juvenile, and one young female indicate patriiocal residence.
The high incidence of developmental anomalies at both
Cedar Grove and other Caddoan sites suggests the
hypothesis that the Caddo followed marriage rules which
encouraged pairing between close genetic relatives.
Demographically the Cedar Grove sample has too few
females and children when compared to a normal population
profile. Examining the age and sex distribution by
individual burial group suggests that the Cedar Grove
sample was derived from a family group occupying the
farmstead over a period of years. This demographic profile
shows a close similarity to small nineteentl- century family
This conclusion is
cemeteries from northwest Arkansas.
further supported by the previously mentioned genetic
However, if the Cedar Grove site is considered a
analysis.
high status compound the low proportions of females and

Copeland Ridge

10.0

5.3

children may be explainable.

Sam Kaufman
I ufrman-Williams
Cedar Grove

4.3
1.3
18.2

0.0
1.3
9.1

Cedar Grove is similar to other Caddoan skeietal series
which also produced too few females and children. This
common pattern abnormality deserves close attention in the
future and demonstrates the need for Comprehensive analysis
of Caddoan demography, social organization, and mortuary
customs.
Comparison of crude life tables from the Fourche
Maline, Caddo II, and Caddo IV periods suggest systematic
changes in adaptive fitness over time.
The childhood
probability of dying for the Fourche Maline is similar to
other Woodland groups and indicates a moderate to high
degree of adaptive efficiency. The higher probability of
dying for the Caddo II suggest a decline in adaptive
efficiency, which is increased during the Caddo IV period.
Using a model developed for the Late WoodlandMississippian transition in the Midwest, this
fluctuation
in acaptive fitness indicates that the early
Caddo peoples were involved in major changes of
subsistence, settlement pattern, and social organization.
In
contrast the Caddo IV represent a return to a level of
adaptive efficiency characteristic of the Fourche Maline.
This hypothesis requires detailed testing with both
archeological and bioarcheological data.
The paleopathology data also support the above
hypothesis. Although the adult infection rates of the Caddo
IV samples are slightly higher than the Fourche Mahne, they
are all lower
ian the Caddo II rates. Considering the
small sample size of Cedar Grove, the infection rate is
compatible with the Caddo IV material,
in contrast the
porotic hyperostosis rates (i.e., iron deficiency anemia)
systematically decline over time: Fourche Maline, 24.3%;
Caddo 1J, 15.2%; and Caddo IV, 10.4%. Since iron
deficiency anemia is causally linked to the iron binding
quality of maize (i.e., the dietary iron is made biologically

CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the Cedar Grove skeletal series has
attempted to test a series of three hypotheses concerning:
(1)
the genetic-denograpnic status of Cedar Grove; (2) the
degree of dependency on a maize diet; (3) the adaptive
fitness of the Cedar Grove cultaral system; and (4) the
possible presence of European diseases at Cedar Grove.
Comparison of Cedar Grove witn preiiously published
reports on Fok;rche Malhne and Caddo skeletal series served
to produce five additional areas of investigation, which can
be tested during the course of future research.
These
hypotheses include: (1)
the derivation of the Caddo frun
local Fourche \ialirne populations; (2)
major changes in
settlement and socioeconomic systems durn,;
the early
Caddo periods;
(3)
increased reliance on maize during the
early Caddo periods as well as by Caddo groups during later
Caddo occupations (4) increased stress and reduced adaptive
fitness during the protohistoric period, and (5) the Caddo
practiced mar-,age customs that encouraged inbreeding,
The first proolem to be addressed by bioarcheolo.ist
and archeologist alike is the genetic/populaton origins of
the Caddo.
B3rues (j953) was the first to suggest a PJains
origin for the Caddo.
Loveland (1980) was not able to
demonstrate conclusively whether or not three large Caddo

BIOARCHEOLOGY
unavailable), these data suggest one of three possible
explanations: (1)
reliance on maize declined over time; (2)
the processing of maize changed over time (i.e., lime
processing which makes the iron bioavailable); and (3) iron
rich foods such as meat increased in the diet in quantity
over time. The high stable carbon isotope ratios from
Cedar Grove (Chapter 17) in conjunction with the frequent
evidence for maize at the site (Chapter 14) indicate that
maize consumption did increase over time at least at Cedar
Grove.
The reliance on red meat rather than other protein
sources such as fish (Chapter 15) suggests that porotic
hyperostosis did not occur at Cedar Grove because of
adequate dietary iron.
The systematic increase in
osteophytosis (i.e., degenerative destruction of the
vertebrae) from the Fourche \4aline to Caddo V indicates a
systematic increase in "back stress" which could be related
to a change in subsistence patterns,
The caries rate of a population is the only available
indicator of the proportion of agriculturally derived
carbohydrates in the diet of a prehistoric culture.
The
Fourche Maline sample have low caries rates, high
proportions of interproximal caries, and high dental attrition
rates, which are all characteristic of nonagricultural
subsistence patterns.
All the Caddo samples have caries
rates higher than the Fourche Maline.
Several high caries
rates among the Caddoan samples suggest further testable
hypotheses. The high Caddo I rate indicates greater maize
utijizatton by the early Caddo, which has also been
suggested by their greater demographic stress and higher
infection rates.
The higher rates for the two series from
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Chapter 17
CEDAR GROVE CHRONOMETRICS
Daniel Wolf,nan

RADIOCARBON DATING
INTRODUCTION
Ceramic crossdating indicates that the Caddo IV/V
naterial at the Cedar Grove site probabiy dates )etween
A.3. 1650 and 175); however, the absence of European
traze goods suggests the possibility that the Cadol IV/V
component may be earlier. Consequently, the application of
absoiute dating methods w.,s clearly indicated,
Unfortunately, accurate dating in thistime period in
\rkansas is very difficult,
3endrochronology, when the proper samples are
availaole in a region whose master chronologies have been
developed, is unquestionably the best approach. Wdhile
master chronologies for several species have been developed
in -%rFansas as far back as the fifteenth century (Stable
1979; Stahle et al. 19S2; Stane and Wolfrnan 1933) suitable
samples have never been recovered from excavations in this
state. In an attempt to date the Cedar Grove site, three
other dating methods--radiocarbon, thermoluminescence, and
archeomagnetism were tried. -\s discussed below, only the
thermoluminescence results were satisfactory. While
consistent with post-A.D. 1650 date for the Caddo IV/V
component, they do not exclude the possibility that some of
te naterial may be somewhat earlier,
The terms "precision" and "accuracy" are used
throughout the following Jiscussion. They are often used
intercnangeably by archeologists (and others who should
know better) or lumped in a single category called error,
Precision refers to the repeatability of a result and
accuracy, its "truth." The precision and accuracy of
chronometric results depend on several factors. Often some
of them cannot be exactly determined. Generally, random
errors reduce precision whereas systematic errors reduce
accuracy, however, some errors may reduce either precision
or accuracy depending on the particular situation.
Systematic errors encountred in radiocarbon dating have
recently been reviewed by tBrowman (1981) while Pearson
the statistical (random) errors for this
(1979) has discussed
5
dating method. Aitken and Alldred (1972) have discassed
systemat - and random errors in thermoluminescence
measure _nts and I (Wolfman 1982:278-285) have discussed
these errors in archeomagnetic dating.
Stylistic and stratigraphic information indicates 'he
following relative chronology for burials and features
containing the chronometric samples analyzed at the Cedar
Grove site. The burials, on the basis of ceramics, have
been placed in three groups: 1, I, and III (early to late).
Group 1: Burials 1 and 8
Group II: Burials 11, 12, and 15
Group III: Burials I through 5, 7, 9, and 10
Features 17 and 13 and Burial I5 are within the only
aboriginal structure excavated at the Cedar Grove site and,
therefore, contemporaneous. The midden levee transect is
stratigrapnically later than all the burials.

Radiocarbon dating is the most widely used
chronometric method in archeology (see Polacn 1976 and
Browman 1981 for authoritative reviews of this method).
Throughout the following discussion, it is assumed that the
reader is familiar with the problems associated with secular
variation of the carbon-14 content in the atmosphere and
its effect on radiocarbon dating. This problem, which was
first recognized by de Vries (1958), has been reviewed many
times since then (e.g., Suess 1965; Olsson 1970; Damon et
al. 1974). Recently, new (and presumably very accurate)
calibrations of the radiocarbon time scale have been
published (Stuiver 1982; Klein et al. 1982). It is further
assumed that the reader is familiar with the effect of
isotopic fractionation on radiocarbon samples and what
isotopic ratios can tell use about the diet of prehistoric
populations (see Bender 1968; DeNiro and Epstein 1973;
Vogel and Van der Merwe 1977 for discussions of these
topics).
Since the concentration of carbon-I4 in the atmosphere
has, on the average, declined since A.D. 1650 at about the
same rate as the decay of this isotope, radiocarbon dates
on material which grew at any point during this time period
differ by less than the errors normally encountered. See
Figure 17-1 which compares dendro ages with radiocarbon
ages for A.D. 1200-1950. As indicated on this figure, the
concentration of carbon-14 decreased at such a rapid rate
between 1600 and 1700 that the carbon-I4 ages of material
which grew at either end of this interval differ by about
225 years. Radiocarbon ages of material whose true ages
are 1600 and 1650 differ by about 100 years. Furthermore,
the radiocarbon ages of material which grew between 1500
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Pacific Northwest Douglas fir and
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and 1650 differ little but there is a sharp difference (ca
225 years) between radiocarbon dates of material which
grew in 1375 and 1500.
Radiocarbon dates with a precision of ca - 40 years at
the 67,o confidence level can be obtained routinely,
Consequently, with nany good short lived samples and
careful lab work designed to maximize precision and
accuracy, it may be possible to distinguish material which
dates to ca A.D. 1650 from material which grew at 1600 or
earlier.
Coupled with cultural information it might be
possible to identify a short lived sample vicn grew at ca
A.D. 1700.
For very precise and accurate dating, short lived
samples are required.
Wood charcoal is generally the best
material for radiocarbon dating and the few charcoal
samples submitted were all from wood which was short
lived.
Unfortunately, not much wood charcoal was
recovered in the Cedar Grove excavations. Howeve,,
abundant well preserved human bone was recovered.
There
is considerable variation in carbon turnover in collagen in
different bones in the body; consequently, the precision of
the date obtained depends to some extent on the bone from
which the sample was taken. The most rapid turnover is in
spongy bone, (such as is found in ribs, scapulae, and
vertebrae) and the slowest in the shafts of long bones,
While there has been some discussion about the
reliability of results obtained on bone, some experts (e.g.,
Taylor and Slota 1979:430) feel that with adequate
precaution reliable results can be obtained with this
material.
Since Rainer Berger was among the first to
obtain good results with bone (e.g., Berger et al. 1964) and
is among those who believe that reliable results can be
obtained with this material, the samples were sent to his
radiocarbon laboratory at the University of California at
Los Angeles.
Fourteen samples (12 from the Cedar Grove site,
3LA97, and two from 3LA128) were submitted to the
University of California at Los Angeles radiocarbon lab
(Table 17-1).
Five of these samples were from Features 17
and 1 and Burial 15, which lie within the only aboriginal
structure excavated at the Cedar Grove site. This group of
five samples (and perhaps a sixth from Burial 12 which on
the basis of associated cultural material is thought to be
contemporaneous with Burial 15) when submitted were
thought to provide an opportunity for averaging to improve
the precision of the individual results. Samples submitted
from Burials 8 and 14, and Burials 4, 9, and 10, and the
midden levee transect should have provided additional
opportunities for averaging and comparison of material of
different ages.

Table 17-1.

Radiocarbon Results
In order for the data to be isetil for ojr pro::em,
precise and accurate resuits *ere needed. The results fron
the 14 samples submitted are sjm'narized in Table 17-f.
The data were reported in counti per nmnute (CoLiann 4,)
and for the bone si npies C-13iC-i2 ratos were aiso
reported IColu'nn 5).
tisimg stamard tor'nj;us, C-l- ages
with 7b
confoence
nits were caicj:.tej
ji,'nn 6).
The one signa values reported are based entrel, on
counting statistics.
Uniortunatelu,
these raaocarbomi
determinations were extremely imprecise. m.rdinarily,
radiocarbon results are neasureo with one sigma value of
less than I o twhict
is equivalent to - S' years),
The mear
sig,na values for the I
sanples is 433 *ears. This is by
far the worst group of samples in this regard of which I am
aware.
Professor Berger commented that sone oif the
samples were small and that a small counter was used for
all samples. A larger counter and longer counting times
presumably would have improved some and perhaps all of
the results.
Given the poor precision of the results, the
exact tine span during which carbon was incorporated in
the bone and charcoal samples need not be considered.
The mean radiocarbon age for each sample, with one
exception, is more recent than A.D. 1650.
However, with
only one exception the lower ends of the one sigma
confidence limits are earlier than 1650.
In addition, the
mean date for 12 of the 14 samples is later than 61 B.P.
Due to the relatively low C-14 concentration in the
atmosphere in the past few hundred years, all samples
should have a C-14 of 100 B.P. or earlier.
The fact that
almost all of them do not suggests that there may be a
systematic error which is making the results younger than
they should be. Humic or fulvic acid contamination, which
is difficult to completely remove from bone (Haynes 1967;
Olsson et al. 1974) and apparently is not always removed
from charcoal usinA standard pretreatment techniques, is a
possible source of such error.
Finally, it should oe noted that the C-13/C-12 ratios in
the bone samples varied between -12.84 o/oo and -16.04
O/oo. These values, which are extremeiy low, suggest a
diet heavily dependent on C-4 plants (Vogel and Van der
Merwe 1977; DeNiro and Epstein 19783), most probably
maize.
Since some of the samples are apparently
contemporaneous they can be averaged (Long and Rippeteau
1974).
Arithmetic rather than weighted means were
calculated (Table 17-2, Column 3).
Since the precision is so
poor and the low values are all of similar magnitude, it did
not seem worth the extra time to calculate the weighted
means.
The precision of these combined results (Table
17-2, Column 3) are somewhat improved compared to the
individual dates.

Radiocarbon results from the Cedar Grove site (3LA97) and Sentell (3LA128)

Lab
Number

Survey
Number

2357A
B
C
D
E
F
G

B4-806
BIO-1157
B9-1196
B12-1208
B8-775
80-1209-209
80-1209-1451

Burial 4
Burial 10
Burial 9
Burial 12
Burial 8
fidden Levee Trans.tnit 12
Feature 18

81-751-57
81-751-104
80-1209-1450
90-1209-1388
6-1209-1449
B1.
B15

3LA128 Postmold
3LA128 Feature 6
Feature 18
Bottom of Feature 17
Feature 18
Burial 14
Burial 15

H
1
-T
K
L
M
"re:

Provenience

CPM + o
0.968
0.983
0.928
0.970
0.978
0.959
0.945
0.956
0.058
0.944
0.961
0.961
0.952
0.970

+ 0.041
+ 0.043
4 0.042
+ 0.043
+ 0.044
+ 0.033
0.034
n
- 0.041
+ 0.031
+ 0.043
+ 0.038
+ 0.044
+ 0.053
+ 0.036

in, the last cclurn. six neeative C-I. aces are vem-s before A.D. 1950.
while positive C-14 ages are years after A.D. 1950.

C-13/C-12
-15.32°/oo
-16.04
-14.41
-14.68
-14.47

-12.84
-12.92

C-14 Age +
-18
+119
-372
-13
-46
+62
-50
-36
+55
-61
+85
+83
-199
-39

+ 434
443
4 452
+ 449
+ 453
+ 382
+ 395
4 440
+ 374
T 452
+ 412
; 453
+ 522
; 401

-
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Table 17-2.

Average radiocarbon dates for Cedar Grove (3LA97) and Sentell

Provenience

Lab Numbers

Features 17 and 18; Burial 15
Features 17 and 18; Burials 12 and 15
Burials 8 and 14
Burials 4,. 9, and 10
All of the above
3LA128 postmold and feature

2357
2357
2357
2357
2357
2357

sigma (but not two sigma) confidence level.
This conclusion
is based purely on the random statistical errors.
Consequently, the placement of the Caddo IV/V component
at the Cedar Grove site in the A.D. 1650+ time period is
weakly supported.
Due to the lack of associated cultural material and
poor precision of the dates, little can be concluded about
the C-14 results from the two samples collected at 3LAI2S.
However, if the samples are contemporaneous, since the
average result for the two samples is 46 - 235, there is
weak support for their being later than A.D. 1650.

THERMOLUMINESCENT

DATING

Thermoluminescent dating provides the archeologist with
an opportunity to obtain fates directly on culturally
significant material.
Problems of the nature of association
of charcoal used in radiocarbon or tree-ring dating with
events of cultural importance are thus avoided,
A review article b) Seeley (1975) and a chapter in
Martin Aitken's text, Physics and Archaeology (Aitken
19748:5-134), provide geod discussions of the thermolumninescent dating method.
Traditional thermol iminescent dating involes measuring
stored radioactive damage, usually in quartz ;-.clusions
extracted from pot sherds.
Since the radiocarbon damage
increases with time, the thermoluminescent signal is
stronger in older samp!es.
For very young samples, the
signal may be too weak to measure.
For quartz crystals,
this nethod is rarely used on samples younger than ca 1500
years old.
However, calcite is a more sensitive thermoluminescence dosimeter than quartz. The thermoluminescence signal from fragments of calcitic shell temper is
further enhanced, compared to quartz inclusions, because
they are larger.
Recently, Ralph Rowlett at the University

Table
Lab
Nb
Number

17-3.

Average C-14 date +d
+4
+1
- 76
-90
-41
+46

+ 188
+ 173
+ 350
+ 256
+ 133
+ 285

of Missouri Thermoluminescence Laboratory has been
obtaining good results on calcitic shell temper extracted
from pot sherds.
When we first contacted him about this
project over a year ago, he had just obtained excellent
results on some Fort Ancient samples from West Virginia.
Shell tempered pot sherds from three Cedar Grove
proveniences, Features 17 and 18 and midden in Levee
Transect Unit 12, were submitted to the University of
Missouri Thermoluminescence Laboratory.
As noted above,
Features 17 and 1S are considered contemporaneous.
On
stylistic grounds, the ceramics from Unit 12 are thought to
be somewhat later than Features 17 and 18.

Thermoluminescence

Results

The results which are presented in Table 17-3 agree
very well with the age estimate made on the basis of
associated cultural material prior to submission of the
samples for dating.
Three samples of shell, each from a different sherd,
from each provenience were measured. The data reported
by the University of Missouri lab (Table 17-3) are an
average date and a precision parameter which only
incorporates measurable random error (Table 17-3, Column
4).
A weighted average date was calculated for each
provenience and a pooled standard deviation for this
average, Or, was also calculated using standard formulas
(Long and Rippeteau 1974:209).
0r
only accounts for
random errors.
As Aitken and Alldred (1972) and others
have noted, there are systematic errors (O's) included in the
results as well.
While it is not always possible to quantify
these systematic errors, Rowlett (personal communication)
suggests that they are on the order of 5% of the age of
the sample.
This is consistent with Aitken's (1974:113)
estimate of 746 for the overall error:
=

Thermoluminescent dates for Cedar Grove

"

2

2

r

(3LA97)

Provenience

Survey Number

TL Date

'fATL81-6-7A
81-6-7B
81-6-7C

Feature 18

80-1209-1385
80-1209-1385
80-1209-1385

1670 + 40
1520 _+50
1710 + 40

81-6-5A
81-6-58
81-6-5C

Feature 17

80-1209-671
80-1209-671
80-1209-671

1590 + 50
1620 + 40
1580 + 55

81-6-6A
81-6-6B
81-6-6C

Mldden Levee Transect Unit

80-1209
80-1209-31
80-1209

1770 + 30
1700 + 30
1760 + 30

12

259

(3LA128)

G,J,K,L, and N
D.GJ,K,L, and N
E and M
A,B, and C
A,B,C,D,E,G,J,K,L,M, and N
H and 1

The mean result for the five samples from within the
structure at the Cedar Grove site and the mean of all
samples at the Cedar Grove site (Table 17-2) are
compatible with a calendar age of A.D. 1650-present and
exclude the possibility of a pre-A.D. 1650 date at the one

/
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When reporting an average thermoluminescent date for
a provenience, Aitkin (1974:112-113) established the
convention of reporting two error parameters. The first is
the standard error of the mean.
The second parameter is
overall error

s

.

Cr

specimens in this sample are so widely divergent that it
seems likely that they were collected from redeposited

2

These data are displayed as the average date followed by
the standard error and the overall error in parenthesis in
that order (Table 17-4).
That the standard errors are small
for the Feature 17 and Unit 12 samples is very encouraging.
The larger standard error for the Feature 18 sample
suggests that the 1520 thermoluminescent date may be due
to systematic error.
However, elimination of the specimen
which gave this result from the sample cannot be justified
on the basis of standard statistical criteria, nor does it
seem wise to do so since there are only three specimens in
this sample.

Table 17-4.

Average thermoluminescent dates for
Cedar Grove

Provenience

Average Date

Feature 18
Feature 17
Midden Levee Transect Unit 12
Features 17 and 18
Features 17 and 18 (without
A.D. 1520 date)

A.D.
A.D.
A.D.
A.D.
A.D.

1641
1599
1749
1621
1639

(+58,
(+ 9.
(+22,
(+28,
(+25,

+30)
T33)
+21)
T27)
-.26)

Since Features 17 and 18 are considered contemporaneous, the results were combined.
The weighted average date
of 1621 for these two features with a standard error of 28
years and an overall error of 27 years is compatiole with
the suggested dating of 1650-1750 for the Caddo IV/V
component at the site.
However, it does not exclude the
possibility of an earlier date.
While the 1520 thermoluminescent date should not be
exc;oded from the combined Feature 17 a-id IS sa-nple
because it is less than 1.95 standard deviations from the
mean, even if this were done it would not change Me
weighted average date significantly (Table 17-4, line 5).
Interestingly, the date on the nidden in Levee Transect
Unit 12 using tne t-test, is significantly later than the
weignted ava-age date for Features 17 and IS combined at
the 906 Ibut not the 9516) confidence level (Long and
Rippeteau 1974:210-211).
This result is, of course,
consistent with relative dating based on ceramic styles,

ARCHEOMAGNETIC

DLTING

The archeomagnetic dating method has recently been
discussed by 9/olfman (1982) and Eighmy et al. (1980).
A
comprehensive review of this method (Wolf[nan 1983) will be
puDlished in the near future.
The archeomagnetic method is capab.e of dating baked
clay features with high precision and accuracy.
However,
as discussed in the above cited references, this can only be
achieved after a curve of secular variation of geomagnetic
direction for the region and time period of interest has
been constructed.
While such a curve for A.D. 1200-1500
time period in Arkansas is now available (Wolfman 1982) the
curve for A.D. 1500-1900 has yet to be developed.
Consequently, if good results had been obtained from the
Cedar Grove archeomagnetic sample they would have been
helpful in constructing the curve in this time period,
However, dating of the sample would have had to await
development of a significant portion of the A.D. 1500-1900
curve,
In late December of 1980, Michael Swanda and Frank
Schambach collected an archeomagnetic sample consisting of
eight individually oriented specimens from Feature 18.
1

.

...

subsequently measured the sample (Lab. No. CG135) in the
rock magnetism lab at the University of Californ:a at Santa
Barbara.
The remanent magnetic directions in the eight

pieces of fired day.
Dispersion of the rernanent magnetic directions in the
individually oriented specimens collected from a baked
feature is indicated by the parameter alpha-95.
This
parameter is the half angle of the cone for which there is
a 95% chance that the true average direction lies within it.
G od samples (generally collected from well baked material
which has not moved since the time of firing) usually have
al[.ha-95 values less than four degrees. Normally, the
results from samples with greater dispersion are not useful
in determining a date. The alpha-95 value of 28.1 degrees
for the archeomagnetic sample collected at the Cedar
Grove site indicates that reliable results cannot be obtained.
Subsequent to measuring the sample, I learned that
when Schambach excavated Feature 18, he considered the
possibility that the specimens had been collected from fired
daub fragments.
The following quote from his field notes
explains the situation:
All thermal alteration of soils was directly below
and around the zone of daub in the upper level of
the feature. In my opinion, the daub itself was
the heat source.
It looks like this was a large
roasting pit in which large, thick slabs of daub
(perhaps made for this purpose) were heated
elsewhere and then placed in the pit in a variation
of hot rock cooking.
The abundant fragments of
carbonized cane may have been from cane mats
used to cover the food and the hot slabs of daub.
There were absolutely no traces of ash and little
charcoal which would tend to indicate that no fires
were ever built directly in this pit. The thermal
reddening was pronounced, to depths of 10 cm or
more suggesting long and repeated usage.
I do not
think this effect could have been obtained with a
single fire or a single application of hot daub. The
position of the daub slabs in the south end of the
pit suggests that they are lying where they were
raked back off the food after the pit was used for
the last time.
While occasionally fired daub may be sufficiently hot
when deposited to allow a good archeomagnetic date to be
obtained, I would think that this is highly unlikely to
happen.

CONCLUDING

REMARKS

The precision of cLmronometric results can usually be
quantified.
However, the accuracy of such data, which
involves an assessment of their "truth" is much more
diffcult to evaluate.
Consistency of several results
obtained from a single method and their consistency with
tie archeological record are often suggestive of accuracy.
However these criteria are not sufficient to claim that it
has been achieved. Since a great variety of systematic
errors can affect the accuracy of most chronometric
determinations the best that one can hope for is Loncordant
results from two (or more) independent dating methods.
The situation at Cedar Grove was even more difficult
since accurate dating of archeological material younger than
400 years often involves additional problems. Particular
problems include secular variation of C-14 and the weak
signal often encountered in young TL samples. In addition,
a curve depicting the secular variation of geomagnetic
direction has yet to be constructed.
Consequently, even if
excellent results had been obtained on the fired clay sample
collected at Cedar Grove, archeomagnetic dating would have
had to await the construction of the curve.

CHRONOMETRICS
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Despite these potential difficulties attempts were made
to apply archeomagnetic, thermoluminescent, and
radiocarbon dating on samples recovered at the Cedar Grove
site. Had concordant radiocarbon and thermoluminescent
results with good precision been obtained it would have
been possible to make some strong statements about the
Had a good archeomagnetic
age of the Cedar Grove site.
result been obtained it could have been compared with the
thermoluminescent and radiocarbon results when the secular
variation of geomagnetic direction curve for Arkansas for
Unfortunately, such
the past 450 years was constructed.
results were not obtained,
The single archeomagnetic sample was apparently
collected from material which had moved since it cooled
and therefore the oriented specimens did not carry the
direction of the geomagnetic field at the time the material
was fired,
It was hoped that it might be possible to utilize the
secular variation of C-li
in the atmosphere to assist in
dating the samples submitted for radiocarbon determinations.
Unfortunately, the precision of these results was very poor.
While a the one sigma (67%) level they suggest a date
later than A.D. 1650, this not a strong conclusion.

The thermoluminescence results are the most
interesting.
Traditional thermoluminescent dating has rarely
been successful on material less than 1500 years old.
However, the use of calcitic shell temper for samples is
While
showing considerable promise in this age range.
caution is certainly warranted when considering results from
a new variant of a chronometric method the thermoluminescence dating obtained on the Cedar Grove samples
appear to be accurate based on the associated cultural
material and they are consistent with site stratigraphy.
However, the results were not precise enough to resolve the
question of whether the structure at the Cedar Grove site
predates or postdates A.D. 1650.
The most significant result of the chronometric studies
undertaken on the material recovered at the Cedar Grove
site is not the dating of the site but that thermoluminescent dating of calcitic shell temper shows great promise for
accurately dating young samples.
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Chapter 18
TERAN-SOULE AN0 CONTACT ERA
MODELS AND CEDAR GROVE:
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Neal L. Trubowitz

INTRODUCTION
In any scientific investigation the researchers should
expect that some of their hypotheses will not be supported
by the suosequent analyses while others will be proved to
their satisfaction; this has been the case with the research
at Cedar Grove. Detailed analyses have allowed us to
refine our understanding of the late Caddo occupation of
the Cedar Grove site, and to modify our initial concepts in
line with the new information obtained. Based on the
original ceramic 1 ,alysis of the fragmentary pottery
recovered in the test excavations (Scnambacn 1982) the site
had been identified as a Caddo V occupation, designated the
Chakanina phase. The further analysis of the ceramics
recovered in tne nitigation stage of research, using a larger
sample of nidden recovered ceramics, plus the whole
vessels from grave contexts, confirmed the basic
identification of the site as late Caddo, refining the
ceramic chronology to specify that the primary occupation
spanned the end of the Caddo IV Belcher phase (1670-1700)
into the early Caddo V Chakanina phase (1700-1730).
Another expectation based on the original contact era
dating of the site, that we would find objects of European
manufacture within the aboriginal assemblage, was not
definitely demonstrated even though there were possible
indications of contact. Readers of this study are invited to
examine for themselves the different results reported by the
various specialists in comparison to the original research
goals for the different topics stated in Chapter 2. In this
chapter
the Great Bend Contact Era and the overall
Teran S. ile models will be compared against the body of
data re.- ered at Cedar Grove to determine how well they
fit the original models. A final summary is then presented.
THE GREAT

BEND CONTACT EiRA MODEL

Direct Evidence of Contact
On the face of the data recovered at Cedar Grove, it
is not possible to provide conclusive artifactual evidence of
European contact with the aboriginal occupants. The
excavation strategy utilized would have located introduced
European artifacts if they were present in the midden and
feature samples (notably aboriginal burials) that were
excavated. The flotation and fine screen techniques utilized
were designed to recover materials as small as seed beads,
as. well as the many minute carbonized plant parts that
were found. Metal detectors were employed specifically to
search for metal trade goods. The various analyses looked
for evidence of contact, in the disease or stress patterns
that might have existed in the human osteological remains,
the plants and animals that Europeans could have
introduced, and the pigments used to decorate the ceramics.
In the recovery of two bone objects there is a potential
identification of a European concept, the button, but again,
the artifact is not definitive proof.

L A

While three kinds of chronometric dating were
attempted with av ilable samples, only two produced dates
of any kind. Weak support for dating Cedar Grove
post-A.D. 1650 was obtained from the radiocarbon method.
Somewhat stronger but still not preponderant evidence for a
late seventeenth to early eighteenth century occupation was
supported by thermoluminescence.
One line of evidence, however, which we contend sets
the Cedar Grove aboriginal occupation within a historic
context, is the detailed assessment of ceramics by
Schambach and Miller. Comparison to ceramics at other
dated Caddoan sites with evidence of European trade goods
in association with ceramic wares similar to some at Cedar
Grove, places the occupation of Cedar Grove between A.D.
1650 and 1750 at the broadest possible interpretation, and
within the more refined (and we believe defensible) limits
of 1670 to 1730. To place the Cedar Grove site any
earlier or later in time would put the body of Caddoan
ceramic chronology in doubt. There is a preponderance of
data to indicate that such an int-rpretation would not be
warranted. Therefore, the primary aboriginal occupation of
Cedar Grove (the Caddo IV/V occupation) is within the time
frame of increasing European visitation to the Caddoan
region.
As noted aoove, no definite artifactual evidence of
European m-inufactured oods was found at the Cedar Grove
site. However, after review of the historic literature and
some population estimates, the site fits well into the
contact era model. This model proposed that there would
be only linited evidence of European goods on Aransas
Great Bend Kadohadacho sites except possioly in grave
contexts of the elite members of society. t3oth scnambaci
and Miller and Kay have provided convincing evidence, with
ceramics and conch shell grave goods respectively, that
there is status ranking evident among the aooriginal
interinents at the site.
Kay noted the presence of conch shell grave goods,
materials exotic to the Great Bend region and definite
status markers during the delcher phase in Louisiana, among
the Group C graves (Figure 10-1). In the ceramic analysis
Schambach and Miller produced another grouping of the
burials based on ceramics, which complements the other two
studies. The ceramic seriation basically confirms the
original definition of the burial groups and provides an
indication of some time change within the Cedar Grove
site. Ceramic Groups I and 2 are the same as locational
Burial Groups A, D, and E, representing the Belcher phase
occupation from 1670-1700. Ceramic Group 3 is equivalent
to Burial Groups B and C, which represent the Chakanina
phase from 1700-1730. The Chakanina phase group was the
one in which all the high states marine shell artifacts were
interred, further placing it apart from the other grave
groups. Analysis of the faunal material by Styles and
Purdue also supports the assignment of high status to
Ceramic Group 3, as the nonhuman interment Burial 2 was
an almost complete bald eagle skeleton. The eagle was an
animal of significant religious importance and possession of
eagle feathers, let alone an entire bird, was probably of

great soz,a. signif~cance to thie Callo=
Unio!rtjnatel,, trie
etnnOn45'tr1Z recorc
mute regarding specific Cada".
perlep*t,ons ant use of trie Dalod eagle. The eagle is Known
to nave had svmoolic vaije to Southieastern Indians in
general and it s ta. featn-ers were required for Some rituals
triuaotnr 1976:163).
The association of ceramic types in ADOoiginal Burials I
and 2 Dy SCnhamoacn an~d Miller in tneir seriation, and the
fact that one vessel was a Dird effigy are convincing data
mnat tnie numan Child and adult eagle in Burials I and 2
were interred together and prooaoly on the same occasion.
Also in Ceramic Group 3, a Dald eagle humerus fragment
was interred with Burial .3 showing additional association.
with this statusi religious, or possioly totem animal for the
group. Except for the eastern gray squirrel in Burial 8
which could represent a totem animal or pet, the other fish
and animal remains in graves appear to De food or toot
offerings.

~s

Indirect Evidence:
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Bone Buttons

Tne association of hign status with Ceramic Group 3 or
duria; Group C, and its ceramic dating to the ChaKanina
phase oetween 170G-1730 reopens the discussion of the two

UIJII? li

Oone oolects found in the grave of thie senior adult male,

Burial 9. Initiahy, I expiained tnese two circular Done
0ojectS with drilied holes (Figure 13-13) as outtons.
Thne
concept of outions may' nave Deen received from Europeans.
Kay itrus volumne' dispatec tnis toentfication as tenuous and
pointed ou.,t snat tMe 'rianfazture of suor., ocle:ts ias wI in
the techinoicogical capaoiies of toie innaoitants of Cear
Grove and earier prehistoric Indian occupants of Aricansas,
as evidenced Dy Similar Done discs recovered at the Toltec
site (3LN42) in Ithe ArKansas River Valley. Since Kay was
correct in nit ioentificction of the tecnnological potential,
further assessment was needed.

11CM! 2
Figure 18-1.

I examined a pnotograot o! four Of the Toltec
specimens (Figure !S-11 and otatnec information on two
otrters k:2ojrtes, of 'iIi~io raczo-, -%r~nsas -1rcrieoioglcai
Survesi. The four Liust-ated szoedi'nens were in an eshiD.*.
case at Toltec \.ourizs State Par,, and cojic no: oe removed
for direct measuremernt Attn cnnvenience. S50ThldKness could
no', De eve
naireftliooservec from, toe pnotograpi.
However. comparison of Figures ISI.
ant Tanie ISmaxe ir dIe8, tna! toe Cea. --rove ant Toltec specimens,
wilie techinologialt
noi~dildruddss
otherwise vars in the Overai, diameter of tnc specimens,
the oiacement of aciies, and the diameter o! tne noies. Tne

Catalog
Number

Sie
Site
Cedar Grove
Cedar Grove
Toltec

90-1204-1167
86-1209-1167
77-1144-8

~
tcitec

li.-C
-l--y

IN-I.

1,1
3--'
ec

Daee
Dimtrfe)

13-16a
13-18b
18-1

15.0
16.3
27.0

I-1
18tc
16-12.

9.0

lr-580-

4

5

Examples of Done discs from Toltec
Mounds, 3LN42 (AAS Negative Number
905634)

Comparison of bone discs from Cedar Grove. Toltec, and Belcher

Figure
Numnber*

5

3

Cedar Grove discs are smaller in diameter (except tar one
specimen from Toltec, 77-1144-170, whichi closely resemoles
the shell beads found in thie necklace on Burial 3 at Cedar
Grove) and the diameter of the -ioles are also smaller. Tne
multiple drilied specimens from Toltec resernole the
patterns on a sneli gorget from Belcner (Jeioo 195i:Figure
135), tnouign the latter is mucri larger of tne two attn.' 52
overall diameter Of 9.4 cmn. The specimens frorr :ezoar
-rove and Tltec have somne xecv differences whien tne
detalis of their form are examned.
Reviewing tne archeoiogica. literature. 1 couic finc r.specimens equivalent to the two Done discs at Cedar Grove.
even in some of the C.acoc, sites whicn nave rat extensive
excavations and aetaiiec reporting, sucto as beiCher iAeo.j
1iia
959 and George C. Davis 1'4eweli and Krieger 1949,. In
terms Of Done discs, thie closest examnples found were two
unorfied specimens from Biurial Flit 2 at Belcher 0A~eDD
1959:Figure 5be-i. Figure 128S and K), Witn Skeletonl: ar
adult femaie (gieDD 1959:.Figure 54j. The position of these

Bone Disc- From Archeological Sites

Table
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1.0
1.0
-
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1
2
1
multiple
1
none
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31Q
belclerr
3,20
Svf, 28':
29.C
*Cedar Grove and Tloltec illustration. in this report; Belrher in tiebtr (19SQ,

central
central
central
on ri.
central

onZIos

none

DIameter
(mm)
cs 1.0
1.0
2 .2
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SUMMARY
bone discs along with two bone pins, six perforated peari
beads, and other artifacts suggested to Webb some kind of
air or head ornaments.
The discs were not meant as ear
decorations (such as the marine shell discs on Burial 4 at
Cedar Grove, Figure 13-20a-0), as Skeleton 2 had a
perforated bone ear ornament or labret ('Weoo 1959:Figure
56h).
There were some perforated shell discs at Belcher
which were utilized as ear ornaments on Skeleton I in
Burial Pit 2.
These w'ere 1.6 cm in diameter (Weob
1959:173 but were not illustrated). The discs and nine of
eleven larger shell discs cut from coiumella walls (3.2 to
3.8 cm in diameter) were found with Burial 18, laid in a
row opposite the lower left leg, indicating some kind of
strung arrangement (Webb 1959:Figure 91 and 136).
Other drilled shell , bone artifacts have been reported
on other southeastern sites, out they are square or
rectangular rather than circular in shape.
At the Denham
Mound site (3HS15), a Mid-Ouachita Focus site in Hot
Spring County, Arkansas, Wood (1963) reported that:
Three button-like bone objects, 202 fresh-water
pearl beads, and 136 conch shell beads and
pendants were found together in a large, plain,
shell-tempered vessel (Figure 7e1.
The three bone
items are 19 to 20 mm square, and I mm or less
in thickness; they are pierced by two small,
centrally-located holes (Figure Ili).
To judge from
the many tiny fragments of thin bone in the fill of
this vessel, there were originally far more than
three such objects (Wood 1963:27).
All these objects were probably ornaments strung into a
string(s) for decorative purposes.
The other rectangiular objects are defined by Williams
(1980) as special horizon traits of the Armorel phase, the
latest aboriginal culture unit (1500-1700) in the Mississippi
Valley between the present day river border of Arkansas
and Tennessee (Williams 1980:Figure 1).
These consist of
rectangular shell plaques engraved with diagonal lines across
the corners, forming a triangular subdivision at each corner
with a slight gap usually cut where the diagonal lines
intersect (Williams 190.Figure 2h). They have two holes
drilled in the remnant diamond shaped central body of the
shell piece.
These artifacts were reported at a number of
sites in Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, and Arkansas,
including the Parkin site. Previously, these artifacts have
been explained (Knoblock 1939:396) as "shell gorgets
designed to symbolize the number tour." One specimen
illustrated by Knoolock (1939:Plate 184) had more rounded
corners and deeper separations between the corners than the
more rectangular ones illustrated by Williams.
W .!!jams
noted that they clustered in distribution in the Mississippi
Valley and nearby areas in the Southeast, contrasting with
changes in form of somewhat similar buttons found in Fort
Ancient sites to the north like Fox Farm (Williams
1980:109).
However, on his terminology he noted:
The term button is not used here to denote implied
function, but to set these button-like pierced and
engraved shell artifacts apart from other beads,
etc. (Williams 1980:109, Footnote 2).
Most of these examples of "button-like" objects, both
round and rectangular or square, appear to be ornaments of
some kind rather than buttons in function. At the C. V.
Campbell (23PM5) site in southeast Missouri three out of
four of these buttonlike objects (Klinger 1977:Figure 3a-c)
were found around the neck of a child of six to eight
years.
Although their archeological context suggests that
these artifacts did not function as buttons but
rather as beads or pendants, a review of the
literature clearly indicates that they could have
served equally well iii both functional roles,
Essentially square, the most complete of these
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measures 24 mm long and 23 mm wide.
One face
of each button has four engraved lines outlining the
shape of a diamond.
One small partially drilled
hole (in fact a dot) is located in each of the four
corners in addition to two central perforations (3
mm in diameter) similar to the European type
(Klinger 1977:96).
Thus, while the association of these shell rectangular
objects with early contact era sites appears good, their
function is still in question.
Nonetheless, their known
distribution is entirely outside the Caddoan area.
We are still left with the impression that circular bone
objects similar to those found at Cedar Grove have not
been recovered elsewhere in the Caddoan area.
While it is
true that they were found in the grave fill flotation matrix
rather than in situ in Burial 9, it is possible to eliminate
with some certainty their having been ornaments that were
worn around the neck, on the ears, or on the wrist. The
crew excavating Burial 9 was aware of these loci as
potential areas containing exotic marine shell artifacts and
excavations in those parts of the burials were particularly
careful to look for such goods.
In fact Burial 9 did have
conch shell ear pendants (Figure 13-23), eliminating that
position from having yielded the bone discs. It is possible
that the two bone discs came from some part of the
interment where grave goods had not been noted in the
other grave excavations, and hence were missed until the
flotation matrix was processed, but their small size and
lght color may simply have been invisible against the clean
sand of the grave fill and surrounding subsoil.
There is no
question that these objects came from an undisturbed
aboriginal grave protected beneath the overburden of the
central portion of the historic levee.
Based on ceramic seriation of the grave lots,
Schambach and Miller placed Burial 9 in tne Chakanina
phase occupati )n (1700-1730) as one of the three latest
graves.
In terms of the occupation of the Cedar Grove
locus, this is the time period corresponding with the
beginning of more regular contacts with Europeans in the
Great Bend region, yielding more European products
(although still in limited quantities). As Burial 9 is the
senior male in the high status burial group' it is among
those having the highest potential, if not the single greatet
potential, of having European products as grave goods.

European Trade or Gifts as
a Source of Buttons
We have clear accounts (Chapter 5) of the Ramon
expedition in 1716 and Aguayo expedition in 1721 giving
away finished clothing to the Indians, including in the latter
case two Kadohadacho captains and their 8O followers, who
received additional clothing to take back to their homes to
distribute. Higher status individuals were receiving a finer
grade of finished clothing from the Spanish. It is therefore
suggested that the two buttonlike objects found with Burial
9 could be European buttons from a piece of clothing
obtained as a gift from the 1721 Aguayo expedition or
other European sources.
Seventeenth and eighteenth century European male
clothing that had buttons normally had more than just two.
Shirts with buttor commonly had one or two at the neck
and one each on the cuffs or a pair of cufflinks (each a set
of linked buttons).
Breeches and trousers had at least three
in the front on the fall, usually more, and often had three
or more buttons on each leg of the breeches to close them
at the knee. Waistcoats and overcoats had numerous
buttons.
It should be noted that buttons are not necessarily
associated with clothing. There is one item of European
accouterment that would have been carried by almost any
trader, soldier, explorer or missionary; this is the food
haversack. This was a simple cloth bag, usually made of
linen, with a strap attached for hanging. The haversack
was commonly worn over the right shoulder, hanging to the

,
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left side.
This Dag was used to carry rations and it was
closed with two or three buttons, which could be made of
metal, bone, or antler. All soldiers were issued these bags,
or made them for themselves, and Europeans would have
taken them everywhere during their early travels in the
Southeast.
Such a bag would have been immediately
apparent as a useful item to the Indians of the Southeast.
In contrast to European clothing, ethnohistoric accounts
of aboriginal Caddoan garments portray them as buttonless,
with men wearing deerskin breechclouts in the summer,
adding pullover leather shirts, leggings, and moccasins in
colder weather, while the women wore grass or hay
breecnclouts under outer clothes consisting
of two gamuzas (meaning
one covers them from the
the other with an opening
which they stick the head

evidently 'deerskins'):
waist to the ankle; and
in the center, through
(Swanton 1942:141).

Penicaut in the winter of 1706-1707 stayed among the
Natchitoches and mentions that skirts made of cloth woven
from nettles were worn by the chief's daughters, but this
the only such reference despite the common use of such
material or mulberry bark for women's garments in the
Southeast (Swanton 1942:141). Buttons do not appear to be
used as clothing fasteners according to the ethnohistoric
records, and the concept would appear to be one of
European origin among the Caddo.
Of course it is not possible at present to prove this
assertion or the Aguayo clothing suggestion, but the
circumstantial evidence regarding the bone objects in Burial
9 make the "best" explanation the hypothesis that they are
European buttons at least in concept if not in actual origin,
The buttonlike objects came from the grave of the person
most likely to have European goods, at the time that
European goods were most likely to appear on the site.
They are of a size and shape similar to buttons of European
manufacture from this time period, are unique in the
Caddoan archeological record insofar as they have not been
found on precontact era sites, and they were not found in
an ornamental context like the other decorative objects
recovered in the Cedar Grove burials,
Whether the bone discs were made by Europeans or
Indians, the concept appears to be of European origin. I
stand by my earlier suggested explanation that these objects
are in all probability functioning buttons, and evidence of
European contact at Cedar Grove.

The Cedar Grove Contact Era
Model in Retrospect
In conclusion, the Cedar Grove ;te data agree with the
diachronic Cedar Grove Contact Era model constructed for
the Arkansas Great Bend region, of there being limited
amounts of European products available before 1730.
Those
goods that did reach the area were most likely acquired and
controlled by the higher ranking members of the local
society until later in the eighteenth century when European
goods became more common and European diseases began to
significantly reduce the, Kadohadacho population.
The total
assemblage of data at Cedar Grove represents an aboriginal
group that has not become dependent on European
technology or a trade economy with Europeans.
Using a
definition of acculturation as a common process of culture
change (Brain 1979.270), the Cedar Grove inhabitants had
not become acculturated by European contacts, and the
basic fabric of Caddoan culture was intact. Only some
minor technological innovations (i.e., the button) had possibly
been adopted witfiout affecting everyday lifeways for the
bulk of the population. Apparently, the European
impact
on native lifeways among the Arkansas Great Bend
Kadohadacho was delayed longer than among the other
Caddoan groups due to the relative isolation of these
Kadohadacho in the heartland of the Red -River Caddoan
region.
Cedar Grove is probably typical of other
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farmsteads in the Spirit Lake locality in that few European
goods can be expected to be recoverable on loci dating
from 1500-1730, although some mound related interments
could produce some nonperishable European items.

THE TERAN-SOULE

MODEL

Spatial Arrangement
The earlier half of the Teran-Soule model was based on
the Teran map of 169J (Figure 2-1), which was used by
Schambach to build the basic model of both typical and
high status residences in tne Red River Valley at the end
of the seventeenth century.
F/e also have Teran's
description of the Caddoan settlements he encountcred in
Bowie County, Texas on November 28, 1691:
we traveled five and one half leagues in the same
direction until at last we reached a level tract.
It
was less than a league straight through, in a
northerly direction, or six leagues around the edge.
The Indian guides informed me that at long
intervals it was covered oy the waters from the
river in the territory occupied by the tribe.
We
crossed this level space, still going in the same
direction, passed two lakes and came to a grove of
trees. From this point we caught sight of one of
the rancherias of the nation.
It was located on a
hill, which commanded the whole country.
As soon
as I arrived, I had the place examined as a
precaution against an ambush, in case the French
might be in the country and attempt to surprise us.
After reconnoitering it, the Indian guide informed
us through Brother Antonio, who served as an
interpreter, that this was tne temple in which the
Indians worshiped and made offerings to their gods.
We proceeded from this place and we made camp
at the home of an Indian whom they called
located about half a league, more or less from the
temple or mezquit (Hatcher 1932:32-33).
Here is a clear description identifying the temple
mound shown on the west end of the Teran map (Figure
2-1).
A few days later Teran completed his narrative of
the scattered settlements (see also Appendix IV):
I will state also that in company with the alferez,
the pilots, the caddi and the companions of the
Reverend Father Commissary, I went to the
opposite bank of the river to examine the settled
region. I found it the same as on this side.
Through the caddi as an interpreter I learned from
the native Indians that the settlements extended
down stream along the river bank (Hatcher
1932:35).
The year before Teran reached the Red River, Tonty
had provided a description of the dispersed settlements,
possibly of tne same ones visited by Teran:
The Cadodoquis are united with two other villages
called Natchitoches and Nasoui (Nason,) situated on
the Red River.
All the nations of tn.s tribe speak
the same language.
Their cabins are covered with
straw, and they are not united in villages, but their
huts are distant one from the other.
Their fields
are beautiful.
They fish and hunt.
There is plenty
of game, but few cattle (ooeufs) (Swanton 1942:43).
The dispersed settlement system of the Red River
Caddo has been both described and drawn, providing a firm
basis for modeling what might be found in the archeological
record.
To this document was added the Soule photographs
(Figures 2-2 and 2-3) which show that the internal Caddoan
farmstead settlement pattern illustrated by Teran persisted

SUMMARY
into the nineteenth century, a strong foundation for a
The Oulk of discussion that follows will
diachronic model.
apply the Cedar Grove data against the salient research
questions outlined from tne reran and 3,iie documents,
The Dasic Caddo farmstead was documented as
consisting of an area contarining from one to three mouses,
At
up to two storage platforms, and sometimes a ramada.
Cedar Grove we nave positive evidence for at least one
Caddo structure, Structure I (Feature 3), and probably two
others, Structures 2 and 3 (Features 24 and 25).
Schambach postulated that the compound of the Caddi
would oe the only one with more than a single ramada or
brush arbor. Other historic documents describe special
accommodations made for those wno visited the Caddi for
Father Massanet described
ceremonial and social functions.
in 1690 the special structures associated witn the house of
a Hasinai Caddo functionary:
Soon I nuticed, outside the yard, opposite the door
of the governor's house, another long Duilding, in
which no inmates could De seen. I asked who
dwelt therein or what purpose it served, and was
told that the captains were lodged in that house
On
when the governor called them to a meeting.
the other side I saw yet another and smaller
vacant house, and upon my inquiring about this one
they answered that in thne smaller house the pages
of tne captains were lodged, for there is a law
providing that eacn captain snail oring his page
when the governor assernoies the captains, and they
observe this custom kSwanton 1942:149).

Structure I and the direct impact zone, or even farther
south outside the project rignt-of-way.
two
Evidence was found at Cedar Grove of p
s of the
ramadas, Cluster 2 and Cluster 3, out no expostmold nattern expected for a storage structure were
Part of this proolem in identification was linked
identified.
to tne large numoers of historic features vhici intruded the
ud
aooriginal occupation, making it difficult to trace postmoid
extensiveness
the historic landanyotherwise
use, ,t
lines. Given the was
thtof toidetifyas
wewer
ortitou aoe
was fortuitous tnat we were aole to identify as many
aboriginal features as we did.
unaole to completely define the limits ol
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Status Indications
The historic disturbances pose a
Storage Structures.
problem in interpreting whether Cedar Grove was the
farmstead of simple farmers, the compound of a higher
status family, or both.
As part of the model it was
presumed that the compound of the Caddi did not have a
storage platform because much of his food needs and that
of his immediate family were supplied by the general
population. The Caddi's compound on the Teran map did
not have a storage structure, and therefore other higher
status compounds mignt De expected to not have them
We cannot shed any light on
represented archeologically.
this question at Cedar Grove from tne perspective of
It is also possible that some
survival of aboriginal features.
compounds did not have separate storage structures due to
An
using the "attics" of the houses for food preservation.
Upper Nasoni compound described by Joutel in 1687 had
both house storage and use of some kind of separate drying
structure:
The cabins of tnese savages are made lice those of
the Cenis (Hasmai), of which I nave spoken already,
except that they are not so lofty; there is a large
platform aoove the door made of pieces of wood
planted upright with others across them, and rows
of canes pressed very closely togetner, on which
they put their ears of corn.
There is another
opposite on which they place tuns or casks whicn
they make of canes and Dark, in which they put
their shelled corn, Deans, and nuts, acorns, and
other things, and under that they put their pots.

With only one relativel complete house outline at
Cedar Grove we cannot rule out sucn structures naving Deeh
in tne vicinity. If present they would nave Deen to the
east of the line of structures located on the n'gner part of
the point oar as the west side of the site sloped off into a
water filled swale.
The limited hand cleaning of the
stripped midden area to the east of North-Soutn Trench 2
in the vicinity of test square 572 E212 yielded no evidence
of any postmold pattern in that area, which had been
Sucn
cultivated sometime after the aoorigmal occupation.
structures might also nave Deen to the north of the Known
site area, which was destroyed by Red River meandering, or
else to the south in the unexcavated area oetween Cadoo

J'e were
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compound at Cedar Grove due to o0tn the destruction
caused
y river meandering and revetment construction of
pors
of ther sieandestrictond
o r t serucithion te
pr'ihns of the site, and restriction of research wthin the
right-of-way limits; it was highly beneficial that we were
able to carry out some limited excavations in the indirect
impact zone.
These efforts defined the one recognizable
Caddo structure we found, permitting interpretation of the
more fragmented archeological record in the direct impact
Historic disturbances made it difficult to determine
zone.
whether any ephemeral features such as Caddoan cropmarks
Rebuilding did not appear to
and paths were on the s,'e.
have been carried out at Cdar Grove as the structure
locations and adult burial groups we were able to define
appeared to be spatially distinct,

Each family nas its own tuns; they nave their oeds
to right and left, and of the Kind I nave already
described.
These Indians nave Desides a ig
from

ten to

twelve

feet, on whch

they put their

ears of corn to dry, after they have gathered
n
tdyae
they
ae
gather
ea
them, and which they taKe care to sweep every
day tSwanton 1942:lv,).
The patterns of postmolds in Clusters 2 and 3 at Cedar
Grove most likely represent drying racK/work platform
or depicted in
described
houte.
ramaas such as gythose
the Soule photographs.
Artifact

Indicators.

The

Feran-Souie model also

specified tne presence or aosence of various debris and
artifact assemblages as possible indicators of high or low
Pipes were postulated to be markers of
status compounds.
religious or ceremonial activity and were not presumed to
At Cedar Grove the only
De found on everyday farmsteads.
evidence of smoking paraphernalia was the whole pipe
(Figure 9-25 and Figure iL-39) found in Burial 14, which
had no high status grave goods, i.e. marine shell
artifacts (Figure 9-14). No pipe fragments were found in the
midden.
The model
predicted that normal farmsteads would have
cdeeofwoendrknces.Teeovy
The recovery
a high incidence of whole and broken Celts.
of two complete diorite celts, two complete chert cobble
celts, and one chert cooole celt bit fragment (Figure
13-Ia-e) might be seen as support for the model, but
compared to the total debitage there were few celts.
In
terms of the total tool assemblage Kay concluded that "the
majority of stone and bone tools from Cedar Grove is
unambiguously classed as utilitarian, or technomic artifacts
It
which have clear extrattive or maintenance functions."
ahn

there were few

activities requirn,

celts.

Food Refuse.
On a higher status compound an
unusually linted range of food refuse (namely faunal
material) was expected. The Cedar Grove assemblage
provides ambiguous evidence to answer this suggestion from
the model.
Though there was a diversity of animal species
represented when the site was considered as a whole, Styles
and Purdue concluded that the emphasis was primarily on
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white tailed deer and turkey.
While fish remains from
many different species were ubiquitous on the site, the
concentration on gar and bowlin was unexpected given the
accessibility of aquatic resources. Among plant remains
maize was widespread on the site, but only in small
amounts. Nuts did not appear in large quantities, nor did
other cultigens and wild plant foods.
The problem with
interpreting these remains derives from several possible
sources of error, including the potential that food processing
methods were not conducive to archeological preservation,
the site sampling size and methodology employed could have
missed key data, that some plant and animal remains (nay
not represent resources used as food, and a general lack of
comparative data gathered through similar controlled
excavations to use as a standard of typical Caddoan diet
during this time period.
The Kadohadacho at Cedar Grove
had a varied and well balanced diet as shown in both the
actual plant and animal remains and the health of the
skeletal population.
Nonetheless, we cannot presently
specify whether the possible preference for deer, turkey,
and maize is real, let alone a matter of differential access
due to social status.
A number of plants and animals mentioned frequently in
the ethnohistoric records as Caddo foodstuffs, particularly
beans and buffalo, are not represented as archeological
remains or are present only in minor amounts.
The
recovery of a single buffalo toe in an undisturbed context
at Cedar Grove is in fact the first time that we know of
actual bison remains being found on a Caddoan site
(Scnambacn, personal communication), despite accounts of
tneir hunting the animals and using the hides for clothing
and blankets (Swanton 1942).
It is evident that some
cultural behavior factors and/or preservation conditions are
biasing the archeological record.
.
On the other hand, deer antler was common refuse at
Cedar Grove, along with finished antler tip projectile points
and other antler tip tool fragments.
Since antler was found
botn in midden and as grave goods, there d'es not appear
to be any specialized treatment of deer antier, such as was
found at Crensnaw, a Great bend Caddo occupation dating
between A.D. 1000-1100.
Hence, there was no evidence of
deer ceremonialism at Cedar Grove.
Ceramics.
The finai category of artifacts in the
Teran-Soule model whicn mignt indicate a high status
residence was ceramics. On normal farmsteads the model
expected a high percentage of very large utility vessels,
which would be two to three times the size of utility
vessels found in graves.
Scnamoacn and Miller did nr
specifically address this point, Out it is noted that the
ethnohistoric records descrioe the storage of foodstuffs in
contAiners of cane and Dark (as described by Joutel) which
woulo not survive in the archeological record.
Massanet in
1690 noted that it was the custom of the Caddo le Jers to
feed their headmen and assistants when called into
conference for the entire period of the meeting.
Continuing with the discussion quoted above, he outlined the
provisions for feeding the retainers of the chief:
In the other half of the house where there are no
beds, there are some shelves about two varas (5.56
feet) high, and on them are ranged large round
baskets made of reeds ( in whicn they keep their
corn, nuts, acorns, beans, etc.), a row of very large
earthen pots like our earthen jars, these pots being
used only to make the atole when there is a large
crowd on the occasion of some ceremony and six
wooden mortars for pounding the corn in rainy
weather, (for, when it is fair, they pound it in the
courtyard) (Swanton 1942:149).
It therefore is concluded that large utility vessels should
not be expected to only be diagnostic of average Caddo
compounds.
The model notes that fine ware pottery types should
occur in low proportions on such sites. The presence of
high percentages of such pottery was to De a marker of a

high status compound.
The hign figures f4om Cedar Grove
of 54.7% of the sortable sherd collection being fine wares,
along with over half of the whole vessel collection, are
proof of the uniqueness of Cedar Grove.
However,
Schambach and Miller have reconsidered the original
hypothesis because of the possible relationship of Cedar
Grove to all the mounds and mound groups in the Spirit
Lake locality; they have suggested that we must question
whether the Cedar Grove site lies within the ceremonial
precincts of the paramount Caddo ceremonial center at
Battle Mound or Egypt Mound (Figure I-7), so it may be
the case that the inhabitants of the Cedar Grove site were
a paramount lineage rather than average farmers.
Burial Grou in s.
As discussed, status differential was
evident at Ce ar
rove aetween the individuals in Buriai
Group C wno had exotic marine shell goods, and those
interred in Burial Groups A, 0, and E.
There is a
complication in tMat the nigher status group also is seriated
later than the other burials, raising the possiDility that over
time there was greater access to exotic goods among the
innabiznts of Cedar Grove, ratner than tnere being two
different status groups. The ceramic pipe fcund in Burial
Group E may nave been an earlier status marker.
Assuming that tne Group 8 and C burials (Ceramic
Group 3) do represent a higher status family, the question
again is where do they fit in Caddo society?
Wyckoff and
daugn (1980) have prposed arcneological models for Hasma
elites based on historic documentation for the period under
consideration for Cedar Grove, which will be used here.
It
should be noted that though historic accounts mention the
basic similarity of the Hasinai and Kadohadacho
confederacies, some variation might be expected between
the groups. Their model shows that thc domiciles of the
highest Caddo officials, the Xinesi and Caddi, should be
expected to be larger than the typical Caddo house, some
18.3 m in diameter.
The one measurable structure at
Cedar Grove was only 9.6 m in diameter, probably too
small for high officials. It may be possible larger
structures are present on the site Out unrecognized due to
historic disturbance or burial by recent alluvium.

Evidence For Intermediate Status
Review of the spatial, mortuary, and artifact data from
Cedar Grove to determine if it is indeed a Caddoan elite
compound has produced ambiguous results.
The lack of ny
clear distinctive pattern may indicate an intermediate
position, suggesting that Cedar Grove was the residence of
a lesser group of Caddo functionaries, possibly the family of
a canaha (an elder or captain) or their subordinates, the
cnaya, or the Caddi's subordinates, the tammas.
Another
position among the nongoverning elite was the conna or
shaman (Wyckoff and Baugh 1980:237).
Any of these
intermediate status positions would nave had a combination
of higher status as well as common goods, possibly such as
represented at Cedar Grove; status marine shell goods are
present, along with a wide range of utilitarian tools.
Fine
ware ceramics are common, and were used in ever, day
contexts, as evidenced oy soot deposits and recycling of
broken pots before they were used as grave goods.
The
young male in Burial 7.in the high status Group C plot,
had nothing but recycled pots.
Schsmbach and Miller offered various explanations for
this situation.
We can rule out that Burial 7 was a slave
or servant because he had marine shell status goods, and
the demography oi the burial plot indicates that he was a
member of tne family group represented by the Group 0
and C buriais.
Recycling evidence was restricted to the
Coup B and C burials, and at least one vessel in each
Frave lot was used.
This family apparent,
did not have
the means to provide themselves with all brand ne% pragoods.
Schambach and Mliller favored an exp;aanatia
t
these battered fine ware ceramic% as resJto, , t,,.
demographic stress among the Ca11
arnar- A
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to European diseases, which cause,, a v,l
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and their wares.
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SUMMARY
derived from the various specialized analyses appear to
favor other explanations. Tne Cedar Grove burials nave the
demography of a normal family cemetery and of a
population with a well balanced diet. No evidence of
European disease inroads was found, and the basic aooriginal
lifeway was intact. It is difficult to compare professionally
excavated recycled pots from tne late Caddo component at
Cedar Grove against the culls of pothunters and make any
judgments aoout now common the recycling of pots was
during this time period. Since Cedar Grove is the first site
of the era to have been professionally excavated in the
Arkansas Great t)end region, it is the standard against
which future excavations will be measured; until more such
excavations are completed the recycling question remains
unanswered.
However, it is possible that the observed recycling
pattern might be expected among the nongoverning elite as
other aspects of Cedar Grove fit a numoer of the
conditions drawn up by Wyckoff and Baugh (1980:292) for
the material remains expected on a canahas' residence
compound. These include residences "indistinguishable on
the basis of size" (as shown above), "east entryways"
(prooable at Cedar Grove due to the ramadas being just
east of the Caddo structures), and "central hearths"
(Feature 18 may have functioned as such in Caddo Structure
I). Cedar Grove does not have enough area excavated to
determine whether there was a concentration of small
interior postmolds (representing bed posts) on one side of
the structure. According to the model it would oe
expected that the midden contains fragmentary artifacts
indicating average daily activities, such was the case at
Cedar Grove. At Cedar Grove the midden was located both
inside as well as outside the structures rather than being
restricted to the outside as proposed in the model. Ash
deposits were also to be expected according to the model
but no ash deposits were identified at Cedar Grove. The
aboriginal cemetery at Cedar Grove fits the Wyckoff and
Baugh model having "spatial clustering of related
individuals," but it is not clear what quantity they meant by
a "large number of burials." Wyckoff and Baugh suggested
that both the residence and grave of the cahana could have
artifacts similar to the Caddi's, including European trade
items. Only the senior male in the high status group at
Cedar Grove had possible European influenced buttons, but
if this person is an even lower level functionary, a chaya or
tamrna, he might have had less access to such goods and
we would not expect tq. find them in any quantity at his
compound. The difference between subareas in access to
European goods should also affect this,
Burial Patterns
Clearly infants and small children received different
burial treatment from adults. They were buried within
structures, while juveniles and adults were buried in plots
adjacent to houses. Age and sex related differences were
apparent in the distribution of grave goods, as well as
marking status differences between some of the burial
groups. Groupings of skeletal anomalies and nonmetric
traits suggested that this population, specifically Burial
Group C, represented the dead from a patrilocal family,
which is indirectly implied in ethnographic accounts for the
Hasinai Caddo between 1691-1722:
If a man wants a certain woman for his wife who
he knows is a maiden, he takes her some of the
very best things he has; and if her father and
mother given their permission for her to receive
the gift, the answer is that they consent to the
marriage. But they do not allow him to take her
away with him until they have first given notice to
the caddi (Swanton 1942:161).
Descriptions of Hasinai Caddo burial customs during this
era also closely match the Cedar Grove archeological
remains. Fatner Casanas in 1691 described the burial of a
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leading man among the Hasinai Caddo which mentions a
coffin of some kind, but fails to specify if it was European
in style or otherwise. After oration about the deceased
they carried the dead body outside as fast as they
could, snooting a great many arrows into the air.
Then tney put whatever clothes he nad into the
grave, placed the body on top of them, and closed
the grave. The two men who served as priests
talked earnestly and in a low voice, wnile the
others stood round weeping. When all was finished
they went home; and the first thing they did was
to carry him some thing of the very best things
they had, placing it on top of the grave. Then
they put some tobacco and some fire there and
left a pot full of water. They all went away to
eat.
Such ceremonies as I have described are performed
when the deceased is one of the chiefs. If he is
an ordinary individual, the ceremonies are about
the same, only there is not so much pomp (Swanton
1942:207-208).
In 1717 Father Hidalgo described burial customs as follows:
They bury their dead, after bathing them, interring
with them the trophies they have captured with the
deer skins they possess, and with all the gifts their
relatives supply. They place there something of
everything they have to eat as well as buffalo
hides. They bury the scalps so that their enemies
may go along to serve them in the other life.
They place there provisions for the journey and
other possessions to serve for clothing (Hatcher
1927:57).
Father Espinosa in L722 gave a description of burials
which is similar at first to that of Father Hidalgo,
indicating that the customs were constant over the
intervening five years, and/or Espinosa copied Hidalgo:
They prepare the dead body for burial, after first
bathing it, by clothIg it in the best clothes they
have or in fresh deer skins. With great
lamentations, they keep it for several hours in the
home. They provide great quantities of pinole,
corn, and other eatables. If it be a man, they
collect his bows and arrows, his knife, and the
other things needed in life and, if it be a woman,
all her domestic utensils, canisters, grinding
instruments, and earthen-ware vessels, because they
say the dead will have need of them where they
are going (Hatcher 1927:162).
At Cedar Grove males received sex related offerings in
arrowheads (probably originally accompanied4 by the shaft
and feather as well as a bow, but which did not survive
archeologically), flintknapping tools, a pipe, pigments, and
the conch shell cup in Burial 7. Female related goods
ittcluded a shell hoe as well as ceramics (women were
described as the potters in ethnohistoric accounts).
However, pottery vessels were used in aUl graves, probably
as containers for food and water offerings, though samples
sent to Harvard University showed no evidence of organic
residue (Elizabeth Coughlin, personal coin munication).
Finally, some questions of the Teran-Soule model cannot
be answered on the basis of a single site excavation. We
cannot determine at present whether Cedar Grove
represents the usual compound of its type, the full range of
activities that might be expected on it, whether some craft
specializations were practiced, or what the average distance
between compounds was.
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SUM.ARY-

The Teran-Soule model has proved itself to be an
effective means of approaching the excavation of a late
Caddo site. Many parts of the model were found to have
archeological counterparts at Cedar Grove, which also
supplied data that nelp refine the model so that we may
ask more detailed questions of the archeological record in
the future. Beside the Teran-Soule model, two other
models based on ethnohistoric records have also proven
useful in the analysis of Cedar Grove. One is the Wyckoff
and Baugh (1980) model of Hasinai elites, and the other is
the Great Bend Contact Era Model. All three of these
models provide similar means of interpreting archeological
data from diachronic ethnohistoric documents. Much of the
success in their use is related to how well we can tie those
written accounts to the Caddoan region archeological
record. Except for European posts, the direct historic
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approach has been unable to identify many specific contact
era Caddo sites named in documents, but the documentary
records are so strong that we can be confident of at least
the confederacies' general geographic distributions at
specific points in time, and therefore can relate Caddoan
archeological sites found in those subareas which date
between 1685-1750 to those confederacies.
Cedar Grove was found to fit the Great Bend Contact
Era Model, as little evidence of European impact was found
on the aboriginal population. They were apparently healthy
people following an aboriginal lifeway, unaffected by
European diseases, and with little in the way of European
technology, if any. An inherited rank social system and age
and sex differences guided their daily activities, which
included both extractive and maintenance chores. Cedar
Grove may nave been the residence of a lower level Caddo
official and his family and retainers between 1670-1730.
Trading brought exotic marine shells for use as status
markers for the inhabitants. They had a well balanced diet
incorporating a variety of animals they hunted and trapped.
They gathered wild plants, raised crops. The wild plants
and animals were collected from the diverse floodplain
microenvironments surrounding the site, but the food
patterns appeared to be focused on deer and maize. Most
of the resources they needed, including lithics, were
available locally. With no strong evidence to the contrary,
and a variety of faunal remains reflecting resources
available in every season, it is probable that the site was
inhabited year round, despite the occasional danger of
flooding,
* The Cedar Grove inhabitants lived along the rise of a
point bar ridge within the axis of a large stable river
meander bend. This rise was probably adequate to keep
them safe from most floods, but even in the case of
flooding, typical Caddo structures had their food reserves
stored well off the ground in separate storage structures or
within their houses. At least one, and prdbably two more,
circular houses (Figure 18-2) were oriented along the highest
elevation at Cedar Grove. Garbage was thrown into the
slough, while daily activities were most likely concentrated
around two ramadas east of the houses on the more gradual
slope of the point bar, where the crops were probably
grown.
Throughout the occupation of Cedar Grove, the Caddo
had a consistent settlement pattern of individual houses
with associated ramadas and adults buried in adjacent
family plots, while subadults were interred inside the
structures. Based on the ceramic assemblage, a single
continuous occupation is argued for, which is divided into
two 30 year periods, the Belcher phase from 1670 to 1700,
and the Chakanina phase from 1700 to 1730. The
distribution of ceramics associated with the various
structures and graves also indicate some internal variations
in spatial patterning. Structure 1, its ramada, and
associated Burial Group A in the indirect impact zone, and
Structure 3 with associated Grave Groups 0, E, and F in
the direct impact zone appear to be two groups of Beicher
phase occupations. tdetween these two Belcher phase groups
of features in the direct impact zone is a Chakanina phase
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complex consisting of Structure 2, a ramada, and associated
Burial Groups 6 and C (Figure 18-2).
The Chakanina phase complex is associated with high
status markers including imported conch shell heads,
pendants, a cup, and bald eagle grave offerings. Support
for the Chakanina complex being in part sequential to,
rather than contemporary with, the Belcher complex derives
from this variation in status markers. The ethnohistoric
records indicate that the living quarters of higher status
Caddo personages were separate from those of the bulk of
the population. Therefore, we should not find two different
status families living immediately adjacent to eacn other.
An alternative explanation is that the residents of
Cedar Grove acquired more access to status goods over
time. Using the Great Bend Contact Era Model, we predict
that as the upper class of the Kadohadacho in the Great
Bend obtained European trade goods, these new items
replaced the older conch shell objects as status markers,
making the latter available to the broader population as
hand-me-downs. Only one of the Belcher phase burials,
number 16 inside Structure 3, had a few small conch shell
beads similar to those found on Burial 3; this Belcher phase
burial is closest physically to the Chakanit a graves, and
could represent the continuum of growing access to conch
shell goods acquired by the Cedar Grove inhabitants over
time. The first Belcher phase burials had no conch shell
goods; an intermediate grave received a few, and then all
the Chakanina phase interments were given ccnch shell or
other "old fashion" status markers.
We know that some archeologists do not presently
accept the ceramic seriation of Cedar Grove as postdating
1700, largely on the basis of the absence of identifiable
European trade goods. They would place the Cedar Grove
occupation into the period form 165O to 1700. However,
changing the outer limits of the time of occupation does

SUMMARY
not alter the clear pattern of seriated ceramic assemblages
within the individual grave lots, or the strength of the
Interpretations of internal settlement patterning based on
those assemblages and associated data.
Ceremonial centers with mounds were'hear Cedar Grove
within easy walking distance or paddling in a dugout canoe,
These mounds were located on abandoned river oxbows
where there was less danger of erosion. The Cedar Grove
dccupants had chosen their home well, as the bend of the
river within which the site was situated has been one of
the most stable along the Red River's course through
Arkansas. That they had little problem with flooding is
shown by the surface of their occupation remaining
unaffected by flooo deposits through later historic
occupation for nearly 200 years after the Indians abandoned
the site. The Caddo had adapted closely to their local
environment, without the need to modify the natural pattern
of floodplain meandering,
In contrast, historic land use at the site focused first
on protection of floodplain crops through the erection of
levees on top of natural rises. Little success was garnered
in protecting the crops until the federal government began
the revetment construction that led to the discovery of the
Cedar Grove site. No home sites were at Cedar Grove
historically (in the area excavated), although it was used as
a cemetery by former slaves and the descendants of slaves
who established the Cedar Grove Church in the late 1800s.
Tenant farms were scattered among the larger land holdings
with local town mercantiles providing goods that could not
be produced on the farms,
While it might be argued that homesteads are still
dispersed along the margins of the Red River floodplain, the
greatest population densities have shifted historically to
towns and villages in the area, such as Lewisvile and
Garland City. Modern communities have sought to stabilize
the course of the Red River and prevent its flood and
erosion damages. The Caddo lived closer to the river
course and probably in greater floodplain population
densities, even though a single village consisting of many
farmsteads was distributed for kilometers along the river
course. Modern technology, of course, is largely responsible
for the change in farming methods and the greater amount
of acreage that can oe made productive by a single worker
today; this along with improved transportation networks has
assisted in the thinning out of floodplain homesteads.

CONCLUSION
The investigations at Cedar Grove have been exemplary
in many respects. They represent the most comprehensive
excavations and analyses ever undertaken on a late Caddoan
settlement in the Red River Valley in Arkansas. Several
ethnohistoric models, including two developed as a result of
the Cedar Grove investigations, were effectively used to
interpret the archeological record.
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rather than a complete depiction of it.
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can be justly proud of their contribution.
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APPENDIX I
GEOCHEMICAL TESTING CONDUCTED ON SELECTED
CEDAR GROVE AND SENTELL SITE SOIL SAMPLES
Michael 3. Kaczor

SOIL ANALYSIS GOALS
Within the archeological context, discriminate soil sample testing is
generally considered as a means of supplementing field observations made on site.
The use of laboratory data can provide an empirical format by which the
presence of human settlement and site extent can be confirmed whether artifacts
are present or not. The data can also serve as a useful analytical tool for
evaluating the context of archeological components within a developmental and
chronological sequence, as well as tie in gross geomorphic observations with site
specific environmental history and landform evolution. Thus, it is very important
to consider the accuracy and precision of the laboratory methodology employed
when evaluating the significance of any particular set of geochemical parameters.
Accuracy may be defined as those test values that are clustered around a
true value for a specific analytical procedure, while precision refers to the
measure of random errors in a given analytical technique, i.e., the consistent
reproducibility of measured results (Mausbach et al. 1982:26). There is an
important distinction between the two since precision testing without regard to
the potential bias of other geochemical variables can actually produce inaccurate
or highly skewed results. For this reason it is most important to understand as
many site soil characteristics as possible in order to assess the relative
effectiveness of a given analytical method. Even when the analytical technique
utilized is not the most precise possible, the results, if standardized, can still act
as an accurate indicator for when more appropriate treatment may be desirable.
For the purposes of archeological interpretation a variety of quantitative and
qualitative methods can be useful in determining relative differences between the
natural soil setting and degree of anthropic enhancement. In the interests of
comparability, however, each of the methods utilized in processing the Cedar
Grove (3LA97) and Sentell (3LA128) samples will be discussed in detail.
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SAMPLE PROCESSING
The soil samples processed at the Toltec Station's Archeological Laboratory
are tested under more or less controlled environmental conditions. Temperature
and humidity controls are both kept at a constant 72 degrees F (22 degrees C)
and 55% respectively, although fluctuations due to external atmospheric conditions
account for variances of + 4 degrees F in temperature and + 10% or more in
humidity on occasion. Both temperature and humidity are monitored daily with
supplemental control of the latter by a dehumidifier.
Equipment and glassware are all kept clean according to normal standards
of laboratory procedure. Rinses with deionized water are routine on all
containers or utensils where residual contamination may affect the next test
series.
Before testing all soil samples were air-dried and allowed a 24 hour period
of adjustment to the Toltec lab's atmospheric conditions. Each sample was
gently hand ground in a porcelain mortar and pestle to avoid unwarranted
crushing of any fine, nonquartzitic particles that may be present. Any sample
containing very coarse particles was further screened to eliminate any grains
greater than 2 mm. Individual samples were then stored in labeled, and capped,
20 dram polyethylene plastic vials until further, specific soil tests could be
conducted. All test results were recorded on predesigned forms located in
Table I.
LABORATORY METHODOLOGY
The Cedar Grove and Sentell soil samples received from the Fayetteville lab
were in either of two sample forms-5 g photo film vials for free carbonate
testing, and approximately 55 g boxed samples for free carbonate and basic
particle size determination (PSD). All samples were split for specific tests by
weighing with a Sartorius (Model 1202 MP) electronic scale which can measure
precisely to within + 0.01 g. Each of the sample types were processed in the
following sequence:
5 g sample-(l) free carbonate test, (2) Munsell color determination, (3)
reweigh sample, (4) determine pH by a 1:2 ratio of sample to distilled H20, (5)
determine EC (salts) by adding an additional three parts distilled water.
55 g sample-(U) hand grind less than 2 mm fraction with mortar and pestle,
(2) free carbonate test, (3) Munsell color determination, (4) split 40 g for PSD
work, (5) split 10 g for moisture factor determination, (6) use 10 g moisture
factor split for pH determination, (7) determine EC with remaining sample.

CARBONATES
Several methods ranging from quantitative to the qualitative exist for the
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Cedar Grove. 31A97 Hydtomter Data Record

1.

Provenance
Provenience

0-1209-1324 A. 9
-- 1209-1400 Fee. I8
Zone 1
.-751-09
TL 510
Seg. 3
.1-751-10 8TI S 9
Sag. 3
5-751-17
3T1 S S
Sag. 4
1-751-21 3T I S 8
Se8. 5
1-751-22 IT I S 6
Set. 5
1-751-23 * BTI S 8
Sag. 7 Fee. 1

1-751-32

8T1
Sag.
BTL
Seg.
1-751-48
Il
Seg.
-751-49
BT1
Sag.
)-1209-508 IT2
:-751-47

Semple
Weight

HO
Tisp.

Tlm

S..ple/BLsnk
Ie adn8

H 0
Rp.

Utm

S.pla/Blnk
Reading

12:30

8.5

4.2

11:00

8.0

4.3

18.08 +
10.0

28.00

1.002

40.0
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determination of soil carbonates. The analytical technique employed is often tied
to the desired results. The more precise quantitative methods are primarily
concerned with the distinction between carbonate-C and organic-C, or using total
carbonate-C as an index of CaCO in the soil (Allison and Moodie 1965). When
the relative amount or mere presence of soluble soil carbonate is desired a
variety of rapid techniques for indirect measurement are commonly used. One of
these tests involves the use of dilute 10% HCI to indicate the presence of free
carbonates, a rapid method which is quite adequate for archeological purposes
(Woods 1983).
Since the presence of carbonates can affect both PSD and organic-C values,
it is very important to obtain some indication of the relative amount of
carbonates present when conducting these other tests. Organic-C values are
particularly sensitive to carbonate contamination and much stronger spot test of
4N HCI (33%) is normally used (Allison 1965). Therefore, the greater
concentration of 4N HCI was used in conducting all spot tests for the presence
of carbonates. This was accomplished by placing approximately 0.25 g of soil on
a porcelain cavity plate, adding two to three drops of distilled H O to saturation
(to displace any trapped air), and then adding two drops of HCI nd noting any
effervescence.
Effervescent reactions were recorded according to the following modified
criteria (Birkland 1974:272):
NR-No Reaction
VS-Very Slight-few bubbles
SR-Slight Reaction-bubbles readily observed
MR-Moderate Reaction-bubbles form a low foam
VR-Violent Reaction-foam thick with "boiling" appearance
COLOR
All color assignments were made with the use of Munsell soil color charts.
Color determination was standardized by viewing under 75 watt incandescent light
and using only the author who has sufficient prior experience (Kaczor 1992).
Samples were prepared in the same fashion as that of the carbonate test, or
more often, determined immediately after that particular test. It should be
noted that the laboratory designation is only that of primary soil color and does
not reflect any degree of color mottling that may be present in the field profile.
It is good policy, however, to determine primary color under controlled conditions
whenever possible since shadows and the use of multiple workers may cause
larger variations of color in the field situation than desirable.
pH
In general, soil pH is a measure of the degree of acidity or alkalinity that
is represented by a standard scale, ranging from 0 to 14. pH values are
logarithmic in relation to the active concentration of hydronium and hydroxyl ions
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in solution (Figure 1). Thus, it is most important to obtain accurate and
precise measurement of soil pH since even minor fluctuations in the pH- scale
may be significant.
Of the two accurate methods for determining pH, an electrometric, rather
than the less precise colorimetric method was used. The instrument consisted of
a Hach digital pH meter (Model 19000) with glass electrode and temperature
constant brought to calibration by using two standard buffer solution of 4.01 and
9.0 respectively. The procedure consisted of stirring a 1:2 soil/water (distilled)
mixture in a small beaker or plastic 20 dram vial, allowing the mixture to stand
for 15 minutes, restirring, and taking a reading immediately after immersing the
electrode into the sediment and waiting for it to attain equalibrium (about 25-50
seconds). The soil to water ratio used in determining pH- is important since the
effect of dilution at higher mixture ratios cn increase the pH by over one unit
(Peech 1965:917). Narrower ratios of between 1:2.5 and 1:1 have been adopted
to avoid this problem. The 1:2 ratio used here is in accordance with Woods
(1983) as opposed to the 1:1 standard in use at the University of Arkansas Soil
Testing and Research Lab in Fayetteville. Test results derived from each
solution ratio, however, should still be very comparable (Wayne Sabbe, personal
communication).
Calibration of the pH meter was made on a daily basis, or every other day
when readings over a long period of use were consistent. Occasional spot checks
with a buffer were made when large numbers of samples were read in one day.
When differences of greater than 0.1 pH unit were detected standard procedure
called for immediate recalibration of the instrument, although this was not a
particular problem. It is very important to maintain a standardization of the pH
meter since the glass electrode can and will lose its potential through repeated
use. Without periodic calibration checks or the use of two standard buffers pH
values ran drift by as much as 0.8 pH unit with even the best instrumentation
(Figure 2).
SOLUBLE SALTS
As applied to soils, soluble salts refer to the inorganic soil constituents,
chiefly minerals such as sodium, potassium, calcium, and to some degree
phosphorus that are appreciably soluble in water. Most of the agronomic work
wih salinity is primarily concerned with plant uptake and growth, although
archeological features reflecting trash or occupation activity through enhanced
soil salt concentrations can also be detected. One major drawback in using a
salt meter is that it cannot detect the relative concentrations of individual salt
minerals present. Thus, its usefulness is intended primarily as a quick reference
f or wholesale concentration changes and as guide to further testing of specific
elements.
The procedure followed consists of mixing a soil-to-water (distilled) ratio of
1:5 in a small beaker or plastic 20 dram vial, allowing the mixture to settle for
a few minutes, restirring, and then immersing the probe of a Hach (Model 17250)
Mini Conductivity meter into the solution and taking a reading immediately after
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Figure 1. Simplified explanation of pH scale relative to the
active hydronium ion concentration. Note the exponential increase or decrease of each pH unit.
Taken from Fisher Electrode Handbook, Bull. 120F.
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I

Figure 2. pH meter standardization. True sample pH is 8.0 but
is read as 7.2 when not properly standardized. Taken
from Hach News &Notes, V.6,No.3, Oct.,1982.
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attaining equilibrium. The salt content is recorded as a measure of electrical
conductance in EC x 106 or micromhos/cm and is standardized by temperature
control and constant monitering. Since the electrical conductiviy of aqueous salt
solutions is proportional to solution temperature, all readings are further adjusted
by increasing 2% per centigrade degree to the standard reporting temperature of
25 degrees C (Bower and Wilcox 1965). All final figures are further rounded to
the nearest decimal point.
The use of a 1:5 soil-to-water mixture is noteworthy since it contrasts with
the normal 1:1 or 1:2 ratios routinely used at agronomy labs. The more
concentrated mixtures are primarily intended to approximate conditions to which
plant growth is affected, and therefore is not a particularly meaningful solution
determination for archeological purposes. it is not only easier to process samplt
at the 1:5 ratio (allowing for easier cleaning of the probe) but it is a more
theoretically precise extraction solution for measurement of the salt concentratioi
(Bower and Wilcoy 1965:933). A comparison of two different mixture ratios can
be seen in Table 2. On 24 Toltec site samples from a variety of natural vs
anthropic contexts, salt concentrations were measured at sample-to-water mixture
ratios of 1:5 and 1:2 respectively. The average factor variance is 2.9 so that a
reading of 67 at a 1:2 ratio would become 25 at 1:5. Thus, the significant
difference in the salt concentrations reported between the two soil-to-water
mixtures indicate that some form of factor compensation is obligatory if data
from different labs/methods is to be compared. Lastly, it should also be noted
that since the salt concentration represented is significantly affected by the
soil/water ratio, precision measurement of both mixture components was
maintained.
PARTICLE SIZE DETERMINATION (PSD)
The textural analysis of basic clay, silt, and sand particle sizes was made
according to the hydrometer method described by Day (1965) and modified into a
simpler format by Gee and Bauder (1979). Briefly, the Simplified Day Procedure
requires no temperature calibration or conversion tables, and uses a weighted
average of the 1.5 and 24 hour readings to determine only the 2.A.m clay
fraction. These data were recorded on specifically designed forms that are
included in Table 3. The sand fraction is obtained by pouring of f the solutionthrough a sieve (in this case a standard No. 325 mesh) and reweighing the
fraction that is present after oven drying. The washed out silt fraction is
determined by rather simple mathematics: 100-(% clay + % sand)=% silt.
Several methods of fractionation and particle-size analysis are known. For
routine textural analysis, the pipette method of sampling a sedimentation cylinder
at controlled depths and times yields greater precision than that of the commonly
used hydrometer method (Day 1965:546). The Simplified Day Procedure was
chosen, however, because it is less complicated, requiring little specialized
equipment, and much more convenient for rapid determination of large sample
numbers. Its only major drawback is that a size fractionation of the individual
silt and sand fractions are not readily obtainable, although by recording solution
temperature it may be possible to reconstruct a graphical curve of these
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Table

2. Salt Extraction Ratios

-

Toltec site samples.

Sample-to-Water
(in EC x 10 )

1:2

Ratio Factor

20
21
32
29
44
27
27
32
70

84
53
96
95
116
71
80
69
120

4.2
2.5
3.0
3.3
2.6
2.6
3.0
2.2
1.7
2.8

19
25
19
22
28
56

56
67
69
70
56
115

2.9
2.9
3.6
3.2
2.0
2.0
2.8

17
12
19
18
23
21
28
20
15

54
41
58
73
67
52
84
51
63

3.2
3.4
3.0
4.0
2.9
2.5
3.0
2.6
3.2
3.2

Mound B base

1:5

80-710-11-6
80-710-11-7
80-710-11-8
80-710-11-9
80-710-11-10
80-710-11-12
80-710-11-13
80-710-11-14
80-710-11-15

Mound E
80-710-5-2
80-710-7-4
80-710-7-5
80-710-7-6
80-710-7-7
80-710-7-8

RSA-I
79-677-26-1
79-677-26-2
79-677-26-3
79-677-26-4
79-677-26-5
79-677-26-6
79-677-26-7
79-677-26-8
79-677-26-9

Total Avg. =
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fractions. It should also be noted that while there are pros and cons to
determinating the sand fractions by either sedimentation chamber or sieving, the
latter is considered to yield more accurate results, depending on grain shape
(Blatt et al. 1972:47-55). Along theoretical lines, then, the determination of
clay-size particles by hydrometer and sand-size particles (or any fraction thereof)
by sieving should provide sufficient accuracy and precision for routine textural
analysis and environmental reconstruction.
The materials and procedure in utilizing the Simplified Day Hydrometer
Method for determining basic particle-size classes are detailed in Appendix 13-1.
Samples were not mixed in standard soil cups or with the normal electric mixer,
but substituted with large plastic tumblers (with slick finished inner chamber so
as not to allow clay-size particle adhesion) aproximating the size of the standard
stainless steel cups. In place of the standard mixer a model 597 Skil brand 3/8"
hand drill with a fabricated stainless steel shaft and ASTMD-422 stirring paddle
was substituted. Sample mixing was accomplished by placing the soil cup below
a ring clamp/stand setup and inserting the mixing shaft to within 0.5 cm of the
cup bottom.
The hand drill puts out 750 r.p.m. or one-half that of a standard ASTM
approved mixer. In order to compensate samples were occasionally stirred by
glass rod before and after mixing, and left to sit overnight. All samples were
inspected during pour-off into the sediment cylinders to insure complete
dispersion of all clay aggregates. No particular dispersion problems were noted
and the author feels that nay potential error is within 1% and not more than 2%
for any high clay sample.
All clay, silt, and sand size particle fractions are reported as a percentage
of 100 with no allowance made for the presence of cellulosic organics in the
sand fraction. Because these residues are quite common they are often treated
as constants and simply ignored by most labs since the necessary pretreatment
for their removal would be very laborious and time-consuming. It should be
noted, however, that the reporting difference in sand fractions between deeper
subsoil samples and highly anthropic samples may be in error by a small
percentage.
All soil texture class designations (e.g., sandy clay loam) reported
determined by the above mechanical analysis according to the standard
as defined by the Soil Survey Staff (1975:470-471). In cases where the
particle fractions bordered on two or more texture classes, the primary
perceptable) was noted first and then followed the ancillary ones. The
textures listed are coded in shorthand as follows:
LSa-loamy sand
SaL-sandy loam
SaCL-sandy clay loam
SaC-sandy clay
CL-clay loam
SiC-silty clay
SiCL-silty clay loam
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SiL-silt loam
Additional calculations on the silt and sand fractions for a clay free basis
were made to enhance any lithologic discontinuities that may be present but
disguised by incipient pedogenesis. The clay-free percentages were determined by
the following formula:
(100/Si + Sa, clay basis) % frac=% frac, clay free
or
l00/x + y

y=7, clay free; x=Silt % clay basis y=Sand % clay basis
RESULTS

All the soil test performed on the Cedar Grove and Sentell site samples
were reasonably concluded within the initial guidelines setup for accuracy.
Notable exceptions to this consisted of samples: 80-1108-11 which contained
baked clay/daub and no soil that could be tested; 80-1209-1104 which contained a
less than desirable amount of soil for PSD after the removal of artifacts; and
81-751-23 which contained an inordinate amount of cellulosic residue that could
not be flushed out of the sand fraction. I doubt that the proper dispersion of
2.65 g/ml was attained for sample 80-1209-1104 during PSD, so the reported clay
fraction should be suspect. It may be wise to rerun this sample if possible.
PSD samples 80-1209-515, 80-1209-517, 80-1209-1104, and 81-751-23 contained
noticeably enhanced A horizon characteristics. Since none were requested, no
pretreatment for the removal of organics was performed, thus reported clay
percentages may negatively deviate by as much as 2% (Day 1965:565). Of the
four samples in this category, No. 81-751-23 is probably the most significantly
affected.
Since the small soil samples tested were less than normal amounts used for
obtaining a solution mixture, precision measurement of the H2 0 fraction was
made with a 25 ml cylinder to within the nearest 0.5 ml. A precursory
comparison of the actual pH and EC ranges within blocks of consecutive catalog
numbers shows a substantial amount of relative consistency. Thus, I believe that
the small soil sample size has had no effect on the actual figures determined.
DISCUSSION
Without going into details of exact sample provenience and background soil
context, a few observations can be offered.
The Cedar Grove site samples tested show an interesting range of soil
chemical variability. pH ranges from a basic 7.7 to 8.6 indicating that the soils
there are naturally alkaline and being culturally buffered on occasion by small
increments of approximately 0.5 or less of a pH unit. pH values tend to
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gradually scale up or down in small clusters between consecutive sample numbers
which probably indicates episodic deposition an/or the effects of cultural
zonation. In general, higher pH values tend to be associated with higher EC
values and some form of carbonate reaction (Very Slight-Slight Reaction). These
"triangle" figures should be checked against the cultural vs noncultural zones of
unit profiles. In cases where EC (implied salt content) readings are relatively
higher, but the pH- is lower and there is no carbonate reaction, further testing
will probably reveal higher levels of a single salt mineral such as potassium or
phosphorus.
Texture class differences, especially on a clay-free basis, indicate fairly
substantial shifts in depositional regime for Cedar Grove and an apparent cultural
preference for sandy loam surfaces. The sand fractions are predominently skewed
toward very fine particle sizes, although a few samples contain coarser sizes
indicative of very active depositional hydrology.
The number of carbonate reactions represented, whether of natural origin or
through cultural inducement from burials or occupation, are high and should be
consulted in reporting any organic-carbon amounts (particularly for VS-SR or MR
labeled reactions). Soil samples with SR and MR reactions should be candidates
for carbonate removal before determining the % organic-C. I don't believe that
the PSD samples were affected to any significant degree.
The Sentell site samples show even more variability in texture class and
depositional environment that that of Cedar Grove, ranging from a clay loam to
loamy sand. Sand fractions also tend to be skewed toward vey fine particle
sizes, although coarser sizes are present in the sandy loam samples. pH values
cluster to within a slightly basic, narrower range of 7.2 to 7.9. The one notable
exception is highly anthropic sample 81-751-23 which registered a slightly acid pH
of 6.7 and the highest EC reading of 148. Since no carbonate reaction was seen
in this sample, I suspect that the EC reading (coupled with acid pH-) indicates the
presence of a high phosphorus concentration. Some form of unique geochemistry
is taking place with this sample since higher, not lower, pH values are normally
associated with anthroposized soil horizons. Only two other samples exhibit
"higher" conductivity values and are associated sample numbers 81-571-21 and 22.
Carbonate reactions are mixed, bearing no particular trend that can be
readily ascertained although I suspect that there is certain amount of naturally
occurring carbonate in the soil. Considering the ph values, this would come as
no great surprise. The same potential problems of carbonate contamination also
apply as that with the Cedar Grove samples.
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APPENDIX 11
PARTICLE SIZE DETERMINATION (PSD) PROCEDURES
UTILIZING THE SIMPLIFIED DAY HYDROMETER METHOD

Materials
A standard hydrometer (ASTM I52H) with Bouyoucos scale in g/l.
An electrically driven mixer with replaceable stirring paddle (ASTM D-422).
Soil cup(s) (ASTM D-422) for mixing sample.
Heavy walled, blank glass cylinders (Pyrex No. 2962) marked at the 1000
ml level and at 36 cm from the inside bottom.
Brass plunger consisting of a circular plate 13 mm thick by 4.9 cm
diameter with a 0.9 cm by 50 cm rod fastened normal to the plate at its
center.
Dispersing agent stock solution of 10% sodium hexametaphosphate, obtained
by mixing 1000 g NaPO per liter of distilled water and adjusting the pH
to 8.3 by adding 6+ grals of sodium carbonate (NaCO3, per liter of
solution.
Standard lab oven and aluminum tins with lids for moisture determination.
Procedure
I.

Determine whether sample is from topsoil (A horizon) or subsoil (B/C
horizon). If from the A horizon proceed to step 2, if from the B or C
horizon (except for a buried A) proceed to step 3.

2.

All soil horizons of 3% or more Organic Matter need to be pretreated for
O.M. removal before the PSD can be made. If the background O.M. for
a natural soil development is unknown, then the % O.M. needs to be
determined. All midden and anthropic soil samples should be
automatically tested, or the % clay determination will be skewed towards
lower values.

3.

Weigh out 50.00 grams of air dried soil for analysis.
mortar to break up any soil chunks or aggregates.
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Gently grind in a

4. Split out a 10.00 g sample and place into a moisture tin. Record weight
and place into an oven without lid at 105 degrees C overnight (or at
least 10 hours). Place lid(s) on before taking out of oven and allow to
cool about 30 minutes. record the weight of the sealed tin with sample.
Remember to mark a sample number on both the can and lid with a lead
or wax pencil.
5. Place 40.00 g of soil in a mixing cup. Add 50 ml of dispersing agent, then
450-500 ml of water. Stir vigorously with a glass rod, using a wash
bottle to rinse the rod of soil when extracting it. Let sample solution
stand f or at least 10 minutes (it mAv be left overnight if enough sample
cups are available).
6.

Mix for 5 minutes with the motor mixer.
the stirrer of soil particles.

Again use a wash bottle to rinse

7. Transfer sample to a marked sedimentation cylinder. Be sure to rinse soil
cup completely free of all soil particles. Bring the solution level up to
the 1000 ml mark with additional water. This should also be 2 cm + of
the 36 cm mark on the cylinder.
8. Add 50 ml dispersing agent and 950 ml of water to a cylinder marked as
the "Blank".
9. Mix the blank and sample cylinder contents thoroughly by inserting the
plunger and stroking vigorously (keeping one hand firmly on the cylinder
to steady it). Remove the plunger, rinsing it gently with a wash bottle
and tipping it slightly to remove adhering drops of soil suspension.
Record the time. If the surface becomes too foamy, add I drop on amyl
alcohol.
10.

At 1.5 hours and 24 hours from the mixing time respectively, gently insert
the hydrometer and record the reading (R) at the top of the solution
menicus according to the "highlight method" (by viewing the hydrometer
from an angle of 10 degrees to 20 degrees above the plane of the liquid
and noting the bright diffraction image formed on the scale by a light
held in front of the forehead and shielded from the eyes). Record the
Blank reading (R L) as well.
Note that temperature recording are not necessary in this procedure, but
may provide meaningful background data when samples are run in
non-controlled, widely fluctuating room temperatures.

11.
Ila.

Remove sample from cylinder by washing through a 300 mesh (USDA scale)
or 325 (U.S.G.S. scale) screen. Note which one is used.
When removing the sample from the cylinder, pour off the suspended clay
fraction first, then add some of the Blank solution, agitate, fill cylinder
with water, wait 30 seconds and pour off the silt fraction. This will
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make washing the sand fraction easier.
lib.

After a thorough rinse of the sand fraction, tilt
easier pour off of the sand fraction. Transfer
evaporating dish by using a wash bottle only.
screen around and tip back towards the body,
"flush" the screen of any remaining fine sands.
manner as above.

screen to one side for
sand to a beaker or
Do not touch screen! Turn
using a spray bottle to
Pour off in the same

12.

Decant excess water and free organics.

13.

Oven dry sand fraction at 105 degrees C overnight (or at least 10 hours).

14.

Weigh sand fraction to nearest 0.00 g if possible. If a sand fractionation
is desired, then transfer sample to a nest of sieves on a mechanical
shaker. Process 5 minutes, then weigh and record each fraction.
Calculations
moisture factor (MF)=air dry wt. of soil/oven dry wt. of soil
% clay=P 2 "m.P

2 4+Kp 1 . 5 /2

where P=C/Co x 100% and K=0.876 mean weighing factor (constant)
and Co=oven dry weight of sample (40 + MF); C=concentration of soil in
suspension or C=R-RL with R=hyrometer reading at specific time; and RL the
blank hydrometer reading
% total sand= 100 x (weight of fraction/sample weight) x
% total silt=100-(% total sand + % clay)
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University of Arkansas Department of Agronomy
determination, organic carbon, and cations

tests for particle size

Fine Earth Particle Size Distribution (M)*
Sand (mm)
Silt (,,)

Stratum

Sample
80-1108-

VCS
2-1

CS
0-.5

MS
FS
VFS
TS
.5-.25 .25-.1 .1-.05 2-.05

CSI
50-20

Clay

EX

MSI
20-5

FSI
5-2

TSI
50-2

TC
2unm Class

2

39

0.0

0.1

0.0

0.1

33.6

33.8

33.8

9.8

5.8

49.4

16.8

1

3
4

40

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.6

41.9

42.5

36.9

9.1

1.0

47.0

10.5

41

0.1

0.2

0.2

1.2

36.6

38.3

32.5

12.2

3.1

47.8

13.9

1
1

5
6

42
43

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.2
0.2

19.9
24.7

20.1
24.9

41.5
45.2

15.8
13.2

3.3
3.6

60.6
62.0

19.3
13.1

al
sil

7
8

44
45

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

2.5
0.8

37.1
64.3

39.6
65.1

33.2
24.7

9.6
4.2

3.8
1.5

46.6
30.4

13.8
4.5

1
vfsl

672b

Ext.
Acidity

Sum
Base

Stratum

Sample

pH
8Cla

Total
Carbon%

5A3
Extractable Bases
6Q2b
6N2e
602d

6A2b -

II
----

80-1108-

Ca
Mg
Na
6Hla
Meq/100 g soil ---------------

4

41

0.63

0.1

16.8

1.9

1.43

5

42

0.28

0.1

13.8

2.6

0.0

6
7

43
44

0.22
0.44

0.0
0.0

11.4
13.4

2.0
2.2

0.0
0.0

(All samples are from west profile of N-S Trench 2)
All analysis run in duplicate. All data on oven dry basis
*Sands by seiving; remainder by hydrometer method of SSSAP 20:167-169 (1956).

Sum
Catious

5A3a

All other

method citations are from Soil Survey Investigations Report No. 1, SCS USDA (1972)

0.0- 0.5 meq/lOOg (cations only)
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APPENDIX III
SOILS ANALYSIS OF CEDAR GROVE AND SENTELL SAMPLES
University of Arkansas
Soil Testing and Research Laboratory
Soils analysis of

sJapies collected

to

the .uno

1

0 tEts

Field
Sample
Number
1

Lnit
Des inat ion

Location

10
11
12
17
18
3.
35

W 1Wck Ditch
W Muck Ditch
W 4uck Ditch
Postmold I
OutsIde P,11
W Muck Ditch
Levee
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I
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1'25
TU5
P1T
TL4
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Levee
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Stratum i
Stratum 2
Stratum 3
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Stratum S
Stratum 6
Stratum 7
Stratum 8
Stratum 9
Stratum 10

E-W Tr
E-W Tr
1122
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N-S tr
4-S Tr
N-S Tr
N-S Tr
N-S Tr
N-S Ir
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Stratum 11
Stratum II
Stratum 12
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Str tum 1.
Stratum 15
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Stratum 17
Stratum 20

57
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S-l

Fea 1
F:ea 1
Fea I

Organic Parts per million
I
lb/A
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.___
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7.9
7.8
8.1
8.0
8.0
7.9
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0.9
0.9
0.3
0.3
0.8
0.5

56
b2
b7
91
73
49
75

7.9
7.9
8.3
8.1
8.2
7.8
7.7
7.7
7.9
8.0
7.8
8.1

0.6
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.7
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0.3
0.2
0.9
0.3
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?
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2u2
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I
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3
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2
2
2
2
2
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APPENDIX IV
DESCRIPTION OF THE RED RIVER
BY DON DOMINGO TERAN DE LOST RIOS
NOVEMBER 29 TO DECEMBER 3, 1691

(Editor's note: This early description of the Red River appears in
translation in a source not readily available in most libraries (Hatcher 1932).
The sections of the translation pertaining to the Red River explorations of Teran
are reproduced here and may be compared against Teran's 1691 map (Figure 4-1)
which is presumed to be the same stretch of river on the north edge of Bowie
County, Texas that he explored by Indian canoe. Some translations of terms are
provided below for help in interpreting the discussion.)
Some Terminology:
alferez: an ensign or Second lieutenant
rancheria: group of huts, a hamlet, settlement, or cluster of small houses
rancho: hut or camp
League: estimate common land league of 1700s is just over 2.76 miles
span: a small measure, sometimes listed as 3 inches, but more probably a
hand span ,of 8 1/4" breadth
caddi: Indian political/religious leader
On the 29th, having taken a look at the river about nine o'clock in the
morning, I asked the alfrezes and the pilots their opinion regarding it. To this
they answered that, according to appearances it was navigable at that time, but
that they could not be sure without having a longer time to verify the fact.
The alfe'rez, Don Alexandro Bruno, agreed with this opinion. He added that he
would have to navigate it to be perfectly sure, and that there was not sufficient
time in which to build a vessel and prepare the necessary provisions for a trial.
He declared also that we lacked the requisite equipment. I agreed, realizing his
willingness and his regret at the labor of the exploration, and the necessity for
returning without carrying out the instructions of the viceroy in any particular.
Besides the labor involved in the trip that had already been made, I had in mind
the hardships yet to be endured on the return trip. While coming back to our
camp from the river, we discovered a canoe in a slough. In this, the aforesaid
polit, two of the men, and myself set out to explore the source of the stream
and to find its mouth. We sounded and found it to contain about fifteen fathoms
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of fresh water. It had no current whatever. We could not find the source, nor
could we even determine the direction in which it ran. We, therefore, decided
that it did not open directly into the river. We consequently went back to
camp, leaving the canoe. We located at the home of one of the Mandones
Indians... Alferez Don Alexandro (Bruno) came to me to suggest we launch the
canoe and make such soundings as we could. I agreed to this, and suggested that
the exploration of the lower stretches of the river ought to be continued for
several days. Those to whom I mentioned the plan, objected on the ground that
the canoe was not suited for this work, as it would require sails to make it
possible to come back up the stream. They suggested alternatives, none of which
were very helpful. On the 30th, it was not possible o carry the canoe to the
river, because the interpreter told me that the Caddi was displeased because I
had left his home...I noticed his resentment, and this forced r5e to return and set
up camps at his rancheria. On December 1st, after the caddi had seen my
willingness to meet his wishes, and my appreciation of his feelings, he summoned
an older brother of his to approach and receive the baton, emblem of
authority--it being the custom for the youngest to thus bestow it-and ordered
this brother to go to the aforesaid lagoon in company with certain Indians and
aid us in carrying the canoe over to the river. This was done immediately with
the precaution suggested me by Alferez Don Alexandro (Bruno), that of taking
the mule ropes with which to haul the canoe. By means of these my people and
twenty of the Indians succeeded in getting it to the bank. The alf~rez got into
it immediately with two men. He carried a pole about twenty spans
long, which he asked me to have cut for him. With this he sounded the river
from the point at which the canoe was launched to the place we finally landed.
On returning to camp I found that the Reverend Father Commissary and his
companions had arrived, but that Captain Don Gregorio Salinas had not been
willing to come because the first order he had received had been in writing,
while the second was verbal. There was not a scrap of paper on which to write.
On the second it was not possible to accomplish anything whatsoever because of
the sleet and rain which fell. On the next day, I again started for the river.
There was in my company Alferez Don Alexandro Bruno and the pilots.
Approaching the place where the alferez had fastened the canoe, he immediately
got into it with his arms and instruments. Three seamen and myself
accompanied him. We went down the river until he estimated that we had gone
three leagues by the stream's windings. He declared that the sounding showed
fifteen or twenty spans along the main channel and that allowing for deeper and
shallower spots, it must average a depth of nine or ten spans in its main course.
He remarked to me that the river was at this time in its regular bed. However,
the three seamen using their oars, the alfdrez (with his pole) could not make the
return trip against the current, until it was decided to move close to the bank,
that is in the still water. Two men towed the boat and the alferez and the
other man kept it from running aground. In this way we continued the trip at a
fairly good rate of speed, about a league an hour. It took us from one o'clock
in the day until dark to cover the distance to the starting point. From this
place we then returned to camp (Hatcher 1932:33-35).
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APPENDIX V
HISTORIC ARTIFACT PROVENIENCE SUMMARY

Historic artifact provenience sumasrv

Leve l

Provenience
E-W
E-4
LTU
Lit

Trench
Trench
0
I

-

Glass

rrarus

LTU 2

overburden

LIU 3

overburden

L clear
I creen
3 lear
111ik
i clear

LIU 4

overburden

6 clear

LTU 5

overburden

2 clear

LIt b
LIM 7

overburden
overburden

West/LTU 6&7

overburden
ano Feature
overburden

West/Lit

768

b
4
I
17
1 1
2

clear
clear
brown
clear
bottle
clear

overburden

5 clear

LIU 10
West/LIU 10

overburden
overburden

3 clear

LTU 11

overburden

2 clear
I brown

LTU 12
L: 131 4

overburden
Fuc, Ditch

I clear

FEst.

r r e
-verburden

S48.,'7E157
SA9.27 E159
S79-27 E161

.0-50
overburden

542 E178

overburden

S42 E181

overburden

-41
BH3T

2 stoneware

?orcelain
p
uutt-n
tore¢are

I stoneware

overburden

LIU 9

!eta!

Miscellaneous

can fra.;ents
c5
1 piece iron

clear neck
overburden
overburden

LiU 8

Ceramics

Istonu.lre

nail
.:rcn
5 nails
Ipiece. Iron
pieces iron
23 hcowir
k plbe Iron
I piece iron
- nail.
pieces iron
Ib hoilwire
1 i~renail
1 .31 brass shell
7 pieces iron
I hoc'ire
5 nails 1. wire)
. wire staples
36 pieces iron
1 brass tack
nails
6 fence pieces
I '2.--ge shell
I piece iron
I piece iron
11000Liberty
nickel
r I wire)
5 nails ,
I lead seal
1 1889 nickel
i 12-gage shell

4

7

7

l piece iron
1 tence piece (wire,
I nail
1 fence staple
pieces iron

3 clear

I piece Iron
61 can traRents
I barbed wire
1.38 lead bullet

I wire
L cut nail

I nail
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13

Historic artitact

Provenience

S53

E181

point
S5.

Level

Class

umr.

continued

Ceramics

overburden

Metal

wagon
overburden

1

overburdvn
4isturb.
eat.re 2
roadbed

1 green

1 cl.Tr

S72.5 E185

,cature 23
roadbed
Pco
r , 23
roadbed
Stratum 4

S73.5 El8

plowed
Stratum

$72

plowed
Stratum 4

S57 E18.

Elb'.35

E212

9

arduare

.22 brass

shell

I nail
2 pietes iron
1l.
I lead (tulit?)

l cleair

3

SOo El..

Miscellaneous

I eve-h.ok

plot

El82

point plot
s5. EIS

.'55

proven ane

PltLeb

410Cr

1 piece ir,
1 whltevare

2
I piece iron
1

1 clear

2

plowed
2ndirect

Im-

pact Zone
Sb4 E154
S64 E15
S59 E157

3 wire nails
5U-bO cm
bu-70 cc
0-10 cm

S59 E157
S59 £157
S59 E157
s39 Elb.
S75 E168
SoS E175

10-20 cc
30-40 cm
40-50 cc

$80 E175
S83 E175

0-10 cc
10-20 cm

S83 E175

20-30 cc

Sol E179

0-10 c.

063 E179
S68 E179
S68 E179
171 E179
171 E179
154 £181

0-10 cm
0-10 cc
10-20 c0-10 cm
-1'-50 cc
0-10 cc.

S54 E181

20-30 cc

569 E184
569 E1.
069 E184

0-10 CM
20-30 cm
3C-40 cc

581 E209

2
I
I
2
I
3
I

U -10 cm
20-30 cm
0-10 cm

1 piece iron
I0 pieces iron

I stoneware

and s1r,
I wire nail
I piece iron

I clear
I wire nail
1 clear
I wire nail
2 clear
I clear
1 wire nail
I piece iron
15 pieces iron
I piece iron
1 piece iron

I-W0
c4
Stratum
VIwed

59

I brick

Etratu.
£222
.wed
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Historic artifact provenience sumarv continued

Provenience

Leve_

HE 9

backdirt

HB 10
KBi 13
NB 42

surface

Glass

Ceramics

Metal

43 milk
5 clear

Feature 16

Stratum 4
midden

Feature 18
Feature 20

pit
burned bone
concentration
W Muck Ditch
overburden

5 coffin lid
thumbscrews
5 ilatheads
1 piece iron
I flat
lead 'bullet')
wire nails
I

Feature 1
Feature 2

Feature 22
Feature 23
Surface

E Muck Ditch
roadbed

coffin lid
thumbscrew

lb wire nails
24 wire nails

grave fill

grave fill

?

2 wire nails
I

H566

Miscellaneous

coffin lid
thumbscrew
1 piece
foam rubber

I flat

lead

2 clear

I wire nail

I clear vial

I
I
I
4
1
I
I
I
I

1 clear
3 brown

I piece
foam rubber

12-gage shell
16-gage shell
chain
wire pieces
backhoe tooth
piece iron
piece brass
piece Iron
shackl, &
screen closing

stoneware
1 annular ware

1 heavy wire

3

I wagon part
10 wire nails
3 hocwire
5coffin

lid

thumbscrews
1 brass huttn
12 pieces

Iron

E ol

levee

I clear
green

I whiteware

W of

levee

9 brown
i green

2 stoneware
1 pipe piece

wire nail
piece lead
piece iron
eve socket hoe
7 pieces iron
2 nails
2 coffin lid
thumbscrew"

138

16

409

TOTALS
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I
I
I
I

3

78

APPENDIX VI
ABORIGINAL STRATIGRAPHY AND FEATURE SUMMARIES
I. Stratigraphic summary of 3LA97
2. Material collected in the midden sample transect
in tne indirect impact zone
3. Postmold dimensions
4. Postmold artifact contents
5. Aboriginal feature dimensions
6. Aboriginal feature artifact contents
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.M-1
g,
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Scen

2

-

3
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1. Poetmold dimensions
xIMum

zamecer/Detn

.Maximum

Postmold

Di.ecerz,)

Dephc.m)

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

40
25.0
20.0
22.0
18.0
18.0
27.0
23.0
21.0
11.0
13.0
11.0
23.0
20.0
20.0
24.0
45.0
16.0
32.0
26.0
22.0
16.0
11.0
10.0
26.0
45.0
23.0
23.0
30.0
14.0
12.0
22.5
16.0
10.0
21.5
18.0
18.0
11.0
24.0
20.0
40.0
24.0
20.0
NR
root
12.0
11.0
20.0

18.5
52.5
3.U,,
12.0
29 0
14.0
10.0
8.0
43.0
2b.0
26.0
12.5
10.0
14.0
37.0
28.0
25.0
22.0
12.0
25.5
21.0
22.0
30.0
19.0
35.0
70.0
20.0
32.0
12.0
15.0
15.0
31.0
10.0
11.0
11.0
28.0
35.0
11.0
24.0
15.0
18.0
30.0
NE
NR

Vo1ume11j

20
3.6
Z4
2
12
20
lb
4
16
32
32
1
2
8
12
NR
SR
2
4
12
32
8
2
32
14
72
3
8
NC
NC
NC
NC
1
4
NC
NC
NC
NC
24
20
22
NC
NE
2
4
2
4
24

15.0
29.0
59.0
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iL

_

_clo

2.26
.37
1.33
b2
k.9
2.;0
2 .88
,.9
..2
.50
..88
2.30
1.43
.54
.86
1.80
.73
2.67
1.02
1.05
.73
.37
.53
.74
.64
1.15
.72
2.50
.93
.80
.73
1.60
.91
1.95
.b4
.51
1.00
1.00
1.33
2.22
.80

.80
.38
.34

3.

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
6.
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
77
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

20.0
28.0
10.0
18.0
30.0
22.0
12.0
31.0
14.0
13.0
14.0
10.0
15.0
18.0
14.15.0
20.0
14.0
14.0
40.0
12.0
20.0
16.0
18.0
12.0
16.0
16.0
16.0
15.0
20.0
14.0
15.0
14.0
16.0
20.0
20.0
19.0
20.0
18.0
20.0
16.0

Poetmold dtmensions (continued)

24.0
30.0
19.0
5b0O
64.0
19.0
21.0
75.0
N
NE
40.0
NE
NE
36.0
NE
NE
52.0
NE
NE
NE
35.0
NE
NE
N"
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

8
NC
NC
SC
NC
NC
NC
IC
E
NE
NC
NENE
NE
NL
NC
NE
NE
NE
4
NE
KE
NE
NE
NE
NE
N5
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NI
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE
NE

Postmolds 1-4. %ummer 1980 tsee Trubowitz 1980)
NR - not recorded
NE - not excavated
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.83
.93
.53
.32
.47
1.I
.57
.41
.35

.50
.38
.34
-

-

4.

Postmold artifact contents

Flotation
Postmold

P4 A

.73

volume

(kiof PM)

5
6
7
8

10
14
12
1

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

6
10
8
2
8
16
16
5
41
6

20

NR

21
22
2.
1
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
36
37
38
42
13
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
58

NR
1
2
6
16
4
1
16
7
36
2
4
NC
NC
1

66

2
2
NC

79

-

1
3

22
2
1

1

1

1
25
1

2

41
9

3b
12

1

2

9

1
1

10

2

3
4
1
5
2

1
3
1

13

1

15

1
1

2

1
2
1
8

17
1
3
3

1

20Q
1
0
3
40
3
44
14
2
6
2
7
11

2

7
11

1

3

1

2

13
11

1
7

4
10
61
2
8

3
2
1

3
1

1
4
1i
1
i

NC
\C
1
2
I
2
12
4
NC
NC

1

398

16
3
1722

4
1
1
1

12

l
I
4
3

2

2

TOTALS

88
452
9
1
99
42
Posemolds 1-4 - summer 1980 testing (see Trubowltz 1980)
Poscmolds 39-41, 55-57, 59-65, 67-68, 70, 72, 74-78, 80-93 - no collections made
Postmold 71 Is part of Feature 18 (see Table 9-3)
NC - not collected
NR - not recorded

Ahcer-,Ahnrigins1 Ceramics
t 'neC h ped Stone
(; t, ne.l:r.und/PoI.hed Stone
rrments/Shatter

L~thficensellneou.n hthic

I.I

1
37.5
1

1

NC
1
10

Flake.ilke./8Iokv

1
1
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79.5

33
208t

5.

Feature

3

Caddo Structure I

4
5
6

canine
pit
pit

7

pit

9
i0
ii
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
24
25
U

Designation

burial

NA - not applicable;

feature dimenalona

Diameter
(cm)

pit
canine burial
animal bone cache
pit
pit
floor depression
floor depression
floor depression
bell-shaped pit
thermally altered pit
floor depression
burned bone concentration
stain--floor depression
Caddo Structure 2
Caddo Structure 3

- unknown;

Aboriginal

Depth
(cm)

Volume
(liter)

Diameter/depth
ratio

9b0

NA

NA

NA

70
32
30

9
35
NR

17
NC
48

776
.91
U

40

10

88

4.00

46.2
54
40
35.3
57
90
85
140
75
157
54
100

9
NR
17.5
14.5
20
10
18
NR
50
50
NR
NR
NR
NA
NA

U

NC - not collected;

16
4
47
10
32
7
42
12
NR
328.5
14
NR
NC
U
U

5.13
U
2.29
2.43
2.05
9.00
4.72
L'
1.50
3.14
U
U
U
NA
NA

NR - not recorded
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APPENDIX VII
BURIAL ARTIFACT COUNT AND
DESCRIPTION OF BURIAL 16

1. Rough sort of materials recovered from aboriginal burials
2. Aboriginal burial traits
3. Description of Burial 16
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X
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x

DESCRIPTION OF BURIAL 16
This child, 3 (+ 1) years of age, was recovered during excavation of the
historic cemetery during the 1982 field season. This burial is represented by a
fragmented 50%6 complete cranium and a fragmented 75% complete postcranial
skeleton: thoracic and lumbar vertebrae, ribs, humeri, tibia, and left fibula. The
left tibia exhibits active periostitis which indicates a localized bacterial infection.
The most remarkable pathology is the 14 caries found on the 16 deciduous teeth.
This high rate for such a young individual suggests extensive developmental
disturbance of dental development indicating severe childhood stress.
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APPENDIX Vill
DISTRIBUTION OF CERAMICS ACROSS THE CEDAR GROVE SITE
AND THE CERAMICS FROM THE CEDAR GROVE I COMPONENT
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Distribution of

BELCHER. NATCH/HODGES

eramics across the Cedar Grove site

LTU2
FEA 1-3

LTO

LTI

LT2

LT3

LT4

LTS

S G NVT

S G NVT

S G NVT

S G NVT

S G NVT

S G NVT

S C NVT

BELCHER ENG VAR OWENOR BELCHER OR NAT ENG VAR
LESTER BEND BOTTOMLESS RIM

3

2

RELLHER ENG VAR OWEN OR NAT ENG VAR LESTER BEND
SHOULDER iHERDS W/INTERIOR LINE-NOT ENOUGH
BODY TO TELL PLAIN

1

1

3

1

1

5

1

1

3

7

LT7
S G NVT

1

2

2

2

BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN OR BELCHER RIM/BODY SHERDS
W/o INTERIOR LINE

1

BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN RIM/BODY SHERDS W/ INTERIOR
LINES

1

4

1

LT6
S G NVT

1

1

1

2

1

BELCHER RIDGED BASE SHERDS
BELCHER RIDGED VAR WILSON'S ISLAND RIM/BODY
SHERDS
BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN OR BELCHER SHOULDER SHERDS
WITHOUT INTERIOR LINE

1

NATCHITOCHES ENG VAR LESTER BEND SHOULDER(BODY
SHERD

3

1

1

1

BELCHER ENGRAVED BOTTLE BODY SHERDS VAR
UNDETERMINABLE

2

2

1
7

BELCHER RIDGED BODY SHERDS

2

1

1

2

3

2

3

2

4

2

NATCH/HODGES BOWLS OR BODY SHERDS
X HATCHING/BALL

31

3

3

2 4

2 1

2

1

1

3

I
3

ZONED X HATCHING
1

X HATCHING/TICKED LINE
ZONED HATCHING!
NATCH/HODGES BOTTLE BODY SHERDS
ZONED X HATCHING

1

1

3

1
1
1

X HATCHING W/BALL

1

1

X HATCHING TICKED LINE
ZONED HATCHING

Abbreviations:

LTU:

Levee Transect Unit; FEA:

Feature; LT:

Levee Transect; S:
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Shell; G: Grog; NVT: No Visible Temper

1

1

Distribution of ceramics across the Cedar Grove site

BELCHER, NATCH/HODGES
LT8
S G NVT
BELCHER

LT9
S G NVT

LT1O
S G NVT

LTI1
S G NVT

LTI2
S G NVT

LT13/14
S G NVT

FEAI0
S G NVT

FFA13
S t %VT

EIJG VAR OWEN OR BELCHER OR NAT ENG VAl

LESTER BEND BOTTOMLESS RIM

3

BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN OR NAT ENG VAR LESTER BEND
SHOULDER SHERDS W/INTERIOR LINE-NOT ENOUGH
BODY TO TELL PLAIN

2

1

1

2

1

3

3

2

3

BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN OR BELCHER RIM/BODY SHERDS
W/o INTERIOR LINE

1

BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN RIM/BODY SHERDS W1 INTERIOR
LINES

1

1

1

BELCHER RIDGED BASE SHERDS
BELCHER RIDGED VAR WILSON'S ISLAND RIM/BODY
SHERDS

1

BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN OR BELCHER SHOULDER SHERDS
WITHOUT INTERIOR LINE
NATCHITOCHES ENG VAR LESTER BEND SHOULDER/BODY
SHERI

1

1

1

1

1

BELCHER ENGRAVED BOTTLE BODY SHERDS VAR
UNDETERMINABLE
BELCHER RIDGED BODY SHERDS

5 2

1

I

1

5 2

4

6 1

1

1

1

2

2

8 9

2

2

1 7

1

2

1

1

7 2

1

NATCH/HODGES BOWLS OR BODY SHERDS
X HATCH ING/BALL
ZONED X HATCHING

I

X HATCHING/TICKED LINE
1

ZONED HATCHING
NATCH/HODGES BOTTLE BODY SHERDS
ZONED X HATCHING

1

1

2

X HATCHING W/BALL

I

X HATCHING TICKED LINE

I

1

3

ZONED HATCHING

Abbreviations:

LTV: Levee Transect Lnit; FEA:

Feature; LT: Levee Transect; S: Shell; G: Grog; NVT: No Visible Temper
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Distribution of ceramics across the Cedar Grove site

BELCHER, NATCH/HODGES
FEAI8
S C NVT
BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN OR BELCHER OR NAT ENG VAR
LESTER BEND BOTTOMLESS RIM

FEA20
S G NVT

FEAI7
S G NVT

FEA21
S G NVT

S

1

3

8

36

1

11

8

1

1

4

3

3

BELCHER ENC VAR OWEN OR NAT ENG VAR LESTER BEND
SHOULDER SHERDS W/INTERIOR LINE-NOT ENOUGH
BODY TO TELL PLAIN
BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN OR BELCHER RIM/BODY SHERDS
W/O INTERIOR LINE

I

BELCHER ENG VAR OWEN RIM/BODY SHERDS W/ INTERIOR
LINES
BELCHER RIDGED BASE SHERDS

I

BELCHER RIDGED VAR WILSON'S ISLAND RIMJBODY
SHERDS

1

BELCHER ENG V.&FROWEN OR BELCHER SHOULDER SHERDS
VITHOLI' INTERIOR LINE
NATCHITOCHES ENG VAR LESTER BEND SHOULDER/BODY
SHERD

1

BELCHER ENGRAVED BOTTLE BODY SHERDS VAR
UNDETERMINABLE
BELCHER RIDGED BODY SHERDS

TOTAL
G NVT

1
4

58

1

9

2

9

3

7

33

28

NATCH/HODGES BOWLS OR BODY SHERDS
X HATCHING/BALL

1

ZONED X HATCHING

2

1

X HATCHING/TICKED LINE

I

ZONED HATCHING

1

NATCH/HODGES BOTTLE BODY SHERDS
ZONED X HATCHING

1

13

3

2

X HATCHING TICKED LINE

1

2
2

LtU: Levee

Tranect Unit; FFA:

Feature; LT: Levee Transectj S: Shell; G: Crog;
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Abbreviations;

Ll

1

X HATCHING W/BALL

ZONED HATCH ING

6.

11

=

I - - I[ I

•

-

i

..

-

'VT: No Visible remper

Distribution of ceramics across the Cedar Grove site

LTO
S G NVT

r 0. i LK

UNONED,

PUNCTATED,

LTI
S G NVT

LT2
S G NVT

LT3
S G NVT

LT4
S G NVT

2

2

LT5
S G NVT

LT6
S G NVT

LT7
S G NVT

LT8
S G NNT

LJ 9
S G NVI

BOTTOMLESS,

TOPLESS FOSTER RIMS
UNZONED INCISED FOSTER RIMS W/LIP
BOTTOMLESS
PUNCTATED FOSTER RIMS W/LIPS
BOTTOMLESS, UNZONED
FOSTER NODES
FOSTER NODES

(4 NODES)
FLATTENED NODES

1

FOSTER TRAILED INCISED NIPPLE NODES

I

FOSTER BOTTOMLESS INCISED RIMS TOO
SMALL TO TELL IF ZONED OR UNZONED

2

1

UNZONED TOPLESS/BOTTOMLESS TOOL
PUNCTATED FOSTER RIMS

4

2

2

1

3

2

2

4

2

4

ZONED INCISED TOPLESS AND BOTTOMLESS
RIMS-FOSTER OR RED LAKE
FOSTER RIM BODY-PUNCTATED RIM
TRAILED BODY-VAR. MOORE
SMALL PUNCTATED RIMS-BOTTOMLESS
FOSTER
POSSIBLY CHILDMADE
BANDED INCISED, BOTTOMLESS TOPLESS
RIMS COULD BE FROM FOSTER VAR.
REDLAKE OR FOSTER
FOSTER RIM/BODY SHERD UNZONED INCISED
RIM-TRAILED INCISED BODY VAR. DIXON
FOSTER RIM/BODY SHERDS-RIMS ARE INCISED BUT ALL. ARE TOO SMALL TO TELL
IF ZONED OR UNZONED, BODIES ARE
TRAILED INCISED
FOSTER TRAILED INCISED VAR. SHAW
PARTIAL VESSEL

Abbreviations:

LTU: Levee Transect Unit; FEA: Feature; LT: Levee Transect; S: Shell; G: Grog; NVT: No Visible Temper
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Distribution of ceramics across the Cedar Grove site

"SIER

LTIO
S G NVT

LT11
S G NVT

UNZONED INCISED FOSTER RIMS W/LIP
BOTTOMLESS

I 1

1

PL-CTATED FOSTER RIMS W/LIPS
BOTTOMLESS, UNZONED

1

FOSTER NODES (4 NODES)

1

LT12
S G NVT

LT13/14
S G NVT

PEA 18
S G NVT

PEA 20
S G NVT

TOTAL
S G NVT

UNZONED, PUNCTATED, BOTTOMLESS,
TOPLESS FOSTER RIMS

"OSTER NODES

2

3 1
2

FLATTENED NODES

2

O(STFR TRAILED INCISED NIPPLE NODES

10

1

1 1

FOSTER BOTTOMLESS INCISED RIMS TOO
SMALL TO TELL IF ZONED OR UNZONED
NZONED TOPLESS/BOTTOMLESS TOOL
PUNCTATED FOSTER RIMS

6 1

1

6

1

1

9 1

6

34

ZONED INCISED TOPLESS AND BOTTOMLESS
RIMS-FOSTER OR RED LAKE
'OSTER RIM BODY-PUNCTATED RIM
TRAILED BODY-VAR. MOORE
;4MALL PUNCTATED RIMS-BOTTOMLESS
POSSIBLY CHILDMADE FOSTER

1

1 2

1

1

lANDED INCISED, BOTTOMLESS TOPLESS
RIMS COULD BE FROM FOSTER VAR.
REDLAKE OR FOSTER
-OSTER RIM/BODY SHERD UNZONED INCISED
RIM-TRAILED INCISED BODY VAR. DIXON

1

3

1

7 3

1

1

1

2 2

1

-OSTER RIM/BODY S:?ERDS-RIMS ARE INCISED BUT ALL ARE TOO SMALL TO TELL
IF ZONED OR UNZONED, BODIES ARE
TRAILED INCISED

I

-OSTER TRAILED INCISED VAR. SHAW
PARTIAL VESSEL

1

TIIAL

Abbreviations:

2

77 II 3

LTV:

Levee Traisect Unit;

FEA: Feature; LT: Levee Transect; S: Shell; G: Grog; 'VT: No Visible Tenper
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Distribution of ceramics across the Cedar Grove site

LTD
S G NVT
1

NATCh/HODGES BOWL BOTTOM SHERDS

LT1
S C NVT

LT2
S G NVT

LT3
S G NVT

LT4
S G NVT

LT5
S C NVT

LT6
S G NVT

LT7
S G NVT

S G:

X IIATCHING/TICKED LINE/BALL

3

X HATCHING/TICKED LINE
1

2

1

X HATCHING/BALL

1 3

1

ZONED X HATCHING

II
1

HATCHING/BALL
ZONED HATCHING
HATCHING/TICKED LINE/BALL
HATCHIN(;/TICKED LINE
CURVILINEAR TICKED LINE PARTS OF
INTERLOCKING SCROLLS
BELCHER ENG BOTTLE BODY SHERDS VAR OADEN
HODGES ENC BOTTLE NECK AND BODY SHERD VAR
UNDETERMINABLE
NAT(-HITOCHES ENG VAR NATCHITOCHES HELMET SHAPED
BOWLS W/BAND-ALL ARE RIM BODY OR SHOULDER
BODY SHERDS

3

1

1

KENO TRAILED VAR PHILLIPS RIM BODY SHERDS
4

KENO TRAILED BODY SHERDS
MULTIPLE LINE SHERI)S-TPROB

BELCHER

AVERY ENG VAR UNDETERIMINABLE-ALL
SHERDS
AVERY

BOTTLES
ARE

3 11

2 2

7

2 2 20

2 29

3

1

4

2

4

1

2

2

1

SHOULDER
1
1

ENG. VAR GRAVES RIM SHERD

AVERY ENG VAR BRADSHAW

Abbreviations:

LTU: Levee Transect Unit; FEA: Feature; LI: Levee Transact; S: Shell; G: Grog; NJVT:No Visible Temper
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Distribution of ceramics across the Cedar Grove site

LT9
S GNVT

LTIUI
S G NVT

LTII
S G NVT

LtI2
S C NVT

LI113M4
S G NVT

ttLAkI
S G NVT

tLA10
S G NVT

,,At

rLA-fl

S G NVT

S

G N,

NATCH/HODCES BOWL BOTTOM SHERDS
X HATCHING/TICKED LINE/BALL
2

X HATCHING/TICKED LINE
X HATCHING/BALL
ZONED X HATCHING

1

HATCHING/BALL

1

1
1

1

ZONED HATCHING

1

HATCHING/TICKED LINE/BATT

2

HATCHING/TICKED LINE

1

CURVILINEAR TICKED LINE PARTS OF
INTERLOCKING SCROLLS

I

BELCHER ENG

1

2

1

I

BOTTLE BODY SHERDS VAR OADEN

HODGES ENG BOTTLE NECK AND BODY SHERD VAR
UNDETERMINABLE
NATCHITOCHES ENG VAR NATCHITOCHES HELMET SHAPED
BOWLS W/BAND-ALL ARE RIM BODY OR SHOULDER
I
BODY SHERDS

I

I

I

KENO TRAILED VAR PHILLIPS RIM BODY SHERDS
1 1

<ENO TRAILED BODY SHERDS

3

MULTIPLE LINE SHERDS-PROB BELCHER BOTTLES
AVERY ENG VAR UNDETERMINABLE-ALL
SHERDS

1 2

7

1

7

8

9

6

1

1

2

27

9

lb
1

ARE SHOULDER
1

AVERY ENG. VAR GRAVES RIM SHERD
1

AVERY ENG VAR BRADSHAW

32

TOTAL

Abbreviations:

LTU: Levee Transect Unit; FEA: Feature; LT:

Levee Transect; S:

Shell; G: Grog; NVT: No Visible Temper
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Distribution of ceramics across the Cedar Grove site

LTO
S G NVT

LT1
S G NVT

LT2
S G NVT

LT3
S G NVT

LT4
S G NVT

LT6
S G NVT

LT5
S G NVT

LT7
S C NVT

L',
S G NT

CHANCES OF El. CAMINO
EL CAMINO 3
ESTHER

1

1

I OR2

ESTHER I OR 2 OR EL CAMINO I OR 2
I

ESTHER 1

1

ESTHER 2
EL CAMINO

1

1

1, 2, OR 3

2

ESTHER 2 OR EL CAMINO 3

LTQ
S G NVT

LT10
S G NVT

LT1I
S G NVT

LT12
S G NVT

CHANGES OF EL CAMINO
EL CAMINO 3

LT13/14
S G NVT

1

S

TOTAL
G NVT

1

1

ESTHER 1 OR 2

1

3

ESTHER I OR 2 OR EL CAMINO I OR 2

1

1

ESTHER 1

2

ESTHER 2

1

EL CAMINO 1, 2, OR 3

1

3

1

5

1

I

3

1

2

2

ESTHER 2 OR EL CAMINO 3
1

TOTAL

Abbreviations:

LTU:

Levee Transect Unit; FEA:

Feature;

LT: Levee Transect; S:

-
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Shell; G: Grog; NVT: No Visible Temper
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THE CERAMICS FROM THE CEDAR GROVE I COMPONENT
Frank F. Schambach and John E. Miller

As we state in our chapter on the Caddo IV and V ceramics, 126 sherds
from a stratigraphically earlier Caddo midden located southeast of the main
midden area were also submitted to us for identification and analysis.
This is the same midden that produced the very small collection of 12
sherds upon which the "Component I" of our preliminary report is based
(Schambach et al. 1980:143-144). That collection was characterized by an
absence of shell temper, a high frequency of bone temper, (9 of the 12 sherds)
and a brushed, grog-tempered coarse ware sherd. The only identifiable types
were one sherd each of Foster Trailed-Incised and Belcher Engraved. Mainly on
the basis of the bone temper and the brushing, we concluded that "There is about
an 80% probability that this sample represents a distinct early component dating
to about A.D. 1500." We guessed that it represented a very early Belcher phase
occupation.
The present collection amply confirms the presence of a distinct early
component. Shell temper is absent. Bone temper now occurs in a more realistic
236 of the collection. Grog temper predominates. The slightly expanded list of
diagnostic types now includes Glassell Engraved and Pease Brushed-Incised.
Bossier Brushed and Sinner Linear-Punctated may be present.
Without more contextual data all we can say is this material looks like it
could represent a single component. The general run of types is similar to what
we see in our large surface collections from certain areas around Battle Mound.
It probably falls within the period A.D. 1400 to 1500. The mixture of Belcher
and Bossier phase types suggests that further excavations could help clarify the
now very hazy matter of Belcher phase-Bossier phase relationships.
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Ceramics from. the Cedar Grove I component

'-,T

Type or Descriptive Category

Classell Engraved

(bottle)

Temper

I

Gro

Pease Brushed-Incised

Grog

Washington Stamped

Grog
Bone
Groa

1

Linear punctated coarse ware

Gro4

Trailed-incised
Compound brished coarse ware

2
4

Groc
Bone

Simple brushed coarse ware

5
3

Groc
Bone

Horizontally incised rim coarse ware

1

Grog

Punctated-incised rim/body coarse ware

I

Bone

Itntvpable engraved fine ware bowl fragments

3

Grog

Untypable engraved fine ware bottle or carafe fragments

3

Grog

Plain coarse ware rims

2

Grog

31
11

Grog
Bone

1

Grog

17
8

Grog
Bone

Plain coarse ware bodies

Unclassifiable decorated rims (too eroded to type)
Unclassifiable decorated bodies

(too eroded to type)

126

Totals

322

Grog

91

Bone

35

APPENDIX IX
PLANT REMAINS FROM CEDAR GROVE
[.

Plant remains from human ourials

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Plant
Plant
Plant
Plant
Plant

remains
remains
remains
remains
remains

from
from
from
from
from

features
midden
postmolds
column samples
excavation units
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1. Plant remains from Cedar

Provenience

Type Remains

597
600
83q
840
722
1140
963

BO
B02
B03
B04 S62 E175
B05!S70 E169
B07
BO

charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
rubus

1168
1167

B09
B04

0
0

1178
IlSQ

BOq
1 1
W;28Bf

0
charcoal
charcoal

B
Bi2

911
95C

c

:ove human burials.

Wt.(G) No.
0.1
0.5
0.I
0.1
0.3
0.2

,ar,:
o 1

O.J

121

charcoal

0.1

L

RH
BH

2 BI

carbonized

3
1

cupules (3.2 & 3.3 mm wide)
cuoule fragment

0.1

0
charcoal
0

B:

1

0.1
0.1

3:1
B:. H?
io ! Bi2
10.
11'

Remarks

C

charcoal
zea mars
7ea mars

0.1

char:.,al

0.1

0.1

324

2.

Provenience
631

FOb

b30
628
692
675

F07
F09
FNO
FII/LTU 3

734
683

FI2
F13/LTU 2

1005

F14/S141 E130

1108

F16

1547
1387

F1
Fl1

1547
1381
1401
1381
1401

F17/S144 E130
F18
FIB
F18
FIB

1381
1452
1381
1452
1381
1452

FI8
F18
F18
F18
FIB
F18

1381
F18
& 4.2 mm wide)
2.9 mm)
1401
F18
1382

F18/PM7I

137q

F18/PM71

1004
1105
1082

FIQ/SIll E130
F20
F20

Plant remains

Type Remains

from Cedar Grove features.

Wt.(G) No.

Remarks

0
carva
carva
carya
cf. ipomoea
charcoal
zea mavs
diospvros vireiriana
arundinaria gigantea
charcoal
charcoal
0
zea mavs

0.1
0.1
0.3

charcoal
diospvros vir~iniana
quercus
zea mavs
charcoal
zea mays
quercus
arundinaria gigantea

0.1

charcoal
carva
charcoal
carva illinoensis
zea mavs
zea mavs
charcoal
zea mavs
arundinaria giwantea
charcoal
charcoal
quercus
carva
diospvros virginiana
charcoal
cf. ipomoea
zea mays
iva annua
carva illinoensis
arundinarta gigantea
zea mavs
charcoal
arundinaria gigantea
charcoal
charcoal
0
charcoal
zea navs

0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1

1.5
0.2

1

carbonized

10
1

cupule fragments
carbonized

0.5
0.1
0. 1

arundinaria

0.1

cuoule fragments

0.1
0.8
(.1
0.2
5.0

I
1
1

(3.5 mm

carbonized
carbonized acorn
cupule
cupule fragments

1

cupule fragment (5.0 mm wide)
curule fragment

3

cob and kernel fragments

3

carbonized

1
I

carbonized
kernel and cupule fragments
carbonized seed (-uncarb. achene)

I

cob fragment

0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.0
0.2
0.6
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1

325

cupule fragments

3.

Ty-pe

Provenience
532

B'Ievee

b80

LTU

ws
w

n

677

LT' 01

141

LTU 02

549
671

LTV 03
LTI' O.

742
591
504
648

LTU
LTU
LTU
LTU

121

LT, 06

05
05
05
06

226
737
226
741

LTV
LTU
LTU
LTU

08
08
08
09

112

LTV 09

746
743
320

LTU 10
LTU 10
LTV 10

736
86
32
31

LTU 11
LTUll
LTU 11
LTU 12

26

LTU 12

31
26
27
28

LTU
LTU
LTI"
LTI"

29

LTT" 12 40-50

433

12
12
12 10-20
12 20-30

S of LTU

12

920
921
1026
337

S138 130
S141 E130
S141.4 E127
S42 E178

69
70
65
553

S54 E184
S54 E184
S56 E18.35
S72.5 F185

37h

S75.5

FlitO

372

S75.5 FIS8

331
538
537

974.27 F161
W levee
W
f LT

Plant

remains from Cedar (rove midden samples.

Wt, {:

Remains

0.8
0.6

charcoal
charcoal
zea mays
charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
0
diospvros virginiana
carva
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
0
carva
charcoal
zea mays
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
0
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
0
0
charcoal
charcoal
0
zea mavs
charcoal
catva
corvlus americana
charcoal
carva
charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
charcaal

Remarks

N:.,

2

acer
curul

1

carbonized

6

cob fragments

fragments

0.1
0.1
1.1
0.I

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4

neumb' !utea
carva illinoensis
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
000
carva
cnarcol1
h ,"-'1- 02
ca va
7ea .avs
carva illinoer is
dtospvros vir:Iniana
car,.a
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
32

326

ulmaceae
taxodium/ulmaceae

fraxinus

0.1
0.2
0.6
0.1

arundinaria
quercu
taxodium

5.8
9.5

taxodium/morus
taxodium

0.8
0.8
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.2
.3
2.4
0.2
.
0.3

cunule fragments
thick-walled

thick-walled

thick-walled
platanus
carbonized

0.1
4.1
0.2
43.7
0.2
1.6
7.4
0.1
0.1

seed fracments

quercus/salicaceae
diospvros/platanus/ulmaceae

carva
ac,.either plant nor caz,'onizec

0.5
1.5
1

pinus
carbonized seed fra e-nt

I

cunule

I

half carbonized sec,

0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1

4.

Provenience
1036
913
914
747

PM
PM
PM
PM

05
06
0b
o7

639
638
637
b40
635
63t
629
627
b-,
62-

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

)8
Qq
11
i
13
1.
15
16
1'
19

6...
6.5
6.

PM 23
PM 2.
PM 25

650
t51
652
653
905
654

PM
PM
PM
PM
PM
PM

655
656
_.9
733
938
1076

PM 31
PM12
PM 37
PM 38
PM 41
PM 43

1081
1037

PM 4
PM 45

1111
1113

PM 48
PM 49

1115
1111

PM 50
PM 52

1121

PM 53

1390
1390
1392
1397

PM
PM
PM
PM

26
27
28
29
30
30

66
66
69
73

Plant remains from Cedar Grove postmolds.

Type Remains

Wt.(G) No.

charcoal
charcoal
0
zea iavs
carva
0
0
0
charcoal
0
0
0
charcoal
0
Cf. ipomoea
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
charcoal
0
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
cucurbita peno
zea mars
charcoal
charcoal
0

0.1
0.2

Remarks

hickory

0.1
0.2

cupule fragments

0.1

0.1
I

carbonized

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.3
0.1
0.1
0. 1

diffuse porous

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

arundinaria

arundinaria

arundinaria
I
1

0.1
0.1

327

rind fragment
kernel frac-ent

5. Plant remains from Cedar Grove column samples.

76
75
55
56
60
555
113
1.4
236
117
118
11.
928
1027
1025
926
1008
1001
522

57.5 E183.5
62.5 E184
72.5 E212
72.5 E212
72.5 E212
73.5 E186
HTU 9 0-10
LTU 2 0-10
LTU 5 0-10
LTV 6 10-20
LTV 6 20-30
LTU 9 10-20
S.39.5 E 32
S140.5 E12
S141 E123.7
S141 E131.5
S144 E130
S147.1 E131.4
S38 E181

338
339
b8

S42.5 E179.5 0-10
S-25 E179.5 10-20
S48.77 E157

123
124

S49.27 E159 10-20
549.27 E159 20-30

125

S49,27 E159 30-40

126

s49.27 £159 40-50

130

549.27 E159 50-60

135

S51.10 F157.16 n-l

136

SS1.10

r! 5.I

! -20

charcoal
charcoal
0
0
0
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
lagenaria sicetaTia
zea mars
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
0
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
0
charcoal
carya
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
zea mays
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
rhus sp
999
vitis
charcoal
carva
zea mays
charcoal
rhus sp.
charcoal
zea maya

0.6
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
1.0
1.3
0.1
0.3
1.0
0.5
0.1
0.4
0.1
0.5

0.2
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.1

zea mars

charcoal

0.1
0.1

charcoal
charcoal
charcoal

77

562.5 E16-

charcoal

557
556

S73.5 E18b
s73.5 E186

376

S75.5 E188

charcoal
charcoal
zea mavs
charcoal
zea mavs
c. ipomoea
vitis
juglans nigra
charcoal
carva
carya
charcoal
carva
charcoal

0.5
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

S76 E190.5

370

S7

362

S76 F190.5

333
4JQ

S7q.27 E161
q
S81 E20

E190.5

hickory
cupule fragment
ulmaceae

I

carbonized

1

carbonized

1
4

kernel fragment
dp
carbonized

1

cupule fragment

1

cupule fragment

1

cupule fragment

I
I

cob and cupule fragments
carbonized
carbonized

0.2

charcoal

371

possible button fragment
cob fragments and cupules
cypress

0.1
0.1
L.0

20-10
l
15.
S57.5 Eleis
557.5 E163.5
557.5 E183.5 20-30
SS.L

cf. salicaceae
1
6

78
74
78

137

Remarks

Wt.(C) No.

Type Remains

Provenience

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1.0
0.1
0,2

charcoal
zea maya

0.1
0.1

carva
charcoal

0.1
0.2

328

1

cupule fraMent

:i

EISI
I t -h
9 E
S038

519 S39
52'. S39
.98 S39
106 0.0

N64'
Elb.
ELb
E1l'

i40 E175
S4t Elod
S41 E168
S41 EIed
541 168
S4 E168 20-30
41 EIt') 30-40
S.3 1164
S.) Flb.
,43 E16.

315
127
321
327
31.
, 326
3b.
3b)
.52

s-

t

'Type Pmt~

provenience

523
9l

n

s85 49 E132
S49 El2
S.9 U162

4t'9

.. 4.

E162
E168
E168
E181
EISI
E1181

849
S51
$51
$5
S54
S54

228
307

S54 E181
S5 E131

$S4 EII
228
.23 S54 E190
420 S54 E190 0-10
353 S56 E168
329 S57 E175
4.11 S59
369 859
387 59
391 S59
451 359

245
241
243
79
421
390
392
414
386
388

E157
1157
F157 0-10
E157 20-30
E157 50-60

S59 1164
S59 E164
S59 E164
559 E164
S59 F190
860 1354
860 E154
S6O E154
S60 1154 10-20
S60 F154 20-30

230
205
231
230
208
200
208
167
L63
170

361 E179
S61 F179
S61 1179
361 F179
$61 E179
561 1179
861 1179
862 E64
S62 E164
862 1364

,harcoI
0
charcoal
cea sAs
rhO,. ES'.
<hacc,,jl
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
cea nIcs
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
zea mars
charcoal
charcoal
0
vitts sp.

c.er
3.
(A
3

'Kernel fragment
carbonized

1

cupule fracent

(3.
0.1
0.1
-.2
0.1
0.1

7 Iatanus

0.3
3.t
0.4
0.5
).I
0.4
0.

cupule frazrents

I

carbonized

I

carbonized

0.3

charcoal
rhus sp.
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal

0.3

carv3

0.2

zea oavs
zea mars
cea =aS
charcoal
carca
0
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
fagus grandlfolia
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
juglans nlgra
dlospvros virglafna
charcoal
0
charcoal
0
0
0
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcaal
charcoal

0.3
0.3
0.1
0.5
0.2

kernel and cupule
cqpuie raments
cupule fra3cent

0.1
0.3
0.3

taxodlu

0.3
0.5
O.t
1.0

carbonized

I
0.1
0.1

0.1
3.1
3.3
0.1
0.3
0.3
O.1
0.1
0.1
0.3
0.1
n.1

zea mas
charcoal
zea mars
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
Zea navs
0

I

cupule fracmenE

1

cupule

2

kernel fracments

rament

char,',.3
charcoal

2.-

Ia.

063 Fl'8
F168
St,I61
063 03h8
46) 137

charcolI
iI
charc,,
c ar,
charcnl

'

,6 II l
,,1 fll3

charcoal
zea A-0

563 1119
1
863
563 131
hl F179

charcoal
,.
arcS
0at0p
vitl sp.

43
3.3
<"'

v

husk frap.encs

3
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.a

ih02 13h4
164
17
162

12
335
33,
''2
k2

_r

,,

tc

161

6
'I,

a?:

r andJ,

K r,

Iar.

charcl
a r ,o.a,.I

charcoal

355
317
312
316
228
307

~

lrastnf

"1.

I

74
'charcoal
'A

329

carboniSed
rote

T

Provenience

ype

Remains

-'t.

"l

x".

501

t'.

415

So-

L1hlarcoa.

202

St

-15-

503
I'1
1)7
195

So. E15.
St5
S65 E175
Sb5 E175

charcoal
juglans nigra

.l
t'.

502

S,5 E175

carva

H.I

charcoal

0.1

207
195
41b

S65 E175
1 7 5
S65 E
S65 E175

195
198

S5 E175
S65 E175

197
203

S65 E175
SO F1 79 (-10

charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
zea marls
Lea mans
charcoal
carts
carv
charcoal

I.1
0.3
().I
().
0.1
1
0.1
2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

229

568 Llq

10- (00

0

242
244

SoS F19
SOS E179

20- 3
30-4)

charcoal
charcoal

03 1
(c.f

381

S68 E179

40-5O

charcoal
charcoal

0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.1
2.0
0.1

0 ,

konarco

.15.

cnarcoa-.

'1

charcoal

3.0

thin-walled
cupule
kernel

fragment
fragments

pod of vihr.

cf. Ssn.'.rPt.'
cf. dicspvros

375
453
375

568
222
868 E222
S68 E222

455
IbO
158
162
155
16b

S8
S69
S69
869
S69
S69

160
162

Sb9 E157
869 E157

carva
lea mans
charcoal
carna
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
cf. phaseolus vulgarts
charcoal
charcoal
Lea mars
Lea mavs
lea mass

259
269

S6, f18.
S69 E164

charcoal
ca"a
carva

0.5
0.2
0.1

259

869

25'
254
250
47b
471
495
482
471
252

869 £18.
569 EL4
869 E18.
870 E218
870 E218
S70 E218
870 E218
S70 E218
S71 E179

lea manea mass
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
0
0
tea mans
charcoal
fagus grandtfolta
charcoal

0.5
0 1
0.5
1.0
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

charcoal
iea maya
fagus grandlfolla

1.0
0.1
0.1

charcoal
charcoal
lagenaria siceraria
dionpvros virglniana

0.1
0,1

carva
charcoal
0
charcoal

0.2
0, 1

charcoal
0
lea mann

0.1
0.1

cupule fragment

charcoal
carna
charcoal
charr,,,l

0.1
0.1
fl.1
0.1

thick-walled
acer

E222
E157
£157
£157
£157
E157

E18.

270

871 E179

25s

871

260
265
25

S71 E179 20-30
£71l£17q 30-40
57) E18.
S

E179

S 73 F184
l.A' 871 £18
l88
262

57i El94
18
E A4
571 £g.

255
249

573
57.

232

£18
FJI4
75 F168

20-10
20-1

0.1
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

kernel

and cupule fragments

I

half

1

cupule fragment
kernel fragment
kernel fragment

I

seed

cupule fragment
cupule fragment

1

cupule

1

husk fragment

1
3

cupule fragment
husk fragments

fragment

acer
I
I

rind fragment
carbonized
thick-wailed

0.1

330

l-cy
cr

h.

lant s rea ins ,r

re

_,.r

rand,"m

diffse poros
utmaceaefcf. acer

0.9
206 S75 E168 30-()
204 S74 F18 30-40
tg3 S75 E179
261
189
190

S75 £181
S75 E181
S75 E181

266 Si5 E81
187 S75 F181
271 S75 E181
424 s75 E192
.22 S75 E192 0-10
as -75 E218
.79 S75 E218
151 $76 E154
1.9 Sb E15.
IS) S76 E154
150 S7b E154
153 S76 E15150 S76 E154
[5- S76 E162
152 076 E162
159 076 F112
157 076 £1b2
385 $76 E1-.
20 S76 E14
383 576 -15- 20-30
373 S77 -214-10
368 577 1
78 E15.47
525 S78 E15520 S78 E154
16. S78 E168
156 S78 £168
165 S78 E168 20-30
173 S78 E168 40-50
297 S19 £192
295

S79 E192

296 S79 E192
288 030 £175
268 S80 E175
276 Sao E175 10-20
281 080 E175 20-30
275 Sal E179
272 Sal E17
264 581 £179 0-10
499 581 E209
492 S81 E209
486

S81 E209

481
380
292
27.
285

081
581
S83
S83
SB)
81
S83

S0O
.8)
7.
.9

E209
E222
F175
E175 0-10
1175 20-30
E175 30--0
1209

083 209
S81 20l1
S83 F :q 2-00

charcoal
charcca
charr-C1
uglans nltra
charcoal
charcoal
zea mavs
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
carva
carva
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
zea
ze3
charcoal
charcoal
charcoaIl
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
0
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
tea May
charcoal
charcoal
manS
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
uncrtonized good
carva
tea mans
charcoal
carva
charcoal
charcoal
0
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
carv .10.1

282 385 £191
2 9 05 FIO[
F1l81
85
2

charcoal
char< ol
char: ,al

366 585 £1''
285 087 E'

acva
ch.,rc".a

2%q Sal kl'
287294 88
8
I,
461

oS
0,5
0.1
0.5
0.1
0.1

R8 3K2li

3-l)

copole fragment

1

0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.5
0.5
0.1
0.1
il
O.
.rl
1 L
0.

k'ernel!ravment
rw-nc

cas
u

0as 1
4.1
0.1
0.5I
(I

4
arundlnaria

4..
4.1
0.1
0.1
O.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.2
0.L
0.1
0.).I
C.1
0.1
.ea
01l
0.5
0.1
0.1
3.1
1.1
0.1
0.1
0.8
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0,2

acer
platanus
cypress/ulmaceae
cupule fragment

cupule fragment

acer

1

O.s
0.2

O.l
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.4
0.1

cuoill fracment

acet
acer
acer

milans

4.1
0,
0.5
.
0.1
0,1

-harc,,al

I1-20

.

X7

0..1

i
h
(19
hirl0.5

ulmaceae
cf.

3/.1 O

zea -ave

1
03.

1Ar

331

wrm

ft.w~ment
kernel
enlIrec

7.

Provenience
1108-8-1-4
1108-17-14
438
E muck ditch
545
E muck ditch
438
E muck ditch
1420 HB 13
686
hist bur 42
536
historic roadbed
432
LT
735
LTU 11
739
LTU 5
142
LTU 9
738
LTU 9
142
LTU9
1412
no prov.
541
old E-W T4
918
S138 E130
357
S43 E164 0-10
129
S48.77 E157
469
138
62
38Q
299
436

S49 E162
S51.10 E157.16
S54.92 E179.45
S59E157 10-20
S78.5 E191
W muck ditch

544
446

W muck ditch
W muck ditch

436

W muck ditch

Plant remains from other Cedar Grove excavatior units.

Type Remains

Wt.(G) No.

charcoal
charcoal
diospyros virginiana
charcoal
charcoal
unzarbonized wood
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
0
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal

0.2
0.3

juglans nigra
charcoal
0
charcoal
carva
diospvros virginiana
charcoal
charcoal
diospvros virginiana
charcoal
charcoal
charcoal
carva
charcoal
carva illinoensis
nelumbo lutea

0.4
16.3

332

1
1.1
0.3
0.4
0.2
1.4

carbonized
diospyros
acer
uncarb pine with nail
platanus
quercus

0.1
0.I
0.1
0.1
0.1
2.8
8.7

carya
carya
rock
cf. acer/salicaceae

1.5
1.0
1
0.3
0.4

thick-%
"ed
carbonized
fraxinus
cf.acer

I
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.2
49.4
0.4

arundinaria

1

APPENDIX X
3LA97 TESTING AND MITIGATION
CLASS
LITHIC DEBRIS FROM
3LA97 BY ARTIFACT
AND LITHIC TOOLS FROM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

testing: all
Litnic debris from 3LA97 mitigation:
Lithic debris from 3LA97
mitigation:
Lithic debris from 3LA97 mitigation:
3LA97
Lithic debris from
mitigationt
Lithic debris from 3LA97 mitigation:
Lithic debris from 3LA97 mitigation:
Lithic debris from 3LA97
mitigation:
Lithic debris from 3LA97
mitigation:
3LA97
from
debris
Lithic
artifact
by
Lithic tools from 3LA97

proveniences
surface collections
backhoe trenches
levee transect units
large excavation units
random column smaples
features
postmolds
aooriginal burials
class
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APPENDIX XVI
ABSTRACT OF HISTORIC CEMETERY REPORT

Excavations carried out in 1982 (by the Arkansas Archeological Survey
under contract with the New Orleans District of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers) at the Cedar Grove site (3LA97) in Lafayette County, Arkansas,
recovered and relocated 80 graves from a historic Black cemetery threatened
by erosion and revetment construction along the south bank of the Red River.
Each grave was excavated and the artifactual and skeletal data were recorded
in temporarv field laboratories prior to the relocation of all remains to a
new cemetery. Analysis of the artifactual material dated all graves to the
period 1890 to 1927 when the cemetery was covered by silt from a major flood
of the Red River. Preliminary analysis of the casket hardware and personal
grave goods suggests differential mortuary treatment by age and possibly
economic resources. Analysis of the skeletal demographics showed that the
reconstructed age and sex profile represents a highly stressed but normal
biological population. Preliminary analysis of the skeletal data indicates
high frequencies of anemia, rickets, scurvy, and protein malnutrition. The
presence of weanling diarrhea is indicated by high frequencies of systemic
periostitis, active cribra orbitalia, and a modal childhood age at death of
18 months. High frequencies of degenerative joint disease on the adult
skeletons suggests a hard, rigorous life style which indicates that the amount
of physical labor required of Blacks had not changed since slavery. The high
incidence of interpersonal violence is probably associated with the turmoil
created by the beginning of segregation in Arkansas. Comparison of these
data to the historical record reveals that diet, health, and general quality
of life for southwest Arkansas Blacks had deteriotated significantly since
emancipation due to the fall in cotton prices and legalized discrimination.
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A REVIEW OF THE
INVESTIGATIONS AT CEDAR GROVE
Jeffrey P. Brain
Peabody Museum

Dr. Jeffrey P. Brain contributed a peer review based
upon his reading of a two volume draft report submitted to
the N4ew Orleans District of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers in M.arch 1983. Fie suggested a numboer of
editorial changes be made prior to puolication of the
manuscript. In light of the publication schedule Dr. Brain
was unable to respond with a revised peer review to this
final manuscript, however, what follows are excerpts of his
original review:

consisted of analyses of data conaucted after the
excavations had been completed. The lack of
interdisciplinary input prior to excavation, and as
a guide thereto, is a weakness that must be
overlooked due to the exigencies of the situation.
"To summarize, I am very impressed that so
much could be made of so little. Although
Cedar Grove is a relatively unimportant and
badly disturbed site, the opportunity was taken to
derive as much information from it as the
situation allowed. . . . There is the uneasy
suspicion that some of the analyses were
conducted simply because they contribute to the
claim of an interdisciplinary approach, but they
generally are excellent in their description of
methodological procedures and potential
application to archeological problems.
Unfortunately, while significant in these respects,
the results in many cases were not very
significant for the stated goals of the project.
We still do not know all that much about the
site and who lived there, except that it was a
small, year-round late Caddo IV - early Caddo V
occupation. We have learned practically nothing
about the effects of European contact. The
primary problem was the damaged condition of
Cedar Grove, not the archeological effort. It is,
again, a remarkable feat that so much was
retrieved when so much had been destroyed."

"Despite the fact that the excavation was
basically a salvage operation, and was limited by
severe temporal constraints, it was obviously
well-organized and conducted under the highest
professional standards-in keeping with the fine
record of the AAS (this is not a hollow platitude,
but recognition of a well-earned reputation). In
addition to the usual field techniques, conditions
warranted the use of heavy earthmoving
equipment, as well as metal detectors and that
infamous Arkansas tool, the probe. All wcre
seemingly used to good advantage, and it is
probable that a m-aximum amount of information
was extracted within the time available. In fact,
it is amazing that so much was gained when it is
realized that they had to work between the
graves of the extensive historic cemetery. . . .
The extent of the cemetery was the big surprise,
and one must vonder whether the major
commitment detailed in this report would have
been made if the amount of disturbance had been
realized beforehand. Happily, the crystal ball
was not available,
"in order to achieve this broader
(interdisciplinary) objective, the participation of
specialists in a number of fields . . . was
solicited. In most cases, the participation

The present form of this manuscript is due, in part, to
Dr. Brain's excellent suggestions, and we would like to
extend our sincerest appreciation to him for his time and
effort.
W. Fredrick Limp
Program Coordinator
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A REVIEW OF THE
INVESTIGATIONS AT CEDAR GROVE
Bruce D. Smith
Smithsonian Institution

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, along with the
other federal agencies naving cultural resource management
responsioility, often face difficult decisions in regard to site
nitigation. Establishing whether or not a threatened
archeological site should be excavated (and (f so, to what
extent) is in many cases neither simple nor straightforward.
If, on thie one hand, initial testing shows a site to be a
small plowzone lithic scatter devoid of diagnostics, the
mitigation decision is not all that agonizing. Similarly, if
initial testing exposes a long sequence of sealed short term
occupational episodes replete with activity areas, structures,
burials, etc. spanning the entire early and mid-Holocene,
deciding whetner or not to excavate is not exactly difficult,
tdut all too often sites fall into the broad gray area
between these two extremes, and it is not at all clear even
after testing, that the arcneological data set waiting to be
recovered is worth the necessary commitment of people and
funds. There is always the very real and present possibility
that deciding to carry out major excavation and analysis of
materials from such a "gray area" site will be shown, in
hindsight, to have been an expensive if perhaps not
predictable, mistake.
In light of this, I have always viewed the peer review
policy of the Arkansas Archeological Survey with an equal
measure of admiration and fascination. They actually pay
(hopefully objective) archeologists to critically dissect a
recently completed report of investigations. In addition
they agree to publish each of these reviews as part of the
final version of the report. Any archeologists asked to
provide Such a peer review is in turn ego-bound to try to
find the logical lapses and the inadequacies of the data set,
and to raise, if appropriate, questions concerning why and
how the site was selected for excavation in the first place.
Although such peer reviews cannot be expected to always

The results of this research into the prehistoric
occupation of the Cedar Grove site, in the form of a report
edited by Neat Trubowitz, convincingly demonstrates the
wisdom of the Corps's mitigation decisions. The
commitment of significant funding to excavation at Cedar
Grove, and the subsequent underwriting of analysis of
recovered materials, I hasten to add, could have resulted
minimally useful results if the Arkansas Archeological
Survey nad not been selected to investigate the site.
It is not at all difficult to imagine the kind of report
that might have resulted from a less competent, less
experienced research organization carrying out the work at
such a difficult site as Cedar Grove. There are
unfortunately a wide variety of limited circulation spiral
bound reports around to serve as examples of what the
Cedar Grove site report inight nave oeen--unfocused and
unorganized--illustrating, through numerous tabulation tables
of lithic, ceramic, and feature categories, a poor control of
material culture and regional chronology, and a patent
failure to have formulated an adequate problem orientation
or research design.
To gain a fuller appreciation of vhat TruDowitz et al.
nave accomplisned here, I recommend pulling a foot or so
of those spiral bound reports off your lower snelf and
reading tnrougn them before starting in on Cedar Grove.
In essence, what has oeen accomplished in this report
is a detailed and well-focused proolem-oriented (see Chapter
2) reconstruction of the occupation of a small, and IL~eiy
rather typical, Caddo V farnstead in tne Lester t8end area
of the Red River. Tnis nuitifaceted reconstruction is ad
the more impressive in that a sizable portion of the
archeolog.cal record of this farmstead was suosequently
displaced or obliterated by a levee (1836-LSST), a ce;netery
(1834?-1927), and a road tnineteentn-twentieth centiry).

provide fair and insightful assessments, the existence of the

In Spite of the less tnan pristine nature of the

Arkansas Archeological Survey peer review system
eloquently underscores the justifiable confidence they have
in the quality of their research and the resultant written
reports.
I am rather embarrassed to admit that if my opinion
had been solicited during the initial testing phase at the
Cedar Grove site, I might well have responded that the
location had been so badly disturbed by historic grave
digging and levee building activities that little worthwhile
information could be expected to be forthcoming from the
few features, postholes, and scattered prehistoric burials
that had been located.
Fortunately, the New Orleans Office of the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers did not ask for my opinion at that point
in the investigations of the obviously disturbed, clearly
"gray area," Cedar Grove site. Instead they contracted
with the Arkansas Archeological Survey to carry out more
extensive excavations at the site, and subsequently agreed
to fund specialized analyses of recovered plant, animal, and
human re,nains, along with lithic, chronometric, and
geomorpnological studies,

prehistoric component(s) at Cedar Grove (in addition to tne
late Caddo IV-Caddo V farmstead, an isolated, secondary
midden deposit dating to early Caddo IV times was only
briefly sampled), the research potential of the site was
recognized as significant in lignt of: (i) the almost total
lack of prior archeological information available concerning
the Caddo V period; and (2) tne realization that while other
Caddo V settlements no douot lay buried under the flood
deposited silts of the Red River, they would likely come to
light in the same manner as so many others had--exposed
and destroyed, first by the meandering course of the Red
River, and subsequently by opportunistic relic hunters.
A crucial variable in the recognition of the importance
and research potential of Cedar Grove site was the
Because of his detailed
expertise of Frank Schambach.
Knowledge of the culture history of the region (see Chapter
I) and his ceramic taxonomic talents, Schamnoach was able
to accurately place the Cedar Grove occupational episode as
very late Caddo IV and Caddo V (with the exception of the
small early Caddo IV midden) on the oasis of a rather
limited sherd collection resulting from the one week test
excavations carried out in 3une 198 .
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A variety of subsequent chronometric analyses were
carried out on materials recovered during the major
Novernber-3ecember 1980 excavations, with the following
results: 14 radiocaroon samples yielded extremely imprecise
temporal determinations and provided only weak support for
a Caddo V temporal placement for Cedar Grove; eight
archeoinagnetic specimens collected from a single feature
yielded such widely divergent remnant magnetic directions
that they no doubt came from a redeposited fired clay
context; ceramic samples from three features yielded nine
thermolu-minescent dates, ranging from 1520 to 1770 A.D.,
with sigma values of 30 to 55 years ( share Daniel
Wolf'man's excitement concerning the great potential of
therrnoluminescent dating of shell tempered snerds from late
prehistoric and historic sites); finally, Frank Scnamoacn and
John Miller confirmed Scnamoach's previous temporal
assessment through analysis of a total of 67 whole vessels
recovered from 12 grave lots, along with 9,262 sherds from
a nonmortuary context, concluding that the late Caddo
IV-Caddo V occupation of Cedar Grove took place during a
brief span of about 60 years, most probably between 1670
and 1730. This fine grain ceramic chronological assssment
of the Cedar Grove occupation was crucial in two respects.
First, it clearly established the historical context of Cedar
Grove, allowing the recovered archeological data base to be
interpreted within the context of the known ethnohistorical
record of that time period. Secondly, and most importantly, it allowed the entire Cedar Grove archeological
assemblage to be confidently analyzed as a logical, short
time span analytical unit. Schambach and Miller were able
to partition this 60 year time span of occupation into even
smaller temporal units through seriation of grave lots into
three groups.
The chronological analysis carried out by Schambach
and Miller is in fact at a fine grain temporal scale that has
rarely if ever been accomplished before in the eastern
United States. Although only briefly mentioned in the
report (p. 166), their success in identifying variations in
Foster Trailed-incised, Belcher Engraved, and Natchitoches
Engraved that reflect small changes " . . . that occurred
within years of each other rather than within decades or
half centuries." represents a significant metnodological
accomplishment with implications and applicability far
beyond Lester Bend and the Caddoan archeological region,
I would hope that this topic could be the subject of a
journal article by Schambach and Miller to ensure that their
research was widely appreciated,
It is worthwhile emphasizing triat the 14 aboriginal
ourials located at Cedar Grove, which comprised the core
of the undisturoed zarcneological data set and allowed the
fine grain ceramic chronological placement of the site, the
excellent Caddo IV-V mortuary ceramic assemblage
descriptions, and Jerome Rose's exhaustive oioarcneologicai
analysis of the skeletal series, were noi an automatic result
of the excavation, out rather were in a large part
deliberately and netnodc':,"-ally located through extensive
and tine consuming probing et,.rts. When Burial I was
exposed on aeceinoer I, 1980, nai.way tnough the field
season) the lack of any indication in the sod of a burial pit
outline raised concerns: " , . as to whether such features
could e discerned at all in the sandy subsoil . . . " (p. 66).
As a result, systematic probing of the site was carried out
over a two week period, identifying an additional 11
aooriginal interments (two below-house floor baby burials
were located without probes). The field decision to Commit
time and energy in systematic probing in search of
aboriginal burials was, in hindsight, pivotal in terms of fully
realizing the information potential of the site. It is such
decisions as this, often passing unnoticed, which distinguish
experienced, opportunistic (in the nonpejorative sense of the
term) arcneologists fron the drones, and which hake the
difference between just another lost opportunity, on the one
hand, and the recovery of a valuable archeological data set,
on the other.
Another excavation crew, other archeologists, might
well have opted for the easy way out, and chosen not to

seek out the burials with metal detectors and probes. The
result would undoubtedly nave been three burials rather than
14 and if the Cedar Grove human skeletal series, and
associated grave goods had not been recovered, the site
would not have been worth excavating, in my opinion.
The research ,)otential of the Cedar Grove human
skeletal remains is convincingly illuminated in the
bioarcheology study done by Jerome C. Rose. Following a
detailed description of the burials, Rose addresses a number
of general research questions, including demography,
paleopathology, dietary reconstruction, and genetic analysis.
Although the Cedar Grove burial population exhibits an
atypical demographic profile (too few children and adult
females), it is typical of Caddoan skeletal series in general.
In a convincing demonstration that the Cedar G. ove burials
represent the mortality experience of a single family over a
short period of time, Rose presents very similar
demographic profiles from a series of six rural Arkansas
family cemeteries dating to the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries.
The high frequency of shared morphological anomclies
provides further support for the presence of a family group,
with the age and sex distinction of these anomalies (males
and young females) suggesting patrilocal residence. Rose
determined that the Cedar Grove family suffered "typical"
(comparable to other Southeastern prehistoric skeletal series)
rates of infectious disease, but leaves the door open to
possible interpretations of them having been exposed to
European disease (pp. 241, 250). Rose also concludes that
the Cedar Grove inhabitants consumed maize at a level
intermediate between Fourche Maline and Mississippian
populations (pp. 243, 248, 253).
Rose's analysis of the Cedar Grove skeletal series is
impressive both in terms of the range of techniques he has
Drought to bear in order to extract information, and the
fact that his research design and problem orientation is
structured within a larger temporal and geological
framework. In addition to providing a detailed and
informative analysis of Cedar Grove, Rose also views the
site in a larger context--as a single data point to be
integrated into diachronic and regional research questions.
The geographical, temporal, and cultural context
provided by Rose for the Cedar Grove skeletal series is
matched by the environmental context developed in four
chapters (Margaret J. Guccione-Chapter 3, Frances B.
King-Chapters 4 and 14, Bonnie W. Styles-Chapter 15). An
additional chapter provides a rich cultural-historical
background for the Cedar Grove site (Neal TrubowitzChaoter 5).
Guccione provides an analysis of the intrinsic, periodc
(perhaps on a 300 year cycle) channel pattern variations
that nave occurred along tie Arkansas portion of the Red
River over the past 150 years. Guccione describes a
cyclical pattern of sinuosity changes on both a local and
regional scale, with any local stretch of tne river expected
to experience a century or more of high sinuosity, which
then abruptly ends as most meanders are cut off over a
25-30 year period. Relatively low sinuosities then prevail
for upwards of a century before sinuosity increases again
over a 31-65 year period.
This proposed cycle of
alternating century long periods of high and low sinuosity,
separated by 25 to 50 year long episodes of "rapid"
adjustment ,nay perhaps have some implications of the
analysis of late prehistoric patterns of settlement within the
meander belt of the Red River.
If it was possible to project tie schedule of this
cyclical alternation oetween low and high sinuosity for
particular segments of the Red River (such as the ilig Ben,
area) back into the prehistoric period, it might be possible
to correlate various temporal units (e.g., Caddo V) with a
particular phase or phases of river sinuosity (high, low, or
transition). If this was in fact feasible it would be
interesting to consider tne degree to which changing
patterns of human subsistence and settlement mignt reflect
adaptive responses to the cycle of channel pattern variation.
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In :hapter 4 Frances Kilng provides an excellent (as
expected) environmental reconstruction of the presettlement

of the site, in terms of ceramic chronological placement
and bioarcheology, the partially preserved features and

vegetation associations in the Lester Bend area, combined in

blurred internal spatial organization of the Caddo V

Cnapter 14 with her analysis of the manner in which the
Cedar Grove family group utilized the plant resources of

the Rted River floodplain.

component represented a difficult interpretive problem--one
that was approached through ethnographic analogy. In tne

Although the assemblage or plant

report on the test excavations at the Cedar Grove nite

remains recovered from Cedar Grove was not large, a
variety of wild and cultivated species were identified, and a

number of interesting patterns were observed.

Frank Scnambach's (1982) research design for continued
investigations detailed what one mignt expect to find on a

Judging from

late Caddo farmstead.

These predictions were based on two

their limited representation in the plant assemblage, nuts
were apparently of minor importance at Cedar Grove, and

historical documents. rhe Teran expedition map of the
Upper Nasoni village, dating to 1691-1692, provides a

maize does not appear to have been of overwhelming

detailed glimpse of thle typical "village" of dispersed

importance, based on its small, fragmentary (if broad)
representation across the site. As King notes, these

farmstead compounds, each comprised of from one to three
houses, one or two storage platforms, and perhaps a ramada

findings are compatible with the oioarcheological

or drying rack.

interpretations of Rose.
values (Wolfmnan-Chapter

distant, illustration of the spatial juxtaposition of the
various structures comprising a Caddo compound is provided

The contradictory C12/C13 ratio
17), might, as the author suggests,

A more detailed, if temporally more

reflect the processing of maize with lime or in wooden

in the Teran-Soule model of the composition and spatial

mortars, adding yet another episode to the documented
history of difficulties encountered in interpreting C12/C13

organization of late Caddo farmsteads and "villages."
Within the context of this model, Neal L. Trubowitz's

ratios in prenistoric eastern North American Indian

interpretation of the Cedar Grove compound as having

populations.
I was particularly interested in King's tantalizingly

consisted of a linear arrangement of at least three circular
habitation structures, each with an associated ramada

brief discussion of the American Lotus (Nelumao luteal, and

structure located to the east, is both impressive and

its possible importance as a food resource for prehistoric
populations in tne Southeast. Easily established in still

convincing.
The southern most of the three houses (Structure

Mater habitats like oxbow lakes, with edible nuts, shoots,

I-Feature 31 was the best preserved, with enough post-holds

tubers, and root, a dried tuber caloric value comparable to
corn, and a root that is similar to potatoes in terms of

and features still present for Trubowitz to characterize it
as a 9.6 n diameter round walled (cane latticework and

carbonydrate content) the American lotus would appear to

pressed clay) house with a thatched roof, a baking pit, bell

be an interesting subject for further consideration,
The Cedar Grove faunal assemblage, analyzed in detail

shaped storage pit, and several subfloor subadult burials (a
nine month old infant and a six year old child). The

by Bonnie WV.Styles and James R. Purdue, also provided

cluster of postmolds (Cluster 2) located to the east of this

several interesting patterns of resource selection. While the
strong representation of white-tailed deer and turkey was

house, which contained a partial rectangular pattern, could
well represent a ramada structure. Given the clear

not unexpected among terrestrial species, with raccoon,

co-occurrence in Structure I of a high concentration of

rabbits, squirrels, and opossum filling out a predictable
pattern of exploitation, fish and waterfowl along with other

daub, subfloor child burials, and a ramada to the east,
Trubowitz's proposed Structure 2 (Feature 24) to the north

aquatic species Mere present at surprisingly low levels

is reasonable enough--with an infant burial, a ramada

(particularly if the large oxbow lake recorded just to the
south of the site in the 1322 General Land Office

postmold cluster (Cluster 3) to the east, and a high
frequency of daub. The existence of a third Caddo house

survey--see Figure 4-I--was in existence in 1700).

just to the north of Structure 2, which seemed rather

As other

Caddo settlements of a comparable age are located and
excavated, it will be interesting to see if they too diverge
from what might be expected to have been utilized in
terms of the habitat composition of resource catchment
,as (Styles 1981).

tenuously based on a few postmolds and a high daub
frequency, was considerably strengthened with the discovery

of a child burial (Burial 16) in that area after excavation of
the prehistoric component of the site had been completed.
1 am quite interested in hearing if the ceramic assemblage

Rounding out tie analysis of various categories of

recovered at the same time as Burial 16 contains any

naterials recovered from Cedar Grove is tne lithics chapter
3y Marvin Kay. Xs vtn nany of the other chapters, iKay

provides a detailed analysis of Cedar Grove materials

temporal clues, since it would be nice if Structure 3 could

oe found to date toward the end of the 60 year span of
late Caddo IV-Caddo V occupation at Cedar Grove. On the

Mhicn

is, at tne sane tine, .

netnodological contribution to the
Jiscipline, with applications far beyond tne Big dend of the

Red River.

basis of their fine-grain ceramic chronological analysis,
Schambach and Miller place the southern most house

Hlis general suotractive process m~odel

(Structure 1) in a 1670-1700 time frame, w ,,ile Structure 2,

represents a clear logical improvement over prior nodels
focused on stone tool production and use (e.g., Collins

iw?5l.

just to the north, is slightly later.
If Structure 3 could in turn be demoiitrated to

rne Lester isend area was resource-poor in terms of

postdate Structure 2, Cedar Grove would contain a nice

litnic raw materials, witn the almost entirely local
rocirenent effort tocusin5 on small stream 6ravel chert

Cobbles.

south to north linear/temporal sequence of three to four
house-ramada pairs which could well represent the periodic

T:)e small Size of the available Cobbles both

structural abandonment and rebuilding process of a family

constrained tne <ind and variety of tools that could oe
produced, and necessitated initial oi-polar percussion. Kay's

unit over a period of six decades.
Although I think that it is fairly probable that this

replicastive o)i-polar percussion experiments provided d

line of three to four Caddo IV-V structure-ramnada pairs,

vaiuaole cont'xtual data (debitage) set for explicating the
Cedar Grove lithic assemblage, and contributed to a number

of rus conclusions in regard to oi-polar flaking.

situated along the crest of a point bar ridge on the convex
bank of Lester Bend, does in fact represent rebuilding

His

episodes (each structure lasting 15 to 20 years?), it may not

fortnrignt discussion of the indistinct boundaries between
the intuitive typological categories that fo~m the continuum

be a perfect south to north temporal sequence, since two of
the early (Ceramic Group 1) burials, along with several

of oi-polar reduction products (bi-polar cores, flakes, pieces

Group 2 burials are from the area north Of Structure 3.

esquilees, etc.) was refreshing, as was his identification of
pieces esquillees as a natural ay-product of the bi-polar

The 50 m gap in the house line at Cedar Grove
between Structures I and 2, caused by road construction,

process, rather than a finished tool.

may have contained a fourth structure-ramada pair, in

Interestingly, there

was neither evidence, nor discussion of, bone slotting and
wedinK activities at Cedar Grove.
v'uile the :edar Grove )uriali proviJed important andi
on i'in;
ifor'nation concernin,; the prehistoric occupat m
,

addition to the Structure 2 associated burial cluster that
Schambacn and Miller locate there. (Editor's note
Smith's

connents on the possiale temporal sequence of occupation
: Cedar Grove were
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Hog

nade in reference to the draft

version of tnis report. See rruoowitz Chapter is tor an
expanded discussion of thistopic.)
-%final and fascinating contextual analysis of the
Cedar Grove site, carried out oy Neal Truoowitz, involved
determniring the nature and intensity of contact between the
Cedar Grove inhabitants and Europeans.
Starting at tne regional level and then focusing in on
the Lester bend area, rrubowitz first outlines the European
presence in tne area, and discusses the arcneological
indicators of European contact that might De expected to
occur at Cedar Grove. For a number of reasons Trubowitz
concludes that evidence of European contact at Cedar
"
Grove night be minimal, at best. There is
. . . no
known European description of an encounter with the Caddo
in the Spirit Lake or ioyd Hill archeological localities until
after the Cedar Grove site had been abandoned." (p. 35).
Altnough Europeans were certainly present in the Caddo
area during te 167G-1730 span of occupation at Cedar
Grove: "the rKadonaaacho living on Great Bend in ArKansas
were the last to experience regular lace-to-face contact
witn ruropeans *itnin the area where twey resided" (p. 35).
Curopean goods, mostly of a perishable nature, would have
occurred, when p eserved, in nigh status, elite goods
situations.
It is as a result, appropriate that tvie only
potent;al evidence of European contact found at tne site is
in the farm of two s-nall oone discs which may or may not
represent the assimilation of the European concept of a
outton. These two "outtons," when viewed in the context
of Truoowitz's etnnonistorical analysis, provide an eloquent
indication of Cedar Grove's twilight position between two

cultures.
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PEER REVIEW: Cedar Grove:
An Interdisciplinary Investigation of
a Late Caddo Farmstead in
the Red River Valley
Dee Ann Story

Last spring wnen I first reviewed the :edar Grove
report it was a draft version wrnicn consisted of two
volu nes written at different stages in the analysis.
W/hile
even in this form the study was Lnpressive, it was marred
by poor integration and sequencing of chapters and minor,
but distracting, errors.
The final version is changed

and erode sites in tne active floodplain of tme river, as wed
as provides a oasis for predicting settlement patterns,
especially tie locations mnere sites are likely to have
survived recent neanderings of tne Red.
Although not
explored by Guccione, the geomorpiologist's ability to
sequence certain landfor-ns in tne floodplain also can be of

significantly and I welco-me the opportunity to revise also
ny comments as many of them conceroed probie-fs that
have been resolved.
In its present form, the report is one of the best, truly
interdisciplinary studies of the Caddoan site. It reflects a
thougntful, problem-oriented research design, careful
recovery of field data, and well-integrated analyses by
sKiled specialists. The report also illustrates nicely that
much can oc learned from a severely disturbed site and oy
a project constrained in the areas it could investigate. The
project archeologist, Neal Truoowitz, the contributing
researchers, and tne contract program of the ArKansas
Archeological Survey are to be complimented for providing
us with a study that stirely will join the ranks of such
Caddoan classics as Alex L). rieger's contribution to the
Oavis site report (Newell and Krieger 1949) and Clarence H.
'ebb's Belcher site monograph (Wlebb 1959).
Nlthough Cedar Grove is nmlticomponent, and the
report includes brief analyses of material from the nearby
Sentell site, it is the late Caddoan occupation at Cedar
Grove that was the primary target of research. Given the
constraints on the excavations at Cedar Grove and the
limited nature of the work at Sentell, the oiased emphasis
of the study is justified,
Largely on the basis of the ceramic analysis by FranK
Scnambach and John Aailer (Chapter 11), the late Caddoan
component at Cedar Grove is identified witn the Belcher
phase and tne recently defined Chakanina phase. It is
dated from late Caddo IV times into the middle Caddo V
period; or, translated into the Cristian calendar, it is
estimated to have been continuously occupied by a
Kadonadacho group from A.D. 1670 to 1730, perhaps even
A.3. 1650 to 1730. Appropriate to the late dates assigned,
the relationships of the site to a document-derived
settlement pattern model (called the Teran-Soul.e model) and
a diachronic nodei of Aboriginal/European contact (called
the Great end Contact Era model) emerge as the most
uniting research questions (Chapter 2). A number f other
important issues, however, are addressed, and a major
strength of the study is its comprehensiveness,
Since I foand the IS chapters comprising the report
generally to be of nigh caliber, I will not comment on all
of the individual studies. Rather, I will review only those
that are of particular interest to me or that constitute
what I see as major elements of the research. These
re naris are followed by a few general observations on
Caadoan archeol,y stimulated by the Cedar Grove study,
Trhe physical setting of the site is ably discussed in
',argaret Gicciones tightly written analysis (Chapter 3) of
nistorically recorled chanes in the Red River. It makes
clear to the nonspeialist the processes which variouslv bury

consideraole predictive value to cnronology building
research. Equally as important, discrete assemblages of
tenporaily Jess diagnostic specimens, such as faunal rema.ns
and litnic deoitage, can be isolated and studied without tie
all-too-common problem of component mixing. Thus, for
example, the relative youthfulness of tne ridge'and swale
topography on which Cedar Grove is situated explains tne
tightness of the ceramics from the site (Scnambach and
Miller, p. 168), as well as has provided us with one of the
few (to my knowledge) unmixed collections of late Caddoan
litnic debitage. Guccione's conclusion that variations in the
Red River channel within the study area since 1827 have
been caused by intrinsic factors rather than external ones,
makes one usefully cautious in evaluating riverine changes
as evidence for climatic change.
Much of the perceived significance of the Cedar Grove
site derives from its late chronologic placement and, hence,
potential for: (1) testing Schamoacn's (1982) Teran-Soule
model, and (2) studying the impacts of Europeans on
Caddoan (Kadohadacho) groups living in the lower portion of
the Great iend region. Neal Trubowitz elaborates on this
potential in Chapters 5 and 12.
The main objective of
Chapter 5 is to explore the implications of little or no
evidence of European contact at sites dating well into the
contact era. To that end, a diachronic model is
constructed from secondary sources pertaining to European
expeditions and settlements between A.D. 1500 and 1750.
Tnis model postulates that few or no trade goods will be
found at Kadonadacno sites dating prior to A.D. 1730
because: (1) they were the last of the Caddoan groups to
have direct contact with Europeans; (2) until 1719, when La
Harpe established a post on the Red River, other native
groups filtered the flow of European goods to the
Kadonadacho; (3) the redistribution system among the
Kadohadacno survived late and limited the accessibility of
European items to farmsteads sucn as Cedar Grove; and (4)
many of the early European trade items were of perishable
nature and are not expected to survive archeologically.
This model has appeal, primarily because it articulates
a number of different processual aspects of European
contact with Caddoan groups. Nonetheless, I have questions
aoout certain aspects of the model as well as doubts aaot
how convincingly it explains the absence of unequivocal
evidence of European contact at Cedar Grove. If, as
detailed on pages 33-39, European travelers observed a
nunoer of European goods along the routes they actually
traveled, then is it not probable that they would have found
the same in areas they happened not to traverse? What
was the impact of the early French traders? Because most
of these traders probably were illiterate, their activities
probably have been much underrated. Admittedly it will b
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difficult to lerret out the neede,1 information, but, as

this descriptive system resolves these problems remains ta

"ildred
'liedei (1981) points out in her excellent
etnnohLstoric study of the Deer Creek site in Oklahoma, the
pertinent records nave yet to oe systematically combed,
Could one not argue on both arcneological and ethnohistoric
grounds tnat the Kadonadacno groups enjoyed high status
among other Caddoan and nonCaddoan groups and that this
position would favorably affect their access to European
goods'
Potential differences in social accessibility of goods
is recognized in the model out only as a variable within
Kadonadacho society.
Lastly, are we dealing with
diacnronic processes which occurred over such brief period
of times tnat archeologicaly we are forced to see theem as
being svnchronic?
Regardless of the viability of my questions regarding
tne Great idend Contact Era model, I believe that the
paucity, pernaps absence, of European items or any otner
indication of European contact (despite very diligent search),
is a significant line of evidence Iq.,esting that the site was
abandoned oefore A.3. 1730.
vloreover, the evidence to the
contrary (see especially Chapters I and 17) is not so
strong as to eablhsh conclusively the terminal date as
being as late as A.D. 1730.
It seems to ne best to leave
the matter open to question; in other words, as an issue to
De resolved by future research,
Chapter 7, by Neal TruDowitz, presents a thorough
account of the field organization, sampling methods, and
laboratory procedures. Many matters not often toucoed
upon in a report, yet useful to evaluating a data recovery
program, are discussed.
A good example of the
attentiveness to detail is provided by Table 7-3 which
quantifies the volume of dirt water separated or passed
through screens of varying mesh sizes. The only question I
have concerns the implications of the stratigraphic
relationship between the adult burials and the midden.
On
page 67 it is stated that these interments had been made
before the extension of the general midden over them.
Subsequently, in Chapter 10, on pages 97 and 108, and in
Chapter 17, on page 257, it again is noted that the midden,
which presumably was undisturbed, overlies the adult burials,
Since these include the burials (Group C) assigned to the
latest phase (Chakanina) of the Caddoan occupation, I
cannot help but wonder where is the midden refuse to be
linked to these burials and, conversely, where are the
burials that might be associated with the midden?
In other
words, this stratigraphic sequence implies a complexity in
the occupation of the site that, it seems to -he, has not
been addressed adequately,
The study of native-made ceramics (Chapter 11) by
Franoc Scra.mbach and John Miller is a pivotal section of the
report.
It provides much of the basis for the cultural and
temporal placement of the late Caddoan occupation and for
unraveling the internal structure of this component.
It also
is notable for its discussion of the evidence pertaining to
the use and recycling of vessels, the definition of one new

be seen.
I found it cumbersome to use and, in the end, did
not feel that it contributed that much to the analysis of
the snerds from Cedar Grove.
Hopefully, we can come up
with a more parsimonious solution, or at least a solution
that is more straightforward.
;tarvin Kay's analysis of tne sjotractive tecnnology
(Chapter 13) is of general interest for its useful refinement
of
iicnael Collins (1975:Figure 1) often-cited ihic
reduction model.
Subtractive tecrnologies are niceties in
the archeological record because of the waste byproducts
and manufacture failures usually associated with them.
rins, of course, has been long recognized and has been
systematically dealt within the study of ithics. For other
raw materials, such as bone and shell, this has not been the
case.
Technological debris to be linked with nonlitnic
artifacts probably is to be found mostly in the specimens
submitted to the faunal specialist, or, worse yet, in piles of
residue deemed to be of no research value.
Kay's model
draws attention to these, and other, implications of
subtractive technologies, although he is not able to follow
through in the actual analysis of specimens. Tne.chapter,
nevertneless, is a solid study of the stone, bone, and shell
artifacts recovered from Cedar Grove.
The only aspect
that causes me to raise my eyebrow a bit is the very high
incidence of bipolar flaking debris, probably because I have
so much difficulty recognizing the residue from this
technique.
Chapter 14, Frances King's study of the macroplant
residue, and Chapter 15, Bonnie Styles and James Purdue's
analysis of the faunal remains, are welcomed additions to
the still meager literature on Caddoan subsistence practices.
The data are well r-esented and the inferred economic
activities are well supported.
Very noteworthy aspects of
the Cedar Grove study are the comple-nentary lines of
evidence pertaining to diet, especially the utilization of
maize.
Small bits of charred corn were widely distributed
at the site (Table 14-1), but corn was not truly abundant as
it totaled a mere 7.1 grams (Table 14-2). As King points
out on page 209, this distribution . . . "indicates a low
level of usage or processing methods which were not
conducive to carbonization and preservation."
Jerome
Rose's excellent study of the skeletal remains from the site
(Chapter 16) and tne high stable carbon isotope ratios
obtained from 7 samples of human bone (Chapter 17:Table
17-1) offer significant refinements to King's conclusions.
Namely, they indicate that the consumption of maize was
greater than. can be inferred from the plant remains alone.
In addition to the importance of this conclusion, the Cedar
Grove study illustrates well the general need for
considerable care in assessing the importance of plants to
the diet on the basis of charred remains alone.
It also
provides an outstanding example of the value of
interdisciplinary research.
Rose's chapter on the bioarcheology is an especially

type and 30 new varieties, and the application of a
hierarchical descriptive system to classify decorations on
rim and body ceramics,
Few analyses of Caddoa
pottery have been as thorough
or as provocative.
While I am not as confident as
Schambach and Miller in the absolute ages assigned, they
have marshaled an impressive case for a finely-tuned
ceramic chronology which surely dates quite late in the
Great Bend sequence. Indeed, with this study as a model,
the application of Philip Phillips' (1970) variety concept
seems certain to become increasingly popular in Caddoan
research.
Justifiably so.
It is a practical and useful
classification system when the varieties are defined on the
oasis of good contextual data and extensive comparative
material.
For replicability, it is critical that any new

impressive component of the interdisciplinary research effort
at Cedar Grove.
The strengths of the study are many and
include the significance and variety of the questions
addressed, the comparative nature of the analysis, and, as
best I can judge, the soundness of the conclusions reached.
One only can look forward to the day when more such
studies have been completed and there can be more
extensive comparisons within and beyonid the Caddoan area.
In this regard, then, Rose's chapter illustrates well what can
be gained from the analysis of curated skeletal remains.
Since it also makes clear that much is yet to be learned in
bioarcheology, the study also highlights the importance of
the position taken, for example, by Jane tuikstra (1981) on
the reburial issue.
The final Chapter by Neal Trubowitz summaries the

chapter provides an excellent model,
My reaction to the descriptive systein is less

predictions derived from ethnohistoric data synthesized into
the Contact Era model and the Teran-Soule model.
Brief

Certainly there are serious proble-s in apply the
"Krieger-Webb" typology to snerdS, but iust how effectively

Baugh's (1980) study which outlines a number of

variety be well described and well illustrated.

Again, this

Cedar Grove findings and compares them against a series of

enthusiastic, but perhaps I am Just being a fuddy-duddy.

comparisons also are made with Don 'Wyckoff and Timothy
ar-teological correlates for

Hasinai political and religious
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elites. Several refinements to tne Teran-Soule model are
offerea, out, in general, it is concluded that twe
arcneological remains attributed to tne Belcher phase and
ChaKanina phase occupation at Cedar Grove ;nanth well
wilththe w'ritte;1
records.
Ti'us, in awdition to being notabe lor is
.Tterdiscplinar,
research, the Cejar -rove prole-t itands
out as one of tie fe-w i-I Cadjoan arcneoiogy to na~e
extensive use it tite direct isorical approicn. Since t.ie
oenefits to De rjalized fron tnis approac.i are quite evijent
in tne Cedar -rove study, it hopefujll will sinJlate more
ethnonistoric analysis of written records pertinent to the
Caddoan area.
titnout nearin; to detract from their
considerabie contribution, I suspect that Swanton (1942) anj
Griftitn 11954) nJve lille, too njris of us into believing
tnat little new is to be gained tron restudy o1 the primary
accounts and tnt our resedrcn dollars are better spent on
other types of special analysis. However, it is clear when
one reviews the work being done by Ahillred Wedel (e.g.,
1973; 19SI) and T. N. Campoell (e.g., 1979; 1983; Campbell
and Campoell 1931) that much of value can be gleaned
from reassessing Known records and seeking out new ones.
Pernaps archeologists can significantly further these
researcn efforts by more often including an ethnohistorian,
as defined by Wedel (1976:3-5), as a member of their
interdisciplinary team.
Because there is a great deal in the Cedar ,irove study
that researchers will want to emlate, I believe rhat it is
important to be mindful of the diversity witnin what we
Significant differences
identify as Caddoan arcneologi.
appear early and are ;moSt obvious wnen sites in tile
Arkansas Valley are compared witn those on Red River and
farther soutn. by late prehistoric and historic times, there
is even more regional differentiation and a number of
contrasts can be drawn, for example, between Caddoan
renains in the Great Bend region and those in the upper
Neches-Angelina drainage. Consequently, we need to
develop more regionally specific models as well as be
guarded in the use of any panCaddoan framework such as a
What works well in the Great Bend region ha
Caddo I-V.
not be appropriate to another region.
Certainls. wi t the Cedar Grove study much of tne
significance and uniqueness of late Caddoan developments in
tne Great Bend region is brought into sharp focus tor the
first time.
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